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A N  I N D E P E N D E N T  N E W S P A P E R  

Saving the Everglades 
A MAJOR activity of the federal government 

over the years has been the transfer of 
water into and out of entire regions of the 

country to make them habitable. The water 
transfers have yielded enormous economic bene- 
fits, but often at high belated environmental cost. 
Central and Southern California is a desert that 
has been reclaimed by diverting water from the 
north; the loss of water has degraded streams 
and wetlands there. 

Southern Florida posed tile opposite problem. 
The lower third of the state was mostly a vast 
swamp, which federal agencies have helped to 
drain. The result has been the near destruction of 
the natural cathedral and vast biological breeding 
ground called the Everglades. 

But now in Florida (as also in California) the 
government is seeking to reverse some part of its 
handiwork and restore part of what it destroyed. 
The natural pattern was for the Everglades to be 
covered by a sheet of water arising in Lake 
Okeechobee, two-thirds of the way down the 
state, and moving slowly south to Florida Bay. To 
reclaim lands south of the lake for agriculture and 
other development, the government broke up the 
sheet. Part of the water was diverted, so that the 
flow was reduced. The flow was also contaminated 
by agricultural and other runoff, and the timing 
was disturbed. The government took nature's 
place. To keep the developed lands from flooding, 
too much water was sent south in the rainy 

season; in drier months, again for the sake of the 
developed lands, too little was released. 

The need in what remains of the Everglades is 
for a larger, steadier flow of cleaner water. 
Efforts have been underway to achieve that for 
some time. Among other things, the federal 
government filed a lawsuit in 1988 to force the 
state to clean up the agricultural runoff. The 
state agreed in 1992 to settle rather than litigate 
the issue. The settlement agreement has now 
produced a preliminary result, which Interior 
Secretary Bruce Babbitt announced last week. 
Important details stlll have to be worked out, but 
the supply of water to the south is to be in- 
creased by 25 percent and the agricultural runoff 
is to be pumped through new filtration marshes 
that will take out part of the phosphorus, the 
principal contaminant. The sugar and other 
growers in the agricultural area will help to pay 
the cost of setting up the marshes. 

Environmental groups complain-and Mr. 
Babbitt agrees-that this is only a preliminary 
step, and barely the outline of that-no more 
than a "statement of principles." Even if it suc- 
ceeds, there will still be too much phosphorus in 
not enough water, and many other problems. But 
better this than further litigation, after which a 
settlement like this would likely have to be 
negotiated anyway. A process is underway, it's 
pointed in the right direction, and that has to go 
into the books as progress. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Wong Call at AU 

P&G Retrenches 
P ROCTER AND GAMBLE, for the first 

time in its long history, will cut thousands 
of jobs from its payroll to get production 

costs down. Another of the employers that 
brought security to generations of Americans has 
suddenly become somewhat less secure. But 
P&G's case is different from that of the other big 
companies that were once among the country's 
best and most stable employers and now have 
been announcing huge cutbacks and plant clos- 
ings. It's not like the automobile companies, or 
IBM or the defense contractors. It isn't burdened 
by foreign (competition or a record of manage- 
ment errors. It's not in a declining industry. The 
company's in very good financial shape. 

P&G's reason for this massive retrenchment is 
the sharpening competition between its heavily 
advertised brands and the very similar products 
--lA k.7 -h-;n etnvnc a ~ n r l m r  t h m i ~  n- JahplP Fnr 

incomes. And why the uneasiness? Surely one 
contributing factor is the continuing series of 
tremendous layoffs and plant closings among the 
companies that were, until now, the symbo1s of 
solid prosperity through bad times as well as good. 
Cause-and-effect seems to have become circular. 

It's not only jobs but the fringes. (In recent 
decades most middle-class Americans looked to 
their employers for their medical and etirement 
benefits. It seems unlikely that many employers 
will offer the same kind of protection t the next 
generation. One purpose of the bene s was to 
hold employees. Now companies se i m to  be 
having second thoughts about the e ciency of 
keeping people for their entire careers. 

Employers are shedding their tradtional re- 
sponsibility for benefits in two directiom-to the 
individual employee and to the federd govem- 
ment. When ~ e o ~ l e  see the traditional corporate 

As a third-year student at the Amer- 
ican University, I am both enraged and 
embarrassed that this institution of 
higher learning continues to demon- 
strate poor judgment in its scholarship 
distribution. 

I have no grudge against Ronnell 
Williams [Sports, July 81, a convicted 
felon who will be receiving a full 
scholarship to American. My argu- 
ment, however, is with the director of 
athletics, Joe O'Donnell, basketball 
coach Chris Knoche and the adminis- 
tration of the school. The decision 
they have made will long haunt Amer- 
ican's already blemished record with 
the public. 

As a female former athlete at 
American, I know money was scarce 
ior many taienied aii~ieies., b t l i  ma:e 
an:! female, %?less they p!ayed bas- 
ketbaii. ivir. 'v'r'iial~is's frill ~ ~ h ~ k i 5 h i p  
is only the tip of the iceberg of the 
perquisites he will receive because of 
his affiliation with the men's basket- 
ball program. 

I have no problem with second 
chances. I am concerned, however, 
with the amount of time my parents 
have to work to finance my first 
chance at American and how many 
jobs I am working to assist them, and 
we are  still coming up short. In the 
meantime, American is setting aside 
$100,000 t o  finance someone's sec- 
ond chance. What I would ultimately 
like t o  find out is what the American 
University considers its priorities to 
be and what type of message it is 
sending to today's youth. 

I am reevaluating whether I should 
work so hard to  spend another 

$24,000 on the American University 
when it is not working at  all for me. 

MELANIE J. WENTZ 
Washington 

American University's decision to ad- 
mit Ronnell W i a m s  is disturbing. Uni- 
versity spokespersons quoted in the arti- 
cle present the school's action to be a 
commendably charitable, if not a hero- 
ically bold, decision. Lost in their rheto- 
ric is the fact that Ronnell Williams' 
"second chance" is granted on the basis 
of his athletic skills and on the school's 
intention to exploit those talents. 

In the language of school officials, his 
transgression (an arrest and subsequent 
conviction for the attempted sale of 
cocaine) is minimized as a "serious rnis- 
L ~kt:, 3 ~ .  J? UI, ... da -. :.. UI &L- UIC &.*a- uuc UI -i A'- UIC a -..&.-in L:LJ~, 2 

"bad move." Acmrrh-g tn the art~cie, 
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gaged in this drug transaction in order 
to obtain money to pay for abortio~is ior- 
two women who were carrying his chil- 
dren. If this is true, Mr. Williams is not 
&ty of one isolated youthful indiscre- 
tion. Instead, he seems to be demon- 
strating a habitual inability or aversion 
to use any sense of judgment. 

One university official describes hls 
school's decision as a mere quid pro quo 
arrangement-a college education for 
the services of a Division I basketball 
player. Mr. Williams's admission, these 
officials imply, does not come at the 
expense of others. The situation is also 
couched in terms of that most elusive 
ideal, fairness. Just how fair is Ronnell 
Williams's admission considering all 
those young people in this country who 
have been admitted to colleges and 

universities but either cannot atter 
because of prohibitive tuition costs c 
who will be burdened long into the] 
worlung careers with exorbitant studer: 
loans? 

There are countless other disadvan 
taged urban youths as well who, like h41 
Williams, are fatherless and who comc 
from less than nurturing households 
They cannot even fleetingly entertain 
dreams of finding a way out of hopeless- 
ness-not unless they can jam with 
either hand, fill the lane and shoot the 
rock. One can also question what Mr. 
W i a m s  will do with his opportunity? 
With American's basketball program be- 
ing no equivalent of that of North Caroli 
na or Indiana, an MBA career is unlike!; 
Will Mr. Williams even graduate, or 
cr!(-p his rliglhrty expbrs. will h e  reti11 

to his 11eigl;wilwd ii Cbiikiiiati i 

LyLLe! ;',L :i> '~'~,;;rg~ rx;Be,  ;e,,<e? 
Finally, what message is being sen: tc 

young people nlth this decisior,? It is : 
message already 'trumpeted from the 
ranks of professional athletics. If you 
don't play by the rules, if you even go so 
far as to engage in the socially corrosive 
activity of drug use, not to wony. As 
long as you are d t e d  with athietic 
talent, an exemption from personal re 
sponsibity can be made. 

If this were a society that did nr 
pretend it assiduously enforces its on 
rules, if this society held and applic 
undiluted, reasonable standards of fah 
ness. the question of whether to adm 
Mr. W i a m s  would not be a "tough call 
It would be a fair, clear and consister 
call. You're out. 

FRANK McCARTH 
Hyattsvil 

I Ray Campanella 's 'Delicate Advice ' 
K e v i n  

L o w t h e r ' s  
July 7 letter 
about "Hap- 
py Felton's 
K n o t h o l e  
Gang," a pro- 
g r a m  t h a t  
preceded the 
t e l e v i s e d  
g a m e s  of 
"the Boys of 
Sum'mer" 
(the Brook- 
lyn Dodgers 
b a s e b a l l  
team) in the 
'50s in which 
Dodge&. play- 
e r s  k o u t d  
r1.c-nen gil- 
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New Look at the Cyuba Embargo 
T HIS NEWSPAPER has long supported the 

American embargo on Communist Cuba, but 
events are suggesting a change of view. The 

largest event, of course, has been the collapse of 
Soviet Dower. This cost Fidel Castro his Soviet - -  
subsidies and linkages and terminated his capacity to 
damage American foreign-policy interests. But the 
more subtle change has been in the context of Cuban 
politics. The embargo was meant to make it harder 
for the dictator to govern. But he has the police to 
tighten the screws, and he has used the embargo to 
burnish his nationalist credentials. The embargo has 
punished first the Cuban people. 

A further effect has been to build up tensions on 
the island and to heighten chances of an explmion- 
one throwing off large new waves of refugees. The 
United States should not be making such an e x p b  
sion likelier or larger. It should be acting not as the 
manager of a post-Castro future but as a friendly 
neighbor, sensitive to Cuba's historical suspicion of 
American power and eager to see the Cuban people 
move peacefully to democracy. This is a difficult 
impression to convey when an American embargo is 
contributing to popular misery. Lifting the embargo 
would make it clear that the misery is the responsi- 
bility of the regime. 

The familiar difficulty is how to extend benefits to 
the Cuban people while giving as little comfort as 
possilde to the regime. Fidel Castro is bound to try 
to exploit any American initiative. The American 
purpose cannot be to accommodate the hemisphere's 
sole sllniving military despot. Hence, to the extent 
possible, economic exchanges must be conducted 
between private parties. A desperate Cuba's readi- 
ness to legalize possession of dollars, for instance, 
puts nchw leverage in the hands of Cubans who can 
receive dollars from relatives in the United States. 

It is t:ondescending as well as silly to imagine that 
after 34 years in power Mr. Castro is prepared to 
mellow and abandon his career-long ideology in 
return for a change in American policy. But this 
cannot mean any relenting in the effort to induce him 
to provicle relief to victims of his egregious human 
rights violations. He might well resist, feeling-who 
knows better?-that a show of decency would endan- 
ger h ~ s  nlle. But the United States must press the 
point. Culxin dissidents and human rights advocates 
have a special and continuing claim as Americans 
review th12 question of the embargo. It's time for 
President Clinton, currently holding an unexamined 
pro-embargo position, to examine it. 

A Good Idea in Housing 
i major change in the public hGushg rent 
: 1 structure. It would ease the relat%nshiD - - - - - - - - 
a between rent and income. Under current rules, 
' whenever a tenant's income goes up, the govern- 

ment consumes 30 percent of the increase in rent. 
The "rent tax" atop all other taxes becomes a 
disincentive either to work or to get a better job or, 
if the tenant has such a job, to remain in public 
housing. The idea is to reduce the disincentive. ' Officials believe that, in the long run, tenants, 

, proM and the government all will be better off. 
: The public housing program dates from the 

1930s. For years the standard in setting rents was 
, that they &odd cover operating costs. The federal 
i g o v k m m t  had already paid the cost of construc- 

tion; the rental income, would pay the rest. The 
problem was that the subsidy wasn't deep enough. 
Rents pegged to operating c b t s  were higher than 

I a lot of poor people could afford. 
i In the 1970s and 1980s' the government bent to 
i peed and began to set rents as a percentr- -$ : tenant income in-*--> - 

u 
The effect of these and other rules meant to 

serve the poorest first was to change the nature of 
public hous~ng. The median income of the national 
tenant popitlation has declined. Increasingly the 
projects hake become home to the poorest of the 
poor, who are isolated there; critics say they are 
warehoused. The accompanying social problems 
have been a further deterrent to tenants with a 
choice. Particularly in the Reagan-Bush years, 
policy makers were wont to deplore a problem that 
policy had helped produce. 

The Clintor~ people propose two changes. One is 
an 18-month grace period if a tenant goes to work; 
the increased income wouldn't count in determining 
rent. The other would give local officials new author- 
ity to set ceiling rents. Rents would continue to rise 
with income up to a point. Beyond that, the rent tax 
would be suspended. The theory is that tenants 
would have a greater incentive, to work, and industri- 
ous tenants wodd have a greater incentive to stav 
The social structure uG+h:- 

telemarketing, U 
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by 7.4 percent, some postal officials attributed that to the 
recession, not postal advertising tied to the Olympics, the 
GAO said. It said it was unable to verlfy Postal Service 
claims that the increased use of Priority Mail made a con- 
tribution of $39.2 million to the agency 'because the 
overall effect of Olympic advertising . . . is unknown." 

Postal officials also claimed revenue of $73.8 million 
from the sale of 1 0  stamps bearing the Olympic rings. 
GAO auditors said that was inappropriate because some 
of the stamps would have been issued whether or not 
there was an Olympic tie-in. 

The service had other problems capitalizing on its 
sponsorship. The U.S. Olympic Committee blocked the 
sale of merchandise bearing Olympic stamps to the pub- 
lic. And an "International Pen Palw club that was supposed 
to help youngsters correspond with children overseas 
produced $601,000-not the projected $7 million. 

The GAO inspectors also questioned whether postal 
0-fficials had properly accounted for the costs of the spon- 
sorship, charging that some, including all advertising and 
personnel costs attributable to the sponsorship, were not 
charged to the Olympic account. By failing to place these 
costs against revenue claims, the Postal Service "distorts 
any report of its financial results," the GAO concluded. 

P0ST"SERVlCE 
0I.Y'MPiC SPONSORSHIP 

1990-93, DOLLARS IN MILLIONS 
..--- 

POSTAL SERVICE 
REVENUE 

incentive! program 3.3 9.1 

I Other 0.3 0.3 1 

I SOURCf.: Gerteral Accounting Office 
I _ _ _ _  THE WASHINGTON POST 1 

Position on Postal Service Board Ilk: Abt kcant, Judge Rules I I 
Bush's Recess Appointment Voided 

By Bill McAllister 
Washlmdbp, W Staff Wntrr 
__l_l_l_____-.l___ 

A federal judge has declared one of President 
George Bush's final appointments mvalid, holding that 
there was no vacancy on the Postal Service Board of 
Governors for a longtime Bush friend to fitl. 

U.S. District Judge Louis F. Oberdorfer's ruling last 
Friday was a defeat for the Clinton administration, 
which had sent Justice Department lawyers to defend 
the recess appointment of former Democratic repre- 
sentative Thomas "Lud" Ashley of Ohio. 

The administrat~on's positlon had upset the Senate 
Democratic leadership, which claimed that the Bush 
appointment was an abuse of the president's power to 
make appointments that do not require Senate cbn- 
firmation while Congress is in brief recesses. Much of 
the debate in the court case focused on whether the 
Senate had a sufficiently long recess on Jan. 8 to allow 
Bush to invoke his recess appointment powers. 

At the time Bush had 12 days left in his presidency, 
and Senate committees were considering Clinton's 
Cabinet choices. 4 

nLa-dnrfer skirted the recess question in his six- 
---l-=rl 2c ''the unusual 

I' 
dorfer noted. That means California business execu- 
tive Crccktx Nevin, the governor whom Ashley was 
s~j,yo.ed to succe6d. :(,u:J x>r \ t .  f o i  ub, L O  , . , ,A: , , f ~ t ,  
Dec. 8,  1992, when hls term explred. Therefore, 

I 
Obertlsder- held: "There was no vacancy to be filled by 
the recess appointment of Ashley and his purported 
appoirltnierlt and commission were and are null and 
void.'' 

Postal Board Chairman Bert H. Mackie said in a 
statenlent he was "gratified" by the ruling, saying it 
would allow Nevin to return to the board at its Au- 
g u s ~  meeting. Neither Nevin nor Ashley has sat on 
the 1)cs;ird since the dispute began. 

FiChley said yesterday he had not studied the de-' 
cisjo11 and will meet with his lawyers today to decide 
whether to appeal. His attorney, John Vargo, said 
he wi!l urge they appeal. The ruling "confused the 
jss~res of whether there is a vacancy with how you 
fil! that vacancy," Vargo said. 

,\ justice Department spokeswoman had no com- 
mc,rit. Vargo said he doubts the department would 
appeal the ruling because it supported administration 
arguments of broad presidential appointment powers. 

In her arguments to Oberdorfer, Karen Stewart, 
a Justice lawyer, had urged him to delay his ruling, 
asr;uming that the Senate could then confirm a Clin- 

"'--- nlrhrkoo~ of Illinois, to fill out 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, DC July 10, 1991. 

Hon. THOMAS S. FOLEY, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR MR. SPEAKER: By direction of the Committee on Govern- 
ment Operations, I submit herewith the committee's fourth report 
to the 102d Congress. The committee's report is based on a study 
made by its Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture 
Subcommittee. 

JOHN CONYERS, Jr., Chairman. 
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Mr. CONYERS, from the Committee on Government Operations, 
submitted the following 

FOURTH REPORT 

BASED ON A STUDY BY THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, AND 
AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE 

On June 26, 1991, the Committee on Government Operations ap- 
proved and adopted a report entitled "A Citizen's Guide on Using 
the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act of 1974 To Re- 
quest Government Records." The chairman was directed to trans- 
mit a copy to the Speaker of the House. 

In 1977, the House Committee on Government Operations issued 
the first Citizen's Guide on how to request records from federal 
agencies.' The original Guide was reprinted many times and 
widely distributed. The Superintendent of Documents a t  the Gov- 
ernment Printing Office reported that almost 50,000 copies were 
sold between 1977 and 1986 when the guide went out of print. In 
addition, thousands of copies were distributed by the House Com- 
mittee on Government Operations, Members of Congress, the Con- 
gressional Research Service, and other federal agencies. The origi- 
nal Citizen's Guide is one of the most widely read congressional 
committee reports in history. 

' A  Citizen's Guide on How to Use the Fkedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act in 
Requesting Government Documents, House Report No. 95-796.95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977). 

(1) 



In 1987, the Committee issued a revised Citizen's Guide. The 
new edition was prepared to reflect changes to the Freedom of In- 
formation Act made during 1986. As a result of special efforts by 
the Superintendent of Documents a t  the Government Printing 
Office, the availability of the new Guide was well publicized. The 
1987 edition appeared on GPO's "Best Seller" list in the months 
following its issuance. 

During the 100th Congress, major amendments were made to the 
Privacy Act of 1974. The Computer Matching and Privacy Protec- 
tion Act of 1988 added new provisions to the Privacy Act and 
changed several existing requirements. None of the changes affects 
a citizen's rights to request or see records held by federal agencies. 
However, some of the information in the 1987 Gurde became out- 
dated as a result, and a third edition was issued in 1989.* 

During the 10lst Congress, the Privacy Act of 1974 was amended 
through further adjustments to the Computer Matching and Priva- 
cy Protection Act of 1988. The changes do not affect access rights. 
This fourth edition of the Citizen's Guide reflects all changes to the 
FOIA and Privacy Act made through the end of' 1990. Minor edito- 
rial changes have also been made. 

A popular Government without popular information or 
the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a 
Tragedy or perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern 
ignorance, and a people who mean to be their own Gover- 
nors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge 
gives.--JAMES MADISON 

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) establishes a presump- 
tion that records in the possession of agencies and departments of 
the Executive Branch of the United States government are accessi- 
ble to the people. This was not always the approach to federal in- 
formation disclosure policy. Before enactment OF the FOIA in 1966, 
the burden was on the individual to establish a right to examine 
these government records. There were no statutory guidelines or 
procedures to help a person seeking information. There were no ju- 
dicial remedies for those denied access. 

With the passage of the FOIA, the burden ot' proof shifted from 
the individual to the government. Those seeking information are 
no longer required to show a need for information. Instead, the 
"need to know" standard has been replaced by a "right to know" 
doctrine. The government now has to justify the need for secrecy. 

The FOIA sets standards for determining which records must be 
disclosed and which records can be withheld. The law also provides 

A Cttizen's Guide on Using the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act of 1974 To 
Request Government Reconls, House Report No. 100-199, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1987). 

Public Law 100-503. 
A Citizen's Guide on Using the Freedom of Information Art and the Priracy Act of 1971 To 

Request Government Records, House Report No. 101-193, lOlst Cong., 1st Sess. (1989). 
5Letter to W.T. Barry, August 4 ,  1822, in G.P. Hunt, ed., IX  The Writings of  James Madison 

inn ( la in)  -"- ,A"L",. 
The Committee wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Harold C .  Relyea, Specialist, Ameri- 

can Natlonal Government, Government Division, Congressional Research Service, in the prepa- 
ration of this report. 



administrative and judicial remedies for those denied access to 
records. Above all, the statute requires federal agencies to provide 
the fullest possible disclosure of information to the public. 

The Privacy Act of 1974 is a companion to the FOIA. The Priva- 
cy Act regulates federal government agency record keeping and 
disclosure practices. The Act allows most individuals to seek access 
to federal agency records about themselves. The Act requires that 
personal information in agency files be accurate, complete, rele- 
vant, and timely. The subject of a record may challenge the accura- 
cy of information. The Act requires that agencies obtain informa- 
tion directly from the subject of the record and that information 
gathered for one purpose not be used for another purpose. As with 
the FOIA, the Privacy Act provides civil remedies for individuals 
whose rights have been violated. 

Another important feature of the Privacy Act is the requirement 
that each federal agency publish a description of each system of 
records maintained by the agency that contains personal informa- 
tion. This prevents agencies from keeping secret records. 

The Privacy Act also restricts the disclosure of personally identi- 
fiable information by federal agencies. Together with the FOIA, the 
Privacy Act permits disclosure of most personal files to the individ- 
ual who is the subject of the files. The two laws restrict disclosure 
of personal information to others when disclosure would violate 
privacy interests. 

While both the FOIA and the Privacy Act support the disclosure 
of agency records, both laws also recognize the legitimate need to 
restrict disclosure of some information. For example, agencies may 
withhold information properly classified in the interest of national 
defense or foreign policy, trade secrets, and criminal investigatory 
files. Other specifically defined categories of confidential informa- 
tion may also be withheld. 

The essential feature of both laws is that they make federal 
agencies accountable for information disclosure policies and prac- 
tices. While neither law grants an absolute right to examine gov- 
ernment documents, both laws establish the right to request 
records and to receive a response to the request. If a record cannot 
be released, the requester is entitled to be told the reason for the 
denial. The requester also has a right to appeal the denial and, if 
necessary, to challenge it in court. 

These procedural rights granted by the FOIA and the Privacy 
Act make the laws valuable and workable. As a result, the disclo- 
sure of federal government information cannot be controlled by ar- 
bitrary or unreviewable actions. 

The Committee recommends that this Citizen's Guide be made 
widely available a t  low cost to anyone who has an interest in ob- 
taining documents from the federal government. The Government 
Printing Office and federal agencies subject to the Freedom of In- 
formation Act and the Privacy Act of 1974 should distribute this 
report widely. 

The Committee also recommends that this Citizenk Guide be 
used by federal agencies in training programs for government em- 



ployees who are responsible for administering the Freedom of In- 
formation Act and the Privacy Act of 1974. The Guide should also 
be used by those government employees who only occasionally 
work with these two laws. 

IV. How To USE THIS GUIDE 
This report explains how to use the Freedom of Information Act 

and the Privacy Act of 1974. It reflects all changes to the laws 
made since 1977. Major amendments to the Freedom of Informa- 
tion Act passed in 1974 and 1986. A major addition to the Privacy 
Act of 1974 was enacted in 1988. Minor amendments to the Privacy 
Act were made in 1989 and 1990. 

This Guide is intended to serve as a general introduction to the 
Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act.6 It  offers neither 
a comprehensive explanation of the details of' these Acts nor an  
analysis of case law. The Guide will enable those who are unfamil- 
iar with the laws to understand the process and to make a request. 
In addition, the complete text of each law is included in an appen- 
dix. 

Readers should be aware that FOIA litigation is a complex area 
of law. There are thousands of court decisions interpreting the 
FOIA.' These decisions must be considered in order to develop a 
complete understanding of the principles governing disclosure of 
government information. Anyone requiring more details about the 
FOIA, its history, or the case law should consult other sources. 
There has been less controversy and less litigation over the Privacy 
Act, but there is nevertheless a considerable body of case law for 
the Privacy A d  as well. There are other sources of information on 
the Privacy A d  as well. 

However, no one should be discouraged from making a request 
under either law. No special expertise is required. Using the Free- 
dom of Information Act and the Privacy Act is as simple as writing 
a letter. This Citizen's Guide explains the essentials. 

V. WHICH ACT TO USE 

The access provisions of the FOIA and the Privacy Act overlap in 
part. The two laws have different procedures and different exemp 
tions. As a result, sometimes information exempt under one law 
will be disclosable under the other. 

- 

BThis Guide is primarily intended to help the general public. It includes a complete explana- 
tion of the basics of the two laws. In the interest of producing a guide that would be both simple 
and useful to the intended audience, the Committee deliberately s v o ~ d d  addressing some of the 
issues that are highly controversial. The Committee cautions against treating the neutrally writ- 
ten descriptions contained in this report as definitive expression3 of tihe Committee's views of 
the law or congressional intent. 

The Committee has expressed its views on some of these issues in other reports. See, for exam- 
ple Security Classa$ii.ation Policy and Executive Order 12356, House Report No. 97-731, 97th 
&Ag., 2d Seas. (19 2), Who Cures About Privacy? Oversight of the Privacy Act o 1974 by the ww ofMa~&.ment  a d  ~ u d g e t  and by t h  ~ongms, House llppon 98-~ss.& Cong.. 1st 
Seas. (1983); E ctroncc Collection and Dissemimtion of Information by Federal Agencies: A 
Policy Overuiew, House Report 99-560, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986); Fnzedom of Information Act 
Amendments of 1986, House Report 99-832, 99th Cong., 2d Seas. (1986) (report to accom 
H.R. 4862). The latter report is a legislative report for a bill reforming the businesa prd ; :  
of the FOIA. The bill did not become law. The 1986 amendments to the FOIA were made by the 
Freedom of Information Reform Act of 1986, Public Law 99-570. 'There were no committee re- 
ports in either House or Senate accompan 'ng the Freedom of Infi~rmat~on Reform Act. 

7See, e.g., U.S. Department of Justice, h o r n  of Information C'ase List (published annually). 



In order to take maximum advantage of the laws, an individual 
seeking information about himself or herself should normally cite 
both laws. Requests by an individual for information that does not 
relate solely to himself or herself should be made only under the 
FOIA. 

Congress intended that the two laws be considered together in 
the processing of requests for information. Many government agen- 
cies will automatically handle requests from individuals in a way 
that will maximize the amount of information that is disclosable. 
However, a requester should still make a request in a manner that 
is most advantageous and that fully protects all available legal 
rights. A requester who has any doubts about which law to use 
should always cite both the FOIA and the Privacy Act when seek- 
ing documents from the federal government. 

VI. THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

A. THE SCOPE OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

The federal Freedom of Information Act applies to documents 
held by agencies in the executive branch of the federal govern- 
ment. The executive branch includes cabinet departments, military 
departments, government corporations, government controlled cor- 
porations, independent regulatory agencies, and other establish- 
ments in the executive branch. 

The FOIA does not apply to elected officials of the federal gov- 
ernment, including the P re~ iden t ,~  Vice President, Senators, and 
Congres~men.~ The FOIA does not apply to the federal judiciary. 
The FOIA does not apply to private companies; persons who re- 
ceive federal contracts or grants; tax-exempt organizations; or state 
or local governments. 

All States and some localities have passed laws like the FOIA 
that allow people to request access to records. In addition, there 
are other federal and state laws that may permit access to docu- 
ments held by organizations not covered by the federal FOIA. lo 

The FOIA requires agencies to publish or make available for 
public inspection several types of information. This includes: (1) de- 
scriptions of agency organization and office addresses; (2) state- 

#The Presidential Records Act of 1978, 44 U.S.C. $2201-2207 (1982), does make the documen- 
tary materials of former Presidents subject to the FOIA in part. Presidential papers and docu- 
ments generated after January 20, 1981, will be available--subject to certain restrictions and 
delays-under the general framework of the FOIA. 

9Virtuall all official records of the Congress are available to the public. The Congressional 
Record, all gills introduced in the House and the Senate, and all committee reports (except for 
those containing classified information) are printed and disseminated. M& committee hearings 
are also printed and available. Copies of most congressional publications are available at federal 
depository libraries throughout the county. Historical records of the Congress are made avail- 
able in accordance with procedures established by House and Senate rules. 

In addition, almost all activities of the Congress take place in public. The sessions of the 
House and Senate are normally open to the public and televised. Most committee hearings and 
markups are open to the public, and some are televised. 

'Osee, e.g., the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1681 et seq. (1982) (providing for 
access to files of credit bureaus); the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 
1974, 20 U.S.C. 5 123% (1982) (providing for access to records maintained by schools and col- 
leges). Some states have enacted laws allowing individuals to have access to personnel records 
maintained by employers. See, e.g., Michigan Compiled Laws Annotated 5 423.501. 



ments of the general course and method of agency operation; (3) 
rules of procedure and descriptions of forms; (4) substantive rules 
of general applicability and general policy statements; (5) final 
opinions made in the adjudication of cases; and (6 )  administrative 
staff manuals that affect the public. This information must either 
be published in the Federal Register or made available for inspec- 
tion and copying without the formality of an FOIA request. 

All other "records" of a federal agency may be requested under 
the FOIA. However, the FOIA does not define "record." Any item 
containing information that is in the possession, custody, or control 
of an agency is usually considered to be an agency record under 
the FOIA. Personal notes of agency employees may not be agency 
records. A document that is not a "record" will not be available 
under the FOIA. 

The form in which a record is maintained by an agency does not 
affect its availability. A request may seek a printed or typed docu- 
ment, tape recording, map, photograph, computer printout, comput- 
er tape or disk, or a similar item. 

Of course, not all records that can be requested must be dis- 
closed. Information that is exempt from disclosure is described 
below in the section entitled "Reasons Access May Be Denied 
under the FOIA." 

The FOIA carefully provides that a requester may ask for 
records rather than information. This means that an agency is only 
required to look for an existing record or document in response to 
an FOIA request. An agency is not obliged to create a new record 
to comply with a request. An agency is not required to collect infor- 
mation it does not have. Nor must an agency do research or ana- 
lyze data for a requester. l1 

Requesters must ask for existing records. Requests may have to 
be carefully written in order to obtain the desired information. 
Sometimes, an agency will help a requester identifj. a specific docu- 
ment that contains the information being sought. Other times, a 
requester may need to be creative when writing an FOIA request 
in order to identify an existing document or set of documents con- 
taining the desired information. 

There is a second general limitation on FOIA ~Sequests. The law 
requires that each request must reasonably describe the records 
being sought. This means that a request must be specific enough to 
permit a professional employee of the agency who is familiar with 
the subject matter to locate the record in a reasonable period of 
time. 

Because agencies organize and index records in different ways, 
one agency may consider a request to be reasonably descriptive 
while another agency may reject a similar request as too vague. 
For example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has a central 
index for its primary record system. As a result, the FBI is able to 
search for records about a specific person. However, agencies that 
do not maintain a central name index may be unable to conduct 

"When records are  maintained in a computer, a n  agency is required to retrieve information 
in response to an FOIA request. The process of retrieving the infortnation may result in the 
creation of a new document when the data is printed out on paper or written on computer tape 
or disk. Since this may be the only way computerized data can be disclosed, agencies are  re- 
quired to provide the data even if i t  means a new document must be created. 



the same type of search. These agencies may reject a similar re- 
quest because the request does not describe records that can be 
identified. 

Requesters should make requests as specific as possible. If a par- 
ticular document is required, it should be identified precisely, pref- 
erably by date and title. However, a request does not always have 
to be that specific. A requester who cannot identify a specific 
record should clearly explain his or her needs. A requester should 
make sure, however, that a request is broad enough to include all 
desired information. 

For example, assume that a requester wants to obtain a list of 
toxic waste sites near his home. A request to the Environmental 
Protection Agency for all records on toxic waste would cover many 
more records than are needed. The fees for such a request might be 
very high, and it is possible that the request might be rejected as 
too -vague. 

A reauest for all toxic waste sites within three miles of a particu- 
lar address is very specific. But it is unlikely that EPA wodd have 
an existing record containing data organized in that fashion. As a 
result, the request might be denied because there is no existing 
record containing the information. 

The requester might do better to ask for a list of toxic waste sites 
in his city, county, or state. It is more likely that existing records 
might contain this information. The requester might also want to 
tell the agency in the request letter exactly what information is de- 
sired. This additional explanation may help the agency to find a 
record that meets the request. 

Many people include their telephone number with their requests. 
Some questions about the scope of a request can be resolved quick- 
ly when an agency employee and the requester talk. This is an effi- 
cient way to resolve questions that arise during the processing of 
FOIA requests. 

It  is to everyone's advantage if requests are as precise and as 
narrow as possible. The requester benefits because the request can 
be processed faster and cheaper. The agency benefits because it can 
do a better job of responding to the request. The agency will also be 
able to use its resources to respond to more requests. The FOIA 
works best when both the requester and the agency act coopera- 
tively. 

C. MAKING AN FOIA REQUEST 

The first step in making a request under the FOIA is to identify 
the agency that has the records. An FOIA request must be ad- 
dressed to a specific agency. There is no central government 
records office that services FOIA requests. 

Often, a requester knows beforehand which agency has the de- 
sired records. If not, a requester can consult a government directo- 
ry such as the United States Government Manual. l2 This manual 
has a complete list of all federal agencies, a description of agency 
functions, and the address of each agency. A requester who is un- 

12The United 6tates Government Manual is sold by the Superintendent of Documents of the 
U.S. Government Printing Office. Virtually every public library should have a copy on its 
shelves. 



certain about which agency has the records that are needed can 
make FOIA requests at  more than one agency. 

Agencies normally require that FOIA requests be in writing. Let- 
ters requesting records under the FOIA can be short and simple. 
No one needs a lawyer to make an FOIA request,. Appendix 1 of 
this Guide contains a sample request letter. 

The request letter should be addressed to the agency's FOIA Offi- 
cer or to the head of the agency. The envelope containing the writ- 
ten request should be marked Freedom of Information Act Request 
in the bottom left-hand corner.13 

There are three basic elements to an FOIA request letter. First, 
the letter should state that the request is being made under the 
Freedom of Information Act. Second, the request should identify 
the records that are being sought as specifically as possible. Third, 
the name and address of the requester must be included. 

Under the 1986 amendments to the FOIA, fees chargeable vary 
with the status or purpose of the requester. As a result, a requester 
may have to provide additional information to permit the agency to 
determine the appropriate fees. Different fees can be charged to 
commercial users, representatives of the news media, educational 
or noncommercial scientific institutions, and individuals. The next 
section explains the fee structure in more detail 

There are several optional items that are often included in an 
FOIA request. The first is the telephone number of the requester. 
This permits an agency employee processing a request to speak 
with the requester if necessary. 

A second optional item is a limitation on the fees that the re- 
quester is willing to pay. It is common for a requester to ask to be 
notified in advance if the charges will exceed a fixed amount. This 
allows the requester to modify or withdraw a request if the cost 
may be too high. Also, by stating a willingness to pay a set amount 
of fees in the original request letter, a requester may avoid the ne- 
cessity of additional correspondence and delay. 

A third optional item sometimes included in an FOIA request is 
a request for a waiver or reduction of fees. The 1986 amendments 
to the FOIA changed the rules for fee waivers. Fees must be 
waived or reduced if disclosure of the information is in the public 
interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public un- 
derstanding of the operations or activities of the government and is 
not primarily in the commercial interest of the requester. Decisions 
about granting fee waivers are separate from and different than 
decisions about the amount of fees that can be charged to a re- 
quester. 

A requester should keep a copy of the request letter and related 
correspondence until the request has been finally resolved. 

lSAll agencies have issued FOIA regulations that describe the request process in greater 
detail. For example, large agencies may have several components each of which has its own 
FOIA rules. A requester who can find agency FOIA regulations in the Code of Federal Regula- 
tions (available in many libraries) might find it useful to check these regulations before making 
a request. A requester who follows the agency's specific procedures may receive a faster re- 
sponse. However, the simple procedures suggested in this guide will be adequate to meet the 
minimum requirements for an FOIA request. 



D. FEES AND FEE WAIVERS 

FOIA requesters may have to pay fees covering some or all of the 
costs of processing their requests. As amended in 1986, the law es- 
tablishes three types of fees that may be charged. The 1986 law 
makes the process of determining the applicable fees more compli- 
cated. However, the 1986 rules reduce or eliminate entirely the cost 
for small, non-commercial requests. 

First, fees can be imposed to recover the cost of copying docu- 
ments. All agencies have a fixed price for making copies using 
copying machines. A requester is usually charged the actual cost of 
copying computer tapes, photographs, and other nonstandard docu- 
ments. 

Second, fees can also be imposed to recover the costs of searching 
for documents. This includes the time spent looking for material 
responsive to a request. A requester can minimize search charges 
by making clear, narrow requests for identifiable documents when- 
ever possible. 

Third, fees can be charged to recover review costs. Review is the 
process of examining documents to determine whether any portion 
is exempt from disclosure. Before the 1986 amendments took effect, 
no review costs were charged to any requester. Effective on April 
25, 1987, review costs mag be charged to commercial requesters 
only. Review charges only include costs incurred during the initial 
examination of a document. An agency may not charge for any 
costs incurred in resolving issues of law or policy that may arise 
while processing a request. 

Different fees apply to different requesters. There are three cate- 
gories of FOIA requesters. The first includes representatives of the 
news media, and educational or noncommercial scientific institu- 
tions whose purpose is scholarly or scientific research. A requester 
in this category who is not seeking records for commercial use can 
only be billed for reasonable standard document duplication 
charges. A request for information from a representative of the 
news media is not considered to be for commercial use if the re- 
quest is in support of a news gathering or dissemination function. 

The second category includes FOIA requesters seeking records 
for commercial use. Commercial use is not defined in the law, but 
it generally includes profit making activities. A commercial user 
can be charged reasonable standard charges for document duplica- 
tion, search, and review. 

The third category of FOIA requesters includes everyone not in 
the first two categories. People seeking information for personal 
use, public interest groups, and non-profit organizations are exam- 
ples of requesters who fall into the third group. Charges for these 
requesters are limited to reasonable standard charges for document 
duplication and search. Review costs may not be charged. The 1986 
amendments did not change the fees charged to these requesters. 

Small requests are free for a requester in the first and third cate- 
gories. This includes all requesters except commercial users. There 
is no charge for the first two hours of search time and for the first 
100 pages of documents. A non-commercial requester who limits a 
request to a small number of easily found records will not pay any 
fees at  all. 



In addition, the law also prevents agencies from charging fees if 
the cost of collecting the fee would exceed the amount collected. 
This limitation applies to all requests, including those seeking doc- 
uments for commercial use. Thus, if the allowable charges for any 
FOIA request are  small, no fees are imposed. 

Each agency sets charges for duplication, search, and review 
based on its own costs. The amount of these charges is listed in 
agency FOIA regulations. Each agency also sets its own threshold 
for minimum charges. 

The 1986 FOIA amendments also changed the law on fee waiv- 
ers. Fees now must be waived or reduced if disclosure of the infor- 
mation is in the public interest because it is 1ikel.y to contribute 
significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities 
of the government and is not primarily in the commercial interest 
of the requester. 

The 1986 amendments on fees and fee waivers have created some 
confusion. Determinations about fees are sepi~rat~e and distinct 
from determinations about fee waivers. For example, a requester 
who can demonstrate that  he  or she is a news reporter may only be 
charged duplication fees. But a requester found to be a reporter is 
not automatically entitled to a waiver of those fees. A reporter who 
seeks a waiver must demonstrate that  the request also meets the 
standards for waivers. 

Normally, only after a requester has been categorized to deter- 
mine the applicable fees does the issue of a fee waiver arise. A re- 
quester who seeks a fee waiver should ask for a waiver in the origi- 
nal request letter. However, a request for a waiver can be made a t  
a later time. The requester should describe how disclosure will con- 
tribute to public understanding of the operations or activities of 
the government. The sample request letter in the appendix in- 
cludes optional language asking for a fee waiver. 

Any requester may ask for a fee waiver. Some will find i t  easier 
to qualify than others. A news reporter who is only charged dupli- 
cation costs may still ask that  the charges be waived because of the 
public benefits that  will result from disclosure. A representative of 
the news media, a scholar, or a public interest group are more 
likely to qualify for a waiver of fees. A commercial user may find i t  
difficult to qualify for waivers. 

The eligibility of other requesters will vary. A key element in 
qualifying for a fee waiver is the relationship of' the information to 
public understanding of the operations or activities of government. 
Another important factor is the ability of the requester to convey 
that information to other interested members of the public. A re- 
quester is not eligible for a fee waiver solely btxause of indigence. 

E. REQUIREMENTS FOR AGENCY RESPONSES 

Each agency is required to determine within ten days (excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) after the receipt of a re- 
quest whether to comply with the request. The actual disclosure of 
documents is required to follow promptly thereafter. If a request is 
denied in whole or in part, the agency must tell the requester the 
reasons for the denial. The agency must also tell th.e requester that  



there is a right to appeal any adverse determination to the head of 
the agency. 

The FOIA permits an agency to extend the time limits up to ten 
days in unusual circumstances. These circumstances include the 
need to collect records from remote locations, review large numbers 
of records, and consult with other agencies. The agency is supposed 
to notify the requester whenever an extension is invoked.14 

The statutory time limits for responses are not always met. An 
agency sometimes receives an unexpectedly large number of FOIA 
requests at  one time and is unable to meet the deadlines. Some 
agencies assign inadequate resources to FOIA offices. The Congress 
does not condone the failure of any agency to meet the law's time 
limits. However, as a practical matter, there is little that a request- 
er can do about it. The courts have been reluctant to provide relief 
solely because the FOIA's time limits have not been met. 

The best advice to requesters is to be patient. The law allows a 
requester to consider that his or her request has been denied if it 
has not been decided within the time limits. This permits the re- 
quester to file an administrative appeal or file a lawsuit in federal 
district court. However, this is not always the best course of action. 
The filing of an administrative or judicial appeal will not necessari- 
ly result in any faster processing of the request. 

Each agency generally processes requests in the order of receipt. 
Some agencies will expedite the processing of urgent requests. 
Anyone with a pressing need for records should consult with the 
agency FOIA officer about how to ask for expedited treatment of 
requests. 

F. REASONS ACCESS MAY BE DENIED UNDER THE FOIA 

An agency may refuse to disclose an agency record that falls 
within any of the FOIA's nine statutory exemptions. The exemp- 
tions protect against the disclosure of information that would harm 
national defense or foreign policy, privacy of individuals, proprie- 
tary interests of business, functioning of the government, and other 
important interests. A document that does not qualify as an 
"agency record" may be denied on this basis. However, most 
records in the possession of an agency are "agency records" within 
the meaning of the FOIA. 

An agency may withhold exempt information, but it is not 
always required to do so. For example, an agency may disclose an 
exempt internal memorandum because no harm would result from 
its disclosure. However, an agency is not likely to agree to disclose 
an exempt document that is classified or that contains a trade 
secret. 

When a record contains some information that qualifies as 
exempt, the entire record is not necessarily exempt. Instead, the 
FOIA specifically provides that any reasonably segregable portions 
of a record must be provided to a requester after the deletion of the 
portions that are exempt. This is a very important requirement be- 

14Agencies that take more than ten days to respond to a request do not always notify each 
requester that an extension has been invoked. 
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cause i t  prevents a n  agency from withholding an  entire document 
simply because one line or one page is exempt. 

1. Exemption I .  -Classified Documents 
The first FOIA exemption permits the withholding of properly 

classified documents. Information may be c1as:j:ified in the interest 
of national defense or foreign policy. 

The rules for classification are established t ~ j r  the President and 
not the FOIA or other law. The FOIA provides that, if a document 
has  been properly classified under a presidential Executive Order, 
the document can be withheld from disclosure. 

Classified documents may be requested uinder the FOIA. An 
agency can review the document to determine if it still requires 
protection. In addition, the Executive Order on &?curity Classifica- 
tion establishes a special procedure for requesting the declassifica- 
tion of documents. l5 If a requested document is declassified, i t  can 
be released in response to a n  FOIA request. However, a document 
that  is declassified may still be exempt under other FOIA exemp- 
tions. 

2. Exemption 2.-Internal Personnel Rules and  Pructices 
The second FOIA exemption covers matt,ers that  are related 

solely to an  agency's internal personnel rules and practices. As in- 
terpreted by the courts, there are  two separate classes of docu- 
ments that  are generally held to fall within exemption two. 

First, information relating to personnel rules or internal agency 
practices is exempt if i t  is trivial administrative matter of no genu- 
ine public interest. A rule governing lunch hours for agency em- 
ployees is an  example. 

Second, an  internal administrative manual can be exempt if dis- 
closure would risk circumvention of law or agency regulations. In 
order to fall into this category, the material will normally have to 
regulate internal agency conduct rather than public behavior. 

3. Exemption 3.-Information Exempt Under Other Laws 
The third exemption incorporates into the FOIA other laws that 

restrict the availability of information. To qualify under this ex- 
emption, a statute must require that  matters be withheld from the 
public in such a manner as to leave no discretion to the~agency. 
Alternatively, the statute must establish pa.rticular criteria for 
withholding or refer to particular types of matters to be withheld. 

One example of a qualifying statute is the provision of the Tax 
Code prohibiting the public disclosure of tax returns and tax 
return information.16 Another qualifying Exs?mption 3 statute is 
the law designating identifiable census data as confidential.17 
Whether a particular statute qualifies under Exemption 3 can be a 
difficult legal question. 

I5At the time that this guide was prepared, the current Executive Order on Security Classifi- 
cation was E.O. 12356 which was promulgated by President Reagan OJI April 2, 1982. The text of 
the order can be found at 47 Federal Register 14874-84 (April 6 ,  19821. The rules for mandatory 
review for declassification are in Section 3.4 of the Executive Order. 

1626 U.S.C. 5 6103 (1982). 
" 13 U.S.C. 8 9 (1982). 



4. Exemption 4.-Confidential Business Information 
The fourth exemption protects from public disclosure two types 

of information: trade secrets and confidential business information. 
A trade secret is a commercially valuable plan, formula, process, or 
device. This is a narrow category of information. An example of a 
trade secret is the recipe for a commercial food product. 

The second type of protected data is commercial or financial in- 
formation obtained from a person and privileged or confidential. 
The courts have held that data qualifies for withholding if disclo- 
sure by the government would be likely to harm the competitive 
position of the person who submitted the information. Detailed in- 
formation on a company's marketing plans, profits, or costs can 
qualify as confidential business information. Information may also 
be withheld if disclosure would be likely to impair the govern- 
ment's ability to obtain similar information in the future. 

Only information obtained from a person other than a govern- 
ment agency qualifies under the fourth exemption. A person is an 
individual, a partnership, or a corporation. Information that an 
agency created on its own cannot normally be withheld under ex- 
emption four. 

Although there is no formal requirement under the FOIA, many 
agencies will notify a submitter of business information that disclo- 
sure of the information is being considered.18 The submitter then 
has an opportunity to convince the agency that the information 
qualifies for withholding. A submitter can also file suit to block dis- 
closure under the FOIA. Such lawsuits are generally referred to as 
"reverse" FOIA lawsuits because the FOIA is being used in an at- 
tempt to prevent rather than to require the disclosure of informa- 
tion. A reverse FOIA lawsuit may be filed when the submitter of 
documents and the government disagree whether the information 
is confidential. 

5. Exemption 5. -Internal Government Communications 
The FOIA's fifth exemption applies to internal government docu- 

ments. An example is a letter from one government department to 
another about a joint decision that has not yet been made. Another 
example is a memorandum from an agency employee to his super- 
visor describing options for conducting the agency's business. 

The purpose of the fifth exemption is to safeguard the delibera- 
tive policy making process of government. The exemption encour- 
ages frank discussion of policy matters between agency officials by 
allowing supporting documents to be withheld from public disclo- 
sure. The exemption also protects against premature disclosure of 
~olicies before final ado~tion. 

While the policy behkd the fifth exemption is well-accepted, the 
application of the exemption is complicated. The fifth exemption 
may be the most difficult FOIA exemption to understand and 
apply. For example, the exemption protects the policy making proc- 
ess, but it does not protect purely factual information related to 
the policy process. Factual information must be disclosed unless it 

See "Predisclosure Notification Procedures for Confidential Commercial Information," Exec- 
utive Order 12600 (June 23, 1987). 



is inextricably intertwined with protected inibrniation about an  
agency decision. 

Protection for the decision making process is appropriate only for 
the period while decisions are being made. Thus, the fifth exemp- 
tion has been held to distinguish between docurnents that  are pre- 
decisional and therefore may be protected, and those which are 
post-decisional and therefore not subject to protection. Once a 
policy is adopted, the public has a greater interest in knowing the 
basis for the decision. 

The exemption also incorporates some of t,he privileges that  
apply in litigation involving the government. For example, papers 
prepared by the government's lawyers can be withheld in the same 
way that papers prepared by private lawyers for clients are not 
available through discovery in civil litigation. 
6. Exemption 6.-Personal Privacy 

The sixth exemption covers personnel, medical, and similar files 
the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted in- 
vasion of personal privacy. This exemption protects the privacy in- 
terests of individuals by allowing an  agency to withhold intimate 
personal data kept in government files. Only individuals have pri- 
vacy interests. Corporations and other legal persons have no priva- 
cy rights under the sixth exemption. 

The exemption requires agencies to strike a balance between an 
individual's privacy interest and the public's right to know. Howev- 
er, since only a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy is a basis 
for withholding, there is a perceptible tilt in favor of disclosure in 
the exemption. Nevertheless, the sixth exemption makes i t  harder 
to obtain information about another individual without the consent 
of that individual. 

The Privacy Act of 1974 also regulates the disclosure of personal 
information about an  individual. The FOIA iind the Privacy Act 
overlap in part, but there is no inconsistency. An individual-seek- 
ing records about himself or herself should cite both laws when 
making a request. This ensures that  the maxi-mum amount of dis- 
closable information will be released. Records that; can be denied to 
an  individual under the Privacy Act are not necessarily exempt 
under the FOIA. 

7. Exemption 7.-Law Enforcement 
The seventh exemption allows agencies to withhold law enforce- 

ment records in order to protect the law enforcement process from 
interference. The exemption was amended sllghtly in 1986, but i t  
still retains six specific subexemptions. 

Exemption (7)(A) allows the withholding of a law enforcement 
record that  could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforce- 
ment proceedings. This exemption protects an active law enforce- 
ment investigation from interference through premature disclo- 
sure. 

Exemption (7)(B) allows the withholding of information that  
would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an  impartial ad- 
judication. This exemption is rarely used. 

Exemption (7)(C) recognizes that  individuals have a privacy inter- 
est in information maintained in law enforcerneilt files. If the dis- 



closure of information could reasonably be expected to constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, the information is 
exempt from disclosure. The standards for privacy protection in Ex- 
emption 6 and Exemption (7)(C) differ slightly. Exemption (7)(C) 
protects against an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy while 
Exemption 6 protects against clearly a unwarranted invasion. Also, 
Exemption (7)(C) allows the withholding of information that "could 
reasonably be expected to" invade someone's privacy. Under Ex- 
emption 6, information can be withheld only if disclosure "would" 
invade someone's privacy. 

Exemption (7)(D) protects the identity of confidential sources. In- 
formation that could reasonably be expected to reveal the identity 
of a confidential source is exempt. A confidential source can in- 
clude a state, local, or foreign agency or authority, or a private in- 
stitution that furnished information on a confidential basis. In ad- 
dition, the exemption protects information furnished by a confiden- 
tial source if the data was compiled by a criminal law enforcement 
authority during a criminal investigation or by an agency conduct- 
ing a lawful national security intelligence investigation. 

Exemption (7)(E) protects from disclosure information that would 
reveal techniques and procedures for law enforcement investiga- 
tions or prosecutions or that would disclose guidelines for law en- 
forcement investigations or prosecutions if disclosure of the infor- 
mation could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the 
law. 

Exemption (7)(F) protects law enforcement information that 
could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety 
of any individual. 

8. Exemption 8.-Financial Institutions 
The eighth exemption protects information that is contained in 

or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared 
by or for a bank supervisory agency such as the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve, or similar agencies. 

9. Exemption 9.-Geological In formation 
The ninth FOIA exemption covers geological and geophysical in- 

formation, data, and maps about wells. This exemption is rarely 
used. 

G .  FOIA EXCLUSIONS 

The 1986 amendments to the FOIA gave limited authority to 
agencies to respond to a request without confirming the existence 
of the requested records. Ordinarily, any proper request must re- 
ceive an answer stating whether there is any responsive informa- 
tion, even if the requested information is exempt from disclosure. 

In some narrow circumstances, acknowledgement of the exist- 
ence of a record can produce consequences similar to those result- 
ing from disclosure of the record itself. In order to avoid this type 
of problem, the 1986 amendments established three "record exclu- 
sions." 

The exclusions allow an agency to treat certain exempt records 
as if the records were not subject to the FOIA. An agency is not 



required to confirm the existence of three specific categories of 
records. If these records are requested, the agency may respond 
that there are no disclosable records responsive to the request. 
However, these exclusions do not broaden the authority of any 
agency to withhold documents from the public. The exclusions are 
only applicable to information that is otherwise exempt from dis- 
closure. 

The first exclusion may be used when a request seeks informa- 
tion that is exempt because disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to interfere with a current law enforcement investigation (exemp- 
tion (7)(A)). There are three specific prerequisites for the applica- 
tion of this exclusion. First, the investigation in question must in- 
volve a possible violation of criminal law. Second, there must be 
reason to believe that the subject of the investigation is not already 
aware that the investigation is underway. Third, disclosure of the 
existence of the records-as distinguished from the contents of the 
records-could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforce- 
ment proceedings. 

When all of these conditions exist, an agency may respond to an 
FOIA request for investigatory records as if the records are not 
subject to the requirements of the FOIA. In other words, the agen- 
cy's response does not have to reveal that it is conducting an inves- 
tigation. 

The second exclusion applies to informant records maintained by 
a criminal law enforcement agency under the informant's name or 
personal identifier. The agency is not required to confirm the exist- 
ence of these records unless the informant's status has been offi- 
cially confirmed. This exclusion helps agencies to protect the iden- 
tity of confidential informants. Information that might identify in- 
formants has always been exempt under the FOIA. 

The third exclusion only applies to records maintained by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation which pertain to foreign intelli- 
gence, counterintelligence, or international 1;errorism. When the 
existence of these types of records is classified, the FBI may treat 
the records as not subject to the requirements of FOIA. 

This exclusion does not apply to all classified records on the spe- 
cific subjects. It only applies when the records are classified and 
when the existence of the records is also classified. Since the under- 
lying records must be classified before the exclusion is relevant, 
agencies have no new substantive withholding authority. 

In enacting these exclusions, congressional sponsors stated that 
it was their intent that agencies must inform FO[A requesters that 
these exclusions are available for agency use. Requesters who be- 
lieve that records were improperly withheld because of the exclu- 
sions can seek judicial review. 

H. ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL PR0CE:DLlRES 

Whenever an FOIA request is denied, the agency must inform 
the requester of the reasons for the denial anti the requester's right 
to appeal the denial to the head of the agency. A requester may 
appeal the denial of a request for a document or for a fee waiver. A 
requester may contest the type or amount of fees that were 
charged. A requester may appeal any other type of adverse deter- 



mination including a rejection of a request for failure to describe 
adequately the documents being requested. A requester can also 
appeal because the agency failed to conduct an adequate search for 
the documents that were requested. 

A person whose request was granted in part and denied in part 
may appeal the part that was denied. If an agency has agreed to 
disclose some but not all requested documents, the filing of an 
appeal does not affect the release of the documents that are disclo- 
sable. There is no risk to the requester in filing an appeal. 

The appeal to the head of the agency is a simple administrative 
appeal. A lawyer can be helpful, but no one needs a lawyer to file 
an appeal. Anyone who can write a letter can file an appeal. Ap- 
peals to the head of the agency often result in the disclosure of 
some records that had been withheld. A requester who is not con- 
vinced that the agency's initial decision is correct should appeal. 
There is no charge for filing an administrative appeal. 

An appeal is filed by sending a letter to the head of the agency. 
The letter must identify the FOIA request that is being appealed. 
The envelope containing the letter of appeal should be marked in 
the lower left hand corner-with the words "Freedom of Information 
Act Appeal." l9 

Many agencies assign a number to all FOIA requests that are re- 
ceived. The number should be included in the appeal letter, along 
with the name and address of the requester. It is a common prac- 
tice to include a copy of the agency's initial decision letter as part 
of the appeal, but this is not required. It can also be helpful for the 
requester to include a telephone number in the appeal letter. 

An appeal will normally include the requester's arguments sup- 
porting disclosure of the documents. A requester may include any 
facts or any arguments supporting the case for reversing the initial 
decision. However, an appeal letter does not have to contain any 
arguments a t  all. It is sufficient to state that the agency's initial 
decision is being appealed. Appendix 1 includes a sample appeal 
letter. 

The FOIA does not set a time limit for filing an administrative 
appeal of an FOIA denial. However, it is good practice to file an 
appeal promptly. Some agency regulations establish a time limit 
for filing an administrative appeal. A requester whose appeal is re- 
jected by an agency because it is too late may refile the original 
FOIA request and start the process again. 

A requester who delays filing an appeal runs the risk that the 
documents could be destroyed. However, as long as an agency is 
considering a request or an appeal, the agency must preserve the 
documents. 

An agency is required to make a decision on an  appeal within 
twenty days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and federal holidays). 
It is possible for an agency to extend the time limits by an addi- 
tional ten days. Once the time period has elapsed, a requester may 

lgAgency FOIA regulations will normally describe the appeal procedures and requirements 
with more specificity. At some agencies, decisions on FOIA appeals have been delegated to other 
agency officials. Requesters who have an opportunity to review agency regulations in the Code 
o Fedeml Regulations (available in many libraries) may be able to speed up the processing of 
t l e  appeal. However, following the simple pmedures described in this Guide will be sufficrent 
to maintain a proper appeal. 



consider that the appeal has been denied and rnay proceed with a 
judicial appeal. However, unless there is an urgent need for 
records, this may not be the best course of action. The courts are 
not sympathetic to appeals based solely on an agency's failure to 
comply with the FOIA's time limits. 

I. FILING A JUDICIAL APPEAL 

When an administrative appeal is denied, a requester has the 
right to appeal the denial in court. An FOIA appeal can be filed in 
the United States District Court in the district where the requester 
lives. The requester can also file suit in the district where the docu- 
ments are located or in the District of Columbia. When a requester 
goes to court, the burden of justifying the withholding of docu- 
ments is on the government. This is a distinct advantage for the 
requester. 

Requesters are sometimes successful when they go to court, but 
the results vary considerably. Some requesters who file judicial ap- 
peals find that an agency will disclose some documents previously 
withheld rather than fight about disclosure in court. This does not 
always happen, and there is no guarantee that, the filing of a judi- 
cial appeal will result in any additional disclosure. 

Most requesters require the assistance of an attorney to file a ju- 
dicial appeal. A person who files a lawsuit and substantially pre- 
vails may be awarded reasonable attorney fees and litigation costs 
reasonably incurred. Some requesters may be able to handle their 
own appeal without an attorney. Since this is not a litigation guide, 
details of the judicial appeal process have not been included. 
Anyone considering filing an appeal can begin by reading the pro- 
visions of the FOIA on judicial review.20 

VII. THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 

A. THE SCOPE OF THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 

The Privacy Act of 1974 provides safeguards against an invasion 
of privacy through the misuse of records by federal agencies. In 
general, the Act allows a citizen to learn how records are collected, 
maintained, used, and disseminated by the federal government. 
The Act also permits an individual to gain access to most personal 
information maintained by federal agencies and to seek amend- 
ment of any incorrect or incomplete information. 

The Privacy Act applies to personal infornlation maintained by 
agencies in the executive branch of the federal government. The 
executive branch includes cabinet departments. military depart- 
ments, government corporations, government controlled corpora- 
tions, independent regulatory agencies, and other establishments in 
the executive branch. Agencies subject to the Freedom of Informa- 
tion Act (FOIA) are also subject to the Privacy Act. The Privacy 

20More information on judicial review under the FOIA and Pritacy Act can be found in 
Adler, Litigation Under the Fedeml Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act (American 
Civil Liberties Union Foundation) (published annually). 



Act does not generally apply to records maintained by state and 
local governments or private companies or organizations. 

The Privacy Act only grants rights to United States citizens and 
to aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence. As a result, a 
foreign national cannot use the Act's provisions. However, a for- 
eigner may use the FOIA to request records about himself or her- 
self. 

In general, the only records subject to the Privacy Act are 
records that  are maintained in a system of records. The idea of a 
"system of records" is unique to the Privacy Act and requires ex- 
planation. 

The Act defines a "record" to include most personal information 
maintained by a n  agency about an  individual. A record contains in- 
dividually identifiable information, including but not limited to in- 
formation about education, financial transactions, medical history, 
criminal history, or employment history. A "system of records" is a 
group of records from which information is actually retrieved by 
name, social security number, or other identifying symbol assigned 
to a n  individual. 

Some personal information is not kept in a system of records. 
This information is not subject to the provisions of the Privacy Act, 
although access may be requested under the FOIA. Most personal 
information in government files is subject to the Privacy Act. 

The Privacy Act also establishes general records management re- 
quirements for federal agencies. In summary, there are five basic 
requirements that  are most relevant to individuals. 

First, each agency must establish procedures allowing individuals 
to see and copy records about themselves. An individual may also 
seek to amend any information that  is not accurate, relevant, 
timely, or complete. The rights to inspect and to correct records are 
the most important provisions of the Privacy Act. This guide ex- 
plains in more detail how a n  individual can exercise these rights. 

Second, each agency must publish notices describing all systems 
of records. The notices include a complete description of personal- 
data record keeping policies, practices, and systems. This require- 
ment prevents the maintenance of secret record systems. 

Third, each agency must make reasonable efforts to maintain ac- 
curate, relevant, timely, and complete records about individuals. 
Agencies are prohibited from maintaining information about how 
individuals exercise rights guaranteed by the First Amendment to 
the U.S. Constitution unless maintenance of the information is spe- 
cifically authorized by statute or relates to an  authorized law en- 
forcement activity. 

Fourth, the Act establishes rules governing the use and disclo- 
sure of personal information. The Act specifies that  information 
collected for one purpose may not be used for another purpose 
without notice to or the consent of the subject of the record. The 

2'The Privacy Act applies to some records that are not maintained by an agency. Subsection 
(m) of the Act provides that, when an agency provides by contract for the operation of a system 
of records on its behalf, the requirements of the Privacy Act apply to those records. As a result, 
some records maintained outside of a federal agency are subject to the Privacy Act. Descriptions 
of these systems are published in the Federal Register. However, most records maintained out- 
side of federal agencies are not subject to the Privacy Act. 



Act also requires that  each agency keep a record of some disclo- 
sures of personal information. 

Fifth, the Act provides legal remedies that  permit an  individual 
to seek enforcement of the rights granted under the Act. In addi- 
tion, federal employees who fail to comply with the Act's provisions 
may be subjected to criminal penalties. 

B. THE COMPUTER MATCHING AND PRIVACY PROTECTION ACT 

The Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act of 1988 
(Public Law 100-503) amended the Privacy Act by adding new pro- 
visions regulating the use of computer matching. Records used 
during the conduct of a matching program are subject to an  addi- 
tional set of requirements. 

Computer matching is the computerized corr~parison of informa- 
tion about individuals for the purpose of determining eligibility for 
federal benefit programs. A matching program can be subject to 
the requirements of the Computer Matching Act if records from a 
Privacy Act system of records are used during the program. If fed- 
eral Privacy Act records are matched against state or local records, 
then the state or local matching program can be subject to the new 
matching requirements. 

In general, matching programs involving federal records must be 
conducted under a matching agreement between the source and re- 
cipient agencies. The matching agreement descrrbes the purpose 
and procedures of the matching and establishes protections for 
matching records. The agreement is subject to revlew and approval 
by a Data Integrity Board. Each federal agency involved in a 
matching activity must establish a Data Integr~t~y Board. 

For an  individual seeking access to or correction of records, the 
computer matching legislation provides no special. access rights. I f  
matching records are federal records, then the access and correc- 
tion provisions of the Privacy Act apply. There is no general right 
of access or correction for matching records of state and local agen- 
cies. It is possible that  rights are available under state or local 
laws. 

There is, however, a requirement that  an  individual be notified 
of agency findings prior to the taking of any adverse action as a 
result of a computer matching program. An individual must also be 
given a n  opportunity to contest such findings. The notice and o p  
portunity-to-contest provisions apply to matching records whether 
the matching was done by the federal government or by a state or 
local government. Section 7201 of Public Law 101-508 modified the 
due process notice requirement to permit the use of statutory or 
regulatory notice periods. 

The matching provisions also require that  any agency-federal 
or non-federal-involved in computer matching must independent- 
ly verify information used to take adverse action against an  indi- 
vidual. This requirement was included in order to protect individ- 
uals from arbitrary or unjustified denials of I~enefits. Independent 
verification includes independent investigatiorl and confirmation of 
information. Public Law 101-508 also modified the independent 
verification requirement in circumstances in which it was unneces- 
sary. 



Most of the provisions of the Computer Matching and Privacy 
Protection Act of 1988 were originally scheduled to become effec- 
tive in July 1989. Public Law 101-56 delayed the effective date for 
most matching programs until January 1, 1990. 

C. LOCATING RECORDS 

There is no central index of federal government records about in- 
dividuals. An individual who wants to inspect records about him- 
self or herself must first identify which agency has the records. 
Often, this will not be difficult. For example, an individual who 
was employed by the federal government knows that the employing 
agency or the Office of Personnel Management maintains person- 
nel files. - - - - - - - - - 

Similarly, an individual who receives veterans' benefits will nor- 
mally find relevant records at  the Department of Veterans Affairs 
or at  the Defense Department. Tax records are maintained by the 
Internal Revenue Service, social security records by the Social Se- 
curity Administration, passport records by the State Department, 
etc. 

For those who are uncertain about which agency has the records 
that are needed, there are several sources of information. First, an 
individual can ask an agency that might maintain the records. If 
that agency does not have the records, it may be able to identify 
the proper agency. 

Second, a government directory such as the United States Gov- 
ernment Manual 22 contains a complete list of all federal agencies, 
a description of agency functions, and the address of the agency 
and its field offices. An agency responsible for operating a program 
normally maintains the records related to that program. 

Third, a Federal Information Center can help to identify govern- 
ment agencies, their functions, and their records. These Centers, 
which are operated by the General Services Administration, serve 
as clearinghouses for information about the federal government. 
There are Federal Information Centers throughout the country. 

Fourth, every two years, the Office of the Federal Register pub- 
lishes a compilation of system of records notices for all agencies. 
These notices contain a complete description of each record system 
maintained by each agency. The compilation-which is published 
in five large volumes-is the most complete reference for informa- 
tion about federal agency personal information pra~tices.~3 The in- 
formation that appears in the compilation also appears sometimes 
in the Federal Register. 2 4  

la The United States Government Manual is sold b the Superintendent of Documents of the 
U.S. Government Printing Office. Virtually every pubric libra should have a copy. 

23 Each system notice contains the name of the system; itsrocation; the categories of individ- 
uals covered by the system; the categories of records in the system; the legal authority for main- 
tenance of the system; the routine disclosures that may be made for records in the system; the 
policies and practices of storing, retrieving, accessing, retaining, and disposing of records; the 
name and address of the manager of the system; procedures for requesting access to the records, 
procedures for requesting correction or amendment of the records; the source of the information 
in the system; and a description of any disclosure exemptions that may be applied to the records 
in the system. 

24 Agencies are required to publish in the Federal Register a description of each system of . records when the system is established or amended. In the past, agencies were required to pub 
lish an annual compilation in the Federal Register, but that requirement was eliminated in 
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The compilation-formally called Privacy Act iTssuances-may be 
difficult to find and hard to use. It does not contain a comprehen- 
sive index. Copies will be available in some federal depository li- 
braries and possibly in other libraries as well. Althi~ugh the compi- 
lation is the best single source of detailed information about per- 
sonal records maintained by federal agencies, it is not necessary to 
consult the compilation before making a Privacy Act request. A re- 
quester is not required to identify the specific system of records 
that contains the information being sought. It is sufficient to iden- 
tify the agency that has the records. Using information provided by 
the requester, the agency will determine which system of records 
has the files that have been requested. 

Those who request records under the Privacy Act can help the 
agency by identifying the type of records being sought. Large agen- 
cies maintain hundreds of different record systems. A request can 
be processed faster if the requester tells the agency that he or she 
was employed by the agency, was the recipient of benefits under an 
agency program, or had other specific contacts with the agency. 

D. MAKING A PRIVACY ACT REQUEST FOR ACCESS 

The fastest way to make a Privacy Act request is to identify the 
specific system of records. The request can he addressed to the 
system manager. Few people do this. Instead, most people address 
their requests to the head of the agency that has the records or to 
the agency's Privacy Act Officer. The envelope containing the writ- 
ten request should be marked "Privacy Act Request" in the bottom 
left-hand corner. 25 

There are three basic elements to a request for records under the 
Privacy Act. First, the letter should state that the request is being 
made under the Privacy Act. Second, the letter should include the 
name, address, and signature of the requester. Third, the request 
should describe the records as specifically as possible. Appendix 1 
includes a sample Privacy Act request letter. 

It is a common practice for an individual seeking records about 
himself or herself to make the request under both. the Privacy Act 
of 1974 and the Freedom of Information Act. See the discussion in 
the front of this guide about which act to use. 

A requester can describe the records by identifying a specific 
system of records, by describing his or her contacts with an agency, 
or by simply asking for all records about himself or herself. The 
broader and less specific a request is, the longer if, may take for an 
agency to respond. 

It is a good practice for a requester to describe the type of 
records that he or she expects to find. For example, an individual 

1982. As a result, for most agencies it will be difficult to find a ~:omplete list of all systems of 
records in the Federal Reguter. Some agencies do, however, reprint all system notices from time 
to time. An aaencv's Privacy Act officer may be able to provide more information ahout the - - - - -. . - 
agency's publi&ti& 

25All agencies have Privacy Act regulations that describe the request process in greater 
detail. Large agencies may have several components, each of which has its own Privacy Act 
rules. Requesters who can find agency Privacy Act regulations in the Code of Federal Regula- 
tcons (available in many libraries) might read these regulations before making a request. A re- 
quester who follows the agency's specific procedures may receive E faster response. However, the 
simple procedures suggested in this guide are adequate to meet thc, minimum statutory reauire- 
ments for a Privacy Act request. 



seeking a copy of his service record in the Army should state that 
he was in the Army and include the approximate dates of service. 
This will help the Defense Department narrow its search to record 
systems that are likely to contain the information being sought. An 
individual seeking records from the Federal Bureau of Investiga- 
tion may ask that files in specific field offices be searched in addi- 
tion to the FBI's central office files. The FBI does not routinely 
search field office records without a specific request. 

An agency will generally require a requester to provide some 
proof of identity before records will be disclosed. Agencies may 
have different requirements. Some agencies will accept a signature; 
others may require a notarized signature. If an individual goes to 
the agency to inspect records, standard personal identification may 
be acceptable. More stringent requirements may apply if the 
records being sought are especially sensitive. 

An agency will inform requesters of any special identification re- 
quirements. Requesters who need records quickly should first con- 
sult agency regulations or talk to the agency's Privacy Act Officer 
to find out how to provide adequate identification. 

An individual who visits an agency office to inspect a Privacy 
Act record may bring along a friend or relative to review the 
record. When a requester brings another person, the agency may 
ask the requester to sign a written statement authorizing discus- 
sion of the record in the presence of that person. 

It is a crime to knowingly and willfully request or obtain records 
under the Privacy Act under false pretenses. A request for access 
under the Privacy Act can only be made by the subject of the 
record. An individual cannot make a request under the Privacy Act 
for a record about another person. The only exception is for a 
parent or legal guardian who can request records for a minor or a 
person who has been declared incompetent. 

E. FEES 

Under the Privacy Act, fees can only be charged for the cost of 
copying records. No fees may be charged for the time it takes to 
search for records or for the time it takes to review the records to 
determine if any exemptions apply. This is a major difference from 
the FOIA. Under the FOIA, fees can sometimes be charged to re- 
cover search costs and review The different fee structure in 
the two laws is one reason many requesters seeking records about 
themselves cite both laws. This minimizes allowable fees. 

Many agencies will not charge fees for making a copy of a Priva- 
cy Act file, especiglly when the file is small. If paying the copying 
charges is a problem, the requester should explain in the request 
letter. An agency can waive fees under the Privacy Act. 

F. REQUIREMENTS FOR AGENCY RESPONSES 

Unlike the FOIA, there is no fixed time when an agency must 
respond to a request for access to records under the Privacy Act. It 
is good practice for an agency to acknowledge receipt of a Privacy 

26An individual seeking records about himself or herself under the FOIA should not be 
charged review charges. The only charges applicable under the FOIA are search and copy 
charges. 



Act request within ten days and to provide the requested records 
within thirty days. 

At many agencies, FOIA and Privacy Act requests are processed 
by the same personnel. When there is a baclrlog of requests, it 
takes longer to receive a response. As a practical matter, there is 
little that a requester can do when an agency response is delayed. 
Requesters should be patient. 

Agencies generally process requests in the order in which they 
were received. Some agencies will expedite the processing of urgent 
requests. Anyone with a pressing need for records should consult 
with the agency Privacy Act officer about how to ask for expedited 
treatment of requests. 

G .  REASONS ACCESS MAY BE DENIED UNDER TIXE F'RIVACY ACT 

Not all records about an individual must be disclosed under the 
Privacy Act. Some records may be withheld to protect important 
government interests such as national security or law enforcement. 

The Privacy Act exemptions are different than the exemptions of 
the FOIA. Under the FOIA, any record may be withheld from dis- 
closure if it contains exempt information when a request is re- 
ceived. The decision to apply an FOIA exemption is made only 
after a request has been made. In contrast, Privacy Act exemptions 
apply not to a record but to a system of records. Before an agency 
can apply a Privacy Act exemption, the agency must first issue a 
regulation stating that there may be exempt records in that system 
of records. 

Without reviewing system notices or agency regulations, it is 
hard to tell whether particular Privacy Act records are exempt 
from disclosure. However, it is a safe assumption that any system 
of records that qualifies for an exemption has been exempted by 
the agency. 

Since most record systems are not exempt, the exemptions are 
not relevant to most requests. Also, agencies do not always rely 
upon available Privacy Act exemptions unless there is a specific 
reason to do so. Thus, some records that could be withheld will nev- 
ertheless be disclosed upon request. 

Because Privacy Act exemptions are complex and used infre- 
quently, most requesters need not worry about them. The exemp- 
tions are discussed here for those interested in the Act's details 
and for reference when an agency withholds records. Anyone need- 
ing more information about the Privacy A.ct'~ exemptions can 
begin by reading the relevant sections of the Act. The complete 
text of the Act is reprinted in an appendix to t,llis guide.27 

The Privacy Act's exemptions differ from those of the FOIA in 
another important way. The FOIA is mostly a disclosure law. Infor- 
mation exempt under the FOIA is exempt from disclosure only. 
The Privacy Act, however, imposes many separate requirements on 
personal records. Some systems of records are exempt from the dis- 

271n 1975, the Office of Management and Budget issued guidance to federal agencies on the 
Privacy Act of 1974. Those guidelines are a good source of co~nmentary and explanation for 
many of the provisions of the Act. The OMB guidelines can be found at 40 Fedeml Register 
28948 (July 9, 1975). 



closure requirements, but no system is exempt from all Privacy Act 
requirements. 

For example, no system of records is ever exempt from the re- 
quirement that a description of the system be published. No system 
of records can be exempted from the limitations on disclosure of 
the records outside of the agency. No system is exempt from the 
requirement to maintain an accounting for disclosures. No system 
is exempt from the restriction against the maintenance of unau- 
thorized information on the exercise of First Amendment rights. 
All systems are subject to the requirement that reasonable efforts 
be taken to assure that records disclosed outside the agency be ac- 
curate, complete, timely, and relevant. Each agency must maintain 
proper administrative controls and security for all systems. Finally, 
the Privacy Act's criminal penalties remain fully applicable to 
each system of records. 

1. General Exemptions 
There are two general exemptions under the Privacy Act. The 

first applies to all records maintained by the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The second applies to selected records maintained by an 
agency or component whose principal function is any activity per- 
taining to criminal law enforcement. Records of criminal law en- 
forcement agencies can be exempt under the Privacy Act if the 
records consist of (A) information compiled to identify individual 
criminal offenders and which consists only of identifying data and 
notations of arrests, the nature and disposition of criminal charges, 
sentencing, confinement, release, and parole and probation status; 
(B) criminal investigatory records associated with an identifiable 
individual; or (C) reports identifiable to a particular individual 
compiled a t  any stage from arrest through release from supervi- 
sion. 

Systems of records subject to the general exemptions may be ex- 
empted from many of the Privacy Act's requirements. Exemption 
from the Act's access and correction provisions is the most impor- 
tant. An individual has no right under the Privacy Act to ask for a 
copy of or to seek correction of a record subject to the general ex- 
emptions. 

In practice, these exemptions are not as expansive as they sound. 
Most agencies that have exempt records will accept and process 
Privacy Act requests. The records will be reviewed on a case-by- 
case basis. Agencies will often disclose any information that does 
not require protection. Agencies also tend to follow a similar policy 
for requests for correction. 

Individuals interested in obtaining records from the Central In- 
telligence Agency or from law enforcement agencies should not be 
discouraged from making requests for access. Even if the Privacy 
Act access exemption is applied, portions of the record may still be 
disclosable under the FOIA. This is a primary reason individuals 
should cite both the Privacy Act and the FOIA when requesting 
records. 

The general exemption from access does prevent requesters from 
filing a lawsuit under the Privacy Act when access is denied. The 
right to sue under the FOIA is not changed because of a Privacy 
Act exemption. 



2. Specific Exemptions 
There are seven specific Privacy Act exemptions that can be ap- 

plied to systems of records. Records subject to these exemptions are 
not exempt from as many of the Act's requirements as are the 
records subject to the general exemptions. However, records 
exempt under the specific exemptions are likely to be exempt from 
the Privacy Act's access and correction provisions. Nevertheless, 
since the access and correction exemptions are not always applied 
when available, those seeking records should not be discouraged 
from making a request. Also, the FOIA can be used to seek access 
to records exempt under the Privacy Act. 

The first specific exemption covers record syst,ems containing in- 
formation properly classified in the interest of national defense or 
foreign policy. Classified information is also exempt from disclosure 
under the FOIA and will normally be unavailable under either the 
FOIA and Privacy Acts. 

The second specific exemption applies to systems of records con- 
taining investigatory material compiled for law enforcement pur- 
poses other than material covered by the general law enforcement 
exemption. The specific law enforcement exemption is limited 
when-as a result of the maintenance of the records-an individual 
is denied any right, privilege, or benefit to which he or she would 
be entitled by federal law or for which he or she would otherwise 
be entitled. In such a case, disclosure is required except where dis- 
closure would reveal the identity of a confiden~ial source who fur- 
nished information to the government under an express promise 
that the identity of the source would be held in confidence. If the 
information was collected from a confidential source before the ef- 
fective date of the Privacy Act (September 2'7, 19751, an implied 
promise of confidentiality is sufficient to permit withholding of the 
identity of the source.28 

The third specific exemption applies to systems of records main- 
tained in connection with providing protective services to the Presi- 
dent of the United States or other individuals who receive protec- 
tion from the Secret Service. 

The fourth specific exemption applies to systems of records re- 
quired by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical 
records. 

The fifth specific exemption covers investigatory material com- 
piled solely to determine suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for 
federal civilian employment, military service, federal contracts, or 
access to classified information. However, this exemption applies 
only to the extent that disclosure of information would reveal the 
identity of a confidential source who provided the information 
under a promise of confidentiality. 

The sixth specific exemption applies to systems of records that 
contain testing or examination material used solely to determine 
individual qualifications for appointment or prolnotion in federal 
service, but only when disclosure would compr~omise the objectivity 
or fairness of the testing or examination process. Effectively, this 

lsThis distinction between express and implied promises of confidentiality is repeated 
throughout the specific exemptions of the Privacy Act. 



exemption permits withholding of questions used in employment 
tests. 

The seventh specific exemption covers evaluation material used 
to determine potential for promotion in the armed services. The 
material is only exempt to the extent that disclosure would reveal 
the identity of a confidential source who provided the information 
under a promise of confidentiality. 

3. Medical Records 
Medical records maintained by federal agencies-for example, 

records at Veterans Administration hospitals-are not formally 
exempt from the Privacy Act's access provisions. However, the Pri- 
vacy Act authorizes a special procedure for medical records that 
operates, at least in part, like an exemption. 

Agencies may deny individuals direct access to medical records, 
including psychological records, if the agency deems it necessary. 
An agency normally reviews medical records requested by an indi- 
vidual. If the agency determines that direct disclosure is unwise, it 
can arrange for disclosure to a physician selected by the individual 
or possibly to another person chosen by the individual. 

4. Litigation Records 
The Privacy Act's access provisions include a general limitation 

on access to litigation records. The Act does not require an agency 
to disclose to an individual any information compiled in reasonable 
anticipation of a civil action or proceeding. This limitation operates 
like an exemption, although there is no requirement that the ex- 
emption be applied by regulation to a system of records before it 
can be used. 

H. ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL PROCEDURES FOR DENIAL OF ACCESS 

Unlike the FOIA, the Privacy Act does not provide for an admin- 
istrative appeal of the denial of access. However, many agencies 
have established procedures that will allow Privacy Act requesters 
to appeal a denial of access without going to court. An administra- 
tive appeal is often allowed under the Privacy Act, even though it 
is not required, because many individuals cite both the FOIA and 
Privacy Act when making a request. The FOIA provides specifical- 
ly for an administrative appeal, and agencies are required to con- 
sider an appeal under the FOIA. 

When a Privacy Act request for access is denied, agencies usually 
inform the requester of any appeal rights that are available. If no 
information on appeal rights is included in the denial letter, the 
requester should ask the Privacy Act Officer. Unless an agency has 
established an alternative procedure, it is possible that an appeal 
filed directly with the head of the agency will be considered by the 
agency. 

When a request for access is denied under the Privacy Act, the 
agency explains the reason for the denial. The explanation must 
name the system of records and explain which exemption is appli- 
cable to the system. An appeal may be made on the basis that the 
record is not exempt, that the system of records has not been prop- 



erly exempted, or that the record is exempt but no harm to an im- 
portant interest will result if the record is disclosed. 

There are three basic elements to a Privacy Act appeal letter. 
First, the letter should state that the appeal is being made under 
the Privacy Act of 1974. If the FOIA was cited when the request for 
access was made, the letter should state that the appeal is also 
being made under the FOIA. This is important because the FOIA 
grants requesters statutory appeal rights. 

Second, a Privacy Act appeal letter should identify the denial 
that is being appealed and the records that urere withheld. The 
appeal letter should also explain why the denial of access was im- 
proper or unnecessary. 

Third, the appeal should include the requester's name and ad- 
dress. It is a good practice for a requester to also include a tele- 
phone number when making an appeal. 

Appendix 1 includes a sample letter of appeal. 

I. AMENDING RECORDS UNDER THE PRIVACY ACT 

The Privacy Act grants an important right in addition to the 
ability to inspect records. The Act permits an individual to request 
a correction of a record that is not accurate, relevant, timely, or 
complete. This remedy allows an individual to corrcxt errors and to 
prevent incorrect information from being disseminated by the 
agency or used unfairly against the individual. 

The right to seek a correction extends only to records subject to 
the Privacy Act. Also, an individual can only correct errors con- 
tained in a record that pertains to himself or herself. Records dis- 
closed under the FOIA cannot be amended through the Privacy Act 
unless the records are also subject to the Privacy Act. Records 
about unrelated events or about other people cannot be amended 
unless the records are in a Privacy Act file maintained under the 
name of the individual who is seeking to make the correction. 

A request to amend a record should be in writing. Agency regula- 
tions explain the procedure in greater detail, but the process is not 
complicated. A letter requesting an amendment of a record will 
normally be addressed to the Privacy Act officer of the agency or 
to the agency official responsible for the maintenance of the record 
system containing the erroneous information The envelope con- 
taining the request should be marked "Privacy Act Amendment 
Request" on the lower left corner. 

There are five basic elements to a request for amending a Priva- 
cy Act record. 

First, the letter should state that it is a request to amend a 
record under the Privacy Act of 1974. 

Second, the request should identify the specific record and the 
specific information in the record for which an amendment is being 
sought. 

Third, the request should state why the information is not accu- 
rate, relevant, timely, or complete. Supporting evxdence may be in- 
cluded with the request. 

Fourth, the request should state what new or additional informa- 
tion, if any, should be included in place of the erroneous informa- 
tion. Evidence of the validity of the new or additional information 



should be included. If the information in the file is wrong and 
needs to be removed rather than supplemented or corrected, the re- 
quest should make this clear. 

Fifth, the request should include the name and address of the re- 
quester. It is a good idea for a requester to include a telephone 
number. 

Appendix 1 includes a sample letter requesting amendment of a 
Privacy Act record. 

J. APPEALS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR AGENCY RESPONSES 

An agency that receives a request for amendment under the Pri- 
vacy Act must acknowledge receipt of the request within ten days 
(not including Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays). The agency 
must promptly rule on the request. 

The agency may make the amendment requested. If so, the 
agency must notify any person or agency to which the record had 
previously been disclosed of the correction. 

If the agency refuses to make the change requested, the agency 
must inform the requester of: (1) the agency's refusal to amend the 
record; (2) the reason for refusing to amend the request; and (3) the 
procedures for requesting a review of the denial. The agency must 
provide the name and business address of the official responsible 
for conducting the review. 

An agency must decide an appeal of a denial of a request for 
amendment within thirty days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
legal holidays), unless the time period is extended by the agency 
for good cause. If the appeal is granted, the record will be correct- 
ed. 

If the appeal is denied, the agency must inform the requester of 
the right to judicial review. In addition, a requester whose appeal 
has been denied also has the right to place in the agency file a con- 
cise statement of disagreement with the information that was the 
subject of the request for amendment. 

When a statement of disagreement has been filed and an agency 
is disclosing the disputed information, the agency must mark the 
information and provide copies of the statement of disagreement. 
The agency may also include a concise statement of its reasons for 
not making the requested amendments. The agency must also give 
a copy of the statement of disagreement to any person or agency to 
whom the record had previously been disclosed. 

K. FILING A JUDICIAL APPEAL 

The Privacy Act provides a civil remedy whenever an agency 
denies access to a record or refuses to amend a record. An individ- 
ual may sue an agency if the agency fails to maintain records with 
accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is necessary to 
assure fairness in any agency determination and the agency makes 
a determination that is adverse to the individual. An individual 
may also sue an agency if the agency fails to comply with any 
other Privacy Act provision in a manner that has an adverse effect 
on the individual. 

The Privacy Act protects a wide range of rights about personal 
records maintained by federal agencies. The most important are 



the right to inspect records and the right to seek correction of 
records. Other rights have also been mentioned here, and still 
others can be found in the text of the Act. Most of these rights can 
become the subject of litigation. 

An individual may file a lawsuit against an agency in the federal 
district court in which the individual lives, in which the records 
are situated, or in the District of Columbia. A lawsuit must be filed 
within two years from the date on which the basis for the lawsuit 
arose. 

Most individuals require the assistance of an attorney to file a 
judicial appeal. An individual who files a lawsuit, and substantially 
prevails may be awarded reasonable attorney fees and litigation 
costs reasonably incurred. Some requesters may be able to handle 
their own appeal without an attorney. Since this is not a litigation 
guide, details about the judicial appeal process have not been in- 
cluded. Anyone considering filing an appeal can begin by reviewing 
the provisions of the Privacy Act on civil remedies.29 

"See note 20. 



A P P E N D I X E S  

APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE REQUEST AND APPEAL LE'ITERS 

A Freedom of Information Ad Request Letter 

Agency Head [or Freedom of Information Ad Office11 
Name of Agency 
Ad&w of Agency 
City, State, Zip Code 

Re: Freedom of Information Ad Request 

Dear 

This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act. 

I request that a copy of the following documents [or documents wntabbg the following information] 
be provided to me: [identify the documents or information as spccifieally as possile]. 

In order to help to determine my status to assess fees, you should know that I am ( i i r t  a suitable 
dcMiption of the requester and the pnrpose of the request). 

[sample Iequester ~ p t i ~ :  

a representative of the news media affiliated witb the newspaper (magazine, 
t c m  station, etc), and thip request k made as part of news gathering and not for a 
eommereial use. 

af6Iiated with an educational or aoncommerdal scientific institution, and this request is 
made for a scholarly or &n& purpose and not for a commercial use. 

an individual s&hg informath for personal arc and not for a wmmercial use. 

afllhted with a private corporation and am s e w  information for use in the 
oompanys busincss.1 

(Optioo.Il I am willing to pay feed f a  this reqocat up to a maximum of 3-. If you estimate that 
tbc fwd win exceed this limit, please inform me first. 



8. Freedom of Information Act Appeal Letter 

Agency Head a Appcal Officer 
Name of Agcw 
Address of Agency 
City. State, Zip Code 

Re: Freedom of Information Act Appeal 

Dear : 

This is an appeal under the Freedom of Information Act. 

On (date), 1 requested documents under the Freedom of Information Ad. My request was w e d  
the following identification number: . On (date), I reeeivcd a response to my request in a letter 
signed by (name of official). I apped the denial of my request. 

[Optional] The documents that were withheld must be disclosed under the FOIA beca use.... 

[Optional] I appeal the decision to deny my request for a waiver of fees. I believe that I am entitled 
to a waiver of fees. Disdosure of the documents I requested is in the public interest because the information 
is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or ;~ctivities of government and is 
not primarily in my commercial interest. (Provide details) 

[Optional] I appeal the decision to require me to pay review costs for thir request. I am not seeking 
the documents for a wmmercial use. (Provide details) 

[Optional] I appeal the decision to require me to pay search charges for this request. I am a 
reporter seeking information as part of news gatbering and not for wmmerdal use. 

Thank you for your wnsidcration of this appeal. 

Sincerely, 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip Cnde 
Telephone Number [Optional] 



C. Privacy Act Request for Access Letter 

Privacy A d  Officer [or System of Records Manager] 
Name of Agcncy 
Address of Agency 
City, State, Zip Code 

Re: Privacy A d  Request for A m  

Dear : 

This is a request under the Privacy Act of 1974. 

I request a copy of any records [or sped6rally named records] abou! me maintained at your agency. 

[Optional] To help you to locate my records, I have had the following contacts with your agency: 
[mention job applications, periods of employment, loans or agency programs appiied for, etc]. 

[Optional] Please consider that this request is also made under the Freedom of Information Act. 
Please provide any additional information that may be available under the FOIA. 

[Optional) I am willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $-. If you estimate that 
the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. 

[Optionall Enclosed is [a notarized signature or other iden- document] that will verify my 
identity. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Name 
A d d m s  
City, State, Zip Codc 
Telephone number [Optional] 



D. Privry A d  Denial of AOC~M A@ 

Agency Head or Appeal 0 5 c m  
Name of Agency 
Address of Agency 
City, State, Zip Code. 

Re: Appeal of Denial of P r h q  Act Access Rqutst 

On (date), I requested acass to records under tbc Privscy Ad of 1974. My request war as&~bd 
the fdlowing i d m t i f ~ ~  number: . On (date), I received .% response to my requcst in a 
letter s i g d  by (name of ofEcial). I appul the denial of my rqucst. 

[Optional] Tbe rco~lds that wm witbbcld should be disclosed to me because ..... 
[Optional] Please masidcr that this appeal k a h  made under the Freedom of Information A d  

Pleas provide any additional informath that may be available under the FOIA. 

Tim& you for pm conridwation of this appeal. 

Name 
Address 
city, State, Zip C'MJ.2 
Tekphonc Number [Opthall 



E. Privacy A d  Request to Amend Records 

Privacy Act Officer [or System of Records Manager] 
Name of Agency 
Address of Agency 
City, State, Zip Code 

Re: Privacy Act Request to Amend Records 

Dear : 

This is a request under the Privacy A d  to amend records about myself maintained by your agency. 

I believe that the following information is not coned: [Describe the incorrect information as 
specifically as possible]. 

The information is not (accurate) (relevant) (timely) 
(complete) because .... 

[Optional] Enclosed are copies of documents that show that the information is incorrect. 

I request that the information be [deleted] [changed to read:]. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Sinffirely, 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip Codc 
Telephone Number [Optional] 



F. Privacy Act Appeal of Refusal to Amend Reeords 

Agency Head or Appeal Officer 
Name of Agency 
Address of Agency 
City, State, Zip Code 

Re: Privacy Act Appeal of Refusal to Amend Rceords 

Dear : 

This is an appeal under the Privacy Act of the refusal of your agency to amend records as I 
requested. 

On (date), I requested that records about me be amended. My request was assigned the following 
identification number . On (date), I was informed by (name of official) that my request was rejected. 
I appeal the rejection o f e q u e s t .  

The rejection of my request for amendment was wrong because ...... 
[Optimal] I enclose additional evidence that shows that the records are incorrect and that the 

amendment I requested is appropriate. 

Thank you for your consideration of this appeal. 

Sicerely, 

Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip Code 
Tekphone Number [Optional] 
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APPENDIX 4: TEXT OF THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

TlTLE 5, UNlTED STATES CODE 
* * * * * * 

PART I-THE AGENCIES GENERALLY 
* * * * * * 

CHAPTER &ADMINISTRATIVE 
* * * * * * 

SUBCHAPTER 11-ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
* * * * * * 

9562. Public information; a ency rules, opinions, orders, 
records, and pr-eLgs 

(a) Each agency shall make available to the public information 
as follows: 
(1) Each agency shall separately state and currently publish in 

the Federal Register for the guidance of the public- 
(A) descriptions of its central and field organization and the 

established laces at which, the em loyees (and in the case of 
a uniformJservice, the members) g om whom, and the meth- 
ods whereby, the public may obtain information, make submit- 
tals or requests, or obtain decisions; 

(B) statements of the general course and method by which 
its functions are channeled and determined, including the na- 
ture and requirements of all formal and informal ~rocedures 
available; - 

(C) rules of rocedure, descriptions of forms available or the 
places at  w h d  form may be obtained, and instructions as to 
the scope and contents of all papers, re orts, or examinations; 
(Dl substantive rules of general appkability adopted as au- 

thorized by law, and statements of general policy or interpreta- 
tions of general applicability formulated and adopted by the 
agency; and 

(El each amendment, revision, or repeal of the foregoing. 
Except to the extent that a person has actual and timely notice of 
the terms thereof, a person may not in any manner be required to 
resort to, or be adversely affected by, a matter required to be pub- 
lished in the Federal Rehter  and not so ~ublished. For the Dur- 

- A~ --- 

pose of this paragraph, matter reasonably ivailable to the class of 
persons affected thereby is deemed published in the Federal Regis- 

I 
(45) 
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ter when incorporated by reference therein with the approval of the 
Director of the Federal Register. 

(2) Each agency, in accordance with published rules, shall make 
available for public inspection and copying- 

(A) final opinions, including concurrin and dissenting opin- 8; ions, as well as orders, made in the adju 'cation of cases; 
(B) those statements of policy and interpretations which 

have been adopted b the agency and are not published in the 
Federal Register; anr! 

(C) administrative staff manuals and irwt,rudions to staff 
that af'fect a member of the public; 

unless the materials are promptly published and. copies offered for 
sale. To the extent required to prevent a clearly unwarranted inva- 
sion of personal privacy, an agency may delete identifying details 
when it makes available or publishes an opinion, statement of poli- 
cy, interpretation, or st& manual or instmction. However, in each 
case the justification for the deletion shall be e lained fully in 3 writing. Each agency shall also maintain and I ~ I  e available for 
public inspection and copying current indexes providing identifying 
information for the public as to any matter issued, adopted, or pro- 
mulgated after July 4, 1967, and required by this paragraph to be 
made available or published. Each agency shall promptly publish, 
quarterly or more frequent1 , and distribute (by sale or otherwise) 
copies of each index or sup T ements thereto unless it determines by 
order published in the ~ d r a l  Register that the publication would 
be unnecessary and impracticable, in which case the agency shall 
nonetheless provide copies of such index on request at a cost not 
to exceed the direct cost of duplication. A final order, opinion, state- 
ment of policy, interpretation, or staff manual or ~nstruction that 
affects a member of the public may be relied on, used, or cited as 
precedent by an agency against a party other than an agency only 
if- 

(i) it has been indexed and either made available or pub- 
lished as provided by this paragraph; or 

(ii) the party has actual and timely notice of the terms there- 
of. 

(3) Except with respect to the records made amilable under para- 
aphs (1) and (2) of this subsection, each agency, upon any request 

g r  records which (A) reasonably describes suceh records and (B) is 
made in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, 
fees (if any), and procedures to be followed, shall make the records 
promptly available to any person. 

(4)(A)(i) In order to carry out the provisions of this sedion, each 
a ncy shall promulgate regulations, pursuant to notice and recei t r 7, K o public comment, specifying the schedule of fees a plicable to t e 
processing of requests under this sedion and esta lishing proce- 
dures and guidelines for determining when such fees should be 
waived or reduced. Such schedule shall confonn t;o the guidelines 
which shall be promulgated, pursuant to notice and receipt of pub- 
lic comment, by the Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget and which shall provide for a uniform schedule of fees for 
all agencies. 

(ii) Such agency regulations shall provide that- 
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O fees shall be limited to reasonable standard charges for 
document search, duplication, and review, when records are re- 
quested for commercial use; 
(II) fees shall be limited to reasonable standard charges for 

document duplication when records are not sought for commer- 
cial use and the request is made by an educational or noncom- 
mercial scientific institution, whose purpose is scholarly or sci- 
entific research; or a representative of the news media; and 
(III) for any request not described in (I) or (II), fees shall be 

limited to reasonable standard charges for document search 
and duplication. 

(iii) Documents shall be furnished without any charge or at a 
charge reduced below the fees established under clause (ii) if disclo- 
sure of the information is in the public interest because it is likely 
to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations 
or activities of the government and is not primarily in the commer- 
cial interest of the requester. 

(iv) Fee schedules shall provide for the recovery of only the direct 
costs of search, duplication, or review. Review costs shall include 
only the direct costs incurred during the initial examination of a 
document for the p oses of determining whether the documents 
must be disclosed un a er this section and for the purposes of with- 
holding any portions exem t from disclosure under this section. Re- x view costs may not inclu e any costs incurred in resolving issues 
of law or policy that may be raised in the course of processing a 
request under this section. No fee may be charged by any agency 
under this section- 

O if the costs of routine collection and processing of the fee 
are likely to equal or exceed the amount of the fee; or 
(11) for any request described in clause (ii) (11) or (111) of this 

subparagraph for the first two hours of search time or for the 
first one hundred pages of duplication. 

(v) No agency may require advance payment of any fee unless 
the requester has reviously failed to pay fees in a timely fashion, B or the agency has etermined that the fee will exceed $250. 

(vi) Nothing in this sub aragraph shall supersede fees chargea- 
ble under a statute spe&cally providing for setting the level of 
fees for particular types of records. 

(vii) In any action by a requester regarding the waiver of fees 
under this section, the court shall determine the matter de novo: 
Provided, That the court's review of the matter shall be limited to 
the record before the agency. 
(B) On complaint, the district court of the United States in the 

district in which the complainant resides, or has his principal place 
of business, or in which the agency records are situated, or in the 
District of Columbia, has jmdiction to enjoin the agency from 
withholding agency records and to order the production of any 
agency records im ro rly withheld from the complainant. In such 
a case the court SRZdetermine the matter de novo, and may er- 
amine the contents of such agency records in camera to determine 
whether such records or any part thereof shall be withheld under 
any of the exemptions set forth in subsection (b) of this section, and 
the burden is on the agency to sustain its action. 
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(C) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the defendant 
shall serve an answer or otherwise plead to any complaint made 
under this subsection within thirty da s after service upon the de- 
fendant of the pleading in which SUCK complaint is made, unless 
the court otherwise directs for good cause shown. 
0) [Repealed.] 
(E) The court may assess against the United States reasonable 

attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any 
case under this section in which the complainant ha9 substantially 
prevailed. 

(F) penever  the court orders the productittn of any agency 
records lmproperl vvlthheld from the complainant and assesses 
against the unitedl States reasonable attorney fees and other litiga- 
tion costs, and the court additionally +es a w-ritten finding that 
the circumstances surroun the mthholding raise questions 9 whether agency personnel acte arbitrarily or capriciously with re- 
spect to the withholding, the Special Counsel shall promptly initi- 
ate a roceedin to determine whether disciplinary action is war- 
rante8yainst t % e ofiicer or em loyee who was primarily responsi- 
ble for t e withholding. The 8 pecial Counsel, i~fter investigation 
and consideration of the evidence submitted, shall submit his find- 
ings and recommendations to the administrative authori S Of the agency concerned and shall send copies of the findings an recom- 
mendations to the officer or emplo ee or his repnaentative. The ad- 

cial Counsel recommends. 
K ministrative authority shall take t e corrective action that the Spe- 

(G) In the event of noncompliance with the order of the court, the 
district court ma punish for contempt the responqible employee, P and in the case o a uniformed service, the responsible member. 
(6) Each agency having more than one member shall maintain 

and make available for public inspection a record of the final votes 
of each member in every agency proceeding. 

(6)(A) Each a ncy, upon any request for records made under 
paragra h (I), (8 or (3) of this subsection, shall--- 

(iedetermine within ten days (excepting Saturdays, Sundays, 
and legal public holidays) aRer the receipt of an such request 
whether to comply with such request and s h d  immediately 
notify the person making such request of such determination 
and the reasons therefor, and of the right of such person to a - 
peal to the head of the agency any adverse detekrmnation; an ti' 

(ii) make a determination with re to any appeal within F twenty d ~ y s  (excepting Saturdays, undays, and le al public 

r aF holida s) after the receipt of such ap al. If on appe the deni- 
al of t i e  request for records is in w ole or in part upheld, the 
v n c y  shall notify the person making such request of the pro- 
visions for judicial revyew of that determination under para- 
graph (4) of this subsection. 

(B) In unusual circumstances as specified in this subparagraph, 
the time limits prescribed in either clause (i) or clause (ii) of sub- 
paragraph (A) may be extended by written notice to the person 
making such request setting forth the reasone for such extension 
and the date on which a determination is t?xpected to be dis- 
patched. No such notice shall specify a date that would result in 
an extension for more than ten working days. .49 t~sed in this sub- 
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paragra h, "unusual circumstances" means, but only to the extent 
reasonagly necessary to the proper processing of the particular 
requese  

(i) the need to search for and collect the requested records 
from field facilities or other establishments that are separate 
from the office processing the request; 

(ii) the need to search for, collect, and appropriately examine 
a voluminous amount of separate and &tinct records which 
are demanded in a single request; or 

(iii) the need for consultation, which shall be conducted with 
all practicable speed, with another agency having a substantial 
interest in the determination of the request or among two or 
more components of the agency having substantial subject-mat- 
ter interest therein. 

(C) Any person making a request to any a ncy for records under 
paragraph (11, (21, or (3) of this subsection sfall be deemed to have 
exhausted his administrative remedies with res ect to such request 
if the agency fails to com ly with the applicabpe time limit provi- 
sions of this paragraph. 8 the Government can show exce tional 
circumstances exist and that the agency is exercising due & m e  
in responding to the request, the court may retain jurisdiction and 
allow the agency additional time to complete its review of the 
records. Upon any determination b an agency to comply with a re- 
quest for records, the records s h d  be made promptly available to 
such person making such request. Any notification of denial of any 
r uest for records under this subsection shall set forth the names 3 titles or positions of each person responsible for the denial of 
such request. 

(b) This section does not apply to matters that are- 
(1)(A) specifically authorized under criteria established b an 

Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of nationdde- 
fense or foreign olicy and CB) are in fact properly classified 
pursuant to such % xecutive order; 

(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and prac- 
tices of an agency; 

(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other 
than section 552b of this title), rovided that such statute (A) 
requires that the matters be w i h e l d  fmm the public in such 
a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or (B) estab- 
lishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular 
types of matters to be withheld; 

(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information ob- 
tained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
(5) inter-agency or intra-a ncy memorandums or letters 

which would not be available $ law to a party other than an 
agency in litigation with the a ncy; 

(6) personnel and medical f%es and similar filas the disclo- 
sure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of rsonal privacy; 

records or information compiled for law enforcement pur- 
poses, but only to the extent that the production of such law 
enforcement records or information (A) could reasonably be ex- 
pected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, (B) would de- 
prive a person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudi- 
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cation, (C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an un- 
warranted invasion of personal pnvacy, (D) rauld reasonably 
be expected to dimlose the identity of a confidential source, in- 
cluding a State, local, or forei agency or authority or any pri- I.? vate institution which furnis ed dormation on a confidential 
basis, and, in the case of a record or information compiled by 
criminal law enforcement authori in the course of a criminal 
investigation or by an agency con 2 ucting a lawfil nat~onal se- 
curity intelligence investigation information furniBhed by a 
confidential source, (E) would &lose techxuques and proce- 
dures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or 
would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be e cted to 
risk circumvention of the law, or (F) could r e a w n a r  be er- 
pected to endanger the life or physical safety of any in&idual. 

(8) contained m or related to examination, operating, or cod- 
dition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an 
amncv reswnsible for the regulation or supervision of financial 
&titiitioni; or 

(9) geological and geopeical information and data, includ- 
ing maps, Sncerning wells. 

Any reasonably segregable rtion of a record shall be rovided to 

anyF go R rson requesting suc record after deletion of t e portions 
whic are exempt under this subsection. 

(c)(l) Whenever a request IS made which involves access to 
records described in subsection (b)(7)(+ a$- 

(& the investigation or proceedmg lnvolves a possible viola- 
tion of criminal law; and 

(B) there is reason to believe that (i) the subject of the inves- 
tigation or roce+ing is not aware of its pendency, and (ii) dis- 
closure of t i!l e existence of the records could reasonably be ex- 
pected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, 

the agency may, during only such time as that circumstance contin- 
ues, treat the records as not subject to the requirements of this sec- 
tion. 

(2) Whenever informant records maintained by a criminal law 
enforcement agency under an informant's name or personal identi- 
fier are requested by a third party according to the informant's 
name or personal identifier, the agency may treat the records as 
not subject to the requirements of this sectaon unless the inform- 
ant's status as an informant has been officially ct)nfmed. 

(3) Whenever a re uest is made which involves access to records 2 maintained by the ederal Bureau of Investigation pertaining to 
foreign intelligence or counteri~telli nce, or international terror- x ism, and the existence of the reco is classified information as 
provided in subsection (b)(l), the Bureau may, as ltmg as the exist- 
ence of the records remains classified information, treat the records 
as not subject to the requirements of this section. 

(d) This section does not authorize withholding of information or 
limit the availability of records to the public, except as specifically 
stated in this section. This section is not authority to withhold in- 
formation from Congress. 

(el On or before March 1 of each calendar year, each agency shall 
submit a report covering the preceding calendar year to the Speak- 
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er of the House of Representatives and President of the Senate for 
referral to the appropriate committees of the Congress. The report 
shall i nc lude  

(1) the number of determinations made by such agency not 
to comply with requests for records made to such agency under 
subsection (a) and the reasons for each such determination; 

(2) the number of ap als made by persons under subsection 
(a)(6), the result of sucrap eals, and the reason for the action 
upon each appeal that res 12 ts in a denial of information; 

(3) the names and titles or positions of each rson responsi- 
ble for the denial of records requested under t%s section, and 
the number of instances of participation for each; 

(4) the results of each proceeding conducted pursuant to sub- 
section (a)(4)(F), including a report of the disciplinary action 
taken against the officer or em loyee who was primarily re- 
s onsible for improperly withholgng records or an explanation 
of why disciplinary action was not taken; 
(5) a copy of every rule made by such agency regarding this 

section; 
(6) a copy of the fee schedule and the total amount of fees 

collected by the agency for making records available under this 
section; and 

(7) such other information as indicates efforts to administer 
fully this section. 

The Attorney General shall submit an annual report on or before 
March 1 of each calendar year which shall include for t,he prior cal- 
endar year a listing of the number of cases arising under this sec- 
tion, the exemption involved in each case, the disposition of such 
case, and the cost, fees, and penalties assessed under subsections 
(a)(4)(E), 0, and (G). Such re ort shall also include a description 
of the efforts undertaken by tge Department of Justice to enmur. 
age a ncy compliance with this section. 

(0 grguyes of this section, the term "agency" as defied in 
section 5 l(1 of this title includes any executive department, mili- 
tary department, Government corpuration, Government controlled 
corporation, or other establishment in the executive branch of the 
Government (including the Executive Office of the President), or 
any independent regulatory agency. 
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8 562a Records maintained on individuals 
(a) D E ~ o N S . - F O ~  p oses of this section-: 

(1) the term "agen? means agency as defined in section 
552(e) of this title; 

(2) the term "individual" means a citizen of the United 
States or an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence; 

(3) the term "maintain" includes maintain, collect, use, or 
disseminate; 

(4) the term ''recordn means any item, collection, or grouping 
of information about an individual that is maintained by an 
agency, including, but not limited to, his education, fmancial 
transactions, medical history, and criminal or employment his- 
tory and that contains his name, or the identifying number, 
symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individ- 
ual, such as a finger or voice print or a photograph; 
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(5) the term "system of recordsn means a oup of any 
records under the control of any agency from WE& informa- 
tion is retrieved by the name of the Individual or by some iden- 

number, v b o l ,  or other identifying particular as- 
sign to the ind iv~dd ,  

(6) the term "statistical record" means a record in a system 
of records maintained for statistical research or reporting pur- 
poses only and not used in whole or in part in making any de- 
termination about an identifiable individual, except as provid- 
ed by section 8 of title 13; 

(7) the term "routine use* means, with respect to the disclo- 
sure of a record, the use of such record for a purpose which is 
com atiile with the urpose for which it was collected., (8 the term "matcLg program"- 

(& means any computerized comparison of- 
(i) two or more automated systems of records or a 

system of records with non-Federal records for the 
Purpose of- 

(I) establishin or verifying the eligibility of, or 
continuing comp % 'ance with statutory and regula- 
tory requirements by, applicants for, recipients or 
beneficiaries of, participants in, or providers of 
services with respect to, cash or in-kind assistance 
or ayments under Federal benefit rograms, or (9) recouping payments or deenquent debts 
under such Federal benefit programs, or 

(ii) two or more automated Federal personnel or 
payroll systems of records or a system of Federal per- 
sonnel or payroll records with non-Federal records, 

(B) but does not i nc lude  
(i) matches performed to produce aggregate statisti- 

cal data without any personal identifiers; 
(ii) matches performed to su port any research or 

statistical project, the specific Jata of which ma not 
be used to make decisions concerning the rights, ene- 
fits, or privileges of specific individuals; 

g 
(iii) matches performed, by an agency (or component 

thereof) which performs as its rincipal function any 2 activity pertaining to the e orcement of criminal 
laws, subsequent to the initiation of a specific criminal 
or civil law enforcement investigation of a named per- 
son or persons for the purpose of gathering evidence 
against such person or persons; 

(iv) matches of tax information (I) ursuant to sec- 
tion 6103(d) of the Internal Revenue (!ode of 1986, (11) 
for purposes of tax administration as defined in sec- 
tion 6103(b)(4) of such Code, (111) for the p 
intercepting a tax refund due an individual un 7 er au- Of 
thority granted by section 464 or 1137 of the Social Se- 
curity Act; or (TV) for the p ose of intercepting a tax 
r e b d  due an individual S e r  any other tax refund 
intercept program authorized by statute which has 
been determined by the Director of the Ofice of Man- 
agement and Budget to contain verification, notice, 



and hearing requirements that are substantially simi- 
lar to the procedures in section 1137 of the Social Se- 
curity Ad, 

(v) matches-- 
O using records predominantly relating to Fed- 

eral personnel, that are performed for routine ad- 
ministrative purposes (subject to guidance provid- 
ed by the Director of the Ofice of Management 
and Budget pursuant to subsediorl (v)); or 

(TI) conduded by an agency using only records 
maintained by that agency; 

if the purpose of the match is not to take any adverse 
financial, personnel, disciplinary, or other adverse ac- 
tion against Federal personnel; or 

(vi) matches performed for foreibn counterintelli- 
gence purposes or to produce background checks for 
security clearances of Federal personnel or Federal 
contractor personnel; 

(9) the term "recipient agency" means any agency, or con- 
tractor thereof, receiving records contained in a system of 
records from a source agency for use in a matching program; 

(10) the term "non-Federal agency" means any State or local 
government, or agency thereof, which receives records con- 
tained in a system of records from a source agency for use in 
a matching program; 

(11) the term "source agency" means any agency which dis- 
closes records contained in a system of records to be used in 
a matching program, or any State or local government, or 
agency thereof, which discloses records to be used in a match- 
big program; 

(12) the term "F'ederal benefit program" means any program 
administered or funded by the Federal Government, or by any 
amnt of State on behalf of the Federal Government. ~rovidinn 
cash or in-kind assistance in the form of grant& 
loans, or loan guarantees to individuals; and 

(13) the term "Federal personnel" means officers and em loy- 
ees of the government of the United States, members ofthe 
uniformed services (including members of the &?serve Compo- 
nents), individuals entitled to receive immediate or deferred re- 
tirement benefits under any retirement program of the Govern- 
ment of the United States (including survivor benefits). 

(b) CONDI'I'IONS OF DISCMSURE.-NO agency shall disclose any 
record which is contained in a system of records by any means of 
communication to any person, or to another agency, except pursu- 
ant to a written request by, or with the prior written consent of, 
the individual to whom the record pertains, unless disclosure of the 
record would b e  

(1) to those officers and employees of the agency which main- 
tains the record who have a need for the record in  the perform- 
ance of their duties; 

(2) required under section 552 of this title; 
(3) for a routine use as defined in subsection (a)(7) of this 

section and described under subsection (e)(4)(I)) of this section; 
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(4) to the Bureau of the Census for purposes of planning or 
carrying out a census or survey or related activity pursuant to 
the provisions of title 13; 

(5) to a recipient who has provided the agency with advance 
adequate written assurance that the record will be used solely 
as a statistical research or reporting record, and the record is 
to be transferred in a form that is not individually identifiable; 

(6) to the National Archives and Records Administration as 
a record which has mf15cient historical or other value to war- 
rant its continued preservation by the United States Govern- 
ment, or for evaluation by the Archivist of the United States 
or the designee of the Archivist to determine whether the 
record has such value; 

(7) to another agency or to an instrumentality of any govern- 
mental jurisdiction within or under the control of the United 
States for a civil or criminal law enforcement activity if the ac- 
tivity is authorized by law, and if the head of the agency or in- 
strumentality has made a written request to the agency which 
maintains the record specifying the particular portion desired 
and the law enforcement activity for which the record is 
sought; 

(8) to a erson pursuant to a showing of compelling circum- 
stances decting the health or safety of an individual if upon 
such disclosure notifcation is transmitted to the last known 
address of such individual; 

(9) to either House of Congress, or, to the extent of matter 
within its jurisdiction, any committee or subcommittee thereof, 
any joint committee of Congress or subcommittee of any such 
joint committee; 

(10) to the Corn troller General, or any of his authorized rep- 
resentatives, in t i e  course of the performance of the duties of 
the General Accounting Offlce; 

(11) pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdic- 
tion: and 

(12) to a consumer reporting agency in accordance with sec- 
tion 3711(D of title 31. 

(c) ACCOUNTING OF CERTATN DISCLOSURES.-Each agency, with . 
respect to each system of records under its control shall- 

(1) except for disclosures made under subsections (b)(l) or 
(b)(2) of this section, keep an accurate accounting of- 

(A) the date, nature, and purpose of each disclosure of 
a record to any person or to another agency made under 
subsection (b) of this section; m.d 
(B) the name and address of the person or agency to 

whom the disclosure is made; 
(2) retain the accounting made under paragraph (1) of this 

subsection for at least five years or the life of the record, 
whichever is longer, after the disclosure for which the account- 
ing is made; 

(3) except for disclosures made under subsection (b)(7) of this 
section, make the accounting made under paragra h (1) of this 
subsection available to the individual named in %e record at 
his request; and 
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(4) inform an person or other agency about any correction 
or notation of Lpu te  made by the agency in accordance with 
subsection (dl of this section of any record that has been dis- 
closed to the person or agency if an accounting of the disclo- 
sure was made. 

(d) ACCESS To RECORDS.-Each agency that maintains a system 
of records shall- 

(1) upon request by any individual to gain access to his 
record or to any information pertaining to him which is con- 
tained in the system, permit him and upon his request, a per- 
son of his own choosing to accompany him, to review the record 
and have a copy made of all or any portion thereof in a form 
comprehensible to him, except that the agency may require the 
individual to furnish a written statement authorizing discus- 
sion of that individual's record in the accompanying person's 
presence; 

(2) permit the individual to request amendment of a record 
pertaining to him and- 

(A) not later than 10 days (excluding Saturdays, Sun- 
days, and legal ublic holidays) after the date of receipt of 
such request, ac En owledge in writing such receipt; and 

(B) promptly, either- 
(i) make any correction of any portion thereof which 

the individual believes is not accuraf.e, relevant, time- 
ly, or complete; or 

(ii) inform the individual of its refusal to amend the 
record in accordance with his request, the reason for 
the refusal, the procedures established by the agency 
for the individual to request a review of that refusal 
by the head of the agency or an officer designated by 
the head of the agency, and the name and business 
address of that official; 

(3) permit the individual who disagrees with the refusal of 

the a@=n2' to amend his record to request a review of such re- 
fusal, an not later than 30 da (excluding Saturda s, Sun- F { days, and legal public holidays) om the date on whic the in- 
dividual requests such review, complete such review and make 
a final determination unless, for good cause shown, the head 
of the agency extends such 30-day period; and if, after his re- 
view, the reviewing official also refuses to amend the record in 
accordance with the request, permit the individual to fde with 
the agency a concise statement setting forth the reasons for his 
disa eement with the refusal of the agency, and notify the in- 
divi f ual of the provisions for judicial review of the reviewing 
official's determination under subsectiorl &)(l)(A) of this sec- 
tion; 

(4) in any disclosure, containing information about which the 
individual has filed a statement of disagreement, occurring 
after the f ~ n g  of the statement under paragraph (3) of this 
subsection, clear1 note any portion of the record which is dis- 2' puted and provi e copies of the statement and, if the agency 
deems it appropriate, copies of a concise statement of the rea- 
sons of the agency for not making the amendments requested, 
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to persons or other agencies to whom the disputed record has 
been disclosed, and 

(6) nothing in this section shall allow an individual access to 
any information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil 
action or proceeding. 

(e) AGENCY R.EQUIREMENTS.-E~C~ agency that maintains a sys- 
tem of records shall- 

(1) maintain in its records only such information about an 
individual as is relevant and necessary to accomplish a pur- 

g ose of the agency required to be accomplished by statute or 
y executive order of the President; 
(2) collect information to the greatest extent racticable di- 

rectly from the subject individual when the &rmation may 
result in adverse determinations about an individual's rights, 
benefits, and privileges under Federal programs; 

(3) inform each individual whom it asks to supply informa- 
tion, on the form which it uses to collect the information or on 
a separate form that can be retained by the individual- 

(A) the authority (whether granted by statute, or by ex- 
ecutive order of the President) which authorizes the solici- 
tation of the information and whether disclosure of such 
information is mandatory or voluntary; 
(B) the principal purpose or urposes for which the in- 

formation is intended to be use$ 
(C) the routine uses which may be made of the informa- 

tion, as published pursuant to paragraph (4)(D) of this 
subsection; and 

(D) the effeds on him, if any, of not providing all or any 
part of the requested information; 

(4) subject to the provisions of paragraph (11) of this subsec- 
tion, publish in the Federal Register upon establishment or re- 
vision a notice of the existence and character of the system of 
records, which notice shall i nc lude  

(A) the name and location of the system; 
(B) the categories of individuals on whom records are 

maintained in the system; 
(6) the categories of records maintained in the system; 
(D) each routine use of the records contained in the sys- 

tem, including the categories of users and the purpose of 
such use; 

(E) the policies and practices of the agency regarding 
storage, retrievability, access controls, retention, and dis- 
posal of the records; 
(F) the title and business address of the agency official 

who is responsible for the system of records; 
(G) the agency procedures whereby an individual can be 

notified at his request if the system of records contains a 
record ertaining to him; 
(H) tge agency procedures whereby an individual can be 

notified at his request how he can gain access to any 
record pertainin to him contained in the system of 
records, and how % e can contest its content; and 

(I) the categories of sources of records in the system; 
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(6) maintain all records which are used by the agency in 
making any determination about any individual with such ac- 
curacy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as is reason- 
ably necessary to assure fairness to the individual in the deter- 
mination; 

(6) prior to disseminating any record about an  individual to 
any person other than an agency, unless the dissemination is 
made pursuant to subsection (b)(2) of this section, make rea- 
sonable efforts to assure that such records are accurate, com- 
plete, timely, and relevant for agency purposes; 

(7) maintain no record describing how any rndividual exer- 
cises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless ex- 
pressly authorized by statute or by the individual about whom 
the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the 
scope of an authorized law enforcement activity; 

(8) make reasonable efforts to serve notice an an individual 
when any record on such individual is made available to any 
person under compulsory legal process when such process be- 
comes a matter of public record; 

(9) establish rules of conduct for persons involved in the de- 
sign, development, operation, or maintenance of any system of 
records, or in maintaining any record, and instruct each such 
person with respect to such rules and the requirements of this 
section, including any other rules and rocedures adopted pur- P suant to this section and the penalties or noncompliance; 

(10) establish appropriate administrative, technical, and 
physical safeguards to insure the security and confidentiality of 
records and to protect against any anticipated threats or haz- 
ards to their security or integrity which could result in sub- 
stantial harm, embarrassment, inconvenience, or unfairness to 
any individual on whom information is maintained; 

(11) at least 30 days prior to publication of information 
under paragraph (4)o) of this subsection, publish in the Fed- 
eral Register notice of any new use or intended use of the in- 
formation in the system, and provide an opportunity for inter- 
ested persons to submit written data, views, or arguments to 
the agency; and 

(12) if such agency is a recipient agency or a source a ncy Y in a matching program with a non-Federal agency, wit re- 
sped to any establishment or revision of a matching program, 
at least 30 days prior to conducting such program, publish in 
the Federal Register notice of such establishment or revision. 

(0 AGENCY RULES.-In order to cany out the provisions of this 
section, each agency that maintains a system of records shall pro- 
mulgate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including gen- 
eral notice) of section 563 of this title, which shall.-- 

(1) establish procedures whereby an individual can be noti- 
fied in response to his request if any system of records named 
by the individual contains a record pertainmg to him; 

(2) define reasonable times, places, and requirements for 
identifying an individual who requests his record or informa- 
tion pertaining to him before the agency shall make the record 
or information available to the individual; 
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(3) establish procedures for the disclosure to an individual 
upon his request of his record or information pertaining to 
hlm, including special rocedure, if deemed necessary, for the 
disclosure to an indivizual of medical records, including psy- 
chological records pertaining to him; 

(4) establish procedures for reviewing a request from an indi- 
vidual concerning the amendment of any record or information 
pertainin to the individual, for making a determination on the f request, or an appeal within the agency of an initial adverse 
agency determination, and for whatever additional means may 
be necessary for each individual to be able to exercise fully his 
rights under this section; and 

(5) establish fees to be charged, if any, to any individual for 
makin copies of his record, excluding the cost of any search 
for anf  review of the record. 

The Ofice of the Federal Register shall biennially com ile and pub- 
lish the rules romulgated under this subsection an8 agency no- d' tices ublishe under subsection (e)(4) of this section in a form 
availail. to the public at low cost. 

(g)(l) CIVIL ~~ME~IEs.-Whenever an agency- 
(A) makes a determination u n g r  subsection (d)(3) of this 

section not to amend an individual's record in accordance with 
his request, or fails to make such review in conformity with 
that subsection; 

(B) refuses to comply with an individual request under sub- 
section (d)(l) of this section; 

(C) fads to maintain any record concerning any individual 
with such accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and completeness as 
is necessary to assure fairness in any determination relating to 
the qualifications, character, rights, or o portunities of, or ben- 
efits to the individual that may be ma d' e on the basis of such 
record, and consequently a determination is made which is ad- 
verse to the individual, or 

(Dl fails to comply with any other provision of this section, 
or an rule promulgated thereunder, in such a way as to have 
an a d' verse effect on an individual, 

the individual may bring a civil action a 'nst the agency, and the 
district courts of the United States s h r h a v e  jurisdiction in the 
matters under the provisions of this subsection. 

(2)(A) In any suit brought under the rovisions of subsection 
( )(l)(A) of this section, the court may or& the agency to amend 
t f e individual's record in accordance with his request or in such 
other way as the court may direct. In such a case the court shall 
determine the matter de novo. 

03) The court may assess against the United States reasonable 
attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any 
case under this paragraph in which the complainant has substan- 
tiall revailed. 

(3% In any suit brought under the provisions of subsection 
(g)(l)(B) of this section, the court may enjoin the agency from with- 
holding the records and order the production to the complainant of 
any agency records improperly withheld from him. In such a case 
the court shall determine the matter de novo, and may examine the 
contents of any agency records in camera to determine whether the 
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records or any ortion thereof may be withheld under any of the 
exemptions set E)orh in subsection (k) of this seetion, and the bur- 
den is on the agency to sustain its action. 
(B) The court may assess against the United States reasonable 

attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred in any 
case under this paragraph m which the complainant has substan- 
tiall revailed. (J % an suit brought under the revisions of subsection R O(l)(C) or (3;, of this section in which t e court determines that 
t e agency acted in a manner which wes intentional or willful, the 
United States shall be liable to the individual j11 an amount equal 
to the sum of- 

(A) actual damages sustained by the incljlvidual as a result 
of the refusal or failure, but in no case shall a person entitled 
to recovery receive less than the sum of $1,000; and 

(B) the costs of the action together with reasonable attorney 
fees as determined by the court. 

(5) An action to enforce any liability created under this section 
may be bro ht in the district court of the United States in the dis- 
trict in wh% the com lainant resides, or has his principal place K of business, or in whic the agency records arc! situated, or in the 
District of Columbia, without regard to the amount in controversy, 
within two years from the date on which the cause of action arises, 
except that where an agency has materially and willfidly misrepre- 
sented any information required under thm section to be disclosed 
to an individual and the information so misrepresented is material 
to establishment of the liability of the agency to the individual 
under this section, the action may be brou ht at any time within 9 two years after discovery by the individu of the misrepresenta- 
tion. Nothing in this section shall be construed to authorize any 
civil action by reason of any injury sustained as the result of a dis- 
closure of a record prior to September 27, 1975. 

(h) RIGHTS OF LEGAL GUARDIANS.-For the purposes of this sec- 
tion, the arent of any minor, or the legal guardian of any individ- 
ual who {as been declared to be incompetent. due to physical or 
mental inca aci or age by a court of competent jurisdrction, may 
act on beh al! of tK t e inhvidual. 

(i)(l) C ~ A L  PENALTIES.-Any officer or employee of an agen- 
cy, who by virtue of his employment or official position, has posses- 
sion of, or access to, agency records which contain individually 
identifiable information the disclosure of which is prohibited by 
this section or by rules or regulations established thereunder, and 
who knowing that disclosure of the specific material is so prohibit- 
ed, willfully discloses the material in any manner to any rson or 

and fined not more than $5,000. 
F agency not entitled to receive it, shall be guilty of a mis emeanor 

(2) Any officer or employee of any agency who willfully maintains 
a system of records without meetin the notice requirements of 
subsection (e)(4) of this section sh be guilty of a misdemeanor 
and fined not more than $5,000. 

a t  

(3) Any erson who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains a any recor concernin an individual from an agency under false 
retenses shall be of a misdemeanor and timed not more than 

!5,000. 
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(j) GENERAL ]EXEMPTIONS.-The head of any agency may promul- 
gate rules, in accordance with the requirements (including general 
notice) of sections 663(b) (11, (21, and (31, (c), and (el of this title, 
to exempt any system of records within the agency from any part 
of this section except subsections (b), (c) (1) and (2), (e)(4) (A) 
thro h.(F), (el (61, (71, (91, (101, and (111, and (i) if the system of mx - 

(1) maintained by the Central Intelligence Agency; or 
(2) maintained by an agency or component thereof which per- 

forms as its principal function any activity pertaining to the 
enforcement of criminal laws, including police efforts to pre- 
vent, control, or reduce crime or to apprehend aiminals, and 
the activities of prosecutors, courts, correctional, probation, 
pardon, or parole authorities, and which consists of (A) infor- 
mation compiled for the ose of identifying individual crimi- 
nal offenders and allegei3enders and consisting on1 of iden- 
tifying data and notations of arred, the nature ad disposi- 
tion of criminal charges, sentencing, confinement, release, and 
parole and probation status; (B) information compiled for the 
purpose of a criminal investigation, including reports of inform- 
ants and investigators, and associated with an identifiable in- 
dividual; or (C) reports identifiable to an individual com iled 
at any stage of the pmoas. of enforcement of the criminal yaws 
from arrest or indictment thro h release from supervision. Y At the time rules are adopted un er this subsection, the agency 

shall include in the statement required under section 663(c) of this 
title, the reasons why the aystem of records is to be exempted from 
a provision of this section. 
0 SPECIFIC E ~ ~ E ~ ~ o N s . - T h e  head of any agen may promul- 

gate rules, in accordance with the re ments (&ding general 
notice) of sections 663(b) (11, (21, an= (c), and (a) of this title, 
to exempt an system of records within the agency from subsec- 
tions (cX3), (4, (eXl), (e)(4) (GI, (ID, and (9 and (0 of this section 
if the system of records is- 

(1) subject to the provisions of section 662(b)(l) of this title; 
(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement pur- 

poses, other than material within the sco of subsection 6)(2) If?"= of this section: Provided, however, That ' any individual is de- 
nied any ri ht, privilege, or benefit that he would otherwise be 
entitled by %ederal law, or for which he would otherwise be eli- 
gible, as a result of the maintenance of such material, such 
material shall be provided to such individual, except to the ex- 
tent that the disclosure of such material would reveal the iden- 
tity of a source who furnished information to the Government 
under an express promise that the identity of the source would 
be held in confidence, or, prior to the effective date of this sec- 
tion, under an implied promise that the identity of the source 
would be held in confidence; 

(3) maintained in connection with providing protective serv- 
ices to the President of the United States or other individuals 
pursuant to section 3056 of title 18; 

(4) required b statute to be maintained and used solely as 
statistical recor & ; 
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(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the P T  determining suitability, eligibility, or ualifications or ederal 
civilian emplo ent, military service,%ederal contra*, or ac- 
cess to c l a s s a  information, but only to the extent that the 
disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of a 
source who furnished information to the Government under an 
express romise that the identity of the source would be held 
in confi ti' ence, or, prior to the effective date of this section 
under an implied promise that the identity of the source would 
be held in co&dence; 

(6) testing or examination material used solely to determine 
individual q ~ i c a t i o n s  for appointment or romotion in the a Federal service the disclosure of which wo~il compromise the 
objectivis or fairness of the testing or examination process; or 

(7) ev uation material used to determine potential for pro- 
motion in the armed services, but only to the extent that the 
disclosure of such material would reveal the identity of a 
source who furnished information to the Government under an 
express romise that the identity of the source would be held 
in confiBence or, prior to the effective date of this section 
under an impbed promise that the identity of the source would 
be held in confidence. 

At the time rules are adopted under this subsection, the agency 
shall include in the statement required under section 553(c) of this 
title, the reasons why the system of records is to be exempted from 
a provision of this section. 
0)(1) ARCHIVAL RECORDS.-Each agency record which is accepted 

by the Archivist of the United States for stora P9 pr-sinP and servicing in accordance with section 3103 of tit e 44 shall or the 
purposea of this section be considered to be maintained by the 
agency which deposited the record and shall be subject to the rovi- 
s~ons of this section. The Archivist of the United States sh& not 
disclose the record except to the ncy which maintains the 
record, or under rules established by r a t  agency which are not in- 
consistent with the provisions of this section. 

(2) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual 
which was transferred to the National Archives of the United 
States as a record which has sufficient historical or other value to 
warrant its continued preservation by the United States Govern- 
ment, prior to the effective date of this section, shall, for the pur- 
poses of this section, be considered to be maintained by the Nation- 
al Archives and shall not be subject to the provisions of this sec- 
tion, except that a statement generally describing such records 
(modeled after the requirements relating to records subject to sub- 
sections (e)(4) (4 through (G) of this section) shall be published in 
the Federal Register. 

(3) Each agency record pertaining to an identifiable individual 
which is transferred to the National Archives of the United States 
as a record which has sufficient historical or other value to warrant 
its continued preservation by the United States Government, on or 
after the effective date of t h  section, shall, for the purposes of this 
section, be considered to be maintained by the National Archives 
and shall be exem t from the requirements of this section except 
subsections (e)W (& thm ugh (G) and (e)(9) of this section. 
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(m) GOVERNMENT CONTRAC~RS.---(I) When an agency provides 
by a contract for the operation by or on behalf of the agency of a 
system of records to accomplish an agency function, the agency 
shall, consistent with its authority, cause the requirements of this 
section to be applied to such system. For purposes of subsection (i) 
of this section any such contractor and any employee of such con- 
tractor, if such contract is a ed to on or after the effective date F of this section, shall be consi ered to be an employee of an agency. 

(2) A consumer reporting agency to which a record is disclosed 
under section 3711(0 of title 31 shall not be considered a contractor 
for the purposes of this section. 

(n) MAILING LISTS.-An individual's name and address may not 
be sold or rented by an agency unless such action is specifically au- 
thorized by law. This provision shall not be construed to require 
the withholding of names and addresses otherwise permitted to be 
made public. 

(01 MATCHING AGREEMENTS.--41) NO record which is contained in 
a system of records may be disclosed to a recipient agency or non- 
Federal agency for use in a computer matching program except 
pursuant to a written agreement between the source agency and 
the recipient agency or non-Federal agency specifying- 

(A) the purpose and legal authority for conducting the pro- 
gram; 
(B) the justification for the program and the anticipated re- 

sults, including a specific estimate of any savings; 
(C) a description of the records that will be matched, includ- 

ing each data element that will be used, the approximate num- 
ber of records that will be matched, and the projected starting 
and completion dates of the matching program; 

(D) rocedures for providing individualized notice at the time 
of appLtion, and notice periodically thereafter as directed by 
the Data Inte 'ty Board of such agency (subject to guidance 
provided by t f? e director of the Office of Management and 
Budget pursuant to subsection (v)), to- 

(i) applicants for and recipients of financial assistance or 
payments under Federal benefit programs, and 

(ii) applicants for and holders of positions as Federal 
personnel, 

that any information rovided by such applicants, recipients, 
holders, and individud may be subject to verification through 
matching progams; 
(E) procedures for verifying information roduced in such 

matching program as required by subsection &I; 
(F) rocedures for the retention and timely destruction of 

identzable records created by a recipient agency or non-Feder- 
al agency in such matching program; 

(G) procedures for ensuring the administrative, technical, 
and physical security of the records matched and the results of 
such programs; 

(H) prohibitions on duplication and redisclosure of records 
provided by the source agency within or outside the recipient 
agency or the non-Federal agency, except where required by 
law or essential to the conduct of the matching program; 
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(I) procedures governing the use b a recipient agency or 
non-Federal agency of records provideiin a matching program 
by a source agency, including procedures governing return of 
the records to the source agency or destruction of records used 
in such rogram; 

(4 &ation on assessments that have been made on the 
accuracy of the records that will be used ixi such matching pro- 
gram; and 
(K) that the Comptroller General may have access to all 

records of a recipient agency or a non-Federal agency that the 
Comptroller General deems necessary in order to monitor or 
verify compliance with the agreement. 

(210  A . copy .. of each agreement entered into pursuant to para- 
graph (1) shall- 

(i) be transmitted to the Commmittee on Cfivernmental Af- 
fairs of the Senate and the Committee on Government Oper- 
ations of the House of Representatives; and 

(ii) be available upon request to the public. 
(B) No such agreement shall be effective until 30 days after the 

date on which such a copy is transmitted pursuant to subpara- 
gra h (A)(i). (8) Such an agreement shall remain in effect only for such peri- 
od, not to exceed 18 months, as the Data Integrity Board of the 
agency determines is appropriate in light of the purposes, and 
length of time necessary for the conduct, of the matching program. 

(D) Within 3 months prior to the expiration of such an agreement 
pursuant to subparagra h (C), the Data Integrity Board of the 
agency may, without ad b: 'tional review, renew the matching agree- 
ment for a current, ongoing matching program for not more than 
one additional year if- 

(i) such program will be conducted without any change; and 
(ii) each party to the a eement certifies to the Board in 

writing that the program %as been concnducted in compliance 
with the agreement. 

(p) VERIFICATION AND OPPORTUNITY TO CONTEST FINDINGS.-41) 
In order to protect any individual whose recortls are used in a 
matching program, no recipient agency, non-Federal agency, or 
source agency may suspend, terminate, reduce, or make a final de- 
nial of any financial assistance or ayment under a Federal benefit 
program to such individual, or t 9 e other atlve~mse action against 
such individual, as a result of information produced by such match- 
ing program, until- 

(A)(i) the agency has independently verified the information; 
or 

(ii) the Data Integrity Board of the agency, or in the case of 
a non-Federal agency the Data Integrity. Board of the source 
agency, determines in accordance with guida.nce issued by the 
Director of the Office of Management and Budget t h a t  

(I) the information is limited t x ~  identification and 
amount of benefits paid by the source agency under a Fed- 
eral benefit program; and 

(11) there is a high degree of confidtmce that the informa- 
tion provided to the recipient agency is accurate; 
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(B) the individual receives a notice from the agen contain- 
ing a statement of its findings and informing the inxvidual of 
the op ortunity to contest such findings; and 

(c)($ the expiration of any time period established for the 
pro am by statute or regulation for the individual to respond F to t at notice; or 

(ii) in the case of a rogram for which no such period is es- 
tablished, the end of t t e  30-day period beginnin on the date 
on which notice under subparagraph (B) is m a i d o r  otherwise 
provided to the individual. 

(2) Independent verification referred to in paragraph (1) requires' 
investigation and confiation of s ecific information relating to an 
individual that is used as a basis $r an adverse action against the 
individual, including where applicable investigation and confirma- 
tion of- 

(A) the amount of any asset or income involved; 
(B) whether such individual actuall has or had access to 

such asset or income for such individuds own use; and 
(C) the period or periods when the individual actually had 

such asset or income. 
(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (I), an agen may take any ap- 

propnate action otherwise prohibited by s u g  aragraph if the 
a ency determines that the public health or ubEc safety may be a a versely affected or significantly threatened &ring any notice pe- 
riod required by such paragraph. 

(q) SANCTIONS.---(I) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
no source agen may disclose any record which is contained in a 
system of recorz to a reci ient agency or non-Federal agency for 
a matching program if sue% source agency has reason to believe 
that the requirements of subsection ( ), or any matching agreement 
entered into pursuant to subsection Po), or both, are not being met 
by such recipient agency. 

(2) No source agency may renew a matching agreement unless- 
(A) the recipient agency or non-Federal agency has certified 

that it has complied with the provisions of that agreement; and 
(B) the source agency has no reason to believe that the certi- 

fication is inaccurate. 
(r) REPORT ON NEW SYSTEMS AND MATCHING PROGRAMS.-E~C~ 

agency that proposes to establish or make a si ificant change in 
a system of records or a matching program sha&ovide adequate 
advance notice of any such pro osal (in duplicate) to the Committee 
on Government Operations o? the House of Representatives, the 
Committee on Governmental Affairs of the Senate, and the Office 
of Management and Budget in order to permit an evaluation of the 
probable or otential effect of such proposal on the privacy or other 
rights of indhduals. 

(6) BIENNIAL REPORT.-The President shall biennially submit to 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President pro 
tempore of the Senate a report- 

(1) describing the actions of the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget pursuant to section 6 of the Privacy 
Act of 1974 durin the preceding 2 years; f (2) describing t e exercise of individual rights of access and 
amendment under this section during such years; 



(3) identifying changes in or additions to systems of records; 
(4) containing such other information concernin administra- 

tion of this section as may be necessary or ilse d to the Con- 
gress in reviewing the effectiveness of this section in carrying 
out the purposes of the Privacy Act of 1974. 

(t)(l) EFFECT OF OTHER LAWS.-NO agency shall rely on any ex- 
em tion contained in section 662 of this title to withhold from an 
ingvidual any record which is otherwise accessible to such individ- 
ual under the provisions of this section. 

(2) No agency shall rely on any exemption in this section to with- 
hold from an individual any record which is otherwiee accessible to 
such individual under the provisions of section 552 of this title. 
(u) DATA INTEGRITY BOARDS.---(I) Every agency conducting or 

participating in a matching program shall establish a Data Integri- 
ty Board to oversee and coordinate among the various components 
of such a ncy the agency's implementation of this section. k (2) Eac Data Integrity Board shall consist of senior officials des- 
ignated by the head of the agency, and shall include any senior offi- 
cial designated by the head of the agency as responsible for imple- 
mentation of this section, and the inspector general of the agency, 
if any. The inspector general shall not serve as chairman of the 
Data Integrity Board. 

(3) Each Data Integrity Board- 
(A) shall review, a prove, and maintain all written agree- 

ments for receipt or %losure of agency records for matching 
programs to ensure compliance with subsection (o), and all rel- 
evant statutes, regulations, and guidelines; 
(B) shall review all matching programs in which the agency 

has participated during the year, either as a source agency or 
recipient agency, determine compliance with applicable laws, 
regulations, guidelines, and agency agreements, and assess the 
costa and benefits of such programs; 

(C) shall review all recurring matching programs in which 
the agency has participated during the year, either as a source 
agency or recipient agency, for continued justification for such 
disclosures; 
(Dl shall compile an annual report, which shall be submitted 

to the head of the agency and the Office of Management and 
Budget and made available to the public on request, describing 
the matching activities of the agency including-- 

(i) matching programs in which the agency has partici- 
pated as a source agency or recipient agenqy; 

(ii) matching agreements proposed under subsection (0) 
that were disapproved by the Board; 

(iii) any changes in membership or structure of the 
Board in the preceding year; 

(iv) the reasons for any waiver of the re uirement in \ paragraph (4) of this section for completion an submission 
of a cost-benefit analysis prior to the approval of a match- 
ing rogram; 

(vy any violations of matching agreements that have 
been alleged or identified and any corrective action taken; 
and 
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(vi) an other information re b the Director of the 
t to e included in such Ofice OJ~anagement and B u r  

( E r g 3  serve as a clearinghouse for receiving and providing 
information on the accuracy, completeness, and reliability of 
records used in matching programs; 
(F) shall rovide interpretation and guidance to ageny com- 

ponents an8 personnel on the requirements of this sect~on for 
matching rograms; 
(G) s h d  review agency recordkeeping and disposal policies 

and practices for matching programs to assure compliance with 
this section; and 

(H) may review and report on any agency matching activities 
that are not matchin rograms. % B  (4)(A) Except as provi e in subparagraphs (B) and (C), a Data 

Inte 'ty Board shall not approve any written a eement for a 
matc%ng pro am unless the agency has cornpledand submitted 
to such ~ a a r d P s  cost-benefit analysis of the pro osed program and 

fective. 
P such analysis demonstrates that the program is ikely to be cost ef- 

(B) The Board may waive the requirements of subparagraph (A) 
of this paragraph if it determines in writing, in accordance with 
guidelines prescribed by the Director of the Office of Management 
and Budget, that a cost-benefit analysis is not required. 

(C) A cost-benefit analysis shall not be required under subpara- 
graph (A) prior to the initial approval of a written agreement for 
a matching program that is specifically required b statute. Any 
subse uent written agreement for such a program sKall not be ap- 
prova by the Data Integrity Board unless the agency has submit- 
ted a cost-benefit analysis of the program as conducted under the 
preceding approval of such agreement. 

(5)(A) If a matching agreement is disapproved b a Data Integri- 
ty Board, any party to such agreement may appe ai' the disap roval 
to the Director of the Ofice of Management and Budget. fimely 
notice of the filing of such an appeal shall be provided by the Direc- 
tor of the Office of Mana ment and Budget to the Committee on 
Governmental Affairs of tg Senate and the Committee on Owern- 

erations of the House of Representatives. Of: (B) T e Director of the Ofice of Management and Budget may 
ap rove a matching a eement notwithstanding the disapproval of 
a 8a ta  Integrity ~ o a r f ~  the Director determines that- 

(i) the matching program will be consistent with all applica- 
ble legal, regulatory, and policy requirements; 

(ii) there is adequate evidence that the matching agreement 
will be cost-effective; and 

(iii) the matching program is in the public interest. 
(C) The decision of the Director to approve a matching agreement 

shall not take effect until 30 days after it is reported to committees 
described in subparagraph (A). 

(D) If the Data Integrity Board and the Director of the Ofice of 
Management and Budget disapprove a matching program pro osed 
by the inspector general of an agen the inspector generJmay 
report the disapproval to the head F t h e  agency and to the Con- 
gress. 
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(6) The Director of the Ofice of Management and Budget shall, 
annually during the first 3 ears after the date of enactment of this 
subsection and biennially tgereafter, consolidate in a re ort to the K Congress the information contained in the re orts from t e various 
Data Integrity Boards under aragraph (3)b). Such report shall 
include detailed information a g out costs and benefits of matching 
programs that are conducted during the eriod covered by such 
consolidated report, and shall idente  eacl waiver granted by a 
Data Integrity Board of the requirement for completion and sub- 
mission of a cost-benefit analysis and the reasons for granting the 
waiver. 

(7) In the reports required by paragraphs (3)O) and (61, agency 
matching activities that are not matching programs may be reporb 
ed on an aggre ate basis, if and to the extent rmessary to protect 
ongoin law e 12 orcement or counterintelligence investigations. 

(v) 8FFFPICE OF MANAGENEW *ND BUDGET KESPONSIBILITIES.- 
The Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall- 

(1) develop and, after notice and opportunity for public com- 
ment, prescribe guidelines and regulations for the use of agen- 
cies in implementing the provisions of this section; and 

(2) provide continuing assistance to and oversight of the im- 
plementation of this section by agencies. 

(Added Pub. L. 93-579, 63, Dec. 31, 1974, 88 Stat. 1897, and 
amended Pub. L. 94-183, 02(2), Dec. 31, 1975, 89 Stat. 1057; Pub. 
L. 97-365, 62, Od. 25, 1982, 96 Stat. 1749; Pub. L. 97-375, title 
11, §201(a), (b), Dec. 21, 1982, 96 Stat. 182:L; FLub. L. 97-452, 
02(a)(l), Jan. 12, 1983, 96 Stat. 2478; Pub. L. 98-477, Oct. 15, 
1984, 98 Stat. 2211; Pub. L. 98497, Oct. 19, 1.984, 98 Stat. 2292; 
Pub. L. 100-503, Oct. 18, 1988, 102 Stat. 2507.) 
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(2) The Do0 Components should submit draft changes to rule documents 
to the OSD FRLO who shall review the changes for compliance with Federal Register 
format and requirements. The draft changes shall be returned to the DoD Compo- 
nents for final preparation for publishing in the Federal Register. 

E. NOTICE DOCUMENTS 
Notice documents are announcements published in the Federal Register to pro- 

vide information of oublic interest. Notice documenl do not contain reaulaton, 
text, impose requirements with general applicability and legal effect, or gffect a 
rulemakin proceeding. However, some notice documents are required to be 
published % y law. 

1. Types of Notice Documents 

a. Meetin s. A notice of a meeting shall be published 15 working days before 
the meeting; -If a ow an additional 5 working days for the OSD FRLO processing of the 
notice to the Office of the Federal Register. 

(I) ppen Meetinas. Meetings that allow public attendance. 

(2) Closed Meetin s. Meetings that {estrict attendance for reasons of 
national security. li--- T ere meetings may be wholly or partially closed to the public, in 
coordination with the OGC, DoO, using a determination document that cites the legal 
authority to justify the closure. Determinations to close meetings shall be in writing, 
includin the legal authority citation and a summary of meetin activities, and coor- 
dinated 5 the OGC, DoD. The notice of the meeting and the eterrnination shall be 
submitte to the OSD FRLO for publication. 

c? 

13) Sunshine A d  Meetinss (See subsection E.3., below.) 

b. Svctern of Records. Notices of system of records shall be submitted in 
Federal Re ister format t o x e  Staff Director, Defense Privacy Office (DPO), ODA&M, 
for forwar 3 ing to the OSD FRLO for publication. 

c. E.stablishment and ~enewal of Advisorv Committees. Notices of the 
establishment and renewal of advisory committees %all be prepared in Federal 
Register format b the Do0 Committee Manager, O&MP, ODA&M, and forwarded Y to the OSD FRLO or publication. 

d ,  Publiclnformation Collection Requirements. Notices of public informa- 
tion collect%n reauirements shall be ~reaared by the DIOR, WHS. and forwarded . . 
to the OSD FRLO for publication. 

. 

e. Executive Documents. When the President issues a proclamation or 
memorandum for the Secretary of Defense stating that all or portions of the memo- 
randum must be published in the Federal Register, the original memorandum must be 
forwarded to the OSD FRLO for conversion to Federal Register format and publication. 

2. Format for: Notice Documents. The DoD Components shall prepare notice 
documents using the Federal Register format arranged in the fallawing order (and 
as shown in figure 8-3): - 
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a. The words "DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE" must be ty ed in full capitaliza- 
tion as the first entr and two lines below type in initial capita ization "Office of 
the Secretary of De ! ense." 

P 
b. T i t  Identify the name of the meeting or intent of the notice; e.g., "DoD 

~dvisory Committee Meeting." 

c. A enc . Use the name of the originating OSQ Component; e.g., 9+-Y "AGENCY: Oe ense Science Board." 

d. Action. Identify the document category; e.g, "ACTION; Notice of 
meeting," 

e. Summary 

(1) State brief1 what action is being taken. why the action is necessary. 
and the intended effect o ? the action. Indicate whether the meeting will be opened 
or closed; if closed, give good reason and cite the applicable law. Extensive discus- 
sion should be under the supplementary information caption. 

(2) A typical summary appears as follows: 

"SUMMARY: The Defense Science Board Task Force announces a 

closed session meeting. The purpose of the meeting is to advise the Under Secre- 

tary of Defense (Acquisition) on scientific and technical matters of the Department 

of Defense. The Task Force will review flight test plans of bomber aircraft with 

emphasis on-program costs. In accordance with section 10(d) of the Federal 

Advisory Carnmittee Act, Public Law 92-463, as amended (5 U.S.C. App. II (1982)), 

it has been determined that  these Task Force meetings concern matters listed 

in 5 U.S.C.SStb(c) (1) (1982), and that, accordingly, these meetings will be closed to 

the public." 

f. Oate o.r.Date and Time. Give the date or date and times of the meetings; 
e . g . , " ~ ~ ~ R h e  meeting will be held a t  0830, Tuesday, January 18, 1990." 

g. Address. Give the address of the meeting; e.g., "ADDRESS: The meeting 
will be h e l m d i n g  4. Fort Belvoir, Virginia." 

h. For Further Information Contact. .Provide the name, complete mailing 
address, and telephone number (including area code) of a person who can answer 
questions about the notice; e.g.. "FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Jerome Bishop, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), Room 
98808, The Pentagon, Washington, DC 20333, (703) 844-9521." 



i. ~up~lement_a,ry information. Provide the remainder of any necessary infor- 
mation. It should contain any authority citation or Federal Register citation to a pre- 
viously published notice. 

3. Sunshine Act Meetinqs. Sunshine Act notices of meetings must be provided t o  
the OSD FRLO by noon of the day before publication in the Federal Re ister. These 
notices must state "Sunshine Act Notice" in the upper ri ht corner of t e document P 8 
to distinguish it from other notices, and use the special ormats in paragraphs E.3.a. 
through c., below, 

a. Formal 1. Announcement of a meeting that is opened or closed to the 
public, u s i n ~ l o w i n g  captions: 

(1) Agency. 

(2) Time and date. 

(3) Place. 

(4) Status. Under this caption, indicate whether the meeting i s  opened 
or closed to them'. 

(5) Matters to be considered. 

(6) Contact person for more information, 

b. Format . Announcement of a meeting partially open and partially closed 
to the pub e rc, using the following captions; 

(1) Agency. 

(2) Time and date. 

(3) Place. 

(4) Status. Indicate that parts of the meeting will be open to the public. 
The rest of the meeting will be closed to the public. 

(5) Matters to be considered. 

(a) Portions opened to the public. 

(b) Portions closed to the public. 

(6) Contact person for more information. 

c. Format 3. Announcement of a change to a previously announced meeting, 
using the followiiiijcaptions: 

(1) Agency. 

- (2) Federal Register citation of a previous announcement. 
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(3) Previously announced time and date of the meeting. 

(4) Changes in the meeting. 

(5) Contact person for more information. 

4. The Sisnature Block forhJotice Documents. Leave line space for the signature 
and name of the 951) FRLO and type the following signature block (do not place the 
signature bl 4 ck on a separate page): 

Department of Defense" 

5. shames to Notice D.ocuments. Chan es to notice documents usually consist 9 of the agency name, action, and surrtrnary as ollows: 

"Defense Science Board Task Force on Strategic Lights; Change in Date and 

Location of Meeting 

ACTION: Change and Iocatiofi of advisory committee meeting notice. 

SUMMARY: The meeting notice for the Defense Science Board Task Force on 

Strategic Cightsxheduled for February 20,1990, as published in the Federal Register 

(Vol. 54, No. 248, Page 8888, Thursday, December 9,1989, FR Doc. 89-22221, will be 

held on March 2,1990 a t  ON0 Corporation, Columbia, Maryland." 



Dec 90 
000 5025.1 -M 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Advisory Committee 

on Women in the Services (DACOWITS) 

ACTION: Notlce of Conference 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, notice is hereby given of a forthcoming 

semiannual conference of the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services 

(DACOWITS). The purpose of the Conference is to assist the Secretary of Defense on 

matters about women in the Services. Conference sessions will be held daily and will 

be open to the public. I 

DATES: October 21 -24,1990 

ADDRESS: Sheraton Colorado Springs Hotel, 2886 South Circle Drive, Colorado 

Springs, Colorado, unless otherwise noted in the agenda. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lieutenant Colonel Mary C. Pruitt, 

Director, DACOWITS and Military Women Matters, Office of the Assistant Secretary of 

Defense (Force Management and Personnel), the Pentagon, Room 30769, Washington, 

DC 20301-4000; telephone (703) 697-2122. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Members of the public will not be permitted to  

attend the official Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) luncheon, reception, and 

dinner. ~ l l  business sessions, including the Executive Committee meetings, will be 

open to the public. 

Figure 8-3. Notice document 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD) 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
(a Presidentially appointed commission separate 
from and independent of DoD) 

ACTION: Notice of General Business ~eeting 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, the Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission announces a general business meeting. 
The purpose of this meeting is to discuss administrative matters 
relating to the conduct of the Commission process of deliberating 
DoD recommendations for installation closures/realignments. 

DATE : February XX, 1993 from 10:OO AM-1:00 PM. 

ADDRESS: The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, 1700 
North Moore Street, Suite 1425, Arlington, Virginia 22209. The 
office is located on the 14th floor of the Rosslyn Center, the 
highrise office building immediately above the Rosslyn Metrorail 
Station. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Cary Walker, ~irector, 
Public Affairs, at the above named office or telephone (703) 696- 
0504 or fax (703) 696-0550. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This is the first business meeting of 
the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Co~ssion.- zp-- 
Discussion will concern pay and benefits, travel, short- nd long- 
term schedules and other topics of a purely administrative nature. 
There will be no deliberations on base closings at this time. This 
session is open to the public on a first-come-first-served basis 
due to the limited space of the Commission conference room. 



.' - 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

COMMISSIONERS: 

March 8, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of forthcoming hearings of the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

I will serve as the Commission Federal Register POC, so please 
feel free to contact me at 703-696-0504 if you need any other 
information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Senior Military Executive / 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD) 
March 8, 1993 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure and Realignment  omm mission 
(a Presidentially appointed commission separate 
from and independent of DoD) 

ACTION: Notice of Investigative Hearings 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, the Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission announces a series of Washington, D.C.- 
based investigative hearings. The general purpose of these 
hearings is for the Commission to interact with key policy makers 
within both government and the private sector as a prelude to 
beginning independent review and analysis of base closure and 
realignment recommendations from the Secretary of Defense. The 
specific dates and general topics follow: 

March 15 SECDEF presents closure/realignment 
recommendations. 
Chairman, JCS discusses the recommended 
closures/realignments as they relate to force 
structure plan and overall national defense 
strategy. 
Service secretaries present views/methodology for 
service selection process. 
(2118 Rayburn House Office Building) 

March 16 Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and 
Logistics presents testimony on overall DoD 
policies and methodology of selection process. 

a Assistant service secretaries present testimony on 
detailed selection process. 
(2118 Rayburn House Office Building) 

March 22 Environmental issues testimony by OSD, Service, and 
industry experts. 
(1100 Longworth House Office Building) 

March 29 Testimony on the base closure account, installation 
disposal/reuse, budget impact, and perspective of 
former leaders in the area of public policy. 
(1100 Longworth House Office Building) 

April 5 Strategic defense and chemical weapons issues, 
military family and retiree issues. 
(1100 Longworth House Office Building) 

April 12 Economic and industrial-base issues. 
(1100 Longworth House Office Building) 

Each hearing is planned for an all-day session beginning at 



10:OO AM. The room number and building for each date are annotated 
in parentheses. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director, 
Communications, at (703) 696-0504 or fax (703) 696-0550. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Changes to the above schedule will be 
published in the Federal Register as soon as known by the 
Commission. Please call the Commission point of contact to 
confirm dates, times, and locations prior to hearing (s) . Less than 
15 days notice is being given for the March 15-16 hearings due to 
final Senate Confirmation of Commissioners was not possible until 
March 4, 1993. 



. . . - 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

1625 K STREET, N.W. SUITE 400 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006-1604 

202-6- JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

C O M M I ~ E R S :  
WlLUAM L. &UL. 111 
MOWARD H. CAlLAWAY 
GEN. W A N E  H. W S I D Y .  USAF (RET) 
ARTHUR LNrTT.  JR. 
JAMES W I T H  11, P. E. 
ROBERT 0. STUART, JR. 

March 16, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input. 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of a change to the March 29th hearing location of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

As the Commission Federal Register POC, please feel free to 
contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD) 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure Commission and ~ealignment Commission 

(a presidentially appointed commission separate from and 

independent of DoD) 

ACTION: Change of Hearing Location 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission announces a change to the 

location of the March 29, 1993 investigative hearing concerning 

issues of base disposal and reuse, budget impact, and base-closure 

accounting. 

The new hearing location is 2118 Rayburn House Office Building, 

corner of Independence and New Jersey Avenues, Washington, D.C. 

Start time remains 10:OO am for this planned all-day session. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm last minute changes in dates, times, and locations of all 

upcoming hearings. 



--. 
rC .I DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

1625 K STREET, N.W. SUITE 400 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006-1604 

202-653-0823 JIM COURTER, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
WILLIAM L. BALL. 111 
HOWARD H. CALUWAY 

w" GEN. DUANE H. CASSIDY, USAF (RETT) 
ARTHUR LEVITT, JR. 
JAMES SMITH 11. P.E. 
ROBERT 0. STUART. JR. 

March 23, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input. 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of a change to the environmental hearing on March 29 
forthcoming hearing of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission and to announce the regional hearing schedule. 

I will serve as the commission Federal ~egister POC, so please 
feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need any other 
information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Col, USAF 
Executive 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure Commission and ~ealignment c om mission 

ACTION: Change of Washington, DC March 29th Hearing ~ocation and 

announcement of Regional ~earings 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission announces a change to the 

location of the March 22, 19?3 investigative hearing concerning 

environmental issues. 

The new hearing location is SD50 Dirksen Senate Office ~uilding, 

corner of First Street and Constitution Avenue, washington, D.C. 

Start time remains 10:OO am for this planned all-day session. 

Additionally, the Commission has approved the following schedule of 

regional hearings: 

April 20 and 21 

April 25, 26 

April 27 

National capitol Region, Northern 

~irginia i 

Oakland, California 

San Diego, California 



May 1 and 2 

May 3 

May 4 

May 9 and 10 

May 11 

Charleston, South Carolina 

Orlando, Florida 

Birmingham, Alabama 

New York City, New York 

Boston, Massachusetts 

May 12 Detroit, Michigan 

Times and Locations will be announced at a later date. 

Finally, at the March 29 hearing the Commission may vote whether to 

consider additional bases to include McClellan AFB CA and Presidio 

of Monterey, CA, both of which were removed from consideration by 

the Secretary of Defense. The Commission will hold a classified 

hearing on March 29  at 2:00 pm concerning issues surrounding the 

Presidio of Monterey. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications at (703)696-0504. Please cpntact the Commission to 

confirm last minute changes in dates, times, and locations of all 

upcoming hearings. 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON. VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
CAP1 PETER B. BOWMAN. USN ( R m  
BEVERLY B. BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX 
GEN H. T. JOHNSON. USAF ( R m  
ARTHUR LEVIlT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPWERSON. JR. 
ROBERT 0. STUART. JR. 

April 13, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input. 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of an addition regarding an investigative hearing on 
April 19 of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

I will serve as the Commission Federal Register POC, so please 
feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need any other 
information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

seni$r Military Executive 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure  omm mission and Realignment  omm mission 

ACTION: Add of Washington, DC April 19th ~earing and Location 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission announces an addition to 

the Washington, DC investigative hearing schedule published in the 

Federal Register on March 12, 1993 (58 FR 15329). 

The hearing is to be held on April 19 in G-50, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, corner of First Street and constitution Avenue, 

N.E., Washington, D.C. Start time is l0:OO am for this session, 

which is scheduled to cover the General Accounting Office analysis 

and Commission review of the overall base-closure process used by 

the Department of Defense. The witness list and location have just 

recently been confirmed. This hearing has been publicly noticed in 

previous press releases and at previous hearings of the Commission. 

Less than 15 days notice is given in the Federal Register. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm last minute changes in dates, times, and locations of, and 

witness lists for all upcoming hearings. 

L.M. BYNUM 
ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
CAP7 P€TER 8. BOWMAN. USN iREl7 
BEVERLY 8. BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX 
GEN H. T. JOHNSON. USAF ( R m  
ARTHUR LNITT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPHERSON. JR. 
ROBERT 0. STUART. JR. 

April 14, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of additional bases for consideration by the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

I will continue to serve as the Commission Federal Register 
POC, so please feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need 
any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

-A7--- Wayn Purser, Colt USAF 

senjhr Military Executive 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

Addition of Bases for Closure 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure Commission and ~ealignment   om mission 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment  omm mission publicly announces four 

additional installations for consideration. 

At the hearing held on March 29, the   om mission voted to add the 

following installations for consideration during review and 

analysis of the DoD recommendations: McClellan AFB, CA; presidio of 

Monterey, CA; NAS Agana, Guam; and Naval  raining Center Great 

Lakes, IL. These installations are on a list for consideration for 

possible additions and/or substitutions to the DoD list released on 

March 12, 1993. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, ~irector of 

Communications at (703)696-0504. Please contact the commission to 

confirm last minute changes in dates, times, and locations of, and 

witness lists for all upcoming hearings. 

L.M. BYNUM 
ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMlSSlON 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
CAP1 PETER 8 .  BOWMAN. USN (RETI 
BEVERLY B. BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX 
GEN H. T. JOHNSON. USAF (RETI 
ARTHUR LEVITT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPHERSON. JR. 
ROBERT 0. STUART. AR. 

April 30, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of additional hearings by the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

I will continue to serve as the Commission Federal Register 
POC, so please feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need 
any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 
'7' 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

Public Hearing Schedule 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure and Realignment  omm mission 

ACTION: Notice 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission publicly announces 

addGions to the public hearing schedule. 
. . 

 h he ~om&.ssion will hold open, public hearings on Friday, May 
21 and Saturday, May 22 to deliberate and vote on possible 

additional bases for consideration for closure and realignment. 

~hese hearings will be held in the Washington, DC area at a 

location and time to be determined. The May 22nd hearing will be 

held only if all deliberations and votes could not be accomplished 

on May 21st. 

The Commission may also deliberate and/or vote on one or more 

additional bases for consideration at any of the previously 

announced upcoming regional hearings at which there is a quorum. 



FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Conununications at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm any last-minute changes in dates, times and locations of 

all upcoming hearings. 

L.M. Bynum 

ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER 

LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 



Document Separator 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1 700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
CAPT PETER B. BOWMAN. USN (RET) 
BEVERLY 8 .  BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX May 7, 1993 GEN H. T. JOHNSON, USAF (RET) 
ARTHUR LEVITT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPHERSON, JR. 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON ??f%ffh~~*ii~~S 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of addition of bases for consideration by the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission no later than June 1, 1993. 

Public Law 101-510, November 5, 1990, as amended, requires the 
Commission to publish "a notice of the proposed change in the 
Federal Register not less than 30 days before transmitting it's 
recommendations to the President.. . I 1  The base-closure report to 
the President is due July 1, 1993. June 1, 1993 is the 30-days 
prior dead line. 

Please call me at 7031696-0504 if you have any questions. 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE 
AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

FAX COVER SHEET 

DATE: 
1 7 MAY 893 

FROM: Col. Wayne Purser, USAF, Senior Military Executive 

NUMBER OF PAGES (including cover): 2 
> 

COMMENTS: 

IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE RECENtNG THIS FAX PLEASE CA 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS. 
CAPT PETER 8 .  BOWMAN. USN (RET) 
BEVERLY B. BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX 
GEN H. T. JOHNSON. USAF (RET) 
ARTHUR LEVITT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPHERSON. JR. 
ROBERT D. STUART, JR. 

May 18, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of additional hearings by the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

I will continue to serve as the Commission Federal Register 
POC, so please feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need 
any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

Public Hearing Schedule 

AGENCY: ~efense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

ACTION: Notice 

SUMMARY: The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

publicly announces additions to the public-hearing schedule. 

The Commission will hold open, public hearings on Monday, June 

14 and Tuesday, June 15, 1993 to hear testimony from Members of 

Congress whose states and districts may be affected by potential 

defense base closures or realignments. Wednesday, June 16 will be 

a backup hearing day if needed for additional testimony from such 

Members of Congress. These hearings will be held in the 

Washington, DC area at locations and times to be determined. 

Additionally, the Commission will hold open, public hearings 

on Thursday, June 17; Friday, June 18; and Wednesday, June 23 

through Saturday, June 26, 1993 for deliberations on the 

Commissionrs recommendations to the President. The Commission 

anticipates final votes to occur on Saturday, June 26; however, if 



all deliberations are not completed by this day, final votes will 

occur following deliberations on Sunday, June 27th. These hearings 

will be held in the Washington, DC area at times and locations to 

be determined. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm any last-minute changes in schedules for, and dates, times, 

and locations of all upcoming hearings. Any person requiring 

special accommodations at any of the aforementioned hearings should 

contact the Commission no later than five (5) business days prior 

to the hearing. 

L.M. Bynum 

ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER 

LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 



Document Separator 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1 700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
CAPT PmER 8. BOWMAN. USN I R m  
BEVERLY B. BYRON 
REBECCA G. COX 
GEN H. T. JOHNSON. USAF ( R m  
ARTHUR LEVITT. JR. 
HARRY C. MCPHERSON. JR. 
ROBERT D. STUART. JR. 

May 26, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of addition of bases for consideration by the Defense 
Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

I will continue to serve as the Commission Federal Register 
POC, so please feel free to contact me at (703)696-0504 if you need 
any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Col, USAF 
Executive 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

Addition of Bases for Consideration 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

ACTION: Notice 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to sections 2903 (d) (2) (C) (iii) and 2903 

(d) (2) (D) of Title XXIX, Public Law 101-510, November 5, 1990, as 

amended, the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

provides notice of additional military installations that the 

Commission will consider as proposed additions to the Secretary of 

Defense's March 1993 list of military installations recommended for 

closure or realignment and/or as proposed increases in the extent 

of realignment recommended by the Secretary. 

On May 21, 1993, the Commission voted to consider the 

following military installations as proposed changes to the 

Secretary's recommendations: 

ARMY 

Presidio of Monterey Annex/ Ft. Ord CA 

Ft. Monroe VA 

Marcus Hook US A m y  Reserve Center PA 

Ft. Lee VA 

Ft. Gillem GA 

M. McPherson GA 



Tobyhanna Army Depot PA 

Anniston Army Depot AL 

Red River Army Depot TX 

Army Information Processing Center Huntsville (Multi-Function 

Information Processing Activity Huntsville) AL 

Army Information Processing Center Chambersburg (Multi-Function 

Information rocessing Activity Chambersburg) PA 

NAVY 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard ME/NH 

Ingleside Naval Station TX 

Everett Naval Station WA 

Pascagoula Naval Station MS 

Long Beach Naval Shipyard CA 

Norfolk Naval Shipyard VA 

Memphis Naval Air Station TN 

Oceana Naval Air Station VA 

Corpus Christi Naval Air Station TX 

Miramar Naval Air Station CA 

Jacksonville Naval Aviation Depot FL 

Cherry Point Naval Aviation Depot NC 

North Island Naval Aviation Depot CA 

Millington Naval Hospital TN 

Beaufort Naval Hospital SC 

Corpus Christi Naval Hospital TX 

Great Lakes Naval Hospital IL 

~ouisville Naval Ordnance Station (Naval Surface Warfare Center) KY 



Quincy Naval Reserve Center MA 

Portsmouth Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center VA 

Chicopee Naval Reserve Center (Armed Forces Reserve Center) MA 

Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station CA 

Lawrence Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Center MA 

Martinsburg Naval Air Facility WV 

Johnstown Naval Air Facility PA 

Ships Parts Control Center Mechanicsburg PA 

MARINE CORPS 

Beaufort Marine Corps Air Station SC 

Tustin Marine Corps Air Station CA 
1 

Albany Marine Corps Logistics Base GA 

Barstow Marine Corps Logistics Base CA 

AIR FORCE 

Grand Forks Air Force Base ND 

 airc child Air Force Base WA 

Plattsburg Air Force Base NY 

Ogden Air Logistics Center Hill Air Force Base UT (Tactical Missile 

Workload) 

Kelly Air Force Base TX 

Warner-Robins Air Force Base GA 

Tinker Air Force Base OK 

 ent tile Air Force Station OH 



DEFENSE 

Defense Distribution Depot McClellan AFB CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Oklahoma City OK 

Defense Distribution Depot Warner-Robins GA 

Defense Distribution Depot San Antonio TX 

Defense Distribution Depot Norfolk VA 

Defense Distribution Depot Barstow CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Albany GA 

Defense Distribution Depot Cherry Point NC 

Defense Distribution Depot San Diego CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Jacksonville FL 

Defense Distribution Depot Anniston AL 
1 

Defense Distribution Depot Red River TX 

Defense Contract Management District Northeast MA 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Cleveland 

(Resource Management ~usiness Activity Cleveland) OH 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Columbus 

(Resource Management ~usiness Activity Columbus) OH 

Defense Construction Supply Center Columbus OH 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Denver 

(Resource Management Business Activity Denver) CO 

Regional Processing Center Kelly AFB TX (Defense Information 

Systems Agency) (Logistics Systems Business ~ctivity - 
Information Processing Center) 

Regional Processing Center Tinker AFB, OK (Defense Information 

Systems Agency) (~ogistics Systems ~usiness ~ctivity - 
Information Processing Center) 



Regional Processing Center ~arner-~obins AFB GA (Defense 

Information Systems Agency) (Logistics Systems Business 

Activity - Information Processing Center) 

The following is a tentative list of additional regional 

hearings for the Commission to hear testimony from communities on 

the above consideration list: 

June 1 Columbus OH 

June 2 Grand Forks AFB ND 

June 3 San Diego CA 

June 4 Spokane, WA 

June 6 Corpus Christi TX 
1 

June 8-9 Atlanta GA 

June 11 Norfolk VA 

June 12 Boston, MA 

Less than 15 days notice given because consideration list and 

additional regional hearing locations could not be determined until 

after May 21, 1993, hearing. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications, at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm dates, times and locations of, and the agenda for all 

upcoming hearings. Any person requiring special accommodation at 

any of the aforementioned hearings should contact the Commission no 

later than five (5) business days prior to the hearing. 

L.M. Bynum 



ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER 

LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 



Document Separator 



. DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 NORTH MOORE STREET SUITE 1425 

ARLINGTON, VA 22209 
703-696-0504 

JIM COURTER. CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS 
CAPT PETER B. BOWMAN. USN IRET) 
BEVERLY B BYRON 
REBECCA G COX 
GEN H T JOHNSON. USAF IRETI 
ARTHUR LEVITT. JR 
HARRYC MCPHERSON.JR 
ROBERT D STUART. dR. 

June 15, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTIVES DIVISION, WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS 
SERVICES. ATTN: LINDA BYNUM 
Subject: Federal Register Input 

This letter is to officially request Federal Register 
publication of a clarification to the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission's public hearing notice of May 25, 1 9 9 3 .  

I will continue to serve as the Commission Federal Register 
POC, so please feel free to contact me at ( 7 0 3 ) 6 9 6 - 0 5 0 4  if you need 
any other information. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 
n 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 

ACTION: ~otice 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense 

Base Closure and Realignment Commission announces clarification to 

the agenda for its public hearing schedule (previously noticed on 

May 25, 1993 (58 FR 30028)). 

The Commission will hold an open, public hearing on Thursday, June 

17, 1993, to hear testimony from representatives of the Department 

of Defense and the Services on potential base closures and 

realignments. The hearing will be held in room #G-50 of the 

Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington, D.C., beginning at 

10:OO a.m. (or at such other time and location in the Washington, 

D.C., area as may need to be determined). 

The Commission will hold open, public hearings on Friday, June 18 

and Wednesday, June 23 through Saturday, June 26, 1993 (or Sunday, 

June 27, 1993, if necessary) for deliberations and votes on the 

Commissionfs recommendations to the President. The Commission 

anticipates that votes on the recommendations will occur on 

Wednesday, June 23 through Saturday, June 26, 1993 (or Sunday, June 

27, 1993, if necessary). These hearings will be held in the 

Washington, D.C., area at times and locations to be determined. 



FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Contact Mr. Tom Houston, Director of 

Communications, at (703)696-0504. Please contact the Commission to 

confirm any last-minute changes in schedules for, and dates, times, 

and locations of, all upcoming hearings. Any person requiring 

special accommodations at any of the aforementioned hearings should 

contact the Commission no later than five (5) business days prior 

to the hearing. 

L.M. Bynum 

ALTERNATE OSD FEDERAL REGISTER 

LIAISON 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
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SUMMARY: Pursuant to sections 2903 (d) (2) (C) (iii) and 2903 (d) (2) (D) of title 
XXIX, Public Law 101-510, November 5, 1990, as amended, the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment commission provides notice of additional military 
installations that the Commission will consider as proposed additions to the 
Secretary of Defense's March 1993 list of military installations recommended for 
closure or realignment and/or as proposed increases in the extent of realignment 
recommended by the Secretary. 

On May 21, 1993, the Commission voted to consider the following military 
installations as proposed changes to the Secretary's recommendations: 

Army 

Presidio of Monterey Annex/Ft. Ord CA 

Ft. Monroe VA 

Marcus Hook US Army Reserve Center PA 

Ft. Lee VA 

Ft. Gillem GA 

Ft. McPherson GA 

Tobyhanna Army Depot PA 

Anniston Army Depot AL 

Red River Army Depot TX 

Army Information Processing Center Huntsville (Multi-Function Information 
Processing Activity Huntsville) AL 
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Army Information Processing Center Chambersburg (Multi-Function Information 
Processing Activity Chambersburg) PA 

Navy 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard ME/NH 

Ingleside Naval Station TX 

Everett Naval Station WA 

Pascagoula Naval Station MS 

Long Beach Naval Shipyard CA 

Norfolk Naval Shipyard VA 

Memphis Naval Air Station TN 

Oceana Naval Air Station VA 

Corpus Christi Naval Air Station TX 

Miramar Naval Air Station CA 

Jacksonville Naval Aviation Depot FL 

Cherry Point Naval Aviation Depot NC 

North Island Naval  viat ti on Depot CA 

Millington Naval Hospital TN 

Beaufort Naval Hospital SC 

Corpus Christi Naval Hospital TX 

Great Lakes Naval Hospital IL 

Louisville Naval Ordnance Station (Naval Surface Warfare Center) KY 

Quincy Naval Reserve Center MA 

Portsmouth Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center VA 

Chicopee Naval Reserve Center (Armed Forces Reserve Center) MA 

Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station CA 

Lawrence Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Center MA 

Martinsburg Naval Air Facility WV 

Johnstown Naval Air Facility PA 
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Ships Parts Control Center Mechanicsburg PA 

Marine Corps 

Beaufort Marine Corps Air Station SC 

Tustin Marine Corps Air Station CA 

Albany Marine Corps Logistics Base GA 

Barstow Marine Corps Logistics Base CA 

Air Force 

Grand Forks Air Force Base ND 

Fairchild Air Force Base WA 

Plattsburg Air Force Base NY 

Ogden Air Logistics Center Hill Air Force Base UT (Tactical Missile Workload) 

Kelly Air Force Base TX 

Warner-Robins Air Force Base GA 

Tinker Air Force Base OK 

Gentile Air Force Station OH 

Defense 

Defense Distribution Depot McClellan AFB CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Oklahoma City OK 

Defense Distribution Depot Warner-Robins GA 

Defense Distribution Depot San Antonio TX 

Defense ~istribution Depot Norfolk VA 

Defense Distribution Depot Barstow CA 

Defense ~istribution Depot Albany GA 

Defense ~istribution Depot Cherry Point NC 

Defense ~istribution Depot San Diego CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Jacksonville FL 

Defense ~istribution Depot Anniston AL 
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Defense Distribution Depot Red River TX 

Defense Contract Management District Northeast MA 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Cleveland (Resource 
Management Business Activity Cleveland) OH 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Columbus (Resource 
Management Business Activity Columbus) OH [*31193] 

Defense Construction Supply Center Columbus OH 

Defense Information Technology Services Organization Denver (Resource 
Management Business Activity Denver) CO 

Regional Processing Center Kelly AFB TX (Defense Information Systems Agency) 
(Logistics Systems Business Activity-Information Processing Center) 

Regional Processing Center Tinker AFB, OK (Defense Information Systems 
Agency) (Logistics Systems Business Activity-Information Processing Center) 

Regional Processing Center Warner-Robins AFB GA (Defense Information Systems 
Agency) (Logistics Systems Business Activity-Information Processing Center) 

The following is a tentative list of additional regional hearings for the 
Commission to hear testimony from communities on the above consideration list: 

June 1 Columbus OH 

June 2 Grand Forks AFB ND 

June 3 San Diego CA 

June 4 Spokane, WA 

June 6 Corpus Christi TX 

June 8-9 Atlanta GA 

June 11 Norfolk VA 

June 12 Boston, MA 

Less than 15 days notice given because consideration list and additional 
regional hearing locations could not be determined until after May 21, 1993, 
hearing. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of Communications, at 
(703) 696-0504. Please contact the Commission to confirm dates, times and 
locations of, and the agenda for all upcoming hearings. Any person requiring 
special accommodation at any of the aforementioned hearings should contact the 
Commission no later than five (5) business days prior to the hearing. 

Dated: May 27, 1993. 
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L.M. Bynum, 

Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense. 

[FR Doc. 93-12922 Filed 5-27-93; 11:56 am] 
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SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 101-510, as amended, the Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission announces clarification to the agenda for its 
public hearing schedule (previously noticed on May 25, 1993 (58 FR 30028)). 

The Commission will hold an open, public hearing on Thursday, June 17, 1993, 
to hear testimony from representatives of the Department of Defense and the 
Services on potential base closures and realignments. The hearing will be held 
in room plus/minusG-50 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington, DC, 
beginning at 10 a.m. (or at such other time and location in the Washington, DC, 
area as may need to be determined). 

The Commission will hold open, public hearings on Friday, June 18 and 
Wednesday, June 23 through Saturday, June 26, 1993 (or Sunday, June 27, 1993, if 
necessary) for deliberations and votes on the Commission's recommendations to 
the President. The Commission anticipates that votes on the recommendations will 
occur on Wednesday, June 23 through Saturday, June 26, 1993 (or Sunday, June 27, 
1993, if necessary). These hearings will be held in the Washington, DC, area at 
times and locations to be determined. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of Communications, at 
(703) 696-0504. Please contact the Commission to confirm any last-minute changes 
in schedules for, and dates, times, and locations of, all upcoming hearings. Any 
person requiring special accommodations at any of the aforementioned hearings 
should contact the Commission no later than five (5) business days prior to the 
hearing. [*33934] 

Dated: June 16, 1993. 

L.M. Bynum, 

Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison, Department of Defense. 

[FR Doc. 93-14652 Filed 6-21-93; 8:45 am] 
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SUMMARY: Pursuant to sections 2903 (d) (2) (C) (iii) and 2903 (d) (2) (D) of title 
XXIX, Public Law 101-510, November 5, 1990, as amended, the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission provides notice of additional military 
installations that the Commission will consider as proposed additions to the 
Secretary of Defense's March 1993 list of military installations recommended for 
closure or realignment and/or as proposed increases in the extent of realignment 
recommended by the Secretary. 

On May 21, 1993, the Commission voted to consider the following military 
installations as proposed changes to the Secretary's recommendations: 

Army 

Presidio of Monterey Annex/Ft. Ord CA 

Ft. Monroe VA 

Marcus Hook US Army Reserve Center PA 

Ft. Lee VA 

Ft. Gillem GA 

Ft. McPherson GA 

Tobyhanna Army Depot PA 

Anniston Army Depot AL 

Red River Army Depot TX 

Army Information Processing Center Huntsville (Multi-Function Information 
Processing Activity Huntsville) AL 
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Army Information Processing Center Chambersburg (Multi-Function Information 
Processing Activity Chambersburg) PA 

Navy 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard ME/NH 

Ingleside Naval Station TX 

Everett Naval Station WA 

Pascagoula Naval Station MS 

Long Beach Naval Shipyard CA 

Norfolk Naval Shipyard VA 

Memphis Naval Air Station TN 

Oceana Naval Air Station VA 

Corpus Christi Naval Air Station TX 

Miramar Naval Air Station CA 

Jacksonville Naval Aviation Depot FL 

Cherry Point Naval Aviation Depot NC 

North Island Naval Aviation Depot CA 

Millington Naval Hospital TN 

Beaufort Naval Hospital SC 

Corpus Christi Naval Hospital TX 

Great Lakes Naval Hospital IL 

Louisville Naval Ordnance Station (Naval Surface Warfare Center) KY 

Quincy Naval Reserve Center MA 

Portsmouth Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center VA 

Chicopee Naval Reserve Center (Armed Forces Reserve Center) MA 

Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station CA 

Lawrence Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Center MA 

Martinsburg Naval Air Facility WV 

Johnstown Naval Air Facility PA 
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Ships Parts Control Center Mechanicsburg PA 

Marine Corps 

Beaufort Marine Corps Air Station SC 

Tustin Marine Corps Air Station CA 

Albany Marine Corps Logistics Base GA 

Barstow Marine Corps Logistics Base CA 

Air Force 

Grand Forks Air Force Base ND 

Fairchild Air Force Base WA 

Plattsburg Air Force Base NY 

Ogden Air Logistics Center Hill ~ i r  Force Base UT (Tactical Missile Workload) 

Kelly Air Force Base TX 

Warner-Robins Air Force Base GA 

Tinker Air Force Base OK 

Gentile Air Force Station OH 

Defense 

Defense Distribution Depot McClellan AFB CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Oklahoma City OK 

Defense Distribution Depot Warner-Robins GA 

Defense Distribution Depot San Antonio TX 

Defense Distribution Depot Norfolk VA 

Defense Distribution Depot Barstow CA 

Defense Distribution Depot Albany GA 

Defense Distribution Depot Cherry Point NC 

Defense ~istribution Depot San Diego CA 

Defense ~istribution Depot Jacksonville FL 

Defense Distribution Depot Anniston AL 
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Defense Distribution Depot Red River TX 

Defense Contract Management ~istrict Northeast MA 

Defense Information Technology Services organization Cleveland (Resource 
Management Business Activity Cleveland) OH 

Defense Information Technology services organization Columbus (Resource 
Management Business Activity Columbus) OH [*31193] 

Defense Construction Supply Center Columbus OH 

Defense Information Technology Services organization Denver (Resource 
Management ~usiness Activity Denver) CO 

Regional Processing Center Kelly AFB TX (Defense ~nformation Systems Agency) 
(Logistics Systems Business Activity-Information processing Center) 

Regional Processing Center Tinker AFB, OK (Defense ~nformation Systems 
Agency) (Logistics Systems ~usiness Activity-Information processing Center) 

Regional Processing Center ~arner-Robins AFB GA (Defense Information Systems 
Agency) (Logistics Systems Business Activity-Information Processing Center) 

The following is a tentative list of additional regional hearings for the 
Commission to hear testimony from communities on the above consideration list: 

June 1 Columbus OH 

June 2 Grand Forks AFB ND 

June 3 San Diego CA 

June 4 Spokane, WA 

June 6 Corpus Christi TX 

June 8-9 Atlanta GA 

June 11 Norfolk VA 

June 12 Boston, MA 

Less than 15 days notice given because consideration list and additional 
regional hearing locations could not be determined until after May 21, 1993, 
hearing. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Tom Houston, Director of Communications, at 
(703) 696-0504. Please contact the Commission to confirm dates, times and 
locations of, and the agenda for all upcoming hearings. Any person requiring 
special accommodation at any of the aforementioned hearings should contact the 
Commission no later than five (5) business days prior to the hearing. 

Dated: May 27, 1993. 
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L.M. Bynum, 

Alternate OSD Federal Register Liaison Officer, Department of Defense. 

[FR Doc. 9 3 - 1 2 9 2 2  Filed 5-27-93; 11:56 am] 
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c~(+, & 2 k ~ L " e C ~  Guidelines For Federal Employees 
Covered Under the New Hatch Act Amendments 

The following list contains examples of both permissible and prohibited activities for covered employees.' The 
Office of Special Counsel is responsible for investigating reports or complaints concerning Hatch Act violations. 
The new amendments took effect February 3, 1994 

offi'F( p + ' e g r - A  n d * k  i s b a -  

1-800-85-HATCH (854-2824) 
h CoInlpU(pM 

lJ 

May be candidates for public office in 
nonpartisan elections 
May register and vote as they choose 
May assist in voter registration drives 
May express opinions about candidates and 
issues 
May contribute money to political 
organizations 
May attend political fundraising functions 
May attend and be active at political rallies 
and meetings 
May join and be an active member of a 
political party or club 
May sign nominating petitions 
May campaign for or against referendum 
questions, constitutional amendments, 
municipal ordinances 
May campaign for or against candidates in 
partisan elections 
May make campaign speeches for candidates 
in partisan elections 

May not use their official authority or 
influence to interfere with an election 
May not solicit, accept or receive political 
contributions unless both individuals are 
members of the same federal labor 
organization or employee organization and the 
one solicited is not a subordinate employee 
May not knowingly solicit or discourage the 
political activity of any person who has 
business before the agency 
May not engage in political activity while on 
duty 
May not engage in political activity in any 
government office 
May not engage in political activity while 
wearing an official uniform 
May not engage in political activity while 
using a government vehicle 
May not be candidates for public office in 
partisan elections 
May not wear political buttons on duty - 

o May distribute campaign literature in partisan 
elections 

Employees of the following agencies or divisions within an agency continue to 
be covered under the old law: Federal Elections Commission, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Secret Service, Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Council, 
National Security Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, Merit Systems Protection 
Board, Office of Special Counsel, Office of Criminal Investigation of the IRS, Office 
of Investigative Programs of the Customs Service, Office of Law Enforcement of 
BATFA, Criminal Division of DOJ, career members of the senior executive service, 
Administrative Law Judges, and contract appeals board members. Contact OSC at 
the number above for further information. 



Amendments of 1993, appear in column threeF2 The italicized citations refer 
to United States Code language. A Section Analysis for Subchapter III,-Chapter 
73 of Title 5 United States Code begins the side-by-side and appears on page 17. 

Definitions are included at the end of the applicable sections. 

32 Section 9 covering Garnishment of Federal employees' pay (including a technical and 
conforming amendment) and Section 11, a Sense of the Senate resolution Relating to assistance 
to Nicaragua are not included in this report. 



For the purposes of the regulations implementing the 1939 Hatch Act, as 
amended, the following definitions applied: - 

"Political partyn meant a National political party, a State political 
party, and an affiliated organization; 

"Electionn included a primary, special, and general election; 

"Partisan" when used as an adjective referred to a political party; 

"Contributionn meant any gift, subscription, loan, advance, deposit of 
money, allotment of money, or anything of value given or transferred 
by one person to another, including in cash, by check, by draft, 
through a payroll deduction or allotment plan, by pledge or promise, 
whether or not enforceable, or otherwise; 

"Federal workplace" meant any place, site, installation, building, room, 
or facility in which any Executive department or agency conducts 
official business, including, but not limited to, office buildings, forts, 
arsenals, navy yards, post offices, vehicles, ships, and aircraft." 

COMPARISON O F  PROVISIONS 

This report presents a side-by-side analysis. The first column contains the 
previous statutory language and regulations for the Hatch Act and related 
statutes as published in the United States Code (U.S.C.) and the Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR). The regulations are cited where applicable to expand upon 
the statutory language. "Regulations are not the work of the legislature and do 
not have the effect of law in theory. In practice, however, because of the 
intricacies of judicial review of administrative action, regulations can have an 
important effect in determining the outcome of cases involving regulatory 
activity."30 

The provisions of H.R. 20 as passed by the House of Representatives appear 
in column two.31 The provisions of Public Law 103-94, The Hatch Act Reform 

to the parties or candidates. Special Counsel Booklet, pp. 4 and 7 

29 5 CFR 733.101(c), (d), (0, (h), and (i). 

Black, Henry C. Black's Law Dictionary. Fifth Edition. St. Paul, Minnesota, West 
Publishing Company, 1979. p. 1156. 

Sections 2(b)(2)(A) and (B) of H.R. 20, as passed by the House of Representatives, are not 
included in thia report. They contain technical and confornling amendments to 5 U.S.C. 
8332(k)(l), 8706(c), 8906(e)(2), and 8411(e) which cover provisions of Civil Service Retirement, Life 
Insurance, Health Insurance, and the Federal Employees' Retirement System. 



Initiating - or circulating a partisan nominating petition; 
- 

Soliciting votes in support of or in opposition to a candidate for public 
office in a partisan election or a candidate for political party office; 

Still Prohibited 

Becoming a candidate for, or campaigning for, an elective public ofice 
in a partisan election; 

Cldication Probably Required (to take into account politics off the 
job requirement and limited solicitation permitted by Public Law 103-94) 

Directly or indirectly soliciting, receiving, collecting, handling, 
disbursing, or accounting for assessments, contributions, or other 
funds for a partisan political purpose; 

Organizing, selling tickets to, promoting, or actively participating in 
a fund-raising activity of a candidate in a partisan election or of a 
political party, or political club; 

Taking an active part in managing the political campaign of a 
candidate for public office in a partisan election or a candidate for 
political party ofice; 

Soliciting, collecting, or receiving a contribution a t  or in the Federal 
workplace from any employee for any political party, political fund, or 
other partisan recipient; 

Paying a contribution at  or in the Federal workplace to any employee 
who is the employer or employing authority of the person making the 
contribution for any political party, political fund, or other partisan 
recipient. 'Employer or employing authority' means the immediate 
employing agency head, agency principals, or an employee's supervisor. 

Soliciting, paying, collecting, or receiving a contribution a t  or in the 
Federal workplace from any employee for any political party, political 
fund, or other partisan re~ipient.~' 

28 5 CFR 733.121 and 5 CFR 733.122. According to the Special Counsel, in addition to the 
prohibited activities stated above, employ- may not distribute campaign material in partisan 
elections; do clerical work a t  campaign headquarters, write campaign speeches or canvass voters 
for the purpose of promoting support for candidates or political parties; address and stuff 
envelopes even when the activity is conducted in the employee's own home; organize or manage 
political rallies or meetings; or work to register voters for one party only. If however, employees 
have a part-time profession or business, they may be allowed to provide services to political parties 
or to the candidates under certain circumstances. If employees regularly provide such services 
and the services do not require the employees to perform duties which directly involve their 
creative talents in functions normally associated with campaigning, the services may be rendered 



efficiency or integrity as an employee or the neutrality, efficiency, or 
integrity of his [or her] agency.% - 

- 

Presumably, these activities would still be permitted under Public Law 103- 
94, but off the job only. 

The OPM regulations to implement the 1939 Hatch Act covered prohibited 
activities as well. These prohibited activities have been grouped into three 
categories to take into account the passage of Public Law 103-94: those 
activities probably now permitted; those activities still prohibited; and those 
activities probably requiring guidance to be issued. 

Probably Now Permitted (off the job) 

Serving as an officer of a political party, a member of a National, 
State, or local committee of a political party, an officer or member of 
a committee of a partisan political club, or being a candidate for any 
of these positions; 

Serving as a delegate, alternate, or proxy to a political party 
convention; 

Organizing or reorganizing a political party organization or political 
club; 

Acting as recorder, watcher, challenger, or similar oficer a t  the polls 
on behalf of a political party or a candidate in a partisan election; 

Driving voters to the polls on behalf of a political party or a candidate 
in a partisan election;26 

Endorsing or opposing a candidate for public office in a partisan 
election or a candidate for political party office in a political 
advertisement, a broadcast, campaign, literature, or similar material; 

Addressing a convention, caucus, rally, or similar gathering of a 
political party in support of or in opposition to a partisan candidate 
for public office or political party office;27 

25 5 CFR 733.111. Special Counsel Booklet, p. 7 states that, in addition to the permissible 
activities stated above, employees may participate in nonpartisan voter registration drives but 
they may not attempt to influence voters to register for a particular party. 

26 Special Counsel Booklet, p. 7 states that employees may assist voters to the polls as  a 
gesture of goodwill or ae part of an effort by a nonpolitical organization. 

27 Special Counsel Booklet, p. 6 states that employees may not participate in the rallies by 
carrying banners or placards. 



Express his [or her] opinion as an individual privately and publicly on 
political subjects and ~and ida t e s ;~~  - 

Display a political picture, sticker, badge, or buttonmu 

Participate in the nonpartisan activities of a civic, community, social, 
labor, or professional organization, or of a similar organization; 

Be a member of a political party or other political organization and 
participate in its activities to the extent consistent with law; 

Attend a political convention, rally, fund-raising function; or other 
political gathering; 

Sign a political petition as an individual; 

Make a financial contribution to a political party or organization; 

Take an active part, as an independent candidate, or in support of an 
independent candidate, in a partisan election covered by 5 CFR 
733.124 which covers political activity permitted of employees residing 
in certain municipalities; 

Take an active part, as a candidate or in support of a candidate, in a 
nonpartisan election; 

Be politically active in connection with a question which is not 
specifically identified with a political party, such as a constitutional 
amendment, referendum, approval of. a municipal ordinance oi  any 
other question or issue of a similar character; 

Serve as an election judge or clerk, or in a similar position to perform 
nonpartisan duties as prescribed by State or local law; and 

Otherwise participate fully in public affairs, except as prohibited by 
law, in a manner which does not materially compromise his [or her] 

- 

23 U.S. Office of Special Counsel. Political Activity and the Federal Employee. Washington, 
1992. p. 6 states that employees may write a letter to the editor of a local newspaper expressing 
an opinion on a partisan issue but may not write letters in connection with political parties or 
partisan groups or candidates. Political Activity and the Fedeml Employee is a booklet which 
summarizes the laws, regulations, and policies governing the political activities of Federal and 
District of Columbia Government employees. (Hereafter cited as Special Counsel Booklet.) 

Special Counsel Booklet, pp. 4 and 6 states that employees may wear or -lay political 
badges, buttons, or stickers. A Federal employee may place a sign on his or her automobile, or in 
his or her yard, which supports or opposes a political candidate eo long as this activity is an 
expression of personal opinion. The size of any such sign is irrelevant. 



to individual inquiries.18 These advisory opinions are kept in an  internal 
chronological file a t  the OSC. When the OSC prosecutes a Hatch Act violation 
case through the Merit Systems Protection Board, the decision in that  case is 
published in the Merit Systems Protection Reporter. 

Section 7321 of the 1939 Hatch Act provided that, "Employees are not 
obliged by reason of their employment, to contribute to a political fund or to 
render political service. Employees may not be removed or otherwise prejudiced 
for refusal to do 130,"'~ Section 7322 of that same Act provided that, "Employees 
may not use their official authority or influence to coerce the political action of 
a person or body."20 

The President was granted authority by the 1939 Hatch Act to prescribe 
rules for sections 7321 and 7322. This authority was delegated to the Office of 
Personnel Management (OPM) in 197ti21 Using that authority OPM prescribed 
regulations and published them in the Code of Fedeml R e g ~ l a t i o n s . ~ ~  

These regulations are listed immediately below as background. Public Law 
103-94 a t  5 U.S.C. 7325 authorizes OPM to prescribe regulations only with 
regard to political activity permitted of employees residing in certain 
municipalities. The law specifies that this authority takes effect upon 
enactment of the Act (October 6, 1993). The law does not, however, provide 
specific authority to OPM, OSC, or any other agency to prescribe regulations 
related to any of the other sections of Chapter 73, Subchapter III of Title 5, 
United States Code. 

The OPM regulations to implement the 1939 Hatch Act, as amended, stated 
that each employee retained the right to: 

Register and vote in any election; 

. . 

The Civil Service Commission had primary responsibility tc enforce the Hatch Act statute 
prior to 1979. With the enactment of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, the Office of Special 
Counsel (OSC) was created as an independent office of the Merit Systems Protection Board and 
empowered with the investigative and prosecutorial authority of the Hatch Act. In 1989 the OSC 
was established as an independent agency with passage of the U'histleblower Protection Act of 
1989 (P.L. 101-12). 

l9 Previous 5 U.S.C. 7321. 

20 Previous 5 U.S.C. 7322. 

21 Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1978,3 CFR 1978 Comp. p. 323; and E.O. l2107,3 CFR 1978 
Comp. p. 264. 

22 5 CFR 733.101 - 733.301. 



removal, suspension for more . than . 14 days, reduction in grade or pay, or 
furlough for 30 days or less. 

The provisions of this section shall not affect the right of any employee, 
individually or collectively, to petition Congress or a Member of Congress, or to 
furnish information to either House of Congress, or to a committee or Member 
thereof.16 

These provisions are similar to language at  39 U.S.C. 1002, covering 
political recommendations for Postal Service employees. 

The law also amends 5 U.S.C. 2302(b)(2) relating to prohibited personnel 
practices to provide that any employee who has authority to take, direct others 
to take, recommend, or approve any personnel action, shall not, with respect to 
such authority - "(2) solicit or consider any recommendation or statement, oral 
or written, with respect to any individual who requests or is under consideration 
for any personnel action except as provided under 5 U.S.C. 3303(fIn (as added by 
P.L. 103-94). 

Regulatory Authority for the Political Recommendations Provisions 

The Office of Personnel Management is authorized to prescribe regulations. 
The head of each agency is to ensure that employees and applicants are given 
notice of the provisions on political recommendations. 

Effective Date 

Public Law 103-94 takes effect 120 days after its enactment (February 3, 
1994). 

BACKGROUND 

The Hatch Act was enacted in 1939 (53 Stat. 1147-1149) and subsequently 
amended." Prior to its enactment, the Civil Service Commission had made 
some 3,000 administrative decisions about permissible and prohibited political 
activity by competitive service employees. These decisions were published in the 
Political Activity Reporter. They were incorporated into the Hatch Act a t  5 
U.S.C. 7324(a) by reference. 

The Office of Special Counsel (OSC) investigates and prosecutes violations 
of the ~ a t c h  Act and issues advisory opinions about the Hatch Act in response 

l6 This right is provided in 5 U.S.C. 7211. 

l7 Previous 5 U.S.C. 7321-7328. 



determine whether the employee or applicant meets suitability or 
security standards; 

Is furnished by a former employer of the employee or applicant 
pursuant to a request of an agency, and consists solely of an 
evaluation of the work performance, abilnty, aptitude, and general 
qualifications of such employee or applicant during employment with 
such former employer; or 

Is furnished pursuant to a provision of law or regulation authorizing 
consideration of such statement with respect to a specific position or 
category of positions. 

Otherwise, each personnel action with respect to an employee or applicant 
shall be taken without regard to any recommendat;ion or statement, oral or 
written, with respect to any employee or applicant who requests or is under 
consideration for such personnel action, made by: 

Any Member of Congress or congressional employee; 

Any elected official of the government of any State (including the 
District of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico), county, 
city, or other subdivision thereof; 

Any official of a political party; or 

Any other individual or organization making such recommendation or 
statement on the basis of the party affiliation of the employee or 
applicant. 

The above named are prohibited from making or transmitting to any officer 
or employee of an agency, any recommendation or statement, oral or written, 
with respect to any employee or applicant wh.0 requests or is under 
consideration for any personnel action in such agency. Likewise, an employee 
or applicant who requests or is under consideration for a personnel action in an 
agency is prohibited from requesting or soliciting a recommendation or 
statement from any of the above named. 

The agency, or any oficer or employee of the agency (1) shall not solicit, 
request, consider, or accept any such recommendation or statement; and (2) shall 
return any, such written recommendation or statement, appropriately marked 
as in violation of this section, to the person or organization transmitting the 
same. 

An agency shall take any action it determines necessary and proper under 
Subchapters I or I1 of Chapter 75 that cover adverse actions to enforce the 
provisions of this section. These actions are suspension for 14 days or less, 



Political Recommendations 
- 

Public Law 103-94 amends 6 U.S.C. -3303 pertaining to political 
recommendations related to civil service employment. The following definitions 
apply to this section. 

"Agencyn means an Executive agency and an agency in the legislative 
, branch with positions in the competitive service. 

"Applicant" means an individual who has applied for appointment to 
be an employee. 

"Employee" means an employee of an agency who is in the competitive 
service; a career appointee in the Senior Executive Service or an 
employee under a similar appointment in a similar executive service; 
or in the excepted service other than an employee who is appointed by 
the President; or an employee whose position has been determined to 
be of a confidential, policy-determining, policy-making, or policy- 
advocating character. 

"Personnel action" means any action described under clauses (i) 
through (x) of 5 U.S.C. 2302(a)(2)(A). These actions are an 
appointment; a promotion; an action under 5 U.S.C. Chapter 75 or 
other disciplinary or corrective action; a detail, transfer, or 
reassignment; a reinstatement; a restoration; a reemployment; a 
performance evaluation under 5 U.S.C. Chapter 43; a decision 
concerning pay, benefits, or awards, or concerning education or 
training if the education or training may reasonably be expected to 
lead to an appointment, promotion, performance evaluation, or other 
action described in subparagraph (a)(2)(A) of 5 U.S.C. 2302; and any 
other significant change in duties or responsibilities which is 
inconsistent with the employee's salary or grade level. 

An agency, or any authorized offtcer or employee of an agency, may solicit, 
accept, and consider, and any other individual or organization may furnish or 
transmit to the agency or such authorized officer or employee, any statement 
with respect to an employee or applicant who requests or is under consideration 
for a personnel action if the statement: 

Is furnished pursuant to a request or requirement of the agency and 
consists solely of an evaluation of the work performance, ability, 
aptitude, and general qualifications of the employee or applicant; 

Relates solely to the character and residence of the employee or 
applicant; 

Is furnished pursuant to a request made by an authorized 
representative of the United States Government solely in order to 



Regulatory Authority for the Political Activities Provisions 
- 

The Ofice of Personnel Management is authorized under the law (5 U.S.C. 
7325) to prescribe regulations regarding political activity permitted of employees 
residing in certain municipalities. It specifies that this authority takes effect 
upon enactment of the Act (October 6, 1993). The law does not, however, 
provide specific authority to  the Office of Personnel Management, the Ofice of 
Special Counsel, or any other agency to prescribe regulations related to any of 
the other sections of Chapter 73, Subchapter III of Title 5, United States Code. 

The law amends 5 U.S.C. 3302(2) that authorizes the President to prescribe 
rules providing necessary exceptions from various provisions of Title 5, United 
States Code by deleting references to eection 7321 (relating to political 
contributions and services) and section 7322 (relating to the prohibition on 
political use of authority or influence) of Subchapter III, Chapter 73 of Title 5, 
United States Code. 

Amendments to Title 18 United States Code 

The law also amends sections of Title 18, United States Code relating to the 
solicitation of and making of political contributions. Section 602 is amended to 
prohibit a candidate for Congress; a Senator, Representative, Delegate, or 
Resident Commissioner; a Federal employee or officeholder; or a person 
receiving any salary or compensation for services from monies from the U.S. 
Treasury from knowingly soliciting any contribution within the meaning of 
eection 301(8) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 from any other 
such oficer, employee, or person. Individuals who violate this section will be 
fined under the 18 U.S.C. provisions or imprisoned not more than three years, 
or both. Any activity of employees covered by the Hatch Act is excluded unless 
that activity is prohibited under 5 U.S.C. 7323 or 7324, relating to prohibitions 
on the use of official influence or official information and solicitation. Section 
603 is amended to exclude any activity of employees covered by the Hatch Act 
from the prohibition in subsection (a) of Section 603 unless that activity is 
prohibited under 5 U.S.C. 7323 or 7324. 

A new provision to 18 U.S.C. Chapter 29 covering the coercion of political 
activity provides that i t  shall be unlawful for any person to or attempt to 
intimidate, threaten, command, or coerce, any employee to engage in, or not to 
engage in, any political activity, including, but not limited to, voting or refusing 
to vote for any candidate or measure in any election, making or refusing to 
make any political contribution, or working or refusing to work on behalf of any 
candidate. Any person who violates this section will be fined not more than 
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 



Knowingly solicit or discourage the participation in any political 
activity of any person who: - - - 

-- has an application for any compensation, grant, contract, ruling, 
license, permit, or certificate pending before the employing office 
of the employee; or 

-- is the subject of, or a participant in, an ongoing audit, 
investigation, or enforcement action being carried out by that  
office. 

"Political contribution" means any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or 
deposit of money or anything of value, made for any political purpose. This 
includes any contract, promise, or agreement, express or implied, whether or not 
legally enforceable, to make a contribution for any political purpose; any 
payment by any person, other than a candidate or a political party or affiliated 
organization, of compensation for the personal services of another person which 
are rendered to any candidate or political party or affiliated organization 
without charge for any political purpose; and the provision of personal services 
for any political purpose. 

Under the law, Federal Election Commission employees (except those 
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate), 
may not request or receive from, or give to, an employee, a Member of Congress, 
or an officer of a uniformed service a political contribution. 

Penalties 

An employee or individual who violates 5 U.S.C. 7323 or 7324 shall be 
removed from his position, and funds appropriated for that position thereafter 
may not be used to pay the employee or individual. However, if the Merit 
Systems Protection Board finds by unanimous vote that the violation does not 
warrant removal, a penalty of not less than 30 days' suspension without pay 
shall be imposed by direction of the Board. The law also amends 5 U.S.C. 
1216(c) to provide that if the Special Counsel receives an allegation concerning 
matters relating to prohibited political activities withholding of information 
political intrusion into personnel decisionmaking and discrimination16 the 
Special Counsel may investigate and seek corrective action under 5 U.S.C. 1214 
and disciplinary action under 5 U.S.C. 1215 in the same way as if a prohibited 
personnel practice were involved. This action may consist of removal, reduction 
in grade, debarment from Federal employment for a period not to exceed 5 years, 
suspension, reprimand, or an assessment of a civil penalty not to exceed $1,000. 

-- 

l6 5 U.S.C. 1216(a). 



the U.S. Government or any agency or instrumentality thereof. The Senate 
Committee on Governmental Affaim repartaccompanying the legislation states - 
that "politics on the job, including the wearing of political buttons, is 
prohibited." la 

Employees described below may engage in political activities on duty if the 
costs associated with that political activity are not paid for by money from the 
U.S. Treasury. This provision applies to employees 

(A) the duties and responsibilities of whose positions continue outside 
normal duty hours and while away from the normal duty post; and 

(B) who are paid from an appropriation for the Executive Office of the 
President; or appointed by the President, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, whose positions are located within the United 
States, who determine policies to be pursued by the United States in 
relations with foreign powers or in the nationwide administration of 
Federal laws. 

Use of Official Influence or Official Information Prohibited 

The law prohibits employees from using their oficial authority or influence 
to interfere with or affect the result of an election. The Senate Committee on 
Governmental Affairs report accompanying the legislation states that "the 
prohibition on coercion includes pressuring employees to attend political 
 function^."'^ 

Employees may not: 

Knowingly solicit, accept, or receive a political contribution from any 
person, unless that person is: 

- a member of the same Federal labor organization or a Federal 
employee organization which, as of the enactment date of this 
Act, had a multicandidate political committee; 

-- not a subordinate employee; and 

-- the solicitation is for a contribution to that Federal labor 
' 

organization's or Federal employee organization's multicandidate 
political committee. 

l3 S. 185 Report, p. 14. 

l4 Bid. 



Office of Special Counsel, 

Office of Criminal Investigation of the Internal Revenue Service, 

Office of Investigative Programs of the U.S. Customs Service, 

Office of Law Enforcement of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and 
Firearms, or 

the Criminal Division a t  the Department of Justice; or 

members of the career Senior Executive Service, 

Administrative Law Judges, or 

contract appeals board members. 

may not take an  active part in political management or political campaigns. 
"Active part in political management or in a political campaign" means those acts 
of political management or political campaigning which were prohibited for 
employees of the competitive service before July 19, 1940, by determination of 
the Civil Service Commission under the rules prescribed by the President. 

The law permits political activity by employees residing in certain 
municipalities. 

Public Law 103-94 also provides that "an employee retains the right to vote 
as he chooses and to express his opinion on political subjects and  candidate^."'^ 

Candidacy for Partisan Political Office Prohibited 

The law prohibits Federal employees from running for nomination or as a 
candidate for election to a partisan political office. Partisan political office is 
defined as any office for which any candidate is nominated or elected as 
representing a party any of whose candidates for Presidential elector received 
votes in the last preceding election a t  which Presidential electors were selected. 
The definition excludes any office or position within a political party or 
affiliated organization. 

Political Activities on Duty Prohibited 

Federal employees may not engage in political activity (1) while on duty; (2) 
in any room or building occupied in the discharge of official duties by an 
employee or officeholder of the United States Government or any agency or 
instrumentality thereof; (3) while wearing a uniform or official insignia 
identifying their office or position; or (4) using any vehicle owned or leased by 

- - - 

l2 5 U.S.C. 7323(c); 107 Stat. 1003. 



District of Columbia government employees or office holders, other 
than the Mayor or a member of the - City C:ouncil or the Recorder of 
Deeds. 

It repeals 42 U.S.C. 9904(e), which provided that employees of any 
nonprofit private organization receiving assistance under the Community 
Services Block Grant Program and having responsibility for planning, 
developing, and coordinating community antipoverty programs were covered by 
the Hatch Act covering State and local government employees.'0 

Political Activities 

The law provides that "an employee may take an active part in political 
management or in political campaignsn, except as prohibited." 

Employees Exempted 

Employees (except those appointed by the President, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate) of the 

Federal Election Commission, 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

Secret Service, 

Central Intelligence Agency, 

National Security Council, 

National Security Agency, 

Defense Intelligence Agency, 

Merit Systems Protection Board, 

lo The Hatch Act provisions had been extended to State or I d  officehoidew and employees 
in 1940 when Congress passed Public Law No. 763 (54 Stat. 767-7721. Amendments to that 
statute in 1966 and 1974 removed all but three of the political activity prohibitions on these 
individuals. (Public Law 89-554, September 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 404; Public Law 93-443, October 15, 
1974, 88 Stat. 1290). A State or local officer or employee still may not (5 U.S.C. 1502): use their 
official authority or influence to interfere with or affect the result of an election or a nomination 
for office; directly or indirectly coerce, attempt to coerce, command, or advise a State or local 
officer or employee to pay, lend, or contribute anything of value to a party, committee, 
organization, agency, or person for political purposes; be a candidate for elective office in a 
partisan election. 

l 1  5 U.S.C. 7323(a); 107 Stat. 1002. 



a few word changes to H.R. 20, 102d Congre~s.~ In the Senate, the text of S. 
185, the Hatch Act Reform Amendments of 1993, as amended, was substituted 
for H.R. 20. The Senate then passed H.R. 20, amended, by a vote of 68 to 31 on 
July 20, 1993.6 S. 185 had been introduced by Senator John Glenn and 10 
cosponsors on January 26, 1993, and, aa introduced, was identical to S. 914, 
102d C~ngres s .~  On September 21, 1993, the House of Representatives agreed 
to the Senate version of H.R. 20, by a roll call (No. 437) vote of 339 to 85.8 

Public Law 103-94 provides the following. 

The law covers: 

employees or office holders in Federal executive agencies or in 
positions within the competitive service which are not in executive 
agencies. 

U.S. Postal Service and Postal Rate Commission employees. 

Clay, William (Bill). Remarks in the House. Clay Introduces Legislation to Reform the Hatch 
Act. Congressional Record, daily edition, v. 139, Jan. 5, 1993. pp. E31-E32. The bii was referred 
to the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, ordered to be reported from the 
Committee on January 27, 1993 and reported to the H o w  of Representatives on February 22, 
1993. See U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Post Office and Civil Service. Federal EmpIoyees 
Political Activities Act of 1993. Report to Accompany H.R. 20. House Report No. 103-16, 103d 
Cong., Ist Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1993. 42p. 

Debate in the Senate on H.R. 20 appears in the Congressional Record, daily editions, t. 139, 
July 13,1993 (pp. S8601-S8616); July 14,1993 (pp. 88670438689, S8692-S8699, and S870258705); 
July 15, 1993 (pp. S8751-S8752, S8759-58771, S8779-58780, S8782-S8790, S8792-S8793, 58795- 
538796, and S8805-S8812); and July 20, 1993 (pp. S8919-S8952, S8954S8955, S9053-S9054, and 
S9056). 

Glenn, John. Remarks in the Senate. Congressional Record, daily edition, v. 139, Jan. 26, 
1993. pp. 5697-S699. The bill was referred to the Senate Committee on Governmental maim 
and was ordered to be reported favorably, with an amendment in the nature of a substitute, on 
May 13, 1993, by a roll call vote of 6 to 1, with 3 Committee members voting yes by proxy and 2 
members voting no by proxy. One member did not vote. S. 185 was reported to the Senate on 
June 16, 1993. See U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Hatch Act 
Refbrm Amendments of 1993. Report to accompany S. 185. Senate Report No. 103-57,103d Cong., 
l s t  Seas. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1993. 57p. (Hereafter referred to as S. 185 Report.) 

Debate in the House of Representatives prior to H o w  agreement to the Senate amendment 
to H.R. 20 appears in the Congressional Record, daily edition, v. 139, Sept. 21, 1993. pp. H6813- 
H6827. 

The Hatch Act, enacted in 1939 and subsequently amended, covered the political activity of 
competitive and excepted service employees in Federal executive agencies, the U.S. Postal Service, 
the Postal Rate Commission, and civilians in the Department of Defense. District of Columbia 
government employees were deemed to be Federal executive branch employees for purposes of the 
Hatch Act. 



POLITICAL ACTIVITIES: 103D CONGRESS 
AMENDMENTS TO TEE HATCH ACT 

- 
INTRODUCTION 

On October 6, 1993, President William Jefferson Clinton signed into law 
H.R. 20, The Hatch Act Reform Amendments of 1993.' This law, Public Law 
103-94, expands the rights of Federal employees to participate in voluntary 
political activities that had previously been prohibited under "An Act To prevent 
pernicious political activitiesn and its subsequent amendments, popularly known 
as the Hatch AcL2 Federal employees may now generally participate in partisan 
political activities on their own time and away from the office, as long as those 
efforts do not include running for office in a partisan election or soliciting 
campaign funds from the general public. 

Selected law enforcement and national security personnel as well as 
members of the career Senior Executive Service, Administrative Law Judges, and 
contract appeals board members continue to be prohibited from taking an active 
part in political management or political campaigns. 

The law states that i t  is the policy of the Congress that employees should 
be encouraged to exercise fully, freely, and without fear of penalty or reprisal, 
and to the extent not expressly prohibited by law, their right to participate or 
to refrain from participating in the political processes of the Nation. I t  aims to 
protect these employees from improper political solicitations, broaden their 
rights to participate in political activities, tighten the restrictions on political 
coercion, and strengthen the procedures for punishment of those who violate the 
prohibitions. 

PUBLIC LAW 103-94, THE HATCH ACT REFORM AMENDMENTS OF 
19933 

The Federal Employees Political Activities Act of 1993, H.R. 20, passed the 
House of Representatives, amended, by a roll call (No. 52) vote of 333 to 86 on 
March 3, 1993.4 The legislation was introduced by Representatives William Clay 
and John Myers on January 5,1993, and, as introduced, was identical except for 

P.L. 103-94; 107 Stat. 1001-1011; 5 U.S.C. 7321-7326. Further information on the Hatch Act 
amendment issue can be found in U.S. Library of Congress. (2ongressional Research Service. 
Hatch Act Amendments: Political Activity and the Civil Service. Issue Brief No. 87153, by Barbara 
L. Schwemle, Oct. 8, 1993 (continually updated). Washington, :1993. 

The Hatch Act waa named after its sponsor, Senator Carl Hatch (Democrat, New Mexico). 

The law amends the Hatch Act by providing substitute language to expand upon existing 
language or adding new language to Subchapter III, Chapter 73 of Title 5, United States Code. 

* Debate in the House of Representatives prior to passage of H.R. 20 appears in the 
Congressional Record, daily edition, v. 139, Mar. 3, 1993. pp. H985-H997. 



To: All Commission Staff 
From: Mary Ann Hook, General Counsel 
Re: Hatch Act 

As the political season approaches, here is a CRS analysis of the Hatch Act, which 
limits political activity of government employees. Please read and call me if you have 
any questions. 



As special government employees, you are considered to be an 
employee only on the days you actually work and bill the 
government. You are restricted by the Hatch Act during that 24 hour 
period. 

During a billable day, you may not conduct political activity while on 
duty, in a government office, or by using government property. You 
may not solicit political contributions from the public, nor use your 
official title to influence or interfere with an election. 

You may attend political fundraising functions, contribute money and 
be an active member of a political party or club. 

Are there post-employment restrictions? 

Yes. There are criminal statutes and regulations that apply to all 
employees after government service. The restrictions include one 
year ban from lobbying the Commission on any matter and a lifetime 
restriction on issues you worked on while a government employee. 
Each case is different and the restrictions are fact determinate 
therefore, it is recommended that you seek counsel if you are 
interested in post-employment that relates to base closure issues. 



If the speech is outside your official capacity and does not relate to 
nor was it extended to you because of your official position, you may 
accept an honorarium but you may not use government time or staff 
to prepare your speech. 

What is a financial conflict of interest ? 

Under 18 U.S.C. 208 you may not participate personally and 
substantially as a government employee in a particular matter in 
which you have a financial interest if your actions will have a direct 
a predictable effect on these interests. There is no minimal amount. 
In other words, if you , your spouse or your minor child, partner or 
an organization in which you serve as an officer, director, trustee, 
partner or employee has such an interest, no matter what the 
monetary value, and you vote on the issue that affects your interest, 
you are in violation. of this criminal statute 

There are three options available in cases of a conflict: the employee 
can divest or sell the stock holding, or in cases of position, terminate 
their position. The Secretary of Defense, has authority to issue a 
waiver in limited circumstances where the interest is found to be not 
so substantial as to affect the integrity of our services to the 
Government. Or you can recuse yourself or not participate in the 
conflicting matter before the Commission. 

May I negotiate with a prohibited source, i.e. a defense 
contractor that has contracts at bases under consideration 
by the Commission, for employment after the Commission 
ends while serving as a Commissioner? 

No. You may not negotiate for any future association with an 
employer, or for any business relationship, i.e. board of directors if it 
is determined that the entity has business before the Commission, 
while an employee. 

Can I endorse a fund raising activity? 

You may not use your official title to endorse a fundraising activity. 

What is the Hatch Act and does it apply to Commissioners? 

The Hatch Act is a law governing the political activities of 
government employees. 



When the Commission visits "competing" communities whose bases 
are under consideration for closure, it is vital that the Commission 
remain and appear impartial. 

What happens if someone sends me a gift? 

First of all, declining the gift is the preferred method. If it is send to 
you, depending on the gift, there are acceptable manners of disposal 
of a gift. 1.e. if it is perishable, you may donate to charity or share it 
with the Commission. In some cases, you may pay the fair market 
value of the gift. The best remedy in some cases is to return the gift. 
Please seek counsel for proper disposal. 

May I accept gifts and other benefits from commercial 
sources: i.e. travel benefits? 

You may not use frequent flyer mileage gained from government 
travel for personal use. 

Can I accept a lunch from a) lobbyist representing a base 
subject to closure, b) a friend representing a base subject 
to closure, c) a group with interests a t  a base subject to 
c lo su re?  

The recommended answer to all of the above is NO. All the above 
have interests before the Commission. If the fair market value is less 
than $20, you may under the ethics regulations for gifts, however, 
the appearance of impropriety regulation and common sense 
indicate the better option is not to accept any gift or meal from a 
party who has interests before the Commission. 

May I accept payment "an honorarium" for making or  
appearing or  speech or writing that is related to my job but 
done on private time? 

You may not receive any payment for accepting a fee for a speech or 
article or appearance that is undertaken as part of your official 
duties as a Commissioner. This includes directing the prohibited 
honorarium to a charity in lieu of your acceptance. To do so is the 
same as if you had accepted the money yourself. 



111. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

What are the restrictions as far as acceptance of a gift? 
What is the definition of gift? 

A gift is any gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan 
forbearance or other item having monetary value. It includes 
services as well as gifts of training, transportation, local travel, 
lodgings and meals, whether provided in-kind, by purchase of a 
ticket, payment in advance, or by reimbursement after the expense 
has been incurred. 

You or your family may not receive gifts either from any prohibited 
source or due to your official position. 

A prohibited source is any entity doing business before the 
Commission. This includes state organizations lobbying the 
Commission and commercial entities that have contracts at the 
military installations under consideration for closure or realignment. 

You may not receive or solicit funds or a gift in return for being 
influenced in the performance of an official act. 

Are there exceptions? 

Yes. You may accept on an occasional basis only- coffee, donuts and 
nominal refreshments from a prohibited source. 

You may also accept unsolicited gifts from one source with the fair 
market value of less than $20 per occasion, i.e. a cap or souvenir pen. 
An employee may not accept an aggregate amount of more than $50 
total for the year from one source, i.e. a cap in April and a book in 
June each with a value of $20 is permitted. If either individually was 
more than $20 they could not be accepted or if three books totaled 
more than $50 they could not be accepted. 

The Commission discourages acceptance of any gifts from 
communities or entities who have interests that may be affected by 
the Commission. Be aware that there is a regulation that states that 
an employee should not do anything that gives a reasonable person 
with knowledge of the facts a reason to believe that an employee is 
compromising his or her impartiality. 



Questions and Answers on Government Ethics For 
C o m m i s s i o n e r s  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This guide is a brief introduction into government ethics. It presents 
the basic laws, executive orders and regulations in the form of 
providing answers to frequently asked ethics questions. Although, it 
is not comprehensive and is no substitute to the information 
presented by the General Counsel's office in your ethics training, this 
document provides a quick look at commonly occurring ethical 
issues. 

For questions on the rules and laws or their interpretation, please 
contact the General Counsel's office. 

II. STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 

There are general standards of conduct that govern all government 
employees and are implemented by laws and regulations. The 
essential principles are the following: 

1- You shall not use public office for private gain. 

2- No group may receive preferential treatment. 

3- You shall not make government decisions outside official channels. 

4- You shall not use your position to induce or influence anyone . 

5- Your private interests and activities should not conflict with your 
public duties. 



MEMORANDUM FOR COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON GOVERNMENT ETHICS 



Scenarios 

Travelling on a base visit, you receive a book on naval ship yard fiom the 
community. Can you accept it? 

You are on a base visit, the commander offers to transport you by helio to 
another site on the base can you accept? 

You are invited to speak at a luncheon on base closures by a group that 
includes base contractors can you eat lunch? 

You receive a box of chocolate covered jalapenos fiom a community that 
has a base under consideration by the Commission, what should you do? 

You give a speech and the organization, DEFENSE HAWKS, wants to give 
a check to the RED CROSS in your name, what do you do? 



Document Separator 



April 30, 1993 

MEMORANDUM TO: SHELIA CHESTON 

FROM: JENNIFER ATKIN 
GREG NIXON 

SUBJECT: DOD GUIDANCE ON REDIRECTS 

We request a legal review of the DoD guidance concerning 
changes to previously approved recommendations (redirects). A May 
5, 1992 DEPSECDEF policy memo on IIBRAC 93" policy for such 
proposals required that in order for DoD to submit recommendations 
to the Commission, changes must be It... necessitated by revisions 
to force structure, mission or organization since the commission 
recommendation was made." (see attch 1). Our review of DoDfs 
recommendations under this initial guidance concluded that the 
redirects, except Castle AFB, did requirements but 
were instead based on economics. 

A March 26, 1993 memo signed by Principal Deputy Under 
Secretary of Defense,  avid J. Berteau, (see attch 2), revised the 
original guidance of May 5. Under ll~ndoing Previously Approved 
 recommendation^^^ the memo required that the military departments 
should I1analyze the change and accept it, if the Department would 
significantly benefit either in cost savings or in military value. 
Cost savings "must exceed the original cost by at least 50 percent 
or exceed $1 million.11 Note that DoD determines the numbers which 
result in overall savings. . . 

revised 
Sl  

guidance indicates that each meets the requirements of the March 26 
guidance. 

Our concern is whether commission review of the DoD redirect 
recommendations, given this revised guidance, would establish a 
precedent allowing the Defense Department to create almost any 
criteria for changing a previously approved recommendation and thus 
jeopardizing the finality of the ~ommission~s decisions. Does this 
practice of recommending changes to previous commission 
recommendations comply with the law? 

Your thoughts and input on this matter would be greatly 
appreciated. 





THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301 

0 5 MAY 199 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECFETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEmNG 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMPTROLLER 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGDENT 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: 1993 Base Realignments and Closures (BRAC 93) 

Reducing the Department's unneeded physical plant through base 
closures and realignments is a top Defense priority. We have made 
good progress so far. I look to you, individually and collectively, 
to recommend further reductions consistent with DoDts planned force 
reductions. 

We must begin the 1993 base realignment and closure process now. 
Significant reductions in our physical plant can only be achieved 
after careful studies involving not only structural change, but also 
operational and organizational change. 

The attached establishes policy, procedures, authorities and 
responsibilities for selecting bases for realignment or closure under 
Public Law 101-510, as amended by Public Law 102-190. This guidance 
supersedes Deputy Secretary of Defense memoranda of October 25, 1990, 
and December 10, 1990. 

4 
Donald J. Atwood 

Attachment 



1993 EUa ND 93) 

POLICY, P - m S ,  -TIES AHD RLSPCHSIBIXTZLS 

The guidance herein establishes the policy, procedures, 
authorities and responsibilities for selecting bases for realignment 
or closure under Public Law 103-510, as amended by Public Law 
102-190. The guidance supersedes Deputy Secretary of Defense 
memoranda of October 25, 1990, and December 10, 1990. 

Title XXIX, Part A of Public Law 101-510 established the 
exclusive procedures under which the Secretary of Defense m y  pursue 
realignment or closure of military installations with certain 
exceptions. The law established an independent Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Cormnission to review the Secretary's recomndations 
in calendar years 1991, 1993 and 1995. 

This guidance applies to those base realignment, closure and 
consolidation studies and recommendations which must, by law, be 
submitted to the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Realignment CoWssion 
(the 1993 Cormnission) for review. 

This guidance does not apply to actions w h i c h :  

o Implement realignments or closures under Public Law 
100-526, relating to the reconmrendations of the 1988 Defense 
Secretary's Codssion on Base Realignment and Closure (the 1988 
Codssion) ; 

o Implement realignments or closures under Public Law 
101-510, relating to the recammendations of the 1991 Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Codssion (the 1991 CorrPnission); 

o Study or inrplement realignments or closures to which 
Section 2687 of Title 10, United States Code, is not applicable; 

o Reduce force structure unless the reduction results 
in a base closure or realignment subject to Public Law 101-510. 
Reductions in force structure my be made under this exception even 

I 

if the units involved were designated to relocate to a receiving base 
by the 1988 or the 1991 Commission; or 



o impact any facilities used primarily for civil works, 
rivers and harbor projects, flood control, or other projects not 
under the primary jurisdiction or control of the Department of 
Defense . 

# 

Policv Guidance 

Base realignment, closure or consolidation studies that could 
result in a recommendation for a base closure or realignment, other 
than actions covered by an exception above, must meet the following 
requirements: 

o The studies must have as their basis the Force Structure 
Plan required by Section 2903 of Public Law 101-510; 

o The recommendations must be based on the final criteria 
for selecting bases for closure and realignment required by that 
Section; and 

o The studies must consider all military installations 
inside the United States (as defined in the law) on an equal footing, 
including bases recommended for pa-ial closure, realignment, or 
designated to receive units or functions by the 1988 or 1991 
Commissions. 

DoD Components may propose changes to previously approved 
designated receiving base recommendations of the 1988 and 1991 
commissions provided such changes are necessitated by revisions to 
force structure, mission or organization since the commission 
recommendation was made. Documentation for such changes must involve 
clear military value or significant savings, and be based on the 
final criteria 

Comprehensive studies of your base structure may begin now using 
the selection criteria included in this memorandum and the force 
table in the Secretary of Defense's March 19, 1991, force structure 
plan. Your studies must be revalidated against the final selection 
criteria and the final force structure plan when promulgated. 

Record Keeping 

DOD Components shall, from the date of this morandm, develop 
and keep: 

0 ~escriptions of how base realignment and closure 
were made, including minutes of all deliberative 

meetings; 

o Descriptions of how recommendations met the final 
selection criteria and were based on the final force structure plan; 



o All data, information and analyses considered in making base 
realignment and closure reconmtendations; and 

o Documentation for each recommendation to the Secretary of 
Defense to realign or close a military installation under this law. 

f nternal Controls 

DoD Components must develop and implement an internal control 
plan for these base realignment, closure or consolidation studies to 
ensure the accuracy of data collection and analyses. At  a minimum, 
these internal control plans should include: 

o Uniform guidance defining data requirements and sources; 

0 Systems for verifying the accuracy of data at all levels 
of command; 

o Documentation justifying changes made to data received 
from subordinate commands; 

o Procedures to check the accuracy of the analyses made 
from the data; and 

o An assessment by your auditors of the adequacy of your 
internal control plan. 

o pominatio~: The FY 1992 Defense Authorization Act requires 
that all eight commissioners be nominated by the President no later 
than January 25, 1993, or the 1993 process will be terminated. The 
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense will handle all matters 
relating to the Secretary's recommendations to the President for 
appointments to the 1993 Commission. All inquiries from individuals 
interested in serving on the Commission should be referred to the 
Assistant to the Secretary. 

o Commission Sumo-: The Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition) (USD (A) ) and the Director of Administration and 
Management will coordinate the Department's support to the 1993 
Commission. 

0 F i n a l  Select ion Crit-: The USD (A) in coordination with the 
Secretaries of the Military Departments, the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and such other officials as may be appropriate, shall 
consider whether the final selection criteria developed in accordance 
with Public Law 101-510 should be amended. Proposed amendments to 
the selection criteria m s t  be made in accordance with Public Law 
101-510 and approved by the Secretary of Defense. 



w o Force Structure Plan: The Chairman of the  Jo in t  Chiefs of 
S t a f f ,  i n  coordination wi th  the  Under Secretary of Defense f o r  Pol icy 
(USD (P) ) , t h e  USD (A) , DoD Comptroller, and such other o f f i c i a l s  a s .  

may be appropriate,  s h a l l  develop t h e  force  s t ruc ture  plan i n  
accordance with P u b l i c  L a w  101-510, as amended, and submit it t o  t h e  
Secretary of Defense f o r  approval. Pending issuance of t he  force  
s t r u c t u r e  plan by t h e  Secretary of Defense, DoD components s h a l l  use 
t h e  force  t a b l e  i n  t h e  force s t ruc ture  plan promulgated by t h e  
Secretary of Defense on March 19, 1991. 

o Addit ional  I n ~ t r u c t i o n ~ :  The USD(A) may issue such 
in s t ruc t ions  a s  may be necessary: t o  implement these po l ic ies ,  
procedures, au tho r i t i e s  and r e spons ib i l i t i e s ;  t o  ensure timely 
submission of work products t o  t he  Secretary  of Defense and t o  t h e  
1993 Commission; and, t o  ensure consistency i n  application of t h e  
s e l ec t ion  c r i t e r i a ,  methodology and r epo r t s  t o  the  Secretary of 
Defense, t h e  1993 Commission and t h e  Congress. The author i ty  and 
duty of t h e  Secretary of Defense t o  i s s u e  regulat ions under T i t l e  
XXIX of Publ ic  Law 101-510 a s  amended a r e  hereby delegated and 
assigned t o  t h e  USD(A). The USD(A) should exercise t h a t  au thor i ty  i n  
coordination with other DoD o f f i c i a l s  a s  appropriate. 

o Primarv Point of Contact: The USD(A) shall be the  primary 

mv point  of contact  f o r  the D e p a m t  of Defense with t he  1993 
Commission. Each DoD component s h a l l  designate t o  USD (A) one o r  more 

s poin ts  of contact  with t h e  1993 C o d s s i o n .  USD(A) s h a l l  e s t a b l i s h  
procedures f o r  in te rac t ion  with the 1993 Commission s imi la r  t o  t h e  - 

2 
procedures used t o  i n t e r ac t  with t h e  1991 Conrmission. 

o I n t e r n a l  Controls: The DoD Inspector  General s h a l l  be 
1 s ava i lab le  t o  a s s i s t  t he  DoD Components i n  developing, implementing 

and evaluat ing in t e rna l  control  plans.  

The Secre ta r ies  of t he  Military Departments, t he  Directors of t h e  
Defense Agencies, and t h e  heads of o ther  DoD Components s h a l l  
(without delegation) submit t h e i r  recommendations f o r  base 
realignments o r  closures under t h i s  law t o  t h e  Under Secretary of 
~ e f  ense (Acquisition) f o r  appropriate processing and forwarding t o  
t h e  S e c r e t a w  of Defense f o r  approval. 

The USD(A) s h a l l  i ssue a schedule t o  ensure submission of 
t o  t h e  1993 Commission by March 15, 1993, allowing 

adequate time f o r  act ion by the  Secretary of Defense. 



Selection C r i t e r i a  

The following se l ec t ion  c r i t e r i a  s h a l l  be used t o  begin base 
s t r u c t u r e  s t u d i e s  and t o  make base realignment and c lo su re  1 
r econ~enda t ions .  Studies must be reval idated aga ins t  t h e  f i n a l  
s e l e c t i o n  c r i t e r i a  approved by t h e  Secretary of Defense i n  t h e  event 
t h a t  t h e  final se lec t ion  c r i t e r i a  d i f f e r  from those  set f o r t h  below. 

I n  s e l e c t i n g  mi l i t a ry  i n s t a l l a t i o n s  f o r  c losure  o r  realignment, 
t h e  Department of Defense, g iving p r i o r i t y  consideration t o  mi l i t a ry  
value ( the  first four  c r i t e r i a  below), w i l l  consider: 

1. The current  and f u t u r e  mission requirements and t h e  
impact on operat ional  readiness of t h e  Department of 
Defense1 s t o t a l  fo rce  . 

2 The a v a i l a b i l i t y  and condit ion of land, f a c i l i t i e s  and 
associated a i r space  a t  both the e x i s t i n g  and po ten t i a l  
receiving loca t ions .  

3. The a b i l i t y  t o  accomodate contingency, mobil izat ion,  
and fu ture  t o t a l  fo rce  requirements a t  bo th  the 
ex i s t i ng  and p o t e n t i a l  receiving loca t ions .  

4 .  The cost  and manpower inpl icat ions .  

Return on Investment 

5 .  The ex ten t  and t iming of po ten t i a l  c o s t s  and savings, 
including t h e  number of years, beginning w i t h  t h e  date 
of completion of t h e  c losure  o r  realignment, f o r  t h e  
savings t o  exceed the costs .  

6. The economic impact on communities. 

7.  The a b i l i t y  of both  t h e  ex i s t i ng  and p o t e n t i a l  
receiving communitiest in f ras t ruc ture  t o  support  
forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 





A S S I S T A N T  S E C R E T A R Y  OF D E F E N S E  
W A S H I N G T O N .  D . C .  2 0 3 0 1 - 8 0 0 0  

March 2 6 ,  1993 

Honorable James Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

m a r  Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed is a memorandum for the record on "standards for 
review of base closure recommendations", which provides 
background information on the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
base closure and realignment review process. 

I hereby certify that the information in this memorandum 
for the record and its attachments, which was developed within 
the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for production 
and Logistics, is accurate and complete to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. I cannot certify data developed externally 
to my office, such as Bureau of Labor Statistics data. 

Sincerely, 

 avid J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

E n c l  oscre 



ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
W A S H I N G T O N .  D .C .  2 0 > 0 1 - 8 0 0 0  

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Standards for Review of Base Closure Recommendations 

'1n the course of reviewing the Military Department and 
Defense Agency 1993 recommendations for base closures and 
realignments, I developed (with the help of my base closure 
staff) four standards for use in the review. We developed these 
standards to help decisionmakers reach informed judgements. The 
four standards involved evaluating cumulative economic impact, 
undoing previously approved recommendations, revisiting 
previously rejected recommendations, and submitting below- 
threshold recommendations. We also developed definitions for 
common terms. 

The standards we developed: are consistent with the stated 
purpose of Public Law 101-510, which is "to provide a fair 
process that will result in the timely closure and realignment of 
military installations inside the United States.": are consistent 
with the detailed provisions of the law: are consistent with the 
'~rce structure plan and the final criteria; and are consistent 

..h DoD base closure policies and procedures. w 
Where a standard relied, in whole or part, on measurable 

data, the standard had to be quantifiable while still preserving 
rocm for judgement. Where a standard relied, in whole or part, 
on a policy deternination, the policy had to be clearly 
articulated in the standard. lastly, all four standards had to 
allow for the closure of bases. 

I applied the standards to the recommendations received from 
the Kilitary Departments and Defense Agencies and made the 
necessary modifications to the submissions by deleting WcClellan 
AFB and the related DLA distribution depot. The Secretary of 
Defense approved recommendations modified by application of the 
standards. 

Attached are descriptions of each standard with back-up data 
as appropriate. Lastly, attached are definitions of common terms 
we used during the review process. 

I 

 avid. J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 



Evaluating m u l a t i v e  Econonic  Irpact 

,Question: Should any 1993 Military Department and Defense Agency 
recommended closures or realignments be deleted because of 
significant cumulative economic impact? 

iscussion: During their respective analyses of installations for 
q l o s u r e  or realignment, the Nilitary Departments and Defense Agencies 

individually calculated and considered the economic impact on 
affected communities. Each used an economic impact model provided by 
OSD which was developed with help from the Office of Economic 
~djustment and the Logistics Management Institute. The model is 
based on an algorithm that calculates the potential direct and 
indirect job loss as a percentage of the employment population in a 
defined Metropolitan Statistical Area ( M S A ) .  The employment data 
were obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The algorithm 
uses the number of personnel projected in or out of an installation, 
indirect employment multipliers, and the employment population for 
the MSA to calculate the total potential job loss, assuming no 
economic recovery. The Base Closure and Utilization staff, with the 
help of the Logistics Management Institute, compiled the Military 
Department and Defense Agency results into a master spreadsheet which 
displayed the combined potential impact of all 1993 closure and 
realignment actions in an affected HSA. Another spreadsheet 
displayed the cumulative effect of all 1988, 1991 and 1993 actions. 

We then developed a standard to determine if any area might be 
suffering a significant negative cumulative economic impact. In 
developing the standard, we followed three principles: (1) the 
standard had to be quantifiable, while still preserving room for 
judgement; (2) since the complexities of labor markets in large 
metropolitan areas make economic recovery more difficult than in 

-smaller areas, the standard had to recognize the difference in 
economic recovery potential; and (3) the standard had to allow for 
the closure of bases. 

We arrived at the standard by reviewing the cumulative impact 
spreadsheet with regard to cunulative potential economic area impact 
(expressed as a percentage) and to size of employment population. 
First, three percent is considered to be "normal change" in an area 
employment population. Hence, the decision point for cunulative 
economic area impact &-bradta-bg-iel-more.,than p ~ r r ~ n t .  
. E i v p n c ~ n t  was therefore chosen. All areas impacted by 1993 
closure recommendations with a cunulative economic area impact of 
five percent or greater fell into two groups: those with an 
employment population of greater thzn 750,000, and those with an 
emplopent population of around 300,000 or less. Hence, a 500,000 
employment population was chosen as the decision point. Finally, 
~nalyses of impacts by State and an analysis of northern and southern 
California impacts further aided decisionmakers. 

Consequently, applying the standard (five percent negative 
cumulative economic impact in areas with an employment population of 
500,000 or more) resulted in the removal of McClellan AFB and the 
related DLA distribution depot. 

t 

Attached are the spreadsheets used in developing the standard, 
analyses of impacts by state, and the analysis of northern and 
southern California impacts used in making decisions. 



Undoing ~reviously Approved ~econzmendationa 

Question: Should we forward Military Department recommendations 
that change actions approved by the 1988 and 1991 Base Closure 
Commissions? 

  is cuss ion: Changes to previously approved actions are 
necessary. However, unless such changes adhere to rigorous 
standards, we could invite inappropriate and unjustified changes 
to previous approved recommendations. 

.We developed standards for reviewing recommended changes to 
approved 1988 and 1991 base closure and realignment 
recommendations. They are: 

1. Fccept the chanqe, if it is required to implement a new 
base closure or realisnment recommendation: 

In other words, a receiving base, designated to receive 
activities or units relocating as a result of a 1988 or 1991 
closure and realignment recommendation, is itself a 1993 base 
closure or realignment candidate. As a result, the activities or 
units must be furnished with a new home. If the proposed new 
home is a base previously closed or realigned during 1968 or 
1991, continue through the standards. 

2 .  Reject the chancre, if it would reclaim ownership of anv 
part of a base that was to be excessed as a result of a 1968 or 
1991 closure: 

There should be no circu~stances where DoD would reclaim 
ownership of a closed base. Reclaiming ownership of a part of a 
base that was to be excessed as a result of a 1968 or 1991 
realignment would be pernissible, if the proposed change meets 
standard nunber 3. It would also be permissible to lease space 
at a 1988 or 1991 closed base from a non-DoD organization 
(Again if the change meets standard 3). In applying this 
standard, assume all actions to implement the 1968 or 1391 
realignment have occurred. 

3. Analyze the chanue and acce~t it, if the De~artnent 
would siqnificantlv benefit either in cost savinss or in militarv 
value: 

The savings must exceed the original cost by at least 
50 percent or exceed $1 million -- Military value benefits must 
be clearly documented and substantial. 



~evisiting Previously Rejected Reconmendations 

Question: Should we forward the Military Department 
recommendations for closing bases previously rejected by the 1991 
Commission. 

Diacuasion: The Army and Navy have recommended closing two major 
bases and three smaller activities that were rejected by the 1991 
commission. 

Here are standards to be used in making these decisions: 

1) Forward the recommendation if the Department has 
adequately addressed the concerns of the 1991 
Commission. 

2) Forward the recommendation if circumstances have 
changed, if the changed circumstances are significant 
enough to warrant revisiting the recommendation, and if 
the Department has adequately explained the changed 
circumstances 



. . r  

submitting Below-Threshold Recommendations 

~uestion: Should we forward the Military Department and Defense 
lgency recommendations that are below the thresholds established in 

W . L .  101-5101 

Discussion: The Departments and ~gencies have submitted a number of 
recommendations which are below the thresholds in Public Law, 101- 
510. SecDef is not precluded from submitting below-threshold 
recommendations nor is the commission precluded from reviewing them. 

Here are standards to be used in making these decisions: 

1) Some are part of a comprehensive plan that also involves 
above-threshold actions. For example, the Navy recommends shifting 
technical centers along with major commands. The policy in these 
cases should be to forward the whole plan, because it can't be 
implemented in pieces. 

2) Some add up to a significant action. For example, the 
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) plans to consolidate into 
15 centers. None of the actions are above-threshold, but the whole 
plan involves 2,200 civilian and 500 military job losses nationwide. 
We think our policy should include these. 

3) Some actions wclose~ activities not military bases. For 
example, the Navy closes both the Naval station and Supply Center, 
Charleston, which we consider to be one installation (it is listed as 
qne installation in our official DoD Base Structure Report). We 
hink these should be fomarded when they are tied to other 
nstallation closure recommendations. 

4 )  Some would permit reductions that are worthy of 
accon?lishing. The Navy, for example, has recommended closing over 
30 reserve centers. DoD1s past track record in inplementing below- 
threshold actions is spotty, so submitting them to the Commission 
forces the Departments and Agencies to take the action. However, 
submitting them to the Commission could create a precedent 
potentially reducing SecDef's current authority to make reductions 
outside of the base closure process. We think the opportunity to 
make the savings is worth the risk. 
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April 3, 1993 

MEMORANDUM TO: MATT, BEN, MARY ANN 

FROM: FRANK CIRILLO 

SUBJECT: CHAIRMAN'S REQUEST FOR A PAPER ON 1991 REPORT REDIRECTS 

The attached memo provides a general summary discussing all 
redirects from the 1991 Commission report and single page summaries 
on each. In general the redirects do not appear to meet the 
original requirements of the 5 May, 1992 DEPSECDEF policy memo on 
ItBRAC 93" policy for such proposals which requires changes to be 
It.. .necessitated by revisions to force structure, mission or 
organization since the commission recommendation was made.I1(DoD 
Base Closure and Realignment Report, page 197). As noted in our 
attached memo, the only exception is the Castle AFB redirect. The 
other redirects appear to be based on economics. 

During an April 26, 1993 meeting Mr. David Berteau presented 
revised guidance on several matters to include the DoD policy for 
fowarding Service recommendations for "Undoing Previously Approved 
 recommendation^^^. Item # 3 of that revised policy is; "Analyze 
the change and accept it, if the Department would significantly 
benefit either in cost savings or in military value.lV We will 
assess the Redirects in that regard. - 

The 5 May 'bGSECDEF memo states; "the studies [for BRAC 931 
must consider all installations inside the United States (as 
defined by law) on an equal footing, including bases recommended 
for partial closure, realignment, or designated to receive units or 
functions by the 1988 or 1991 Commissions.~ P.L. 101-510, 
Sec.2903, (c), (3) states; "In considering military installations 
for closure or realignment, the Secretary shall consider all 
military installations inside the United States equally without 
regard to whether the installation has been previously considered 
or proposed for closure or realignment by the Department." 

In summary, the Air Force Team currently plans to review these 
redirects based on their own merit. Should the  omm missioners wish 
us to provide further specifics or to challenge the principle of 
the redirects we will act accordingly. 

FRANK CIRILLO 
Air Force Team Leader 



BACKGROUND PAPER 
USAF CHANGES TO 1991 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary Several USAF bases were identified by the 1991 Base 
Closure Commission for closure and/or realignment. In DOD1s 1993 
Base Closure and Realignment Report, changes to the 1991 
recommendations were proposed. The bases with revised realignment 
recommendations were: 

- Rickenbacker ANGB. 
- MacDill AFB 
- Carswell AFB 
- Mather AFB 
- Bergstrom AFB 
- Castle AFB 

The Office of the Secretary of Defense has established clear 
guidance for proposing changes to previously approved 
recommendations. OSD policy and procedure dated May 5, 1992 states 
"DOD components may propose changes to previously approved 
designated receiving base recommendations of the 1988 and 1991 
Commissions provided such changes are necessitated by revisions to 
force structure, mission or orsanization since the commission 
recommendation was made.It 

An analysis of the bases with revised realignment recommendations 
shows that most of the recommendations appear to be economically 
driven and therefore may not meet the OSD guidance. Specifically, 
Bergstrom AFB, Carswell AFB, Mather AFB, MacDill AFB, and 
Rickenbacker ANGB do not appear to meet the OSD guidance. The 
following attachments provide a base by base overview of the 1991 
and 1993 recommendations and DODsf justification for the revisions. 

Although the economic justifications provided appear to be sound in 
most cases, accepting an economic reason for revising a previous 
recommendation could establish a precedent for future efforts. 

Nixon/~ombs/A~ Team124 March 93 



Rickenbacker ANGB 

1991 Recommendation: 

- Close Rickenbacker AGB and relocate the 121st Air Refueling 
Wing (ANG), the 160th Air Refueling Group (ANG), and the 
907th Airlift Group to Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 

-- Units were to occupy Wright-Patterson AFB facilities 
being vacated by the 4950th Test Wing 

- Justification: Realignment of Air Reserve Component units 
could be cost effective 

Proposed Changes to the 1991 Recommendation: 

- The 121st ANG and the 160th ANG will move into a cantonment 
area on the present Rickenbacker Airport, and operate as a 
tenant of the Rickenbacker Port Authority (RPA) on RPArs 
airport 

- Move the 907th Airlift Group to Wright-Patterson AFB as 
originally planned 

DODrs Justification for redirect: 

- The Rickenbacker airfield is no longer a military 
responsibility, having been transferred by long term lease 
to the RPA in 1992 

- The State of Ohio has proposed that more money could be 
saved by leaving the ANG tanker units at Rickenbacker ANGB 
than by moving it to Wright-Patterson AFB - the USAF 
concurs 

-- Primarily because of the States burden - sharing 
proposal to lower ANG operating costs 

-  right-Patterson AFB facilities can be used by the 178th 
Fighter Group from Springfield Municipal Airport 

-- The unit can utilize existing facilities with minimal 
construction and being only 30 miles away, the move of 
the 178th Fighter Group will save money as well as 
permit personnel retention 

Cost Savings: Projected savings of $11.7M in MILCON (ANG at 
Rickenbacker), S1.1M in BOS (178th move to Wright-Patterson AFB) 

Adherence to OSD Guidance: Appears to be economically driven; does 
not appear to meet the OSD guidance 



MacDill AFB 

1991 Recommendation; ~ealign and partially close: 

- Relocate the F-16 training mission to Luke AFB, AZ 
- Joint Communication Support Element (JCSE) relocate to 
Charleston AFB 

- Close airfield 
- 2 unified Commands HQs (USCENTCOM & USSOC) stay in place 

Proposed Change to 1991 recommendations: 

- AFRES temporarily operate Airfield as a reserve base until 
conversion to a civil airport 

- ~eassign the AFRES 482nd Fighter Wing from Homestead AFB to 
MacDill AFB and converted to KC-135s 

- JCSE will remain at MacDill 

DOD Justification for Redirect: 

- Closure of Homestead (Excessive cost to rebuild) 
- NOAA aircraft element has relocated from Miami IA to 
MacDill 

- ~eficiencies of MacDill as a fighter base are largely 
inapplicable to an AFRES KC-135 tanker operation 

Cost  voidance: JCSE MILCON relocation cost of $25.6M avoided 

- BOS cost in adding AFRES to MacDill - TBD 
Adherence to OSD Guidance: Does not appear to meet guidance. The 
changes are not the result of force structure or mission changes. 



Carswell AFB 

1991 Recommendation: 

- Transfer the 436th Strategic Training Squadron to 
Dyess AFB, TX 

Proposed Changes to the 1991 Recommendation: 

- Transfer the fabrication function of the 436th  raining 
Squadron to Luke AFB, AZ, and the maintenance training 
function to Hill AFB, UT 

- Relocate all remaining functions to Dyess AFB, Tx 

DODfs Justification 

- Proposed action will: 
-- Result in a more streamlined and efficient training 

operation 

Avoid duplicating fabrication function within ACC 

Projected Savings: $1.5M MILCON 

- Increased costs for longer distance moves to Luke AFB and 
Hill AFB TBD 

Adherence to OSD ~uidance: Does not appear to meet guidance. The 
changes are not the result of force structure or mission changes. 



Mather AFB 

1991 Recommendation: 

- Realign Undergraduate Navigator Training functions to 
Randolph AFB, TX 

- Realign the 940th Air Refueling Group (AFRES) to McClellan 
AFB, CA 

- Leave the base hospital open as an annex of McClellan AFB, 
CA 

Proposed changes to the 1991 recommendation: 

- Redirect the 940th Air Refueling Group (AFRES) with its KC- 
135 aircraft to Beale AFB, CA instead of McClellan 

--- Temporarily place the 940th at McClellan while 
waiting for permanent beddown at Beale 

Justification for Redirect: 

- Moving to Beale AFB is more cost effective 

Cost Savings : Projected savings of $21.1M in MILCON; BOS savings - 
TBD 

Adherence to OSD Guidance: The revision is cost driven; it does not 
appear to meet the OSD policy guidance. 



Bergstrom AFB 

1991 Recommendation: 

- Close the base; retain the AFRES 704th Fighter Squadron 
(F-16) and the 924th Fighter Group (AFRES) Support units in 
the cantonment area 

Proposed Changes to the 1991 ~ecommendation: 

- Move the 704th Fighter Squadron and 924th Fighter Group 
Support units to Carswell AFB and close the cantonment area 
at Bergstrom 

DOD Justification for Redirect: 

- Strictly economic - "would result in considerable savingsH 
Cost Savings: Projected savings of $6.7M in MILCON. BOS cost 
savings are TBD. 

Adherence to OSD Guidance: The revision is economic and does not 
appear to meet the OSD established guidance. 



Castle AFB 

1991 Recommendation: 

- Close the base; inactivate the 93rd Bombardment Wing 
- Transfer the bomber and tanker Combat Crew training missions 
to Fairchild AFB, WA 

- Transfer B-52G conventional aircraft to KI Sawyer AFB, MI 
- Transfer KC-135 aircraft to the Air Reserve and other units 

Proposed Changes to the 1991 Recommendation: 

- Redirect the bomber and tanker training mission from 
Fairchild AFB to Barksdale AFB, LA. and Altus AFB, OK 

-- Bombers to Barksdale AFB (Combat Crew Training) 
-- Tankers to Altus AFB (Mobility Crew Training) 

--- The USAF reorganized tankers to mobility 
resources 

Justification for Redirect: 

- Force structure changes result in a large number of 
B-52s based at two locations; Barksdale AFB will be the hub 
of operations and training 

- The revised force structure centralizes mobility crews at 
Altus AFB 

-- C-5, C-141, and KC-135 (and future C-17) 

- Reduces the number of training sites and improves 
efficiency 

Cost Savings: Projected savings of $19.2M in MILCON. BOS savings 
-TBD. 

Adherence to OSD Guidance: The revision results from a force 
structure change; it appears to meet the OSD guidance. 
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United States 

Office of Government Ethics 
1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20005-39 17 

June 30,  1994 

Mary A. Hook 
Acting General Counsel and 
Designated Agency Ethics Official 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Ms. Hook: 

This is in reply to your letter of June 6, 1994, in which you 
request this Agency's advice regarding the application of the post- 
employment restrictions in 18 U.S.C. § 207 to former employees of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (the 
Commission). Specifically, you have asked whether a particular 
matter considered and resolved by the Commission in a past round of 
base closures is the same particular matter in a new, successive 
round of closures for purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and 
(a) 2 . You also have asked if former Commission employees can 
perform behind-the-scenes work (at a corporation or as independent 
consultants) to assist communities on base closure issues. 

As you have pointed out, this Agency's regulations regarding 
18 U.S.C. § 207 provide that "[iln determining whether two 
particular matters are the same, the agency should consider the 
extent to which the matters involve the same basic facts, related 

' Under 18U.S.C. §207(a)(l), no former employee of the 
executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent to influence, 
any communication to or appearance before an employee of the United 
States on behalf of any other person (except the United States) in 
connection with a particular matter involving a specific party or 
parties, in which he participated personally and substantially as 
an employee, and in which the United States is a party or has a 
direct and substantial interest. Under 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (2), for 
two years after his Government service terminates, no former em- 
ployee of the executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent 
to influence, any communication to or appearance before an employee 
of the United States on behalf of any other person (except the 
United States) in connection with a particular matter involving a 
specific party or parties, in which the United States is a party or 
has a direct and substantial interest, and which such person knows 
or reasonably should know was actually pending under his official 
responsibility within the one-year period prior to the termination 
of his erqloyme~t with the United States. 

OGE - 106 
August 1993 



Ms. Mary A. Hook 
Page 2 

issues, the same or related parties, time elapsed, the same 
confidential information, and the continuing existence of an 
important Federal interest." 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201(c) ( 4 ) .  You have 
included in your letter a thorough and comprehensive analysis which 
applies the criteria listed in this regulation to the base closure 
rounds. After reviewing your analysis, we agree with your 
conclusion that the Commission's consideration of particular bases 
in 1993 is not the same llparticular mattern for purposes of 
18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(1) and (aI(2) in subsequent base closure 
rounds. 

The restrictions at 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and (a) (2) do not 
apply unless a former employee communicates to or makes an 
appearance before the United States on behalf of some other person. 
For these purposes, the "United States" refers to any employee of 
any department, agency, court, or court-martial of the United 
States (but not of the District of Columbia). Therefore, a former 
employee is not prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 207 (a) (1) and (a) (2) 
from providing Nbehind-the-scenesw assistance in connection with 
the representation of another person. 

Other provisions regarding post-employment activities do 
contain restrictions on behind-the-scenes assistance. Under 
18 U.S.C. ,§ 207 (f) , for one year after his service in a "seniorM 
or "very seniorv positionterminates, a former "seniorN employee or 
former "very seniorn employee may not knowingly, with the intent to 
influence a decision of an employee of a department or agency of 
the United States in carrying out his official duties, represent a 
foreign entity before any department or agency of the United States 
or aid or advise a foreign entity. Under 18 U.S.C. § 207(b), for 
one year after his Government service terminates, a former employee 
may not knowingly represent, aid, or advise 03 the basis of certain 
"covered information," any other person (except the United States) 
concerning any ongoing trade o r  t r e a t y  n e g o t i a t i o n  in which, during 
his last year of Government service, he participated personally 
and substantially as an employee. In addition, former employees 
remain covered by statutory restrictions prohibiting the release of 
classified information, and the disclosure of proprietary or source 
selection information regarding a Federal agency procurement. 

The only part of your analysis with which we do not agree 
is that the Commission's work is not a particular matter for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207 since a "rulemaking, legislation, the 
formulation of general policy, standards or objectives~ would not 
be a particular matter according to 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201 (c) (4) , and 
the Commission's work "is the prelude to legislating." The 
Commission's base closure activities are not actions of general 
application excluded by the cited regulation. This misapprehen- 
sion, however, would not affect the remainder of your analysis or 
negate your conclusion. 



M s .  Mary A .  Hook 
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We t r u s t  t h e  advice provided i n  t h i s  response w i l l  be of 
a s s i s t ance  t o  you. Please l e t  us know i f  you need anything fu r the r  
from t h i s  Agency. 

Sincere ly ,  

Ytephen D.  Po t t s  
Di rec to r  



June 6, 1994 

Mr. Steven D. Potts 
Director 
Office of Government Ethics 
1201 New York Avenue N.W. 
Suite 500 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Dear Mr. Potts, 

I am writing to seek three separate informal legal opinions 
regarding the application of post-employment restrictions under 18 
U.S.C. 207 and to employees of the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

I have previously sought counsel with Office of Government 
Ethics (OGE) Desk Officer Kent Wayland and Associate General 
Counsel Stewart Rick and Deputy General Counsel Jane Ley. Our 
discussions resulted in agreement that due to the high visibility 
of the Commission and its unique statutory obligations, it would be 
appropriate for the Commission to seek an opinion from OGE. The 
Commission and the employees involved are sensitive to the possible 
conflicts and desire to fully meet the standards as required by 
law. 

The main questions rests on the definition of the "same 
particular matter", and whether a particular matter considered and 
resolved by the Commission in a past round of base closures is the 
same particular matter in a new, successive round of closures for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 207 (a)  (1) and (a) (2). 

The secondary question is, can the employees perform behind- 
the-scenes work (at a corporation or as independent consultants) to 
assist communities on base closure issues under the 5 C.F.R. Part 
2637 and 18 U.S.C. 207 restrictions? 

In order to determine if the issues raised in subsequent base 
closure rounds are the same particular matter considered by the 
earlier Commission, or if the issues are a new matter, the 
Commission has relied on the interpretation of same particular 
matter in implementing regulations issued by OGE. 

In determining whether the two particular matters are the same 
the various factors should be considered: the extent to which 



the matters involve the same basic facts, related issues, same 
or related parties, time elapsed and the same confidential 
information and the continuing existence of an important 
federal interest. 

Rulemaking, legislation, the formulation of general policy, 
standards or objectives, or other is not such a matter.' 

The following pages are provided to explain the unique 
statutory responsibilities of the Commission and to provide our 
interpretation of why, due to the numerous factors discussed, the 
matters considered by one Commission in its particular round are 
unique and separate from matters considered by another Commission 
in future base closure rounds. 

Part I: Background 

A. Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission Process 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission Act of 
1990 (the Act), (Attachment 1) was enacted into law by Congress in 
order to provide a fair process that will result in the timely 
closure and realignment of military installations inside the United 
States, section 2901 (b). The Commission is required to meet in 
1991, 1993, and 1995. In years 1992 and 1994, the commission staff 
is required by law to reduce to a maximum of 15 and the sole 
commissioner is the Chairman. 

The Commission is an advisory executive branch entity that 
serves as an agency but is only advisory in nature. Its sole 
responsibility is to provide recommendations to the President. It 
has no rulemaking authority. 

Each January, prior to the commencement of each base closure 
round, the President nominates Commissioners to serve until the end 
of the Congressional session for which they are appointed. (The 
Chairman serves until the confirmation of a successor.) The 
President may nominate Commissioners who have served in earlier 
base closure rounds, or nominate new persons. Commissioners undergo 
Senate confirmation. 

The Commissionfs role in the base closure process begins in 
March when the Secretary of Defense publishes and transmits to 
Congress and to the Commission the recommendations for closures and 
realignments. For the next four months the Commission conducts an 
independent review of the Secretary's recommendations, under high 
public scrutiny and through an extremely open process. In 
conducting its review, the Commission must find that the 

5 C.F.R. 2637.201 (c) (4). 



recommendations it submits are consistent with the Department of 
Defense's (DoD) force structure plan and the final selection 
criteria. The Commission votes on the Secretary's recommendations 
and submits its own recommendations to the President by July 1st. 

Upon acceptance of the Commissionls recommendations by the 
President, the Commission's statutory obligations for that round 
are fulfilled. The President transmits his recommendations to 
Congress and, absent a joint resolution of the Congress within a 
narrow timeframe, the recommendations are enacted into law. The 
1991 and 1993 Commission recommendations were accepted by the 
President and Congress and are now law. 

B. Force Structure 

The Secretary of Defense is responsible for developing a six- 
year force structure plan which assesses national security threats 
and the force structure needed to meet them. Section 2903 (a) (1) 
(2). The plan, which also assesses the anticipated levels of 
funding available for national defense, does not specify directly 
or indirectly any military installation within the United States 
that will be closed (Attachment 2). The Secretary is to provide a 
force structure plan to the Commission for each base closure round. 

The Secretary of Defense and the Commission use this force 
structure plan to determine the infrastructure llcapacityll required 
to house, train and support the forces set out in the plan. The 
force structure does not specify the number, types of bases, or 
names of bases to be closed. Rather, it is the source for 
generating the required base structure for the array of forces 
stationed within the continental United States. 

The 1995 force structure plan will be provided by the 
Secretary of Defense by January 1995 for the 1995 base closure 
round. The unofficial yet reliable position is that the force 
structure plan will be based on a new threat assessment, counter- 
threat strategy, and new troop levels for the 1995 round. 

C. Final Selection Criteria 

The Commission must also assess the Secretary's 
recommendations based on the final selection criteria. The Act 
requires the Secretary of Defense to publish in the Federal 
Register the selection criteria (Attachment 3) for notice and 
comment. The Act also specifies that any proposed amendments to 
the final selection criteria must be published in the Federal 
Register, be open for public comment, and be accepted by Congress. 

In conducting its review of the Secretary's recommendations, 
the Commission must not only find that the recommendations are 
consistent with the force structure plan, but also consistent with 
the current final selection criteria. 



In order to change any of the Secretaryls recommendations, the 
Commission must find that the Secretary of Defense deviated 
substantially fromthe force structure plan and the final selection 
criteria. The Commissioners determine what is necessary to find 
substantial deviation. Therefore, with each new membership of 
Commissioners, the standard necessary for achieving substantial 
deviation is unique. 

Part 11: Unique Characteristics of Each Closure Round 

A. Secretary of Defense Recommendations 

The Department of Defense review process clearly reflects the 
unique characteristics inherent in each separate round of base 
closures. 

By statute, the Secretary of Defense must submit 
recommendations to the Commission. Based on data and 
recommendations received from each Service, the Secretary selects 
the recommendations for closure and realignment. 

In the previous closure rounds each Service devised its own 
methods of analysis. Those methods were different for each round 
of closures. For example, in 1991, the Air Force divided bases 
into five categories, 10 subcategories, and used a questionnaire of 
83 subelements to determine closure candidates. In 1993, the Air 
Force divided bases into only four categories, 11 subcategories, 
and extended the questionnaire to contain 160 subelements. A base 
considered in a category in 1991 with four other bases was 
considered in a completely different category in 1993. Therefore, 
the evaluation was based on completely different priorities. 

In preparation for the 1995 base closure round, the Secretary 
of Defense has mandated changes in the review and analysis 
methodology used by each of the Services as noted in the attached 
guidance published by the Department of Defense (Attachment 4). 
According to this guidance, the entire base-closure analysis for 
the 1995 round will undergo an additional layer of scrutiny at DoD. 
Five distinct joint-service groups have been established to review 
those areas where DoD believes interservicing can reduce the DoD 
infrastructure. The result will create entirely different 
interservice groupings or categories never before presented to or 
analyzed by the Commission in previous rounds. 

B. The Commissionfs Review Process 

The Commissionls review process clearly reflects the unique 
characteristics inherent in each separate round of base closures. 

The Commission is mandated by its statute to undertake what 



amounts to an I1auditl1 of the Secretary's recommendations on 
closures and realignments. The Commission hires approximately 60 
employees each round (having dismissed about three-quarters of its 
staff in the off-year) devises its own review and analysis methods, 
visits each major base under consideration for closure or 
realignment, and holds public hearings on the recommended closures. 

Just as there are variations in the Servicesf review and 
analysis processes for previous base closure rounds, the 
Commission's review and analysis methodology has evolved and 
changed in each base closure round. Furthermore, the Commission is 
not required to adhere to the methodology used by the Services when 
reviewing the Secretary's recommendations. For example, in 1993 the 
Air Force analyzed flying installations based upon three 
subcategories - missile bases, large aircraft bases, and small 
aircraft bases. An overall score was given to each installation 
based upon criteria established in each subcategory. The 
Commission independently devised its own rating system which 
treated all bases as flying bases (regardless of the missile, 
large, or small aircraft base categorization used by the Air Force) 
and also employed different criteria for rating purposes. 

Secondly, since it is impossible to predict how the Services 
and the Commission will conduct future analyses, it is equally 
speculative to anticipate what issues will be analyzed by and 
presented to the Commission in each round. For example, a base 
which received a high rating for a particular attribute in 1991 
which contributed to keeping that base off the closure list, could 
have been ranked significantly lower in the 1993 analysis thus 
contributing to its inclusion on the closure list. 

Undoubtedly, countless factors including changes in the force 
structure plan, mission and troop requirements, international 
conditions, and weapon and deployment issues, affect both the types 
of bases recommended for closure and realignment, as well as the 
methods used to derive the list of candidates. For example, in 1991 
the Air Force reviewed its base structure according to the mission 
performed at each base, either tactical or strategic. In 1993, a 
new major command structure within the Department of the Air Force, 
based on lessons learned in Desert Storm, altered the basing 
structure, thereby requiring both the Secretary and the Commission 
to group bases into a new head-to-head format. This change caused 
a base considered by the 1991 Commission to be selected for 
retention because it was a highly-rated strategic base; however, 
that same base rated very differently in 1993 under the new command 
structure. 

Finally, although the Commission staff and the communities 
may use information from previous closure rounds, (which is 
available to the public) the Commission views each round as a new 
process for evaluation and public comment purposes. If a category 
was considered by an earlier Commission, and base x was closed, the 



new Commission wassumesll this closure and proceeds to consider the 
category without reviving the previously recommended closure. 

Part 111: Fact Pattern 

Although there are hundreds of possible basing scenarios, the 
following is one illustration of the Commissionrs process to assist 
the evaluation and application of llparticular matter." 

During the 1993 closure round, the Secretary of Defense 
recommended to the  omm mission the closure of Alpha Naval Shipyard. 
The closure of a shipyard was based in part on the decrease in 
ships as reflected in the force structure plan. 

In order to determine whether Alpha Shipyard was the 
appropriate shipyard for closure and whether more shipyards could 
be closed, the Commission investigated, researched and compared 
Alpha shipyard to four other east coast shipyards. While the 
Commission decided to categorize the shipyards according to east 
and west coast, the bases could have been analyzed nationally, 
regardless of location. 

The communities of the five shipyards testified and provided 
information to the Commission in support of keeping each of their 
shipyards open. The arguments were based largely on military value 
issues set forth in the final selection criteria which the 
Commission is statutorily required to use in its analysis (see 
Attachment 3). 

The 1993 Commission found that the Secretary did not deviate 
substantially from the force structure plan and final selection 
criteria and, therefore, voted to accept the Secretary's 
recommendation to close Alpha Naval Shipyard. 

In 1995, the Commission will conduct a separate round of 
closures and realignments. Once again the Secretary could 
recommend a shipyard for closure -- "Beta Shipyard1'. In its 
evaluation of Base Beta, Alpha shipyard will not be included since 
it is already slated for closure by the 1993 Commission. 

The shipyard communities will once again present arguments as 
to why their particular shipyard should remain open. However, the 
set of circumstances under which Beta Shipyard will be assessed are 
separate and distinct from those reviewed in 1993. Obviously, if 
the circumstances were identical, then Beta Shipyard would not even 
be recommended for closure in 1995 since it was not deemed 
appropriate or necessary to close in 1993. 

Several factors make the 1995 assessment of Beta Shipyard 
separate and distinct from the 1993 analysis. First, it is being 
recommended for closure based upon a new force structure plan. 



Additionally, since it is impossible to predict how the Services 
and the Commission will conduct their analyses, it is equally 
speculative to anticipate what issues will be analyzed by and 
presented to the Commission and how the attributes of Beta Shipyard 
will be judged against the final selection criteria. For example, 
the ultimate decision on a closure recommendation may rest on a 
factor that was not the determining factor in 1993. In 1993 the 
main issue was to maintain a shipyard on the east coast with a dry 
dock. In the 1995 round, the determining issue may be the location 
of the shipyard in relationship to Canada. This "decisive factorvv 
may be known early in the process, thus easy to distinguish it from 
the previous closure round, or it may only be determined upon final 
votes in June of 1995. Finally, due to all of these circumstances, 
Base Beta may not even be competing against the same bases it was 
compared to in 1993. 

Part IV: Analysis 

The analysis below offers rationale as to why the matters in 
each base closure round are different vvparticular matters" for 
purposes of 18 U. S. C. 207 (a) (1) and (a) (2) . 

The "particular mattersvv considered in deliberations and 
recommendations during the 1991 and 1993 Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission rounds are separate and distinct from the 
matters before the Commission in subsequent closure rounds. 

In determining whether the two particular matters are the same 
the various factors should be considered: the extent to which 
the matters involve the same basic facts, related issues, same 
or related parties, time elapsed and the same confidential 
information and the continuing existence of an important 
federal interest. 5 CFR 2637.201 (c) (4) . 

Different Facts 

As the Commission considers the closure of a base, the focus 
of the Commissionfs interest is not the matter it considered in an 
earlier closure round but the facts presented for the current 
closure. The Commission will review current DoD data, gather new 
data, and participate in pertinent and relevant discussions with 
the community and elected officials. Whether or not the same or 
some variation of facts were relevant in 1991 or 1993, the 1995 
Commission is not deciding a previous matter - it will be reviewing 
newly-presented facts in light of a new force structure plan and 
final selection criteria to determine a new matter before the 
Commission. 

The Secretary of Defense will recommend bases for closure 
based not on 1993 studies but on analyses conducted by each Service 
during 1994. The Commissionfs evaluation and recommendations will 



reflect the data submitted by the Secretary in 1995. Because 
military policy is constantly evolving it is highly unlikely the 
information presented to the Commission in 1995  will mirror the 
information presented to the Commission in 1993.  For example, DoD 
is focusing on new joint servicing agreements and the result will 
likely be novel approaches and combinations in choosing closure 
candidates. 

The 1995  force structure plan, to be used by the Secretary and 
the Commission, will reflect, among other things, changes in the 
troop and mission requirements and military reasons. Therefore 
priorities for consideration of closing bases in 1995  could be 
dramatically different. The category groupings submitted by the 
Services to the Secretary and reviewed by the Commission may be 
different. There may be instances where the facts are similar and 
groupings and categories include the same parties, however it is 
almost impossible that the facts will result in identical 
situations. 

Parties 

There could be as many as eight newly-appointed Commissioners. 
(The President may reappoint previous members.) Additionally, the 
Service Secretaries and the Secretary of Defense have changed since 
the 1993  round, and the majority of Commission staff will be 
different. The community that had a base closed in a previous round 
will not be a party to the 1995 discussions. There may be 
additional new communities to a previously considered category or 
fewer communities in that category. 

Time Frame 

The 1995  round occurs two years after the 1993 round. The 
Commission in 1994 does not consider any bases for closure or 
realignment. 

Confidential Information 

The Commission conducts all its business in a public forum. 
The information presented to the Commission, including testimony, 
is available upon request and in the Commissionfs public library. 
The only confidential information is classified data. If classified 
data was relevant in 1993,  it may or may not be relevant again in 
1995 .  

Important Federal Interest 

The continuing federal interest in the 1993 round is to insure 
compliance with the law that mandates the 1993 closures be 
implemented. The federal interest in the 1995  round is for the 
Commission to conduct a fair and timely process to result in 
closures. The Commission will deliberate on relevant material 



presented in 1995 by the Secretary of Defense, the communities and 
the public. 

S~ecific Claim 

As quoted in OGEIs Advisory Opinion 80 x 4: 

The term I1particular matter1! as used in 18 U.S.C. 207 is 
restricted to a particular contract, a particular case, a 
particular proceeding or particular claim and the like.2 

As noted in the legislative history, the word I1particularl1 
emphasizes that the restriction applies to a specific case or 
matter and not to a general area of a~tivity.~ 

In this case, the specific case or claim is the one-time 
consideration and vote to either reject or recommend a base for 
closure based upon the unique circumstances specific to a 
particular round of closures. The claim or proceeding was the 
I1votel1 in 1993 and not the general consideration of bases in a 
particular category in 1995. 

Each new Commission has a duty to review and vote on both the 
Secretary's and its own recommendations and to transmit its 
independent recommendations to the President. In 1995, the 
Commissioners will conduct entirely new investigative hearings and 
trip visits to the bases. There will be meetings and fact-gathering 
activities regardless of the information obtained in earlier 
closure rounds. The Commissionerrs votes will be based upon 
consistency with the force structure plan and final selection 
criteria for the 1995 particular round of closures. Each 1995 
Commission vote will be on a specific case and will be based on all 
newly gathered data. 

Leqislatinq and Rulemakinq Exception 

Implementing regulations issued by OGE state that a particular 
matter is not to be considered as llrulemaking, legislation, the 
formulation of general policy, standards or  objective^.^ It appears 
that the Commission~s work, although advisory in nature is the 

OGE Opinion 80 x 4 reference to B. Manning, Federal Conflict 
of International Laws 55 (1960). 

OGE Opinion 80 x 4 reference to H.R. No. 748, 87th Congress, 
1st Session (20) 1961. 

5 C.R.F.2637.201 (c) (4). 
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prelude to legislating and thus is not particular matter for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 207. 

Finality 

There are three entirely separate rounds of closures, 1991, 
1993 and 1995. Each round the President appoints new 
Commissioners, staff is hired to replace employees let go after 
previous rounds, and the list of recommendations submitted by the 
Secretary of Defense for consideration by the Commission is a new 
list. 

Each base closure round takes place with the assumption that 
the bases recommended for closure by the earlier Commissions are 
final decisions and have the force and effect of law. In fact, the 
Secretary of Defense must begin implementation of closures within 
two years of the closure recommendations becoming law. 

Conclusion 

Due to the separate and distinct closure rounds, the new force 
structure and ever-changing military environment, the two year time 
lapse, the finality attached to previous closure rounds, the 
specific claim and proceeding that was completed and is now enacted 
into law, it is clear that the Commissionfs consideration of 
particular bases in 1993 is not the same particular matter in 
subsequent base closure rounds. 

Part V: Employees Seeking Counsel 

Communities with bases under consideration by the Commission 
often hire consultants to gather information, present the 
communities1 best arguments, analyze another base's deficiencies, 
and research problem areas in order to prevent closure or 
realignment recommendations by the Commission. 

The employees seeking counsel on the consequences of 18 U.S.C. 
207 are considering employment, for a corporation or as independent 
consultants, to assist the communities in matters before the 
Commission. 

One individual is a special government employee who is a 
presidentially-nominated and Senate-confirmed commissioner. This 
employee participated in hearings, visited sites, and ultimately 
debated and voted on 1993 recommendations to the President. There 
is no doubt that he participated personally and substantially in 
base closure matters for the 1993 rounds of closures. 

The other employee is an executive level IV equivalent staff 
director with responsibilities during both the 1991 and 1993 
Commissions for staff functions including hiring employees, 



recommending policies to the Chairman and ~ommissioners, 
determining internal policies for investigating, gathering, and 
analyzing information and the presentation of data to the 
~ommissioners. Although he played an active role in the overall 
daily functioning of the   om mission, he did not advise 
Commissioners on base closure candidates nor did he vote on 
closures. The policy of the commission precludes any staff member 
from offering recommendations to the Commissioners. Staff's role is 
limited to analyzing and providing information and generating 
options for the Commissioner~s review. 

If you need any additional information, or clarification 
please feel free to contact me at (70.3) 696-0504. Thank you for 
your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

~ c t i n ~  General Counsel 
DAEO 



June 6, 1994 

Mr. Steven D. Potts 
Director 
Office of Government Ethics 
1201 New York Avenue N.W. 
Suite 500 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Dear Mr. Potts, 

I am writing to seek three separate informal legal opinions 
regarding the application of post-employment restrictions under 18 
U.S.C. 207 and to employees of the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

I have previously sought counsel with Office of Government 
Ethics (OGE) Desk Officer Kent Wayland and Associate General 
Counsel Stewart Rick and Deputy General Counsel Jane Ley. Our 
discussions resulted in agreement that due to the high visibility 
of the Commission and its unique statutory obligations, it would be 
appropriate for the Commission to seek an opinion from OGE. The 
Commission and the employees involved are sensitive to the possible 
conflicts and desire to fully meet the standards as required by 
law. 

The main questions rests on the definition of the "same 
particular mattgrlt, and whether a particular matter considered and 
resolved by the Commission in a past round of base closures is the 
same particular matter in a new, successive round of closures for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 207 (a) (1) and (a) (2). 

The secondary question is, can the employees perform behind- 
the-scenes work (at a corporation or as independent consultants) to 
assist communities on base closure issues under the 5 C.F.R. Part 
2637 and 18 U.S.C. 207 restrictions? 

In order to determine if the issues raised in subsequent base 
closure rounds are the same particular matter considered by the 
earlier Commission, or if the issues are a new matter, the 
Commission has relied on the interpretation of same particular 
matter in implementing regulations issued by OGE. 

In determining whether the two particular matters are the same 
the various factors should be considered: the extent to which 



the matters involve the same basic facts, related issues, same 
or related parties, time elapsed and the same confidential 
information and the continuing existence of an important 
federal interest. 

Rulemaking, legislation, the formulation of general policy, 
standards or objectives, or other is not such a matter.' 

The following pages are provided to explain the unique 
statutory responsibilities of the Commission and to provide our 
interpretation of why, due to the numerous factors discussed, the 
matters considered by one Commission in its particular round are 
unique and separate from matters considered by another Commission 
in future base closure rounds. 

Part I: Background 

A. Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission Process 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission Act of 
1990 (the Act), (Attachment 1) was enacted into law by Congress in 
order to provide a fair process that will result in the timely 
closure and realignment of military installations inside the United 
States, section 2901 (b). The Commission is required to meet in 
1991, 1993, and 1995. In years 1992 and 1994, the commission staff 
is required by law to reduce to a maximum of 15 and the sole 
commissioner is the Chairman. 

The Commission is an advisory executive branch entity that 
serves as an agency but is only advisory in nature. Its sole 
responsibility is to provide recommendations to the President. It 
has no rulemaking authority. 

Each January, prior to the commencement of each base closure 
round, the President nominates Commissioners to serve until the end 
of the Congressional session for which they are appointed. (The 
Chairman serves until the confirmation of a successor.) The 
President may nominate Commissioners who have served in earlier 
base closure rounds, or nominate new persons. Commissioners undergo 
Senate confirmation. 

The Commission~s role in the base closure process begins in 
March when the Secretary of Defense publishes and transmits to 
Congress and to the Commission the recommendations for closures and 
realignments. For the next four months the Commission conducts an 
independent review of the Secretary's recommendations, under high 
public scrutiny and through an extremely open process. In 
conducting its review, the Commission must find that the 

' 5 C.F.R. 2637.201 (c) (4). 



recommendations it submits are consistent with the Department of 
Defense's (DoD) force structure plan and the final selection 
criteria. The Commission votes on the Secretary's recommendations 
and submits its own recommendations to the President by July 1st. 

Upon acceptance of the Commissionts recommendations by the 
President, the Commission's statutory obligations for that round 
are fulfilled. The President transmits his recommendations to 
Congress and, absent a joint resolution of the Congress within a 
narrow timeframe, the recommendations are enacted into law. The 
1991 and 1993 Commission recommendations were accepted by the 
President and Congress and are now law. 

B. Force Structure 

The Secretary of Defense is responsible for developing a six- 
year force structure plan which assesses national security threats 
and the force structure needed to meet them. Section 2903 (a) (1) 
(2). The plan, which also assesses the anticipated levels of 
funding available for national defense, does not specify directly 
or indirectly any military installation within the United States 
that will be closed (Attachment 2). The Secretary is to provide a 
force structure plan to the Commission for each base closure round. 

The Secretary of Defense and the Commission use this force 
structure plan to determine the infrastructure llcapacityll required 
to house, train and support the forces set out in the plan. The 
force structure does not specify the number, types of bases, or 
names of bases to be closed. Rather, it is the source for 
generating the required base structure for the array of forces 
stationed within the continental United States. 

The 1995 force structure plan will be provided by the 
Secretary of Defense by January 1995 for the 1995 base closure 
round. The unofficial yet reliable position is that the force 
structure plan will be based on a new threat assessment, counter- 
threat strategy, and new troop levels for the 1995 round. 

C. Final Selection Criteria 

The Commission must also assess the Secretary's 
recommendations based on the final selection criteria. The Act 
requires the Secretary of Defense to publish in the Federal 
Register the selection criteria (Attachment 3) for notice and 
comment. The Act also specifies that any proposed amendments to 
the final selection criteria must be published in the Federal 
Register, be open for public comment, and be accepted by Congress. 

In conducting its review of the Secretary's recommendations, 
the Commission must not only find that the recommendations are 
consistent with the force structure plan, but also consistent with 
the current final selection criteria. 



In order to change any of the Secretary's recommendations, the 
Commission must find that the Secretary of Defense deviated 
substantially from the force structure plan and the final selection 
criteria. The Commissioners determine what is necessary to find 
substantial deviation. Therefore, with each new membership of 
Commissioners, the standard necessary for achieving substantial 
deviation is unique. 

Part 11: Unique Characteristics of Each Closure Round 

A. Secretary of Defense Recommendations 

The Department of Defense review process clearly reflects the 
unique characteristics inherent in each separate round of base 
closures. 

By statute, the Secretary of Defense must submit 
recommendations to the Commission. Based on data and 
recommendations received from each Service, the Secretary selects 
the recommendations for closure and realignment. 

In the previous closure rounds each Service devised its own 
methods of analysis. Those methods were different for each round 
of closures. For example, in 1991, the Air Force divided bases 
into five categories, 10 subcategories, and used a questionnaire of 
83 subelements to determine closure candidates. In 1993, the Air 
Force divided bases into only four categories, 11 subcategories, 
and extended the questionnaire to contain 160 subelements. A base 
considered in a category in 1991 with four other bases was 
considered in a completely different category in 1993. Therefore, 
the evaluation was based on completely different priorities. 

In preparation for the 1995 base closure round, the Secretary 
of Defense has mandated changes in the review and analysis 
methodology used by each of the Services as noted in the attached 
guidance published by the Department of Defense (Attachment 4). 
According to this guidance, the entire base-closure analysis for 
the 1995 round will undergo an additional layer of scrutiny at DoD. 
Five distinct joint-service groups have been established to review 
those areas where DoD believes interservicing can reduce the DoD 
infrastructure. The result will create entirely different 
interservice groupings or categories never before presented to or 
analyzed by the Commission in previous rounds. 

B. The Commission's Review Process 

The Commissionls review process clearly reflects the unique 
characteristics inherent in each separate round of base closures. 

The Commission is mandated by its statute to undertake what 



amounts to an "audit" of the Secretary's recommendations on 
closures and realignments. The Commission hires approximately 60 
employees each round (having dismissed about three-quarters of its 
staff in the off-year) devises its own review and analysis methods, 
visits each major base under consideration for closure or 
realignment, and holds public hearings on the recommended closures. 

~ u s t  as there are variations in the Servicesr review and 
analysis processes for previous base closure rounds, the 
Commissionfs review and analysis methodology has evolved and 
changed in each base closure round. Furthermore, the Commission is 
not required to adhere to the methodology used by the Services when 
reviewing the Secretary's recommendations. For example, in 1993 the 
Air Force analyzed flying installations based upon three 
subcategories - missile bases, large aircraft bases, and small 
aircraft bases. An overall score was given to each installation 
based upon criteria established in each subcategory. The 
Commission independently devised its own rating system which 
treated all bases as flying bases (regardless of the missile, 
large, or small aircraft base categorization used by the Air Force) 
and also employed different criteria for rating purposes. 

Secondly, since it is impossible to predict how the Services 
and the Commission will conduct future analyses, it is equally 
speculative to anticipate what issues will be analyzed by and 
presented to the Commission in each round. For example, a base 
which received a high rating for a particular attribute in 1991 
which contributed to keeping that base off the closure list, could 
have been ranked significantly lower in the 1993 analysis thus 
contributing to its inclusion on the closure list. 

Undoubtedly, countless factors including changes in the force 
structure plan, mission and troop requirements, international 
conditions, and weapon and deployment issues, affect both the types 
of bases recommended for closure and realignment, as well as the 
methods used to derive the list of candidates. For example, in 1991 
the Air Force reviewed its base structure according to the mission 
performed at each base, either tactical or strategic. In 1993, a 
new major command structure within the Department of the Air Force, 
based on lessons learned in Desert Storm, altered the basing 
structure, thereby requiring both the Secretary and the Commission 
to group bases into a new head-to-head format. This change caused 
a base considered by the 1991 Commission to be selected for 
retention because it was a highly-rated strategic base; however, 
that same base rated very differently in 1993 under the new command 
structure. 

Finally, although the Commission staff and the communities 
may use information from previous closure rounds, (which is 
available to the public) the Commission views each round as a new 
process for evaluation and public comment purposes. If a category 
was considered by an earlier Commission, and base x was closed, the 



new Commission llassumes" this closure and proceeds to consider the 
category without reviving the previously recommended closure. 

Part 111: Fact Pattern 

Although there are hundreds of possible basing scenarios, the 
following is one illustration of the Commissionfs process to assist 
the evaluation and application of "particular matter." 

During the 1993 closure round, the Secretary of Defense 
recommended to the Commission the closure of Alpha Naval Shipyard. 
The closure of a shipyard was based in part on the decrease in 
ships as reflected in the force structure plan. 

In order to determine whether Alpha Shipyard was the 
appropriate shipyard for closure and whether more shipyards could 
be closed, the Commission investigated, researched and compared 
Alpha shipyard to four other east coast shipyards. While the 
Commission decided to categorize the shipyards according to east 
and west coast, the bases could have been analyzed nationally, 
regardless of location. 

The communities of the five shipyards testified and provided 
information to the Commission in support of keeping each of their 
shipyards open. The arguments were based largely on military value 
issues set forth in the final selection criteria which the 
Commission is statutorily required to use in its analysis (see 
Attachment 3). 

The 1993 Commission found that the Secretary did not deviate 
substantially from the force structure plan and final selection 
criteria and, therefore, voted to accept the Secretary's 
recommendation to close Alpha Naval Shipyard. 

In 1995, the Commission will conduct a separate round of , 
closures and realignments. Once again the Secretary could 
recommend a shipyard for closure -- "Beta Shipyard". In its 
evaluation of Base Beta, Alpha shipyard will not be included since 
it is already slated for closure by the 1993 Commission. 

The shipyard communities will once again present arguments as 
to why their particular shipyard should remain open. However, the 
set of circumstances under which Beta Shipyard will be assessed are 
separate and distinct from those reviewed in 1993. Obviously, if 
the circumstances were identical, then Beta Shipyard would not even 
be recommended for closure in 1995 since it was not deemed 
appropriate or necessary to close in 1993. 

Several factors make the 1995 assessment of Beta Shipyard 
separate and distinct from the 1993 analysis. First, it is being 
recommended for closure based upon a new force structure plan. 



Additionally, since it is impossible to predict how the Services 
and the Commission will conduct their analyses, it is equally 
speculative to anticipate what issues will be analyzed by and 
presented to the Commission and how the attributes of Beta Shipyard 
will be judged against the final selection criteria. For example, 
the ultimate decision on a closure recommendation may rest on a 
factor that was not the determining factor in 1993. In 1993 the 
main issue was to maintain a shipyard on the east coast with a dry 
dock. In the 1995 round, the determining issue may be the location 
of the shipyard in relationship to Canada. This ttdecisive factorm 
may be known early in the process, thus easy to distinguish it from 
the previous closure round, or it may only be determined upon final 
votes in June of 1995. Finally, due to all of these circumstances, 
Base Beta may not even be competing against the same bases it was 
compared to in 1993. 

Part IV: Analysis 

The analysis below offers rationale as to why the matters in 
each base closure round are different ttparticular matterst1 for 
purposes of 18 U.S. C. 207 (a) (1) and (a) (2). 

The "particular matterstt considered in deliberations and 
recommendations during the 1991 and 1993 Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission rounds are separate and distinct from the 
matters before the Commission in subsequent closure rounds. 

In determining whether the two particular matters are the same 
the various factors should be considered: the extent to which 
the matters involve the same basic facts, related issues, same 
or related parties, time elapsed and the same confidential 
information and the continuing existence of an important 
federal interest. 5 CFR 2637.201 (c) (4). 

Different Facts 

As the Commission considers the closure of a base, the focus 
of the Commissionfs interest is not the matter it considered in an 
earlier closure round but the facts presented for the current 
closure. The Commission will review current DoD data, gather new 
data, and participate in pertinent and relevant discussions with 
the community and elected officials. Whether or not the same cr 
some variation of facts were relevant in 1991 or 1993, the 1995 
Commission is not deciding a previous matter - it will be reviewing 
newly-presented facts in light of a new force structure plan and 
final selection criteria to determine a new matter before the 
Commission. 

The Secretary of Defense will recommend bases for closure 
based not on 1993 studies but on analyses conducted by each Service 
during 1994. The Commissionfs evaluation and recommendations will 



reflect the data submitted by the Secretary in 1995. Because 
military policy is constantly evolving it is highly unlikely the 
information presented to the Commission in 1995 will mirror the 
information presented to the Commission in 1993. For example, DoD 
is focusing on new joint servicing agreements and the result will 
likely be novel approaches and combinations in choosing closure 
candidates. 

The 1995 force structure plan, to be used by the Secretary and 
the Commission, will reflect, among other things, changes in the 
troop and mission requirements and military reasons. Therefore 
priorities for consideration of closing bases in 1995 could be 
dramatically different. The category groupings submitted by the 
Services to the Secretary and reviewed by the Commission may be 
different. There may be instances where the facts are similar and 
groupings and categories include the same parties, however it is 
almost impossible that the facts will result in identical 
situations. 

Parties 

There could be as many as eight newly-appointed Commissioners. 
(The President may reappoint previous members.) Additionally, the 
Service Secretaries and the Secretary of Defense have changed since 
the 1993 round, and the majority of Commission staff will be 
different. The community that had a base closed in a previous round 
will not be a party to the 1995 discussions. There may be 
additional new communities to a previously considered category or 
fewer communities in that category. 

Time Frame 

The 1995 round occurs two years after the 1993 round. The 
Commission in 1994 does not consider any bases for closure or 
realignment. 

Confidential Information 

The Commission conducts all its business in a public forum. 
The information presented to the Commission, including testimony, 
is available upon request and in the Commission's public library. 
The only confidential information is classified data. If classified 
data was relevant in 1993, it may or may not be relevant again in 
1995. 

Important Federal Interest 

The continuing federal interest in the 1993 round is to insure 
compliance with the law that mandates the 1993 closures be 
implemented. The federal interest in the 1995 round is for the 
Commission to conduct a fair and timely process to result in 
closures. The Commission will deliberate on relevant material 



presented in 1995 by the Secretary of Defense, the communities and 
the public. 

S~ecific Claim 

As quoted in OGEJs Advisory Opinion 80 x 4: 

The term "particular matter1! as used in 18 U.S.C. 207 is 
restricted to a particular contract, a particular case, a 
particular proceeding or particular claim and the like.2 

As noted in the legislative history, the word "particularu 
emphasizes that the restriction applies to a specific case or 
matter and not to a general area of a~tivity.~ 

In this case, the specific case or claim is the one-time 
consideration and vote to either reject or recommend a base for 
closure based upon the unique circumstances specific to a 
particular round of closures. The claim or proceeding was the 
"voteI1 in 1993 and not the general consideration of bases in a 
particular category in 1995. 

Each new Commission has a duty to review and vote on both the 
Secretary's and its own recommendations and to transmit its 
independent recommendations to the President. In 1995, the 
Commissioners will conduct entirely new investigative hearings and 
trip visits to the bases. There will be meetings and fact-gathering 
activities regardless of the information obtained in earlier 
closure rounds. The Commissioner's votes will be based upon 
consistency with the force structure plan and final selection 
criteria for the 1995 particular round of closures. Each 1995 
Commission vote will be on a specific case and will be based on all 
newly gathered data. 

Leaislatins and Rulemakinq Exception 

Implementing regulations issued by OGE state that a particular 
matter is not to be considered as "rulemaking, legislation, the 
formulation of general policy, standards or objectives. It appears 
that the Commission's work, although advisory in nature is the 

OGE Opinion 80 x 4 reference to B. Manning, Federal Conflict 
of International Laws 55 (1960). 

OGE Opinion 80 x 4 reference to H.R. No. 748, 87th Congress, 
1st Session (20) 1961. 



prelude to legislating and thus is not particular matter for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 207. 

Finality 

There are three entirely separate rounds of closures, 1991, 
1993 and 1995. Each round the President appoints new 
Commissioners, staff is hired to replace employees let go after 
previous rounds, and the list of recommendations submitted by the 
Secretary of Defense for consideration by the Commission is a new 
list. 

Each base closure round takes place with the assumption that 
the bases recommended for closure by the earlier Commissions are 
final decisions and have the force and effect of law. In fact, the 
Secretary of Defense must begin implementation of closures within 
two years of the closure recommendations becoming law. 

Conclusion 

Due to the separate and distinct closure rounds, the new force 
structure and ever-changing military environment, the two year time 
lapse, the finality attached to previous closure rounds, the 
specific claim and proceeding that was completed and is now enacted 
into law, it is clear that the Commissionls consideration of 
particular bases in 1993 is not the same particular matter in 
subsequent base closure rounds. 

Part V: Employees Seeking Counsel 

Communities with bases under consideration by the Commission 
often hire consultants to gather information, present the 
communities1 best arguments, analyze another base's deficiencies, 
and research problem areas in order to prevent closure or 
realignment recommendations by the Commission. 

The employees seeking counsel on the consequences of 18 U.S.C. 
207 are considering employment, for a corporation or as independent 
consultants, to assist the communities in matters before the 
Commission. 

One individual is a special government employee who is a 
presidentially-nominated and Senate-confirmed commissioner. This 
employee participated in hearings, visited sites, and ultimately 
debated and voted on 1993 recommendations to the President. There 
is no doubt that he participated personally and substantially in 
base closure matters for the 1993 rounds of closures. 

The other employee is an executive level IV equivalent staff 
director with responsibilities during both the 1991 and 1993 
Commissions for staff functions including hiring employees, 



recommending policies to the Chairman and Commissioners, 
determining internal policies for investigating, gathering, and 
analyzing information and the presentation of data to the 
Commissioners. Although he played an active role in the overall 
daily functioning of the  omm mission, he did not advise 
Commissioners on base closure candidates nor did he vote on 
closures. The policy of the commission precludes any staff member 
from offering recommendations to the Commissioners. Staff's role is 
limited to analyzing and providing information and generating 
options for the Commissioner's review. 

If you need any additional information, or clarification 
please feel free to contact me at ( 70 .3 )  696-0504. Thank you for 
your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

~cting General Counsel 
DAEO 
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June 30, 1994 

Mary A. Hook 
Acting General Counsel and 
Designated Agency Ethics Official 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Ms. Hook: 

This is in reply to your letter of June 6, 1994, in which you 
request this Agency's advice regarding the application of the post- 
employment restrictions in 18 U.S.C. § 207 to former employees of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (the 
Commission). Specifically, you have asked whether a particular 
matter considered and resolved by the Commission in a past round of 
base closures is the same particular matter in a new, successive 
round of closures for purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and 
(a) (2) . '  YOU also have asked if former Commission employees can 
perform behind-the-scenes work (at a corporation or as independent 
consultants) to assist communities on base closure issues. 

AS you have pointed out, thiL Agency's regulations regarding 
18 U.S.C. § 207 provide that ~'[iln determining whether two 
particular matters are the same, he agency should consider the 
extent to which the matters involvt the same basic facts, related - 

' Under 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) , no former employee of the 
executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent to influence, 
any communication to or appearance before an employee of the Uni'ed 
States on behalf of any other person (except the United States) in 
connection with a particular matter involving a specific pa,ry or 
parties, in which he participated personally and substantially as 
an employee, anu in which the United States is a party or has a 
direct and substantial interest. Under 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(2), for 
two years after his Government service terminates, no former em- 
ployee of the executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent 
to influence, any communication to or appearance before an employee 
of the United States on behalf of any other person (except the 
United States) in connection with a particular matter involving a 
specific party or parties, in which the United States is a party or 
has a direct and substantial interest, and which such person knows 
or reasonably should know was actually pending under his official 
responsibility within the one-year period prior to the termination 
of his employment with the United States. 

SRick/SRick (lbr) 
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issues, the same or related parties, time elapsed, the same 
confidential information, and the continuing existence of an 
important Federal interest." 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201(c) (4). You have 
included in your letter a thorough and comprehensive analysis which 
applies the criteria listed in this regulation to the base closure 
rounds. After reviewing your analysis, we agree with your 
conclusion that the Commission's consideration of particular bases 
in 1993 is not the same "particular matter" for purposes of 
18 U.S.C. § 207 (a) (1) and (a) ( 2 )  in subsequent base closure 
rounds. 

The restrictions at 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and (a) (2) do not 
apply unless a former employee communicates to cr makes an 
appearance before the United States on behalf of some other person. 
For these purposes, the "United States" refers to any employee of 
any department, agency, court, or court-martial of the United 
States (but not of the District of Columbia). Therefore, a former 
employee is not prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and (a) (2) 
from providing "behind-the-scenes" assistance in connection with 
the representation of another person. 

Other provisions regarding post-employment activities do 
contain restrictions on behind-the-scenes assistance. Under 
18 U.S.C. § 207(f), for one year after his service in a "senior" 
or "very senioru position terminates, a former usenioru employee or 
former "very senior" employee may not knowingly, with the intent to 
influence a decision of an emplcyee of a department or agency of 
the United States in carrying out his officl~l.duti~s, represent a 
foreign entity before any department or egenc? of the United States 
or aid or advise a foreign entity rrxider 1-9 U.S .C. § 207 (b) , for 
one year after his Government servlce termfnates, a former employee 
may not knowingly represent, aid, or advise on the basis of certain 
covered information, " any other person (except the United States 

concerning any ongoing trade or treaty negotiation in which, during 
his last year of Government service, he participated personally 
and substantially as zn employee. In addition, former employees 
remain covered by statutory restrictions prohibiting the release of 
classified information, and the disclosure of proprietary or source 
selection information regarding a Federal agency procurement. 

* The only part of your analysis with which we do not agree 
is that the Commission's work is not a particular matter for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207 since a "rulemaking, legislation, the 
formulation of general policy, standards or objectivesw would not 
be a particular matter according to 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201(c) ( 4 1 ,  and 
the Commission's work "is the prelude to legislating." The 
Commission's base closure activities are not actions of general 
application excluded by the cited regulation. This misapprehen- 
sion, however, would not affect the remainder of your analysis or 
negate your conclusion. 
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We trust the advice provided in this response will be of 
assistance to you. Please let us know if you need anything further 
from this Agency. 

Sincerely, 

I ,  

Stephen D. Potts 
Director 
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June 30, 1994 

Mary A. Hook 
Acting General Counsel and 
Designated Agency Ethics Official 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Suite 1425 
1700 North Moore Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Ms. Hook: 

This is in reply to your letter of June 6, 1994, in which you 
request this Agency's advice regarding the application of the post- 
employment restrictions in 18 U.S.C. § 207 to former employees of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (the 
Commission). Specifically, you have asked whether a particular 
matter considered and resolved by the Commission in a past round of 
base closures is the same particular matter in a new, successive 
round of closures for purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207 (a) (1) and 
(a) 2 You also have asked if former Commission employees can 
perform behind-the-scenes work (at a corporation or as independent 
consultants) to assist communities on base closure issues. 

As you have pointed out, this Agency's regulations regarding 
18 U.S.C. § 207 provide that [iln determining whether two 
particular matters are the same, the agency should consider the 
extent to which the matters involve the same basic facts, related 

--- 

I Under 18 U.S.C. § 207 (a) (11, no former employee of the 
executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent to influence, 
any communication to or appearance before an employee of the United 
States on behalf of any other person (except the United States) in 
connection with a particular matter involving a specific party or 
parties, in which he participated personally and substantially as 
an employee, and in which the United States is a party or has a 
direct and substantial interest. Under 18 U.S.C. 5 207 (a) (2) , for 
two years after his Government service terminates, no former em- 
ployee of the executive branch may knowingly make, with the intent 
to influence, any communication to or appearance before an employee 
of the United States on behalf of any other person (except the 
United States) in connection with a particular matter involving a 
specific party or parties, in which the United States is a party or 
has a direct and substantial interest, and which such person knows 
or reasonably should know was actually pending under his official 
responsibility within the one-year period prior to the termination 
of his employment with the United States. 

OGE - I06 
August 1992 
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issues, the same or related parties, time elapsed, the same 
confidential information, and the continuing existence of an 
important Federal interest." 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201(c) (4). You have 
included in your letter a thorough and comprehensive analysis which 
applies the criteria listed in this regulation to the base closure 
rounds. After reviewing pour analysis, we agree with .your 
conclusion that the Commission's consideration of particular bases 
in 1993 is not the same I1particular matterw for purposes of 
18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) ' and (a) (2) in subsequent base closure 
rounds. 

The restrictions at 18 U.S.C. § 207 (a) (1) and (a) (2) do not 
apply unless a former employee communicates .to 04: makes an 
appearance before the United States on behalf of some other person. 
For these purposes, the "United Statesm refers to any employee of 
any department, agency, court, or court-martial of the United 
States (but not of the District of Columbia). Therefore, a former 
employee is not prohibited by 18 U.S.C. § 207(a) (1) and (a) (2) 
from providing llbehind-the-scenesll assistance in connection with 
the representation of another person. 

Other provisions regarding post-employment activities do 
contain restrictions on behind-the-scenes assistance. Under 
18 U.S.C. § 207(f), for one year after his service in a "seniorn 
or "very seniorr1 position terminates, a former "seniorI1 employee or 
former "very seniorv1 employee may not knowingly, with the intent to 
influence a decision of an employee of a department or agency of 
the United States in carrying out his official duties, represent a 
foreign e n t i t y  before any department or agency of the United States 
or aid or advise a foreign entity. Under 18 U.S.C. § 207(b), for 
one year after his Government service terminates, a former employee 
may not knowingly represent, aid, or advise on the basis of certain 
Ifcovered information, If any other person (except the United States) 
concerning any ongoing trade or  t r ea ty  negotiat ion in which, during 
his last year of Government service, he participated personally 
and substantially as an employee. In addition, former employees 
remain covered by statutory restrictions prohibiting the release of 
classified information, and the disclosure of -proprietary or source 
selection information regarding a Federal agency procurement. 

The only part of your analysis with which we do not agree 
is that the Commission's work is not a particular matter for 
purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 207 since a "rulemaking, legislation, the 
formulation of general policy, standards or objectives1I would not 
be a particular matter according to 5 C.F.R. § 2637.201(c) ( 4 ) ,  and 
the Commission's work I1is the prelude to legislating. " The 
Commission's base closure activities are not actions of general 
application excluded by the cited regulation. This misapprehen- 
sion, however, would not affect the remainder of your analysis or 
negate your conclusion. 
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We trust the advice provided in this response will be of 
assistance to you. Please let us know if you need anything further 
from this Agency. 

Sincerely, 

Ytephen D. Potts 
Director 
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DRAFT 
M E M O R A N D U M  

TO: Matt Behrmann 
Jamie Gallagher 

FROM : Mary Ann Hook 

DATE : March 9, 1993 

I have contacted the Senate and House clerk's offices to obtain the 
proper procedures for sending our certified copies of DoD data to 
the Hill in compliance with our statute. 

The statute provides that: 

. . . the information shall be submitted by the Commission to 
the Senate and the House of Representatives to be made 
available to the Members of the House concerned in accordance 
with the rules of that House. That information shall be 
submitted by the Commission within 24 hours after the 
submission of the information to the Commission. 

I suggest the following procedures for compliance: . 
1) Date and time stamp all certified information received from DoD 
by the Commission. Encourage DoDrs delivery during normal business 
hours when possible. 

2) Deliver copies with our date and time stamp, to the Speaker of 
the House Tom Foley and to the President of the Senate A1 Gore at 
their offices in the Capitol. 

3) I suggest we adopt the business hours of the Congress for 
determining the delivery time since otherwise the offices will not 
be open to verify our delivery. There are no official hours of the 
Congress. However, it is reasonable to adopt normal business hours 
of Monday through Friday, 9:00 pm to 5:00 pm. Saturday and Sunday 
are not business days. The 24 hour period can be interpreted to run 
during business hours only. (Unless DoD has established a different 
policy.) I recommend we be as ambitious as possible. 

In accordance with House and Senate procedures, the BRAC data will 
be logged in with the Speaker/President of the Senate. (I suggest 
we work out a procedure where they stamp it upon delivery.) The 
data will eventually be delivered to the "appropriate committeesM - 
- which will probably be the SASC and the HASC. This process may 
take one to four days on average. 

We are not mandated to deliver to the House or Senate Armed 
Services Committees. Although, per discussions with Jamie, we may 
adopt a policy to deliver to them. 



March 10, 1993 

MEMORANDUM TO PRINCIPAL STAFF 
From: Matt Behrmann 
Regarding: DoD Certification 

Per our discussion at this morningf s staff meeting I contacted 
Mr. Dave Berteau (OSD P&L), regarding OSD certification. The 
following questions were asked and answered. 

Question #1 

Answer #1 

, 

Question #2 

Answer #2 

Question #3 

Answer #3 

Question #4 

How will OSD distinguish between certified and non- 
certified material? 

Everything compiled or generated solely for base- 
closure study and recommendations will be 
certified. Items requested that are not part of 
base-closure studies may come over as not 
certified. Some existing studies might be 
requested, and they would not be anticipated to be 
certified. 

What information coming over to the Commission on 
Friday, Saturday or Monday will be certified? 

A major summary report (1991 buff book) when it 
comes over will not be certified. It wasn't signed 
in 1991 and will not be certified in 1993. The 
list, the recommendation and all back-UD data 
(regardless of when it will be transferred) kill be 
certified. 

Who is establishing policy for OSD to the Services 
distinguishing for future requests of information - 
Communications that must and must not be certified? 

OSD P&L has put that guidance aside for a few days 
(probably until Monday or Tuesday) and will work 
it out later with Counsel. He did not give me a 
contact point but assured me that the guidance 
would make it easy for the Services or any other 
party ) to distinguish material requiring 
certification from that which does not. 
STAND BY !!! 

How will the list be conveyed on Friday, and can we 
get a full report sometime over the weekend. 



Answer #4 Mr. Berteau reiterated what we already know. 

1. A list will come as Chapter 4 of the 1991 
buff book -- his estimate: 120 to 140 
pages. 

2. We still expect some sort of more 
extensive: ltnon-certifiedtt report over 
the weekend (hopefully early on 
Saturday). 

~uestion #5 Can we expect copies of testimony from Aspin, 
Powell, et a1 before Monday? 

Answer #5 OSD P&L is only going to begin putting his 
statement together tomorrow. If he can get us a 
copy at any point during the weekend he will. He 
is sympathetic to our predicament. 



1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

(703) 696-0504 

M E M O R A N D U M  

TO: Matt Behrmann 
Jamie Gallagher 

FROM : Mary Ann Hook 
Toby G. Messitt 

DATE : March 12, 1993 

This memorandum has three parts: A) Legal requirements and policy, 
B) Step-by-step process, C) Sample form for implementation. 

A. Legal Requirements and Policy 

The Senate and House clerk off ices provided the Commission with the 
proper procedure for sending certified copies of data to Congress 
in compliance with our statute. 

The statute provides that: 

. . . the information shall be submitted by the Commission to 
the Senate and the House of Representatives to be made 
available to the Members of the House concerned in accordance 
with the rules of that House. That information shall be 
submitted by the Commission within 24 hours after the 
submission of the information to the Commission. 

I suggest the following procedures for compliance: 

1) Date and time stamp all certified information received from DoD 
and other required entities. Director of the Office of the 
Executive Secretariat for the Commission will oversee and be 
responsible for the dateltime stamping and delivery of all 
certified documents. The Director will log all documents, fill out 
the form (see I11 of this memo) and obtain receipts of signatures 
from Congress. 

2) The Commission encourages DoD and other required entities to 
deliver during normal business hours when possible. 

3) Copies with our date and time stamp will be delivered to the 
Speaker of the House, Tom Foley, and to the president of the 
Senate, A1 Gore, at their offices in the Capitol. 



4) The business hours of the Congress will be used for determining 
the 24 period for determining delivery time. Otherwise, the 
offices will not be open to verify our delivery. There are no 
official hours of the Congress. However, it is reasonable to adopt 
normal business hours of Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to 5 : 0 0  pm. 
Saturday and Sunday are not business days. The 24 hour period can 
be interpreted to run during business hours only. (Unless DoD has 
established a different policy or Congress is in session.) I 
recommend the Commission be as ambitious as possible, for example, 
deliver to the Congress if both Houses are in late session and we 
are able to make the delivery. 

5) In accordance with House and Senate procedures, the data will be 
logged in with the Speaker/President of the Senate. A Itletter of 
receiptsf will be signed upon delivery of the documents to Congress 
and retained for the Commission's records. 

6) The Speaker and President will eventually deliver the data to 
the Parliamentarian who will deliver it to the fsappropriate 
committeesw -- probably the SASC and the HASC. This process may 
take one to four days on average. 

7) The Commission is not mandated to deliver to the House or Senate 
Armed Services Committees. 



M E M O R A N D U M  

March 17, 1993 

To: All Staff - 
From: Mary Ann HOO- 

Deputy General Counsel 

Subject: Receipt of Information 

The Commission is legally required to deliver all certified data to 
the Congress within 24 hours of receipt from: the secretaries of 
the military departments, heads of Defense agencies and each person 
whose duties consist of substantial involvement in the preparation 
of information concerning the closure or realignment of military 
installations - as determined by OSD. 
You can tell the data is certified if it has a letter of 
certification which should be the first page of the document. The 
letter will read that "the certified information is accurate and ' 

complete to the best of the person's knowledge and belief." 

When one of the above required parties delivers information to the 
 omm mission and/or staff, Toby must be immediately - within minutes- 
notified. I strongly urge that we do not pick-up data ourselves but 
rather have OSD and parties covered above deliver the data to us 
formally at Commission offices. 

OSD has committed to delivering three copies - one for us and two 
for Congress. If you do not receive three copies notify Toby of 
this fact immediately. 

NOTE: ALL INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE COMMISSION STAFF IN AN 
OFFICIAL OR UNOFFICIAL CAPACITY MUST BE ROUTED THROUGH EXEC SEC 
FIRST. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS. 



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT 

POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL 

The office of the Executive Secretariat (ExecSec) has overall 
responsibility for establishing correspondence management policy 
(in conjunction and with approval of the Executive Director) and 
publishing guidance for the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission (DBCRC) . All incoming and outgoing material, classified 
and unclassified, directed to the DBCRC or any of its employees, 
direct-hires and detailees, must be processed through the ExecSec. 
All service and inter-agency teams, departmental directors and 
congressionalliaison/representatives should establish channels and 
procedures to this end. 

ExecSec is responsible for the receipt, analysis and action 
assignment of all material and is further responsible for assigning 
suspense dates, tracking actions and entering all items into the 
Executive Correspondence Tracking System (ECTS). The paper flow 
through ExecSec is designed to be a well-disciplined, orderly 
operation that contributes to the overall mission, effectiveness 
and efficiency of the DBCRC. This routing system will enable 
ExecSec to review all items for errors in grammar, punctuation, 
spelling and content (when appropriate). 

As the designated and official keeper of all records for the 
DBCRC and, given the public law mandate for openness, it is 
absolutely critical that all information be processed through the 
ExecSec. This includes all letters and information received by a 
specific individual, either staff member or commissioner, at the 
official DBCRC address or during meetings, base visits and regional 
(public) hearings. 

PROCEDURES FOR ORIGINATING CORRESPONDENCE 

A ltHOLDING1l directory has been created within the ExecSec main 
directory (currently under H:MESSITT\DOC\HOLDING ....) with a 
concurrent subdirectory for the Army, Navy, Air Force, Inter-Agency 
Issues teams as well as the RCA staff (Director and Deputy), 
Director of Congressional Liaison, Press Secretary, General Counsel 
and Administration. All correspondence created (inspired!) within 
the DBCRC and originating from one of the aforementioned offices 
should be saved in the appropriate llHOLDINGw directory when it is 
ready for final format. 

All documents should be placed in the ItHOLDINGtt directory no 
later than 3:OOpm each day for next day, 9:OOam mailing. ExecSec 
will check each of the "HOLDINGn directories at 3:OOpm to finalize 
and format all outgoing correspondence for the day. Exceptions 
will of course be allowed as special circumstances arise, but all 



M E M O R A N D U M  

March 17, 1993 

To: Jamie Gallagher 
From: Mary Ann Hook, Deputy General Counsel 

Subject: Delivery to Congress 

Speaker Foleyfs Off ice is Room 204 of the Capital. The speakerf s 
office will deliver it to the parliamentarian who will in turn 
deliver to the HASC. Susan Moos is the A.A. The receiver of the 
data will depend on who is at the front desk. Charles Robin is one 
person. 

Vice President Gorefs office is 212 of the capital. The same 
procedure is followed for delivery to the Parliamentarian and SASC. 
Heather Marabeti is one administrative person who will sign. 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 JIM COURTER, CHAIRMAN 

(703) 696-0504 

w -  

March 16, 1993 

We the undersigned do hereby accept, in its entirety, the 
information provided by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission in accordance with Public Law 101-510, as amended, the 
"Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 199OW, and do hereby 
accept responsibility for its transmission in accordance with the 
rules of the United States Congress: 

Office of S-peaker of the House 

3-/6-?3 9:30 

(Printed) 

DateITime of Delivery 

N a m e  of  R e c e i v e r  

Signature 

Commission Staff Member 

Signature 

Office of President of the Senate 

/-/ a a b--i 1~1, . 
(Printed) 

DateJTime of Delivery 

N a m e  o f  R e c e i v e r  

Signature 

Commission Staff Member 

Signature 



UNCLASSIFIED 

Certif ication 

The Base Closure Execuuve Group (BCEG) was chartered by the Secretary of the Air Force 
(SECAF) to advise and assist him in selecting bases to be recommended for closure or 
realignment under the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990. The BCEG 
oversaw the process of collsang, verifying, and analyzing data for use by SECAF. In doing 
so, it ensured that the Air Force Internal Control Plan was adhered to at all levels, and that 
SECAF's guidance was properly carried out. 

Accordingly, each of the undersigned members certifies that all information contained in the 
Air Force Derailed Analysis and all supporting data submitted herewith is accurate and 
complete to the best of his knowledge and belief: 

&fl&- James Boa 

Co-Chairman 

Mr Gary Flora B,--,b, 
Brig Gm Donald pperd 

DATE: 

UNCLASSIFIED rrport93\iatro\tabl-'I.Rpt 
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MEMORANDUM TO RUDY de LEON b LARRY SMITH: . - 2  ,,, / .. ?F7 
FROM: MATT BEHRMANN, STAFF DIRECTOR, DBCRC :L( ' 

At Wednesday's meeting, we discussed the transmittance of a 
memorandum detailing a number of issues. 

Handlina of Certified Material - Due to changes in the 
original Base Closure Act (P.L. 101-510), the Commission is now 
required to submit all certified information from the Department of 
Defense (DoD) to Congress within 24 hours of receipt. The statute 
says that the SECDEF "shall prescribe regulations to ensure 
compliance of the Commissionw with this new requirement. 

We discussed an arrangement whereby any certified 
information submitted to the  omm mission from DoD would also be 
appropriately delivered simultaneously to the House and Senate. The 
commission would be responsible for assuring that information 
generated by its staff or commissioners is delivered to Congress 
promptly. [This activity would include. delivery of the Service 
back-up data to the Hill.] 

Commission/De~artment Communication - We agreed that the 
Commission would be able to communicate with DoD personnel 
necessaryto accomplish its congressionally-mandatedtask. However, 
"lobbyingm by personnel within the DoD of the Commission would be 
prohibited. Direct written communication to the Commission fromthe 
services would be permitted, but must be copied to the Base Closure 
and Utilization Office within the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) . 

OSD and Service Contacts - We agreed that a memorandum 
would be sent to Congress providing specific contacts within OSD 
and each Service for inquires from the Hill. In addition, 
notification of Members should installations be located within 
their Congressional districts or in their states would be handled 
by the Department. The Commission stands ready to help, should any 
assistance be necessary. 

Services ~oo~eration ~esardins  omm mission   ear in as - We 
agreed that all services and OSD would fully cooperate and 
participate in initial hearings on March 15 and 16. Appearances by 
the SECDEF and the CJCS to formally present and discuss the 
recommendations would occur on March 15. The question of who would 
represent service secretaries if they are not yet appointed and 
confirmed was left unresolved. 



of requests (FOIA or other) for inrormaclon regaralng 
base closures and realignments, we would recommend OSD guidance to 
the Department and the services for handling base closure FOIA 
requests on an expedited basis. Normal FOIA procedures require a 
written request to the service. The service then has ten days 
maximum to respond in writing to the request. However, that 
response may be an "interimw response which allows the service six 
additional weeks to answer the FOIA request. 



S E C R E T A R Y  OF T H E  AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

1 1 MAR 1993 

MEMORAiiUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT. Certifkation of Data Supporting the Air Force Detailed Analysis - ACTION 
MEMORALWUM 

As required by Section 2903(c)(5) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment .Act, I 

do certify that all information contained in the Air Force Detailed Analysis and all supporting 

data submitted herewith is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

Michael B. Donley 
Acting Secretary of the Air Force 



N A V A L  M E S S A G E  
D E P T  O F  N A V Y  

2GLTiHE !YLV RUiNRAACS79 218172C CLl l IRNf  . 
R 851410I A G  $2 ZEX LYB C. HEAOCJATERS. A CERTIFiCATION WILL BE EXECUTED BY ANY 
i M  SECNAV WASHINGTON U C I I S N I I  m I S T k N T  CHIEF OF NAVAL OPCRAlIONS (ACNO). D E W  M i E F  Of NAVAL 
i O  ALNAV OPEilATIOtSS (DCWD). OR DEPIJTY CHIEF OF STAFF (DCIS) XHOSE OFFICE 
ACCT HA-tR19AA P W I D E S  INFORMATION FOR USE I N  THE MAC-93 PRDtESS. 

D. BASE STRICTURE ANALYSIS TERM (BSAT). THE E X E N T I Y l  
CNCLAS /INt: lOOll DIRECIOR, BSAT WILL EXECUTE R t E i n I F l C A T I O N  WITH REGARD TO THE 6SbB. 
f LHhV 089192 E. 8SLC. ALL REMBERS OF THE BjEC WILL EIECUTE A C E R T I F I C A T I ~  
~SGiDrGENA[IMI#lStCNAVI/ VITH REGARD TO INfORHllTiON PtKNIDED TO THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY. 
SUBJIREWIREHEHTS iGR CERTiFICfiTIFn ' M E R  WE OEFINSE 3ASE CLOSURE 4. NAVAL AUDIT SERVICE. THE *AVRL A U D n  SERYICE WILL CONOUO 
lAHD RERLIGHMLNT ACT OF !990/1 PEAIDOI i  A N I T S  TO VERIFY W n H E R  THE DEPRKrMENl OF THE NAVY IS IM 
EHKSI jUBSTAHlIAL CCMPLIANCE Y!TH THIS CEXTIFICATIW PROCESS. 
1. PURPOSE. PURSUANT TO THE D f i E M S E  BASE C L W R E  llkP R E A t i t M E V  5. GUIDANCE. wESTfONS CONCERllING THIS CERTIF I C A T I W  REQUIREMEKT 
4CT 3 1993, AS MEWED,  THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY I S  REWIRED i 3  W L D  BE DIRECTED TO C. J0HN N R W I S T ,  ASSISTANT GIHEIUL CWE3SEL 
CERTIFY  HAT INFOKMATIOH PROVIDED TO tnt S~CREAI~Y OF D ~ F E N S E  (tHStALLATIONS S IHVIROIMENT) OR ANGELA M. RYAN OF THE E N V X M E N T A L  
CONCERNING THE REALIGNMENT OR CLOSURE Of A I I L l T A R Y  INSiALtATION " I S  LAN OFf ICE AT (7iI3)SOZ-2252 (AV 332-2252) (FAX I W E R  703-602-3551). 
ACCURATE AND CCMPLfTlTO THE BEST OF HIS  KNCYLEDGE WD B E L I i i . '  AS A 6. RELEASED BY THE K I W I A B L E  SERN O'CEEFE, ACTING SECRE~ARY OF THE 
BASIS FOR THE tERTIF lCh f IO4  BY THE SECRETARr M: THE RAW, INDIVIDUALS MAW ./I ET 
wwO PRWIDE tNFORMATION AS PfiRT OF THE 1993 BASE REALIGMlEKl ANO 
CLOSURE ('BRAC-9r) PROCESS YlLL 8E REWIRED TO CERTIFY AS TO THE 
ACCURACY AN0 COnPtfTENESf OF SUCH INFOIWATION. THE PURPOSE Oi THIS 
ALNAV I S  TO ESTAlLISH THIS BRAC-93 tE i7T lF iCATIM PROCESS. 
2. REfJUIROrElCT, PERT OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE O f  THE DEPhRTHIWT OF THE 
WAW, 9NIFOILMCD AND CIVILIAN, VHO PRdVIDtS INFdlMhTIOW FOR USE IN THE 
MAC-93 PROCESS SHALL BE RfQUIRfD TO P I W I D E  TMfRFI ITH I SLGNfD 
C E K I I F I C A T X ~  4S FMLWS:  

'I CERTIFY THAT THE INFORllATIOlP CONTAINED HEREIN 15 ACWRATE AND 
CaP lETE TO THE LIEST OF MY tWULEDGE AN0 EELIS." 

A. THE SIGNING OF SL'CH A CERTIFXCATIOEI SHRLL W T I M E  A 
REPRESE!ilATIWI THAT THE C E R T I F Y 1 1  C f F I C l A l  M S  REYIEYED THE 
INfORnATICN AND EITHER ( 1 )  PERSfBRLLY WMS FOR I T S  ACCURACY A m  
aPLETEWESS OR (2) HAS F W E S S X M I  OF, AN0 I S  RELYING UPON. A 
CERJIFICATICaJ E X ~ ~ D  W A C W E T E M  SUSORCIHIITE. 

0. ABSENT fERT1FlCi3TION BY THE FOUUAROLM6 OFFICIAL. NO 
If iFOlMntION PROVIDED FOR USE I N  T K i  3MC-33 PROCESS SHALL SECWE PART 
O f  THE B&SE STRUCNRE DkTA BASE (BSDB) 3R BE RELIED UFON BY THE BASE 
STRUCTURE EVlrLUATION CM(ISTIE (6SfC). 
3. PKCEDURES. H E N  IlFWlWRTICN I S  FORWARDED TO THE NEXT H I Q E R  
lEYEL OF THE CHRIN OF COIIAND, THE lRMIrT'Ti\L OOCWEN WILL CONTA11 
A CERlIFICATIfMl S I W D  3Y TIE INDIVIDUAL f R A W X l l I N 6  SUCH 
INFORMITIOII. EACH SLlCEEEDIP L M L  OF THE CHAIN OF C M N O  SHALL 
P l I K t R l l  k COPT OF TME INFOWTIOIO TRAWSIIITED I\ND RNY CE!KXFfCATIOM 
RECEIVED FRCF( S U ~ I M T E S .  CE~~IFICATI~NS SHALL 6~ RETAIXED av THE 
INOIYIDUAL I N  THE C M I N  OF CPIIIRND W FIRST RECEIYES ME 
CERflF:catIffl. 

4. ACTIVITIES 6 iNLRATI f f i  INFOIIMATION. A EERTIFICATIDN WILL BE 
EXfCtnEO BOTH BY TM 1 E R ) I Y I W L  RESP[I)ISIBLE FOR GEAFRATI)IG THE 
INFOMATIOR 4% BY THE HEAD w THE OR~MI~ATIM~ IW mra SUCH 
iNOIVIDUAL !S EMPLOYED (1.6.. A t0l911VIOING OFFICER OF A MAW OR 
MnRlNE CORPS ACTIVITY). 

6 .  SAJOR CLAIMANTS. A C fR f1F IUT IO) I  MILL BE EXECUTLO 8Y THE 
CWRMDIR OF A nRlOR CLAMMT FOR INFWATIOI (  PROVICED BY THE 
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R&rmce: SECNAV MSG 0514102 AUG 92 

In scordnnce with policy set lo& by the Secrew of rbc Navy. ~ezsonnel of the 
Depmeac of the Xavy, un.iformed and civ&an, who pmvide urformaticn for use in the 
B a C - 9 3  process ye reqaued to provide n signed cdfYcadon that sutes "1 c d y  that 
the infonnati~n conuined herein is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge 
and belief." 

The signing of this c&~tion eonstiwes a represenunon that rhe certifying officid has 
,;,wed the iafonnatioa and eirher (;) personally vouches for is accuracy and 
com~icotnesa or (2) has possession of, and is relying upon. 3 cor&adon executed by a 
corn-t subobdinate. 

Each individvd in YO" xrivity generating *hformation for the B W-93 process must 
cad fv  hat informadon. Enclosure (1) is provided for individual cenri6cauons and may 

a, necessary. You are directed to maintaia hose certific3dons at Y O U  
a&* for purposes. For purposes of dlis cenificndor. snee~ the commander of the 
~ d ~ i v i ~ y  will begin the certification process and each reporting senior in rhc Chain of 
Command rrriewing the information wlll dso sign c d c d o n  sheer This sheet 
must =main amched -0 ,rbis package md be foratred up rhe Chain cf Command 
Copits must be rerained by each level in the Chain of Command for audit purposes. 

I c&y ha t  the information conrained herein is iccmte and conpkte to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

S ign a w e  

Dare 

Activity 



I cenify that the infomaon contained herein is accurate and complete LO rhc best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

NAME (Please rype or print) 

-. 

Title Date 

I c d y  that rhr information contained herein is accurate and complen to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. 

NAME (Please rype or print) 
- 

Title 

Signanrn 

- - 

Dace 

I c e d y  that the kScrmatiotl contained herein is accunte and complete a the best of my 
kaowledge and befief, 

NAME (Please rype or print) Signature i 

Dare 

. 1 caPfy that the bfonnaucn contained herein is accsunrc and complete to the best of my 
bowledga and Wef- 

D E P U N  CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERAnONS (LWISnCS) 
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF (INSTALEATIONS & LOGISTICS) 

-, . 
NAME (Please type or print) Signature 

Date 



BRAC-93 CERTIFICATION 

I certify that the informadon canrained herein is accurate and complete to the best of my 
howiedge and belief. 

NAME (Please type or print) 

Title 

d 

Division 

Dare 

Enclosure I 



DEPARTMENT O F  THE NAVY 
OFFICE Or TkL SCCRETART 

wrssrrrHcrTora. O.C. 2a3sa-t~ao -c fm: Feb 93 

Ref: (a) SE-V HemuraEdm o f  12 Feb 1992 ; C O M P ~ C E  WITB 
DEFENSE RASE CLdSORE & I  R E X L G ~ m  ACT 

1- P u r a c l s ~ .  To establish p r o c e d u r ~  far the D e p m g r l c  of the 
~ o v y  (DON) ta support Depaz?=~enZ of Defense inpleaentation aL tAe 
~ef-  Base Closure and Realignment A c t  of 1990. 

2. Baclcat~&~& T i t l e  XXIX of the Naticnal Defense Aueoriza.rsicn 
~ c t  for Fiscal Y e a r  1991 (Act) (P.L-  101-510) established a fair 
process that w i l l  result in the t;i;mely closure and realignment of 
m i f  itzixy i n s U l a t f o n s ,  Under this procedure, on 12 A p r f l  1991, 
the Secretary of Defense (SECDET) tzztnsnitted to the 
cangressio~ defense comnittaes and the Base CLos=e and 
R e a f _ i q n m e n t  Commissi~n a list of military installations 
recoteaded for closure or realignment. In accordance sith the 
Ac t ,  the same procedure vill be enployed during 1993 and 1995 fox 
closute o r  r d i g r r m s ~ t  of additional m i l i t a r y  instal lat ions.  The 
procsdurtas set for th  in this not ice  are intended to ensure that 
the Secretary of the N a v y  (SECXAV) can m a k e  samd and timely 
recmmendatfoas ta SECDEF in conpliance w i t h  &he Act, 

a. To ensure that a cre!diSle and ~amprehensive review of 
naval military installations is conducted i n  accordance with =e 
A&, there is hereby es-lished a D e p w e n t  of khe N a v y  Base 
Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) and a B a s e  S t r u c t = e  
Analysis T s m  (BsAT) , under the authority and ccnwol of t%e 
&ssistant.Secretary of the N a v y  (Lnstallations zsld Enviroment)  
( A S N ( I & E ) ) ,  The ESEC and BSAT w i l :  perform t h e i r  functions in 
tvo phases. 

b. Phase L w i l l  begin in February 1942 and bt conplezed by 
31 O c t o b e r  1992, It will c o n s i s t  of me development ond 
vaiidation of the Base S t r u c t u r e  Data Base (BSDE). 'The BSDB will 
contain all relevant data and infomation psrtainicq to 111 W K  
military installations s*jecY to the Act. It w i l l  include 
establLsAed, prrxpamued or planned requisstments, inventory, 
capacity and cast and such other  iafarmation as nay be required 
by the BSEC to evaluate instdL1atfocs on the basis of m e  final 
sslerrtion crater& and the force structure plan. Ia partic'Lu-, 
for all DON f d s t a l l a t i o n s  required to be considered under the 
A c t ,  the BsDB w i l l  contain: 



.- (I) a d c r a i p t i a n  of the WN s exis+L?g shexe 
-taUationr by base catgo- (sag. m v a l  avXat3.on dew+p, 6 
sue-, rhippxds.  tra-9, onkraace, otc. t . krclnd~ng d l  
lands, facilities, and ass-iated air spa-, and a description of 

missien, a m t i o n ,  and-rrlatienship ta support and 
z€suun-- 

( 2 )  a Capacity analysis by base category compaxing 
existing invmtary against f u t m  requirements, based on tEe 
i n t e r i m  farce structure plan promulgated by the Offica of the 
Joint  C h i e f s  of S b f Z  in accordance with sECDSF guidance, and 
revalidated against the fiaal Force S t r t T c t u T e  Plan required by 
Section 2903 of the A&. 

( 3 )  for each of the seic~ct-ion criteria relating to 
mflitaxy value, relevant and appropriate m e a s u r e s  and associated 
E a t a  necMsary to evaluate and distinguish between and among 
installations w i t h i n  each category or sub-tegory. 

(4) accurate installation operation and support costs 
n e w -  to conduct cost/benefit analyses and calculate return 
on investment- 

( 5 )  for each of the selection criteria relating economic, 
c d t y  and envixonmental impacts, additional measures and data 
recpked to analyze and evaluate the *acts of a3temativ~ 

m options far ~Iosure acd realignment, 

The BSDB shall be ful ly docaented and andorsed by t4te BSEC as 
the sole and a u ~ u r i t a ~ i v e  30N data base far making base clasure 
and r6aligzxaent recamnandations. No changes to the S O B r  other 
than a m -  technical correCti~n8 and additiocal data 
n e w -  to evaluate options identified durhg Phase 2 ,  w i l l  be 
allowed rub89quent to Phase 1, order to assure that the f i n d  
selaction criteria Z o r  base clos-*and rea1ign;r~mts are applied 
in a consistent and e t a b 2 e  -er dtlrinq the Phase 2 
evaluation process. Tbe BSDB shall not include recc lmmendat ions  
Pa rtaining to the closure or r ea l i gnmen t  af specific bases, 

c. Phase 3 vill begin at the discretion of the A S N ( I G ) ,  but 
no later than Octobes 1992 and be coapleted by I F&ruary 1993- 
The BSEC will use the B S D a  as the baseline f o r  its analysis and 
enlrtation of DON miliCxry installations to cievelcp 
recammendations for closu;te and realignnet,  In Phase 2 the ESZC 
will apply tae selection criteria provi6od by SICEEF, considezing 
all Wli d i t a r ~  kks ta l i a t iox  subject to the A c t  on an eqcldL 
footing. TOe BSECfs evaluaticn sball be updazed, as necessary, 
to ac-tely reflect changf5 in the P c r c e  S t r ~ c z l z x r e  Plan. The 
BSECts recamendations s-l be based on the f i n d  Forca 



8tmaet2ue Plztl required by S u t i ~ X k  2903 of tho Ad, a ~ d  on the 
final exitezia for s a l e d i n g  bas- for ciosure or realiw-t 
requized by that section. 

SpecificaLly, the Phase 2 evaluation v i l l i n c ~ u d e :  

(I) the devalopmmt of feasible reduction tazgets by base 
ca+eqory, by identifying pr~jacted future excess capacity t h a t  
could be el-tad and prduce savinqs; 

(2) wit- each base category assigned a reduction 
target, an evaluation of alL instaUatio~s  subject to the Act by 
applying the military value criteria; 

(3)  the development af feasible alternative cptions for 
closuzes and rsa l igmnerr ts ,  a costfienefit analysis fcr each 
option anb an impact amdysjs Zaz each opticn: 

(4) a zeview of (I), (2) and (3)  above by the Commanders- 
in-Chief (C3aCs), affect& Systa~s Commands (SYSCOMs) and other 
major camands, through the CMef of N a v a l  dpcrations (-0) and 
the Commandant of the mias C a r p s  (W) , for their comments on 
the hpact;s on Fleet operations, support and readiness. 

( 5 )  considering the raviev of ( 4 )  above, the development 
of a list of spcif ic  candidates fo r  el~sure and realignment. 

(61.- preparation of a d ~ a E t  final report and brief far  
review and cameat by the O n h r  Secretary of the Navy (USN), the 
vice cbief of N a v a l  Operatiarts (VCNO), , and the Assistant 
Cmnax&nt of the M a r i n e  C3-s (ACXC). 

( 7 )  considering me reviev of (6) above, subm;ission of 
recarmendations by the ASN(I&F) for closuxe and realipeat to 
SECIYAV, CNa and CMC far approval . 
The Staff Yifl prmide O i r a c t  support to the 3SEC during 
phase 2 and mdke technical corrections to the BSbF3, if required. 

a- &jse Struct?!e  -EMluatiuR Corni t tee  IBSECL, The BSEC 
w i l l  be a i r e d  by the ASN(T&E) and shall  consist of: 

Deputy a e f  of ~ s v a l  operations (Logistics) (OF-04) 
kpu- C h i e f  of Saval OperaCions ( N a V i  pr- Planning) 

- (OP-08) 
NpuW Chief of Naval ~paratians ( N a v 2 d  WarJ l -e )  ( O P - 0 7 )  
mputy Chief of Staff (Requirunorits;  and *bgza;r~s;) (EQXC) 



- -. 
Deputy Chfef of Sta f f  ( P l a n s  Policies aad Cprxatioas (8QHC) 
kputy misf of Staf S (Installatiens and Lqistics) ( H W )  

Tle BSEC is responsible for: 

(I) Errsurinq that a fair and camplete evaluation of all 
naval d f t a r y  installations is conducted in accardaace with the 
A*-* * 

( 2 )  Executing Phases 1 and 2 of t h e e  pr-dues; 
providing direction, guidance, oversight and approval to the 
actions of r-lle =AT in its performance of Phase  1 MCtions; 
pdo-g  the Phase 2 fmctions w i t h  the support assistance of 
the BSAT* 

(3) Zasuring, in caorctbation w i t h  tke General Counsel, 
C u t  the conduct of the delibrratio~s aad the preparation of e e  
rtspzt containing rewmendations , vith supparting d o c ~ m ~ t a t i o ~ ,  
ac'9 timely, thorough and in compliance via the Act and guidance 
fzom SECDEF. Th6 report will hcludie all information considered 
&zd analyses pdormed in rn-g the rec~rrmrendations;~ 

(4) Ensuring *at the pracedru9s used can be 
a9propr5ataty reviewed and analyzed by the Comptroller General as 
p:tovided by the kt, The Chair may invita hi~/her desigaees to 
a.stnnd Lrtr?sr&u briefinss or obs-e proceedings, as; appropriate- 

( 5 )  Endarsinq U s  ESDB established during Phase I; 
e*taluatinq the results af analyses conducted during each step cf 
Phase 2 and caaments froin the reviews under 3, (c) (4)  and ( 6 )  
ai3ove; and determining w h i c h ,  if a y ,  base categories or naval 
L~stallations are to be el-nated from further study for  closure 
a2 rrealiqnfnept at any step of the grocerlures as a result of 
capacity, cost, or impact on critical mission,  reconstitution, 
FLeet opezatiuns, support cr readhss. 

(6) Rovfding reduction targets, military value 
evaluations, aad aiteznative options to the CLNCS and affected 
SYSCOMS and other najar comptands, through CN0 and cHC, f o r  
review. 

( 7 )  Providing +a the USN, FCNO, and ACHC the fol1owir.g: 

(a) a final riopa* on Phase 1 no later 31 
Oct=ober  2392. 

(b) regular ir.terim briefs on the evaluations baing 
and- by the BSEC during Pbaor 2. 



( c )  a draft f inal  report and briefing On the Phass 2 
evaluatfon no later than 1 February 1993. 

( 8 )  Developing a decision brief far SECNAV, CNO, aad QyC 

nu later than I5 F e b r u q  1993 on base closuze and r d i g n m ~ t  
xecummcndations- The brief shall include a detailed summazy of 
the selection p r o c ~ ~ s  that resulted in the tecomendatioa fo r  
eactr affected hs ta l l a t ion ,  incluairrg a justification f o r  each 
recamendatioa. 

T h e  ESBT w i l l  be comprised of a full-time staff including 
analysts arid supporting staff from the DON vith not  less than 
t-ee N a v y  and two Marine Corps reprssentatives of O B / O S  raak or 
the GS equivalent, A m+mber of the BSbT v j l l  be designatred as a 
R e c o r d -  Sdacretary. The Director, apeainted by tha Chair, BSEC, 
v i l l  -ciss &y to day ovusight of the acfivities of the BSXT 
staff aad w i l l  report to C h a i r -  

Tlle BSAT is reponsibls for: 
P.. 

(I) fnsplaentinq the development and validation af the 
BSDB including: providing a description of the BOH1s existing 
infl-astructuro; conducting site surveys; identiwing all rele-t 
assmptians and methadologies; establishing data collection 
procedsres; assessing tbe applicability and usefulness of  
eric+lbg data bases and sy&xszs, such as tbe Navy's Shore 
Facility PI-g Sysxeus (S-FPS) and the Navy Facility Assets Daca 
Bas% (NFADB) ; generaling baseline cost e s t i m a t ~  f o r  all the 
installations covered under zhe Act ;  performing smitiviw 
anaLyses w e c h  exanbe the impact of alternative options on the 
basel ine  estimates. 

\ 

(2) Developinc~ au internal coztrol plan to ensure the 
azcurzcy of data collection and analyses, including at a mi.n&mm: 
uniform guidance defining data r e q u i r w n -  and sour-; systems 
f a r  verifying accuracy of data at a l ; L  levels of comfmnd; 
dazmnentation justifying changes made to data received fron 
s.&orbinate conmaads; procdlres  to check the accuracy of the 
=alysac made f r e m  the data; and coopsratirrg w i t h  DON audicors in 
t3eir assessment of the adequacy of the internal control plan- 

(31 Prmidiaq s ta f r  support to the BSEC during Phase 2 as 
a?prppriate, including makFag t e c a l  corrections to the 8SDB, 
iE required, a310 assist* the BSEC  XI preparing a f-1 report 
~ , I c ~ u & D ~ :  d a c r i p t i o n s  of haw r--dation4 m e t  the fins 
s+=l&on criteria and w e r e  based on me. final force s t m c t u r e  
p.Lan: all data, information and &YSOS capridered in m a k i n g  



- 
, tEEla%- UOQO ' +. . 

c Rwvidbg tfmrly and a-tafi~n of 
-r MP*, .i+. -8, &ta cef f e & ~ n  ?=C+d*-, 

3.nfermat.i- rdwat to *e d 6 - t  and validation of  *a 
BSDS. Th. 8.e- ~ = ~ t a s y  w u f  keep 8 d 8 - d  mb +cCa~t. 
Faord 02 U dUfb-ave Battbpr of t & ~  BSEC LncLuUg ail 
= ~ W B  ~O?mid.teti by a* c ~ d t t s e  fO L t S  ddI-=uC-, and 
&mZl same as a pht ~f ~5th tba w i s e -  of the 
Curqtx01l .r  G a n ~ ~ a l  in d o n  o f  U s  rospapsfiUitirs 
w thr Act.  

/? 5- --. ~1 p m ~ d u r u  t o r  fisp1ei~s11ting tbt. d i d 2 v e  
%Wl.l be 8Uh&tted. t o  the w e - 1  ~ o u n r d .  fer review and 
tpp-. !fho c%mefal cmrm.1 or designee s k u  be roapoasible 
for m i *  1-a . s ~ p p ~ *  to the .BSEC and Bw. me -vat 

Of Wiqaem shall be present fa a l l  BSEC daltborations. 

6. t~- ma 5 e  -s the aoly d i d  a d  1-a 
pzeca= to specific renmandr t ioru .  i ~ r  c b n m  and 
diw for DOH L n r r r l l s t i o ~  subf.tf to tse Act. - Rlanafnq 
aff- aut~idr tha established base closure g r o c u s  muaf ac?h~ro 
t4 W guf&inc* set fo- in rrfwence (a). Arry reparts of such 
bithutte~ aad studLas may be s u b ~ t t ~ c i  to tke 863C. Tttr aSEC 
w i l l  & t d e  whethu .Ute reports weuld bo relevant f o r  use h 
the developmukt af the' BSDB. $ 

7 .  e lamw . A3.1 actions which meet ths A c t ' s  
de X % & & o r  Zligra=t must be ai;prove plrrsuant 
to t b  Act.  B w r v s r ,  t h i s  does not obviate or a l t e r  the need t~ 
also Comply w i t h  existing WMIN requisextents or proeedtves in 
C~anectiea.witb. the establishen': or d.issatablishment oL sbore 
activitlu. Any proposd changes to which me A c t  would rot 'Le 
sppUcsbIe, Fneludinp certain tome l a v a  or force level related 
pl-g d e c i s i o ~ .  such as d a c ~ u i u n i n q s / & a w 4 u w n s  t o r  N a v y  
aad lD&aa C ~ s p a i  eperathg forces, -1 be g;tpp-ozZ'%td with 

. . 8 a a X 3 . d e  docxz$kta~Qla. ,----.. 



9 -  GmceLlnt ipn  Cac%Quency, This notice is canceled upan 
ccapletion of the base closurr and raaligramt process f o r  
FY L993. 

k k  
H. favrence Garrrtt, TTI 

- Distribution: 
S ~ L :  Al Clmmdate O f f i c e  o f  the Sscretaxy) 

(ASSTSEcKAV I=, only) 
A2 t-I OJBG, only) 
A3 (m) (0- 0 0 ,  09, 04, 0 7 ,  0 8 ,  only) 
A6 (Q!fC):ACXCt bCS(RhP:, DCS(IPL), DCS(PPhOF, only) 

Capy to: 
s-NDL: AI ( ~ E ~ S E C N A V ,  WHXRICO, ASSTSECKAVS MGAB, FH, 

/'4 =, only) 
82 (OW, OPAr cEI#?Qt 0-y) 
BS (0- 01, 0 2 ,  03, 0 5 ,  0 6 ,  8 0 ,  81, 82, only) 
2 U  (Fleet Ccmand=s in Chief) 
E x x L  {Systemsr co-) 

SECNAV/OPNAO D i r e c t i v e s  Control O f f i c e  
If-on N a y  Yivd, Bldq.. 200 
W a s h i n g t a n ,  EC. 20374-5074 (20  copies) 
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An Ir,tc?rnsl Control PLari fo-r - - - -  -I_- 

j.ht3 C s l  t ec~iz:; ar:d ?&&y&8 .GI >$!,Ar& 

ronnistent end e t a n d h t d .  
.?A rtirato end co%plnte. 
~ ~ ~ t f f i s t l f i  ao requited by law. 
veriii-tie by P'l; CLA FZE 3;;d PLl'A f u n % ?  f .*r&i rr.air:s?sr i4 

Auditabfe by DLa  i n - e m h l  ~'rvi(et.~ cf f i c e s  arlC! e x t  err.? ', .=.. : . r 
ana ino;>ection ~ g e n c l m  
Zepficablo by h thz rd p r t y  u e l n g  d ~ ~ " & @ + , ~ t - a t l ~ z  l a ~ ~ 2 : ~  * . a .  ; 
during the data  cc?ller+lon pmceduses.  
S t ~ r e d  an3 ~T,xL:;z& in B B W C ~ I T ~  aaea, 
There  hail h, s 8s;aratfm of d u t f a e ,  98 ~ a c h  n e  L L ~ , ~ .  
cs! , ao t h&t  the  c;.ilec:tion cf dai @. , ;ha bnnlyaie ::,f . ; A  L; . 

qata vos!ficaticn, ond arte eelecti~sia nre aecs#pfie3~:: 
different $rtJ::pe, cf hrtdivSduade. Tko Direr - tor  tz: ::-1 P;=.  
w.?rPi-xng GZOL; 6hnI ; aRclgn duties {R e~dc,h a way t h n l  d 2 . i :  

ene-ue  t h e  acc~m?l:af.~mr.t of IPP, iulbfaawi and QY,zprti+, f.r.- " 
process. 

8. Procedures of the pldn inclu4s the followingt 

a. b e t i o c a i  representatives on ths a F 3 C  Workfqg Groer 
are to derdne data rwpfrmerrt~f, sc;%xcer cf 
infl trmation,  ar.5 dara ej80tentrr f a r  t h j  r : shs  - f  
r * ~ l w ~ ~ ~ i b f ! ! t y .  'i.klci purpose of 4btvs.1o;~ieq ;:;,!<:'-a 
quiaanca ia to e r l s u ~  u tLat ccl l e ? i c n  of -&s <I& 7.d 

LB c ~ n s i ~ i m t  and standard. 

n. Punct i ,onel  r e p r , ~ a s ~ t s t i v e s  on t h e  R U C  workinq Group 
will decide whar data el~menee a r e  ' 3  be c c l i e c ~ w r ,  
ma, wiii ptegarcr ? l a m  for +&at C D ~  i e ~ + c i ~ ~  ~ 6 t  d d t i ~ ,  

2. To aneu:e L:n~lsre+7:y and 63r~bct3b33 sf th9  data 
\ * ~ z - ~ ~ a c t  :C:I olane the- piana sill be writtefi and 

coogdirta~w2 t ) r m  c,gFr zhn 9'.ra&T %:-irk :i:g ir. iup t s ; P ? * %  ;: 2 f . 
the Exosiit;ve Sfcup,  afid ~ ~ i L . h e = f  !3t dip?r~but , ' . : .  

( 1  Type ~f d e t n  t u  be collected, 
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reMEb.>N s T h 7 1 C h  

f i L r J & h d W ~ A  r i R G i r i i & P 2 3 - U I  5 % 

MEMORANDUM OF MEETING 

tU-& lZi S . . Jumrar). " *  29di ! .P&j:$>=iYFi :  2 ? i ; P L ? P  ) F ; n d C '  Exe2 . ; .  . '*.C 9 F.\ur: 
(BRACEQ) Meeting 

i PLEiP4SE' To prsdide C-PFP;: f ' a t + s  c t  34AC 3 2 c ~ a t l s - a  * z  t h e  ARRGS!3 
bkefing c.ccurPta cr  29  &u:g spirfi E>.ACE:3 a ~ 2  B A A C  W c * k a r . ~  , l * ~ ~ r  'SPBtYYd' 
memtera in attendance 

11. BBIBF SUMMARY OF DISCCSSION. 
A .  A p a r i r K  o f  a t a t ~ t c r y ,  a3m-~satr~t;;z. and P C ! : = ~  g ~ : d * : i f i t e  

p r e a e z t t d  5 y  DLA-a !Enaloau~e !i 
. I t  a m  r s ~ t e ~ a t n d  t k a ;  -U:i:tarj' Yaiue' WSB :he r)r,-un:! sp.2 BOB! 

;a$;r.=ant r r l c c t i ~ r t  ?riteria ?'3s ie%&inir,g c ' * i + ~ ? i $ ,  i P F @ ! I J Y ~  5~ 
;n.;cbtmnL 5nd i i c p ~ c t s  .ape r,;t Z ? C C S B ~ P J I ~  i r )  ~ t d t t -  :i fta;:?ta?:P 

C .  R a c o e n S a t i b n a  kua t t a k a  t z t b  ~ z r , $ t c j ~ ~ ~ t i ~ s  t . ? ~  Q e b ? p * t ~ ~ : ~  ~f 
30i tnae e F o p &  S t r u c t 3 ~ r  F:h- 8:."22 F f r a !  9alect:;r frit*?!a ? ? w  12 -  
F:ar.: u a d  in t h e  ppev:c~s 234; ~ ? ~ * S S H  , r~ a l l  that  i c  c ~ ? r & n t ! y  a~a:is>:2; M 

new one t d  expects3 ;c t b €  9 ~ t : b r r , $ r ~ t m t ~ r  :Iw i-kmr M? ' *  2-iti-a: L: . t 
. r )  a n & ~ y a r ~ .  302 Fir*&; f a l e : ; ; ~ ~  ~ T ; ; P F A ~  f o r -  EQ,-*: r &?p ?+:t e g ~ r c t a % f l , '  r i a - * -  

for Bor;~d 3 ,  and ahcu ld  be ftnnl I ~ I  the t a l l .  
D. Liaeu~sions o f  r z t  C38; a&&fj-a;e as& ;3Bz:kt& *'2;c:rnea zk1111  ?" 

;irnl'ted t o  EBACEG and BRACv33 E c t i n g r :  c r ~ d  a c t l ; t ! t c ~ b  e r  pi-,ri,re n: 9:-ts!AA 
* 1 d + , i t e ~ r t ~ o n e  r u e  Eiics nhich  are  Fact ?tm?de5 1:' a1:'&@% a t  1s rtqi.!i?ed " 

tf ie  maw t r f m  3cp Sez Se:, iGd3 Ease H @ ~ l i g a l ~ i i ~ : ~  413 ' I c ~ 2 r e s  ds**Q 
3 b y  Q I .  

, freedarn of Inf~i-mrr;lon rco'-rc-sta wi 1: evr!  ;ti:*:! %;J t S j  ;'LA-r3 " G I - - - )  

~ e g l + r g & n t r t t v t  cn ?he m r i t  g !  ench ?squeat 

111. DKClSlOYS REACHED: 
A BbCEC3 a e % b e ~ s  s ~ e  5 %  E ? ; e l o e a ~ e  t.96 sir! e i l  bt v h t t r g  eam$e.-s 

sx;ept :be 3?rect97~, B U C  C r i j ' a  ?-~:ccipa:~ aac EX?ef!ej t +  e t t e -2  "PAC:'+ 
mset::gc, k ~ s e v t ~ ,  deputAea re? ~ ~ t = t ~ r : p h t e  :c FBA2E9 ~ e e b t l $ s  !n !hs 
j 2 P i T i c i p & , E  ' a k b ~ ~ c p  etkLr.r .̂ cT'. ;r ,r t v  3 : - . n c  cn!y i n i n ? -  r a l ~  +!!:j l d C i i  

J h ~ n  rsa! igonrtnt !c ;~s+m~ ie~ro:;as a e e i  ts  b e  ~ S P ,  B 2%qc*y:ed a!!ert a*:! t a  
mdr to C R C L F C  p* lr ;c !palat  atten.fan.n@ 

E .  Ird t n c  ebsenee o f  : h e  2EE3Z2 , > a : r ~ -  > e  4 5 9  . s ' p " *  2 ! r  ~ y - 7  ' 

N I r ,  Y L L  aa Ciitri~w~.. &?:i.t 50:k aye  $':se?t t e e  F Y P C ~ ~ ! * V F  Y * e f + > p  PL,'* ? 
wi i i I ~ ( L P I L ? P ~  the  Chairmdn'p d?:L:ee 

, * 2 .  The C a t e g ~ r  t e r ~  3 :  LLA P. .:: .J&: . * a  a e ~ a  i - ;?r- ,e l  : t : ! ~ : * ~ * i =  C!. 
. A " /  - 2  5b?]e:f t -  n u w e u e ~ ,  .be i e t r f i : , s ~  ;: :" 5 - , -  ' . ~ d d : ~ ~ ~ - ? r :  ^ 2 - - - '  

, 2 : Z C Y Q  C t ~ - j c t , n r ~  1,; t e 2  ; . s ? a y ? ~  -;r: L:ld;.8t. &:la t?i.t?rl!.ud'i :y C J :  :: '- - > . - - ,  r I Tile thA< : r , : e r i . = -  : ,T‘+ - . . . *  . *.+? 9 r n - p  C I  2'- - - f 1, 
d . '  );"*:< 

F r 
a. r t  *ad B t r e a a r :  t h a t  : i i e  ;.a- . -- + - 2  ;:,: : . t L +  . m cs> y - : ; ? ' .  .t . -  . i. rlequ 1 red __-- 



rypi? o f  fa:: i l i t  y f r:m which  i t  is to be co1lectt.d 
Sourre(6) of t h e  data. 
Methnd af ~t i i l i r~ t r i7 f i ,  ( e . g . ,  extraction from 
manual f i l e6  or ADP sy8tems). 
Time *rim! repraeentod by t h e  data .  
Time period during which the data ir to be 
col 1ect.ad . 
Position o~ t i t l e  of indlvtduule who ara to 
collect t h e  data. 
Medium in which t h e  data is to ba collected, 
( e . g , ,  electronic, paper, data bare, spreadahest, 
e tc .  ) 
Format in which the data i 8  to be reported. 
Suspense date for xeportlnq to the BRK Norkip9 
Group, 
PLFAe are to  submit data directly to Dm-LE. 

a.  BLPA contmanders have overs11 reaponribility for the 
collection and submission of canpieta snd accureta 
data .  The BaXC Working Group will not accept 
aobmissiona of draft data. 

b. Ccmamders are to certify,  to the bout of their 
h w l s d g e r  that the data a u k d t t d  at t h e  f m q - ~ e s t  n i  
the BRAC Executi.c.6 and Working Qmups I# bccuratb am3 
conrplsre, Commandere' certification i e  h e e d  un thqlr 
confidence that the data har h e n  verified by 
msnaqament, and can si h a m  bean audited by local 
internal review office. 

c .  PLPA commandere are to appoint s BRAf! Point of Contact 
( B W - P X )  who will be tespcrnaihl+ to t h m  =A 
contmander and t h e  B W  Working Gmup. Tha BRM?-PiK-' wiil 
ensure t 

(1) Uniform data collection guidance i r  w l o y e d  i n  
the data collection pmcerr. 

( 2 )  lnternsl control checklirt8 (ram para 0 . 2 . ~ )  are 
campleted for every dsta collection p h n -  

( 3 )  Internal review audits (6- prra 8.2.d)  a m  
completed on the ,  and that  cagies of tha audit 
raporre are provlded to thr BRAC Working Group. 

( 4 )  Daka to Ma certified by th* ccumand8x f a  sccurtte 
and complete. 

( 5 j  Data eubmionione to the BMC Working Gmup are 
forwarded on time. 

d .  PLFA in ternal  review offices ( X M X - D I )  are responeible 
to t h e  PLPA commnder for auditing the accuracy arid 
completenese of date 8uhAtted for the B R X  pmcers .  



( 1 1  Ztr 1.1e pui;)3as o f  ck:d intvimt5! re*zi*v ~ " 4  i c g  ! 5 

t w ~ f  r j j sa;-$@ & E :  pff  : ~f ~ ' " 3  L- . '~E~@. 'sF- : .~ccz . -  ' 

cezt 1 r i c a f i ~ n  pzi.cefie; and ( 5 )  " ~ , : : ' ~ R ~ - F ' T : B  W ' - ~ - % ~ S -  

t h e  data  rs suj~g~crt&.'  by a n  ~ ' i c l j f  ~ 1 x z i l  k i i-I : s  
si;a;i tesL . J A ~ B ,  &fcu:(icfi, ~ e ~ i f l .  the; t he  =i&tt;t 5 : -  

eu;,actad :n oci-.-:-dai;ce with :jie jat& rgj ; c r y  i - i :?  

plan ,  snd recomierrd ciirrurt!?e &~tio3, Iq'e- -;.x 
a u u r ~ s  u t  data  zarr k c  crsp:atc:! S~f.;rs s . ~ % : . ~ r ' . - . r  
to :no BHAC N*:>r~Lf>y Grab&, Lur n 3 t  2 8 ~ 6 . ~  t h ~ r  T L :  

d 5 ) i ~  a f t e r  t b . ~  iil.lt.lb,.: 8 ; b i & ~ i ~ , ' i  ~f b,k8 ?A?:> 
! 2 !  amc W~:kir;,f ' S r ~ u p  i~ t5 j , . f f f g ~ %  i ~ t & f ~ \ e f  rsjx7+::-$ 

a w a i t  guldaprtca ;hat I,crs bszz dtz-te l t jw b i  ..;-1 f x~ 

asa~stance of C I A - C I ,  Atdit w i l l  .b 
cancainea fa the dera sr! lert . i~~n fl.mk. 

3 ,i i e ? . ~ r r ~ a l  re-;ie* 5 u C : t o r e  tarbt~l fy review ~ r n t :  - -  
trcaP eamy:ea 0; d&:s. Thl: azt.ual  ir7ivqa; i ~ :  * .' - : 
muei h bnL>ky'k ta ~ ; ? " , L Q v ~  ~ E ? B P Z T & ~ ! ~ S  has? Y ~ T . L ~ .  r ' 
data accuracy. 

( 4  j PLFA ~ l n t a m a l  raviaw i;lf:ics '*liI!, ctlnr L!i t ~ ~ h r i  r-:, 
~oliact data, ancapt B E  'r.9c,~ l T e 3  tc pri? '~!  
audita . 

1) D"@-I2 la to &evelop o c?isckl !st te her %sed hv 
~ ~ ~ ~ - P ~ a  tF,ac ~ i l ;  & ~ @ Q n l  ~ e = L f p  f,>e - s V .  . 5 -:--.- 
and @oinpie+aneas of data, m 4  d o C ~ . ~ i t P  8 s  %1*2 !' 
t r a i l  far third-party verf f ieat  ton 

1 2 )  Thi r i i  p r e y  ~ f c ~ L I L t & t i o r i  C C : S ~ @ €  3? '36 
906 Xi;, the  GAG, *Aft Mftmos C m f s = i . - r :  * - c ~  

( 3 )  The checklist is ta ~e ircladw? ifi Lhs 
cnlbection plane, 

i . Pw,ct  ion^ i i7anegars on :f:a EP-bL.2 W?xki~g Gzc::p 3 re 
raepa~siblrt ',a t h e  B U C  Q a c u t i ~ ~ s  Gr-~-;p f i ~ r  ? C Z j  r-;-i .:; 
data celleeted by eha P L P h .  ?srl f lrst i=snr n - c  L - 1  PF 

prfermeb prr an as--ns&& h s b %  &?b xil! ~ E ' ! ~ @ i C l e s . ~  

vari f Lcarione dona by the FLFA pezsc:&e1 em! aua:tP P j  
in tem~al  review pexaon_nel- 

g .  Membexa of tne BBW E%ecs$ive C m ~ p  are f.rge)gsfleif~:k T.-> 
t h e  Birscror, D f A  for 8 Irtbag  fiat^ m d  m k i n q  
~ e c c m n e n d s t i o n c  t h a t  E : ~ b i ! i l  r;",u r~nfL,-nrr 8ri3 rhs 
intents 3 f  che Wfpne1,3? -!&Be C52t~m t5;1,2 ribteL2.,t?~=+~? fi-- 

of. 1990, P.L. lQL-jiG, cla amendad. A 2 1  ~ 1 1 , b i s a t ~ ~ :  a 'I . !  

rec.?mtsndatisne t- ttLe 81 r ~ C t 3 1 ,  DyA J Z  f i ?M i:er % i ' 2 e.2 
by C n a i m t n  ef t h ~  R U E  Xxttsiteive Gfoug jTA-93;- 
Psnai iy ,  ti14 D ~ r e c t u r ,  DLA muat cgrtf fy  tC t h a  



3t2t:9:.aTy r,f ucfense thst d a t a  used in making BRAC 9 5  
rer~nu.,6,?n.!at I nn:. to t ? r *  -,Cr i e s a :  y clfo ecryrg? r,% arid 
unrnp:etg to t h e  test ~ ' f .  T , & B  $ w f i ~ ~ i c + q e  ~ ? p i l t j f .  

a .  Co t-rec: i o ~ s  rrn prek - -:us :r ccrc,if id data aru 'i:; 1 6 -  
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UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE 
Copyright (c) 1993, Lawyers Cooperative Publishing 

*** THIS SECTION IS CURRENT THROUGH P.L. 102-439, APPROVED 10/23/92 *** 
TITLE 5. GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION AND EMPLOYEES 

PART 111. EMPLOYEES 
SUBPART D. PAY AND ALLOWANCES 
CHAPTER 55. PAY ADMINISTRATION 

SUBCHAPTER V. PREMIUM PAY 

5 USCS @ 5542 (1993) 

@ 5542. Overtime rates; computation 

(a) For full-time, part-time and intermittent tours of duty, hours of work 
officially ordered or approved in excess of 40 hours in an administrative 
workweek, or (with the exception of an employee engaged in professional or 
technical engineering or scientific activities for whom the first 40 hours of 
duty in an administrative workweek is the basic workweek and an employee whose 
basic pay exceeds the minimum rate for GS-10 (including any applicable 
locality-based comparability payment under section 5304 or similar provision of 
law and any applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or similar 
provision of law) for whom the first 40 hours of duty in an administrative 
workweek is the basic workweek) in excess of 8 hours in a day, performed by an 
employee are overtime work and shall be paid for, except as otherwise provided 
by this subchapter [5 USCS @ @  5541 et seq.], at the following rates: 

(1) For an employee whose basic pay is at a rate which does not exceed the 
minimum rate of basic pay for GS-10 (including any applicable locality-based 
comparability payment under section 5304 or similar provision of law and any 
applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or similar provision of law), 
the overtime hourly rate of pay is an amount equal to one and one-half times the 
hourly rate of basic pay of the employee, and all that amount is premium pay. 

(2) For an employee whose basic pay is at a rate which exceeds the minimum 
rate of basic pay for GS-10 (including any applicable locality-based 
comparability payment under section 5304 or similar provision of law and any 
applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or similar provision of law), 
the overtime hourly rate of pay is an amount equal to one and one-half times the 
hourly rate of the minimum rate of basic pay for GS-10 (including any applicable 
locality-based comparability payment under section 5304 or similar provision of 
law and any applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or similar 
provision of law), and all that amount is premium pay. 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection for an employee 
of the Department of Transportation who occupies a nonmanagerial position in 
GS-14 or under and, as determined by the Secretary of Transportation. 

(A) the duties of which are critical to the immediate daily operation of the 
air traffic control system, directly affect aviation safety, and involve 
physical or mental strain or hardship; 

(B) in which overtime work is therefore unusually taxing; and 
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(C) in which operating requirements cannot be met without substantial 
overtime work; 

the overtime hourly rate of pay is an amount equal to one and one-half times 
the hourly rate of basic pay of the employee, and all that amount is premium 
Pay 

(4) Notwithstanding paragraph (2) of this subsection, for an employee who is 
a law enforcement officer, and whose basic pay is at a rate which exceeds the 
minimum rate of basic pay for GS-10 (including any applicable locality-based 
comparability payment under section 5304 or similar provision of law and any 
applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or similar provision of law), 
the overtime hourly rate of pay is an amount equal to the greater of-- 

(A) one and one-half times the minimum hourly rate of basic pay for GS-10 
(including any applicable locality-based comparability payment under section 
5304 or similar provision of law and any applicable special rate of pay under 
section 5305 or similar provision of law); or 

(B) the hourly rate of basic pay of the employee, 

and all that amount is premium pay. 

(b) For the purpose of this subchapter [ 5  USCS @ @  5541 et seq.1-- 

(1) unscheduled overtime work performed by an employee on a day when work was 
not scheduled for him, or for which he is required to return to his place of 
employment, is deemed at least 2 hours in duration; and 

(2) time spent in a travel status away from the official-duty station of an 
employee is not hours of employment unless-- 

(A) the time spent is within the days and hours of the regularly scheduled 
administrative workweek of the employee, including regularly scheduled overtime 
hours; or 

(B) the travel (i) involves the performance of work while traveling, (ii) is 
incident to travel that involved the performance of work while traveling, (iii) 
is carried out under arduous conditions, or (iv) results from an event which 
could not be scheduled or controlled administratively, including travel by an 
employee to such an event and the return of such employee from such event to his 
or her official-duty station. 

(c) Subsection (a )  shall not apply to an employee who is subject to the 
overtime pay provisions of section 7 of the Fair labor Standards Act of 1938 [29 
USCS @ 2073. In the case of an employee who would, were it not for the preceding 
sentence, be subject to this section, the Office of Personnel Management shall 
by regulation prescribe what hours shall be deemed to be hours of work and what 
hours of work shall be deemed to be overtime hours for the purpose of such 
section 7 so as to ensure that no employee receives less pay by reason of the 
preceding sentence. 

HISTORY: (Sept. 6, 1966, P.L. 89-554 @ 1, 80 Stat. 485; Sept. 11, 1967, P.L. 
90-83, @ 1(24), 81 Stat. 200; Dec. 16, 1967, P.L. 90-206, ~itle 11, @ 222(a), 81 
Stat. 641; Oct. 10, 1968, P.L. 90-556, @ 1, 82 Stat. 969; Dec. 15, 1971, P.L. 
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92-194, 85 Stat. 648.) 
(As amended Oct. 12, 1984, P.L. 98-473, Title I, @ 101(c) in part, 98 Stat. 

1874; Nov. 5, 1990, P.L. 101-509, Title V, @ 529 [Title I, @ 101(b)(3)(E), Title 
11, @ 210(1), Title IV, @ 410(a)], 104 Stat. 1439, 1460, 1468; Oct. 2, 1992, 
P.L. 102-378, @ 2(41), 106 Stat. 1352.) 

HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 

PRIOR LAW AND REVISION: 

1966 Act 

Derivation U.S. Code Revised Statutes and 
Statutes at Large 

(a 5 USC Sec. 911 June 30, 1945, ch 212, 
Sec. 201, 59 Stat. 296. 

Sept. 1, 1954, ch 1208, 
Sec. 203, 68 Stat. 1109. 

(b) 5 USC Sec. 912a Sept. 1, 1954, ch 1208, 
5 USC Sec. 912b Sec. 205(b), 68 Stat. 1110. 

In subsec. ( a ) ( 1 ) ,  and (2), the word "officerI1 is omitted as included in 
ttemployeew. The word "scheduledw is omitted since Act Oct. 11, 1962, P.L. 
87-793, @ 603, 76 Stat. 847, eliminated the necessity of referring to rates as 
scheduled or longevity. References to the ttClassification Act of 1949, as 
amendedu are omitted as unnecessary. 

In subsec. (b), former 5 USC @ @  912a and 912b are combined and restated. 
Standard changes are made to conform with the definitions applicable and the 

style of this title (5 USCS @ @  101 et seq.). 

1967 Act 

Section of Source (U. S. Source (Statutes at Large) 
title 5 Code) 

5542 (a) 5 App.: 911 July 18, 1966, P.L. 89- 
504, Sec. 404 (a) , 80 Stat. 
297. 

The words "of the Classification Act of 1949, as amendedM are omitted as 
unnecessary. 

AMENDMENTS: 
1967. Act Sept. 11, 1967, in subsec. (a), inserted It, or (with the exception 

of an employee engaged in professional or technical engineering or scientific 
activities for whom the first 40 hours of duty in an administrative workweek is 
the basic workweek and an employee whose basic pay exceeds the minimum rate for 
GS-10 for whom the first 40 hours of duty in an administrative workweek is the 
basic workweek) in excess of 8 hours in a dayttt; and substituted ltGS-lOw for 
ttGS-911, wherever appearing. 
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Act Dec. 16, 1967 (effective 30 days after 12/16/67, as provided by @ 
220 (a) (4) of such Act) , substituted subsec. (b) (2) (B) , for one which read: "the 
travel involves the performance of work while traveling or is carried out under 
arduous conditions. #I. 

1968. Act Oct. 10, 1968, added subsec. (a)(3). section 3 of such Act Oct. 10, 
1968, provided that this amendment shall take effect on the first day of the 
first pay period which begins on or after the 30th day after Oct. 10, 1968. 

1971. Act Dec. 15, 1971, in subsec. (a), substituted "For full-time, 
part-time and intermittent tours of duty, hoursN for llHourstt. 

1984. Act Oct. 12, 1984, in subsec. (b) (2) (B) (iv) , inserted It, including 
travel by an employee to such an event and the return of such employee from such 
event to his or her official-duty station. 

1990. Act NOV. 5, 1990 (effective as provided by @ 305 of such Act, which 
appears as 5 USCS @ 5301 note), in subsec. (a), inserted "(including any 
applicable locality-based comparability payment under section 5304 or similar 
provision of law and any applicable special rate of pay under section 5305 or 
similar provision of law)" wherever appearing, added para. (4); and added 
subsec. (c). 

1992. ' ~ c t  Oct. 2, 1992 (effective as of the first day of the first applicable 
pay period beginning on or after the date of enactment of such Act, as provided 
by @ 9(b)(9) of such Act, which appears as 5 USCS @ 6303 note), in subsec. 
(a)(4), substituted wofficertm for "officer (within the meaning of section 
8331(20) or 8401(17))," and made technical corrections which did not affect the 
text of such subsection; and, in subsec. (c), substituted the sentence which 
begins "In the case of . . . for one which read: "In the case of an employee 
who would, were it not for the preceding sentence, be subject to this section, 
hours of work in excess of 8 hours in a day shall be deemed to be overtime hours 
for the purposes of such section 7 and hours in a paid nonwork status shall be 
deemed to be hours of work.". 

NOTES : 

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
Customs warehouse officers, compensation of, 19 CFR Part 19. 

CROSS REFERENCES 
This section is referred to in 5 USCS @ @  5543, 5545, 5546, 5547; 14 USCS @ 

432; 15 USCS @ 278e; 32 USCS @ 709. 

RESEARCH GUIDE 

AM JUR: 
15A Am Jur 2d, Civil Service @ @  4, 48. 

INTERPRETIVE NOTES AND DECISIONS 

I. IN GENERAL 
1. Generally 
2. Construction of particular terms 
3. Relation to other laws 
4. ~equiring minimum pay for overtime 
5. Requirement for written authority 
6. Differential pay 
7. Overtime caused by worker shortage 
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11. PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES AS OVERTIME 
8. Eating, rest, or dressing time 
9. Off-duty time at isolated post 
10. Stand-by duty 
11. Travel time 
12. -To and from place of work 
13. -Under arduous conditions 
14. -Diplomatic courier 
15. Work in excess of 8-hour day 
15.5. Union activities 
15.7. Other 

111. RECOVERY OF COMPENSATION 
16. Generally 
17. Jurisdiction of courts 
18. Exhaustion of administrative remedies 
19. Laches 
20. Requirement for official order or approval 
21. Enforcement of agreement to work overtime without pay 
22. Computation of overtime 

I. IN GENERAL 

1. Generally 
Specific requirement in civil Service Commissionfs regulation that agencies 

should review premium pay determinations "at appropriate intervalsm and 
discontinue payments or revise rates where such action was necessary, authorized 
Internal Revenue Service to make regulation establishing quarterly plan for 
determination of eligibility for premium pay. ~ i x  v United States (1966) 177 Ct 
C1 369, 368 F2d 609. 

Employee who occupies position requiring substantial amounts of irregular, 
unscheduled overtime in which hours of duty cannot be controlled 
administratively is not compensated on hourly basis but instead receives premium 
pay on an annual basis. sullivan v United States (1981) 229 Ct C1 82, 665 F2d 
1012. 

Invocation of departmental regulations requiring specific written authority 
for overtime cannot avoid plain requirements of predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542 
when performance of overtime is induced by government. Byrnes v United States 
(1963, Ct C1) 324 F2d 966, rereported 163 Ct C1 167, 330 F2d 986. 

General Accounting Office declines to assert jurisdiction over union's 
request for determination as to amount of overtime due employees as result of 
arbitration award since issue is more properly subject to determination by 
Federal Labor Relations Authority. (1983) 62 Op Comp Gen p 274. 

Travel performed by employee to attend scheduled event conducted by licensee 
of employeefs agency did not qualify as travel to or from event over which 
government had total lack of control, and employee could thus not be paid 
overtime compensation for that travel as entitl'ement to overtime 
compensation by federal employees while in travel status under 5 USCS @ 
5542(b)(2)(B)(iv) requires that travel result from event which could not be 
scheduled or controlled administratively in that there be immediate official 
necessity requiring travel in connection with event. (1986) 65 Op Comp Gen p 
772. 

2. Construction of particular terms 
Federal law enforcement officers were not entitled to overtime pay for 
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entitled to collect overtime compensation under predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542. 
Anderson v United States, 201 Ct C1 660. 

9. Off-duty time at isolated post / 

Federal Aviation ~dministration employee assigned to 3-day workweek at remote 
radar site and required to remain at facility overnight for nonduty hours 
spanning workweek is not entitled to overtime compensation for standby duty 
for nonduty hours; radar site was manned 24 hours per day by on-duty personnel 
and there was no showing that employees were required to hold themselves in 
readiness to perform work outside of duty hours or that they were required to 
remain at facility for reasons other than practical considerations of facility's 
geographic isolation and inaccessibility in terms of daily commuting. (1978) 57 
Op Comp Gen 496. 

10. Stand-by duty 
Deputy federal marshals on call after basic duty hours who are not restricted 

to headquarters offices nor to their residences are not entitled to overtime pay 
for periods in which marshals are free to follow their individual private 
pursuits; time spent in on call status is not considered work when employee is 
allowed to leave telephone number or to carry electronic device for purpose of 
being contacted, even though employee is required to remain within reasonable 
call-back radius. Allen v United States (1983) 1 C1 Ct 649, affd without op (CA 
FC) 723 F2d 69. 

civilian recreation administrator at naval base was entitled to overtime pay 
for all hours he was scheduled for standby duty status in view of testimony that 
employee had no choice but to work during hours scheduled for standby duty as 
result of loss of personnel from department and increased duties assigned to 
department, and such overtime was authorized in light fact that stated motive 
for placing employee on standby duty status was to avoid payment of overtime for 
work that needed to be done and which employee was required to do. Manning v 
United States (1986) 10 C1 Ct 651. 

Physical education professor at Naval Academy was entitled to overtime 
compensation for actual standby hours worked during times he was assigned to 
serve as duty watch officer. Savering v United States (1989) 18 C1 Ct 704. 

Firefighters scheduled to work 72 hour tour of duty each week did not come 
within statutory exception of employees for whom first 40 hours of duty is basic 
work week since firefighterst first 40 hours consisted of 24 hours on duty and 
16 off, and their duties required substantial amount of standby time. DeCosta v 
United States (1990) 22 C1 Ct 165. 

Classified civil service employee, employed as correctional officer in charge 
of cottage at federal reformatory for women, who on alternate duty days was 
required to remain on duty overnight in cottage, during which time she was 
subject to call of individual inmates and telephone calls from reformatory 
personnel, was on duty during such nights and entitled to overtime pay. Farley 
v United States (1955) 131 Ct C1 776, 127 F Supp 562. 

Plaintiff's overnight assignments in federal correctional institution 
constituted duty time despite her use of room assigned to her on occasions other 
than when she was assigned to overnight duty. England v United States (1956) 
133 Ct C1 768, 137 F Supp 757. 

Retired employees of civil defense agency were entitled to recover overtime 

compensation and night-pay differential for duty officer tours served by each 
of them at control center during six-year period immediately preceding filing of 
their respective petitions, but they were not entitled to recover for duty 
officer tours served at home, for services allegedly performed during certain 
civil defense test exercises. Rapp v United States (1964) 167 Ct C1 852, 340 
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F2d 635. 
United States government attorney's performance of stand-by duty in home 

during hours in excess of regular 40-hour workweek, such duty consisting of 
making himself available in home to answer incoming telephone calls, was not 
"hours of workw within meaning of predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542. Moss v united 
States (1965) 173 Ct C1 1169, 353 F2d 746. 

Hours during which Canal Zone policemen employed by United States were 
required, due to mob activities, to remain while off duty at some place within 
one of 2 police districts in Zone where they could be reached by telephone were 
not Ithours of wo:rkw within meaning of 5 USCS @ 5542, nor did such policemen 
qualify for compensation therefor under regulation providing compensation for 
"stand-by duty.n Aldridge v United States (1973) 202 Ct C1 365, 479 F2d 1365. 

Standby status does not result from geographic isolation alone, but requires 
official order to remain at station; employeefs remaining at station must not be 
merely voluntary, desirable, or result of geographic isolation; standby status 
is not appropriate where employee is left on unisolated, uninhabited island for 
3 days until picked up by helicopter. Naval Amphibious Base & Tidewater 
Virginia Federal Employees Metal Trades Council (1984) 15 FLRA No. 91. 

Grievants were not entitled to standby pay where there was no evidence that 
round-the-clock coverage by them was needed at the prison facility or that 
agency required them to remain in state of readiness. US Dept. of Justice, INS, 
Washington, DC & AFGE, Natll. Immigration & Naturalization Council (1992) 44 
FLRA No. 28. 

11. Travel time 
Travel time used while in boundaries of official duty station is not 

automatically compensable. Mossbauer v united States (1976, CA9 Cal) 541 F2d 
823. 

Investigators were not entitled to include ordinary hours of travel as a 
basis of granting extra pay beyond the per diem allowed while away from official 
station. Byrnes v United States (1963, Ct C1) 324 F2d 966, rereported 163 Ct C1 
167, 330 F2d 986. 

Federal deputy marshal's time spent in travel was not "regularly scheduledN 
within meaning of predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5545, nor was such time within 
provisions governing time in travel status included in predecessor to 5 USCS @ 
5542, and therefore such time could be compensated under those statutes. ~urich 
v United States (1966) 177 Ct C1 139, 366 F2d 984, cert den 389 US 885, 19 L Ed 
2d 182, 88 S Ct 152, reh den 389 US 998, 19 L Ed 2d 504, 88 S Ct 486. 

Arbitrator's award of overtime compensation for travel time will be set 
aside under 5 USCS @ 7122 as being contrary to @ 5542(b) (2) (B) (iv) where award 
was premised on arbitrator's erroneous conclusion that out-of-town 2-day 
conference to which employee traveled was event which could not be scheduled or 
controlled administratively, since conference was administratively scheduled by 
agency, thus excluding it from purview of @ 5542 (b) (2) (B) (iv) . United States 
Dept. of Labor (1982) 10 FLRA No. 82. 

Hours spent in travel status are hours of employment if travel results from 
event which could not be scheduled or controlled administratively; union 
proposal requiring inspectors to be in paid status when they travel outside of 
normal duty hours in order to be present during hours of operation of nuclear 
waste disposal sites is negotiable since operating hours of each site are set by 
private commercial firm over which agency has no administrative control. 
Nuclear Regulatory Com. (1983) 13 FLRA No. 13. 

Traveltime away from one's duty station does not constitute "hours of 
employrnentIt for which overtime or compensatory time may be granted unless travel 
results from event which cannot be controlled administratively. Air Force 
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Logistics Command & AFGE (1984) 15 FLRA No. 95. 
Traveltime does not constitute compensable hours of employment where time is 

scheduled and controlled administratively; arbitrator's award of compensatory 
time for required travel during nonduty hours to attend training sessions is 
improper. Department of ~ustice & AFGE (1984) 16 FLRA No. 112. 

Employee is not entitled to compensation for travel time where airline 
overbooked flight and booked him on next available flight; event which 
necessitated his travel, his presence at his duty station the following work 
day, was not Iiadministratively uncontrollable event." (1979) 59 Op Comp Gen p. 
96. 

Interpretation of 5 USCS @ 5542(b)(2)(B)(iv) that travel to training course 
scheduled by employee's agency does not qualify as compensable travel has no 
relation to whether such travel time is hours worked under Fair Labor Standards 
Act (29 USCS @ @  201 et seq.). (1981) 60 Op Comp Gen p 434. 

Entitlement to overtime compensation while in travel status under 5 USCS @ 
5542(b)(2)(B)(iv) requires at least that travel results from event which could 
not be scheduled or controlled administratively, and immediate official 
necessity in connection with event requiring travel to be performed outside 
employee's regular duty hours. (1981) 60 Op Comp Gen p 681. 

Travel to and from accident sites by air safety investigators on commercial 
airlines, performed under access-to-aircraft (cost free) authority and emergent 
situations, is compensable work for purposes of 5 USCS @ 5542(a) and (b); 
however, where access-to-aircraft travel was utilized in non-emergent situations 
and no work was performed or was required during travel, such travel only served 
purpose of transporting investigator and is not compensable overtime work; air 
safety investigators who travel by means other than aircraft, usually by 
automobile, to and from accident sites, and who perform their investigative 
function while traveling under emergent conditions, are performing compensable 
overtime work under @ 5542(a) and (b); air safety investigator who is ordered to 
transport documents, equipment and exhibits and who is required to personally 
travel with items in order to protect their integrity or ensure they are not 
damaged, lost or tampered with, can have such travel time considered work for 
purpose of overtime under @ 5542 (a) and (b) . (1982) 61 Op Comp Gen p 626. 

Statutory provision which permits overtime if travel results from event which 
could not be scheduled or controlled administratively has been interpreted to 
require satisfaction of two conditions; first, event requiring off-duty travel 
must be administratively uncontrollable, and second, there must exist immediate 
official necessity occasioned by unscheduled and administratively uncontrollable 
event. Benjamin Brown and John R. Schacht (1990) 69 Comp Gen 385. 

Employees of Defense Logistics Agency were entitled to receive overtime pay 
while in travel status outside of regular working hours to attend training, 
since training courses were offered by private institution and were not 
conducted for benefit of government, such that training was not event which 
could be scheduled or controlled administratively. William A. Lewis, et al. 
(1990) 69 Comp Gen 545. 

Instructors of Department of Defense Security Institute, who traveled away 
from their official duty stations on Sunday in order to teach agency training 
courses beginning on Monday morning, are not entitled to overtime or 
compensatory time for their travel. Defense Security Institute Instructors 
(1992) 71 Comp Gen 228. 

12. -To and from place of work 
Time spent by civilian employee of Department of Navy in traveling between 

his government-furnished quarters at one end of federal installation and his job 
site at other end of same installation did not come within meaning of term 
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11. PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES AS OVERTIME 
8. Eating, rest, or dressing time 
9. Off-duty time at isolated post 
10. Stand-by duty 
11. Travel time 
12. -To and from place of work 
13. -Under arduous conditions 
14. -Diplomatic courier 
15. Work in excess of 8-hour day 
15.5. Union activities 
15.7. Other 

111. RECOVERY OF COMPENSATION 
16. Generally 
17. Jurisdiction of courts 
18. Exhaustion of administrative remedies 
19. Laches 
20. Requirement for official order or approval 
21. Enforcement of agreement to work overtime without pay 
22. Computation of overtime 

I. IN GENERAL 

1. Generally 
Specific requirement in Civil Service Commission's regulation that agencies 

should review premium pay determinations "at appropriate intervalsw and 
discontinue payments or revise rates where such action was necessary, authorized 
Internal Revenue Service to make regulation establishing quarterly plan for 
determination of eligibility for premium pay. Fix v United States (1966) 177 Ct 
C1 369, 368 F2d 609. 

Employee who occupies position requiring substantial amounts of irregular, 
unscheduled overtime in which hours of duty cannot be controlled 
administratively is not compensated on hourly basis but instead receives premium 
pay on an annual basis. Sullivan v United States (1981) 229 Ct C1 82, 665 F2d 
1012. 

Invocation of departmental regulations requiring specific written authority 
for overtime cannot avoid plain requirements of predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542 
when performance of overtime is induced by government. Byrnes v United States 
(1963, Ct C1) 324 F2d 966, rereported 163 Ct C1 167, 330 F2d 986. 

General Accounting Office declines to assert jurisdiction over union's 
request for determination as to amount of overtime due employees as result of 
arbitration award since issue is more properly subject to determination by 
Federal Labor Relations Authority. (1983) 62 Op Comp Gen p 274. 

Travel performed by employee to attend scheduled event conducted by licensee 
of employee's agency did not qualify as travel to or from event over which 
government had total lack of control, and employee could thus not be paid 
overtime compensation for that travel as entitlement to overtime 
compensation by federal employees while in travel status under 5 USCS @ 
5542(b)(2)(B)(iv) requires that travel result from event which could not be 
scheduled or controlled administratively in that there be immediate official 
necessity requiring travel in connection with event. (1986) 65 Op Comp Gen p 
772. 

2. Construction of particular terms 
Federal law enforcement officers were not entitled to overtime pay for 
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overtime hours scheduled but not worked since statute authorizes overtime pay 
for hours of work. Armitage v United States (1991) 23 C1 Ct 483. 

Duty officer tour served by plaintiffs at their homes, in aid of civil 
defense exercises, was not time spent "predominately for [their] employer's 
benefit1@ and hours used were not @@hours of work@$ officially ordered or approved 
under predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542; such overtime was not compensable. Rapp v 
United States (1964) 167 Ct C1 852, 340 F2d 635. 

@@Premium compen~ation@~, as used in predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542, was not 
equated with time-and-one-half, or any other so-called @@penalty ratev@ greater 
than straight-time, and phrase simply meant additional pay employee received, 
over his basic salary, for working overtime. Fix v United States (1966) 177 Ct 
C1 369, 368 F2d 609. 

Employeefs basic workweek consists of those hours designated as such under 
laws and regulations, not necessarily first 8 hours worked by employee each 
shift, and employee required to report to work on Sunday 1 hour prior to regular 
shift need not be paid premium under 5 USCS @ 5546, where workweek is designated 
as midnight to 8 a.m. and employee is paid overtime for 1 hour period on Sunday 
under 5 USCS @ 5542. (1979) 58 Op Comp Gen p 536. 

Determination of what constituted "hours of employmentN within meaning of 
precedecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542, was determination which depended upon facts of 
particular case. Farley v United States, 125 Ct C1 378. 

Defendant agency's interpretation of @@regularly scheduled8@ overtime as 
overtime that regularly recurs at symmetrical spaced intervals, was not correct 
in view of fact agency's own regulations indicated that $@regularly scheduledN 
overtime meant setting up schedule of working hours that stated separately basic 
and overtime hours employee was required to put in, even though such overtime 
was irregular and unforeseeable in its actual occurrence. Anderson v United 
States, 201 Ct C1 660. 

3. Relation to other laws 
Test whether overtime is wadministratively uncontrollable overtimeN under 5 

USCS @ 5545 or "regularly scheduled overtimew under 5 USCS @ 5542 is that 
regularly scheduled overtime must be regularly prescribed according to statutes 
and regulations, and hours must be duly authorized for individual employee prior 
to beginning of administrative work week as part of employee's regularly 
scheduled administrative work week. Bennett v United States (1984) 4 C1 Ct 330. 

Federal employees are protected by both 29 USCS @ 207 and 5 USCS @ 5542, 
requiring compensation for overtime work; under dual coverage, where there 
is inconsistency between statutes, employees are entitled to benefit of most 
favorable construction. Agner v United States (1985) 8 C1 Ct 635, 27 BNA WH Cas 
515, affd without op (CA FC) 795 F2d 1017. 

Means of compensation provided under time and one-half provisions of 5 USCS @ 
5542 and administratively uncontrollable overtime provisions of 5 USCS @ 
5545(c) (2) were mutually exclusive. Fox v United States (1976, ED Va) 416 F 
Supp 593. 

Union proposal establishing 4 hours as minimum amount of callback overtime is 
outside of duty to bargain, since (1) is inconsistent with provisions of 5 USCS 
@ 5542(b)(l) and 5 CFR @ 532.503(c) which set maximum time of 2 hours that 
General Schedule or wage grade employee may be paid callback overtime in absence 
of performance of work, and (2) 5 CFR @ 532.503 (c) is Government-wide regulation 
within meaning of @ 7117(a). International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
Local 2080, AFL-CIO-CLC (1982) 10 FLRA No. 43. 

Union proposal for employee called back to work outside normal shift hours to 
be paid minimum of 4 hours is outside duty to bargain under 5 USCS @ 7117, since 
it is inconsistent with @ 5542(b)(1). National Federation of Federal 
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Employees, Local 1380 (1983) 11 FLRA No. 33. 
Under 32 USCS @ 709, National Guard technicians are not entitled to 

overtime compensation 5 USCS @ 5542, and proposal that time spent by 
technicians in travel to and from temporary duty assignment, outside normal work 
hours, would be compensated by equal amount of compensatory time is 
nonnegotiable under 5 USCS @ 7106. NFFE, Local 1445 & Alabama International 
Guard (1984) 16 FLRA No. 143. 

Overtime payments and compensatory time are not authorized as official time 
under 5 USCS @ 7131(a) to union representatives for time preparing for and 
participating in negotiations outside employeefs normal working hours; 
representational activities performed by union official outside his or her 
workday do not constitute performance of v*hours of workN within meaning of 5 
USCS @ 5542, and proposals providing for such payments are nonnegotiable. 
Patent Office Professional Asso. & Patent & Trademark Office, Dept. of Commerce 
(1986) 21 FLRA No. 74. 

When Federal employees are entitled to overtime under both Title 5 (5 USCS @ 
5542) and Fair Labor Standards Act (29 USCS @ @  201 et seq.), they are to be paid 
under statute which gives them greater benefit. Department of Navy, 
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Philadelphia Metal 
Trades Council (1987) 28 FLRA No. 70. 

Employees are entitled to payment of overtime for travel on nonwork days to 
training assignment under 29 USCS @ 207, even though not entitled to overtime 
compensation under 5 USCS @ 5542, since where Fair Labor Standards Act (29 

USCS @ @  201 et seq.) provide federal employee with greater pay benefit than that 
to which he is entitled under 5 USCS @ 5542, he is entitled to FLSA benefit. 
(1982) 61 Op Comp Gen p 115. 

Employees whose total compensation computed under Fair Labor Standards Act 
(29 USCS @ @  201 et seq.) (FLSA) was greater than overtime compensation 
computed under Title 5 of United States Code were entitled to payment under FLSA 
as employee who is nonexempt under FLSA must have overtime compensation 
computed under both Title 5 and FLSA, and is entitled to whichever computation 
results in greater total compensation. (1986) 65 Op Comp Gen p 273. 

Where Fair Labor Standards Act (29 USCS @ @  201 et seq.) provides employee 
with greater pay benefit than that to which he is entitled under 5 USCS @ 5542, 
employee is entitled to Actts benefit. Benjamin Brown and John R. Schacht 
(1990) 69 Comp Gen 385. 

4. Requiring minimum pay for overtime 
Provisions of predecessor to 5 USCS @ 5542 requiring minimum of 2 hourst pay 

at overtime rates, rather than for payment on time basis for unscheduled 
overtime, were enacted for benefit of employees who were inconvenienced by being 
called back to duty; employee is entitled to minimum of 2 hoursf pay for each 
time he is called back, notwithstanding fact that second or subsequent returns 
may be required before expiration of 2 hours from time he previously reported 
for duty. (1956) 35 Op Comp Gen 448. 

5. Requirement for written authority 
Wage board employee may not recover overtime pay unless he can show that 

overtime was authorized, approved or induced by proper authority; mere absence 
of regulation does not mandate payment under 5 USCS @ 5544 of overtime which is 
not officially ordered or approved; appropriate action by official having 
authority to order or approve overtime is condition to recovery of overtime. 
Amos v United States (1987) 13 C1 Ct 442, 28 BNA WH Cas 569. 

United States was required to pay investigators of alcohol and tobacco tax 
division premium pay for portion of time claimed and overtime for remainder, 
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although departmental regulations required specific written authority therefor. 
Byrnes v United States (1963) 163 Ct C1 167, 330 F2d 986. 

6. Differential pay 
Ship pilot employed by Panama Canal was required to permit his night 

differential pay to be credited against overtime pay otherwise due him. Abbott 
v United States (1959) 144 Ct C1 712, 169 F Supp 523. 

Retired employees of civil defense agency were entitled to recover overtime 

compensation and night-pay differential for duty officer tours served by each 
of them at control center during six-year period immediately preceding filing of 
their respective petitions, but they were not entitled to recover for duty 
officer tours served at home, for services allegedly performed during certain 
civil defense test exercises. Rapp v United States (1964) 167 Ct C1 852, 340 
F2d 635. 

7. Overtime caused by worker shortage 
Deputy United States Marshal was entitled to overtime compensation under 

time and one-half provisions of 5 USCS @ 5542, rather than 5 USCS @ 5545(c)(2) 
where evidence established that inadequate number of personnel rather than 
nature of work (serving court papers) accounted for significant amount of 
overtime, need to serve court papers was both predictable and uniform rather 
than occasional or sporadic, and where under evidence presented, hours required 
were administratively controllable as that term was defined by Civil Service 
Commission. Fox v United States (1976, ED Va) 416 F Supp 593. 

11. PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES AS OVERTIME 

8. Eating, rest, or dressing time 
If covered employees perform substantial duties during lunch breaks they must 

be paid and that time may not be offset against other uncompensated work 
periods; if they are relieved of substantial duties, they are following their 
own pursuits, not employerts, and time, if compensated, may offset other 
periods. Agner v United States (1985) 8 C1 Ct 635, 27 BNA WH Cas 515, affd 
without op (CA FC) 795 F2d 1017. 

Because plaintiffs voluntarily reported to work earlier than required in 
order to change into uniforms at job site rather than wear uniforms to and from 
work, time spent while engaged in changing clothes was not compensable overtime. 
Bantom v United States (1964) 165 Ct C1 312, cert den 379 US 890, 13 L Ed 2d 93, 
85 S Ct 161. 

Individuals employed by a Veterans Administration Hospital as Nursing 
Assistants and physical Therapy Assistants who were required to report to work 
15 minutes before the beginning of their shifts in order to change into 
government issue uniforms, and were similarly required to change back into 
civilian clothing upon completion of their shifts, were entitled to overtime 
compensation under the terms of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 [5 USCS 

@ 55421. Bates v United States (1971) 196 Ct C1 362, 450 F2d 886. 
Mere fact that employee is required to eat lunch on employer's premises and 

to be in duty status and subject to call during such period, did not 
automatically make such period "overtimeu within meaning of predecessor to 5 
USCS @ 5542. Bowling v United States, 181 Ct C1 968. 

Overtime consisting partly of time spent getting into and out of Government 
uniforms owned by Government and kept at work site, and partly of time required 
for briefing before start of shifts, was not allowed for in basic 40 hour 
workweek, was not scheduled in any formal sense, and varied from person to 
person and day to day, such that persons who incurred this overtime were 
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N. J. Walker v. Weaver Baker, Chairman of Board of Control, 
et a1 

No. A-876 

Supreme Court of Texas 

145 Tex. 121; 196 S.W.2d 324 

July 17, 1946, Decided 

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: Rehearing Overruled August 30, 1946. 

DISPOSITION: Mandamus is refused. 

HEADNOTES: 
Constitutional Construction -- Acquiescence. 

Although nonuser will not defeat the power to exercise rights expressly 
delegated in a written constitution, an established practical construction 
"should not be disregarded unless the terms of the provision furnish clear an 
definite support for a contrary construction,'' and while not conclusive, the 
construction given, by the Legislature, in its acquiescence and long continue 
use is entitled to great weight and is a safe guide as to its proper 
interpretation. 

Constitutional Construction -- Powers. 

Where a power is expressly given and the means by which, or the manner in 
which, it is to be exercised is prescribed, such means or manner is exclusive 
all others. Parks v. West, 102 Texas 11, 111 S.W. 726, followed. 

Legislature -- Senate -- Appointments of Governor. 
The Constitution prescribes that the Legislature shall meet every two year 

at such time as may be provided by law and at other times when called by the 
Governor, and when convened in regular session, the first thirty days shall b 
devoted to the introduction of bills; * * * and passing upon the confirmation 
the recess appointments of the Governor; * * *, and since a meeting of the 
Legislature is a meeting of the Senate, the means are thereby expressly provi 
as to when the Senate may be in session and thereby to have an opportunity to 
consider the Governor's appointments. 

Appointments by Governor -- Senate. 
The confirmation or rejection of the Governor's appointments is an executi 

function expressly delegated to the Senate by the Constitution, and to that 
extent is a permitted invasion by one branch of the Legislature into the fie1 
of power which is confined to the executive department of the Government by 
Article 2, section 1, of the Constitution, and since the circumstances under 
which the Senate may defeat the Governor's appointment are specifically set 
forth, there is an implied prohibition against its power to add to those 
circumstances. The contention that the power asserted by the Senate exists 
because not expressly prohibited cannot be sustained. 
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HEADLINE: Bush Defies Judge and Names New Member to Postal Board 
BYLINE: AP 

DATELINE: WASHINGTON, Jan. 8 

BODY: 
Defying an injunction issued by a Federal district judge, President Bush today replaced 

one member of the Postal Service's board of governors, naming a longtime friend of the 
President as that governor's successor. 

The appointment by Mr. Bush, who has been engaged in a monthlong legal dispute with 
the governors, could turn the makeup of the board from 6 to 5 against the President to 6 to 5 
in favor of his demand that they drop a postal-rate suit that they have been pursuing in 
defiance of the Justice Department. 

The suit seeks to overturn a two-cent discount established by another postal body, the 
Postal Rate Commission, for machine-processed first-class mail. The Administration says the 
governors lack the authority to fight that discount rate in court without permission from the 
Justice Department, which has sided with the Postal Rate Commission. 

The underlying issue in the governors' fight with Mr. Bush is whether the Postal Service 
is an independent agency, as the governors contend, or an executive-branch arm whose 
officials serve solely at the pleasure of the President. 

Governors Won Injunction 

Mr. Bush last month threatened to dismiss the six governors holding out in favor of the 
suit. But on Thursday the governors obtained from Judge Louis F. Oberdorfer of Federal 
District Court here a temporary injunction that barred the President from removing any of 
the six, including Crocker Nevin. 

Mr. Nevin's tenure was at issue because, with the expiration of his term last month, he 
was continuing to serve on the board only until succeeded by a new Presidential appointee. 

Today Mr. Bush, who is appealing Judge Oberdorfer's injunction on the ground that it is 
an unconstitutional intrusion on the powers of the executive branch, named that appointee. 
He is Thomas Ludlow Ashley, a former Democratic Congressman from Ohio who is now a 
lobbyist for many of the nation's largest banks. He and Mr. Bush have been close personal 
friends since they attended Yale together. 
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The president's power to make recess appointments to federal judgeships was upheld in 
January 1985 by the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, after an appeals court panel in 
1983 concluded that judicial recess appointments are unconstitutional. 

Recess appointees to federal posts serve at the pleasure of the president, and usually are 
replaced by a new incoming president in short order. Although judges technically serve for 9% 
life, recess judicial appointees can serve for a maximum of Qne session of Congress and - 
can be restricted in their service based on legal requirements for receipt of pay. F6r 
instance, the law allows recess appointee to be paid if the vacancy they are to fill arose 
within 30 days prior to the recess of the Senate, and only if the president submits their 
nomination within 40 days after the new Congress convenes, according to the White House 
clerk's office. If the president fails to put the appointee's name in nomination within 40 days, 
the appointee cannot be paid and his service ends. 

Article 11, section 2 of the Constitution provides that "the president shall have power to fill 1 up all vacancies that may happen during the recess of the Senate, by granting commissions 
which shall expire at the end of their next session." 

As of Dec. 1, there were 104 Article I11 judicial vacancies, including 16 at the court of 
appeals level, 86 at the district court level, and two on the Court of International Trade, 
according to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. 

Recess judicial appointments historically have been made in the event of death or 
critical need in filling a vacancy before the Senate is in session and can consider the 
president's nomination. However, only the president can determine when a vacancy exists 
and needs to be filled, according to one White House authority on recess appointments. 

Some who are urging Bush to make recess judicial appointments before he leaves 
office suggest that the benefits go well beyond politics to the merits of getting judges on the / bench, even for the short term, who can work to relieve the escalating federal caseload that 

J\ awaits trial because of vacancies and other delays. It may be some time before 

1" President-elect Clinton puts his own nominees in place, they argue, and recess appointees 
who have proved themselves might be held over in their posts by the new president. 

But others argue that recess appointments circumvent the constitutional provision that the 
Senate consent to the president's nominations. "To push a recess appointment is to evadq 
scrutiny (by the Senate) and to evade public input," said George Kassouf, director of judicial 

$'1~~6' '  selection process for the Alliance for Justice. 

E' f? 
President Bush, in a meeting last month at the White House, assured Clinton that he and 

the officials of his administration would do everything they could to ensure a smooth 
transition of power. 

Asked Dec. 2 if recess appointments by Bush would violate the president's pledge of 
cooperation, Clinton spokesman George Stephanopoulos responded "not necessarily." 
Technically, Clinton would be able to replace any recess 

21. 
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The appointment of Mr. Ashley would ordinarily require Senate confirmation. But 
with Congress out of session, Mr. Bush used his Presidential authority to make a so-called 
recess appointment. This means that Mr. Ashley can take office immediately and serve until 
the Senate returns late this month, if his selection is not now overturned in the courts. 

Governors' Lawyer Responds 

In anticipation that Mr. Bush might exercise a recess appointment despite the injunction, 
Judge Oberdorfer, who was appointed to the Federal bench by President Jimmy Carter, 
suggested to a lawyer for the six governors on Thursday that they might want to consult with 
the Senate before it recessed. But the recess began shortly after 8 o'clock on Thursday 
night. It will last until after Bill Clinton's inauguration as President on Jan. 20. 

Bruce Geller, the lawyer for the six governors, who include Postmaster General Marvin T. 
Runyon, responded to the President's action today by saying, "Our position is that it's not a 
proper recess appointment. " 

But Mr. Geller indicated that his clients would not seek to have the President held in 
contempt of court for defying Judge Oberdorfer's injunction and that they would instead have 
the matter thrashed out in a Federal appeals court here and perhaps in the Supreme Court, 
where the fight could end up before Mr. Bush leaves office in 12 days. 

SUBJECT: POSTAL SERVICE; APPOINTMENTS AND EXECUTIVE CHANGES; 
SUITS AND CLAIMS AGAINST GOVERNMENT; RATES 

NAME: BUSH, GEORGE (PRES); NEVIN, CROCKER; OBERDORFER, LOUIS (JUDGE) 
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Operations 
WHITE HOUSE WEIGHING RECESS APPOINTMENTS 
TO FILL FEDERAL JUDGESHIPS BEFORE JANUARY 

WASHINGTON (BNA) -- White House officials are considering recommending to 
President Bush that he appoint some federal judges during the recess before the Senate 
convenes Jan. 5, a White House official told BNA Dec. 2. 

Proponents of using recess appointments to fill judicial vacancies urging the president 
and some of his advisers to use the president's constitutional authority aggressively before the 
103rd Congress convenes, one official said. It is possible the president may act to fill some 
judicial vacancies during the congressional recess, but it will not be "a wholesale effort to 
fill everything" or 70 "slow things down, " the official added, noting President Bush's 
preference for a cooperative and smooth transition to the incoming Clinton administration. 

Administration officials discussed the subject of judicial recess appointments Dec. 1 at 
a White House breakfast meeting of the Council of Independent Regulatory Agencies that 
included the president's counsel, C. Boyden Gray, according to administration officials (232 
DER A-22, 12/2/92). There was no official indication at the meeting that the president has 
approved making such appointments before he leaves office, an official who attended the 
meeting told BNA. 

If Bush decides to make recess judicial appointments, they would be appointees whose 
nominations were pending confirmation by the Senate when the 102nd Congress adjourned in 
October, a White House official suggested. The Senate returned 54 judicial nominations to 
the White House when it adjourned, included among a total of 191 nominations for various 
government positions that the Senate did not act on and returned to the president, according 
to the White House clerk's office. 

President Bush has made one recess appointment to a federal post since Congress 
adjourned, naming Evan Kemp to be a member of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission and redesignating him chairman on Oct. 12, a spokesman for the White House 
clerk's office said. 

Carter Made Last Judicial Recess Appointment 

Recess judicial appointments have ample historic precedent, but the most recent 
example occurred in December 1980 when President Carter named Walter Heen as a recess 
appointee to a U.S. District Court vacancy in Hawaii after the Senate failed to act on Heen's 
nomination. Heen served on the bench until the following December, when he was replaced 
by a nominee sent to the Senate by President Reagan. 
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judicial appointee named by Bush by submitting another nomination that is approved by the 
Senate. 

In the last several years, the Bush administration waited an average of about a year 
before making judicial nominations following a vacancy. The average number of days 
between the president's nomination and Senate confirmation was 139 in 1992, 80 in 1991, 
and 8 1 in 1990, according to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. 

In all, Bush appointed 195 Article Ill judges, including two to the Supreme Court, 42 to 
the court of appeals, 150 to the district courts, and one to the Court of International Trade. 
In contrast, Reagan appointed 389 judges, and Carter named 265 federal judges. 

The Senate of the 103rd Congress will convene Jan. 5, while Clinton will be sworn in on 
Jan. 20. 
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BODY: 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - When Bill Clinton becomes president and brings his "new 

faces" to Washington, he will find a lot of old faces helping him govern for a long time, 
some into the next century. 

They are the dozens of key presidential appointees running agencies, administrations and 
commissions. Unlike Cabinet members, they were confirmed by the Senate to fixed terms 
along with full-time members of many boards and commissions. 

Mr. Clinton indicated this week that he will try to unseat some of those holdover 
officials, starting with pro-life Surgeon General Antonia Novello, but his chief spokesman 
said yesterday no decision has been made on who might be pushed out early. 

It will be 1994 before Mr. Clinton can expect the first two vacancies among the seven 
governors of the Federal Reserve System that is so vital to his fiscal policy. Two seats also 
will open then on the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) that could affect his consumer 
initiatives. 

It may take three years or more to appoint a majority of five-member boards such as the 
FTC, the Interstate Commerce Commission, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Securities and 
Exchange Commission, Federal Communications Commission and Federal Election 
Commission. 

FTC Chairman Janet Steiger will serve until September 1995 and Democrat Jacqueline 
Jones-Smith, Consumer Product Safety Commission chairman, has four more years left in 
her term but could be shuffled aside as chairman if Mr. Clinton chose to do so. 

Mr. Clinton would have to get re-elected to choose an FBI director in 1997. The 
president-elect indicated last week, however, that FBI Director William Sessions may expect 
a White House challenge, saying he should consider himself in the job only until 
Inauguration Day, Jan. 20 

Mr. Clinton also would need another term to select a Farm Credit Administration 
chairman (1998) or a director for the National Science Foundation (1997). And the job of 
Rural Electrification Administrator James Huff Sr. is safe until 2002. 
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In some cases, Mr. Clinton could designate a new chairman from those on the board or 
appointees to any vacancy but could not remove the old commissioner from the panel. But 
in the normal course of things it will take several years to get majority control of some 
commissions. 

President Bush never did secure his turf from all of Ronald Reagan's appointees, among 
them Comptroller General Charles Bowsher of the General Accounting Office, whose term 
has four more years to run. 

In the next few weeks, Mr. Bush is expected to continue making low-key " recess 
appointments" to existing vacancies as he has just done for Director of the Mint David 
Ryder and Doug Brook, Office of Personnel Management director, and the reappointment of 
Evan Kemp, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission chairman. 

White House sources say Mr. Bush plans more such appointments, including the entire 
new Chemical Safety and Hazards Investigation Board that Mr. Clinton could replace in 
one year with five-year appointees. 

The Constitution exempts from Senate confirmation such recess appointments, those 
made between two Congresses, and allows most such appointees to serve until the end of the 
next session of Congress in December 1993. 

Mr. Bush could do the same with other vacancies, including the comptroller of the 
currency, one Securities and Exchange commissioner, director of the Office of Thrift 
Supervision, a National Labor Relations Board member, Tennessee Valley Authority and the 
Postal Rate Commission. 

Even if Mr. Bush leaves those posts for Mr. Clinton to fill, it would be three years 
before the Democrats could install a majority on the Federal Communications Commission or 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

"I don't think we have any decisions on moving people out at this time," Clinton 
communications director George Stephanopoulos said yesterday when asked if the new 
president would also seek resignations from such key officials as Federal Reserve Chairman 
Alan Greenspan, whose term as Fed chairman ends in 1996, or Gen. Colin Powell, 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, whose term ends Sept. 30, 1993. 

Even after leaving the chairmanship, Mr. Greenspan will serve as member of the Fed 
Board of Governors until 2006, more than three presidential terms away. 

Both Mr. Greenspan and Gen. Powell told Mr. Clinton privately they intend to serve 
out their terms, although a spokesman for Gen. Powell said yesterday "he would have to 
comply" in the unlikely event the president asked him to quit. 

"As you remember he talked with Chairman Greenspan and it was a very good meeting," 
Mr. Stephanopoulos said, clearly indicating that Mr. Clinton feels he has the option to 
seek early ousters of officials confirmed by the Senate to fixed terms. 

"If we do, we'll let you know, but there's no decision like that made yet," the spokesman 
said. 
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Clinton press secretary Dee Dee Myers sought to soften any implication that Mr. 
Greenspan or Gen. Powell would be asked to quit, saying, "The president-elect has not 
indicated in any way that he intends to seek Greenspan's resignation and the same for 
Powell. " 

The only other uniformed officer, other than Gen. Powell, with such a confirmed 
four-year appointment is the Coast Guard commandant, Vice Adm. J. William Kime. 

"He is not considering resigning whatsoever," a spokesman for the admiral said 
yesterday. 

GRAPHIC: Chart, NEW ADMINISTRATION, OLD FACES, By The Washinton Times 
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President Bush and congressional leaders have revamped the independent base-closing 

commission, naming four new members while retaining former New Jersey Rep. James 
Courter as chairman. 

But the changes aren't expected to affect strategies for protecting the state's biggest 
military installations - Griffiss Air Force Base, Fort Drum and Plattsburgh Air Force Base, 
say Utica-area congressmen. 

"My fear is that (process) won't come out fzir, but it was fair the last time under 
Courter," said Rep. Sherwood Boehlert, R-New Hartford. "But we hope that it (a 
recommendation to close Griffiss) never gets to the commission." 

The old commission ruled out closing the three New York bases two years after it was 
pressured to consider them along with the Pentagon's recommendation to eliminate Air Force 
installations in Sun Belt states. 

The new members appointed last week by Bush in apparent agreement with President-elect 
Clinton include Hansford T. Johnson, a retired four-star Air Force General from Texas. 

"That's very good news because somebody of that rank understands the mission of 
Griffiss and Plattsburgh," said Cary Brick, administrative assistant for Rep. John McHugh, 
R-Pierrepont Manor, who was elected last fall to the North Country seat left vacant by the 
retirement of Republican David Martin.. 

"The Air Force has said there is a need for two bases in the Northeast," said McHugh, 
who has also replaced Martin on the House Armed Services Committee. 

Johnson is currently chief of staff of the United Services Automobile Association. 

Other new appointees to the eight-member commission are: 
- Retired Navy Capt. Peter Bowman of Maine. The former commander of the Navy 

shipyard in Portsmouth, Bowman was selected by Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of 
Maine. 

- Former Rep. Beverly B. Byron, a Maryland Democrat who served on the House Armed 
Services Committee before retiring last year. She was the choice of the 
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incoming Clinton administration. 

- Rebecca G. Cox of California. Designated by Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, Cox is 
vice president of governmental affairs for Continental Air Lines. 

- Harry McPherson Jr. of Maryland. A longtime aide to former President Johnson, 
McPherson now works for a Washington law firm. He was selected by House Speaker Tom 
Foley . 

Reappointed to the commission were Courter, Arthur Levitt Jr. of New York and Robert 
D. Stuart Jr., president of Conway Farms of Illinois. 

Levitt, former president of the American Stock Exchange, was designated by Foley. Stuart 
was chosen by the Bush White House. Courter was selected by House Republican leader Bob 
Michel. 

Tne new commission can serve for one year without Senate confirmation because it was 
named by Bush as a " recess appointment' ' while the Senate was not in formal session. 

Brick said commission changes were expected because some current members didn't want 
to serve another two-year term. 

"It's a seven-day-a-week appointment and they are traveling most of the time," he said. 

The commission will get new base-closing recommendations from the Pentagon March 15. 

SUBJECT: MILITARY; NEW YORK STATE; MILITARY BASE CLOS1NG:GRIFFISS 
AIR FORCE BASE:FORT DRUM:PLATTSBURGH AIR FORCE BASE 
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BODY: 
President Bush and congressional leaders have revamped the independent base-closing 

commission, naming four new members while retaining former New Jersey Rep. James 
Courter as chairman. 

But the changes aren't expected to affect strategies for protecting the state's biggest 
military installations - Griffiss Air Force Base, Fort Drum and Plattsburgh Air Force Base, 
say Utica-area congressmen. 

"My fear is that (process) won't come out fair, but it was fair the last time under 
Courter," said Rep. Sherwood Boehlert, R-New Hartford. "But we hope that it (a 
recommendation to close Griffiss) never gets to the commission." 

The old commission ruled out closing the three New York bases two years after it was 
pressured to consider them along with the Pentagon's recommendation to eliminate Air Force 
installations in Sun Belt states. 

The new members appointed last week by Bush in apparent agreement with President-elect 
Clinton include Hansford T. Johnson, a retired four-star Air Force General from Texas. 

"That's very good news because somebody of that rank understands the mission of 
Griffiss and Plattsburgh," said Cary Brick, administrative assistant for Rep. John McHugh, 
R-Pierrepont Manor, who was elected last fall to the North Country seat left vacant by the 
retirement of Republican David Martin. 

"The Air Force has said there is a need for two bases in the Northeast," said McHugh, 
who has also replaced Martin on the House Armed Services Committee. 

Johnson is currently chief of staff of the United Services Automobile Association. 

Other new appointees to the eight-member commission are: 
- Retired Navy Capt. Peter Bowman of Maine. The former commander of the Navy 

shipyard in Portsmouth, Bowman was selected by Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of 
Maine. 

- Former Rep. Beverly B. Byron, a Maryland Democrat who served on the House Armed 
Services Committee before retiring last year. She was the choice of the 
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incoming Clinton administration. 

- Rebecca G. Cox of California. Designated by Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, Cox is 
vice president of governmental affairs for Continental Air Lines. 

- Harry McPherson Jr. of Maryland. A longtime aide to former President Johnson, 
McPherson now works for a Washington law firm. He was selected by House Speaker Tom 
Foley . 

Reappointed to the commission were Courter, Arthur Levitt Jr. of New York and Robert 
D. Stuart Jr., president of Conway Farms of Illinois. 

Levitt, former president of the American Stock Exchange, was designated by Foley. Stuart 
was chosen by the Bush White House. Courter was selected by House Republican leader Bob 
Michel. 

Tne new commission can serve for one year without Senate confirmation because it was 
named by Bush as a " recess appointment' ' while the Senate was not in formal session. 

Brick said commission changes were expected because some current members didn't want 
to serve another two-year term. 

"It's a seven-day-a-week appointment and they are traveling most of the time," he said. 

The commission will get new base-closing recommendations from the Pentagon March 15. 

SUBJECT: MILITARY; NEW YORK STATE; MILITARY BASE CLOS1NG:GRIFFISS 
AIR FORCE BASE:FORT DRUM:PLATTSBURGH AIR FORCE BASE 
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BODY: 
The clock is ticking on hundreds of U.S. military bases that escaped the last round of 

closures but could fall victim this year as President 'Clinton looks for deep cuts in defense 
spending. 

The president has promised $ 60 billion in reductions from former President Bush's 
five-year defense budget, and shutting down military bases is a certain source of savings. 

The last round in 1991 closed 34 bases and realigned 48 more, with a projected savings of 
$ 2.3 billion by fiscal 1997. 

"We're prepared to do anything to make sure there is a responsible round of base 
closures," said James Courter, the chairman of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission which oversaw the previous cuts. 

The process calls for Defense Secretary Les Aspin to submit a recommended list of 
closures to the commission by March 15, a month earlier than the last time. The list is 
compiled by the military services. 

By June 1, the eight-member, independent commission must decide whether to add or 
delete any bases to the list. The deadline for the panel's report is July 1; Clinton's final 
all-or-nothing say is due by July 15. 

With little fanfare, the first deadline in the process comes Monday when Clinton must 
decide whether to keep the eight members of the commission or make any changes. 

Before he left office, Bush reappointed three members - Courter, Arthur Levitt Jr. of New 
York, chairman of the board of the Levitt Media Co., and Robert Stuart Jr. of Illinois, the 
president of Conway Farms. 

He also nominated Peter Bowman, former commander of the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
in New Hampshire; Beverly Byron, former Maryland Democratic congresswoman; Rebecca 



Gernhardt Cox, vice president for governmental affairs 
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for Continental Airlines; Hansford Johnson, former commander of the U. S . transportation 
command; and Harry McPherson Jr., a former Army deputy undersecretary. 

Although Bush viewed the appointments as recess nominations that would not require 
Senate confirmation, Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the Armed Services Committee, 
said Senate approval is necessary. 

It remains to be seen whether Clinton will keep Courter, a Republican, in the top post. 

The former New Jersey congressman won praise from Nunn and Aspin at the defense 
secretary's recent confirmation hearing. Courter also would give Clinton some cover on the 
painful issue of base closings, which always draws the wrath of lawmakers and residents 
from the affected regions. 

In addition, "the element of bipartisanship would be very visible, both in perception and 
reality," Nunn said this past week. 

The new administration has been slow to fill many sub-cabinet posts and other jobs and 
may not have enough time to change the commission. 

While the countdown begins, speculation over what bases might be on the list is rampant. 
Much of the talk is based on those facilities that barely survived the last round. 

The military has two light infantry divisions, one in Alaska and one based at Fort Drum in 
northern New York. Although the troops from Fort Drum have played a major role in the 
relief effort in Somalia, they lack the guardian angel Alaska has - Sen. Ted Stevens, the 
ranking Republican on the Appropriations defense subcommittee. 

Freshman Rep. John McHugh, R-N.Y., recently hired his predecessor, David O'B. 
Martin, as a staff aide. Martin served as the top Republican on the House Armed Services 
subcommittee on military installations and likely will keep an eye out for Fort Drum as well 
as the military facility at Plattsburgh. 

The fate of Homestead Air Force Base, severely damaged by Hurricane Andrew last 
August, is up in the air, as is the Orlando Naval Training Center, also in Florida, which was 
on the list the last time but later came off. 

Still to be decided is the future of a base all too familiar to Courter - Fort Dix in New 
Jersey. 
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In a move that surprised and perplexed many National Labor Relations Board employers, 

President George Bush recently bestowed an unusual recess appointment on John 
Raudabaugh, a Republican NLRB member whose behavior in his two years on the board has 
triggered several disputes. 

The recess appointment, announced Dec. 19, permits Raudabaugh to serve until the end 
of the next session of Congress or until President-elect Bill Clinton's appointee for the seat 
is confirmed, whichever comes first. The appointment, which occurred three days after the 
expiration of Raudabaugh's term, does not need Senate confirmation. 

Raudabaugh, 46, has been plagued by controversy ever since he left an Atlanta law firm 
two years ago to join the NLRB, which rules on complaints of unfair labor practices in the 
private sector. Even a strong supporter of Raudabaugh's Democratic NLRB member Dennis 
Devaney, says that the Georgia lawyer "is a straight-shooter, but has had a hard introduction 
to Washington. " 

In October, Raudabaugh settled charges, filed by an NLRB employees' union with the 
Federal Labor Relations Authority, that he had interfered with union rights and prerogatives. 
A complaint that he failed to promote women to positions on his personal staff has also been 
settled. 

Still pending are an NLRB lawyer's charges that Raudabaugh threatened her and called her 
a "femi-Nazi" in a parking-lot dispute. The woman took her charges to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission because she felt that the NLRB's EEO process did not 
take action quickly enough. 

Like Raudabaugh's tenure at the board, his recess appointment has produced its share of 
confusion and controversy -- and of the behind-the-scenes maneuvering that often 
characterizes the waning days of an administration. The appointment, in fact, seems to 
have surprised a lot of high-ranking people at the agency, including the chairman's top legal 
adviser. 

"On the 16th, the board has a going-away party for him," says an NLRB attorney who 
declines to be identified. "His furniture was shipped out. Then on the 17th, some people 
were informed by the chairman that he would get a recess appointment. He's back in the 



same office. His name is back on the door." 

More Powerful Friends 
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There is nothing nefarious about recess appointments, which are specifically mentioned 
in the Constitution. Still, they are hardly automatic, and only a handful have been made by 
President Bush in the last couple of months since the election. 

According to four NLRB sources, Chairman James Stephens, himself a Republican and a 
former aide to Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), opposed Raudabaugh's recess appointment and 
may even have lobbied the White House against it. 

"I heard that Stephens was bad-mouthing the recess appointment, " says Devaney, who 
speculates that Stephens "doesn't like controversy" and may have resisted bringing back a 
member who, while hard-working and knowledgeable about federal labor law, had 
antagonized many members of the board's staff. 

Stephens could not be reached for comment last week. Elinor Stillman, the chairman's 
chief legal counsel, says that she is unaware of any steps that Stephens might have taken 
either to support or to oppose Raudabaugh's appointment. 

"I didn't know it would happen until it happened," says Stillman. 
While he may have had strong opponents, Raudabaugh's supporters were obviously 

stronger and better connected. 

Devaney explains that he talked to White House Counsel C. Boyden Gray, who is a friend 
of his, to urge that the appointment be made. Devaney also notes that Raudabaugh had 
developed "a good relationship" with Margaret Ryder, the White House personnel official 
who handles appointments at the NLRB and other labor agencies. 

Ryder confirms that she knows Raudabaugh and that she "was involved in the 
recommendations and discussions for this appointment, as for any appointment at the 
NLRB in the last four years." Raudabaugh himself declines comment on his recess 
appointment . 

The Reason Why 

According to David Vladeck, a staff attorney at the D.C.-based Public Citizen Litigation 
Group who follows regulatory issues closely, recess appointments are typically used either 

,/ to fill a quorum on a board or to keep the political balance of an agency from tilting back to 
the other party. 

"This way, the Republicans can keep their vote until the very last moment," says Vladeck. 

In his view, Devaney says, the two major factors in favor of the appointment were the 
opportunity to reward Raudabaugh for his political loyalty to President Bush and the desire 
to round out the NLRB's membership. He adds that the personnel controversies dogging 
Raudabaugh were probably looked into by the White House but were regarded as instigated 
by Raudabaugh's political enemies. 

In addition to Raudabaugh's seat, the five-member board has another vacancy, resulting 
from the August 1991 expiration of Democrat Mary Cracraft's term. Although three 
members constitute a quorum, Devaney notes that the board 
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"functions better with a full complement." 

The White House press office says that it does not keep a list of recess appointments 
made by President Bush. A variety of congressional and other sources were able to 
identify only a handful, including EEOC Chairman Evan Kemp and David Ryder, director of 
the U.S. Mint. Ryder is the husband of Margaret Ryder, the White House personnel 
official. 

GRAPHIC: Picture 1, John Raudabaugh's actions have sparked staff disputes; Picture 2, 
NLRB's James Stephens reportedly opposed the appointment; Picture 3, DENNIS 
DEVANEY, NLRB Member 
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SYLLABUS : 
r *I1 

The President is authorized to make recess appointments to fill vacancies 
which occurred while the Senate was in session. 

The President is authorized to make recess appointments during the temporary 
adjournment of the Senate from July 3 to August 8, 1960. 

The reconvening of the Senate on August 8, 1960, is not to be regarded as the 
"next Session" of the Senate within the meaning of Article 11, section 2, clause 
3 of the Constitution, but as the continuation of the second session of the 86th 
Congress. The commissions of the officers appointed during this adjournment 
therefore will continue until the end of that session of the Senate which 
follows the final adjournment sine die of the second session of the 86th 
Congress. 

The adjournment of the Senate on July 3, 1960, constituted the "termination 
of the session of the Senate" within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. 56, so that persons 
whose nominations were pending before the Senate on that day and who receive 
recess appointments during the period of adjournment are entitled to the 
salaries attached to their offices, provided that the other conditions of 5 
U.S.C. 56 are met; and this right will not be terminated by any temporary or 
final [*2] adjournment of the second session of the 86th Congress. 

The terminal proviso of 5 U. S.C. 56 may require that the President submit to 
the Senate not later than forty days after it reconvenes on August 8, 1960, the 
nominations of those officers who, during the recess of the Senate, received 
appointments to fill vacancies which existed while the Senate was in session. 

ADDRESSEE: 
THE PRESIDENT 

OPINIONBY: WALSH 

OPINION: 
MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to comply with your oral request 

for my opinion on several questions relating to your power under the 
Constitution to make what are commonly designated as recess appointments. 

On July 3, 1960, the Senate adopted Senate Concurrent Resolution 112, 86th 
Cong., 2d sess., which reads: 

"That when the two Houses shall adjourn on Sunday, July 3, 1960, the Senate 
shall stand adjourned until 12 o'clock noon on Monday, August 8, 1960, and the 
House of Representatives shall stand adjourned until 12 o'clock noon on 
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Monday, August 15, 1960." (106 Cong. Rec. (Daily Ed., July 5, 1960), p. 14690.) 

At the same time, the Senate agreed to a resolution providing: 

"* * * That notwithstanding the adjournment of the Senate under Senate 
Concurrent Resolution 112, [*3] as amended, and the provisions of rule 
XXXVIII of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the status quo of nominations now 
pending and not finally acted upon at the time of taking such adjournment shall 
be preserved." nl 

nl Rule XXXVIII of the Standing Rules of the Senate provides in pertinent 
part: "6. * * * if the Senate shall adjourn or take a recess for more than 
thirty days, all nominations pending and not finally acted upon at the time of 
taking such adjournment or recess shall be returned by the Secretary to the 
President, and shall not again be considered unless they shall again be made to 
the Senate by the President." 

The questions now presented are, first, whether you are authorized to make 
appointments pursuant to Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution, 
during the adjournment of the Senate from July 3 to August 8, 1960, in 
particular whether you may appoint to vacancies, existing at the time when the 
Senate was in session, those persons whom you had nominated and whose - 
nominations were pending and not finally acted upon at the time when the Senate 
adjourned; second, when the commissions granted pursuant to such appointments 
will expire; third, whether you [*4] should submit to the Senate -- when it 
reconvenes on August 8, 1960, or at some later time -- for its advice and 
consent, the nominations of those persons who had received appointments during 
the adjournment of the Senate, especially of those whose nominations were 
pending and not finally acted upon at the time of the adjournment on July 3, 
1960; and, finally, whether and how long the persons receiving such appointments 
may be paid pursuant to the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 56. For the reasons set 
forth in detail, I conclude, first, that you have the power to make appointments 
during this adjournment of the Senate, and that this power extends to vacancies 
which existed at the time the Senate was in session and to persons whose 
nominations were pending but not finally acted upon when the Senate adjourned on 
July 3, 1960; second, that the commissions of the persons so appointed will 
expire at the end of the session of the Senate following the adjournment sine 
die of the second session of the 86th Congress, presumably, the end of the first 
session of the 87th Congress; third, that it would be advisable to submit to the 
Senate, when it reconvenes at the end of the adjournment, [ * 5 ]  nominations 
for all persons who received appointments between July 3 and August 8, 1960; 
and, finally, that, provided compliance is made with the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 
56, any such appointee can be paid out of the Treasury for the duration of his 
constitutional term or until the Senate has voted not to confirm his nomination. 

Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution provides: 

"The President shall have Power to fill up all Vacancies that may happen 
during the Recess of the Senate, by granting Commissions which shall expire at 
the End of their next Session." 

It has been settled by a long and unanimous line of opinions of the Attorneys 
General concurred in by the courts that the President's power to make such 
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appointments is not limited to those which "happen to occur" during the recess 
of the Senate but that it extends to those which "happen to exist" during that 
period; hence, that the President has the constitutional power to fill vacancies 
regardless of the time when they first arose. 1 Op. 631 (1823); 2 Op. 525 
(1832); 3 Op. 673 (1841); 7 Op. 186 (1855); 10 Op. 356 (1862); 12 Op. 32 (1866); 
12 Op. 455 (1868); 14 Op. 562 (1875); 15 Op. 207 (1877); 16 Op. 522 (1880); 
[*6] 16 Op. 538 (1880); 17 Op. 530 (1883); 18 Op. 28 (1884); 18 Op. 29 (1884); 
19 Ope 261 (1889); 26 Op. 234 (1907); 30 Op. 314 (1914); 33 Op. 20, 22-23 
(1921); see also In Re Farrow, 3 Fed. 112 (C.C.N.D. Ga., 1880), and the opinion 
of Mr. Justice Woods, sitting as Circuit Justice, in In Re Yancey, 28 Fed. 445, 
450 (C.C.W.D. Tenn., 1886). 

The Congress, too, recognizes the President's power to make appointments 
during a recess of the Senate to fill a vacancy which existed while the Senate 
was in session. n2 R.S. 1761, 5 U.S.C. 56, which originally prohibited the 
payment of appropriated funds as salary to a person who received a recess 
appointment if the vacancy existed while the Senate was in session implicitly 
assumed that the power existed, but sought to render it ineffective by 
prohibiting the payment of the salary to the person so appointed. n3 In 1940, 
however, the Congress amended R.S. 1761, 5 U.S.C. 56 (act of July 11, 1940, c. 
580, 54 Stat. 751), and permitted the payment of salaries to certain classes of 
recess appointees even where the vacancies occurred while the Senate was in 
session. n4 In view of this congressional acquiescence, you have, without any 
doubt, [*7] the constitutional power to make recess appointments to fill any 
vacancies which existed while the Senate was in session. 

n2 See, e.g., 52 Cong. Rec. 1369-1370 (1915); 67 Cong. Rec. 262-264 (1925). 

n3 Cf . the memorandum submitted by Senator Butler on March 16, 1925, 67 Cong. 
Rec. 263, 264 (1925). 

n4 For an analysis of 5 U.S.C. 56, see 11, infra. The legislative history of 
the 1940 amendment of 5 U.S.C. 56 does not contain any suggestion that the 
President lacks the power under the Constitution to make recess appointments 
when the vacancies existed while the Senate was in session. Cf. S. Rept. 1079, 
76th Cong., 1st sess., and H. Rept. 2646, 76th Cong., 3d sess. 

Next, I reach the question of whether the adjournment of the Senate, pursuant 
to Senate Concur 2 of July 3, 1960, from that day to August 8, 
1960, is a frece within the meaning of Article 11, section 2, 
clause 3 of the other words, does the word "recess" relate 
only to a formal termination of a ses=,ion of the Senate, or does it refer as 
well to a temporary adjournment of the Senate, protracted enough to  rev- 
-from performing its functions of a d v i s i n g a  and co 'ng to 
execu ' e nominations? It is my opinion, which finds its support in executive 
a d a s  in legislative a M  judicial authority, that the latter interpretation 
is the correct one. 

- 

In 1921, the Attorney General ruled that the President has the power to make 
recess appointments during an adjournment of the Senate for four weeks. 33 Op. 
20 (1921). In his opinion, the test for the determination of whether an 
adjournment constitutes a recess in the constitutional sense is not the 
technical of the adjournment resolution, i.e., whether it is to a day certain 
(temporary) or sine die (terminating the session), but its practical effect: 
viz., whether or not the Senate is capable of exercising its constitutional 
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function of advising and consenting to executive nominations. Relying on the 
classic expositions of Attorneys General Wirt and Stanbery in 1 Op. 631 (1823) 
and 12 Op. 32 (1866), the Attorney General explained the purposes the 
President's recess appointment power is designed to serve: viz., to enable the 
President, at a time when the advice and consent of the Senate cannot be 
obtained immediately, to fill those vacancies which, in the public [*9] 
interest, may not be left open for any protracted period. He pointed out that 
the existence of a vacancy is no less adverse to the public interest because it 
occurs after a temporary rather than after a final adjournment of a session of 
the Congress, and "could not bring himself to believe that the framers of the 
Constitution ever intended" that the President's essential power to make recess 
appointments could be nullified because the Senate chose to adjourn to a 
specified day, rather than sine die (33 Op. 20, 23 (1921)). 

The opinion, however, relied not only on earlier opinions of the Attorneys 
General; it was amply supported by judicial and legislative authority. In Gould 
v. United States, 19 C. Cls. 593, 595 (1884), the Court of Claims had held that 
the President possessed the power to make recess appointments during atemporary 
adjournment of the Senate lasting from July 20 to November 21, 1967. The 
Attorney General, furthermore, relied heavily on a "most significant" report of 
the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, dated March 2, 1905 (S. Rept. 4389, 58th 
Cong., 3d sess.; 39 Cong. Rec. 3823-3824 (1905)). This report, construing the 
very constitutional clause [*lo] here involved, interprets the term "recess" 
as "the period of time when the Senate is not sitting in regular or 
extraordinary session as a branch of the Congress, or in extraordinary session 
for the discharge of executive functions; when its members own no duty of 
attendance; when its Chamber is empty; when, because of its absence, it cannot 
receive communications from the President or participate as a body in making 
appointments." 

The opinion therefore concluded that the adjournment of the Congress from 3fl August 24 to September 21, 1921, a period shorter than the present recess, 4 

constituted a recess of the Senate during which the President could fill 
vacancies under Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution. n5 

n5 In its final part (33 Op. 20, 24-25 (1921)), the opinion discussed the . 
problems presented by the adjournment of the Senate for a few days, or for a 
short holiday. It concluded that the outcome hinged &n the practical question 
of whether the Senate was present to receive communications from the President 

n to determine 
the Senate to 

I fully agree with the reasoning and with the conclusions reached in that 
opinion. Moreover, this ruling since has been buttressed by a decision of the 
Comptroller General, and by the judgment of the Supreme Court in an analogous 
field. The decision of the Comptroller General (28 Comp. Gen. 30 (1948) ) arose 
in the following circumstances: 

In 1948, during the second session of the 80th Congress, President Truman 
submitted to the Senate the nominations of three judges. When the Senate, on 
June 20, 1948, adjourned to December 31, 1948, unless sooner called back into 
session by the congressional leadership, it had not acted on those nominations. 
On June 22, 1948, the President issued recess appointments to the three judges. 
n6 Upon inquiry from the Director of the Administrative Office of the United 
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States Courts as to whether these judges could be paid, the Comptroller General 
ruled, largely in reliance on 33 Op. A.G. 20, n7 that an extended adjournment of 
the Senate is a "recess" in the constitutional sense, during which the President 
may fill vacancies. Specifically, the Comptroller General said (28 Comp. Gen. 
30, at 34 (1948)): 

"What is a 'recess' within the meaning of that [*I21 provision [Art 11, 
section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution]? Is it restricted to the interval 
between the final adjournment of one session of Congress and the commencement of 
the next succeeding session; or does it refer also to the period following an 
adjournment, within a session, to a specified date as here? It appears to be 
the accepted view -- at least since an opinion of the Attorney General dated 
August 27, 1921, reported in 33 Op. Atty. Gen. 20 -- that a period such as last 
referred to is a recess during which an appointment properly may be made." 

n6 These appointments, of course, would not have been made had not the 
Attorney General adhered to 33 Op. 20. 

n7 The Comptroller General considered that opinion of the Attorney General so 
important that he incorporated it in its entirety as a part of his decision. 

Considering that the Comptroller General is an officer in the legislative 
branch, and charged with the protection of the fiscal prerogatives of the 
Congress, his full concurrence in the position taken by the Attorney General in 
33 Op. 20 is of signal significance. 

Of equal importance is the decision of the Supreme Court in the Pocket Veto 
case, 279 [*I31 U.S. 655 (1929), which, in a related field, uses the same 
argument as the Attorney General in 33 Op. 20: viz., that the Presidential 
powers arising in the event of an adjournment of the Congress are to be 
determined, not by the form of the adjournment, but by the ability of the 
legislature to perform its functions. Article I, section 7, clause 2 of the 
Constitution provides: 

"If any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten Days (Sundays 
excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, the Same shall be a Law, in 
like Manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment 
prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law." 

The issue presented in the Pocket Veto case, supra, was whether an 
adjournment of the Senate from July 3 to November 10, 1926, was an adjournment 
of the Senate "preventing1' the return of a bill which had originated in that 
body. 

The Supreme Court, in analogy to the Attorney General in 33 Op. 20, ruled 
that the test is not whether an adjournment is a final one terminating a 
session, but "whether it is one that 'prevents' the President from returning the 
bill to the House in which it originated within the time [*I41 allowed." n8 
Applying the reasoning of the Pocket Veto case, supra, to the situation at hand, 
it follows that you have the power to grant recess appointments during the 
present recess of the Senate, because that recess "prevents" it from advising 
and consenting to Executive nominations. 

n8 279 U.S. 655, 680 (1929). Wright v. United States, 302 U.S. 583 (1938), 
held that a three-day adjournment of the Senate while the House of 
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Representatives was in session, and during which a veto message of the President 
was accepted by the Secretary of the Senate, did not amount to an adjournment 
preventing the return of the bill. For a discussion of the Pocket Veto problem, 
see also 40 Op. A.G. 274 (1943). 

The commissions issued by you pursuant to Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of 
the Constitution expire "at the End of their [the Senate's] next session." This 
"End of their next Session" is not the end of the meeting of the Senate, 
beginning when the Senate returns from its adjournment on August 8, 1960, but 
the end of the session following the final adjournment of the second session of 
the 86th Congress, presumably, the first session of the 87th Congress. 

The [*I51 adjournment of the Congress on July 3, 1960, pursuant to Senate 
Concurrent Resolution 112 was not sine die. Hence, it merely had the effect of 
a 
temporary "dispersion" of the Congress. 20 Op. A.G. 503, 507 (1892). It did 
not, however, terminate the second session of the 86th Congress. 5 Hinds' 
Precedents of the House of Representatives, secs. 6676, 6677; 28 Comp. Gen. 30, 
33-34 (1948); Ashley v. Keith Oil Corporation, 7 F.R.D. 589 (D.C. Mass., 1947). 
Hence, when the Congress reconvenes in August it will not begin a new session 
but merely continue the session which began on January 6, 1960. Ashley v. Keith 
Oil Corporation, supra; 28 Comp. Gen. 121, 123-126 (1948); see also Memorandum 
of the Federal Law Section of the Library of Congress to the Senate Committee on 
the Judiciary, dated November 5, 1947, 93 Cong. Rec. 10576-77. It follows that 
the "next session" referred to in Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of the 
Constitution is the session following the adjournment sine die of the second 
session of the 86th Congress, i.e., either the first session of the 87th 
Congress or a special session called by the President following the final 
adjournment [*I61 of the second session of the 86th Congress. n9 

n9 A special session called by the President during a temporary adjournment 
of the second session of the 86th Congress would merely constitute a 
continuation of that session. Ashley v. Keith Oil Corporation, 7 F.R.D. 589, 
591-592 (D.C. Mass., 1947) and the authorities there cited; Memorandum of the 
Federal Law Section of the Library of Congress to the Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary, dated November 5, 1947, 93 Cong. Rec. 10576-77 (1947); 28 Comp. Gen. 
121, 125-126. 

This conclusion is fully supported by a ruling of the Comptroller General 
relating to the previously discussed recess appointments made by President 
Truman on June 22, 1948. After the second session of the 80th Congress had 
adjourned from June 20 to December 30, 1948, and a number of recess appointments 
had been granted, the President notified the Congress on July 15, 1948, to 
convene on July 26, 1948. Proclamation No. 2796, 13 F.R. 4057; 28 Comp. Gen. 
121, 124 (1948) . The Congress met accordingly, and again adjourned on August 7, 
1948, until December 31, 1948 (28 Comp. Gen. 121, 122). The Comptroller 
General ruled "that the reconvening of [*17] the 80th Congress on July 26, 
1948, pursuant to the President's proclamation of July 15, 1948 * * * merely 
constituted a continuation of the second session" (28 Comp. Gen., at 126); 
hence, that "the convening of the Congress during the period July 26 to August 
7, 1948 * * * was not the 'next session of the Senate' within the meaning of 
Article 11, section 2, clause 3 of the Constitution, and that Judge Tamm's 
commission to office did not expire on August 7, 1948, when the second session 
of the 80th Congress adjourned * * *"  (28 Comp. Gen., at 127). n10 
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n10 The Attorney General did not publish a formal opinion in connection with 
this incident. A press release issued by Attorney General Clark on August 11, 
1948, and the files of this Department, however, indicate that he was in full 
agreement with that ruling. 

This year the Congress will reconvene, not pursuant to your call, but 
according to its own adjournment resolution. In these circumstances, the return 
of the Congress in August clearly is a continuation of the second session of the 
86th Congress and not the next session, the termination of which would cause the 
recess appointments to expire. Barring an adjournment sine [*I81 die of 
the 86th Congress and the calling of a special session, the recess commissions 
granted during the present recess of the Senate will terminate at the end of the 
first session of the 87th Congress. Officers who serve at your pleasure, of 
course, may be removed by you at any time. 

You also have inquired whether you should submit to the Senate, when it 
reconvenes in August, nominations for those persons to whom you have given 
recess appointments during this adjournment of the Senate, although their 
nominations were pending but not finally acted upon at the time the Senate 
adjourned. This question is so intimately tied up with the pay status of the 
recess appointees that I shall answer it in that context. 

The circumstance that you have the power to make appointments during this 
adjournment of the Senate and that the commissions so granted -- barring 
unforeseen circumstances -- will last until the adjournment sine die of the 
first session of the 87th Congress, however, does not mean necessarily that 
your appointees can be paid out of appropriated funds. nll The Congress has 
limited severely the use of such moneys for the payment of the salaries of 
certain [*I91 classes of recess appointees. 

nll In this opinion I shall use the term "paid" in the sense of being paid 
out of appropriated funds in the regular course of business, i.e., prior to 
confirmation by the Senate, and without recourse to the Court of Claims. 

R.S. 1761, as amended by the act of July 11, 1940, c. 580, 54 Stat. 751, 5 
U.S.C. 56, nl2 provides: 

"No money shall be paid from the Treasury, as salary, to any person appointed 
during the recess of the Senate, to fill a vacancy in any existing office, if 
the vacancy existed while the Senate was in session and was by law required to 
be filled by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, until such appointee 
has been confirmed by the Senate. The provisions of this section shall not 
apply (a) if the vacancy arose within thirty days prior to the termination of 
the session of the Senate; or (b) if, at the time of the termination of the 
session of the Senate, a nomination for such office, other than the nomination 
of a person appointed during the preceding recess of the Senate, was pending 
before the Senate for its advice and consent; or (c) if a nomination for such 
office was rejected by the Senate within thirty days prior [*20] to the 
termination of the session and a person other than the one whose nomination was 
rejected thereafter receives a recess commission: Provided, That a nomination to 
fill such vacancy under (a), (b), or (c) of this section, shall be submitted to 
the Senate not later than forty days after the commencement of the next 
succeeding session of the Senate." 
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n12 Hereafter usually referred to as 5 U.S.C. 56. 

The import of this complicated provision, briefly, is as follows: If the 
President makes a recess appointment to fill a vacancy which existed while the 
Senate was in session, the appointee may be paid prior to his confirmation by 
the Senate in three contingencies: 

a. If the vacancy arose within thirty days prior to the termination of the 
session of the Senate; 

b. If at the time of the termination of the session of the Senate a 
nomination for this office was pending before the Senate, except where the 
nominee is a person appointed during the preceding recess of the Senate; 1-113 or 

c. If a nomination for the office was rejected by the Senate within thirty 
days prior to the termination of the session, except where the person who 
receives the recess appointment is [*21] the person whose nomination was 
rejected. 

n13 36 Comp. Gen. 444 (1956) interprets clause (b), in analogy to clause (c), 
as if it read: If at the time of the termination of the session of the Senate a 
nomination for this office was pending before the Senate, except where the 
person who receives the recess appointment is a person appointed during the 
preceding recess of the Senate. 

The terminal proviso of 5 U.S.C. 56 requires in addition that a nomination to 
fill a vacancy in those three contingencies must be submitted to the Senate not 
later than forty days after the commencement of the next succeeding session of 
the Senate. 

The statute thus permits the payment of salaries to persons receiving recess 
appointments to vacancies, which existed while the Senate was in session, in 
three situations, all of which are predicated on "the termination of the session 
of the Senate." Here again, the question arises whether this term must be 
interpreted technically -- limited to the final adjournment of a session -- or 
whether it permits the payment of salaries to those who receive a recess 
appointment after a temorarv adjournment of the Senate. ___c 

The Comptroller General has ruled that "the [*22] term 'termination of the 
session' [has] * * * been used by the Congress in the sense of any adjournment, 
n14 whether final or not, in contemplation of a recess covering a substantial 
period of time" (28 Comp. Gen. 30, 37). Considering that the Comptroller 
General is the officer primarily charged with the administration and enforcement 
of 5 U.S.C. 56, his interpretation of that statute is of great weight. 
Independent reexamination of the subject matter, moreover, causes me to concur 
fully in his conclusions based largely on the purposes which the act of July 11, 
1940, 54 Stat. 751, amending 5 U.S.C. 56, was designed to accomplish. 

n14 Emphasis supplied. 

Prior to the enactment of the 1940 amendment, 5 U.S.C. 56 provided that if a 
vacancy existed while the Senate was in eession a person receiving a recess 
appointment to fill that vacancy could not be paid from the Treasury until he 
had been confirmed by the Senate. This statute caused serious hardship, 
especially when a vacancy occurred shortly before the Senate adjourned, or 
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where a session terminated before the Senate had acted on nominations pending 
before it (H. Rept. 2646, 76th Cong., 3d sess.; see also letter [*23] from 
Attorney General Murphy to Senator Ashurst, dated July 14, 1939, S. Rept. 1079, 
76th Cong., 1st sess., p. 2). The inability to pay recess appointees in those 
circumstances had the effect of either compelling the President to leave the 
vacancy unfilled until the next session of the Senate, or causing the appointee 
to undergo the financial sacrifice of having to serve, possibly for a 
considerable period of time, without knowing whether he could be paid (see 
letter of Attorney General Murphy to Senator Ashurst, supra). 

The purpose of the 1940 amendment was "to render the existing prohibition on 
the payment of salaries more flexible" (H. Rept. 2646, 76th Cong., 3d sess., p. 
1) and to alleviate the "serious injustice" caused by the law as it then stood 
(S. Rept. 1079, 76th Cong., 1st sess., p. 2). Thus, 5 U.S.C. 56, as it stands 
now, is a remedial statute designed to permit the immediate payment of recess 
appointees, provided the President complies in good faith with the statutory 
conditions. n15 

n15 Forthat reason, the Comptroller General consistently has interpretedthe 
statute liberally; see, e.g., 28 Comp. Gen. 30, 36-37; 238, 240-241; 36 Comp. 
Gen. 444, 446. [*24] 

The "serious injustice" caused by the inability to pay a recess appointee, of 
course, is just as great and undesirable in the case where the appointment was 
made after a temporary recess of the Senate as where the commission had been 
granted after a final adjournment. To restrict the words "termination of the 
session" to a final adjournment, therefore, would be "inconsistent with the 
obvious purpose of the law" 28 Comp. Gen. 30, 37. 

It follows that a person receiving a recess appointment during a prolonged 
adjournment of the Senate may be paid, if the conditions of 5 U.S.C. 56 
initially have been met, i.e., if the vacancy arose within thirty days of the 
adjournment; or if a nomination was pending before the Senate at the time of the 
adjournment, except where the recess appointee has served under an earlier 
recess appointment; n16 or if the Senate had rejected a nomination within thirty 
days prior to its adjournment, except where the recess appointee is the person 
whose nomination had been rejected. 

n16 Cf. n. 13, supra. 

The recess appointee's right to be paid will continue throughout the 
constitutional term of his office, except for two contingencies: First, if the 
Senate [*25] should vote not to confirm him, section 204 of the annual 
General Government Matters Appropriation Act, 1960 (July 8, 1959, 73 Stat. 166) 
would preclude the further payment of salary out of appropriated funds; second, 
the appointee's pay status may be cut off as the result of noncompliance with 
the terminal proviso of 5 U. S.C. 56, i.e., in the case of a failure to submit to 
the Senate a nomination to fill the vacancy within forty days after "the 
commencement of the next succeeding session of the Senate." The adjournment of 
the Senate after it reconvenes in August, however, will not jeopardize the 
recess appointee's right to be paid. n17 

n17 These two points will be diocussed in Part 111, infra. 
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When the Senate reconvenes in August 1960, you should submit to it 
nominations for all persons who received appointments during the adjournment of 
the Senate, including those whose nominations were pending but not finally acted 
upon when the Congress adjourned. This resubmission is desirable in order to 
advise the Senate of the fact that recess appointments have been made, and is 
probably required in order to protect the pay status of the recess appointees. 

Ordinarily, [*26] when the Senate adjourns for more than thirty days all 
nominations pending and not finally acted upon at the time of the adjournment 
are returned to the President and may not be considered again unless resubmitted 
by the President (Rule XXXVIII(6) of the Standing Rules of the Senate). 
However, when the Senate adjourned on July 3, 1960, it resolved that -- 

" *  * * the status quo of nominations now pending and not finally acted upon 
at the time of * * * adjournment shall be preserved." (160 Cong. Rec. (Daily 
Ed., July 5, 1960), p. 14690.) 

The Senate thus has waived Rule XXXVIII(6), with the result that nominations 
pending before it on July 3, 1960, but not finally acted upon at that time, will 
not be returned to you. And, when the Senate reconvenes in August, those 
nominations will be before it, and may be considered in the stage in which they 
were at the time of adjournment. The resolution thus avoids much duplication of 
effort, especially in those instances where hearings already have been held on 
a 
nomination. 

I do not read the resolution, in particular the statement that the status 
quo of all pending nominations not finally acted upon shall be preserved, as 
purporting [*27] to freeze those nominations, and to prevent the President 
from giving recess appointments to those whose nominations were pending but not 
finally cted upon at the time of the adjournment of the Senate. Any attempt of 
the Senate to curtail the President's constitutional power to make recess 
appointments would raise the most serious constitutional questions. And where, 
as here, the resolution not only fails to reveal any such purpose, but rather 
obviously was designed to obviate needless work, I refuse to attribute to the 
Senate any intent to interfere with the President's constitutional powers and 
responsibilities. n18 

n18 The circumstance that the nominations remain pending before the Senate 
during its recess does not affect the pay status of the recess appointees. 5 
U.S.C. 56 does not contain any prohibition against the payment of the salaries 
to appointees whose nominations are pending before the Senate after its 
adjournment. Clause (b), it is true, refers to the situation that a nomination 
is pending before the Senate at the time of the termination of the session of 
the Senate. There is, however, nothing in the spirit and the language of 5 
U.S.C. 56 to the effect that clause (b) is inapplicable where this nomination 
remains pending following the termination of the session. Moreover, 5 U.S.C. 56 
has been interpreted to the effect that the question of whether a person may be 
paid is to be determined as of the time of the adjournment of the Senate 
preceding the recess appointment and not as of a later time (28 Comp. Gen. 121, 
127-129, and see the discussion of that part of the Comptroller General's 
ruling, infra). [*28] 
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In spite of the suspension of Rule XXXVIII(6) of the Standing Rules of the 
Senate, I recommend strongly that when the Senate reconvenes in August you 
should submit to it new nominations for those persons whose nominations were 
pending on July 3, 1960, and who have received appointments during the 
adjournment of the Senate. The submission of the new nominations would not 
constitute a meaningless duplication of effort, nor jeopardize the pay status of 
the recess appointees. The failure to do so, however, may constitute a 
violation of the terminal proviso of 5 U.S.C. 56 and delay, if not entirely 
prevent, the payment of salaries to the appointees. 

First. Nominations submitted to the Senate customarily indicate the 
circumstance, where applicable, that a nominee is serving under a recess 
appointment. The preadjournment nominations of those who thereafter received 
recess appointments, of course, do not contain that information. The Senate has 
a substantial interest in being advised of the fact that a nominee is serving 
under such an appointment. Such appointment fills the positiontemporarily, and 
confirmation therefore is no longer urgent. This may be an important 
consideration [*29] to the Senate when it returns for what is hoped to be a 
short session. On the other hand, if the Senate is strongly opposed to an 
appointee it may vote to deny confirmation, and thus, for all practical purposes 
force him to resign by cutting off his pay. The submission of a new nomination 
for a recess appointee after the return of the Senate, accordingly, serves a 
distinct purpose. 

Second. The terminal proviso of 5 U.S.C. 56 requires the submission of the 
nomination of a person who received a recess appointment "to the Senate not 
later than forty days after the commencement of the next succeeding session of 
the Senate." Failure to comply with this proviso presumably results in the 
suspension of the appointee's right to be paid out of appropriated funds. While 
the reconvening of the Senate after a temporary adjournment is not the 
commencement of the next session of the Senate in the ordinary sense of that 
term, we have seen that 5 U. S.C. 56 uses those words in a nontechnical way. If 
the words "termination of a session" in clauses (a), (b), and (c) have been 
interpreted as including a temporary adjournment which does not terminate a 
session, it is likely that the words "commencement [*30] of the next 
succeeding session of the Senate" correspondingly refer to the reconvening of 
the Senate after any adjournment, regardless of whether, technically, it begins 
a new session. In these circumstances, prudence suggests that I base my advice 
on the assumption that 5 U. S.C. 56 may require the submission of new nominations 
when the Senate reconvenes in August. n19 

n19 Arguments, of course, can be made that the words "commencement of the 
next succeeding session of the Senaten should be given their traditional 
meaning. The circumstance that the terminal proviso gives the President forty 
days within which to submit the nomination to the Senate might support the 
conclusion that the proviso refers to the next regular session of the Senate 
because, as a matter of experience, adjourned sessions of the Senate rarely last 
forty days. If the Senate should adjourn within forty days after its return on 
August 8, 1960, and before the President has submitted the nomination, it could 
be argued, in analogy to Article I, section 7, clause 2 of the Constitution, 
that compliance with 5 U. S.C. 56 has been waived because it has been "prevented" 
by the adjournment of the Senate. 

I do not [*31] believe that noncompliance with the terminal proviso of 5 
U.S.C. 56 can be rested safely on the ground that nominations made prior to 



the 1940 statute was to permit the payment of salaries out of 
appropriated funds 
in those cases. It would create a new instance of the very 
hardship which the 
statute was intended to alleviate, if the right to compensation, 
once accrued, 
could be cut off by subsequent events, such as the reconvening and 
subsequent 
adjournment of the Senate, and if a recess appointee thereafter 
were required to 
work without pay for the rest of his constitutional term, or until 
the Senate 
should confirm him. An interpretation of the statute, which gives 
rise to 
results so inconsistent [*36] with the purposes it is designed 
to serve, must 
be rejected. 

Second, it is the basic policy of the United States that a 
person shall not 
work gratuitously for the Government, or be paid for such work by 
anyone other 
than the Government (31 U.S.C. 665(b) ; 18 U.S.C. 1914). It is well 
recognized 
that a person who is not paid cannot be expected to perform his 
work zealously, 
and that he may be subjected to a host of corrupting influences. 
A statute 
which provides that a person cannot be paid by the Treasury until 
the happening 
of a future event, therefore, must be strictly construed. Even 
less favored is 
an interpretation which would result in the defeasance of a right 
to be paid, 
once it has accrued. In the case of any ambiguity, a statute 
should be read so 
as to permit the current compensation for work performed for the 
United States. 

I therefore conclude that an adjournment of the Senate during, 
or 
terminating, the second session of the 86th Congress will not 
affect the pay 
status of a person appointed during the current recess of the 
Senate, and whose 
appointment originally complied with the requirements of 5 U.S.C. 
56. n23 

n23 A final caveat: A recess appointee filling a vacancy which 
existed while 
the Senate was in session, and who is not confirmed, when the 
Senate adjourns 
after it reconvenes in August, may not be given, out of a 
superabundance of 
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INTERPRETIVE NOTES AND DECISIONS 
1. Termination at end of subsequent session 
2. Right to compensation 

1. Termination at end of subsequent session 
Where Senate failed to act on nomination, appointment made by president after 

adjournment which appointment was to expire at end of subsequent session, was 
proper. 16 Op Atty Gen 522. 

Appointment during recess had to be designated as expiring at termination of 
subsequent session. 26 Op Atty Gen 234. 

2. Right to compensation 
Although name was submitted to Senate for appointment to position on United 

States Tariff  omm mission, fact that name was not acted upon prior to adjournment 
and President made recess appointment during interim, entitled such person to 
compensation under recess appointment exception provided in predecessor to 5 
USCS @ 5503(b). (1955) 35 Op Comp Gen 135. 

Vacancy during session might be filled temporarily during recess, but 
compensation was dependent on confirmation. 17 Op Atty Gen 521; 26 Op Atty Gen 
234; 32 Op Atty Gen 271. 

Adjournment of Senate on July 3, 1960, constituted termination of session so 
that persons whose nominations were pending before Senate on that day and who 
received recess appointments during period of adjournment were entitled to 
salaries attached to their offices, provided that other conditions of statute 
were met; and this right would not have been terminated by any temporary or 
final adjournment of second session of 86th Congress; terminal provision 
required that President submit to Senate not later than forty days after it 
reconvened on August 8, 1960, nominations of those officers who, during recess 
of Senate, received appointments to fill vacancies which existed while Senate 
was in session. 41 Op Atty Gen 463. 
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1993 DER 6 d27 

SECTION: REGULATION, ECONOMICS AND LAW; 6 .  

LENGTH: 368 words 

HEADLINE: P o s t a l  Serv ice,  BUSH APPOINTS NEW GOVERNOR TO POSTAL SERVICE, 
SWINGING MAJORITY TO HIS SIDE 

BODY : 
P r e s i d e n t  Bush Jan. 8  appo in ted  l ong - t ime  f r i e n d  Thomas L. Ashley t o  be a  

governor  o f  t h e  U.S. P o s t a l  Serv ice,  a  move t h a t  c o u l d  swing t h e  m a j o r i t y  i n  
Bush's f a v o r  on t h e  on-go ing l e g a l  c o n f r o n t a t i o n  over  t h e  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce ' s  

independence. 

With Ashley a s  a  governor r e p l a c i n g  Crocker Nevin, t h e  ba lance on t h e  
11-member board  would sh i f t  t o  suppo r t  Bush's p o s i t i o n  t h a t  t h e  P o s t a l  
Se rv i ce  may n o t  independent l y  f i l e  a  l a w s u i t  i n  a  d i s p u t e  w i t h  t h e  P o s t a l  Rate 

Commission, acco rd i ng  t o  White House and P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  sources. 

Bush has  o rdered  t h e  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  t o  d rop  i t s  s u i t  and th rea tened  t o  
f i r e  t h e  governors ,  an a c t i o n  he i s  now r e s t r a i n e d  f r om t a l k i n g  b y  a Jan. 7 
c o u r t  o r d e r  ( 3  DER A-14, 1/6/93; 5 DER A-15, 1/8/93). 

The J u s t i c e  Department Jan. 7 f i l e d  an emergency mot ion  t o  r eve rse  t h e  
p r e l i m i n a r y  i n j u n c t i o n  g ran ted  by  U.S. D i s t r i c t  Judge Lou i s  Oberdor fer ,  b u t  no 
a c t i o n  occu r red  on t h e  mot ion  Jan. 8, sources s a i d .  

I n  g r a n t i n g  a  recess  appointment t o  Ashley, Bush rep laced  Nevin, who 
vo ted  t o  pursue t h e  l i t i g a t i o n  a g a i n s t  Bush's wishes. Nev in 's  term e x p i r e d  i n  
December, o f f i c i a l s  sa id ,  b u t  t r a d i t i o n  p e r m i t s  governors  t o  remain f o r  a  year  
a f t e r  t h e i r  t e rm  e x p i r e s  o r  u n t i l  a replacement is named. 

Ashley, a fo rmer  Ohio congressman c u r r e n t l y  i s  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  
A s s o c i a t i o n  o f  Bank Ho ld i ng  Companies, i s  a  l ong - t ime  Bush f r i e n d  and 
suppo r t e r  who can be  expected t o  back Bush's p o s i t i o n ,  g i v i n g  h i m  a  
s i x - t o - f i v e  m a j o r i t y  on t h e  board.  

A  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l  s a i d  emergency meet ings may be c a l l e d  b y  a  
m a j o r i t y  of members. Ashley has n o t  been sworn i n  and has n o t  moved f o r  a 
meeting, t h e  source s a i d .  Ashley c o u l d  n o t  be reached f o r  comment. 

One P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l  s a i d  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  lawyers  were e x p l o r i n g  
t h e  l e g a l i t y  o f  t h e  recess  appointment.  A White House e x p e r t  on such 

appoin tments  defended i t s  l e g a l i t y ,  n o t i n g  t h a t  t h e  Senate i s  i n  recess  
s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  c a l l  o f  t h e  c h a i r  u n t i l  Jan. 20. 

" I t 's  a chess game," s a i d  one P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l .  
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The Postal Service is challenging the independent Postal Rate 
Commission's establishment of a special 27-cent rate for machine-processed 

mail, compared with the 29-cent rate for other first class mail. 
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SECTION: REGULATION, ECONOMICS AND LAW; 6 .  

LENGTH: 368 words 

HEADLINE: P o s t a l  Serv ice,  BUSH APPOINTS NEW GOVERNOR TO POSTAL SERVICE, 
SWINGING MAJORITY TO HIS SIDE 

BODY: 
P res i den t  Bush Jan. 8  appo in ted  l ong - t ime  f r i e n d  Thomas L.  Ashley t o  be a 

governor  o f  t h e  U.S. P o s t a l  Service,  a move t h a t  cou ld  swing t h e  m a j o r i t y  i n  
Bush's f a v o r  on t h e  on-go ing l e g a l  c o n f r o n t a t i o n  over  t h e  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce ' s  

independence. 

With Ashley a s  a  governor  r e p l a c i n g  Crocker Nevin, t h e  ba lance  on t h e  
11-member board  would s h i f t  t o  suppor t  Bush's p o s i t i o n  t h a t  t h e  P o s t a l  
Se rv i ce  may n o t  independent l y  f i l e  a  l a w s u i t  i n  a  d i s p u t e  w i t h  t h e  P o s t a l  Rate 

Commission, acco rd i ng  t o  White House and P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  sources.  

Bush has  o rdered  t h e  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  t o  d rop  i t s  s u i t  and th rea tened  t o  
f i r e  t h e  governors,  an a c t i o n  he i s  now r e s t r a i n e d  f r om t a l k i n g  b y  a  Jan. 7  
c o u r t  o rde r  ( 3  DER A-14, 1/6/93; 5 DER A-15, 1/8/93).  

The J u s t i c e  Department Jan. 7 f i l e d  an emergency mot ion  t o  r eve rse  t h e  
p r e l i m i n a r y  i n j u n c t i o n  g ran ted  b y  U.S. D i s t r i c t  Judge L o u i s  Oberdor fer ,  b u t  no 
a c t i o n  occur red  on t h e  mot ion  Jan. 8, sources s a i d .  

I n  g r a n t i n g  a  r ecess  appointment t o  Ashley, Bush rep laced  Nevin, who 
vo ted  t o  pursue t h e  l i t i g a t i o n  a g a i n s t  Bush's wishes. Nev in ' s  te rm e x p i r e d  i n  
December, o f f i c i a l s  sa id ,  b u t  t r a d i t i o n  p e r m i t s  governors  t o  remain f o r  a  yea r  
a f t e r  t h e i r  term e x p i r e s  o r  u n t i l  a  replacement is n a m e d .  

Ashley, a fo rmer  Ohio congressman c u r r e n t l y  i s  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  
Assoc ia t i on  o f  Bank Ho ld i ng  Companies, i s  a  l ong - t ime  Bush f r i e n d  and 
suppo r t e r  who can be expected t o  back Bush's p o s i t i o n ,  g i v i n g  h i m  a  
s i x - t o - f i v e  m a j o r i t y  on t h e  board.  

A P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l  s a i d  emergency meet ings may be c a l l e d  b y  a  
m a j o r i t y  o f  members. Ashley has  n o t  been sworn i n  and has n o t  moved f o r  a  
meeting, t h e  source s a i d .  Ashley c o u l d  n o t  be reached f o r  comment. 

One P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l  s a i d  P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  lawyers  were e x p l o r i n g  
t h e  l e g a l i t y  of t h e  recess  appointment.  A White House e x p e r t  on such 

appoin tments  defended i t s  l e g a l i t y ,  n o t i n g  t h a t  t h e  Senate i s  i n  recess  
s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  c a l l  o f  t h e  c h a i r  u n t i l  Jan. 20. 

" I t ' s  a  chess game," s a i d  one P o s t a l  Se rv i ce  o f f i c i a l .  
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The Postal Service i s  challenging the independent Postal Rate 
Commission's establishment of a special 27-cent rate for machine-processed 

mail, compared with the 29-cent rate for other first class mail. 
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LENGTH: 492 words 

HEADLINE: Government Operations, RECESS APPOINTMENTS RAISED AT WHITE HOUSE 
MEETING OF INDEPENDENT AGENCY OFFICIALS 

BODY: 
Bush administration officials generally discussed the question of recess 

appointments for federal judicial vacancies during a routine meeting of 
independent agency heads convened Dec. 1 by White House Counsel C. Boyden Gray 
at the White House, administration officials told BNA. 

The possibility of recess appointments was brought up in a perfunctory way 
with no specifics during the breakfast meeting, with no indication from Gray 
that President Bush has approved making such appointments before he leaves 
office and before the 103rd Congress convenes, an official who attended the 
meeting told BNA. 

The White House last week contacted at least one potential nominee for a 
non-judicial vacancy to determine if the candidate would be willing to serve in 
the post under a recess appointment, which would be expected to be 
short-lived, pending nominations under the new Clinton administration, according 
to an informed source. 

While there is no official indication that President Bush would seek to 
fill any of nearly 100 federal judicial vacancies by recess appointment, the 
subject was discussed Dec. 1 by Gray and members of the Council of Independent 
Regulatory Agencies, one participant confirmed. A White House spokesman 
confirmed that the group met and said the subject of recess appointments "may 
have" come up. 

In a meeting with Clinton last month at the White House, Bush sought to 
assure his successor that he and his administration would do everything possible 
to ensure a smooth transition of power. 

Those attending the meeting with Gray included Wendy Gramm, chairman of the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission; Richard Breeden, chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission; and James Stephens, chairman of the 
National Labor Relations Board. Other members of the independent agency group 
include the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. 

Technically, the Bush administration has the authority to fill vacancies 
with appointments made during a period in which Congress is in recess, and 
therefore cannot take up nominations for approval. The 103rd Congress is not 
scheduled to convene until the first week of January, and President-elect Bill 
Clinton will not be inaugurated until Jan. 20. Depending on the pace of the 
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C l i n t o n  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  i n  f i l l i n g  t h e  p o s i t i o n s  w i t h  i t s  own people,  t h e  Bush 
recess  appo in tees  migh t  be a b l e  t o  se rve  i n t o  t h e  f a l l  o f  1993. 

The C o n s t i t u t i o n  p r o v i d e s  t h a t  r ecess  appoin tees may serve  th rough  t h e  end 
o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  Congress. The 103rd Congress w i l l  ad j ou rn  s i n e  d i e  i n  1 9 9 4 .  

A t  t h e  N a t i o n a l  Labor R e l a t i o n s  Board, two p o s i t i o n s  cou ld  be a f f e c t e d :  t h e  
s e a t  o f  member John Raudabaugh, o f  Georgia, whose term e x p i r e s  Dec. 16, and t h e  
rema in ing  f i f t h  s e a t  t h a t  has been vacant  f o r  a  year .  That s e a t  was f o r m e r l y  
h e l d  b y  Mary C r a c r a f t ,  a  Democrat, and t h e  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  op ted  n o t  t o  submi t  a  
nomina t ion  d u r i n g  t h e  1992 e l e c t i o n  yea r .  
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HEADLINE: Government Operat ions,  WHITE HOUSE WEIGHING RECESS APPOINTMENTS TO 
F ILL  FEDERAL JUDGESHIPS BEFORE JANUARY 

BODY : 
White House o f f i c i a l s  a r e  cons ide r i ng  recommending t o  P res i den t  Bush t h a t  

he appo in t  some f e d e r a l  judges d u r i n g  t h e  recess  b e f o r e  t h e  Senate convenes 
Jan. 5, a  White House o f f i c i a l  t o l d  BNA Dec. 2. 

Proponents o f  u s i n g  recess  appointments t o  f i l l  j u d i c i a l  vacanc ies a r e  
u r g i n g  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  and some o f  h i s  a d v i s e r s  t o  use t h e  p r e s i d e n t ' s  
c o n s t i t u t i o n a l  a u t h o r i t y  agg ress i ve l y  b e f o r e  t h e  103rd Congress convenes, one 
o f f i c i a l  s a i d .  I t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  may a c t  t o  f i l l  some j u d i c i a l  
vacanc ies d u r i n g  t h e  congress iona l  recess, b u t  i t  w i l l  n o t  be "a wholesa le  
e f f o r t  t o  f i l l  e v e r y t h i n g w  o r  t o  "slow t h i n g s  down,'' t h e  o f f i c i a l  added, n o t i n g  
P res i den t  Bush's p re fe rence  f o r  a coope ra t i ve  and smooth t r a n s i t i o n  t o  t h e  
incoming C l i n t o n  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n .  

A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  o f f i c i a l s  d iscussed t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  j u d i c i a l  recess  
appoin tments  Dec. 1 a t  a  White House b r e a k f a s t  meet ing o f  t h e  Counc i l  o f  

Independent Regu la to ry  Agencies t h a t  i n c l u d e d  t h e  p r e s i d e n t ' s  counsel ,  C. Boyden 
Gray, acco rd i ng  t o  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  o f f i c i a l s  (232 DER A-22, 12/2/92). There was 
no o f f i c i a l  i n d i c a t i o n  a t  t h e  meet ing t h a t  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  has approved making 
such appoin tments  b e f o r e  he l eaves  o f f i c e ,  an o f f i c i a l  who a t tended  t h e  
meet ing t o l d  BNA. 

I f  Bush dec ides  t o  make recess j u d i c i a l  appointments, t hey  would be 
appo in tees  whose nomina t ions  were pending c o n f i r m a t i o n  b y  t h e  Senate when t h e  
102nd Congress ad journed i n  October, a  White House o f f i c i a l  suggested. The 
Senate r e t u r n e d  54 j u d i c i a l  nomina t ions  t o  t h e  White House when i t  adjourned, 
i n c l u d e d  among a t o t a l  o f  191 nomina t ions  f o r  v a r i o u s  government p o s i t i o n s  t h a t  
t h e  Senate d i d  n o t  a c t  on and r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  p res i den t ,  acco rd i ng  t o  t h e  White 
House c l e r k ' s  o f f i c e .  

P res i den t  Bush has made one recess  appointment t o  a  f e d e r a l  p o s t  s i n c e  
Congress adjourned, naming Evan Kemp t o  be a member o f  t h e  Equal  Employment 
Oppo r tun i t y  Commission and r e d e s i g n a t i n g  h i m  chairman on Oct. 12, a  spokesman 
f o r  t h e  White House c l e r k ' s  o f f i c e  s a i d .  

C a r t e r  Made Las t  J u d i c i a l  Recess Appointment 

Recess j u d i c i a l  appoin tments  have ample h i s t o r i c  precedent,  b u t  t h e  most 
r e c e n t  example occur red  i n  December 1980 when P res i den t  C a r t e r  named Wal ter  Heen 
a s  a  recess  appo in tee  t o  a  U.S. D i s t r i c t  Cour t  vacancy i n  Hawai i  a f t e r  t h e  
Senate f a i l e d  t o  a c t  on Heen's nominat ion.  Heen served  on t h e  bench u n t i l  t h e  
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following December, when he was replaced by a nominee sent to the Senate by 
President Reagan. 

The president's power to make recess appointments to federal judgeships was 
upheld in January 1985 by the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, after an 
appeals court panel in 1983 concluded that judicial recess appointments are 
unconstitutional. 

Recess appointees to federal posts serve at the pleasure of the 
president, and usually are replaced by a new incoming president in short order. 
Although judges technically serve for life, recess judicial appointees can 
serve for a maximum of one session of Congress and can be restricted in their 
service based on legal requirements for receipt of pay. For instance, the law 
allows recess appointee to be paid if the vacancy they are to fill arose 
within 30 days prior to the recess of the Senate, and only if the president 
submits their nomination within 40 days after the new Congress convenes, 
according to the White House clerk's office. If the president fails to put the 
appointee's name in nomination within 40 days, the appointee cannot be paid and 
his service ends. 

Article 11, section 2 of the Constitution provides that "the president shall 
have power to fill up all vacancies that may happen during the recess of the 
Senate, by granting commissions which shall expire at the end of their next 
session. " 

As of Dec. 1, there were 104 Article I11 judicial vacancies, including 16 at 
the court of appeals level, 86 at the district court level, and two on the Court 
of International Trade, according to the Administrative Office of the U.S. 
Courts. 

Recess judicial appointments historically have been made in the event of 
death or critical need in filling a vacancy before the Senate is in session and 
can consider the president's nomination. However, only the president can 
determine when a vacancy exists and needs to be filled, according to one White 
House authority on recess appointments. 

Some who are urging Bush to make recess judicial appointments before he 
leaves office suggest that the benefits go well beyond politics to the merits of 
getting judges on the bench, even for the short term, who can work to relieve 
the escalating federal caseload that awaits trial because of vacancies and other 
delays. It may be some time before President-elect Clinton puts his own nominees 
in place, they argue, and recess appointees who have proved themselves might 
be held over in their posts by the new president. 

But others argue that recess appointments circumvent the constitutional 
provision that the Senate consent to the president's nominations. "To push a 
recess appointment is to evade scrutiny by the Senate and to evade public 

input," said George Kassouf, director of judicial selection process for the 
Alliance for Justice. 

President Bush, in a meeting last month at the White House, assured Clinton 
that he and the officials of his administration would do everything they could 
to ensure a smooth transition of power. 
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Asked Dec. 2 if recess appointments by Bush would violate the president's 
pledge of cooperation, Clinton spokesman George Stephanopoulos responded "not 
necessarily." Technically, Clinton would be able to replace any recess 
judicial appointee named by Bush by submitting another nomination that is 
approved by the Senate. 

In the last several years, the Bush administration waited an average of 
about a year before making judicial nominations following a vacancy. The average 
number of days between the president's nomination and Senate confirmation was 
139 in 1992, 80 in 1991, and 81 in 1990, according to the Administrative Office 
of the U.S. Courts. 

In all, Bush appointed 195 Article I11 judges, including two to the Supreme 
Court, 42 to the court of appeals, 150 to the district courts, and one to the 
Court of International Trade. In contrast, Reagan appointed 389 judges, and 
Carter named 265 federal judges. 

The Senate of the 103rd Congress will convene Jan. 5, while Clinton will be 
sworn in on Jan. 20. 
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notice, and that the Secretary of the Senate be directed to receive and accep 
any communications from the Governor." 

The Senate was called to order at 12 m. on January 21, 1946, but there was 
communication from the Governor. Thereupon a member presented a list of all 
appointments made by the Governor after June 4, 1945, and before January 21, 
1946, the list being officially certified by Hon. Claude Isbell, Secretary of 
State. The Senate then went into executive session and either confirmed or 
rejected all nominees on the list which were subject to Senate confirmation. 

The Senate Journal for these meetings was printed by an Austin concern und 
its contract with the Board of Control to print the Journal for the fiscal ye 
1945-1946. The printers assigned their claim for this printing to relator £0 
valuable consideration. 

Respondents refused to pay the account "for the sole and only reason" that 
they "have been advised by the Attorney General of Texas that the sessions of 
the Senate of Texas on the 8th, 9th and 21st of January, 1946, were illegal a 
void and were not in law sessions of the 49th Senate of Texas." Respondent 
Sheppard certified "that the money is available in the contingent expense fun 
of the 49th Legislature to pay such account if the Senate sessions of January 
8th, 9th and 21st, 1946, were valid sessions of the Senate of Texas." 

Thus is raised the precise question for our decision, namely, whether the 
Senate of Texas can lawfully convene, of its own motion, to consider recess 
appointments made by the Governor. 

While not decisive of the question, this apparently is the first time in t 
history of Texas that the Senate has attempted to exercise the power here 
asserted. 

Under the Constitution of 1845, Art. V, Sec. 20, it was provided: 
18Nominations to fill all vacancies that may have accrued [*I251 during th 
recess shall be made to the Senate during the first ten days of its session. 
And should any nomination so made be rejected the same individual shall not 
again be nominated during the session to fill the same office. And should th 
Governor fail to make nominations to fill any vacancy, during the session of 
Senate, such vacancy shall not be filled by the Governor until the next meeti 
of the Senate." 

The same language appeared as Art. V, Sec. 20, of both the Constitutions o 
1861 and 1866, except that in the former the word all before "vacanciesw in t 
first sentence was omitted. 

Art. IV, Sec. 12, of the Constitution of 1869, provided: "Nominations to f 
vacancies occurring in the recess of the Legislature, shall be made by the 
Governor during the first ten days of its session; and should any such 
nomination be rejected, the same person shall not again be nominated, during 
session, to fill the same office." 

The language of our present Constitution (1875) is: "All vacancies in Stat 
or district offices, except members of the Legislature, shall be filled unles 
otherwise provided by law by appointment of the Governor, which appointment, 
made during its session, shall be with the advice and consent of two-thirds o 
the Senate present. If made during the recess of the Senate, the said 
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Ferguson v. Maddox, 114 Texas 85, 263 S.W. 888; People ex re1 Robin v. Hayes, 
143 N.Y.S. 325. 

Grover Sellers, Attorney General, Carlos C. Ashley, Ocie Speer, W. V. 
Geppert, Richard H. Cocke, and Jackson Littleton, assistants Attorney General 
for respondent. 

A sine die resolution may not be qualified, and any attempt of the Senate 
convene itself for the purpose of confirming recess appointees of the Governo 
contravenes Article 4, sections 8 and 12 of the Constitution of Texas; also 
Article 3, sections 5 and 17. Stamps v. Tittle, 167 S.W. 776; Houston Tap & 
B.R. Co. v. Randolph, 24 Texas 317; 11 Am. Jur., 886; 59 C.J. 91. 

JUDGES: Mr. Justice Brewster delivered the opinion of the Court. Mr. Chief 
Justice Alexander, dissenting. 

OPINIONBY: BREWSTER 

OPINION: [*123] [**3251 This is a mandamus proceeding brought by N. J 
Walker, relator, against Weaver Baker, Tom DeBerry and H a l  Logan, members of 
the Board of Control of the State of Texas, and George H. Sheppard, Comptroll 
of Public Accounts, respondents, to compel payment of a claim of # 87.57 fo 
printing the Senate Journal for sessions of the 49th Senate of Texas held on 
January 8, 9 and 21, 1946. 

The regular session of the 49th Legislature of Texas adjourned sine die on 
June 5, 1945, pursuant to House Concurrent Resolution No. 90, which was: 

"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring, th 
the regular session of the 49th Legislature shall stand adjourned sine die at 
o'clock noon on June Sth, 1945.' 

Te Senate adjournment motion was that "the reqular session of the Senate 
adjourn sine die for legislative purposes, subject to the provisions of S.R. 
88. " 

Senate Resolution No. 88, referred to in the adjournment motion, was adopt 
by the Senate on June 2, 1945, and was as follows: 

"Be It Resolved by the 49th Senate of Texas that: 

"The 49th Senate of Texas shall meet and convene in session in the Senate 
Chamber at Austin, Texas, on the 8th day of January, 1946, at 12 o'clock noon 
for the purpose of acting on and confirming or rejecting such appointments an 
nominations of the Governor as the Constitution and laws of the State require 
the Senate to act upon and confirm or reject." 

In obedience to that resolution the Senate convened in the Senate Chamber 
[**326] Austin on January 8, 1946, when, for want [*I241 of a quorum, i 
stood at ease until January 9, 1946, at 11 a.m. A quorum being then present, 
Senate notified the Governor that it was in session and ready to receive his 
nominations for public office. Then it adopted the following motion: 

"That the Senate stand at ease until 12 o'clock noon Monday, January 21st, 
1946, subject to being called to order sooner by the President upon 24 hours 
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Governor's Appointments -- Time. 
The proviso in Article 4 of our Constitution that the Governor shall submi 

the names of his recess appointments "during the first ten days" of the 
session of the Senate was to allow him that length of time to prepare and sub 
the names of said appointees, and undoubtedly contemplated that whenever the 
Senate should come into session it would be convened for business other than, 
and additional to, that of passing upon the appointments of the Governor. 
Otherwise the Constitution would have required the Governor to submit such na 
immediately upon being notified that the Senate was in session, as it would b 
pointless procedure for the Senate to mark time for ten days, awaiting the 
Governor's pleasure. The Senate obviously adopted this construction when it 
stood at ease from January 9 until January 21, subject to call sooner by the 
President of the Senate. 

Legislature -- Senate -- Salaries. 
The compensation of a member of the Legislature is fixed by Article 3, 

section 24 of the Texas Constitution at a named sum per day for each day of i 
session, which is his compensation for each biennium of his term of office an 
as the members of the Senate cannot draw any salary for this "Solo" session, 
was not contemplated by the framers of the Constitution that the Senate could 
hold sessions independent of a meeting of the Legislature. 

Constitutional Construction -- Doubt. 

Where, after all the legitimate lights for ascertaining the meaning of the 
Constitution have been made use of and there still remains a doubt as to its 
proper construction, in the minds of those who must act, such doubt alone is 
sufficient to warrant them in abstaining from acting. 

Impeachment -- Constitution. 

Impeachment is a judicial function of government expressly provided for in 
Article 15 of our Constitution, the procedure for which is prescribed under 
Article 5961, Revised Civil Statute, and is not in point under the facts of t 
case. 

SYLLABUS: Original proceeding in mandamus brought by N. J. Walker against the 
members of the Board of Control and the State Comptroller to approve and issu 
to him a warrant in the sum of # 87.57 as payment for the printing of the 
Journal of State Senate for a session held in January 1946, which session was 
held in pursuance of a Senate Resolution adopted at the Regular session of th 
49th Legislature, which resolution and other facts necessary to a decision of 
the question is set forth in the opinion of the court. 

COUNSEL: Henry Kyle, of San Marcos, Walyer E. Boyd, Weaver Moore and Morrow, 
Brelsford, Boyd and Murrin, all of Houston, for relator. 

Confirmation by the Senate of appointments by the Governor is not a 
legislative act, but is an executive or administrative function, and the Texa 
Senate had the power, at a regular session thereof, to set a future time to a 
on appointments of the Governor. Denison v. State, 61 S.W. (2d) 1017; State 
Williams, 222 Mo. 268, 121 S.W. 64; People v. Blanding, 63 Calif. 333; 
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WILLIAM P. DUNWOODY v. THE UNITED STATES 

No. 15226 

UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS 

22 Ct. C1. 269 

May 2, 1887 

SYLLABUS: On the Proofs. 

The claimant seeks to recover his salaries as chief clerk, disbursing agen 
secretary, and member of the National Board of Health. The defendants mainta 
that their liability ceased when the appropriations therefor were exhausted. 
They also seek to recover back money paid to the claimant as chief clerk and 
disbursing officer before those offices were authorized by Congress. 

I. The National Board of Health Act, March 3, 1879 (20 Stat. L., 484)' may 
have created offices with fixed compensation; but the subsequent Acts, 3d Mar 
1881, and 7th August, 1882 (21 Stat. L., 442, 22 id., 315), restricted 
expenditures to appropriations and took away whatever rights may have existed 
fixed salaries under the original act. Therefore, when the appropriations we 
exhausted the liability of the Government for salaries ceased. 

11. By the National Board of Health Act, 1879, the Board was impliedly 
authorized to appoint a chief clerk, and the right was legislatively recogniz 
by subsequent acts. 

111. The Act July 1, 1879 (21 Stat. L., 46), which says, "The chief clerk 
the National Board of Health shall act as disbursing agent for the Board, and 
shall give bond conformably to section 176 of the Revised Statutes for the 
faithful performance of that duty, and for that service he shall receive # 30 
per annum in addition to his salary as chief clerk," is mandatory; nor does 
section 176 authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to diminish or take away 
salary. 

IV. When Congress appropriate money to pay I'expenses" they must mean those 
expenses which are necessarily incident to the work they direct to be done. 

V. Where a duty is placed upon an officer, the performance of which 
necessarily involves travel or clerk hire, or office rent, a broad provision 
llexpensesn will include the cost of such travel, clerk hire, or office rent. 

VI. The Revised Statutes ( @  3682) forbid money appropriated for contingent 
incidental, or miscellaneous purposes being used for official or clerical 
compensation. The adjectives "contingent," "incidentalIff and ffmiscellaneous" 
have a technical and well understood meaning; and where a specific appropriat 
is made for specific objects, such as clerks, messengers, light, fuel, no 
disbursement can be made therefor from the appropriation for ffmiscellaneous 
expenses." 

COUNSEL: The following are the facts as found by the court: 
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I. April 5, 1879, claimant was appointed by the National Board of Health t 
chief clerk of that Board, with compensation at the rate of # 100 per month, 
dating from April 3, 1879. June 5, 1879, he was nominated by the Board to th 
Secretary of the Treasury as disbursing clerk of the Board. June 6, 1879, th 
Acting Secretary of the Treasury sent claimant the following communication: 

"Upon the recommendation of the National Board of Health you are hereby 
appointed a disbursing agent of this Department for the purpose of disbursing 
the funds appropriated by Congress for the National Board of Health -- this 
appointment to be without compensation. You will be requested to furnish a 
bond, with two or more sureties, in the penal sum of # 20,000." 

Claimant duly furnished the bond. June 12, 1879, the said Board fixed the 
salary of claimant, as chief clerk, at # 2,000 per annum, beginning June 1. 
February 4, 1881, claimant's salary as chief clerk was increased to # 3,000 p 
annum, to date from the 1st of the preceding January. Claimant performed dut 
as chief clerk and disbursing agent until November 5, 1884, but received no 
compensation from the United States, either as chief clerk or disbursing agen 
after July 1, 1883. 

11. October 20, 1884, the President, during a recess of the Senate, appoin 
claimant in the usual form a member of the National Board of Health. Decembe 
4, 1884, the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
appointed claimant a member of the National Board of Health. Claimant, when 
appointed, was in civil life. He has never resigned from said Board, nor bee 
suspended or removed from it. He has received no compensation as a member of 
the Board from March 1, 1885, to and including June 30, 1885, or from May 12, 
1886, to the 30th June, 1886, being 171 days. 

111. Immediately upon the appointment of claimant as member of the Nationa 
Board of Health he was appointed by said Board its secretary, and has continu 
to be its secretary and performed duty as such from November 5, 1884, to the 
filing of the petition herein. An order was made by the Board, approved by t 
Secretary of the Treasury and not since revoked, fixing the secretary's pay a 
the rate of # 100 per month, in addition to his pay as a member of the Board. 
He has received no compensation for the performance of the duties of secretar 
No meeting of the National Board of Health has been held since November, 1884 
but claimant has been regularly to the office of the Board and attended to hi 
duties as secretary. 

IV. The defendants object to the following payments made to the claimant 
(1) Amount of salary as chief clerk, at the rate of # 1,200 per 

annum, from April 4, 1879, to May 31, 1879, both dates included # 191 
(2) Amount of salary as chief clerk, at the rate of # 2,000 per 

annum, from June 1, 1879, to December 31, 1880, both dates 
included 3,000 

(3) Amount of salary as chief clerk, at the rate of # 3,000 per 
annum, from January 1, 1881, to June 30, 1882, both dates 
included 4,500 

(4) Amount of salary as chief clerk, at the rate of # 2,500 per 
annum, from July 1, 1883, to June 30, 1884, both dates included 2,500 

(5) Amount of salary, at the rate of # 300 per annum, as disbursing 
agent, from July 1, 1879, to June 30, 1883, both dates included 1,200 
Total amount so misappropriated 11,391 

(6) For money appropriated by Congress for the secretary of the 
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Board as disbursing agent for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1883 300 

(7) For salary as chief clerk for the 4th day of April, 1869, being 
payment to claimant at the rate of # 1,200 per annum, before 
date of his appointment 3 

(8) For difference in salaries as chief clerk for first eleven days 
in June, 1879, at the rate of # 1,200 and # 2,000 per annum, 
caused by payment of the latter rate before salary was 
increased 
to it 

(9) For difference in salaries as chief clerk for January, 1881, 
and first three days in February, 1881, at the rates 
of # 2,000 and H 3,000 per annum, caused by payment 
of latter rate before salary was increased to it 94 
Total extra pay 121 

Item 6 is included in item 5. Item 7 is included in item 1. Item 8 is 
included in item 2. Item 9 is included in item 3. 

Mr. George A. King for the claimant. 

Whatever may be thought of the question, whether the act of March 3, 1879, 
gave any authority to the Board to appoint a chief clerk and fix his salary, 
there can, we think, be no doubt that the validity of such appointment was 
impliedly recognized, if it was not expressly authorized, by the act of July 
1879. 

While the fifth section of the act of July 1, 1879, does not, any more tha 
any previous act, provide in so many words that there shall be a chief clerk 
the National Board of Health, it recognizes the existence of such an officer, 
and is plainly incapable of execution unless there is a chief clerk. Taken i 
connection with the first section of the act of March 3, 1879, which authoriz 
the Board to frame rules and regulations, it clearly amounts to an authority 
the National Board of Health to appoint a chief clerk and fix his salary. 
(United States v. Babbitt, 1 Black, 55, 60; Bulkley v. United States, 9 C. C1 
R., 81, 87.) 

The demand of the claimant for three hundred dollars a year for services a 
disbursing agent for the Board rests upon the express provisions of statute, 
section 5 of the act of July 1, 1879, in express terms, gives him that sum. 
While, on the one hand, the court could not deny him the right of this 
compensation, it would seem, on the other hand, to be quite inconsistent and 
contrary to the plain language of the statute to deny him his salary as chief 
clerk, for the law requires that he shall receive his salary as disbursing ag 
in addition to his salary as chief clerk, and it is difficult to perceive how 
can receive the incident without getting the principal. 

The only defense to the claim as chief clerk seems to be founded upon the 
fact that during the period for which payment is claimed, from July 1, 1883 
to November 5, 1884, the claimant received from # 2,500 to # 2,800, being mon 
paid him out of the private purses of the members of the National Board of 
Health in order that the Board might retain his services and keep its office 
open. 
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The arrangement was a private and personal one between the members of the 
Board and this claimant, with which the Government has no concern. It is 
emphatically res inter alios acta. The money was not paid to the claimant as 
official salary at all. The object was simply to retain the claimant in his 
position and enable him to support himself until a dilatory Government should 
come to the conclusion to settle its indebtedness to him. 

Payment of a debt by a stranger, unauthorized by the debtor, is, in 
general, no discharge of the obligation. (2 Chitty on Contracts, 11th Americ 
edition, 1085.) 

Even admitting, however, that the money was paid and received as salary, t 
only result that would follow would be that the parties who paid the salary 
would be subrogated in equity to the claimant's rights and would have the rig 
to use his name in suing for its recovery. For aught that appears in this 
record that is just what is being done now. This point received some 
consideration from the Supreme Court in Smith v. Gaines (93 U.S.R., 341, 344) 

Since the decisions on the question of assignment of claims in United Stat 
v. Gillis (95 U.S.R., 407); Erwin v. United States (97 U.S.R., 392); and 
Spofford v. Kirk (97 U.S.R., 484), it has been impossible to sue in this cour 
in the name of an assignee; nor has it been considered either safe or proper, 
it has certainly not been usual, to bring suit in the name of the assignor "t 
the use of" the assignee. If the parties who paid this money are in equity 
entitled to it, the proper court of equity jurisdiction can readily find mean 
to protect their rights, as was done in favor of the equitable owner of a 
judgment recovered in this court in Hobbs v. McLean (117 U.S.R., 567). 

The next branch of this case relates to the pay of the claimant as a membe 
of the National Board of Health, actually engaged in the performance of his 
duties as such, and entitled, therefore, under the first section of the Act o 
March 3, 1879 (20 Stat. L., 484), to a per diem of # 10. The fact is 
uncontested in this record that the claimant was in the actual performance of 
such duties for one hundred and seventy-one days, and that owing to insuffici 
appropriations he has failed to receive any pay for that period. This branch 
the case is fully sustained by the decision of this court in Langston v. Unit 
States (21 C. Cls. R., lo), affirmed by the Supreme Court in United States v. 
Langston (118 U.S.R., 389), and by the still more recent case of Francis v. 
United States, decided by this court January 10, 1887. 

The same may be said of the third and last branch of the case, which is £0 
pay as secretary of the National Board of Health from November 5, 1884, to Ju 
31, 1886, one year eight months and twenty-seven days, for which salary is 
claimed at the rate of # 100 a month, amounting to # 2,090. 

Section 5 of the Act of July 1, 1879 (21 Stat. L., 46), provides that "the 
Board of Health may, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, pay 
its secretary such sum in addition to his pay as a member of the Board as it 
deem proper, not exceeding # 100 per month." Under the authority of this sect 
the Board made an order fixing the pay of the secretary at # 100 a month, and 
the same was approved by the Secretary of the Treasury. The sum has not been 
received by the claimant, owing simply to the want of appropriations therefor 
and under the above cited decisions he is clearly entitled to it. 
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Mr. Felix Brannigan and Mr. Lewis Cochran (with whom was Mr. Assistant 
Attorney-General Howard) for the defendants: 

(1) The National Board of Health were prohibited by law from employing the 
claimant as a clerk, so as to charge the defendants with any liability for hi 
salary, for any period of time prior or subsequent to the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1883, and hence defendants are not liable for any salary as clerk in 
this suit. (Dane's Abr., ch. 49; Rev. Stat., @ @  3678, 3682.) 

(2) The claimant has been paid by himself as a disbursing agent of the 
Treasury Department, illegally and contrary to the express prohibitions of la 
(Rev. Stat., @ @  3622-3624, 3678, 3679, 3682, 3690), large sums of money, whic 
moneys so illegally paid and misappropriated were appropriated by Congress £0 
the defrayment of the expenses of the National Board of Health. 

(3) The claimant illegally appropriated to his own use # 300, which sum wa 
appropriated by Congress for the secretary of the Board of Health, "as 
disbursing agent," for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883. The claimant wa 
not then the secretary of the Board. 

(4) The claimant also illegally appropriated to his own use, as a disbursi 
agent of the Treasury Department (he being appointed as such "without 
compensation"), a large sum of money, to wit, salary as disbursing agent, at 
rate of # 300 per annum, for and during the period from July 1, 1879, to June 
30, 1882, inclusive, which money was appropriated by Congress to defray the 
expenses of the National Board of Health. 

(5) The claimant is not entitled to recover any per diem compensation as 
member of the National Board of Health during the periods for which he makes 
claim in his petition, unless he shall prove by competent evidence the number 
days in which he was actually engaged, within said periods, in the performanc 
of the duties of a member of the National Board of Health. The claimant has 
proven by competent evidence any portion of his claim for per diem 
compensation as a member of the National Board of Health. 

(6) The defendants, while admitting that the claimant acted as secretary o 
the National Board of Health on and after November 8, 1884, deny that he was 
legal secretary of the Board after he accepted his second commission as a mem 
of said Board, on or about November 4, 1884. (Dane's Abr., ch. 49, par. 2; 
Johnson v. Wilson et al., 2 N.H.R., 202.) 

In respect to the plea of set-off by the defendants, it is submitted that 
under the provisions of sections 169, 170, 172, 176, 3622-3624, 3640, 3678, 
3679, and 3682, taken in connection with section 7 of the Act of June 2, 1879 
(21 Stat. L., 5)' the moneys paid by the claimant to himself for a clerical 
salary, except perhaps for salary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, w 
moneys appropriated solely for the expenses of the National Board of Health. 
the extent of the set-off claimed by defendants there was a misappropriation 
the claimant of these public moneys and an illegal payment of the same, 
contrary to the express prohibitions of law. Similarly the claimant had no 
legal right to compensation at # 300 per annum as disbursing agent. This 
compensation was intended for a departmental clerk of class 4 prior to July 1 
1882. The claimant should not be allowed to set up his own wrong as a defens 
against defendants' demand of set-off for the same. 
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This position is strengthened by the policy of Congress in regard to 
appropriations for llexpenses" in all branches of the public service, as 
illustrated in almost every general appropriation act, and especially by the 
express provisions made for personal compensation in the various appropriatio 
for the National Board of Health. (See, as to the latter provisions, the act 
cited supra.) It is further strengthened by the well-known inability of heads 
Executive Departments to pay clerks in their Departments for extra work 
performed at the request of superior officers. Moreover, Congress never 
regarded such services as carrying any obligation to pay for them. No heads 
Departments ever assume to employ clerks without express authority of law, or 
use any part of the "expense" appropriation made annually or otherwise for th 
Departments for the payment of salaries or personal compensation. Much les 
therefore, could the National Board of Health employ a clerk at the charge of 
the defendants in the absence of express statutory authority, or divert the 
public money to any object forbidden by law. 

OPINIONBY: DAVIS 

OPINION: [A2761 DAVIS, J., delivered the opinion of the court: 

The National Board of Health was established by an act approved March 3, 1 
(Supp. Rev. Stat., @ 480, and 20 Stat. L., 484), which provided for seven 
members, to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent 
the Senate, whose compensation, "during the time when actually engaged in the 
performance of their duties,'' was to be 13 10 per diem each and reasonable 
expenses; certain officers of the Government were also to participate in the 
work without compensation, and the duties of the Board were defined as being 
obtain information upon all matters affecting the public health, to advise th 
several Departments of the Government, the executives of the several States, 
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia on all questions submitted to 
them, or whenever in the opinion of the Board such advice may tend to the 
preservation and improvement of the public health. The act also contained ot 
provisions not important for our present purpose. 

The next statute on this subject was approved June 2, 1879 (Supp. to R.S., 
485, and 21 Stat. L., 5); this was a national quarantine act, and empowered t 
Board of Health to render aid to State and local boards of health and to loca 
quarantine stations in carrying out their rules and regulations to prevent th 
introduction and spread of contagious and infectious diseases. The eighth 
section of this statute appropriated I3 500,000 "to meet the expenses to be 
incurred in carrying out [its]  provision^,'^ to be disbursed under the directi 
of the Secretary [*277] of the Treasury on estimates to be made by the 
Board of Health and approved by him, while the tenth section provided that th 
act should "not continue in force for a longer period than four years," that 
longer than June 2, 1883. 

Another act, of July 1, 1879, after making appropriation for the rental of 
offices, for the printing and binding of reports, and for the services of a 
stenographer, provided that (Supp. Rev. Stat., @ 500, and 21 Stat. L., 46) -- 

"The chief clerk of the National Board of Health shall act as disbursing 
agent for the Board, and shall give bond, conformably to section one hundred 
seventy-six of the Revised Statutes, for the faithful performance of that dut 
and for that service he shall receive three hundred dollars per annum in 
addition to his salary as chief clerk, and the Board of Health may, with the 
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approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, pay to its secretary such sum, in 
addition to his pay as a member of the Board, as it may deem proper, not 
exceeding one hundred dollars per month." 

In this act for the first time is any mention made of a chief clerk, yet 
claimant had been appointed to that position the 5th of the preceding April a 
had since performed its duties. After the passage of this act claimant 
qualified as disbursing officer. In October, 1884, claimant received a rece 
appointment as a member of the Board, which was replaced in December by an 
appointment by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and he was 
appointed and acted as secretary of the Board and as its disbursing agent. 
Congress having failed to appropriate at various times money to compensate 
claimant for his services, he demands in this action sums alleged to be due h 
as chief clerk, disbursing agent, secretary, and a member of the Board. 

The seventh section of the act last cited contained a provision "that all 
moneys hereinbefore authorized to be expended, and all contracts made and 
liabilities incurred by the National Board of Health, shall be paid out of th 
appropriation of # 500,000 made in the act of Congress" approved June 2, 1879 

The sundry civil act, approved June 16, 1880, contained a provision "for 
salaries and expenses of the National Board of Health, and to carry out the 
purposes of the various acts creating the National Board of Health, seventy-f 
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as is necessary,I1 coupled with the 
[*2781 provision that # 25,000 of the # 500,000 appropriation of June 2, 18 
should "be applied to the same purposes1' (21 Stat. L., 266). The next sundry 
civil act, approved March 3, 1881 (21 Stat. L., 442), contains an appropriati 
of # 75,000 made in the same words, with the provision that # 50,000 of the 
appropriation of June 2, 1879, should be applied to the same purposes, @land n 
more money shall be expended for the above purposes out of any appropriations 
heretofore made or by virtue of any previous law." 

The next sundry civil bill, approved August 7, 1882 (22 Stat. L., 315), 
contains the first specific allowance for clerk hire found in the laws. This 
act makes the following provision: 

"For salaries and expenses of the National Board of Health as follows: 

"For pay and expenses of the members of the National Board of Health, ten 
thousand dollars. For pay of secretary and disbursing agent, and pay of cler 
messengers, and laborers, five thousand five hundred dollars. For rent, ligh 
fuel, furniture, stationery, telegrams, and postage, two thousand dollars. F 
miscellaneous expenses, five hundred dollars." 

The act prohibited the expenditure of other public money than that therein 
appropriated for the purposes of the Board of Health, and limited the duties 
the Board to the diseases of cholera, small-pox, and yellow fever. 

The sundry civil act approved March 3, 1883, made the single appropriation 
# 10,000 for compensation and personal expenses of members of the Board (22 
Stat. L., 613). No appropriation appears in the sundry civil bill of the 
succeeding year, but the deficiency bill contains an appropriation for salary 
the secretary of the Board from April 1, 1884, to March 1, 1885, # 3,135 (23 
Stat. L., p. 452), also for pay of messenger and for rent. No appropriation 
since been made for the National Board of Health, except a small balance of # 
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60 allowed by the First Comptroller, and contained in a deficiency bill (24 
Stat. L., 289). 

To the claimant's demand the Government interposes a counter-claim, based 
upon the following theory: 

That the payment of salary as chief clerk was not authorized or permitte 
by law, and that, as the Secretary of the Treasury coupled the designation as 
disbursing officer with the condition that the duties should be discharged 
"without pay," all moneys [*2791 received by claimant in either capacity 
are recoverable by the United States. 

The act of March 3, 1879, establishing the Board, placed upon them duties 
a nature necessarily involving the employment of clerical assistance. They w 
to make examinations and investigations, to frame rules and regulations, to 
obtain information, to give advice, to consult with the principal sanitary 
organizations, to report to Congress a full statement of their transactions, 
together with a plan for a national public health organization, and for all 
these duties a sum of money was appropriated "to pay the salaries and expense 
of said Board and to carry out the purposes of this act." 

The duties of the Board clearly required the employment of clerks, and whe 
Congress appropriate money to pay expenses they must be assumed to mean those 
expenses which are necessarily incident to the work they direct to be done. 
Where a duty is placed upon an officer the performance of which necessarily 
involves travel, or clerk hire, or office rent, then a broad provision for 
expenses will include the cost of such travel, clerk hire, or office rent. B 
this case is even stronger, for after claimant had been appointed, after he h 
for some four months been performing the duties of chief clerk, Congress 
recognized his official position, and impliedly approved the payment to him 
a salary when it directed that he should also act as disbursing agent and 
receive pay for that service "in addition to his salary as chief clerk." 

Nor was the money received by him as disbursing agent, while also acting a 
chief clerk, improperly paid, for the appropriating statute placed no discret 
either in the Secretary of the Treasury or in the Board of Health on the 
subject. It says, "shall receive three hundred dollars per annum in addition 
his salary as chief clerk," not "may" receive, nor "shall receive in the 
discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury1'; but its form is mandatory, and 
Secretary could not change it without the assent of claimant. The fact that 
payment was regularly made on this account from July 1, 1879, to June 30, 
1883, shows not only that claimant did not agree to waive his statutory right 
but furnishes a consistent and contemporaneous construction of the agreement 
the Treasury Department extending over four years, a construction favorable t 
the claimant's contention here. No argument adverse to the claimant [*280 
can be drawn from the provisions of section 176 of the Revised Statutes, 
conformably to which claimant was to give bond as disbursing agent. It is tr 
that the section provides for the appointment as disbursing agent of 
fourth-class clerks only, but that condition was changed in this instance by 
express command of Congress contained in the act of July 1, 1879, directing t 
claimant should be appointed such agent, and that his bond should be furnishe 
"conformably" to section 176 -- that is, it should follow section 176 as near 
as the altered circumstances of the case would permit. 
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Nor do we agree with the defendants that section 3679 of the Revised Statu 
applies to this case; this section prohibits any Department from making an 
expenditure in one fiscal year of a sum in excess of appropriations made for 
that year, or from involving the Government in any contract for the future 
payment of money in excess of such appropriations. The facts do not show t 
either of these prohibited acts were committed. 

Section 3682 forbids the use of money appropriated for contingent, 
incidental, or miscellaneous purposes, for official or clerical compensation, 
and this is the only section relied on by defendants which seems to us to tou 
this case. The adjectives contingent, incidental, and miscellaneous, as used 
appropriation bills to qualify the word expenses, have a technical and 
well-understood meaning; it is usual for Congress to name the principal class 
of expenditure which they authorize, such as clerk hire, fuel, light, postage 
telegrams, bc., and then to make a small appropriation for the minor and 
unimportant disbursements incidental to any great business, which cannot well 
foreseen and which it would be useless to specify more accurately. For such 
disbursements a round sum is appropriated under the head of "contingent 
expenses," or "incidental expenses," or "miscellaneous expenses." Such 
appropriations the law says shall not be used for clerk hire. So, in the 
appropriation act of 1882 (supra) Congress appropriated for pay and expenses 
members of the Board; for pay of secretary and disbursing agent; for pay of 
clerks, messengers, and laborers; for rent, light, fuel, stationery, telegram 
and postage, and for nmiscellaneous expenses." It is clear that specific 
appropriation being made for clerks, messengers, laborers, rent, light, fuel, 
stationery, telegrams, and postage, no disbursement can be made for any such 
expense from the appropriation for Nmiscellaneous [*281] expensest' which 
covers non-enumerated petty disbursements necessarily made in performance of 
duties imposed by law. Claimant, however, was not paid under a statute simil 
in form to this. The act of March 3, 1879, made an appropriation "to pay the 
salaries and expenses of [the] Board, and to carry out the purpose of [the] 
act," not the contingent, incidental, or miscellaneous expenses incurred by t 
Board, but the expenses, and the expenses necessary to carry out the purpose 
the act. Clerk hire was a necessary expense for this purpose. 

The act of June 2, 1879, which places important duties upon the Board of 
Health, duties which could not be performed without clerical assistance, 
appropriates # 500,000 to meet the expenses to be "incurred in carrying out" 
provisions. Congress, in the act of July 1, 1879, giving the claimant pay as 
disbursing agent "in addition to his salary as chief clerk,' recognized and 
approved his appointment and the payment to him of salary; while the Treasu 
Department has followed the same course during the years when money was 
available from which to pay him. 

We are of opinion that the Government cannot recover back the moneys paid 
claimant, and the counter-claim will be dismissed. 

The claimant's demands are embraced in four separate heads: Salary as chie 
clerk, salary as disbursing agent, salary as secretary of the Board, and sala 
as a member of the Board. As to these it will be noticed that the only offic 
created by law, with a compensation fixed by law, is that of member of the 
Board. The chief clerk was an officer created by the Board itself, not by 
Congress; his salary was fixed by the Board and not by Congress, and was paya 
out of a general fund appropriated for expenses. The claim therefore does no 
fall within the principles of Langston's Case (118 U.S.R., 389; 21 C. Cls. R. 
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lo), but is more similar to Mitchell's Case (109 U.S.R., 146). A fund was giv 
the Board to disburse; under this power the claimant was employed; but his ri 
to salary could not extend further than the appropriations made from time to 
time by Congress, and when Congress ceased to appropriate he was without clai 
to further compensation. He did not hold an office, but was an employe, whos 
only right to compensation rested on the appropriation acts. 

[ * 2 8 2 1  Nor do we consider that any statutory office of disbursing agent 
was created by the Act of July, 1879 (21 Stat. L., 46). That act directed th 
chief clerk to act as disbursing officer; but the wording of the law does not 
seem to indicate a purpose of Congress to create an office, as was done in 
Langston's Case, but to give authority to a designated individual to perform 
certain class of service for a compensation fixed. 

There is no provision of law establishing the position of secretary of the 
Board, although section 5 of the Act of July 1, 1879 (Supp. Rev. Stat., 500, 
21 Stat. L., 46), authorizes the Board of Health, with the approval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, to pay its secretary such sum in addition to his p 
as a member of the Board as it may deem proper, not exceeding # 100 per month 

The statute creating the Board, that of March 3, 1879 (Supp. Rev. Stat., 4 
and 20 Stat. L., 484), provides: 

"That there shall be established a National Board of Health to consist of 
seven members, to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate, * * whose compensation, during the time when actual1 
engaged in the performance of their duties under this act, shall be # 10 per 
diem each and reasonable expenses." 

Under the principle of Langston's Case this is the creation by statute of 
office with a fixed compensation, which claimant is entitled to receive, unle 
some action by Congress has deprived him of that right. The Supreme Court ha 
announced as law: 

"That a statute fixing the annual salary of a public officer at a named su 
without limitation as to time, should not be deemed abrogated or suspended by 
subsequent enactments which merely appropriated a less amount for the service 
of that officer for particular fiscal years, and which contained no words tha 
expressly or by clear implication modified or repealed the previous law." 
(Langston's Case, supra.) 

The Supreme Court has also said: 

"The whole question depends on the intention of Congress as expressed in t 
statutes. Whether a simple failure by Congress to appropriate any or a 
sufficient sum to pay the salary of an officer fixed by previous law is of 
itself an expression of purpose by Congress to reduce the salary, we do not n 
decide. That is not this case. On the contrary, in this case Congress has i 
other ways expressed its purpose to reduce for the time being the salaries of 
the interpreters. This purpose is, of course, irreconcilable with the 
provisions of the Revised [*283] Statutes on the same subject; and those 
provisions must be considered as having been suspended until they were finall 
repealed. * * * As the appellee has been paid in full his salary as fixed by 
the later acts, which were in force before and during, and continued in force 
after, his term of service, he has no cause of action against the United 
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States. (Mitchell's Case, 109 U.S.R., 146.) 

While the act of March, 1879, organizing the Board created offices, the 
subsequent legislation of Congress develops a policy at variance with the the 
upon which the Board was brought into existence. The Quarantine Act of June, 
1879, out of which much of the expense was paid, terminated by express terms 
June, 1883. The act of July, 1879, charged all expenditures of the Board to 
fund provided in the Quarantine Act of the June preceding, the act last refer 
to, while the Act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat. L., 4 4 2 ) ,  after providing for th 
salaries and expenses of the National Board of Health, and for carrying out t 
various acts creating it, contains this significant clause: "And no more mone 
shall be expended for the above purposes out of any appropriation heretofore 
made, or by virtue of any previous law"; and the Act of August 7, 1882 (22 St 
L., 315), prohibits the expenditure for the purposes of the Board of Health o 
other public moneys than as therein appropriated. Whatever rights existed in 
the members of the Board by virtue of the organizing act were taken away when 
these acts were approved by the President. From that day on the Board became 
subject to such grants as Congress might from time to time make in appropriat 
bills, and its members were divested of any continuing right in law. The 
provision is broad and explicit, "No more money shall be expended for the abo 
purposes," that is, for salaries and expenses of the Board; and this prohibit 
not only covers any appropriation theretofore made, but also any expenditures 
that might be made "by virtue of any previous law." The course of legislation 
regard to this Board shows a change of policy on the part of Congress, and an 
intention to place the members of the Board and its expenses within the contr 
of the annual appropriation bills. 

The petition and the counter-claims are dismissed. 
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It is not within the province of this Court to decide whether there was an 
necessity for the Senate to meet when it did nor to pass upon the suitability 
the Governor's appointees. The Constitution vests the decision of these 
questions exclusively in the sound discretion of the Senate. We are merely 
called on here to construe the Constitution as it is written. Obviously, 
whatever construction we place upon that document now will control in the 
predictable future. If the rule announced in the majority opinion stands, th 
we have forever closed the door and barred the right of the people to have th 
Senate meet in extra session for the purpose of passing upon recess 
appointments by future Governors, regardless of how improvident, unwise, or 
unsuitable theappointments may be. In my opinion the majority holding takes 
away from the Senate the discretion plainly vested in it by the Constitution 
determine when it may meet for the purpose of passing upon recess 
appointments. 

Associate Justices Sharp, Simpson, and Taylor concurring. 

Opinion delivered July 17, 1946. 
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could convene again, and in this way the Governor could impose unworthy 
appointees upon the public. By refusing to call a special session of the 
Legislature he could defeat the right of the people to have the Senate meet a 
pass upon recess appointments. This defect doubtless prompted the people t 
change their Constitution in 1875 so as to provide, as it now provides, that 
such appointments are "made during the recess of the Senate (not the 
Legislature), the said appointee or some other person to fill such vacancy sh 
be nominated to the Senate during the first ten days of its session." (Italic 
mine.) No limitation was fixed as to when a session of the Senate could be he 
for this purpose. In this way the people took it out of the power of the 
Governor to thwart the right of the people to have the Senate act promptly on 
recess appointments. This was an important change made in the organic law 
the State. Why did the people make this important change in the basic law of 
the land if it was not intended thereby to permit the Senate to meet for this 
purpose at a time when the Legislature was not in session? Undoubtedly we mu 
ascribe to the people some reasons for making this vital change, and no other 
reason is apparent. The majority opinion gives no importance whatever to thi 
change, but treats the present Constitution as though it contained the same 
language as the old Constitution. 

The fact that this power of the Senate to meet in separate session when th 
Legislature is not in session has not been invoked since its authorization in 
1875 is to some extent indicative of the fact that the Senate has not heretof 
construed the Constitution as conferring such power. But this is not 
conclusive. The construction of the Constitution is the peculiar province of 
the courts and to them belongs the final decision. A practical construction 
a plain constitutional provision may not be allowed to disturb or in any way 
change its natural meaning. 12 C.J. 176. Nonuser alone may not be invoked t 
defeat the power to exercise rights plainly conferred [**336] by the 
Constitution. For example: The power to impeach a Governor has been in our 
Constitution since the existence of the State, but its provisions were not 
invoked until 1917. Ferguson v. Maddox, supra. Yet no one contended at that 
time that the right to impeach a Governor had been lost by nonuser. Again, t 
provision making ineligible for the Legislature any one who holds a lucrative 
office under this State has been in the Constitution since 1875. [*I411 
Article 111, sec. 19. Apparently its provisions were never invoked until 194 
Burroughs v. Lyles, 142 Texas, 704, 181 S.W. (2d) 570. Yet no one came forwar 
at that time to insist that the effectiveness of that provision had been lost 
nonuser. Many other examples could be given. The very fact that the Senate 
at all times had the power to meet at will for the purpose of passing upon th 
recess appointments of the Governor may have served as a silent deterrent 

against abuse of the appointive power by the Governor and thus rendered it 
unnecessary for the Senate to exercise such powers. 

The fact that the Senators cannot collect per diem pay while attending s 
a special session of the Senate is not material. Senators are required to 
perform services upon many interim committees without such compensation. The 
compensation provided for in Article 111, Section 24, of the Constitution cov 
and includes the services which may be required of a member during his entire 
term of office, including the time served by him on committees or otherwise 
between sessions of the Legislature. Spears v. Sheppard, 136 Texas 277, 150 
S.W. (2d) 769. Therefore the Senators are fully paid for their services while 
attending such a special session of the Senate. 
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"It is an established rule of construction that, where a constitution conf 
a power or enjoins a duty, it also confers, by implication, all powers that a 
necessary for the exercise of the one or for the performance of the other." A 
"every positive direction in a constitution contains an implication against 
anything contrary to it, or which would frustrate or disappoint the purpose o 
that provision.'' 12 C.J., sec. 73, p. 719. 

"Where the power is granted in general terms, as the jurisdiction of this 
court has been, the power is to be construed as co-extensive with the terms, 
unless some clear restriction upon it is deducible from the context." Morton 
Gordon, Dallam Decisions, 396 399. 

Our Constitution plainly confers upon the Senate the authority to pass upo 
appointments made by the Governor, and [*139] it contains no limitation a 
to when the Senate may exercise this authority. Under the authorities above 
cited it is our duty to construe this provision liberally for the protection 
the people and to allow the Senate to exercise its own discretion in performi 
the obligations there imposed, unless the Constitution expressly or by necess 
implication provides otherwise. The fact that the Constitution provides that 
the Legislature may meet for legislative purposes only at certain [**335] 
intervals is by no means a limitation upon the authority of the Senate to mee 
at other times for the purpose of performing a non-legislative function. 

In this connection, the difference between the language of the Constitutio 
of 1869 and the present Constitution is significant. Article IV of the 
Constitution of 1869 contained the following provision: 

"Sec. 7. * * * If a vacancy occurs in any of the executive offices, by 
death, resignation, or removal, or from any other cause, during the recess of 
the Legislature, the Governor shall have power, by appointment, to fill such 
vacancy; which appointment shall continue in force till the succeeding sessio 
of the Legislature, when he shall communicate such appointment to the Senate 
confirmation, or rejection. * * *"  

"Sec. 12. Nominations to fill vacancies occurring in the recess of the 
Legislature, shall be made by the Governor during the first ten days of its 
session; and should any such nomination be rejected, the same person shall no 
again be nominated, during the session, to fill the same office." (Italics 
mine.) 

It will be noticed that under that Constitution recess appointments made 
the Governor were to continue, not until the next session of the Senate as no 
provided, but until the next session of the Legislature; and while the Senate 
alone could confirm or reject the appointment, the Governor was not required 
communicate the appointment to the Senate until "the first ten days of its (t 
Legislature's) session." In other words, the Legislature, as such, including 
both the Senate and the House, had to be in session for legislative purposes 
before the Governor was required to communicate the appointment to the Senate 
But apparently the people were dissatisfied with the provisions of the 
Constitution of 1869 in this respect, and well may have been, for under other 
provisions, as under the present Constitution, the "Legislature" could meet o 
every two years and at such other times as suited the convenience of the 
Governor under the provisions of that Constitution the Governor [*140] co 
make an appointment immediately after the Legislature had adjourned, and the 
appointee could serve out most, if not all, of his term before the Legislatur 
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times." (Italics mine.) It further held that "As neither House acts in a 
legislative capacity in matters of impeachment, this section (Art. 111, Sec. 
imposes no limitation with relation thereto, and the broad power conferred by 
Article XV stands without limit or qualification as to the time of its 
exercise." It is equally true that the Senate in passing upon appointments ma 
by the Governor is not performing a legislative function, and therefore its 
power to perform this function "exists at all times1' and is not limited by th 
provisions of Article 111, Sec. 5, relating to the time when the Legislature 
meet for legislative purposes. As I understand, the majority opinion concede 
that the Senate performs a nonlegislative function when it passes upon 
appointments made by the Governor. If SO, and if as held by this Court in 
Ferguson v. Maddox, supra, the right of the Senate to meet for the purpose of 
performing the non-legislative function of conducting an impeachment trial 
"exists at all times,'' then why is it that the right of [**334] the Senat 
to meet for the purpose of performing another non-legislative function -- 
confirming appointments made by the Governor -- does not "exist at all times1' 
The majority opinion gives no reason for such a distinction. Obviously there 
none. This case cannot be decided as it is in the majority opinion without 
running counter to the holding made by this Court in Ferguson v. Maddox, supr 

The majority opinion places a strict construction upon our Constitution an 
impliedly holds that since the Constitution does not expressly authorize the 
Senate to meet in separate session for the purpose of confirming appointments 
the Governor, we should resolve the doubt against such a construction. Such 
construction may be applicable to the Federal Constitution, but certainly it 
not applicable to a situation such as we have here under a State Constitution 
On the contrary, since the Constitution expressly authorizes the Senate to ac 
on such appointments at its next session, and contains no limitation as to wh 
the Senate may meet for this purpose, we should resolve the doubt in favor of 
the right to freely exercise the authority so granted. It must be remembered 
that the Constitution of the [*138] United States is distinguishable from 
State Constitution in that the former is primarily a grant of power, whereas 
State Constitution is not a grant but is a limitation of power. Therefore a 
State Constitution should be more liberally construed in favor of the authori 
of the Senate to act. 16 C.J.S. 124; 9 Tex. Jur. 444; 11 Amer. Jur. 619; 
Cooley's Constitutional Limitations, 8th Ed., Vol. 1, p. 354; Charles Scribne 
Sons v. Marrs, 114 Texas 11, 262 S.W. 722. ''The distinguishing characteristic 
differs between the federal and state constitutions is that the constitution 
the United States is but a grant of legislative power, and the Congress can, 
framing laws, only exercise such authority as is granted, whilst, on the othe 
hand, state constitutions are only limitations upon the complete power with 
which, otherwise, the legislative department of the state was vested in its 
creation." 9 Tex. Jur., sec. 30, p. 445; Longmire v. State, 75 Crim. Rep. 616 
623, Ann. Cas. 1917C, 726, 171 S.W. 1165. "Under our form of government, the 
State Constitution is an instrument of limitations, and the Federal Constitut 
is an instrument of delegations; that is to say, the State Legislature can do 
anything not prohibited by the Federal or State Constitutions, and Congress 
cannot do anything not authorized in its delegated power, to wit, the Federal 
Constitution." 9 Tex. Jur., p. 445, note 19; Ex parte Hart, 41 Crim. Rep. 581 
588, 56 S.W. 341. 

"We must take and apply the plain language of the Constitution as we find 
and cannot add to it so as to restrict the powers of the Legislature further 
than such language restricts it, in order to prevent a fancied mischief.I1 
Lindsey v. State of Texas, 96 Texas, 586, 588, 74 S.W. 750, 751. 
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session, unless the Constitution itself forbids. It is insisted that such 
inhibition is contained in article 3, sec. 40, which provides that legislatio 
at a special session shall be confined to the subjects mentioned in the 
proclamation of the Governor convening it. This language is significant and 
plain. It purposely and wisely imposes no limitation, save as to legislation 
As neither House acts in a [**333] legislative capacity in matters of 
impeachment, this section imposes no limitation with relation thereto, and th 
broad power conferred by article 15 stands without limit or qualification as 
the time of its exercise. 

[*136] "From the inception to the conclusion of impeachment proceedings 
House and Senate, as to that matter, are not limited or restricted by 
legislative sessions. As has been shown, their constitutional powers with 
regard to impeachment are not legislative and are not affected by article 3, 
sec. 40. Each House is empowered by the Constitution to exercise certain 
functions with reference to the subject-matter; and as they have not been 
limited as to time or restricted to one or more legislative sessions, they mu 
necessarily proceed in the exercise of their powers without regard thereto. 
the end of a legislative session the House does not cease to exist, and its 
power, so far as its proper participation in a pending impeachment proceeding 
concerned, is not affected, or the effect of what it has already properly don 
impaired. When the House presented the impeachment charges to the Senate, a 
major part of its constitutional duty was done, though, in accordance with 
established parliamentary practice, it must still, through its managers, in t 
role of prosecutor, conduct the trial in the Senate. But the expiration of t 
legislative session before the indictment preferred by it could be fully trie 
did not impair the effect of the indictment or make it necessary for the Hous 
to proceed anew and return another. The Constitution does not require this. 
is not a reasonable implication from any of its provisions, and to so hold wo 
be illogical and contrary to pertinent precedents and analogies. Articles of 
impeachment, when preferred by the House, stand for trial before the Senate a 
constitutional court, created and organized for such purpose, and whether tha 
trial is concluded at the then legislative session or at some subsequent one 
wholly immaterial. 

"And the same reasoning applies to the Senate. When the House prefers 
charges, the Senate, under the mandate of the Constitution, resolves itself i 
a court for the trial of the charges, and it may and must continue this trial 
until the matter is disposed of by final judgment. Like the House, it does n 
cease to exist at the expiration of the legislative session. It is a court a 
continues such regardless of legislative sessions. The fact that the 
impeachment trial may extend from one legislative session into another and 
covers parts of both is not material. The Constitution creates the court; it 
does not prescribe for it any particular tenure, or limit the time of its 
existence. By indubitable reason and logic it must have power and authority 
sit until the full and complete accomplishment of the purpose for which it wa 
created, limited, perhaps, by the tenure of office of the persons composing i 
(Italics mine.) 

[*I371 In the above case, in the clearest language possible, this Court 
held that the House in preferring impeachment charges and the Senate in 
conducting trials under such charges were not performing legislative function 
and therefore were not limited as to time for the performance of these functi 
in any respect by other provisions of the Constitution. The Court held that 
"The powers of the House and Senate in relation to impeachment exist at all 
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of this State shall be vested in a Senate and House of Representatives, which 
together shall be styled 'The Legislature of the State of Texas.'" Both House 
when meeting together for legislative purposes, constitute the "Legislature," 
and it is this "Legislature" which may meet only every two years and at such 
times as it may be convened by the Governor. Ferguson v. Maddox, 114 Texas 8 
263 S.W. 888. But as said by this Court in the above case, "the sole function 
the House and Senate is not to compose the 'Legislature' and to act toqether 
the making of laws." Each in the piainest langiage is given separate pienary 
power and jurisdiction to perform functions of government other than that of 
legislating. The Senate is given, among others, the power of confirmation of 
appointments by the Governor of public officers. Confirmation or rejection b 
the Senate of the Governor's appointments is not a legislative function. It 
an executive function expressly delegated to the Senate alone. Denison v. St 
(Civ. App.), 61 S.W. (2d) 1017, 1021 (writ refused 122 Texas 459, 61 S.W. (2d 
1022); State v. Williams (Mo. Sup. Ct.), 124 S.W. 64; State ex rel. Saint v. 
Dowling (La. Sup. Ct.), 120 So. 593; People v. Blanding, 63 Cal. 333; Ferguso 
v. Maddox, supra. The authority to exercise this function is conferred by 
Article IV, Section 12 of the Constitution, which article deals exclusively w 
the executive functions. It is separate and apart from the provisions of the 
Constitution conferring legislative powers upon the Legislature as found in 
Article I11 of the Constitution. Hence the limitation upon the power of the 
"Legislature" to meet for legislative purposes, as contained in Article 111, 
Section 5, has nothing to do with the right of the Senate to meet at other ti 
for the purpose of exercising the executive functions conferred upon it by 
Article IV, Section 12. Ferguson v. Maddox, supra. The broad power of the 
Senate to pass upon [*I351 appointments by the Governor stands without li 
or qualification as to the time of its exercise. The right of the Senate to 
pass upon such appointments exists at all times, and it lies within the 
discretion of the Senate, and not the courts, to determine when it shall perf 
that function. 

My views in this respect are in line with the prior holdings of this Court 
The Constitution confers upon the House and the Senate other powers that are 
legislative in their nature. It confers upon the House the power to prefer 
impeachment charges and upon the Senate the power to "try" those charges. In 
the case of Ferguson v. Maddox, 114 Texas 85, 262 S.W. 888, this Court in 
passing upon the power of the House and the Senate to meet for the purpose of 
performing these extra-legislative functions said: 

"From this review it is seen that the Constitution creates a House of 
Representatives and a Senate, each separate and distince from the other; that 
these two bodies, or houses, together constitute 'the Legislature'; and that 
upon this Legislature is conferred all legislative power. 

"But the sole function of the House and Senate is not to compose 'the 
Legislature,' and to act together in the making of laws. Each, in the plaine 
language, is given separate plenary power and jurisdiction in relation to 
matters of impeachments The House the power to 'impeach,' that is, to prefer 
charges; the Senate the power to 'try' those charges. These powers are 
essentially judicial in their nature. Their proper exercise does not, in the 
remotest degree, involve any legislative function. 

"The powers of the House and Senate in relation to impeachment exist at a1 
times. They may exercise these powers during a regular session. No one woul 
question this. Without doubt, they may exercise them during a special 
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"To what purpose, then, require the cooperation of the Senate? I answer t 
the necessity of their concurrence would have a powerful, though in general a 
silent, operation. It would be an excellent check upon a spirit of favoritis 
in the President, and would tend greatly to preventing the appointment of unf 
characters from State prejudice, from family connection, from personal 
attachment, or from a view to popularity. In addition to [*I331 this, it 
would be an efficacious source of stability in the administration." The 
Federalist, No. LXXV. (Colonial Press, Revised Edition, 1901, p. 420). 

Confirmation of appointments made by the Governor is one of the important 
functions to be performed by the Senate. The Constitution contains no 
limitation upon the power of the Senate to perform this important function, 
except that the nomination shall be made "to the Senate during the first ten 
days of its session." Very clearly, nominations are to be made to the next 
session of the Senate after the appointments have been made. Certainly the 
provisions of the Constitution above referred to contains no limitation as to 
when the Senate may meet for this purpose. Since the people placed this 
important responsibility upon the Senate for the protection of the public and 
fixed no limitation as to when it may meet for the purpose of performing this 
function, the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn is that the people inten 
that the Senate should exercise its own discretion as to when it should meet 
the purpose of passing upon such appointments. 

It is a principle of law, well recognized, that "The Constitution is not t 
be given a technical construction, but must be construed in an equitable mann 
so as to carry out the great principles of the government. Black on 
Interpretation of Laws, p. 13; Nolan v. San Antonio Ranch Co., 81 Texas. 315, 
317, 16 S.W. 1064." Great Southern Life Insurance Co. v. City of Austin, 112 
Texas 1, 9, 243 S.W. 778. See also 12 C.J. 700, 701. It is also true that wh 
action with respect to a particular matter is confided to the discretion of o 
of the departments of government, the decision arrived at or action taken may 
not be reviewed or revised. Terrell v. Middleton, 187 S.W. 367 (writ refused 
108 Texas 14, 191 S.W. 1138, reh. den. 108 Texas 14, 193 S.W. 139); 9 Tex. Ju 
443. 

The Senate constitutes an integral part of one of the three great branches 
our government. Its members are the chosen representatives of the people. T 
are required to go before the public at frequent and regular intervals for th 
purpose of renewing their authority to represent the people. They are theref 
fresh from the people and represent the will of the people. If they abuse th 
discretion vested in them by meeting at improper or too frequent intervals fo 
the purpose of passing upon recess appointments, the people will withdraw 
their authority and select others in their stead. So long as they are the 
[A1341 chosen representatives of the people the courts have no right to 
dictate to them as to how or when they may exercise such an important functio 
of government. 

It is argued in the majority opinion that the Constitution fixes the time 
when the Senate may meet, and therefore this is exclusive. But is this true? 
Article 111, Section 5, does provide: "The Legislature shall meet every two 
years, at such time as may be provided by law, and at other times when conven 
by the Governor. * * * "  But this provision relates to the time when the 
"Legi~lature,'~ and not the Senate, may meet. Hence we must look to the 
provisions [*A3321 of Section 1 of Article I11 to ascertain what is meant 
the term "Legislature." That section reads as follows: "The Legislative power 
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rejection of the Governor's appointments is an executive function expressly 
delegated to the Senate. Denison v. State (Civ. App.), 61 S.W. (2d) 1017 (er 
ref.),. To that extent it represents a permitted invasion by one branch of t 
Legislature of that field of power which is confided to the executive departm 
by Art. 11, Sec. 1, of the Constitution. Under those circumstances there is 
ground for relator's contention that the power asserted in this case exists 
because not expressly prohibited. It being a power ordinarily and intrinsica 
belonging to another department of the government, 16 C.J.S., p. 509, Sec. 16 
and the means and time for its exercise being provided in Art. 111, Sec. 5, 
supra, no other or different means can be implied. Ferguson v. Wilcox, supra 
In other words, since the Constitution specifies the circumstances under whic 
the Senate may defeat the Governor's appointments, there is an implied 
prohibition against its power to add to those circumstances. Arnold v. Leona 
114 Texas, 535, 273 S.W. p. 799. In Lytle v. Halff & Bro., 75 Texas, 128, 132 
S.W., 610, this court said: "The declaration (of Art. 11, Sec. 1) is that the 
executive, legislative, and judicial departments shall exist -- this is the f 
of the people; and neither one nor all of the departments so created can 
enlarge, restrict or destroy the [*1291 powers of any one of them except 
the power to do so may be expressly given by the Constitution." See French et 
v. Senate of State of California (Cal.), 80 Pac., 1031, 1032; [**329] In R 
Legislative Adjournment (R.I.), 27 Atl., 324, 327. 

Not only are there no implications in support of the power here asserted, 
there are definitely some against it. 

Under Art. IV, supra, as well as under our four previous Constitutions, if 
the Governor has made an appointment during recess of the Senate he must subm 
the name of that appointee or some other to the Senate "during the first ten 
days of its session." Undoubtedly that means that he may wait ten days after 
Senate convenes to submit his recess appointments. The Senate obviously so 
construed it in this case when it stood at ease from January 9 until January 
"subject to being called to order sooner by the President upon 24 hours notic 
For the Governor to prepare a list of persons appointed to office since the 
Senate was last in session would seem to be a simple process requiring little 
time, certainly not ten days. So we think that had the framers of this 
provision contemplated that the Senate could convene itself for the purpose o 
passing on the Governor's recess appointments they would have required him 
submit those appointments immediately upon receiving official notice that the 
Senate was in session. We cannot ascribe to them any intention to prescribe 
that the Senate meet and organize and then mark time for ten days awaiting th 
Governor's pleasure in the matter of making his nominations. That that would 
a pointless procedure would doubtless have suggested itself to the framers of 
some one of our five successive Constitutions had they intended Senate sessio 
such as that involved here. Therefore it must have been contemplated that 
whenever the Senate should come into session it would be convened for busines 
other than, and additional to, that of passing on the Governor's recess 
appointments. 

Again, if the Senate has the power to convene at will, as relator claims, 
has the power to have as many sessions as it elects; in fact, it could remain 
continuous session for the purpose of passing on the Governor's appointments; 
but a member could not collect any pay for his attendance, because he would n 
be attending a session of the Legislature. Under Art. 111, Sec. 24, as amend 
in 1930, the pay of members of the Legislature is fixed at # 10.00 per day fo 
the first 120 days of each session and not exceeding # 5.00 for each day 
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thereafter. [*I301 This per diem, multiplied by the number of days the 
Legislature remains in regular or called session, is the entire compensation 
member is entitled to receive, and for it he must attend the legislative 
sessions and perform all the other duties of his office each biennium. Terre 
Comptroller, v.  King, 118 Texas, 237, 14 S.W. (2d) 786; Spears v. Sheppard, 
Comptroller, 136 Texas, 277, 150 S.W. (2d) 769. We think that indicates that 
Constitution never intended that sessions of the Senate such as that under 
review should or could be held. Since travel was slow, uncertain and otherwi 
difficult in 1875 and before, it is not reasonable to suppose that it was 
expected that members of the Senate, with many of them living in distant part 
of the state, could be required to attend without pay one or many "solo" 
sessions of that body each biennium to pass on appointments to office. Had s 
service been expected compensation therefor undoubtedly would have been 
provided. 

We are well conviced that the power here asserted does not exist, but if w 
entertained any doubt we would still have to resolve it against relator's 
contention. "When all the legitimate lights for ascertaining the meaning of 
Constitution have been made use of, it may still happen that the construction 
remains a matter of doubt. In such a case it seems clear that every one call 
upon to act where, in his opinion, the proposed action would be of doubtful 
constitutionality, is bound upon the doubt alone to abstain from acting." 
Cooley's Constitutional Limitations (8th Ed.), Vol. 1, p. 153. That principl 
applies both to the Senate and to this court. 

Nothing we have said in this opinion has reference to the power of either 
Senate or the House with respect to impeachment, since no question in that fi 
is before us. Neither confirmation nor impeachment is a legislative function 
but there analogy ends. Impeachment is a [**330] judicial function of 
government which is expressly vested by Art. XV of the Constitution in the tw 
Houses of the Legislature, with the office of each in its performance distinc 
prescribed. Sec. 7 of that article also directs that the "Legislatiure shall 
provide by law for the trial and removal from office of all officers of this 
State, the modes for which have not been provided in this Constitution.'' That 
provision the Legislature sought to make by Art. 5961 et seq., R.S. 1925, Act 
3rd C.S. 1917, p. 102, which prescribes, among other things, a method by whic 
the two houses may convene themselves to perform the function of impeachment; 
but we are not called upon to construe any part of that [*1311 enactment. 
We observe in that connection that the decision of this court in Ferguson v. 
Maddox, 114 Texas 85, 263 S.W., 888, is in no sense determinative of the issu 
here involved. In that case the Legislature was in special session at the ca 
of the Governor and impeachment of the Governor was not stated in his 
proclamation as one of the purposes of .the session. The House voted article 
impeachment against the Governor, and the Senate began a trial on those artic 
but had not completed it when the special session expired. Thereupon the act 
Governor called another special session to begin immediately in order that th 
Senate could conclude the trial. Consequently the power of the Legislature t 
consider the impeachment of the Governor at a special session when that subje 
had not been submitted by him and the power of the Senate to conclude the tri 
at a special session of the Legislature immediately following and duly called 
were the questions before the court. The power of the Senate to convene itse 
even to try an impeachment of the Governor was not an issue in that case. 
Likewise, People ex rel. Robin v. Hayes, 143 N.Y.S., 325, cited by relator, i 
concerned with impeachment of the Governor and is not in point here. 
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Construing the applicable constitutional provisions together, we have deci 
that they furnish no warrant for the Senate to convene of its own motion to p 
on the Governor's appointments. We hold, therefore, that the Senate session 
involved in this case was void. 

Relator's prayer for the writ of mandamus is refused. 

Opinion delivered July 17, 1946. 

Rehearing overruled August 30, 1946. 

DISSENTBY: ALEXANDER 

DISSENT: Mr. Chief Justice Alexander, dissenting. 

I cannot subscribe to the decision expressed in the majority opinion. My 
views are as follows: 

The sole question to be determined is whether or not the Senate of the Sta 
of Texas was authorized to meet at a time when the Legislature was not in 
session, for the purpose of passing upon recess appointments previously mad 
by the Governor of the State. 

[*I321 Our Constitution reads in part as follows: 

"All vacancies in State or district offices, except members of the 
Legislature, shall be filled unless otherwise provided by law, by appointment 
the Governor, which appointment, if made during its session, shall be with th 
advice and consent of two-thirds of the Senate present. If made during the 
recess of the Senate, the said appointee, or some other person to fill such 
vacancy, shall be nominated to the Senate during the first ten days of its 
session. If rejected, said office shall immediately become vacant, and the 
Governor shall, without delay, make further nominations, until a confirmation 
takes place. But should there be no confirmation during the session of the 
Senate, the Governor shall not thereafter appoint any person to fill such 
vacancy who has been rejected by the Senate; but may appoint some other perso 
to fill the vacancy until the next session of the Senate or until the regular 
election of said office, should it sooner occur. Appointments to vacancies i 
offices elective by the people shall only continue until the first general 
election thereafter." Sec. 12, Art. IV, Constitution of the State of Texas. 
(Italics mine.) 

The above constitutional provision confers upon the Senate the authority a 
imposes upon it the responsibility of passing upon and either confirming or 
rejecting the appointments to State and district offices as made by the 
Governor. This is a very important provision of our Constitution. The frame 
of our Constitution undertook [**331] to so write our organic law that no 
member of any of the departments should have or exercise tyrannical or unlimi 
powers. Hence many checks and balances, such as here under consideration, we 
placed in the Constitution. Reciprocal checks of this kind by one department 
our government upon another constitute fundamental safeguards of our republic 
form of government. This particular provision was inserted to prevent those 
might fill the executive office from imposing untrustworthy officials upon th 
people. Alexander Hamilton, discussing, in The Federalist, a similar provisi 
found in our National Constitution, said: 
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which, or the manner in which, it is to be exercised is prescribed, such mean 
or manner is exclusive of all others.'' When the Constitution defines the 
circumstances under which a right may be exercised * * * r  the specification i 
an implied prohibition against legislative interference to add to the 
condition." Cooley's Constitutional Limitations (8th Ed.), Vol. 1, p. 139. T 
application of that principle to this case is clear. Under the constitutions 
provision above quoted (Art. IV, Sec. 12), the Senate has the express power t 
confirm or reject the Governor's appointments to vacancies in state or distri 
offices. It follows as a matter of course that there must be some means or 
manner by which the right can be exercised; that is, under the issue before u 
there must be some session or sessions of the Senate in order that it may hav 
an opportunity to confirm or reject the Governor's appointments. That is 
provided in Art. 111, Sec. 5; "The Legislature shall meet every two years at 
such time as may be provided by law and at other times when convened by the 
Governor. When convened in regular session, the first thirty days thereof sh 
be devoted to the [**328] introduction of bills and resolutions, acting u 
emergency appropriations, passing upon the confirmation of the recess appoint 
of the Governor and such emergency matters as may be submitted by the Governo 
in special messages to the Legislature * * *." Moreover, Art. IV, Sec. 8, 
empowers the Governor to call special sessions of the Legislature, and its 
effect is to rest that matter exclusively in his judgment and discretion. In 
State Census (Col.), 21 Pac., 477. Since a meeting of the Legislature is a 
meeting of the Senate, these provisions furnish a regular session of the Sena 
every two years and a special session at such other times as the Legislature 
be convened by the Governor. The means being thus expressly provided for the 
Senate to be in session and thereby to have an opportunity to consider the 
Governor's appointments, it follows that any authority in the Senate to conve 
itself at other times for that purpose is excluded. Authorities, next supra; 
Houchins v. Plainos, 130 Texas, 413, 110 S.W. (2d) 549; Crabb et a1 v. Celest 
Independent School District, 105 Texas, 194, 146 S.W., 528; Story On the 
Constitution (4th Ed.), Vol. 1, Sec. 448, p. 331. 

In the face of this rule, the argument that the power of the Senate to 
convene itself exists in order "to prevent unworthy persons from being placed 
continuing in high office to the detriment of the State" must be rejected. A 
said by the Supreme Court of Illinois, in Field v. People, 2 Scam., 79, 83, 
[*I281 "Where the means for the exercise of a granted power are given, no 
other or different means can be implied, as being more effectual or convenien 
(Italics ours). That statement is quoted with approval in Cooley's 
Constitutional Limitations (8th Ed.), Vol. 1, p. 139, with the observation th 
it "applies to the exercise of power by all departments and all officers." An 
Cooley's text is, in turn, cited with approval in Ferguson v. Wilcox, 119 Tex 
280, 28 S.W. (2d) 526. In that situation there can be no enlargment by 
implication or inference, irrespective of the reasons for the attempt. 

In this connection we are not overlooking the fact that the Constitution 
provides in Art. 111, Sec. 1, that "the Legislative power of this state shall 
vested in a Senate and House of Representatives, which together shall be sty1 
'The Legislature of the State of Texas'", which means all legislative power - 
the power to make, alter and repeal laws -- not expressly or impliedly forbid 
by other provisions of the State and Federal Constitutions. Brown v. City of 
Galveston, 97 Texas, 1, 75 S.W., 488; Scribner's Sons v. Marrs, Supt., 114 
Texas, 11, 262 S.W., 722; Smisson v. State, 71 Texas, 222, 9 S.W., 112. But t 
rule applies to legislative power to be exercised by the Legislature, not at 
non-legislative power to be exercised by the Senate. Confirmation or 
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appointee, or some other person to fill such vacancy, shall be nominated to t 
Senate during the first ten days of its session. If rejected, said office sh 
immediately become vacant, and the Governor shall, without delay, make furthe 
nominations, until a confirmation takes place. But should there be no 
confirmation during the session of the Senate, the Governor shall not thereaf 
appoint any person to fill such vacancy who has been rejected by the Senate; 
may appoint some other person to fill the vacancy until the next session of t 
Senate or until the regular election to said office, should it sooner occur. 
Appointments to vacancies in offices elective [**3271 by the people shall 
only continue until the first general election thereafter." Art. IV, Sec. 12. 

There is no substantial difference in these several provisions, in relatio 
to the question before US, except that the Constitution of 1869 refers to 
sessions and recesses of the Legislature while the others refer to sessions a 
recesses of the Senate. 

With the Senate's power and duty of confirmation thus prescribed in the 
Constitution for a hundred years, it is significant [*I261 that forty-eig 
legislatures passed before it occurred to the Senate that the power to confir 
or reject the Governor's appointments implies a duty to convene at will for t 
purpose -- before anyone decided, to quote relator's brief, that the Senate 
"being under the duty of confirmation and there being no prohibition, it 
necessarily follows that the power to convene must follow the duty, and that 
power rests where the duty is placed." Sharp differences have arisen between 
Governor and the Senate at intervals during a century of statehood; therefore 
had it not been at least doubtful as to the power of the Senate to convene 
itself to pass on the Governor's recess appointments, it is reasonable to 
assume that some earlier Senate would have attempted to exercise it. That no 
such attempt was made before 1945 becomes more significant in view of the fac 
that relator does not contend that the authority is expressly conferred upon 
Senate by the Constitution. In that situation we have the principle that 
although nonuser will not defeat the power to exercise rights expressly 
delegated in a written Constitution, an established practical construction 
"should not be disregarded unless the terms of the provision furnish clear an 
definite support for a contrary construction." 11 Am. Jur., p: 701, Sec. 80. 
According to another authority, "Where there has been a practical constructio 
which has been acquiesced in for a considerable period, considerations in fav 
of adhering to this construction sometimes present themselves to the courts w 
a plausibility and force which it is not easy to resist." Cooley, Constitutio 
Limitations (8th Ed.), Vol. 1, p. 144. As declared by this court, "The rule 
that contemporaneous construction of a constitutional provision by the 
Legislature, continued and followed, is a safe guide as to its proper 
interpretation." Jones v. Williams, Collector, 121 Texas, 94, 45 S.W. (2d) 13 
79 A.L.R., 983. Again, it has been said that "while not conclusive, the 
construction given by the Legislature to those provisions of the Constitution 
dealing with legislative procedure is entitled to great weight." Johnson v. C 
of Great Falls, 38 Mont., 369, 99 Pac., 1059. Other authorities are Mumme et 
v. Marrs, Supt., 120 Texas, 383, 40 S.W. (2d) 31; G.C. & S.F. Ry. Co. v. City 
Dallas (Com. App.), 16 S.W. (2d) 292; Myers, Admin. v, United States, 272 U.S 
52, 47 SUP. Ct., 21, 71 L. Ed., 160. 

But more positive principles determine this case against relator. Against 
him is that stated by this court in Parks et a1 v. West et al, 102 Texas, 11, 
111 S.W., 726: "It is a rule for the construction of Constitution, constantly 
applied, that where [*127] a power is expressly given and the means by 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -3000 

February 8, 1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: Reports of Closed Meetings of Federal Advisory 
Committees 

The attached Director, Administration and Management 
memorandum dated 2 February 1993, subject as above, requests 
reports for each Federal Advisory Committee or subcommittee 
holding closed or partially closed meetings in CY 1992. 

Please prepare original and nine copies according to 
attached instructions and forward to this office NLT 1 March 
1993. 

Please direct any questions to Ms. Cindy Kestner at (703) 
695-4893, Mr. Hank Gioia at (703) 695-4281, or the undersigned at 
(703) 695-2525. - 

3 7 0 2 3  

B. A.  Reese 
Director for Administration 

Attachment 



DISTRIBUTION LIST: 

DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD (DSB) 
DEFENSE POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRADE (DPACT) 
ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRON DEVICES (AGED) 
FEDERAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR ADA (ADA BOARD) 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE & REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SCIENTIFIC 
ADVISORY BOARD (SERDP SAB) 
DEFENSE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT COLLEGE BOARD OF VISITORS 
DOD ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STREAMLINING & CODIFYING ACQUISITION LAW 
DOD GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY COMMITTEE ON TECHNICAL DATA 
JOINT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS SURETY 
DOD CHLOROFLUROCARBON (CFC) ADVISORY COMMITTEE 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 2030 1 - 1 950 

February 2,  1993 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMMAND, CONTROL, 

COMMUNICATIONS, AND INTELLIGENCE) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (FORCE MANAGEMENT 

AND PERSONNEL) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (HEALTH AFFAIRS) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PUBLIC AFFAIRS) 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE ORGANIZATION 

SUBJECT: Reports of Closed Meetings of Federal Advisory Committees 

Under section 10 (d )  of Public Law 92-463, "The Federal 
Advisory Committee Act," Federal Advisory Committees which held 
closed meetings, either totally or partially, are required to 
prepare an annual report giving a summary of their activities and 
such related matters as would be informative to the public, 
consistent with section 5 5 2 b ( c ) ,  Title 5, U.S.C. 

It is requested that you prepare a report for each Federal 
Advisory Committee or s~bcommittee which held a closed or partially 
closed meeting in CY 1992. The reports should be prepared in 
accordance with the attached instructions and submitted in an 
original and eight copies not later than COB March 2, 1993. 

Please ensure that each report is signed by the chairperson of 
the advisory committee and contains the specific Title 5 citation 
for the closed meeting. Copies of these reports will be filed with 
the Library of Congress, as required by Public Law 92-463. 

If there are any questions regarding this requirement, please 
contact Hank Gioia at 695-4281. 

D. 0. Cooke 
Director 

Attachment 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF ANNUAL 
REPORT OF CLOSED MEETINGS/ACTIVITIES 
OF FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

1. A separate report shall be prepared for each Federal Advisory 
Committee and subcommittee for each meeting which was closed, 
either totally or partially, to public attendance during CY 1992. 
Do not report any meeting which was totally open to the public. 

2. Each report shall be prepared in narrative form and shall 
include, as a minimum, the following items of information regarding 
each closed portion of a meeting: 

-- The date and place of the meeting. 
-- What portion of the meeting (by time and agenda item) was 

closed to the public, and the provision(s) of 5 U.S.C. 522b(c) 
cited to authorize the closure. 

-- The title or topic of all reports, records, or other 
information (written or oral) presented to the advisory committee 
during the meeting, provided in advance to the members in 
preparation for the meeting. 

-- An appropriate description of any actions taken at the 
closed session, to include any reports or recommendations made to a 
DoD official. It would also be appropriate to include the 
disposition of any such report or recommendation. 

3. Each report shall be typed on plain bond paper, under the 
following heading: 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
(Name of Organization) 

CY 1992 Report of Closed Meetings of 
(official name of advisory committee, underlined) 

under Section 10(d) 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 

4. Each report must be signed by the chairperson of the advisory 
committee. 



TO: 

From : 

Date: 

Re: 

MEMORANDUM 

Commissioners Bowman, Johnson, Stuart 

Matt Behrmann 

May 20, 1993 

classified briefing on ~ i n t  Hill Farms, VA 

The Chairman will be receiving a classified briefing on the 
activities conducted at Vint Hill Farms, ~irginia on May 28, 1993. 
Overall classification of the briefing will be Secret. The session 
will be conducted in the Commission Conference Room from 12:00 to 
12: 15 PM. 

If your schedule permits, you are invited to participate. Please 
let me know if you will be attending. 

CF: 
Director of R&A 
Director congressional ~iasion 
General Counsel 



Please refer to th' number 
whenrespondina330Sa-b 

March 25, 1993 

Memorandum for the Record: 

I certify that, due to the classified nature of the information 
that the Commission has requested, the meeting on March 29, 1993 at 
2:00 p.m. may be properly closed. 

This action is taken in accordance with sec. 2902 (2) (a) of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-510) and 
5 U. S.C. sec. 552 (b) (c) (1) of the Government in the Sunshine Act. 

Mary Ann Hook 
Acting General Counsel 

Date 



DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1700 North Moore Street 

Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 JIM COURTER, CHAIRMAN 

" W W  February 23, 1993 

Ms. Cindy Kestner 
Office of the Undersecretary of 
Defense for Acquisition 

The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Cindy: 

Per your February 8th memo and our February 23 telecon 
regarding closed meetings, this memo is to officially notify you 
that the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission held no 
closed meetings during CY92. 

This memo submitted is submitted in accordance with law, 
Public Law 92-463, "The Federal Advisory Committee Act." 

If you have any questions or need for further information, 
please don't hesitate to give me a call here at the Commission 
(703) 696-0504. 

Sincerely, 

SER, COL. USAF 
Executive 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

CY1993 Report of Closed Meeting of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realiqnment  omm mission 

under Section 10(d) 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 

The commission held a closed meeting on March 29, 1993 at 2:00 p.m. 
at the Commissionf s offices at 1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1425, 
Arlington, Virginia, 22209. 

The entire meeting was closed to the public. The information 
presented was of a national security nature where classified 
information was presented. 

In accordance with 5 U.S.C. section 552b subsection (c)(l) of the 
Government in the Sunshine Act the meeting was closed to the 
public. 

There were no written reports presented to the  omm mission during 
the.meeting or in advance of the meeting. 

The meeting consisted of a briefing by Office of the Secretary of 
Defense officials regarding the ~ogistics Institute at Monterey, 
~alifornia. There was no action taken by the commission at the 
closed session. 



PROCEDURE FOR CLASSIFIED/CLOSED MEETINGS 

1. Minutes shall be kept of all executive sessions. All documents 
considered in connection with any action shall be identified in 
such minutes. 

2. The agency shall make promptly available to the public the 
minutes unless such testimony, as the agency determines, is 
classified under 552 (b) (c) (1) of the Sunshine Act. 

3. Presiding officer must certify attendance form. Return to 
Counsel. 

4. General Counsel must write memo for the record explaining 
justification. 

5. Documents 3, 4 must be maintained by Counsel. 

6. Counsel must maintain a record of meetings closed and open 
(tally). 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 2030 1-3000 

ACQUISITION AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: Reports of Closed Meetings of Federal Advisory 
Committee 

The attached Director, Administration and Management 
memorandum dated February 28, 1994, subject as above, requests 
reports for each Federal Advisory Committee or subcommittee 
holding closed or partially closed meetings in CY 1993. If there 
were no closed meetings, please submit memorandum stating that 
there were no closed meetings. 

Please prepare original and nine copies according to 
attached memorandum and forward to this office NLT March 28, 
1994. 

Please direct any questions to Ms. ~indy Kestner at (703) 
695-4893, Mr. Hank Gioia at (703) 695-4281, or the undersigned at 
(703) 697-1816. 

7 

B. A. Reese 4 ~3~~~ 
Director for Administration 

Attachment 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 - 1- 

February 28,  1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMMAND, CONTROL, 

COMMUNICATIONS & INTELLIGENCE) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (HEALTH AFFAIRS) 
ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PUBLIC 

AFFAIRS ) 
DIRECTOR, ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE ORGANIZATION 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Reports of Closed Meetings of Federal Advisory Committees 

Under section 10(d) of Public Law 92-463, "The Federal 
Advisory Committee Act," Federal Advisory Committees which held 
closed meetings, either totally or partially, are required to 
prepare an annual report. giving a summary of their activities and 
such related matters as would be informative to the public, 
consistent with section 552b(c), Title 5, U.S.C. 

It is requested that you prepare a report for each Federal 
Advisory Committee or subcommittee which held a closed or partially 
closed meeting in CY 1993. The reports should be prepared in 
accordance with the attached instructions and submitted in an 
original and eight copies not later than COB March 31, 1994. 

Please ensure that each report is signed by the chairperson of 
the advisory committee and contains the specific Title 5 citation 
for the closed meeting. Copies of these reports will be filed with 
the Library of Congress, as required by Public Law 92-463. 

If there are any questions regarding this requirement, please 
contact Hank Gioia at 695-4281. 

- 

Attachment 

D. 0. Cooke 
Director 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF ANNUAL 
REPORT OF CLOSED MEETINGS/ACTIVITIES 
OF FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

1. A separate report shall be prepared for each Federal Advisory 
Committee and subcommittee for each meeting which was closed, 
either totally or partially, to public attendance during CY 1993. 
Do not report any meeting which was totally open to the public. 

2. Each report shall be prepared in narrative form and shall 
include, as a minimum, the following items of information regarding 
each closed portion of a meeting: 

-- The date and place of the meeting. 
' I I 

-- What portion of the meeting (by time and agenda item) was 
closed to the public, and the provision(s) of 5 U.S.C. 522b(c) 
cited to authorize the closure. 

-- The title or topic of all reports, records, or other 
information (written or oral) presented to the advisory committee 
during the meeting, provided in advance to the members in 
preparation for the meeting. 

-- An appropriate description of any actions taken at the 
closed session, to include any reports or recommendations made to a 
DoD official. It would also be appropriate to include the 
disposition of any such report or recommendation. 

3. Each report shall be typed on plain bond paper, under the 
following heading: 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
(Name of Organization) 

CY 1993 Report of Closed Meetings of 
iofficial name of advisory committee, underlined) 

under Section 10(d) 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 

4. Each report must be signed by the chairperson of the advisory 
committee. 



CERTIFICATION FOR THE RECORD 

Pursuant to 5 U. S. C. 552 (b) (f) (1) , as the Presiding Officer of the 
meeting I certify that the following information is true to the 
best of my knowledge. 

The briefing regarding the Logistics Institute at Monterey was held 
on March 29, 1993 at 1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1400, Arlington, 
VA 22209 at 2:00 p.m. 

The following people attended: 

Commission and Staff 

Jim Courter 
Harry McPherson 
Robert Stuart 
H.T. Johnson 
Rebecca Cox 
Beverly Byron 
Matt Behrmann 
Ben Borden 
Col. Wayne Purser, USAF 
LTC Brian Duffy, USA 
Bob Cook 
Ed Brown 
Jackie Arends 
Jamie Gallagher 

DA Staff (TABS) 

Claire Marche 

Steve Kleiman 
Mike McAndrew 

31YAClm 
Date 

State De~artment 

Ed Salazar 

Hearing Stenographer 

Anne P. Horowitz 



For the record: 

The briefing on March 29, 1993 was determined to be classified on 
March 18, 1993. The Federal Register notice was hand delivered on 
March 21, 1993. Publication in the Federal Register scheduled for 
March 25 or March 26th. 

Per Wayne Purser 



June 13, 1991 

Memorandum for the Record: 

I certify that, due to the classified nature of the 
information to be discussed, the classified portion of the 
Commission meeting of June 13, 1991 may be properly closed. 

This action is taken in accordance with sec. 2902(a)(2)(A) of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 
(P.L. 101-510) , and 5 U. S.C. sec. 552 (b) (c) (1) of the Government in 
the Sunshine Act. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Moore 
General Counsel 



For the record: 

The briefing on March 29, 1993 was determined to be classified on 
March 18, 1993. The Federal Register notice was hand delivered on 
March 21, 1993. Publication in the Federal Register scheduled for 
March 25 or March 26th. 

Per Wayne Purser 



CERTIFICATION FOR THE RECORD 

Pursuant to 5 U. S.C. 552 (b) (f) (1) , as the Presiding Officer of the 
meeting I certify that the following information is true to the 
best of my knowledge. 

The briefing regarding the Logistics Institute at Monterey was held 
on March 29, 1993 at 1700 N. Moore Street, Suite 1400, Arlington Va 
22209 at 2:00 p.m. 

The following people attended: 

Jim Courter 
Chairman 

Date 



For the record: 

The briefing on March 29, 1993 was determined to be classified on 
March 18, 1993. The Federal Register notice was hand delivered on 
March 21, 1993. Publication in the Federal Register scheduled for 
March 25 or March 26th. 

Per Wayne Purser 



PROCEDURE FOR CLASSIFIED/CLOSED MEETINGS 

1. Minutes shall be kept of all executive sessions. All documents 
considered in connection with any action shall be identified in 
such minutes. 

2. The agency shall make promptly available to the public the 
minutes unless such testimony, as the agency determines, is 
classified under 552(b) (c) (1) of the Sunshine Act. 

3. Presiding officer must certify attendance form. Return to 
Counsel. 

4. General Counsel must write memo for the record explaining 
justification. 

5. Documents 3, 4 must be maintained by Counsel. 

6. Counsel must maintain a record of meetings closed and open 
(tally). 



June 13, 1991 

Memorandum for the Record: 

I certify that, due to the classified nature of the 
information to be discussed, the classified portion of the 
Commission meeting of June 13, 1991 may be properly closed. 

This action is taken in accordance with sec. 2902(a) (2) (A) of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 
(P.L. 101-510), and 5 U.S.C. sec. 552 (b) (c) (1) of the Government in 
the Sunshine Act. 

Sincerely, 

Robert J. Moore 
General Counsel 
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June 13, 199d 

Memorandum for the Record: 
* , 

I certify that, due to the classified natqre & the 
information to be discussed, the classified gsreion of the 
Commission meeting of June 13, 1991 may be properly closed. 

b)r - c ! " p t /  ,? 
" 
' 

 his action is taken in accordance with sec. 2902 (a) (2) (A) of 
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 
(P.L. 101-510), and 5 U.S.C. sec. 552 (b) (c) (1) of the Government in 
the Sunshine Act. 

Sincerely, 

P Ruber-t -J. - Moore 
1 

General Counsel 



Document Separator 



M E M O R A N D U M  

From: Jeff Patterson 

To: Mary Ann Hook 

Date: April 28, 1993 

Re: Newark Symphony Hall Contract 

Regarding clause 21 of the aforementioned, attached, contract 
(requiring the 'government to carry and pay for workerst comp, 
unemployment insurance, public liability insurance, fire insurance, 
etc.), I spoke with Kathy Brown at the DODts General Counsells office - 
Real Property Division. She advised that the Commission, as a federal 
government entity, is self-insured, and is therefore not required to 
carry the insurance listed in the contract. Accordingly, should any 
injury arise during the course of a hearing at the hall, proper remedy 
would be obtained through the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

I informed Kara of this information this morning. 



403 U.S. 388 printed in FULL format. 

BIVENS v. SIX UNKNOWN NAMED AGENTS OF FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
NARCOTICS 

No. 301 

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

403 U.S. 388; 91 S. Ct. 1999; 1971 U.S. LEXIS 23; 29 L. 
Ed. 2d 619 

January 12, 1971, Argued 
June 21, 1971, Decided 

PRIOR HISTORY: [***I] 

CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT. 

DISPOSITION: 409 F.2d 718, reversed and remanded. 

SYLLABUS: Petitioner's complaint alleged that respondent agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, acting under color of federal authority, made awarrantless 
entry of his apartment, searched the apartment, and arrested him on narcotics 
charges. All of the acts were alleged to have been done without probable cause. 
Petitioner's suit to recover damages from the agents was dismissed by the 
District Court on the alternative grounds (1) that it failed to state a federal 
cause of action and (2) that respondents were immune from suit by virtue of 
their official position. The Court of Appeals affirmed on the first ground 
alone. Held: 

1. Petitioner's complaint states a federal cause of action under the Fourth 
Amendment for which damages are recoverable upon proof of injuries resulting 
from the federal agents' violation of that Amendment. Pp. 390-397. 

2. The Court does not reach the immunity question, which was not passed on by 
the Court of Appeals. Pp. 397-398. 

COUNSEL: Stephen A. Grant argued the cause and filed a brief for petitioner. 

Jerome Feit argued the cause for respondents. [***2] On the brief were 
Solicitor General Griswold, Assistant Attorney General Ruckelshaus, and Robert 
V. Zener. 

Melvin L. Wulf filed a brief for the American Civil Liberties Union as amicus 
curiae urging reversal. 

JUDGES: Brennan, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which Douglas, 
Stewart, White, and Marshall, JJ., joined. Harlan, J., filed an opinion 
concurring in the judgment, post, p. 398. Burger, C. J., post, p. 411, Black, 
J., post, p. 427, and Blackmun, J., post, p. 430, filed dissenting opinions. 

OPINIONBY: BRENNAN 

OPINION: [*389] [**2001] MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN delivered the opinion of 
the Court. 



403 U.S. 388, *389; 91 S. Ct. 1999, **2001; LEXSEE 
1971 U.S. LEXIS 23, ***2; 29 L. Ed. 2d 619 

The Fourth Amendment provides that: 

"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated . . 

In Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678 (1946), we reserved the question whether violation 
of that command by a federal agent acting under color of his authority gives 
rise to a cause of action for damages consequent upon his unconstitutional 
conduct. Today we hold that it does. 

This case has its origin in an arrest and search carried out on the morning 
of November 26, 1965. Petitioner's [***3] complaint alleged that on that day 
respondents, agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics acting under claim of 
federal authority, entered his apartment and arrested him for alleged narcotics 
violations. The agents manacled petitioner in front of his wife and children, 
and threatened to arrest the entire family. They searched the apartment from 
stem to stern. Thereafter, petitioner was taken to the federal courthouse in 
Brooklyn, where he was interrogated, booked, and subjected to a visual strip 
search. 

On July 7, 1967, petitioner brought suit in Federal District Court. In 
addition to the allegations above, his complaint asserted that the arrest and 
search were effected without a warrant, and that unreasonable force was employed 
in making the arrest; fairly read, it alleges as well that the arrest was made 
without probable cause. nl Petitioner claimed to have suffered great 
humiliation, [*390] embarrassment, and mental suffering as a result of the 
agents' unlawful conduct, and sought $ 15,000 damages from each of them. The 
District Court, on respondents' motion, dismissed the complaint on the ground, 
inter alia, that it failed to state a cause of action. n2 [***4] 276 F.Supp. 
12 (EDNY 1967). The Court of Appeals, one judge concurring specially, n3 
affirmed on that basis. 409 F.2d 718 (CA2 1969). We granted certiorari. 399 
U.S. 905 (1970). We reverse. 

nl Petitioner's complaint does not explicitly state that the agents had no 
probable cause for his arrest, but it does allege that the arrest was "done 
unlawfully, unreasonably and contrary to law." App. 2. Petitioner's affidavit 
in support of his motion for summary judgment swears that the search was 
"without cause, consent or warrant," and that the arrest was "without cause, 
reason or warrant." App. 28. 

n2 The agents were not named in petitioner's complaint, and the District 
Court ordered that the complaint be served upon "those federal agents who it is 
indicated by the records of the United States Attorney participated in the 
November 25, 1965, arrest of the [petitioner]." App. 3. Five agents were 
ultimately served. 

n3 Judge Waterman, concurring, expressed the thought that "the federal courts 
can . . . entertain this cause of action irrespective of whether a statute 
exists specifically authorizing a federal suit against federal officers for 
damages" for acts such as those alleged. In his view, however, the critical 
point was recognition that some cause of action existed, albeit a 
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state-created one, and in consequence he was willing "as of nown to concur in 
the holding of the Court of Appeals. 409 F.2d, at 726 (emphasis in original). 

Respondents do not argue that petitioner should be entirely without remedy 
for an unconstitutional invasion of his rights by federal agents. In 
respondents' view, however, the rights that petitioner asserts -- primarily 
[**2002] rights of privacy -- are creations of state and not of federal law. 
Accordingly, they argue, petitioner may obtain money damages to redress invasion 
of these rights only by an action in tort, under state law, in the state courts. 
In this scheme the Fourth Amendment would serve merely to limit the extent to 
which the agents could defend [*391] the state law tort suit by asserting 
that their actions were a valid exercise of federal power: if the agents were 
shown to have violated the Fourth Amendment, such a defense would be lost to 
them and they would stand before the state law merely as private individuals. 
Candidly admitting that it is the policy of the Department of Justice to remove 
all such suits from the state to the federal courts for decision, n4 respondents 
nevertheless urge that we uphold dismissal of petitioner's complaint in federal 
court, and remit him to filing an action in the state courts in order that the 
case may properly be removed [***6] to the federal court for decision on the 
basis of state law. 

n4 "Since it is the present policy of the Department of Justice to remove to 
the federal courts all suits in state courts against federal officers for 
trespass or false imprisonment, a claim for relief, whether based on state 
common law or directly on the Fourth Amendment, will ultimately be heard in a 
federal court." Brief for Respondents 13 (citations omitted); see 28 U. S. C. @ 
1442 (a); Willingham v. Morgan, 395 U.S. 402 (1969). In light of this, it is 
difficult to understand our Brother BLACKMUN8s complaint that our holding today 
"opens the door for another avalanche of new federal cases." Post, at 430. In 
estimating the magnitude of any such "avalanche," it is worth noting that a 
survey of comparable actions against state officers under 42 U. S. C. @ 1983 
found only 53 reported cases in 17 years (1951-1967) that survived a motion to 
dismiss. Ginger & Bell, Police Misconduct Litigation -- Plaintiff's Remedies, 
15 Am. Jur. Trials 555, 580-590 (1968). Increasing this figure by 900% to allow 
for increases in rate and unreported cases, every federal district judge could 
expect to try one such case every 13 years. 

We think that respondents' thesis rests upon an unduly restrictive view of 
the Fourth Amendment's protection against unreasonable searches and seizures by 
federal agents, a view that has consistently been rejected by this Court. 
Respondents seek to treat the relationship between a citizen and a federal agent 
unconstitutionally exercising his authority as no different from the 
relationship [*392] between two private citizens. In so doing, they ignore 
the fact that power, once granted, does not disappear like a magic gift when 
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it is wrongfully used. An agent acting -- albeit unconstitutionally -- in the 
name of the United States possesses a far greater capacity for harm than an 
individual trespasser exercising no authority other than his own. Cf. Amos v. 
United States, 255 U.S. 313, 317 (1921); United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 
326 (1941). Accordingly, as our cases make clear, the Fourth Amendment operates 
as a limitation upon the exercise of federal power regardless of whether the 
State in whose jurisdiction that power is exercised would prohibit or penalize 
the identical act if engaged in by a private citizen. [***8] It guarantees 
to citizens of the United States the absolute right to be free from unreasonable 
searches and seizures carried out by virtue of federal authority. And "where 
federally protected rights have been invaded, it has been the rule from the 
beginning that courts will be alert to adjust their remedies so as to grant the 
necessary relief." Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S., at 684 (footnote omitted); see Bemis 
Bros. Bag Co. v. United States, 289 U.S. 28, 36 (1933) (Cardozo, J.); The 
Western Maid, 257 U.S. 419, 433 (1922) (Holmes, J.). 

First. Our cases have long since rejected the notion that the Fourth 
Amendment proscribes only such conduct as would, if engaged in by private 
persons, be condemned by state law. Thus in Gambino v. United States, 275 U.S. 
310 (1927), peetitionere [**2003] were convicted of conspiracy to violate the 
National Proh~bition Act on the basis of evidence seized by state police 
officers incident to petitioners' arrest by those officers solely for the 
purpose of enforcing federal law. Id., at 314. Notwithstanding the lack of 
probable cause for [***9] the arrest, id., at 313, it would have been 
permissible under state law if effected [*393] by private individuals. n5 It 
appears, moreover, that the officers were under direction from the Governor to 
aid in the enforcement of federal law. Id., at 315-317. Accordingly, if the 
Fourth Amendment reached only to conduct impermissible under the law of the 
State, the Amendment would have had no application to the case. Yet this Court 
held the Fourth Amendment applicable and reversed petitioners' convictions as 
having been based upon evidence obtained through an unconstitutional search and 
seizure. Similarly, in Byars v. United States, 273 U.S. 28 (1927), the 
petitioner was convicted on the basis of evidence seized under a warrant issued, 
without probable cause under the Fourth Amendment, by a state court judge for a 
state law offense. At the invitation of state law enforcement officers, a 

federal prohibition agent participated in the search. This Court explicitly 
refused to inquire whether the warrant was "good under the state law . . . since 
in no event could it constitute the basis for a federal search [***lo] and 
seizure." Id., at 29 (emphasis added). n6 And our recent decisions regarding 
electronic surveillance have made it clear beyond peradventure that the Fourth 
Amendment is not tied to the [*394] niceties of local trespass laws. Katz 
v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967); Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41 (1967); 
Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505, 511 (1961). In light of these cases, 
respondents' argument that the Fourth Amendment serves only as a limitation on 
federal defenses to a state law claim, and not as an independent limitation upon 
the exercise of federal power, must be rejected. 

n5 New York at that time followed the common-law rule that a private person 
may arrest another if the latter has in fact committed a felony, and that if 
such is the case the presence or absence of probable cause is irrelevant to the 
legality of the arrest. See McLoughlin v. New York Edison Co., 252 N. Y. 202, 
169 N. E. 277 (1929); cf. N. Y. Code Crim. Proc. @ 183 (1958) for codification 
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of the rule. Conspiracy to commit a federal crime was at the time a felony. 
Act of March 4, 1909, @ 37, 35 Stat. 1096. [***Ill 

n6 Conversely, we have in some instances rejected Fourth Amendment claims 
despite facts demonstrating that federal agents were acting in violation of 
local law. McGuire v. United States, 273 U.S. 95 (1927) (trespass ab initio); 
Hester v. United States, 265 U.S. 57 (1924) ("open fields" doctrine); cf. 
Burdeau v. McDowell, 256 U.S. 465 (1921) (possession of stolen property). 

Second. The interests protected by state laws regulating trespass and the 
invasion of privacy, and those protected by the Fourth Amendment's guarantee 
against unreasonable searches and seizures, may be inconsistent or even hostile. 
Thus, we may bar the door against an unwelcome private intruder, or call the 
police if he persists in seeking entrance. The availability of such alternative 
means for the protection of privacy may lead the State to restrict imposition of 
liability for any consequent trespass. A private citizen, asserting no 
authority other than his own, will not normally be liable in trespass if he 
demands, and is granted, admission [***I21 to another's house. See W. 
Prosser, The Law of Torts @ 18, pp. 109-110 (3d ed. 1964); 1 F. Harper & F. 
James, The Law of Torts @ 1.11 (1956). But one who demands admission under a 
claim of federal authority stands in a far different [**2004] position. Cf. 
Amos v. United States, 255 U.S. 313, 317 (1921). The mere invocation of federal 
power by a federal law enforcement official will normally render futile any 
attempt to resist an unlawful entry or arrest by resort to the local police; and 
a claim of authority to enter is likely to unlock the door as well. See Weeks 
v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 386 (1914) ; Amos v. United States, supra. n7 "In 
such cases there is no safety for the citizen, [*395] except in the 
protection of the judicial tribunals, for rights which have been invaded by the 
officers of the government, professing to act in its name. There remains to him 
but the alternative of resistance, which may amount to crime." United States v. 
Lee, 106 U.S. 196, 219 (1882). n8 Nor is it adequate to answer that state law 
may take into account the different status [***I31 of one clothed with the 
authority of the Federal Government. For just as state law may not authorize 
federal agents to violate the Fourth Amendment, Byars v. United States, supra; 
Weeks v. United States, supra; In re Ayers, 123 U.S. 443, 507 (1887), neither 
may state law undertake to limit the extent to which federal authority can be 
exercised. In re Neagle, 135 U.S. 1 (1890). The inevitable consequence of this 
dual limitation on state power is that the federal question becomes not merely 
a 
possible defense to the state law action, but an independent claim both 
necessary and sufficient to make out the plaintiff's cause of action. Cf. 
Boilermakers v. Hardeman, 401 U.S. 233, 241 (1971). 

n7 Similarly, although the Fourth Amendment confines an officer executing a 
search warrant strictly within the bounds set by the warrant, Marron v. United 
States, 275 U.S. 192, 196 (1927); see Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 570-572 
(1969) (STEWART, J., concurring in result), a private individual lawfully in the 
home of another will not normally be liable for trespass beyond the bounds of 
his invitation absent clear notice to that effect. See 1 F. Harper & F. James, 
The Law of Torts @ 1.11 (1956). [***I41 
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n8 Although no State has undertaken to limit the common-law doctrine that one 
may use reasonable force to resist an unlawful arrest by a private person, at 
least two States have outlawed resistance to an unlawful arrest sought to be 
made by a person known to be an officer of the law. R. I. Gen. Laws @ 12-7-10 
(1969); State v. Koonce, 89 N. J. Super. 169, 180-184, 214 A. 2d 428, 433-436 
(1965). 

Third. That damages may be obtained for injuries consequent upon a violation 
of the Fourth Amendment by federal officials should hardly seem a surprising 
proposition. Historically, damages have been regarded as the ordinary remedy 
for an invasion of personal interests in liberty. See Nixon v. Condon, 286 U. S. 
73 (1932); [*396] Nixon v. Herndon, 273 U.S. 536, 540 (1927); Swafford v. 
Templeton, 185 U.S. 487 (1902); Wiley v. Sinkler, 179 U.S. 58 (1900); J. 
Landynski, Search and Seizure and the Supreme Court 28 et seq. (1966); N. 
Lasson, History and Development of the [***I51 Fourth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution 43 et seq. (1937); Katz, The Jurisprudence of Remedies: 
Constitutional Legality and the Law of Torts in Bell v. Hood, 117 U. Pa. L. Rev. 
1, 8-33 (1968); cf. West v. Cabell, 153 U.S. 78 (1894); Lammon v. Feusier, 111 
U.S. 17 (1884). Of course, the Fourth Amendment does not in so many words 
provide for its enforcement by an award of money damages for the consequences of 
its violation. But "it is . . . well settled that where legal rights have been 
invaded, and a federal statute provides for a general right to sue for such 
invasion, federal courts may use any available remedy to make good the wrong 
done." Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S., at 684 (footnote omitted). The present 
[**2005] case involves no special factors counselling hesitation in the 
absence of affirmative action by Congress. We are not dealing with a question 
of "federal fiscal policy," as in United States v. Standard Oil Co., 332 U.S. 
301, 311 (1947). In that case we refused to infer from the Government-soldier 
relationship that the United [***I61 States could recover damages from one 
who negligently injured a soldier and thereby caused the Government to pay his 
medical expenses and lose his services duringthe course of his hospitalization. 
Noting that Congress was normally quite solicitous where the federal purse was 
involved, we pointed out that "the United States [was] the party plaintiff to 
the suit. And the United States has power at any time to create the liability." 
Id., at 316; see United States v. Gilman, 347 U.S. 507 (1954). Nor are we asked 
in thie case to impose liability upon a congressional employee for actions 
contrary to no constitutional [*397] prohibition, but merely said to be in 
excess of the authority delegated to him by the Congress. Wheeldin v. Wheeler, 
373 U.S. 647 (1963). Finally, we cannot accept respondents' formulation of the 
question as whether the availability of money damages is necessary to enforce 
the Fourth Amendment. For we have here no explicit congressional declaration 
that persons injured by a federal officer's violation of the Fourth Amendment 
may not recover money damages from the agents, but must instead be [***I71 
remitted to another remedy, equally effective in the view of Congress. The 
question is merely whether petitioner, if he can demonstrate an injury 
consequent upon the violation by federal agents of his Fourth Amendment rights, 
is entitled to redress his injury through a particular remedial mechanism 
normally available in the federal courts. Cf. J. I. Case Co. v. Borak, 377 U.S. 
426, 433 (1964); Jacobs v. United States, 290 U.S. 13, 16 (1933). "The very 
essence of civil liberty certainly consists in the right of every individual to 
claim the protection of the laws, whenever he receives an injury." Marbury v. 
Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 163 (1803). Having concluded that petitioner's 
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complaint states a cause of action under the Fourth Amendment, supra, at 
390-395, we hold that petitioner is entitled to recover money damages for any 
injuries he has suffered as a result of the agents' violation of the Amendment. 

In addition to holding that petitioner's complaint had failed to state facts 
making out a cause of action, the District Court ruled that in any event 
respondents were immune from liability by virtue of [***I81 their official 
position. 276 F.Supp., at 15. This question was not passed upon by the Court of 
Appeals, and accordingly we do not consider [*398] it here. The judgment of 
the Court of Appeals is reversed and the case is remanded for further 
proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

So ordered. 

CONCURBY: HARLAN 

CONCUR: MR. JUSTICE HARLAN, concurring in the judgment. 

My initial view of this case was that the Court of Appeals was correct in 
dismissing the complaint, but for reasons stated in this opinion I am now 
persuaded to the contrary. Accordingly, I join in the judgment of reversal. 

Petitioner alleged, in his suit in the District Court for the Eastern 
District of New York, that the defendants, federal agents acting under color of 
federal law, subjected him to a search and seizure contraveningthe requirements 
of the Fourth Amendment. He sought damages in the amount of $ 15,000 from each 
of the agents. Federal jurisdiction [**2006] was claimed, inter alia, nl 
under 28 U. S. C. @ 1331 (a) which provides: 

"The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions 
wherein the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $ 10,000 exclusive 
[***I91 of interest and costs, and arises under the Constitution, laws, or 
treaties of the United States." 

The District Court dismissed the complaint for lack of federal jurisdiction 
under 28 U. S. C. @ 1331 (a) and failure to state a claim for which relief may 
be granted. 276 F.Supp 12 (EDNY 1967). On appeal, the Court of Appeals 
concluded, on the basis of this Court's decision in Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678 
(1946), that petitioner's claim for damages did "[arise] under the Constitution" 
[*399] within the meaning of 28 U. S. C. @ 1331 (a); but the District Court's 
judgment was affirmed on the ground that the complaint failed to state a claim 
for which relief can be granted. 409 F.2d 718 (CA2 1969). 

nl Petitioner also asserted federal jurisdiction under 42 U. S. C. @ 1983 and 
28 U. S. C. @ 1343 (3), and 28 U. S. C. @ 1343 (4). Neither will support 
federal jurisdiction over the claim. See Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 
409 F.2d 718, 720 n. 1 (CA2 1969). 
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In so concluding, Chief Judge Lumbard's opinion reasoned, in essence, that: 
(1) the framers of the Fourth Amendment did not appear to contemplate a "wholly 
new federal cause of action founded directly on the Fourth Amendment," id., at 
721, and (2) while the federal courts had power under a general grant of 
jurisdiction to imply a federal remedy for the enforcement of a constitutional 
right, they should do so only when the absence of alternative remedies renders 
the constitutional command a "mere 'form of words. ' "  Id., at 723. The Government 
takes essentially the same position here. Brief for Respondents 4-5. And two 
members of the Court add the contention that we lack the constitutional power to 
accord Bivene a remedy for damages in the absence of congressional action 
creating "a federal cause of action for damages for an unreasonable search in 
violation of the Fourth Amendment. " Opinion of MR. JUSTICE BLACK, post, at 427; 
see also opinion of THE CHIEF JUSTICE, post, at 418, 422. 

For the reasons set forth below, I am of the opinion that federal courts do 
have the power to award damages for violation of "constitutionally protected 
[***21] interestsn and I agree with the Court that a traditional judicial 
remedy such as damages is appropriate to the vindication of the personal 
interests protected by the Fourth Amendment. 

I turn first to the contention that the constitutional power of federal 
courts to accord Bivens damages for his claim depends on the passage of a 
statute creating a "federal cause of action." Although the point is not 
[*400] entirely free of ambiguity, n2 I do not understand either the 
Government or my dissenting Brothers to maintain that Bivens' contention that he 
is entitled to be free from the type of official conduct prohibited by the 
Fourth Amendment depends on a decision by the State in which he resides to 
accord him a remedy. Such a position would be incompatible with the presumed 
availability of federal equitable relief, if a proper showing can be made in 
terms of the ordinary principles governing equitable remedies. See Bell v. 
Hood, 327 U.S. 678, 684 (1946). However broad a federal court's discretion 
concerning equitable remedies, it is absolutely clear -- at least after Erie R. 
Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938) -- that in [***22] a nondiversity suit a 
federal court's power to grant even equitable relief depends on the presence of 
a substantive right derived from federal law. Compare Guaranty Trust Co. v. 
York, 326 U.S. 99, 105-107 (1945), [**2007] with Holmberg v. Armbrecht, 327 
U.S. 392, 395 (1946). See also H. Hart & H. Wechsler, The Federal Courts and the 
Federal System 818-819 (1953). 

n2 See n. 3, infra. 

Thus the interest which Bivens claims -- to be free from official conduct in 
contravention of the Fourth Amendment -- is a federally protected interest. See 
generally Katz, The Jurisprudence of Remedies: Constitutional Legality and the 
Law of Torte in Bell v. Hood, 117 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 33-34 (1968). n3 Therefore, 
the question [*401] of judicial power to grant Bivens damages is not a 
problem of the "sourcen of the "right"; instead, the question is whether the 
power to authorize damages as a judicial [*402] remedy for the vindication 
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of a [***23] federal constitutional right is placed by the Constitution 
itself exclusively in Congress' hands. 

n3 The Government appears not quite ready to concede this point. Certain 
points in the Government's argument seem to suggest that the "state-created 
right -- federal defense" model reaches not only the question of the power to 
accord a federal damages remedy, but also the claim to any judicial remedy in 
any court. Thus, we are pointed to Lasson's observation concerning Madison's 
version of the Fourth Amendment as introduced into the House: 

"The observation may be made that the language of the proposal did not 
purport to create the right to be secure from unreasonable search and seizures 
but merely stated it as a right which already existed." 

N. Lasson, History and Development of the Fourth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution 100 n. 77 (1937), quoted in Brief for Respondents 11 n. 7. And, on 
the problem of federal equitable vindication of constitutional rights without 
regard to the presence of a "state-created right," see Hart, The Relations 
Between State and Federal Law, 54 Col. L. Rev. 489, 523-524 (1954), quoted in 
Brief for Respondents 17. 

On this point, the choice of phraseology in the Fourth Amendment itself is 
singularly unpersuasive. The leading argument against a "Bill of Rightsw was 
the fear that individual liberties not specified expressly would be taken as 
excluded. See generally, Lasson, supra, at 79-105. This circumstance alone 
might well explain why the authors of the Bill of Rights would opt for language 
which presumes the existence of a fundamental interest in liberty, albeit 
originally derived from the common law. See Entick v. Carrington, 19 How. St. 
Tr. 1029, 95 Eng. Rep. 807 (1765). 

In truth, the legislative record as a whole behind the Bill of Rights is 
silent on the rather refined doctrinal question whether the framers considered 
the rights therein enumerated as dependent in the first instance on the decision 
of a State to accord legal status to the personal interests at stake. That is 
understandable since the Government itself points out that general 
federal-question jurisdiction was not extended to the federal district courts 
until 1875. Act of March 3, 1875, @ 1, 18 Stat. 470. The most that can be 
drawn from this historical fact is that the authors of the Bill of Rights 
assumed the adequacy of common-law remedies to vindicate the federally protected 
interest. One must first combine this assumption with contemporary modes of 
jurisprudential thought which appeared to link "rights" and "remedies" in a 1:l 
correlation, cf. Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 163 (1803), before reaching 
the conclusion that the framers are to be understood today as having created no 
federally protected interests. And, of course, that would simply require the 
conclusion that federal equitable relief would not lie to protect those 
interests guarded by the Fourth Amendment. 

Professor Hart's observations concerningthe "imperceptible steps" between In 
re Ayera, 123 U.S. 443 (1887), and Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123 (1908), see 
Hart, supra, fail to persuade me that the source of the legal interest asserted 
here is other than the Federal Constitution itself. In re Ayers concerned the 
precise question whether the Eleventh Amendment barred suit in a federal court 
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for an injunction compelling a state officer to perform a contract to which the 
State was a party. Having concluded that the suit was inescapably a suit 
against the State under the Eleventh Amendment, the Court spoke of the presence 
of state-created rights as a distinguishing factor supporting the exercise of 
federal jurisdiction in other contract clause cases. The absence of a 
state-created right in In re Ayers served to distinguish that case from the 
perspective of the State's immunity to suit; Ayers simply does not speak to the 
analytically distinct question whether the Constitution is in the relevant sense 
a source of legal protection for the "rights" enumerated therein. 

[**2008] The contention that the federal courts are powerless to accord a 
litigant damages for a claimed invasion of his federal constitutional rights 
until Congress explicitly authorizes the remedy cannot rest on the notion that 
the decision to grant compensatory relief involves a resolution of policy 
considerations not susceptible of judicial discernment. Thus, in suits for 
damages based on violations of federal statutes lacking any express 
authorization of a damage remedy, this Court has authorized such relief where, 
in its view, damages are necessary to effectuate the congressional policy 
underpinning the substantive provisions of the statute. J. I. Case Co. v. 
Borak, 377 U.S. 426 (1964); Tunstall v. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & 
Enginemen, 323 U.S. 210, 213 (1944). Cf. Wyandotte Transportation Co. v. United 
States, 389 U.S. 191, 201-204 (1967). n4 

n4 The Borak case is an especially clear example of the exercise of federal 
judicial power to accord damages as an appropriate remedy in the absence of any 
express statutory authorization of a federal cause of action. There we 
"implied" -- from what can only be characterized as an "exclusively procedural 
provision" affording access to a federal forum, cf. Textile Workers v. Lincoln 
Mills, 353 U.S. 448, 462-463 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting) -- a private 
cause of action for damages for violation of @ 14 (a) of the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 895, 15 U. S. C. @ 78n (a). See @ 27, 48 Stat. 902, 15 U. 
S. C. @ 78aa. We did so in an area where federal regulation has been singularly 
comprehensive and elaborate administrative enforcement machinery had been 
provided. The exercise of judicial power involved in Borak simply cannot be 
justified in terms of statutory construction, see Hill, Constitutional Remedies, 
69 Col. L. Rev. 1109, 1120-1121 (1969); nor did the Borak Court purport to do 
so. See Borak, supra, at 432-434. The notion of "implying" a remedy, therefore, 
as applied to cases like Borak, can only refer to a process whereby the federal 
judiciary exercises a choice among traditionally available judicial remedies 
according to reasons related to the substantive social policy embodied in an act 
of positive law. See ibid., and Bell v. Hood, supra, at 684. 

[*403] If it is not the nature of the remedy which is thought to render a 
judgment as to the appropriateness of damages inherently "legislative," then 
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it must be the nature of the legal interest offered as an occasion for invoking 
otherwise appropriate judicial relief. But I do not think that the fact that 
the interest is protected by the Constitution rather than statute or common law 
justifies the assertion that federal courts are powerless to grant damages in 
the absence of explicit congressional action authorizingthe remedy. Initially, 
I note that it would be at least anomalous to conclude that the federal 
judiciary -- while competent to choose among the range of traditional judicial 
remedies to implement statutory and commonlaw policies, and even to generate 
substantive rules governing primary behavior in furtherance of broadly 
formulated policies articulated by statute or Constitution, see Textile Workers 
v. Lincoln Mills, 353 U.S. 448 (1957); United States v. Standard Oil Co., 332 
U.S. 301, 304-311 (1947); Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, 318 U.S. 363 
(1943) -- is powerless to accord [***26] a damages [*404] remedy to 
vindicate social policies which, by virtue of their inclusion in the 
Constitution, are aimed predominantly at restraining the Government as an 
instrument of the popular will. 

More importantly, the presumed availability of federal equitable relief 
against threatened invasions of constitutional interests appears entirely to 
negate the contention that the status of an interest as constitutionally 
protected divests federal courts of the power to grant damages absent express 
congressional authorization. Congress provided specially for the exercise of 
equitable remedial powers by federal courts, see Act of May [**2009] 8, 
1792, @ 2, 1 Stat. 276; C. Wright, Law of Federal Courts 257 (2d ed., 1970), in 
part because of the limited availability of equitable remedies in state courts 
in the early days of the Republic. See Guaranty Trust Co. v. York, 326 U.S. 99, 
104-105 (1945). And this Court's decisions make clear that, at least absent 
congressional restrictions, the scope of equitable remedial discretion is to be 
determined according to the distinctive historical traditions of equity as an 
institution, Holmberg v. Armbrecht, 327 U.S. 392, 395-396 (1946); [***27] 
Sprague v. Ticonic National Bank, 307 U.S. 161, 165-166 (1939). The reach of a 
federal district court's "inherent equitable powers," Textile Workers v. Lincoln 
Mills, 353 U. S. 448, 460 (Burton, J., concurring in result), is broad indeed, e. 
g., Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 401 U.S. 1 (1971); 
nonetheless, the federal judiciary is not empowered to grant equitable relief in 
the absence of congressional action extending jurisdiction over the subject 
matter of the suit. See Textile Workers v. Lincoln Mills, supra, at 460 
(Burton, J., concurring in result); Katz, 117 U. Pa. L. Rev., at 43. n5 

n5 With regard to a court's authority to grant an equitable remedy, the line 
between "subject matter" jurisdiction and remedial powers has undoubtedly been 
obscured by the fact that historically the "system of equity 'derived its 
doctrines, as well as its powers, from its mode of giving relief. '" See Guaranty 
Trust Co. v. York, supra, at 105, quoting C. Langdell, Summary of Equity 
Pleading xxvii (1877). Perhaps this fact alone accounts for the suggestion 
sometimes made that a court's power to enjoin invasion of constitutionally 
protected interests derives directly from the Constitution. See Bell v. Hood, 
71 F.Supp. 813, 819 (SD Cal. 1947). 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E n d F o o t n o t e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
[***28] 
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[*405] If explicit congressional authorization is an absolute prerequisite 
to the power of a federal court to accord compensatory relief regardless of the 



necessity or appropriateness of damages as a remedy simply because of the status 
of a legal interest as constitutionally protected, then it seems to me that 
explicit congressional authorization is similarly prerequisite to the exercise 
of equitable remedial discretion in favor of constitutionally protected 
interests. Conversely, if a general grant of jurisdiction to the federal courts 
by Congress is thought adequate to empower a federal court to grant equitable 
relief for all areas of subject-matter jurisdiction enumerated therein, see 28 
U. S. C. @ 1331 (a), then it seems to me that the same statute is sufficient to 
empower a federal court to grant a traditional remedy at law. n6 Of course, the 
special historical traditions governing the federal equity system, see Sprague 
v. Ticonic National Bank, 307 U.S. 161 [*406] (1939), might still bear on 
the comparative appropriateness of granting equitable relief as opposed to money 
damages. That possibility, however, relates, not to whether the [***29] 
federal courts have the power to afford one type of remedy as opposed to the 
other, but rather to the criteria which should govern the exercise of our power. 
To that question, I now pass. 

n6 Chief Judge Lumbard's opinion for the Court of Appeals in the instant case 
is, as I have noted, in accord with this conclusion: 

"Thus, even if the Constitution itself does not give rise to an inherent 
injunctive power to prevent its violation by governmental officials there are 
strong reasons for inferring the existence of this power under any general grant 
of jurisdiction to the federal courts by Congress." 409 F.2dI at 723. 

The description of the remedy as "inferred" cannot, of course, be intended to 
assimilate the judicial decision to accord such a remedy to any process of 
statutory construction. Rather, as with the cases concerning remedies, implied 
from statutory schemes, see n. 4, supra, the description of the remedy as 
"inferred" can only bear on the reasons offered to explain a judicial decision 
to accord or not to accord a particular remedy. 

[**2010] The major thrust of the Government's position is that, where 

Congress has not expressly authorized a particular remedy, a federal court 
should exerciae its power to accord a traditional form of judicial relief at the 
behest of a litigant, who claims a constitutionally protected interest has been 
invaded, only where the remedy is "essential," or "indispensable for vindicating 
constitutional rights." Brief for Respondents 19, 24. While this "essentiality" 
test is most clearly articulated with respect to damages remedies, apparently 
the Government believes the same test explains the exercise of equitable 
remedial powers. Id., at 17-18. It is argued that historically the Court has 
rarely exercised the power to accord such relief in the absence of an express 
congressional authorization and that "if Congress had thought that federal 
officere ehould be subject to a law different than state law, it would have had 
no difficulty in saying so, as it did with respect to state officers . . . ." 
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Id., at 20-21; see 42 U. S. C. @ 1983. Although conceding that the standard of 
determining whether a damage remedy should be utilized to effectuate statutory 
policies is one [***31] of "necessity" or "appropriateness, " see J. I. Case 
Co. v. Borak, 377 U.S. 426, 432 (1964); United States v. Standard Oil Co., 332 
U.S. 301, 307 (1947), the Government contends that questions concerning 
congressional discretion to modify judicial remedies relating to 
constitutionally protected interests warrant a more stringent constraint on 
[*407] the exercise of judicial power with respect to this class of legally 
protected interests. Brief for Respondents 21-22. 

These arguments for a more stringent test to govern the grant of damages in 
constitutional cases n7 seem to be adequately answered by the point that the 
judiciary has a particular responsibility to assure the vindication of 
constitutional interests such as those embraced by the Fourth Amendment. To be 
sure, "it must be remembered that legislatures are ultimate guardians of the 
liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great a degree as the courts." 
Missouri, Kansas & Texas R. Co. v. May, 194 U.S. 267, 270 (1904). But it must 
also be recognized that the Bill of Rrghts is particularly intended to vindicate 
the interests of the [***32] individual in the face of the popular will as 
expressed in legislative majorities; at the very least, it strikes me as no more 
appropriate to await express congressional authorization of traditional judicial 
relief with regard to these legal interests than with respect to interests 
protected by federal statutes. 

n7 I express no view on the Government's suggestion that congreosional 
authority to simply discard the remedy the Court today authorizes might be in 
doubt; nor do I understand the Court's opinion today to express any view on that 
particular question. 

The question then, is, as I see it, whether compensatory relief is 
"necessary" or "appropriate1' to the vindication of the interest asserted. Cf. 
J. I. Case Co. v. Borak, supra, at 432; United States v. Standard Oil Co., 
supra, at 307; Hill, Constitutional Remedies, 69 Col. L. Rev. 1109, 1155 (1969) ; 
Katz, 117 U. Pa. L. Rev., at 72. In resolving that question, it seems to me that 
the [***33] range of policy considerations we may take into account is at 
least as broad as the range of those a legislature would consider with respect 
to an express statutory authorization of a traditional remedy. In this regard 
T 
I 

agree with the Court that the appropriateness of according Bivens [*408] 
compensatory relief does not turn simply on the deterrent effect liability will 
have on federal official conduct. n8 Damages as a traditional form [**2011] 
of compensation for invasion of a legally protected interest may be entirely 
appropriate even if no substantial deterrent effects on future official 
lawlessness might be thought to result. Bivens, after all, has invoked judicial 
processes claiming entitlement to compensation for injuries resulting from 
allegedly lawless official behavior, if those injuries are properly compensable 
in money damages. I do not think a court of law -- vested with the power to 
accord a remedy -- should deny him his relief simply because he cannot show that 
future lawless conduct will thereby be deterred. 
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n8 And I think it follows from this point that today's decision has little, 
if indeed any, bearing on the question whether a federal court may properly 
devise remedies -- other than traditionally available forms of judicial relief -- for the purpose of enforcing substantive social policies embodied in 
constitutional or statutory policies. Compare today's decision with Mapp v. 
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961), and Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914). The 
Court today simply recognizes what has long been implicit in our decisions 
concerning equitable relief and remedies implied from statutory schemes; i. e., 
that a court of law vested with jurisdiction over the subject matter of a suit 
has the power -- and therefore the duty -- to make principled choices among 
traditional judicial remedies. Whether special prophylactic measures -- which 
at least arguably the exclusionary rule exemplifies, see Hill, The Bill of 
Rights and the Supervisory Power, 69 Col. L. Rev. 181, 182-185 (1969) -- are 
supportable on grounds other than a court's competence to select among 
traditional judicial remedies to make good the wrong done, cf. Bell v. Hood, 
supra, at 684, is a separate question. 

And I think it is clear that Bivens advances a claim of the sort that, if 
proved, would be properly compensable in damages. The personal interests 
protected by the Fourth Amendment are those we attempt to capture by the notion 
of "privacy"; while the Court today properly points out that the type of harm 
which officials can inflict when they invade protected zones of an individual's 
life [*409] are different from the types of harm private citizens inflict on 
one another, the experience of judges in dealing with private trespass and false 
imprisonment claims supports the conclusion that courts of law are capable of 
making the types of judgment concerning causation and magnitude of injury 
necessary to accord meaningful compensation for invasion of Fourth Amendment 
rights. n9 

n9 The same, of course, may not be true with respect to other types of 
constitutionally protected interests, and therefore the appropriateneee of money 
damages may well vary with the nature of the personal interest asserted. See 
Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 196 n. 5 (HARLAN, J., concurring). 

On the other hand, the limitations on state remedies for violation of 
common-law rights by private citizens argue in favor of a federal damages 
remedy. The injuries inflicted by officials acting under color of law, while no 
less compensable in damages than those inflicted by private parties, are 
substantially different in kind, as the Court's opinion today discusses in 
detail. See Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 195 (1961) (HARLAN, J., concurring). 
It seems to me entirely proper that these injuries be compensable according to 
uniform rules of federal law, especially in light of the very large element of 
federal law which must in any event control the scope of official defenses to 
liability. See Wheeldin v. Wheeler, 373 U.S. 647, 652 (1963); Monroe v. Pape, 
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supra, at 194-195 (HARWJ, J., concurring); Howard v. Lyons, 360 U.S. 593 
(1959). Certainly, there is very little to be gained from the standpoint of 
federalism by preserving different rules of liability for federal officers 
dependent on the State where the injury occurs. Cf. United States v. Standard 
Oil CO., 332 U.S. 301, 305-311 (1947). [***36] 

Putting aside the desirability of leaving the problem of federal official 
liability to the vagaries of common-law actions, it is apparent that some form 
of damages is the only possible remedy for someone in Bivens' alleged [*410] 
position. It will be a rare case indeed in which an individual in Bivens' 
position will be able to obviate the harm by securing injunctive [**2012] 
relief from any court. However desirable a direct remedy against the Government 
might be as a substitute for individual official liability, the sovereign still 
remains immune to suit. Finally, assuming Bivens' innocence of the crime 
charged, the "exclusionary rule" is simply irrelevant. For people in Bivens' 
shoes, it is damages or nothing. 

The only substantial policy consideration advanced against recognition of a 
federal cause of action for violation of Fourth Amendment rights by federal 
officials is the incremental expenditure of judicial resources that will be 
necessitated by this class of litigation. There is, however, something 
ultimately self-defeating about this argument. For if, as the Government 
contends, damages will rarely be realized by plaintiffs in these cases because 
of jury [***37] hostility, the limited resources of the official concerned, 
etc. , then I am not ready to assume that there will be a significant increase in 
the expenditure of judicial resources on these claims. Few responsible lawyers 
and plaintiffs are likely to choose the course of litigation if the statistical 
chances of success are truly de minimis. And I simply cannot agree with my 
Brother BLACK that the possibility of "frivolous" claims -- if defined simply as 
claims with no legal merit -- warrants closing the courthouse doors to people in 
Bivens' situation. There are other ways, short of that, of coping with 
frivolous lawsuits. 

On the other hand, if -- as I believe is the case with respect, at least, to 
the most flagrant abuses of official power -- damages to some degree will be 
available when the option of litigation is chosen, then the question appears to 
be how Fourth Amendment interests rank on a scale of social values compared 
with, for example, the interests of stockholders defrauded by misleading 
proxies. [*411] See J. I. Case Co. v. Borak, supra. Judicial resources, I am 
well aware, are increasingly scarce these days. Nonetheless, when we 
automatically [***38] close the courthouse door solely on this basis, we 
implicitly express a value judgment on the comparative importance of classes of 
legally protected interests. And current limitations upon the effective 
functioning of the courts arising from budgetary inadequacies should not be 
permitted to stand in the way of the recognition of otherwise sound 
constitutional principles. 

Of course, for a variety of reasons, the remedy may not often be sought. See 
generally Foote, Tort Remedies for Police Violations of Individual Rights, 39 
Minn. L. Rev. 493 (1955). And the countervailing interests in efficient law 
enforcement of course argue for a protective zone with respect to many types of 
Fourth Amendment violations. Cf. Barr v. Matteo, 360 U.S. 564 (1959) (opinion 
of HARLAN, J.). But, while I express no view on the immunity defense offered in 
the instant case, I deem it proper to venture the thought that at the very 
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least such a remedy would be available for the most flagrant and patently 
unjustified sorts of police conduct. Although litigants may not often choose to 
seek relief, it is important, in a civilized society, that the judicial branch 
of [***39] the Nation's government stand ready to afford a remedy in these 
circumstances. It goes without saying that I intimate no view on the merits of 
petitioner ' 8 underlying claim. 

For these reasons, I concur in the judgment of the Court. 

DISSENTBY: BURGER; BLACK; BLACKMUN 

DISSENT: MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER, dissenting. 

I dissent from today's holding which judicially creates a damage remedy not 
provided for by the Constitution and not enacted by Congress. We would more 
surely preserve the important values of the doctrine of separation [*412] of 
powers -- and perhape get a better result -- by recommending a solution to the 
Congress as the branch of government in which the Constitution has vested the 
legislative power. Legislation is the business of the Congress, and it has the 
facilities and competence for that task -- as we do [**2013] not. Professor 
Thayer, speaking of the limits on judicial power, albeit in another context, had 
this to say: nl 

"And if it be true that the holders of legislative power are careless or evil, 
yet the constitutional duty of the court remains untouched; it cannot rightly 
attempt to protect the people, by undertaking a function not its own. On the 
other hand, [***40] by adhering rigidly to its own duty, the court will 
help, ae nothing else can, to fix the spot where responsibility lies, and to 
bring down on that precise locality the thunderbolt of popular condemnation. . 
. For that course -- the true course of judicial duty always -- will powerfully 
help to bring the people and their representatives to a sense of their own 
responsibility." 

nl J. Thayer, 0. Holmes, & F. Frankfurter, John Marshall 88 (Phoenix ed. 
1967). 

This case has significance far beyond its facts and its holding. For more 
than 55 years this Court has enforced a rule under which evidence of undoubted 
reliability and probative value has been suppressed and excluded from criminal 
casee whenever it was obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment. Weeks v. 
United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914); Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 633 
(1886) (dictum). This rule was extended to the States in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 
643 (1961). n2 [*413] [***41] The rule has rested on a theory that 
suppression of evidence in these circumstances was imperative to deter law 
enforcement authorities from using improper methods to obtain evidence. 
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n2 The Court reached the issue of applying the Weeks doctrine to the States 
sua sponte. 

The deterrence theory underlying the suppression doctrine, or exclusionary 
rule, has a certain appeal in spite of the high price society pays for such a 
drastic remedy. Notwithstanding its plausibility, many judges and lawyers and 
some of our most distinguished legal scholars have never quite been able to 
escape the force of Cardozo's statement of the doctrine's anomalous result: 

"The criminal is to go free because the constable has blundered. . . . A room 
is searched against the law, and the body of a murdered man is found. . . . The 
privacy of the home has been infringed, and the murderer goes free." People v. 
Defore, 242 N. Y. 13, 21, 23-24, 150 N. E. 585, 587, 588 (1926). n3 

The plurality opinion [***42] in Irvine v. California, 347 U.S. 128, 136 
(1954), catalogued the doctrine's defects: 

"Rejection of the evidence does nothing to punish the wrong-doing official, 
while it may, and likely will, release the wrong-doing defendant. It deprives 
society of its remedy against one lawbreaker because he has been pursued by 
another. It protects one against whom incriminating evidence is discovered, but 
does nothing to protect innocent persons who are the victims of illegal but 
fruitless searches." 

n3 What Cardozo suggested as an example of the potentially far-reaching 
consequences of the suppression doctrine was almost realized in Killough v. 
United States, 114 U. S. App. D. C. 305, 315 F.2d 241 (1962). 

From time to time members of the Court, recognizing the validity of these 
protests, have articulated varying [*414] alternative justifications for the 
suppression of important evidence in a criminal trial. Under one of these 
alternative theories the [***43] rule's foundation is shifted to the 
"sporting contestw thesis that the government must "play the game fairly" and 
cannot be allowed to profit from its own illegal acts. Olmstead v. United 
States, 277 U.S. 438, 469, 471 (1928) (dissenting opinions); see Terry v. Ohio, 
392 U.S. 1, 13 (1968). Butthe exclusionary rule does not ineluctably flow from 
a desire to ensure that government plays the "game" [**2014] according to 
the rules. If an effective alternative remedy is available, concern for 
official observance of the law does not require adherence to the exclusionary 
rule. Nor is it easy to understand how a court can be thought to endorse a 
violation of the Fourth Amendment by allowing illegally seized evidence to be 
introduced against a defendant if an effective remedy is provided against the 
government. 
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The exclusionary rule has also been justified on the theory that the 
relationship between the Self-Incrimination Clause of the Fifth Amendment and 
the Fourth Amendment requires the suppression of evidence seized in violation of 
the latter. Boyd v. United States, supra, at 633 (dictum); Wolf v. Colorado, 
338 U.S. 25, 47, 48 (1949) [***44] (Rutledge, J., dissenting); Mapp v. Ohio, 
supra, at 661-666 (BLACK, J., concurring). 

Even ignoring, however, the decisions of this Court that have held that the 
Fifth Amendment applies only to "testimonialn disclosures, United States v. 
Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 221-223 (1967); Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 764 
and n. 8 (1966), it seems clear that the Self-Incrimination Clause does not 
prtect a person from the seizure of evidence that is incriminating. It 
protects a person only from being the conduit by which the police acquire 
evidence. Mr. Justice Holmes once put it succinctly, "A party is privileged 
from producing the [*415] evidence but not from its production." Johnson v. 
United States, 228 U.S. 457, 458 (1913). 

It is clear, however, that neither of these theories undergirds the decided 
cases in this Court. Rather the exclusionary rule has rested on the deterrent 
rationale -- the hope that law enforcement officials would be deterred from 
unlawful searches and seizures if the illegally seized, albeit trustworthy, 
evidence was suppressed often enough and the courts persistently [***45] 
enough deprived them of any benefits they might have gained from their illegal 
conduct. 

This evidentiary rule is unique to American jurisprudence. Although the 
English and Canadian legal systems are highly regarded, neither has adopted our 
rule. See Martin, The Exclusionary Rule Under Foreign Law -- Canada, 52 J. 
Crim. L. C. & P. S. 271, 272 (1961); Williams, The Exclusionary Rule Under 
Foreign Law -- England, 52 J. Crim. L. C. & P. S. 272 (1961). 

I do not question the need for some remedy to give meaning and teeth to the 
constitutional guarantees against unlawful conduct by government officials. 
Without some effective sanction, these protections would constitute little more 
than rhetoric. Beyond doubt the conduct of some officials requires sanctions as 
cases like Irvine indicate. But the hope that this objective could be 
accomplished by the exclusion of reliable evidence from criminal trials was 
hardly more than a wistful dream. Although I would hesitate to abandon it until 
some meaningful substitute is developed, the history of the suppression doctrine 
demonstrate6 that it is both conceptually sterile and practically ineffective 
[ * * * 4 6 ]  in accomplishing its stated objective. This is illustrated by the 
paradox that an unlawful act against a totally innocent person -- such as 
petitioner claims to be -- has been left without an effective remedy, and hence 
the Court finds [*416] it necessary now -- 55 years later -- to construct a 
remedy of its own. 

Some clear demonstration of the benefits and effectiveness of the 
exclusionary rule is required to justify it in view of the high price it 
extracts from society -- the release of countless guilty criminals. See Allen, 
Federalism and the Fourth Amendment: A Requiem for Wolf, 1961 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 
33 n. 172. But there is no empirical evidence to support the claim that the rule 
actually deters illegal conduct of law enforcement officials. Oaks, Studying 
the Exclusionary Rule in Search and Seizure, 37 U. Chi. L. Rev. 665, 667 (1970). 
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[**2015] There are several reasons for this failure. The rule does not 
apply any direct sanction to the individual official whose illegal conduct 
results in the exclusion of evidence in a criminal trial. With rare exceptions 
law enforcement agencies do not impose direct sanctions on the individual 
officer [***47] responsible for a particular judicial application of the 
suppression doctrine. Id., at 710. Thus there is virtually nothing done to 
bring about a change in his practices. The immediate sanction triggered by the 
application of the rule is visited upon the prosecutor whose case against a 
criminal ie either weakened or destroyed. The doctrine deprives the police in 
no real sense; except that apprehending wrongdoers is their business, police 
have no more stake in successful prosecutions than prosecutors or the public. 

The suppression doctrine vaguely assumes that law enforcement is a monolithic 
governmental enterprise. For example, the dissenters in Wolf v. Colorado, 
supra, at 44, argued that: 

"Only by exclusion can we impress upon the zealous prosecutor that violation of 
the Constitution will do him no good. And only when that point is driven home 
can the prosecutor be expected to emphasize [*417] the importance of 
observing the constitutional demands in his instructions to the police." 
(Emphasis added.) 

But the prosecutor who loses his case because of police misconduct is not an 
official in the police department; [***48] he can rarely set in motion any 
corrective action or administrative penalties. Moreover, he does not have 
control or direction over police procedures or police actions that lead to the 
exclusion of evidence. It is the rare exception when a prosecutor takes part 
in arrests, searches, or seizures so that he can guide police action. 

Whatever educational effect the rule conceivably might have in theory is 
greatly diminished in fact by the realities of law enforcement work. Policemen 
do not have the time, inclination, or training to read and grasp the nuances of 
the appellate opinions that ultimately define the standards of conduct they are 
to follow. The issues that these decisions resolve often admit of neither easy 
nor obvious answers, as sharply divided courts on what is or is not "reasonable" 
amply demonstrate. n4 Nor can judges, in all candor, forget that opinions 
sometimes lack helpful clarity. 

n4 For example, in a case arising under Mapp, supra, state judges at every 
level of the state judiciary may find the police conduct proper. On federal 
habeas corpus a district judge and a court of appeals might agree. Yet, in 
these circumstances, this Court, reviewing the case as much as 10 years later, 
might reverse by a narrow margin. In these circumstances it is difficult to 
conclude that the policeman has violated some rule that he should have known was 
a restriction on his authority. 
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The presumed educational effect of judicial opinions is also reduced by the 
long time lapse -- often several years -- between the original police action and 
its final judicial evaluation. Given a policeman's pressing responsibilities, 
it would be surprising if he ever becomes aware of the final result after such 
a 
delay. Finally, the exclusionary [*418] rule's deterrent impact is diluted 
by the fact that there are large areas of police activity that do not result in 
criminal prosecutions -- hence the rule has virtually no applicability and no 
effect in such situations. Oaks, supra, at 720-724. 

Today's holding seeks to fill one of the gaps of the suppression doctrine -- 
at the price of impinging on the legislative and policy functions that the 
Constitution vests in Congress. Nevertheless, the holding serves the useful 
purpose of exposing the fundamental weaknesses of the suppression doctrine. 
Suppressing unchallenged truth has set guilty criminals free but demonstrably 
has neither deterred deliberate violations of the Fourth Amendment nor decreased 
those errors in judgment that will inevitably occur [**2016] given the 
pressures inherent in police work having to do with [***50] serious crimes. 

Although unfortunately ineffective, the exclusionary rule has increasingly 
been characterized by a single, monolithic, and drastic judicial response to all 
official violations of legal norms. Inadvertent errors of judgment that do not 
work any grave injustice will inevitably occur under the pressure of police 
work. These honest mistakes have been treated in the same way as deliberate and 
flagrant Irvine-type violations of the Fourth Amendment. For example, in Miller 
v. United States, 357 U.S. 301, 309-310 (1958), reliable evidence was suppressed 
because of a police officer's failure to say a "few more words" during the 
arrest and search of a known narcotics peddler. 

This Court's decision announced today in Coolidge v. New Hampshire, post, p. 
443, dramatically illustrates the extent to which the doctrine represents a 
mechanically inflexible response to widely varying degrees of police error and 
the resulting high price that society pays. I dissented in Coolidge primarily 
because I do not believe the Fourth Amendment had been violated. Even on the 
Court's contrary premise, however, whatever violation [*419] occurred 
[***51] was surely insufficient in nature and extent to justify the drastic 
result dictated by the suppression doctrine. A fair trial by jury has resolved 
doubts as to Coolidge's guilt. But now his conviction on retrial ie placed in 
serioue question by the remand for a new trial -- years after the crime -- in 
which evidence that the New Hampshire courts found relevant and reliable will be 
withheld from the jury's consideration. It is hardly surprising that such 
results are viewed with incomprehension by nonlawyers in this country and 
lawyers, judges, and legal scholars the world over. 

Freeing either a tiger or a mouse in a schoolroom is an illegal act, but no 
rational person would suggest that these two acts should be punished in the same 
way. From time to time judges have occasion to pass on regulations governing 
police procedures. I wonder what would be the judicial response to a police 
order authorizing "shoot to kill" with respect to every fugitive. It is easy to 
predict our collective wrath and outrage. We, in common with all rational 
minds, would say that the police response must relate to the gravity and need; 
that a "shoot" order might conceivably be tolerable to prevent the [***52] 
escape of a convicted killer but surely not for a car thief, a pickpocket or a 
shoplifter. 
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I submit that society has at least as much right to expect rationally graded 
responses from judges in place of the universal "capital punishmentN we inflict 
on all evidence when police error is shown in its acquisition. See ALI, Model 
Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure @ SS 8.02 (2), p. 23 (Tent. Draft No. 4, 
1971), reprinted in the Appendix to this opinion. Yet for over 55 years, and 
with increasing scope and intensity as today's Coolidge holding shows, our legal 
system has treated vastly dissimilar cases as if they were the same. Our 
adherence to the exclusionary rule, our resistance to change, and our refusal 
even to acknowledge the need [*420] for effective enforcement mechanisms 
bring to mind Holmes' well-known statement: 

"It is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law than that so it was 
laid down in the time of Henry IV. It is still more revolting if the grounds 
upon which it was laid down have vanished long since, and the rule simply 
persists from blind imitation of the past." Holmes, The Path of the Law, 10 
Harv. L. Rev. 457, 469 (1897). 

In [***53] characterizing the suppression doctrine as an anomalous and 
ineffective mechanism with which to regulate law enforcement, I intend no 
reflection on the motivation of those members of this Court who hoped it would 
be a means of enforcing the Fourth Amendment. Judges cannot be faulted for 
being offended by arrests, searches, and seizures [**2017] that violate the 
Bill of Rights or statutes intended to regulate public officials. But we can 
and should be faulted for clinging to an unworkable and irrational concept of 
law. My criticism is that we have taken so long to find better ways to 
accomplish these desired objectives. And there are better ways. 

Instead of continuing to enforce the suppression doctrine inflexibly, 
rigidly, and mechanically, we should view it as one of the experimental steps in 
the great tradition of the common law and acknowledge its shortcomings. But in 
the same spirit we should be prepared to discontinue what the experience of over 
half a century has shown neither deters errant officers nor affords a remedy to 
the totally innocent victims of official misconduct. 

I do not propose, however, that we abandon the suppression doctrine until 
some meaningful [***54] alternative can be developed. In a sense our legal 
syetem has become the captive of its own creation. To overrule Weeks and Mapp, 
even assuming the Court was now prepared to [*421] take that step, could 
raise yet new problems. Obviously the public interest would be poorly served if 
law enforcement officials were suddenly to gain the impression, however 
erroneous, that all constitutional restraints on police had somehow been removed 
-- that an open season on "criminals" had been declared. I am concerned lest 
some such mistaken impression might be fostered by a flat overruling of the 
suppression doctrine cases. For years we have relied upon it as the exclusive 
remedy for unlawful official conduct; in a sense we are in a situation akin to 
the narcotics addict whose dependence on drugs precludes any drastic or 
immediate withdrawal of the supposed prop, regardless of how futile its 
continued use may be. 

Reasonable and effective substitutes can be formulated if Congress would take 
the lead, as it did for example in 1946 in the Federal Tort Claims Act. I see 
no insuperable obstacle to the elimination of the suppression doctrine if 
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Congress would provide some meaningful [***55] and effective remedy against 
unlawful conduct by government officials. 

The problems of both error and deliberate misconduct by law enforcement 
officials call for a workable remedy. Private damage actions against individual 
police officers concededly have not adequately met this requirement, and it 
would be fallacious to assume today's work of the Court in creating a remedy 
will really accomplish its stated objective. There is some validity to the 
claims that juries will not return verdicts against individual officers except 
in those unusual cases where the violation has been flagrant or where the error 
has been complete, as in the arrest of the wrong person or the search of the 
wrong house. There is surely serious doubt, for example, that a drug peddler 
caught packaging his wares will be able to arouse much sympathy in a jury on the 
ground that the police officer did not announce his identity and [*422] 
purpose fully or because he failed to utter a "few more words." See Miller v. 
United States, supra. Jurors may well refuse to penalize a police officer at the 
behest of a person they believe to be a "criminal" and probably will not punish 
an officer for [***56] honest errors of judgment. In any event an actual 
recovery depends on finding nonexempt assets of the police officer from which a 
judgment can be satisfied. 

I conclude, therefore, that an entirely different remedy is necessary but it 
is one that in my view is as much beyond judicial power as the step the Court 
takes today. Congress should develop an administrative or quasi-judicial remedy 
against the government itself to afford compensation and restitution for persons 
whose Fourth Amendment rights have been violated. The venerable doctrine of 
respondeat superior in our tort law provides an entirely appropriate conceptual 
basis for this remedy. If, for example, a security guard privately employed by 
a department store commits an assault or other tort on a customer such as an 
improper search, the victim [**2018] has a simple and obvious remedy -- an 
action for money damages against the guard's employer, the department store. W. 
Prosser, The Law of Torts @ 68, pp. 470-480 (3d ed. 1964). n5 Such a statutory 
scheme would have the added advantage of providing some remedy to the completely 
innocent persons who are sometimes the victims of illegal police conduct -- 
something [***57] that the suppression doctrine, of course, can never 
accomplish. 

n5 Damage verdicts for such acts are often sufficient in size to provide an 
effective deterrent and stimulate employers to corrective action. 

A simple structure would suffice. n6 For example, Congress could enact a 
statute along the following lines: 

n6 Electronic eavesdropping presents special problems. See 18 U. S. C. @@ 
2510-2520 (1964 ed., Supp. V). 
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(a) a waiver of sovereign immunity as to the illegal [*423] acts of law 
enforcement officials committed in the performance of assigned duties; 

(b) the creation of a cause of action for damages sustained by any person 
aggrieved by conduct of governmental agents in violation of the Fourth Amendment 
or statutes regulating official conduct; 

(c) the creation of a tribunal, quasi-judicial in nature or perhaps patterned 
after the United States [ * * * 5 8 ]  Court of Claims, to adjudicate all claims 
under the statute; 

(d) a provision that this statutory remedy is in lieu of the exclusion of 
evidence secured for use in criminal cases in violation of the Fourth Amendment; 
and 

(e) a provision directing that no evidence, otherwise admissible, shall be 
excluded from any criminal proceeding because of violation of the Fourth 
Amendment. 

I doubt that lawyers serving on such a tribunal would be swayed either by 
undue sympathy for officers or by the prejudice against "criminals" that has 
sometimes moved lay jurors to deny claims. In addition to awarding damages, the 
record of the police conduct that is condemned would undoubtedly become a 
relevant part of an officer's personnel file so that the need for additional 
training or disciplinary action could be identified or his future usefulness as 
a public official evaluated. Finally, appellate judicial review could be made 
available on much the same basis that it is now provided as to district courts 
and regulatory agencies. This would leave to the courts the ultimate 
responsibility for determining and articulating standards. 

Once the constitutional validity of such a statute is established, n7 
[***59] it can reasonably be assumed that the States [*424] would develop 
their own remedial systems on the federal model. Indeed there is nothing to 
prevent a State from enacting a comparable statutory scheme without waiting for 
the Congress. Steps along these lines would move our system toward more 
responsible law enforcement on the one hand and away from the irrational and 
drastic results of the suppression doctrine on the other. Independent of the 
alternative embraced in this dissenting opinion, I believe the time has come to 
re-examine the scope of the exclusionary rule and consider at least some 
narrowing of its thrust so as to eliminate the anomalies it has produced. 

n7 Any such legislation should emphasize the interdependence between the 
waiver of sovereign immunity and the elimination of the judicially created 
exclusionary rule so that if the legislative determination to repudiate the 
exclusionary rule falls, the entire statutory scheme would fall. 

In a country that prides itself on innovation, inventive [***60] genius, 
and willingness to experiment, it is a paradox that we should cling for more 
than a half century to a legal mechanism that was poorly designed and never 
really worked. I can only hope now that the Congress will manifest a 
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willingness to view realistically the hard evidence of the half-century history 
of the suppression doctrine revealing [**2019] thousands of cases in which 
the criminal was set free because the constable blundered and virtually no 
evidence that innocent victims of police error -- such as petitioner claims to 
be -- have been afforded meaningful redress. 

APPENDIX TO OPINION OF BURGER, C. J., DISSENTING 

It is interesting to note that studies over a period of years led the 
American Law Institute to propose the following in its tentative draft of a 
model pre-arraignment code: 

"(2) Determination. Unless otherwise required by the Constitution of the 
United States or of this State, a motion to suppress evidence based upon a 
[*425] violation of any of the provisions of this code shall be granted only 
if the court finds that such violation was substantial. In determining whether 
a violation is substantial the court shall consider all the circumstances, 
[***61] including: 

"(a) the importance of the particular interest violated; 

"(b) the extent of deviation from lawful conduct; 

"(c) the extent to which the violation was willful; 

"(d) the extent to which privacy was invaded; 

"(e) the extent to which exclusion will tend to prevent violations of this 
Code; 

"(f) whether, but for the violation, the things seized would have been 
discovered; and 

"(9) the extent to which the violation prejudiced the moving party's ability 
to support his motion, or to defend himself in the proceeding in which the 
things seized are sought to be offered in evidence against him. 

"(3) Fruits of Prior Unlawful Search. If a search or seizure is carried out 
in such a manner that things seized in the course of the search would be subject 
to a motion to suppress under subsection (I), and if as a result of such search 
or seizure other evidence is discovered subsequently and offered against a 
defendant, such evidence shall be subject to a motion to suppress unless the 
prosecution establishes that such evidence would probably have been discovered 
by law enforcement authorities irrespective of such search or seizure, and the 
court finds that exclusion of such evidence is [***62] not necessary to deter 
violations of this Code." 

ALI, Model Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure @@ SS 8.02 (2), (3), pp. 23-24 
(Tent. Draft No. 4, 1971) (emphasis supplied). 

[*426] The Reporters' views on the exclusionary rule are also reflected in 
their comment on the proposed section: 
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"The Reporters wish to emphasize that they are not, as a matter of policy, 
wedded to the exclusionary rule as the sole or best means of enforcing the 
Fourth Amendment. See Oaks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule in Search and 

Seizure, 37 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 665 (1970). Paragraph (2) embodies what the 
Reporters hope is a more flexible approach to the problem, subject of course to 
constitutional requirements." Id., comment, at 26-27. 

This is but one of many expressions of disenchantment with the exclusionary 
rule; see also: 

1. Barrett, Exclusion of Evidence Obtained by Illegal Searches -- A Comment 
on People vs. Cahan, 43 Calif. L. Rev. 565 (1955). 

2. Burns, Mapp v. Ohio: An All-American Mistake, 19 DePaul L. Rev. 80 (1969). 

3. Friendly, The Bill of Rights as a Code of Criminal Procedure, 53 Calif. L. 
Rev. 929, 951-954 (1965). [***63] 

4. F. Inbau, J. Thompson, & C. Sowle, Cases and Comments on Criminal Justices 
Criminal Law Administration 1-84 (3d ed. 1968). 

5. LaFave, Improving Police Performance Through the Exclusionary Rule 
[**2020] (pts. 1 & 2), 30 Mo. L. Rev. 391, 566 (1965). 

6. LaFave & Remington, Controlling the Police: The Judge's Role in Making and 
Reviewing Law Enforcement Decisions, 63 Mich. L. Rev. 987 (1965). 

7. N. Morris & G. Hawkins, The Honest Politician's Guide to Crime Control 101 
(1970). 

8. Oaks, Studying the Exclusionary Rule in Search and Seizure, 37 U. Chi. L. 
Rev. 665 (1970). 

[*427] 9. Plumb, Illegal Enforcement of the Law, 24 Cornell L. Q. 337 
(1939). 

10. Schaefer, The Fourteenth Amendment and Sanctity of the Person, 64 NW. U. 
L. Rev. 1 (1969). 

11. Waite, Judges and the Crime Burden, 54 Mich. L. Rev. 169 (1955). 

12. Waite, Evidence -- Police Regulation by Rules of Evidence, 42 Mich. L. 
Rev. 679 (1944). 

13. Wigmore, Using Evidence Obtained by Illegal Search and Seizure, 8 A. B. 
A. J. 479 (1922). 

14. 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence @ 2184a (McNaughton rev. 1961). 

MR. [***64] JUSTICE BLACK, dissenting. 

In my opinion for the Court in Bell v. Hood, 327 U.S. 678 (1946), we did as 
the Court states, reserve the question whether an unreasonable search made by a 
federal officer in violation of the Fourth Amendment gives the subject of the 
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search a federal cause of action for damages against the officers making the 
search. There can be no doubt that Congress could create a federal cause of 
action for damages for an unreasonable search in violation of the Fourth 
Amendment. Although Congress has created such a federal cause of action against 
state officials acting under color of state law, * it has never created such a 
cause of action against federal officials. If it wanted to do so, Congress 
could, of course, create a remedy against [*428] federal officials who 
violate the Fourth Amendment in the performance of their duties. But the point 
of this case and the fatal weakness in the Court's judgment is that neither 
Congress nor the State of New York has enacted legislation creating such a right 
of action. For us to do so is, in my judgment, an exercise of power that the 
Constitution does not give us. 

* "Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, 
custom, or usage, of any State or Territory, subjects, or causes to be 
subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the 
jurisdiction thereof tothe deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities 
secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an 
action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress." Rev. 
Stat. @ 1979, 42 U. S. C. @ 1983. 

Even if we had the legislative power to create a remedy, there are many 
reasons why we should decline to create a cause of action where none has existed 
since the formation of our Government. The courts of the United States as well 
as those of the States are choked with lawsuits. The number of cases on the 
docket of this Court have reached an unprecedented volume in recent years. A 
majority of these cases are brought by citizens with substantial complaints -- 
persons who are physically or economically injured by torts or frauds or 
governmental infringement of their rights; persons who have been unjustly 
deprived of their liberty or their property; and persons who have not yet 
received the equal opportunity in education, employment, and pursuit of 
happiness that was the dream of our forefathers. Unfortunately, there have also 
been a growing number of frivolous lawsuits, particularly actions for damages 
against law enforcement officers whose conduct has been judicially sanctioned by 
state trial and appellate courts and in many instances even by this Court. My 
fellow Justices on this Court and our brethren throughout the federal judiciary 
know only too well the time-consuming task [***66] of conscientiously poring 
over hundreds of thousands of pages of factual allegations [**2021] of 
misconduct by police, judicial, and corrections officials. Of course, there are 
instances of legitimate grievances, but legislators might well desire to devote 
judicial resources to other problems of a more serious nature. 

[*429] We sit at the top of a judicial system accused by some of nearing 
the point of collapse. Many criminal defendants do not receive speedy trials 
and neither society nor the accused are assured of justice when inordinate 
delays occur. Citizens must wait years to litigate their private civil suits. 
Substantial changes in correctional and parole systems demand the attention of 
the lawmakers and the judiciary. If I were a legislator I might well find these 
and other needs so pressing as to make me believe that the resources of 
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lawyers and judges should be devoted to them rather than to civil damage act ions 
against officers who generally strive to perform within constitutional bounds. 
There is also a real danger that such suits might deter officials from the 
proper and honest performance of their duties. 

All of these considerations make imperative careful [***67] study and 
weighing of the arguments both for and against the creation of such a remedy 
under the Fourth Amendment. I would have great difficulty for myself in 
resolvingthe competing policies, goals, and priorities in the use of resources, 
if I thought it were my job to resolve those questions. But that is not my 
task. The task of evaluating the pros and cons of creating judicial remedies 
for particular wrongs is a matter for Congress and the legislatures of the 
States. Congress has not provided that any federal court can entertain a suit 
against a federal officer for violations of Fourth Amendment rights occurring in 
the performance of his duties. A strong inference can be drawn from creation of 
such actions against state officials that Congress does not desire to permit 
such suits against federal officials. Should the time come when Congress 
desires such lawsuits, it has before it a model of valid legislation, 42 U. S. 
C. @ 1983, to create a damage remedy against federal officers. Cases could be 
cited to support the legal proposition which [*430] I assert, but it seems 
to me to be a matter of common understanding that the business of the judiciary 
is to interpret [***68] the laws and not to make them. 

I dissent. 

MR. JUSTICE BLACKMUN, dissenting. 

I, too, dissent. I do so largely for the reasons expressed in Chief Judge 
Lumbard's thoughtful and scholarly opinion for the Court of Appeals. But I also 
feel that the judicial legislation, which the Court by its opinion today 
concededly is effectuating, opens the door for another avalanche of new federal 
cases. Whenever a suspect imagines, or chooses to assert, that a Fourth 
Amendment right has been violated, he will now immediately sue the federal 
officer in federal court. This will tend to stultify proper law enforcement and 
to make the day's labor for the honest and conscientious officer even more 
onerous and more critical. Why the Court moves in this direction at this time 
of our history, I do not know. The Fourth Amendment was adopted in 1791, and in 
all the intervening years neither the Congress nor the Court has seen fit to 
take this step. I had thought that for the truly aggrieved person other quite 
adequate remedies have always been available. If not, it is the Congress and 
not this Court that should act. 
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DISPOSITION: Vacated and remanded. 

SYLLABUS: In respondent's civil damages action in Federal District Court based 
on his alleged unlawful discharge from employment in the Department of the Air 
Force, petitioners, White House aides to former President Nixon, were 
codefendants with him and were claimed to have participated in the same alleged 
conspiracy to violate respondent's constitutional and statutory rights as was 
involved in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731. After extensive pretrial 
discovery, the District Court denied the motions of petitioners and the former 
President for summary judgment, holding, inter alia, that petitioners were not 
entitled to absolute immunity from suit. Independently of the former President, 
petitioners appealed the denial of their immunity defense, but the Court of 
Appeals dismissed the appeal. 

Held : 

1. Government officials whose special functions or constitutional status 
requires complete protection from suits for damages -- including certain 
officials of the Executive Branch, such as prosecutors and similar officials, 
see Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478, [***2] and the President, Nixon v. 
Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731 -- are entitled to the defense of absolute immunity. 
However, executive officials in general are usually entitled to only qualified 
or good-faith immunity. The recognition of a qualified immunity defense for 
high executives reflects an attempt to balance competing values: not only the 
importance of a damages remedy to protect the rights of citizens, but also the 
need to protect officials who are required to exercise discretion and the 
related public interest in encouraging the vigorous exercise of official 
authority. Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232. Federal officials seeking absolute 
immunity from personal liability for unconstitutional conduct must bear the 
burden of showing that public policy requires an exemption of that scope. Pp. 
806-808. 

2. Public policy does not require a blanket recognition of absolute immunity 
for Presidential aides. Cf. Butz, supra. Pp. 808-813. 

(a) The rationale of Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606 -- which held the 
Speech and Debate Clause derivately applicable to the "legislative acts" of a 
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Senator's aide that would [***3] have been privileged if performed by the 
Senator himself -- does not mandate "derivative" absolute immunity for the 
President's chief aides. Under the "functional" approach to immunity law, 
immunity protection extends no further than its justification warrants. Pp. 
809-811. 

(b) While absolute immunity might be justified for aides entrusted with 
discretionary authority in such sensitive areas as national security or foreign 
policy, a "special functions" rationale does not warrant a blanket recognition 
of absolute immunity for all Presidential aides in the performance of all their 
duties. To establish entitlement to absolute immunity, a Presidential aide 
first must show that the responsibilities of his office embraced a function so 
sensitive as to require a total shield from liability. He then must demonstrate 
that he was discharging the protected function when performing the act for which 
liability is asserted. Under the record in this case, neither petitioner has 
made the requisite showing for absolute immunity. However, the possibility that 
petitioners, on remand, can satisfy the proper standards is not foreclosed. Pp. 
811-813. 

3. Petitioners are entitled to application [ * * * 4 ]  of the qualified 
immunity standard that permits the defeat of insubstantial claims without resort 
to trial. Pp. 813-820. 

(a) The previously recognized "subjective" aspect of qualified or "good 
faith" immunity -- whereby such immunity is not available if the official 
asserting the defense "took the action with the malicious intention to cause a 
deprivation of constitutional rights or other injury," Wood v. Strickland, 420 
U.S. 308, 322 -- frequently has proved incompatible with the principle that 
insubstantial claims should not proceed to trial. Henceforth, government 
officials performing discretionary functions generally are shielded from 
liability for civil damages insofar as their conduct does not violate "clearly 
established" statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person 
would have known. Pp. 815-819. 

(b) The case is remanded for the District Court's reconsideration of the 
question whether respondent's pretrial showings were insufficient to withstand 
petitioners' motion for summary judgment. Pp. 819-820. 

COUNSEL: Elliot L. Richardson argued the cause for petitioners. With him on the 
briefs was Glenn S. Gerstell. 

John E. Nolan, Jr., argued [ * * * 5 ]  the cause for respondent. With him on 
the brief were Samuel T. Perkins and Arthur B. Spitzer. * 

* Louis Alan Clark filed a brief for the Government Accountability Project of 
the Institute for Policy Studies as amicus curiae urging affirmance. 

Briefs of amici curiae were filed by Solicitor General Lee for the United 
States; by Roger J. Marzulla and William H. Mellor I11 for the Mountain States 
Legal Foundation; by John C. Armor and H. Richard Mayberry for the National 
Taxpayers Legal Fund, Inc.; and by Thomas J. Madden for Senator Orrin G. Hatch 
et al. 
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JUDGES: POWELL, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which BRENNAN, WHITE, 
MARSHALL, BLACKMUN, REHNQUIST, STEVENS, and O'CONNOR, JJ., joined. BRENNAN, J., 
filed a concurring opinion, in which MARSHALL and BLACKMUN, JJ., joined, post, 
p. 820. BRENNAN, WHITE, MARSHALL, and BLACKMUN, JJ., filed a separate 
concurring statement, post, p. 821. REHNQUIST, J., filed a concurring opinion, 
post, p. 822. BURGER, C. J., filed a dissenting opinion, post, p. 822. 

OPINIONBY: POWELL 

OPINION: [ *802 ] [**2729] 

JUSTICE POWELL delivered the opinion of the Court. 

The issue in this case is the scope of the immunity available to the senior 
aides and advisers [***6] of the President of the United [**2730] States 
in a suit for damages based upon their official acts. 

In this suit for civil damages petitioners Bryce Harlow and Alexander 
Butterfield are alleged to have participated in a conspiracy to violate the 
constitutional and statutory rights of the respondent A. Ernest Fitzgerald. 
Respondent avers that petitioners entered the conspiracy in their capacities as 
senior White House aides to former President Richard M. Nixon. As the alleged 
conspiracy is the same as that involved in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, 
the facts need not be repeated in detail. 

Respondent claims that Harlow joined the conspiracy in his role as the 
Presidential aide principally responsible for congressional relations. nl At the 
conclusion of discovery the [*a031 supporting evidence remained inferential. 
As evidence of Harlow's conspiratorial activity respondent relies heavily on a 
series of conversations in which Harlow discussed Fitzgerald's dismissal with 
Air Force Secretary Robert Seamans. n2 The other evidence most supportive of 
Fitzgerald's claims consists of a recorded conversation in which the President 
later voiced a tentative recollection [***7] that Harlow was "all for 
canning" Fitzgerald. n3 

nl Harlow held this position from the beginning of the Nixon administration 
on January 20, 1969, through November 4, 1969. On the latter date he was 
designated as Counselor to the President, a position accorded Cabinet status. 
He served in that capacity until December 9, 1970, when he returned to private 
life. Harlow later resumed the duties of Counselor for the period from July 1, 
1973, through April 14, 1974. Respondent appears to allege that Harlow 
continued in a conspiracy against him throughout the various changes of official 
assignment. 

n2 The record reveals that Secretary Seamans called Harlow in May 1969 to 
inquire about likely congressional reaction to a draft reorganization plan that 
would cause Fitzgerald's dismissal. According to Seamans' testimony, "[we] [the 
Air Force] didn't ask [Harlow] to pass judgment on the action itself. We just 
asked him what the impact would be in the relationship with the Congress." App. 
153a, 164a-165a (deposition of Robert Seamans). Through an aide Harlow 
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responded that "this was a very sensitive item on the Hill and that it would be 
[his] recommendation that [the Air Force] not proceed to make such a change at 
that time. " Id., at 152a. But the Air Force persisted. Seamans spoke to Harlow 
on at least one subsequent occasion during the spring of 1969. The record also 
establishes that Secretary Seamans called Harlow on November 4, 1969, shortly 
after the public announcement of Fitzgerald's impending dismissal, and again in 
December 1969. See id., at 186a. [***8] 

n3 See id., at 284a (transcript of a recorded conversation between Richard 
Nixon and Ronald Ziegler, February 26, 1973). In a conversation with the 
President on January 31, 1973, John Ehrlichman also recalled that Harlow had 
discussed the Fitzgerald case with the President. See id., at 218a-221a 
(transcript of recorded conversation between Richard Nixon and John Ehrlichman, 
January 31, 1973). In the same conversation the President himself assertedthat 
he had spoken to Harlow about the Fitzgerald matter, see id., at 218a, but the 
parties continue to dispute whether Mr. Nixon -- at the most relevant moments in 
the discussion --was confusing Fitzgerald's case with that of another dismissed 
employee. The President explicitly stated at one point that he previously had 
been confused. See id., at 220a. 

Disputing Fitzgerald's contentions, Harlow argues that exhaustive discovery 
has adduced no direct evidence of his involvement [*804] in any wrongful 
activity. n4 He avers that Secretary Seamans advised him that considerations of 
efficiency required Fitzgerald's removal by a reduction [***9] in force, 
despite anticipated adverse congressional reaction. Harlow asserts he had no 
reason to believe that a conspiracy existed. He contends that he took all his 
actions in good faith. n5 

n4 See Defendants Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Their 
Motion for Summary Judgment in Civ. No. 74-178 (DC), p. 7 (Feb. 12, 1980). 

n5 In support of his version of events Harlow relies particularly on the 
deposition testimony of Air Force Secretary Seamans, who stated that he regarded 
abolition of Fitzgerald's position as necessary "to improve the efficiency" of 
the Financial Management Office of the Air Force and that he never received any 
White House instruction regarding the Fitzgerald case. App. 159a-160a. Harlow 
also disputes the probative value of Richard Nixon's recorded remark that Harlow 
had supported Fitzgerald's firing. Harlow emphasizes the tentativeness of the 
President's statement. To the President'8 query whether Harlow was "all for 
canning [Fitzgerald] , wasn ' t he? " , White House Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler in 
fact gave a negative reply: "No, I think Bryce may have been the other way." 
Id., at 284a. The President did not respond to Ziegler's comment. 

[**2731] Petitioner Butterfield also is alleged to have entered the 
conspiracy not later than May 1969. Employed as Deputy Assistant to the 
President and Deputy Chief of Staff to H. R. Haldeman, n6 Butterfield circulated 
a White House memorandum in that month in which he claimed to have learned 
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that Fitzgerald planned to "blow the whistle" on some "shoddy purchasing 
practices" by exposing these practices to public view. n7 Fitzgerald 
characterizes this memorandum as evidence [*805] that Butterfield had 
commenced efforts to secure Fitzgerald's retaliatory dismissal. As evidence 
that Butterfield participated in the conspiracy to conceal his unlawful 
discharge and prevent his reemployment, Fitzgerald cites communications between 
Butterfield and Haldeman in December 1969 and January 1970. After the President 
had promised at a press conference to inquire into Fitzgerald's dismissal, 
Haldeman solicited Butterfield's recommendations. In a subsequent memorandum 
emphasizing the importance of "loyalty," Butterfield counseled against offering 
Fitzgerald another job in the administration at that time. n8 

n6 The record establishes that Butterfield worked from an office immediately 
adjacent to the oval office. He had almost daily contact with the President 
until March 1973, when he left the White House to become Administrator of the 
Federal Aviation Administration. [***ll] 

n7 Id., at 274a. Butterfield reported that this information had been 
referred to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In the memorandum Butterfield 
reported that he had received the information "by word of several mouths, but 
allegedly from a senior AFL-CIO official originally . . . . Evidently, 
Fitzgerald attended a recent meeting of the National Democratic Coalition and, 
while there, revealed his intentions to a labor representative who, fortunately 
for us, was unsympathetic." Ibid. 

n8 Id., at 99a-100a, 180a-181a. This memorandum, quoted in Nixon v. 
Fitzgerald, ante, at 735-736, was not sent to the Defense Department. 

For his part, Butterfield denies that he was involved in any decision 
concerning Fitzgerald's employment status until Haldeman sought his advice in 
December 1969 -- more than a month after Fitzgerald's termination had been 
scheduled and announced publicly by the Air Force. Butterfield states that he 
never communicated his views about Fitzgerald to any official of the Defense 
Department. He argues generally that nearly eight years of discovery have 
failed [***I21 to turn up any evidence that he caused injury to Fitzgerald. 
n9 

n9 See Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, supra, at 26. The history 
of Fitzgerald's litigation is recounted in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731. 
Butterfield was named as a defendant in the initial civil action filed by 
Fitzgerald in 1974. Harlow was named for the first time in respondent's second 
amended complaint of July 5, 1978. 

Together with their codefendant Richard Nixon, petitioners Harlow and 
Butterfield moved for summary judgment on February 12, 1980. In denying the 
motion the District Court upheld the legal sufficiency of Fitzgerald's Bivens 
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(Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971)) claim under 
the First Amendment and his "inferredn statutory causes of action under 5 U. S. 
C. @ 7211 (1976 ed., Supp. IV) and 18 U. S. C. @ 1505. n10 The court [*806] 
found that [**2732] genuine issues of disputed fact remained for resolution 
at trial. It also ruled that petitioners [***I31 were not entitled to 
absolute immunity. App. to Pet. for Cert. la-3a. 

n10 The first of these statutes, 5 U. S. C. @ 7211 (1976 ed., Supp. IV), 
provides generally that "[the] right of employees . . . to . . . furnish 
information to either House of Congress, or to a committee or Member thereof, 
may not be interfered with or denied." The second, 18 U. S. C. @ 1505, is a 
criminal statute making it a crime to obstruct congressional testimony. Neither 
expressly creates a private right to sue for damages. Petitioners argue that 
the District Court erred in finding that a private cause of action could be 
inferred under either statute, and that "special factors" present in the context 
of the federal employer-employee relationship preclude the recognition of 
respondent's Bivens action under the First Amendment. The legal sufficiency of 
respondent's asserted causes of action is not, however, a question that we view 
as properly presented for our decision in the present posture of this case. See 
n. 36, infra. 

Independently [***I41 of former President Nixon, petitioners invoked the 
collateral order doctrine and appealed the denial of their immunity defense to 
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. The Court of Appeals 
dismissed the appeal without opinion. Id., at lla-12a. Never having determined 
the immunity available to the senior aides and advisers of the President of the 
United States, we granted certiorari. 452 U.S. 959 (1981). nll 

nll As in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, our jurisdiction has been 
challenged on the basis that the District Court's order denying petitioners' 
claim of absolute immunity was not an appealable final order and that the Court 
of Appeals' dismissal of petitioners' appeal establishes that this case was 
never "inm the Court of Appeals within the meaning of 28 U. S. C. @ 1254. As the 
discuesion in Nixon establishes our jurisdiction in this case as well, we need 
not consider those challenges in this opinion. 

As we reiterated today in Nixon v. [***I51 Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, our 
decisions consistently have held that government officials are entitled to some 
form of immunity from suits for damages. As recognized at common law, public 
officers require this protection to shield them from undue interference with 
their duties and from potentially disabling threats of liability. 

[*807] Our decisions have recognized immunity defenses of two kinds. For 
officials whose special functions or constitutional status requires complete 
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protection from suit, we have recognized the defense of "absolute immunity." The 
absolute immunity of legislators, in their legislative functions, see, e. g., 
Eastland v. United States Servicemen's Fund, 421 U.S. 491 (1975), and of judges, 
in their judicial functions, see, e. g., Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 (1978), 
now is well settled. Our decisions also have extended absolute immunity to 
certain officials of the Executive Branch. These include prosecutors and 
similar officials, see Butz v. Economou, 438 U. S. 478, 508-512 (1978), executive 
officers engaged in adjudicative functions, id., at 513-517, and [***I61 the 
President of the United States, see Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731. 

For executive officials in general, however, our cases make plain that 
qualified immunity represents the norm. In Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232 
(1974), we acknowledged that high officials require greater protection than 
those with less complex discretionary responsibilities. Nonetheless, we held 
that a governor and his aides could receive the requisite protection from 
qualified or good-faith immunity. Id., at 247-248. In Butz v. Economou, supra, 
we extended the approach of Scheuer to high federal officials of the Executive 
Branch. Discussing in detail the considerations that also had underlain our 
decision in Scheuer, we explained that the recognition of a qualified immunity 
defense for high executives reflected an attempt to balance competing values: 
not only the importance of a damages remedy to protect the rights of citizens, 
438 U.S., at 504-505, but also "the need to protect officials who are required 
to exercise their discretion and the related public interest in encouraging the 
vigorous [***I71 exercise of official authority." Id., at 506. Without 
discounting the adverse consequences of denying high officials an absolute 
immunity from private lawsuits alleging constitutional violations -- 
consequences found sufficient in Spalding v. Vilas, 161 U.S. 483 (1896), and 
Barr v. Matteo, 360 U.S. 564 [*808] (1959), to warrant extension to such 
officials of absolute immunity from suits at common [**2733] law -- we 
emphasized our expectation that insubstantial suits need not proceed to trial: 

"Ineubetantial lawsuits can be quickly terminated by federal courts alert to the 
possibilities of artful pleading. Unless the complaint states a compensable 
claim for relief . . . , it should not survive a motion to dismiss. Moreover, 
the Court recognized in Scheuer that damages suits concerning constitutional 
violations need not proceed to trial, but can be terminated on a properly 
supported motion for summary judgment based on the defense of immunity. . . . 
In responding to such a motion, plaintiffs may not play dog in the manger; and 
firm application of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure will ensure that 
[***I81 federal officials are not harassed by frivolous lawsuits." 438 U.S., 
at 507-508 (citations omitted). 

Butz continued to acknowledge that the special functions of some officials 
might require absolute immunity. Butthe Court held that "federal officials who 
seek absolute exemption from personal liability for unconstitutional conduct 
must bear the burden of showing that public policy requires an exemption of that 
scope." Id., at 506. This we reaffirmed today in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, at 
747. 
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Petitioners argue that they are entitled to a blanket protection of absolute 
immunity as an incident of their offices as Presidential aides. In deciding 
this claim we do not write on an empty page. In Butz v. Economou, supra, the 
Secretary of Agriculture -- a Cabinet official directly accountable to the 
President -- asserted a defense of absolute official immunity from suit for 
civil damages. We rejected his claim. In so doing we did not question the 
power or the importance of the Secretary's office. Nor did we doubt the 
importance to the [*809] President of loyal and efficient subordinates in 
executing [***I91 his duties of office. Yet we found these factors, alone, 
to be insufficient to justify absolute immunity. "[The] greater power of [high] 
officials," we reasoned, "affords a greater potential for a regime of lawless 
conduct." 438 U.S., at 506. Damages actions against high officials were 
therefore "an important means of vindicating constitutional guarantees." Ibid. 
Moreover, we concluded that it would be "untenable to draw a distinction for 
purposes of immunity law between suits brought against state officials under 142 
U. S. C.] @ 1983 and suits brought directly under the Constitution against 
federal officials." Id., at 504. 

Having decided in Butz that Members of the Cabinet ordinarily enjoy only 
qualified immunity from suit, we conclude today that it would be equally 
untenable to hold absolute immunity an incident of the office of every 
Presidential subordinate based in the White House. Members of the Cabinet are 
direct subordinates of the President, frequently with greater responsibilities, 
both to the President and to the Nation, than White House staff. The 
considerations that supported our decision in Butz apply with [***20] equal 
force to this case. It is no disparagement of the offices held by petitioners 
to hold that Presidential aides, like Members of the Cabinet, generally are 
entitled only to a qualified immunity. 

In disputing the controlling authority of Butz, petitioners rely on the 
principles developed in Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606 (1972). n12 In 
Gravel we endorsed the view [**2734] that "it is literally impossible . . . 
for Members of Congress to perform [*810] their legislative tasks without 
the help of aides and assistantsll and that "the day-to-day work of such aidea is 
ao critical to the Members' performance that they must be treated as the 
latter's alter egos . . . . " Id., at 616-617. Having done so, we held the Speech 
and Debate Clause derivatively applicable to the "legislative acts" of a 
Senator's aide that would have been privileged if performed by the Senator 
himself. Id., at 621-622. 

n12 Petitioners also claim support from other cases that have followed Gravel 
in holding that congressional employees are derivatively entitled to the 
legislative immunity provided to United States Senators and Representatives 
under the Speech and Debate Clause. See Eastland v. United States Servicemen's 
Fund, 421 U.S. 491 (1975); Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 306 (1973). 
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Petitioners contend that the rationale of Gravel mandates a similar 
"derivative" immunity for the chief aides of the President of the United States. 
Emphasizing that the President must delegate a large measure of authority to 
execute the duties of his office, they argue that recognition of derivative 
absolute immunity is made essential by all the considerations that support 
absolute immunity for the President himself. 

Petitioners' argument is not without force. Ultimately, however, it sweeps 
too far. If the President's aides are derivatively immune because they are 
essential to the functioning of the Presidency, so should the Members of the 
Cabinet -- Presidential subordinates some of whose essential roles are 
acknowledged by the Constitution itself n13 -- be absolutely immune. Yet we 
implicitly rejected such derivative immunity in Butz. n14 Moreover, in general 
our cases have followed a "functional" approach to immunity law. We have 
recognized [*811] that the judicial, prosecutorial, and legislative 
functions require absolute immunity. But this protection has extended no 
further than its justification would warrant. In Gravel, for example, we 
emphasized [***22] that Senators and their aides were absolutely immune only 
when performing "acts legislative in nature," and not when taking other acts 
even "in their official capacity. " 408 U.S., at 625. See Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 
443 U.S. 111, 125-133 (1979). Our cases involving judges n15 and prosecutors n16 
have followed a similar line. The undifferentiated extension of absolute 
"derivative" immunity tothe President's aides therefore could not be reconciled 
with the "functional" approach that has characterized the immunity decisions of 
this Court, indeed including Gravel itself. n17 

n13 See U.S. Const., Art. 11, @ 2 ("The President . . . may require the 
Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive 
Departments, upon any Subject relatingtothe Duties oftheir respective Offices . . ."). 

n14 THE CHIEF JUSTICE, post, at 828, argues that senior Presidential aides 
work "more intimately with the President on a daily basis than does a Cabinet 
officer," and that Butz therefore is not controlling. In recent years, however, 
such men as Henry Kissinger and James Schlesinger have served in both 
Presidential advisory and Cabinet positions. Kissinger held both posts 
simultaneously. In our view it is impossible to generalize about the role of 
"offices" in an individual President's administration without reference to the 
functions that particular officeholders are assigned by the President. Butz v. 
Economou cannot be distinguished on this basis. [***23] 

n15 See, e. q., Supreme Court of Virqinia v. Consumers Union of United 
States, 446 U.S: 719,-731-737 (1980); stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, 362 
(1978). 

n16 In Imbler v. Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409, 430-431 (1976), this Court reserved 
the question whether absolute immunity would extend to "those aspects of the 
prosecutor's responsibility that cast him in the role of an administrator or 
investigative officer." Since that time the Courts of Appeals generally have 
ruled that prosecutors do not enjoy absolute immunity for acts taken in those 
capacities. See, e. g., Mancini v. Lester, 630 F.2d 990, 992 (CA3 1980); 
Forsyth v. Kleindienst, 599 F.2d 1203, 1213-1214 (CA3 1979). This Court at 
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least implicitly has drawn the same distinction in extending absolute immunity 
to executive officials when they are engaged in quasi-prosecutorial functions. 
See Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S., at 515-517. 

n17 Our decision today in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, in no way 
abrogates this general rule. As we explained in that opinion, the recognition 
of absolute immunity for all of a President's acts in office derives in 
principal part from factors unique to his constitutional responsibilities and 
station. Suits against other officials -- including Presidential aides -- 
generally do not invoke separation-of-powers considerations to the same extent 
as suits against the President himself. 

Petitioners also assert an entitlement to immunity based on the "special 
functionsn of White House aides. This form [*812] of argument accords with 
the analytical approach of our cases. For aides entrusted with discretionary 
authority in such sensitive areas as national security or foreign policy, 
absolute immunity might well be justified to protect the unhesitating 
performance of functions vital to the national interest. n18 But a "special 
f unctionsn rat ionale does not warrant a blanket recognit ion of absolute immunity 
for all Presidential aides in the performance of all their duties. This 
conclusion too follows from our decision in Butz, which establishes that an 
executive official's claim to absolute immunity must be justified by reference 
to the public interest in the special functions of his off ice, not the mere fact 
of high station. n19 

n18 Cf. United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 710-711 (1974) ("[Courts] have 
traditionally shown the utmost deference to Presidential responsibilitiesw for 
foreign policy and military affairs, and claims of privilege in this area would 
receive a higher degree of deference than invocations of "a President's 
generalized interest in confidentiality"); Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 
364 (1967) (WHITE, J., concurring) ( "We should not require the warrant procedure 
and the magistrate's judgment if the President of the United States or his chief 
legal officer, the Attorney General, has considered the requirements of national 
security and authorized electronic surveillance as reasonable1') (emphasis 
added). [***25] 

n19 Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606 (1972), points to a similar 
conclusion. We fairly may assume that some aides are assigned to act as 
Presidential "alter egos," id., at 616-617, in the exercise of functions for 
which absolute immunity is "essential for the conduct of the public business," 
Butz, supra, at 507. Cf . Gravel, supra, at 620 (derivative immunity extends only 
to acts within the "central role" of the Speech and Debate Clause in permitting 
free legislative speech and debate). By analogy to Gravel, a derivative claim 
to Presidential immunity would be strongest in such "central" Presidential 
domains as foreign policy and national security, in which the President could 
not discharge his singularly vital mandate without delegating functions nearly 
as sensitive as his own. 
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Butz also identifies the location of the burden of proof. The burden of 
justifying absolute immunity rests on the official asserting the claim. 438 
U.S., at 506. We have not of course had occasion to identify [***26] how a 
Presidential aide might carry this burden. But the general requisites are 
familiar in our cases. In order to establish entitlement to absolute immunity 
[*a131 a Presidential aide first must show that the responsibilities of his 
office embraced a function so sensitive as to require a total shield from 
liability. n20 He then must demonstrate that he was discharging the protected 
function when performing the act for which liability is asserted. n21 

n20 Here as elsewhere the relevant judicial inquiries would encompass 
considerations of public policy, the importance of which should be confirmed 
either by reference to the common law or, more likely, our constitutional 
heritage and structure. See Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, at 747-748. 

n21 The need for such an inquiry is implicit in Butz v. Economou, supra, at 
508-517; see Imbler v. Pachtman, supra, at 430-431. Cases involving immunity 
under the Speech and Debate Clause have inquired explicitly into whether 
particular acts and activities qualified for the protection of the Clause. See, 
e. g., Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111 (1979); Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 
306 (1973); Gravel v. United States, supra. 

Applying these standards to the claims advanced by petitioners Harlow and 
Butterfield, we cannot conclude on the record before us that either has shown 
that "public policy requires [for any of the functions of his office] an 
exemption of [absolute] scope." Butz, 438 U.S., at 506. Nor, assuming that 
petitioners did have functions for which absolute immunity would be warranted, 
could [**2736] we now conclude that the acts charged in this lawsuit -- if 
taken at all -- would lie within the protected area. We do not, however, 
foreclose the possibility that petitioners, on remand, could satisfy the 
standards properly applicable to their claims. 

Even if they cannot establish that their official functions require absolute 
immunity, petitioners assert that public policy at least mandates an application 
of the qualified immunity standard that would permit the defeat of insubstantial 
claims without resort to trial. We agree. 

The resolution of immunity questions inherently requires a balance between 
the evils inevitable in any available alternative. [*a141 In situations of 
abuse of office, an action for damages may offer the only realistic avenue for 
[***28] vindication of constitutional guarantees. Butz v. Economou, supra, at 
506; see Bivens v. Six Unknown Fed. Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S., at 410 ("For 
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people in Bivens' shoes, it is damages or nothing"). It is this recognition 
that has required the denial of absolute immunity to most public officers. At 
the same time, however, it cannot be disputed seriously that claims frequently 
run against the innocent as well as the guilty -- at a cost not only to the 
defendant officials, but to society as a whole. n22 These social costs include 
the expenses of litigation, the diversion of official energy from pressing 
public issues, and the deterrence of able citizens from acceptance of public 
office. Finally, there is the danger that fear of being sued will "dampen the 
ardor of all but the most resolute, or the most irresponsible [public 
officials], in the unflinching discharge of their duties." Gregoire v. Biddle, 
177 F.2d 579, 581 (CA2 1949), cert. denied, 339 U.S. 949 (1950). 

n22 See generally Schuck, Suing Our Servants: The Court, Congress, and the 
Liability of Public Officials for Damages, 1980 S. Ct. Rev. 281, 324-327. 

In identifying qualified immunity as the best attainable accommodation of 
competing values, in Butz, supra, at 507-508, as in Scheuer, 416 U.S., at 
245-248, we relied on the assumption that this standard would permit 
"[insubstantial] lawsuits [to] be quickly terminated." 438 U.S., at 507-508; see 
Hanrahan v. Hampton, 446 U.S. 754, 765 (1980) (POWELL, J., concurring in part 
and dissenting in part). n23 Yet petitioners advance persuasive arguments that 
the dismissal of insubstantial lawsuits without trial -- a factor presupposed in 
the balance of competing interests struck by [*815] our prior cases -- 
requires an adjustment of the "good faith" standard established by our 
decisions. 

n23 The importance of this consideration hardly needs emphasis. This Court 
has noted the risk imposed upon political officials who must defend their 
actions and motives before a jury. See Lake Country Estates, Inc. v. Tahoe 
Regional Planning Agency, 440 U.S. 391, 405 (1979); Tenney v. Brandhove, 341 
U.S. 367, 377-378 (1951). As the Court observed in Tenney: "In times of 
political passion, dishonest or vindictive motives are readily attributed . . . 
and as readily believed." Id., at 378. 

Qualified or "good faith1' immunity is an affirmative defense that must be 
pleaded by a defendant official. Gomez v. Toledo, 446 U.S. 635 (1980). n24 
Decisions of this Court have established that the "good faith" defense has both 
an "objective" and a "subjective" aspect. The objective element [**2737] 
involves a presumptive knowledge of and respect for "basic, unquestioned 
constitutional rights." Wood v. Strickland, 420 U.S. 308, 322 (1975). The 
subjective component refers to "permissible intentions." Ibid. 
Characteristically the Court has defined these elements by identifying the 
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circumstances in which qualified immunity would not be available. Referring 
both to the objective and subjective elements, we have held that qualified 
immunity would be defeated if an official "knew or reasonably should have known 
that the action he took within his sphere of official responsibility would 
violate the constitutional rights of the [plaintiff], or if he took the action 
with the malicious intention to cause a deprivation of constitutional rights or 
other injury . . . ." Ibid. (emphasis added). n25 

n24 Although Gomez presented the question in the context of an action under 
42 U. S. C. @ 1983, the Court's analysis indicates that "immunity" must also be 
pleaded as a defense in actions under the Constitution and laws of the United 
States. See 446 U. S., at 640. Gomez did not decide which party bore the burden 
of proof on the issue of good faith. Id., at 642 (REHNQUIST, J., concurring). 
[***31] 

n25 In Wood the Court explicitly limited its holding to the circumstances in 
which a school board member, "in the specific context of school discipline," 420 
U.S., at 322, would be stripped of claimed immunity in an action under @ 1983. 
Subsequent cases, however, have quoted the Wood formulation as a general 
statement of the qualified immunity standard. See, e. g., Procunier v. 
Navarette, 434 U.S. 555, 562-563, 566 (1978), quoted in Baker v. McCollan, 443 
U.S. 137, 139 (1979). 

The subjective element of the good-faith defense frequently has proved 
incompatible with our admonition in Butz [*816] that insubstantial claims 
should not proceed to trial. Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
provides that disputed questions of fact ordinarily may not be decided on 
motions for summary judgment. n26 And an official's subjective good faith has 
been considered to be a question of fact that some courts have regarded as 
inherently requiring resolution by a jury. n27 

n26 Rule 56(c) states that summary judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if 
the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law." In determining whether summary judgment is proper, a court 
ordinarily must look at the record in the light most favorable to the party 
opposing the motion, drawing all inferences most favorable to that party. E. 
g., Poller v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 368 U.S. 464, 473 (1962). 
[***32] 

n27 E. g., Landrum v. Moats, 576 F.2d 1320, 1329 (CA8 1978); Duchesne v. 
Sugarman, 566 F.2d 817, 832-833 (CA2 1977); cf. Hutchinson v. Proxmire, 443 
U.S., at 120, n. 9 (questioning whether the existence of "actual malice," as an 
issue of fact, may properly be decided on summary judgment in a suit alleging 
libel of a public figure). 
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In the context of Butz' attempted balancing of competing values, it now is 
clear that substantial costs attend the litigation of the subjective good faith 
of government officials. Not only are there the general costs of subjecting 
officials to the risks of trial -- distraction of officials from their 
governmental duties, inhibition of discretionary action, and deterrence of able 
people from public service. There are special costs to "subjective" inquiries 
of this kind. Immunity generally is available only to officials performing 
discretionary functions. In contrast with the thought processes accompanying 
"ministerial" tasks, the judgments surrounding discretionary action almost 
inevitably [***33] are influenced by the decisionmaker's experiences, values, 
and emotions. These variables explain in part why questions of subjective 
intent so rarely can be decided by summary judgment. Yet they also frame a 
background [*817] in which there often is no clear end to the relevant 
evidence. Judicial inquiry into subjective motivation therefore may entail 
broad-ranging discovery and the deposing of numerous persons, including an 
official's professional colleagues. n28 Inquiries of this [**2738] kind can 
be peculiarly disruptive of effective government. n29 

n28 In suits against a President's closest aides, discovery of this kind 
frequently could implicate separation-of-powers concerns. As the Court 
recognized in United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S., at 708: 

"A President and those who assist him must be free to explore alternatives in 
the process of shaping policies and making decisions and to do so in a way many 
would be unwilling to express except privately. These are the considerations 
justifying a presumptive privilege for Presidential communications. The 
privilege is fundamental to the operation of Government and inextricably rooted 
in the separation of powers under the Constitution." [***34] 

n29 As Judge Gesell observed in his concurring opinion in Halperin v. 
Kissinger, 196 U. S. App. D. C. 285, 307, 606 F.2d 1192, 1214 (1979), aff'd in 
pertinent part by an equally divided Court, 452 U.S. 713 (1981): 

"We should not close our eyes to the fact that with increasing frequency in 
this jurisdiction and throughout the country plaintiffs are filing suits seeking 
damage awards against high government officials in their personal capacities 
based on alleged constitutional torts. Each such suit almost invariably results 
in these officials and their colleagues being subjected to extensive discovery 
into traditionally protected areas, such as their deliberations preparatory to 
the formulation of government policy and their intimate thought processes and 
communications at the presidential and cabinet levels. Such discover [sic] is 
wide-ranging, time-consuming, and not without considerable cost to the officials 
involved. It is not difficult for ingenious plaintiff's counsel to create a 
material issue of fact on some element of the immunity defense where subtle 
questions of constitutional law and a decisionmaker's mental processes are 
involved. A sentence from a casual document or a difference in recollection 
with regard to a particular policy conversation held long ago would usually, 
under the normal summary judgment standards, be sufficient [to force a trial]. 

. . The effect of this development upon the willingness of individuals to serve 
their country is obvious." 
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Consistently with the balance at which we aimed in Bu~z, we conclude today 
that bare allegations of malice should not suffice to subject government 
officials either to the costs of [*818] trial or to the burdens of 
broad-reaching discovery. We therefore hold that government officials 
performing discretionary functions, generally are shielded from liability for 
civil damages insofar as their conduct does not violate clearly established 
statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have 
known. See Procunier v. Navarette, 434 U.S. 555, 565 (1978); Wood v. 
Strickland, 420 U.S., at 322. n30 

n30 This case involves no issue concerning the elements of the immunity 
available to state officials sued for constitutional violations under 42 U. S. 
C. @ 1983. We have found previously, however, that it would be "untenable to 
draw a distinction for purposes of immunity law between suits brought against 
state officials under @ 1983 and suits brought directly under the Constitution 
against federal officials." Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S., at 504. 

Our decision in no way diminishes the absolute immunity currently available 
to officials whose functions have been held to require a protection of this 
scope. 

Reliance on the objective reasonableness of an official's conduct, as 
measured by reference to clearly established law, n31 should avoid excessive 
disruption of government and permit the resolution of many insubstantial claims 
on summary judgment. On summary judgment, the judge appropriately may 
determine, not only the currently applicable law, but whether that law was 
clearly established at the time an action occurred. n32 If the law at that time 
was not clearly established, an official could not reasonably be expected to 
anticipate subsequent legal developments, nor could he fairly be said to "known 
that the law forbade conduct not previously identified as unlawful. Until this 
threshold immunity question is resolved, discovery should not be allowed. If 
the law was clearly established, the immunity defense ordinarily [*819] 
should fail, since a reasonably competent public official should know the law 
governing his conduct. Nevertheless, if the official pleading the defense 
claims extraordinary circumstances and can prove that he neither knew nor should 
have known of the relevant legal standard, the defense should be sustained. But 
again, the defense would turn [***37] primarily on objective factors. 

n31 This case involves no claim that Congress has expressed its intent to 
impose "no fault" tort liability on high federal officials for violations of 
particular statutes or the Constitution. 
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n32 As in Procunier v. Navarette, 434 U.S., at 565, we need not define here 
the circumstances under which "the state of the law" should be "evaluated by 
reference to the opinions of this Court, of the Courts of Appeals, or of the 
local District Court." 

By defining the limits of qualified immunity essentially in objective terms, 
we provide [**2739] no license to lawless conduct. The public interest in 
deterrence of unlawful conduct and in compensation of victims remains protected 
by a test that focuses on the objective legal reasonableness of an official's 
acts. Where an official could be expected to know that certain conduct would 
violate statutory or constitutional rights, he should be made to hesitate; and 
a 
person who suffers injury caused by such conduct may [***38] have a cause of 
action. n33 But where an official's duties legitimately require action in which 
clearly established rights are not implicated, the public interest may be better 
served by action taken "with independence and without fear of consequences." 
Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547, 554 (1967). n34 

n33 Cf. Procunier v. Navarette, supra, at 565, quoting Wood v. Strickland, 
420 U.S., at 322 ("Because they could not reasonably have been expected to be 
aware of a constitutional right that had not yet been declared, petitioners did 
not act with such disregard for the established law that their conduct 'cannot 
reasonably be characterized as being in good faith'"). 

n34 We emphasize that our decision applies only to suits for civil damages 
arising from actions within the scope of an official's duties and in "objective" 
good faith. We express no view as to the conditions in which injunctive or 
declaratory relief might be available. 

In this case [***39] petitioners have asked us to hold that the 
respondent's pretrial showings were insufficient to survive their motion for 
summary judgment. n35 We think it appropriate, [*820] however, to remand the 
case to the District Court for its reconsideration of this issue in light of 
this opinion. n36 The trial court is more familiar with the record so far 
developed and also is better situated to make any such further findings as may 
be necessary. 

n35 In Butz, we admonished that "insubstantial" suits against high public 
officials should not be allowed to proceed to trial. 438 U.S., at 507. See 
Schuck, supra n. 22, at 324-327. We reiterate this admonition. Insubstantial 
lawsuits undermine the effectiveness of government as contemplated by our 
constitutional structure, and "firm application of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure" is fully warranted in such cases. 438 U.S., at 508. 
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n36 Petitioners also have urged us, prior to the remand, to rule on the legal 
sufficiency of respondent's "implied" causes of action under 5 U. S. C. @ 7211 
(1976 ed., Supp. IV) and 18 U. S. C. @ 1505 and his Bivens claim under the First 
Amendment. We do not view petitioners' argument on the statutory question as 
insubstantial. Cf. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Curran, 456 
U.S. 353, 377-378 (1982) (controlling question in implication of statutory 
causes of action is whether Congress affirmatively intended to create a damages 
remedy); Middlesex County Sewerage Auth. v. National Sea Clammers Assn., 453 
U.S. 1 (1981) (same); Texas Industries, Inc. v. Radcliff Materials, Inc., 451 
U.S. 630, 638-639 (1981) (same). Nor is the Bivens question. Cf. Bush v. 
Lucae, 647 F.2d 573, 576 (CA5 1981) (holding that the "unique relationship 
between the Federal Government and its civil service employees is a special 
consideration which counsels hesitation in inferring a Bivens remedy"). As in 
Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, however, we took jurisdiction of the case 
only to resolve the immunity question under the collateral order doctrine. We 
therefore think it appropriate to leave these questions for fuller consideration 
by the District Court and, if necessary, by the Court of Appeals. 

The judgment of the Court of Appeals is vacated, and the case is remanded for 
further action consistent with this opinion. 

So ordered. 

CONCURBY: BRENNAN; WHITE; MARSHALL; BLACKMUN; REHNQUIST 

CONCUR: JUSTICE BRENNAN, with whom JUSTICE MARSHALL and JUSTICE BLACKMUN join, 
concurring. 

I agree with the substantive standard announced by the Court today, imposing 
liability when a public-official defendant [*a211 "knew or should have 
known" of the constitutionally violative effect of his actions. Ante, at 815, 
819. This standard would not allow the official who actually knows that he was 
violating the law to escape liability for his actions, even if he could not 
"reasonably have been expected" to know what he actually did know. Ante, at 
819, [**2740] n. 33. Thus the clever and unusually well-informed violator 
of constitutional rights will not evade just punishment for his crimes. I also 
agree that this standard applies "across the board," to all "government 
officiale performing discretionary functions." Ante, at 818. I write separately 
only to note that given this standard, it seems inescapable to me that some 
measure of discovery may sometimes be required to determine exactly [***41] 
what a public-official defendant did "know" at the time of his actions. In this 
respect the issue before us is very similar to that addressed in Herbert v. 
Lando, 441 U.S. 153 (1979), in which the Court observed that "[to] erect an 
impenetrable barrier to the plaintiff's use of such evidence on his side of the 
case is a matter of some substance, particularly when defendants themselves are 
prone to assert their [good faith] . . . ." Id., at 170. Of course, as the Court 
has already noted, ante, at 818-819, summary judgment will be readily available 
to public-official defendants whenever the state of the law was so ambiguous at 
the time of the alleged violation that it could not have been "known" then, 
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and thus liability could not ensue. In my view, summary judgment will also be 
readily available whenever the plaintiff cannot prove, as a threshold matter, 
that a violation of his constitutional rights actually occurred. I see no 
reason why discovery of defendants' "knowledge" should not be deferred by the 
trial judge pending decision of any motion of defendants for summary judgment on 
grounds such as these. Cf. Herbert v. Lando, supra, at 180, n. 4 [***42] 
(POWELL, J., concurring). 

JUSTICE BRENNAN, JUSTICE WHITE, JUSTICE MARSHALL, and JUSTICE BLACKMUN, 
concurring. 

We join the Court's opinion but, having dissented in Nixon [*822] v. 
Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, we disassociate ourselves from any implication in the 
Court's opinion in the present case that Nixon v. Fitzgerald was correctly 
decided. 

JUSTICE REHNQUIST, concurring. 

At such time as a majority of the Court is willing to reexamine our holding 
in Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478 (1978), I shall join in that undertaking with 
alacrity. But until that time comes, I agree that the Court's opinion in this 
case properly disposes of the issues presented, and I therefore join it. 

DISSENTBY: BURGER 

DISSENT: CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER, dissenting. 

The Court today decides in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, ante, p. 731, what has been 
taken for granted for 190 years, that it is implicit in the Constitution that a 
President of the United States has absolute immunity from civil suits arising 
out of official acts as Chief Executive. I agree fully that absolute immunity 
for official acts of the President is, like executive privilege, "fundamental to 
the operation of Government and [***43] inextricably rooted in the separation 
of powers under the Constitution." United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 708 
(1974). nl 

nl As I noted in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, Presidential immunity for official acts 
while in office has never been seriously questioned until very recently. See 
ante, at 758, n. 1 (BURGER, C. J., concurring). 

In this case the Court decides that senior aides of the President do not have 
derivative immunity from the President. I am at a loss, however, to reconcile 
this conclusion with our holding in Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606 
(1972). The Court reads Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478 (1978), as resolving that 
question; I do not. Butz is clearly distinguishable. n2 

n2 If indeed there is an irreconcilable conflict between Gravel and Butz, the 
Court has an obligation to try to harmonize its holdings -- or at least tender 
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a reasonable explanation. The Court has done neither. 

[ *823 ] [**2741] In Gravel we held that it is implicit in the 
Constitution that aides of Members of Congress have absolute immunity for acts 
performed for Members in relation to their legislative function. We viewed the 
aides' immunity as deriving from the Speech or Debate Clause, which provides 
that "for any Speech or Debate in either House, [Senators and Representatives] 
shall not be questioned in any other Place." Art. I, @ 6, cl. 1 (emphasis 
added). Read literally, the Clause would, of course, limit absolute immunity 
only to the Member and only to speech and debate within the Chamber. But we 
have read much more into this plain language. The Clause says nothing about 
"legislative acts" outside the Chambers, but we concluded that the Constitution 
grants absolute immunity for legislative acts not only "in either House" but in 
committees and conferences and in reports on legislative activities. 

Nor does the Clause mention immunity for congressional aides. Yet, going far 
beyond any words found in the Constitution itself, we held that a Member's aides 
who implement policies and decisions of the Member are entitled to the same 
absolute immunity as a Member. [***45] It is hardly an overstatement to say 
that we thus avoided a "literalistic approach," Gravel, supra, at 617, and 
instead looked to the structure of the Constitution and the evolution of the 
function of the Legislative Branch. In short, we drew this immunity for 
legislative aides from a functional analysis of the legislative process in the 
context of the Constitution taken as a whole and in light of 20th-century 
realities. Neither Presidents nor Members of Congress can, a8 they once did, 
perform all their constitutional duties personally. n3 

n3 A Senator's allotment for staff varies significantly, but can range from 
as few as 17 to over 70 persons, in addition to committee staff aides who 
perform important legislative functions for Members. S. Doc. No. 97-19, pp. 
27-106 (1981). House Members have roughly 18 to 26 assistants at any one time, 
in addition to committee staff aides. H. R. Doc. No. 97-113, pp. 28-174 (1981). 

[*824] We very properly recognized in Gravel that the central purpose 
[***46] of a Member's absolute immunity would be "diminished and frustratedw 
if the legislative aides were not also protected by the same broad immunity. 
Speaking for the Court in Gravel, JUSTICE WHITE agreed with the Court of Appeals 
that 

"it is literally impossible, in view of the complexities of the modern 
legislative process, with Congress almost constantly in session and matters of 
legislative concern constantly proliferating, for Members of Congress to perform 
their legislative tasks without the help of aides and assistants; that the 
day-to-day work of such aides is so critical to the Members' performance that 
they must be treated as the latter's alter egos; and that if they are not so 
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recognized, the central role of the Speech or Debate Clause -- to prevent 
intimidation of legislators by the Executive and accountability before a 
possibly hostile judiciary . . . -- will inevitably be diminished and 
frustrated." 408 U.S., at 616-617 (emphasis added). 

I joined in that analysis and continue to agree with it, for without absolute 
immunity for these "elbow aides," who are indeed "alter egos," a Member could 
not effectively discharge all of the assigned [***47] constitutional 
functions of a modern legislator. 

The Court has made this reality a matter of our constitutional jurisprudence. 
How can we conceivably hold that a President of the United States, who 
represents a vastly larger constituency than does any Member of Congress, should 
not have "alter egos" with comparable immunity? To perform the constitutional 
duties assigned to the Executive would be "literally impossible, in view of the 
complexities of the modern [Executive] process, . . . without the help of 
[*825] aides and assistants." n4 Id., at 616. [**2742] These words reflect 
the precise analysis of Gravel, and this analysis applies with at least as much 
force to a President. The primary layer of senior aides of a President -- like 
a Senator's "alter egos" -- are literally at a President's elbow, with offices 
a 
few feet or at most a few hundred feet from his own desk. The President, like 
a 
Member of Congress, may see those personal aides many times in one day. They 
are indeed the President's "arms" and "fingers" to aid in performing his 
constitutional duty to see "that the laws [are] faithfully executed." Like a 
Member of Congress, [***48] but on a vastly greater scale, the President 
cannot personally implement a fraction of his own policies and day-to-day 
decisions . n5 

n4 In the early years of the Republic, Members of Congress and Presidents 
performed their duties without staffs of aides and assistants. Washington and 
Jefferson spent much of their time on their plantations. Congress did not even 
appropriate funds for a Presidential clerk until 1857. Lincoln opened his own 
mail, Cleveland answered the phone at the White House, and Wilson regularly 
typed his own speeches. S. Wayne, The Legislative Presidency 30 (1978). 
Whatever may have been the situation beginning under Washington, Adams, and 
Jefferson, we know today that the Presidency functions with a staff that 
exercises a wide spectrum of authority and discretion and directly assists the 
President in carrying out constitutional duties. 

n5 JUSTICE WHITE'S dissent in Nixon v. Fitzgerald today expresses great 
concern that a President may "cause serious injury to any number of citizens 
even though he knows his conduct violates a statute . . . ." Ante, at 764. What 
the dissent wholly overlooks, however, is the plain fact that the absolute 
immunity does not protect a President for acts outside the constitutional 
function of a President. 

For some inexplicable reason the Court declines to recognize the realities in 
the workings of the Office of a President, despite the Court's cogent 
recognition in Gravel concerning the realities of the workings of 20th-century 
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Members of Congress. Absent equal protection for a President's aides, how will 
Presidents be free from the risks of "intimidation . . . by [Congress] and 
accountability before a possibly hostile [*826] judiciary?" Gravel, 408 
U.S., at 617. Under today's holding in this case the functioning of the 
Presidency will inevitably be "diminished and frustrated." Ibid. 

Preciselythe same public policy considerations on which the Court now relies 
in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, and that we relied on only recently in Gravel, are fully 
applicable to senior Presidential aides. The Court's opinion in Nixon v. 
Fitzgerald correctly points out that if a President were subject to suit, 
awareness of personal vulnerability to suit "frequently could distract a 
President from his public duties, to the detriment of not only the President and 
his office but also the Nation that the Presidency was designed to serve." Ante, 
at 753. [***50] This same negative incentive will permeate the inner 
workings of the Office of the President if the Chief Executive's "alter egosw 
are not protected derivatively from the immunity of the President. In addition, 
exposure to civil liability for official acts will result in constant judicial 
questioning, through judicial proceedings and pretrial discovery, into the inner 
workings of the Presidential Office beyond that necessary to maintain the 
traditional checks and balances of our constitutional structure. n6 

n6 The same remedies for checks on Presidential abuse also will check abuses 
by the comparatively small group of senior aides who act as "alter egos" of the 
President. The aides serve at the pleasure of the President and thus may be 
removed by the President. Congressional and public scrutiny maintain a constant 
and pervasive check on abuses, and such aides may be prosecuted criminally. See 
Nixon, ante, at 757. However, a criminal prosecution cannot be commenced absent 
careful consideration by a grand jury at the request of a prosecutor; the same 
check is not present with respect to the commencement of civil suits in which 
advocates are subject to no realistic accountability. 

I challenge the Court and the dissenters in Nixon v. Fitzgerald who join in 
the instant holding to say that the effectiveness of Presidential aides will not 
"inevitably be diminished and frustrated," Gravel, supra, at 617, if they must 
weigh every act and decision in relation to the risks of future [*827] 
lawsuits. The Gravel Court took note of the burdens on congressional aides: the 
stress of long [**2743] hours, heavy responsibilities, constant exposure to 
harassment of the political arena. Is the Court suggesting the stresses are 
less for Presidential aides? By construing the Constitution to give only 
qualified immunity to senior Presidential aides we give those key "alter egosn 
only lawsuits, winnable lawsuits perhaps, but lawsuits nonetheless, with stress 
and effort that will disperse and drain their energies and their purses. n7 

n7 The Executive Branch may as a matter of grace supply some legal 
assistance. The Department of Justice has a longstanding policy of representing 
federal officers in civil suits involving conduct performed within the scope of 
their employment. In addition, the Department provides for retention of 
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private legal counsel when necessary. See Senate Subcommittee on Administrative 
Practice and Procedure of the Committee on the Judiciary, Justice Department 
Retention of Private Legal Counsel to Represent Federal Employees in Civil 
Lawsuite, 95th Cong., 2d Sees. (Comm. Print 1978). The Congress frequently pays 
the expensee of defending its Members even as to acts wholly outside the 
legislative function. 

In this Court we witness the new filing of as many as 100 cases a week, many 
utterly frivolous and even bizarre. Yet the defending party in many of these 
cases may have spent or become liable for thousands of dollars in litigation 
expense. Hundreds of thousands of other cases are disposed of without reaching 
this Court. When we see the myriad irresponsible and frivolous cases regularly 
filed in American courts, the magnitude of the potential risks attending 
acceptance of public office emerges. Those potential risks inevitably will be 
a 
factor in discouraging able men and women from entering public service. 

We -- judges collectively -- have held that the common law provides us with 
absolute immunity for ourselves with respect to judicial acts, however erroneous 
or ill-advised. See, e. g., Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 (1978). Are the 
lowest ranking of 27,000 or more judges, thousands of prosecutors, and thousands 
of congressional aides -- an aggregate [*828] of not less than 75,000 in all -- entitled to greater protection than two senior aides of a President? 

Butz v. Economou, 438 U.S. 478 (1978), does not dictate that senior 
[***53] Presidential aides be given only qualified immunity. Butz held only 
that a Cabinet officer exercising discretion was not entitled to absolute 
immunity; we need not abandon that holding. A senior Presidential aide works 
more intimately with the President on a daily basis than does a Cabinet officer, 
directly implementing Presidential decisions literally from hour to hour. 

In his dissent today in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, JUSTICE WHITE states that the 
"Court now applies the dissenting view in Butz to the Office of the President." 
Ante, at 764. However, this suggests that a President and his Cabinet officers, 
who serve only "during the pleasure of the President," are on the same plane 
conetitutionally. It wholly fails to distinguish the role of a President or his 
"elbow aides" from the role of Cabinet officers, who are department heads rather 
than "alter egos." It would be in no sense inconsistent to hold that a 
President's personal aides have greater immunity than Cabinet officers. 

The Court's analysis in Gravel demonstrates that the question of derivative 
immunity does not and should not depend on a person's rank or position in the 
hierarchy, but [***54] on the function performed by the person and the 
relationship of that person to the superior. Cabinet officers clearly outrank 
United States Attorneys, yet qualified immunity is accorded the former and 
absolute immunity the latter; rank is important only to the extent that the rank 
determines the function to be performed. The function of senior Presidential 
aides, as the "alter egos" of the President, is an integral, inseparable part of 
the function of the President. n8 JUSTICE WHITE [*829] was clearly 
[**2744] correct in Gravel, stating that Members of Congress could not 
"perform their legislative tasks without the help of aides and assistants; [and] 
that the day-to-day work of such aides is so critical to the Members' 
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performance that they must be treated as the latter's alter egos . . . ." 408 
U.S., at 616-617. 

n8 This Court had no trouble reconciling Gravel with Kilbourn v. Thompson, 
103 U.S. 168 (1881). In Kilbourn the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of 
Representatives was held not to share the absolute immunity enjoyed by the 
Members of Congress who ordered that officer to act. 

By ignoring Gravel and engaging in a wooden application of Bu~z, the Court 
significantly undermines the functioning of the Office of the President. Under 
the Court's opinion in Nixon today it is clear that Presidential immunity 
derives from the Constitution as much as congressional immunity comes from that 
source. Can there rationally be one rule for congressional aides and another 
for Presidential aides simply because the initial absolute immunity of each 
derives from different aspects of the Constitution? I find it inexplicable why 
the Court makes no effort to demonstrate why the Chief Executive of the Nation 
should not be assured that senior staff aides will have the same protection as 
the aides of Members of the House and Senate. 
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M E M O R A N D U M  

TO: ROBERT MOORE 

FROM: MARY ANN HOOK 

DATE: APRIL 16 

 his memo will summarize three recent government reports regarding 
travel by government officials. 

1. Review of GAO's Report on 'IPolicies on Government Official's Use 
of 89th Military Airlift Wing Aircraft." This is an April 1992 
publication done at the request of Representative Horton, ranking 
minority member, Committee on Government Operations. 

Rep. Horton requested that GAO review the use of military 
aircraft by executive and legislative branch officials. GAO was 
asked to determine whether the policies to use aircraft in the 89th 
Wing were 1) consistent and uniform for both branches, 2) policies 
were adequate to prevent abuse, 3) proper reimbursement policies 
exist where appropriate and 4 )  sufficient enforcement safeguards 
exist to ensure policy compliance. GAO concluded the policies were 
broad and vague and that there is no verification regarding 
compliance with policies. GAO suggests policies and implementation 
are inadequate. In the future, GAO recommends that policy be 
clarified. GAO additionally suggested that use of the aircraft be 
documented and compliance be monitored. 

Although the MAC aircraft does not fall under the jurisdiction 
of the 89th wing, the policies of the 89th wing and the MAC system 
are similar in regards to justification of the use of aircraft. 
Therefore, the Commission must be aware that MAC is subject to the 
same GAO and public scrutiny that the 89th air wing is subject to 
regarding proper usage of the aircraft. In conclusion, GAO is not 
satisfied with the checks and monitoring procedures that are 
intended to prevent abuses in the military transport system. This 
conclusion presents the chance that GAO may be asked to review 
other military aircraft usage including the MAC system. 

2. Review of GAO Report "Military Aircraft, Travel by Selected 
Executive Branch Officials." This April 1992 report was requested 
by Congress. 

GAO reviewed data on the use of military aircraft by 11 
executive branch officials from January 21, 1989 through March 31, 
1991. The report discusses, 1) the extent of travel by the 
officials on military aircraft, 2) identifies the policies 
governing that travel, 3) discusses compliance with certain travel 
policies and 4 )  identifies the operating costs of military aircraft 



used for political and personal travel. 

This report again is not on point for the Commissionls 
purposes however, it does provide insight into problems with 
executive branch travel on military aircraft. To determine if there 
was proper compliance with travel policies the GAO identified the 
requirements and 1) looked to see if the travel was authorized, 2) 
if justification was made in accordance with existing criteria, 3) 
if reimbursements were made when travel was for political or 
personal travel. 

The Commission should be cognizant of the above criteria. The 
GAO obtained all voucher and other document, travel schedules of 
executive branch, invitations to events and correspondence in order 
to investigate the travel. Costs of the use of military aircraft 
for travel were computed to determine if proper reimbursements were 
made to the government. 

This report did not make recommendations. It listed the date, 
itinerary, purpose of the trip and aircraft used for each travel 
excursion. Again, this report sets a precedence on how the GAO 
could investigate Commission travel on MAC aircraft. The Commission 
should be aware of the detail that GAO investigated for this study. 
For example: 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of Trip 

3/22/89 Maine Helicopter Washington, D.C. 0fficial:attended 
to Lancaster, PA meeting and a 
Wilmington, DE address. (Mr. 
and return Thornburgh was 

also on trip.) 

3. GSA conducted an interim report on its continuing audit of the 
GSA1s program for management oversight of the Federal Governmentls 
civilian aircraft fleet. This report was requested by Senator Jim 
Sasser, chairman of Subcommittee on General Services, Committee on 
Government Affairs. The report was issued March 31, 1992. 

The report is deemed winformationalll and not an audit. It 
reports on the state of GSA1s ability to meet its responsibilities 
on oversight of civilian aircraft. A second report regarding the 
state of agencies1 compliance with requirements for operations and 
management of aircraft is being planned by GSA. It should be noted 
that only 10% of the total fleet is suitable for travel. The fleet 
is civilian and thus for Commission purposes, this report is 
applicable only to the extent that it shows Congressional interest 
in streamlining government travel and the interest in closely 
monitoring perks afforded to government employees. 



TO: ROBERT MOORE 
FROM: MARY HOOK 
DATE: APRIL 8, 1992 
RE: MAC TRAVEL 

Below are rough, paraphrased conversations re: MAC 

Wald: 

I spoke with him before anyone else. He was very general and almost 
defensive. He referred me to the Office of the Vice Chief of Staff 
for Airlift, Lt. Col Paul Shutt when I asked what procedures must 
be followed on our part to ensure the Commissioner's compliance 
with our statute and the space available regulations. Wald said 
that space available procedures were always followed by the Air 
Force re: MACs because of GAO audits. Wald said that Shutt would 
provide more details on how the scheduling was done. 

Lt. Col. Shutt: 

No new useful information. Told me to call Col Tope1 at the 
Andrews. Tope1 was a MAC contact. 

Lee Bradley, General Counsel for DOD: 

MAC'S regulations: no reservations, call 30-60 days in advance, 
eligible only if space, priority given to active duty even before 
four-star generals retired status, never guaranteed. She suggested 
Col. Topel. 

Col Topel: 

Provided regulation but couldn't send me a copy since it was 65 
pages. He stated that after travel orders were submitted TDy orders 
were established, authorized and request made for C-21. He said 
that if flight was scheduled there was no charge. When asked who 
authorized the C-21 for the particular flight he said to call OSD 
Executive Secretariat. Contact name Lt. Col. Tom Mascot. 

Mascot : 

Mascot was out of the office, I spoke to Lt. Col. Beavers. He 
proceeded to tell me about travel for more than one commissioner on 
a field trip. I told him our situation and he said that they didn't 
authorize space available on "onesees or twosees," ( one or two 
person travel). I asked who did he said Joan Diamond at the OSD 
travel office. 

Diamond : 

I attempted to call numerous times. However, I have the idea that 
this is a civilian travel agent person and that I was on a wild 



goose chase. I called Messenger- see note below and am currently 
planning to go to the Pentagon to get regulation. 

Messenger: 

He does work with VIP travel yet he was unfamiliar with the 
Commission. He said that Lt. Col. Vic Wald signs the travel orders. 
He referred me to Wald. 

Carrie Green: 
Col. Messenger worked out the details for Mr. Herres to travel on 
MAC. He said that the White House Military liaison gave the 
Commissioner a priority rating to allow him to travel on MAC. The 
orders are signed by Col Messenger. Messenger and Carrie Green are 
good friends thus making this situation even muddier. Green said 
that he believes that the Air Force has the clearance it needs to 
insure Herres an aircraft. 

Conclusions: 

We are asking the Air Force if they are following their own space 
available requirements. Therefore, they are being defensive and 
protective. No one would imagine giving preference to a retired 
four star. If space is available and if plane needs training time 
then the flight is approved. Realistically, I was told that planes 
are always coming out to D.C. so flights could probably be 
justified from San Antonio to here. Additionally, the Air Force is 
concerned re: GAO and following their regulations. We need to be 
concerned whether the spirit of the regulation is being followed 
enough to negate attack from the press. 

Green concerned me in his comments when he said that he was good 
friends with Messenger and that Messenger said no problem there 
will always be a plane for Herres. 

The White House probably in naivete gave the Commissioner a high 
priority - level 5 for travel. If we don't address this, we are 
looking at "setting up the White Housew for criticism as well. 

A possible approach may be to inform the Commissioner re: potential 
problems, try to get the priority level removed and to inform the 
air force that we must be sensitive to the flights of Herres. We 
could ask for copies of their paperwork. We could limit the 
requests to D.C. trips only if we think the Air Force will Itsend a 
jet to Herres." 

Let me know what you want me to do. I would be happy to make any 
calls. The regulations will be helpful to read but since we can't 
enforce the way we would interpret them I don't think having them 
necessarily will solve our immediate potential problem. I would be 
ahppy to go to th elibary and find them this afternoon if you want. 
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GAO United States 
General Accounting OfRce 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

National Security and 
International Affairs Division 

April 9, 1992 

The Honorable Frank Horton 
Ranking Minority Member 
Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Mr. Horton: 

This report responds to your request that we review the 
policies governing the use of military aircraft from the 
Air Force's 89th Military Airlift Wing by executive branch 
officials and Members of Congress. .To provide more 
assurance that the 89th Wing aircraft are being used 
appropriately and consistently, our report recommends 
clarification of the policies on use of the aircraft. 

We are sending copies of this report to the congressional 
leadership, the Executive Office of the President; the 
Secretaries of Defense, State, Energy, Treasury, and the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force; the Attorney General; the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; the Director, Office of 
Management and Budget; and to other congressional 
committees and offices. We will also make copies 
available to others upon request. 

Please contact me at (202) 275-5518 if you or your staff 
have any questions concerning this report. Major 
contributors to this report are listed in appendix I. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 



Executive Summarv 

PURPOSE 

The Air Force's 89th Military Airlift Wing provides worldwide 
airlift for the President, the Vice President, and other high 
ranking dignitaries of the United States and foreign governments. 

The Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Government 
Operations requested that GAO review the use of military aircraft 
by executive and legislative branch officials. Specifically, GAO 
agreed.to examine the policies that prescribe the use of 89th 
Wing aircraft and to determine whether (1) the policies were 
consistent and uniform for both branches, (2) they were adequate 
to prevent abuse, (3) proper reimbursement policies existed where 
appropriate, and (4) sufficient enforcement safeguards existed to 
ensure policy compliance. 

BACKGROUND 

When not used for higher priority purposes, 20 of the 22 aircraft 
in the 89th Wing's inventory are available for use by many 
executive and legislative branch officials and their parties. 
The Wing's other two aircraft are for the President's exclusive 
use. In addition, the military departments have about 390 
operational support aircraft that are generally available for use 
by government officials. The use of the 89th Wing aircraft as 
well as other military aircraft by government officials is 
addressed in a variety of official policy documents, including 
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-126. The policies 
generally describe circumstances under which use of the aircraft 
may be authorized but do not dictate or prescribe their use. 

The 89th Wing has averaged about 900 trips each of the last 
several years. The President, White House officials, and others 
traveling for the White House are the most frequent users of the 
89th Wing aircraft, with Department of Defense officials a close 
second, and congressional trabe~eis third. GAO estimates that 
the cost of operations, excluding depreciation, for the 89th Wing 
for fiscal year 1991 was at least $150 million. 

RESULTS IN BRIEF 

The policies that address the use of military aircraft are so - b w a n d  vague as to have little impact on the use of the 89th 
Wing aircraft by either executive or legislative branch 
officials. The use of the aircraft is free of charge to all but 
a few users and no one independently verifies compliance,with -- the 4 
policies. GAO believes the policies and their implementation are 
inadequate and do not provide assurance that the Wing is being 
used appropriately and consistently. GAO believes that the 
policies should clearly state that the 89th Wing should be used 
only on an exce tion basis and that a documented justification be -he- available to emonstrate that each use was appropriate. 
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS 

Policies Do Not Define or S~ecifv Who Mav Travel 

~lthough the policies state that the 89th Wing aircraft are to be 
used only for official business, they do not define "official 
businessw or the circumstances in which use of these aircraft 
would or would not be appropriate. Accordingly, almost any 
travel by high-level executive branch officials or Members of 
Congress can be justified, at the traveler's discretion, as 
"officialw and qualify for use of 89th Wing aircraft. Also, 
several executive branch officials in addition to the President 
and Vice President have special authorization to use government 
aircraft whenever they travel by air. About 26 percent of the 
trips on 89th Wing aircraft during GAO's review period were taken 
by such individuals. 

Policies Do Not Guide or Restrict Officials' Travel 

A general policy established by Circular A-126 is that the use of 
government aircraft should be restricted to situations where it 
is cost-effective or where commercial aircraft services cannot 
meet the travel requirement. However, those restrictions do not 
have a major impact on officials' travel on 89th Wing aircraft. 
For example, the cost of using the 89th Wing aircraft is rarely 
considered because (1) travelers can readily assert that 
commercial aircraft services were not available to adequately 
meet their needs and, therefore, do not need to prepare a cost 
comparison, and (2) most user agencies, including the White 
House, Congress, and Department of Defense, do not reimburse the 
Air Force for using the aircraft. 

Policies Are Not Activelv Enforced 

The Air Force limits its role to scheduling and operating the 
89th Wing aircraft. While Circular A-126 states that each use of 
the aircraft is to be justified and documented, the Air Force 
does not, nor does anyone else, independently verify that 
officials requesting use of the 89th Wing aircraft have complied 
with the policies. The assumption by the Air Force is that 
travelers have complied with the policies. 

Policies Unclear on Spouses Travelina With Officials 

The Secretary of Defense may, under certain conditions, approve 
the travel of officials' spouses and/or dependents. For at least 
some trips taken during GAO's review period, spouses of executive 
and legislative branch officials were approved to travel without 
reimbursement. GAO believes that a governmentwide policy is 
needed to clarify the circumstances when nonofficial passengers 
may travel on government aircraft and when reimbursements may be 
required. While some reimbursements are made, no one 
independently verifies that all nonofficial passengers on 89th 
Wing aircraft that should have reimbursed have done so and at the 
appropriate rates. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that Circular A-126 and the other policies that 
address executive branch use of the 89th Wing aircraft be 
clarified Lo provide better assurance that the aircraft are being 
used appropriately and consistently, as discussed below. GAO 
also recomnlends that the Congress adopt similar policies for the 
legislative branch officials' use of 89th Wing aircraft. 

The revised executive branch policy and the new congressional 
policy should (1) clearly describe how, when, by whom, and for 
what purposes the 89th Wing aircraft should be used; (2) provide 
specific guidance on how travelers should determine whether 
commercial aircraft services are available; (3) provide explicit 
guidance as to when and how travelers are to make cost 
comparisons; (4) clearly identify the circumstances under which 
both official and nonofficial travelers should reimburse the 
government for their travel and the appropriate amount to be 
reimbursed; and (5) clearly specify the extent to which 
compliance with each of these policies should be documented and 
controlled. 

AGENCY C0MM:ENTS 

As requested, GAO did not obtain agency comments on a draft of 
this report. However, GAO sought the views of responsible 
executive and legislative branch officials during the course of 
its work and incorporated them where appropriate. GAO held 
discussions with officials from the Office of Management and 
Budget, which recently proposed revising its Circular A-126. On 
April 8, 1992, those officials agreed to consider this report's 
conclusions and recommendation in revising the Circular. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The 89th Military Airlift Wing, located at Andrews Air Force 
Base, Maryland, is a component of the Air Force's Military 
Airlift Command. The mission of the 89th Wing is to provide safe 
and reliable worldwide airlift for the President of the United 
States, the Vice President, cabinet members, and other high 
ranking dignitaries of the United States and foreign governments. 

ASSETS OF THE 89th WING 

The first "special mission" aircraft were specifically designated 
to transport high-ranking government officials in 1936. The 
1254th Air Transport Squadron, which subsequently became the 89th 
Wing, was established in 1948 with 11 aircraft. As of December 
1991, the 89th Wing had 22 fixed-wing aircraft and 19 
helicopters. The helicopters are used to meet transportation 
needs in the Washington, D.C., area and are not discussed in this 
report. The Wing also has two C-12 aircraft that are used for 
training and, according to Air Force officials, are generally not 
available for transporting government officials. Figures 1.1, 
1.2, and 1.3 show several of the Wing's aircraft. Table 1.1 
lists the 89th Wing aircraft and some of their key 
characteristics. 

Table 1.1: The 89th Wing's Inventory of Aircraft as of December 
1991 

Quant i tv Model year Maximum ranae 
( hours ) 

Seatinq 
ca~acitv 

The two VC-25As are the most recent additions to the inventory 
and are for the President's exclusive use. However, on occasion, 
he also uses other aircraft, such as the C-2OCs, as his travel 
needs dictate. When the President is on board any of these 
aircraft, it is referred to as "Air Force One." 



Figure  1.1: C-20 



Figure 1.2: C-9 



Figure 1.3: C-137 
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At any one time, some of the Wing's aircraft may be out of 
service for regularly scheduled maintenance. According to an Air 
Force official, an average of about 17 to 19 of the 22 aircraft 
are available on a daily basis. The 89th Wing has averaged about 
900 trips for each of the last several years. 

Annual funding for the operation of the 89th Wing is spread over 
several program elements and a complete estimate of the annual 
cost to.operate the Wing was not available. Using Air Force 
data, we estimate that the Wing's cost of operations for fiscal 
year 1991 was at least $150 million. That estimate includes pay 
for about 1,600 military and civilian personnel, aircraft fuel,' 
contractor logistics support for aircraft maintenance, and a 
variety of other operating and maintenance expenses. The 
estimate does not include any depreciation of existing aircraft, 
acquisition costs for new aircraft, or any costs for construction 
of military facilities. 

According to Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Air 
Force officials, the number of fixed-wing aircraft in the Wing's 
inventory is not based on a projection of the expected number and 
types of missions to be flown. These officials stated that the 
22 fixed-wing aircraft currently in the inventory have been 
accumulated over the years in a number of ways. For example, 
when the two VC-25A aircraft entered the inventory in 1990, the 
two C-137s that had served as Air Force One were retained and are 
now used primarily by the Vice President and other officials. 

USE OF 89TH WING AIRCRAFT 

Other than the two aircraft set aside for the President's 
exclusive use, the remaining 89th Wing aircraft are made 
available for executive, legislative, and judicial branch 
officials to use when not employed for higher priority purposes. 
Essentially, travel by the President and heads of state of 
foreign countries have the highest priority; followed by the Vice 
President, Speaker of the House of Representatives, Supreme Court 
Justices, the Cabinet, Members of congressf2 presidential 
missions and delegations, and other high level executive branch 
officials; and then by assistant secretaries, generals and 

 h he amount of fuel used in the estimate understates the total fuel 
used by the Wing because it does not include any fuel used on 
presidential trips. According to the Air Force, the White House 
does not divulge the distances and hence, the fuel consumed, on the 
President's trips. 

'other than the Speaker of the House, no other officers of the 
Congress, such as the President pro tempore of the Senate or 
Majority and Minority Leaders of the House and Senate, are 
specifically listed in DOD's priority lists. 



admirals, and other comparably ranked officials. However, the 
89th Wing aircraft are only one of the transportation options 
available to federal government officials. Others include 
commercial airlines, commercial aircraft charter service, 
civilian agency aircraft, other military air~raft,~ and various 
types of ground transportation. 

According to Air Force officials, the Office of the Air Force 
Vice Chief of Staff, Special Air Missions, is responsible for 
scheduling use of the 89th Wing aircraft and receives requests 
for travel on the 89th Wing aircraft for officials of the 
executive and legislative branches. Upon receiving the travel 
request, the staff of the Special Air Missions office checks the 
availability of aircraft that will meet the specific travel 
requirements, such as the number of passengers and destination. 
If an appropriate aircraft is available, the trip is scheduled, 
subject to change if a higher priority mission is later 
scheduled. If an aircraft is not available, the staff checks the 
priority level of the existing reservations. If one or more 
reservations has a lower priority, the lowest priority 
reservation could be canceled and replaced by a higher priority 
trip. If all have higher priority, the staff of the Special Air 
Missions office notifies the travel requester of the situation 
and suggests that the trip dates or aircraft requirements be 
changed. On occasion, some travel requirements have been 
combined or other changes made based on discussions with the 
travelers. 

According to Air Force and OSD officials, almost all travel 
requests can normally be accommodated except for brief periods 
during the year--typically during congressional recesses--when 
they are unable to schedule some requests by both executive and 
legislative officials because of the unavailability of aircraft. 
The resolution of these scheduling problems is usually elevated 
to higher authorities in OSD or tire White House. Although the 
number of such situations is unknown because records on informal 
travel requests and their disposition are not maintained, the Air 
Force says it is a relatively small number and, very often, it 
can find acceptable alternatives and/or compromises. We could 
not verify the accuracy of these statements. 

PRIOR GAO REPORTS 

We have not previously reviewed the policies and procedures in 
place on the use of the 89th Wing aircraft. We have reported on 
the overall management and use of government aircraft by federal 
civilian agencies, specific aircraft management issues at 

3 ~ o r  example, the military departments had, as of mid-1991, about 
390 operational support aircraft that are used for, among other 
things, passenger airlift. 



individual agencies, and specific questions concerning the use of 
both government and military aircraft in certain situations. (A 
list of our related reports is included under "Related GAO 
Products.") On April 7,  1992, we reported on our review of the 
travel on military aircraft by selected high-level officials of 
the executive branch (GAO/AFMD-92-51). 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

On April 25, 1991, the Ranking Minority Member, House Committee 
on Government Operations, asked us to review the use of military 
aircraft by senior government officials in the executive and 
legislative branches. During discussions with the Ranking 
Minority Member's staff, we agreed to examine the policies that 
prescribe the use of military aircraft from the 89th Military 
Airlift Wing by executive branch officials and Members of 
Congress. Specifically, we set out to determine whether (1) the 
policies were consistent and uniform for both branches, (2) they 
were adequate to prevent abuse, (3) proper reimbursement policies 
existed where appropriate, and (4) sufficient enforcement 
safeguards existed to ensure policy compliance. 

Our review focused on the use of the 89th wing aircraft, rather 
than commercial airline services or other means, by executive and 
legislative branch officials.' We did not review (1) the need 
for each trip, (2) per diem or other travel expenses, or (3) any 
travel on other military or government aircraft. We obtained and 
analyzed information on the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), Department of Defense (DOD), White House, congressional, 
and other executive agency policies and procedures on the use of 
government aircraft in general and those of the 89th Wing in 
particular. We held discussions with officials from OSD and the 
Air Force on how they implemented the various policies affecting 
the operation of the 89th Wing. We also held extensive 
discussions with Air Force officials on how requests for travel 
on the 89th Wing aircraft are made, who approves those requests, 
and how the aircraft reservation system works. 

We obtained, organized, and analyzed available information on 
flights made by the 89th Wing aircraft during the January 1, 
1989, through March 31, 1991, period. We worked closely with the 
Office of the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force, Special Air 
Missions, to ensure that our presentation of flight-related 
summary information was complete and accurate. We also visited 
the 89th Wing to learn about its history and mission and how 
flights are planned and conducted and to tour the aircraft and 
facilities. 

'According to the Air Force, judicial branch officials have 
traveled on the 89th Wing aircraft in the past but did not during 
the January 1989 through March 1991 period. 



We also held discussions with representatives of OSD, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, the Air Force, and the Departments of Treasury, 
Justice, State, and Energy on the policies and processes in 
requesting and approving the use of the 89th Wing aircraft and 
the policies for reimbursements. We also held similar 
discussions with senior staff personnel from the leadership 
offices and several committees of the House of Representatives 
and the Senate. In our discussions, we used actual trip examples 
to determine if those processes were being implemented as 
planned. We also requested any relevant documentation that 
showed that the trips complied with existing policies. 

To estimate the annual costs to operate the 89th Wing, we 
obtained (1) operations and maintenance funding information from 
the Wing's financial plans, (2) contractor logistics support 
costs from the actual and projected contracts, (3) fuel usage and 
unit cost estimates, and (4) actual and projected costs for 
military and civilian personnel assigned to the Wing. We 
provided our cost estimate to the Air Force for review, and with 
some adjustments, the Air Force determined that it was accurate, 
complete, and reasonable. We also obtained information on the 
hourly rates charged by the Air Force for each type of aircraft. 
Although we used those rates to compare the cost of using 
commercial aircraft services to the cost of using military 
aircraft, we did not verify their accuracy or completeness. 

During our review, we obtained data and/or held discussions with 
officials from the following organizations: 

Executive Office of the President 

Office of the Associate Counsel to the President 
Office of Management and Budget 

Conaress of the United States 

Office of the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Office of the Clerk of the House of Representatives 
House Committee on Administration 
House Committee on Foreign Affairs 
House Committee on Armed Services 
Office of the Secretary of the Senate 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations 

The Office of the Secretarv of Defense 

Off ice of the ~xecutive' Secretary 
Office of the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense--Production and 

Logistics (Transportation Policy) 



Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative 
Affairs 

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs 
Office of the General Counsel 

Department of the Air Force 

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force 
Office of the Air Force Vice Chief of Staff, Special Air Missions 
Office of Legislative Liaison - 
Headquarters, Military Airlift Command 
Accounting and Finance Center, Bolling Air Force Base 
89th Military Airlift Wing, Andrews Air Force Base 

Department of the N a w  

Office of Legislative Affairs 

Department of the Armv 

Office of Legislative Liaison 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Office of the Chairman 

Department of Justice 

Office of the Deputy Assistant Attorney General--Administration 
Office of the Deputy Assistant Attorney General--Personnel and 

Administration 

Department of the Treasurv 

Office of the Secretary of Treasury 
Office of the Comptroller 

Department of State 

Office of the Secretary of State 

Department of E n e r w  

Office of the Secretary of Energy 
Office of the Comptroller 

AS requested, we did not obtain agency comments on a draft of 
this report. However, we sought the views of responsible 
officials within the Air Force, the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, the Office of Management and Budget, selected 



congressional committees, and the leadership offices of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives during the course of our 
work and incorporated their comments where appropriate. 

We conducted our review from May 1991 to March 1992 in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards. 



CHAPTER 2 

89TH MILITARY AIRLIFT WING ACTIVITY 

For the 27-month period of our review, the President, White House 
officials, and others traveling for the White House were the most 
frequent users of the 89th Wing aircraft, with officials from DOD 
a close second, and congressional travelers third. While about 
one-third of all trips on 89th Wing aircraft were to destinations 
outside the United States, about 58 percent of the congressional 
trips were to such destinations. Other than the name of the 
person reserving the aircraft, little information on any of the 
trips is retained by DOD or the Air Force. 

NUMBER OF 89TH WING TRIPS 
BY AUTHORIZING AGENCY 

Using data from the Air Force's Special Air Missions office, we 
calculated that the 89th Wing made a total of 2,047 trips from 
January 1, 1989, through March 31, 1991. We defined a trip as 
the flights of a specific aircraft from the time it leaves 
Andrews Air Force Base until it returns. A trip usually 
consisted of the flights to the destination(s) and the return 
flight to Andrews. However, on some occasions, one trip 
consisted of the flights to take the travelers to their 
destination and then return to Andrews; a second trip consisted 
of the flights to retrieve them. Many trips involved several 
stops at different locations or destinations. Our review 
included trips with any flights during the period and, as a 
result, a few trips ended after March 31, 1991. 

With the exception of congressional trips, the Air Force's 
Special Air Missions office classified each of the trips on the 
89th Wing by the agency that authorized the trip. Using these 
classifications, we calculated thrt, of the 2,047 trips, the 
White House authorized 868, or a~out 42 percent of the total; the 
military organizations--the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Army, Navy, and Air Force--authorized 790, 
or about 39 percent of the total; and other executive branch 
agencies authorized the remaining 52 trips, or about 3 percent of 
the total. On the other hand, all requests for Members of 
Congress or other legislative branch officials to travel on the 
89th Wing aircraft are processed through the legislative affairs 
office in OSD to the Air Force's Special Air Missions office. 
Based on those requests, 337 trips, or about 16 percent of the 
total, were classified as congressional trips. However, because 
some of those trips were taken at the invitation of OSD or the 
military departments, the Air Force's classification of 
congressional trips may be somewhat misleading. In addition, the 
number of trips in the White House total may also be somewhat 
misleading because it includes, as separate trips, the trips by 
aircraft that, as a matter of policy, accompany the President as 



a backup aircraft. Finally, not all trips authorized by an 
agency are taken by officials of that agency. For example, many 
of the Secretary of State's trips on the 89th Wing aircraft are 
included in the White House's total because those trips are 
considered Presidential missions. Table 2.1 shows the total 
number of trips by agency--as classified by the Air Force--and 
whether the trips were to U.S. or non-U.S. destinations. 

Table 2'.1: Total Number and General Destination of Trips on 89th 
Wing Aircraft by Agency from January 1, 1989, through March 31, 
1991 

Auencv 
------ Number of tri~s-------- 

Total U.S. Non-U. S . 
White House 868 657 211 
Department of Defense 790 548 242 
OSD 228 172 56 
Air Force 210 164 46 
Army 206 108 98 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 129 96 33 
Navy 17 8 9 

Congress 337 14 3 194 
Department of State 38 33 5 
Other agencies - 14 4 - - 10 

Total 

As shown in table 2.1, 662 trips, or about 32 percent of the 
total, were to non-U.S. destinations. Some of the agencies--the 
White House, OSD, and the Air Force--used the 89th Wing primarily 
for domestic trips, while others, such as the Congress and the 
Army, used it more frequently for trips to non-U.S. destinations. 
For example, of the 337 congressional trips, 194, or about 58 
percent, were to non-U.S. destinations. 

Over 500 trips, or about 26 percent of the total, were taken by 
individuals who have special authorization by White House and 
agency policies to use government aircraft--such as those from 
the 89th Wing--whenever they travel by air. (These and other 
policies on the use of the 89th Wing aircraft are discussed in 
chapter 3.) In addition, 206 of the trips, or about 10 percent 
of the total, were taken by foreign dignitaries. These trips are 
included in the totals for the White House, OSD, Army, Air Force, 
and Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

The Air Force data included the number of passengers on most but 
not all trips. For example, the number of passengers traveling 
with the President on each of his trips and on some other White 
House trips was not available. For the 1,817 trips for which the 
number of passengers was available, a total of 27,233 people 



traveled on the 89th Wing aircraft during our review period. The 
trips by White House and congressional officials included, on the 
average, about 19 passengers while the trips by DOD officials 
included an average of about 10 passengers. As shown in table 
2.2, 847 trips, or about 47 percent of those for which data was 
available, included fewer than 10 passengers. 

Table 2.2: Total Number of Trips on 89th Wing Aircraft by Number 
of Passengers from January 1, 1989 through March 31, 1991 

Number of vassenaers 
No data 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50 and above 

Number 
229 
847 
460 
219 
200 
7 1 
2 1 

2,047 ----- ----- 

of trips 

DATA LACKING ON ALL PASSENGERS' 
NAMES AND OTHER TRIP DETAILS 

Although the Air Force's Special Air Missions office maintains 
some data on all trips on 89th Wing aircraft and the DOD 
legislative affairs offices have some information on some 
congressional trips, a complete documented history of each trip 
and the specific justification for using the 89th Wing aircraft 
is not available within the Air Force or elsewhere in the DOD. 
Additional information on each trip, such as its purpose, the 
detailed trip agenda, and the justification for using military 
aircraft versus commercial aircraft services, is available only 
from the individual travelers (if available at all). 

The Air Force maintains a data base only on some aspects of each 
trip. For example, the Office of the Vice Chief of Staff of the 
Air Force, Special Air Missions, maintains data on the name of 
the person reserving the aircraft, the total number of 
passengers,' the dates and destinations, the aircraft used, and 
the total time and distances flown. The Air Force has access to 
but does not retain some additional information on each trip. 
For example, the Air Force retains a list of all passengers' 
names for 30 days after the trip and then destroys it. Other 
than the number of passengers on each portion of the trip, the 
Air Force retains no information on the names of the other 
passengers or their relationship to the person reserving the 
aircraft. 

l~he number of passengers on all presidential trips and some other 
White House trips was not available. 
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In May 1991, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Legislative Affairs released some information on the 
congressional travel supported by the military services1 
legislative affairs offices from May 1, 1990, through April 30, 
1991. These offices provide a variety of services to 
congressional travelers, including obtaining reservations on 
military aircraft when available, hotel and local travel 
arrangements, and any necessary security clearances as well as 
acting as escorts during the trip. The released information 
included a list of travelers,* the approving official, and a 
brief statement on the purpose of each trip--typically given as 
"Committee business." Our review of this information found that 
the congressional travel was not done exclusively on military 
aircraft (89th Wing or other aircraft) but also on commercial 
airlines, trains, and other ground transportation. There were 
about 1,100 of these trips. About 44 percent of that travel was 
by Members of Congress and the remainder by legislative branch 
staff. Most of the congressional travel supported by DOD's 
legislative affairs offices was on military aircraft other than 
that of the 89th Wing. Executive branch officials also traveled 
on the approximately 390 operational support aircraft outside of 
the 89th Wing, but DOD does not centrally maintain data on the 
details of this use. 

We also reviewed the working files of the legislative affairs 
offices for each of the congressional trips on 89th Wing aircraft 
that they supported. These files are retained for no more than 1 
year and contained worksheets on per diem and other expenses of 
the trip. Many of the files also contained approval letter(s) 
from the committee chairmen or leadership offices, and some had 
information on the trip's itinerary. The approval letters 
usually contained a general statement regarding the trip's 
purpose and destination(s), the Members and staff expected to 
make the trip, and a statement authorizing the expenditure of DOD 
funds to support the trip. Depending on the type and destination 
of the trip, the letters often included a statement authorizing 
spouses to travel with the Members. Our review of the 
information released by the Office of Legislative Affairs in OSD 
found that spouses and/or dependents traveled with the Members on 
about 40 percent of their trips on 89th Wing aircraft during the 
May 1990 through April 1991 period. Most of those trips were to 
overseas locations. 

Currently, very few details of trips on 89th Wing aircraft are 
required to be publicly Ci~cl~sed. Some of the costs of 
congressional overseas travel, on 89th Wing or other military 
aircraft, are disclosed regularly in the Conaressional Record. 

*~egislative liaison officials from OSD considered the lists of 
travelers to be fairly accurate, stating that, since the material 
was released, very few inaccuracies have been identified. 



However, other information on those trips, such as the trips' 
purpose and full passenger list, as well as all information on 
congressional trips to domestic locations (on 89th Wing or other 
military aircraft) is not required to be disclosed. No 
information on executive branch travel on military aircraft is 
disclosed on a regular basis. In addition, according to Air 
Force officials, the operation and use of the 89th Wing have not 
been independently audited on a regular basis. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXISTING POLICIES DO NOT EFFECTIVELY 
GUIDE. RESTRICT, OR LIMIT USE OF THE 89TH WING 

The use of government or military aircraft by legislative and 
executive branch officials is addressed in several policy 
statements, but those policies are very broad, vague, and subject 
to varying interpretations. As a result, they do not effectively 
guide, restrict, or limit who uses the 89th Wing. In many cases, 
it is up to the discretion of the travelers and their agencies to 
decide to use military or commercial aircraft. Most travelers 
use the 89th Wing aircraft without considering cost. In 
addition, no independent review is conducted or questions asked 
about the trips on a regular basis. The Air Force relies on the 
travelers and their agencies to comply with the policies and to 
make the "appropriate" decisions. 

According to DOD regulation, the Secretary of Defense and his 
designees have the authority to approve the travel of executive, 
legislative, and judicial branch officials' spouses and/or 
dependents. As a result, spouses of both executive and 
legislative branch travelers are permitted to travel on 89th Wing 
aircraft, and at least some are not required to reimburse the Air 
Force. Reimbursement situations involving official and 
nonofficial travelers are left to the travelers' agencies to 
account for and collect. 

SEVERAL POLICY STATEMENTS ADDRESS 
USE OF 89TH WING AIRCRAFT 

The use of government or military aircraft is addressed in a 
variety of official policy statements. In addition, the use of 
government aircraft is limited by 31 U.S.C. 1344, which provides 
that "funds available to a fed?rl! agency, by appropriation or 
otherwise, may be expended by the Federal agency for the 
maintenance, operation or repair of any passenger carrier only to 
the extent that such carrier is used to provide transportation 
for official purposes." 

Most of the official policy statements that discuss the use of 
military or government aircraft generally describe opportunities 
and circumstances under which use of the aircraft may be 
authorized but do not dictate or prescribe their use. However, 
based on longstanding practice, the 89th Wing has served the 
transportation needs of the President and the Vice President. In 
addition, certain other executive branch officials, as a matter 
of official White House and agency policies, fly on government 
aircraft for security and/or communications reasons. These 



officials are the Secretaries of State1 and Defense, the 
Attorney General, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 
Chief of Staff for the President, and the National Security 
Advisor to the   resident.^ Although other government or 
military aircraft are available for them to use, the 89th Wing is 
used most frequently for these officials' travel. 

Executive branch officials' travel on military aircraft, 
including the 89th Wing aircraft, is addressed in an Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) circular, a DOD directive and 
regulation, and a variety of other policy memorandums. 

OMB Circular A-126, "Improving the Management and Use of 
Government Aircraft," applies to all government-owned, leased, 
chartered, and rental aircraft and related services operated by 
executive branch agencies. The purpose of the Circularf3 dated 
January 18, 1989, is to improve the management of government 
aviation resources and to ensure that agencies rely on commercial 
airline or aircraft services to meet their aircraft support 
needs, where possible and cost-effective. It states that 
"government aircraft shall be used only when such use is more 
economical than commercial airline or aircraft services, or when 
commercial service is not available to meet effectively the 
agency's transportation need." It also states that each use of 
the aircraft is to be justified and documented as well as 
approved by the agency head or officials designated by the agency 
head. 

DOD Directive 4500.9, "Transportation and Traffic Management," 
dated January 26, 1989, prescribes general DOD policies. It 
states the following: 

l~ccording to a State Department official, the Department has 
reviewed the Secretary of State's use of military aircraft for 
personal travel. This review indicated that the Secretary's 
communication concerns and security needs can now be met for 
personal domestic travel on commercial aircraft except when there 
is a threat which could endanger other American lives or when 
continuous 24-hour secure communication with the President and 
others in the national defense community is required. This new 
policy went into effect on April 3, 1992. 

2 ~ h e  May 9, 1991, White House travel policy now requires that all 
requests for travel on military aircraft by the Chief of Staff and 
National Security Advisor be reviewed and approved in advance by 
the Counsel to the President. 

3~uidance similar to that in Circular A-126 on the management of 
government aircraft is contained in the Federal Property Management 
Regulations. 



"The DOD shall maintain and operate in peacetime only those 
owned or controlled ... transportation resources needed to 
meet approved DOD emergency and wartime requirements that 
cannot be met from commercial transportation sources. Those 
transportation resources shall be used during peacetime as 
efficiently as possible to provide essential training for 
operational personnel and to meet logistic needs consistent 
with fostering the development of military-useful commercial 
capabilities. Requirements in excess of DOD capability 
shall be met by the use of commercial carriers. DOD-owned 
or controlled transportation resources shall be used for 
official purposes only." 

The directive goes on to specify that an agency head must request 
a non-DOD use of DOD transportation and must provide a 
determination that the request is in the government's best 
interest and that commercial transportation is not available or, 
for reasons that must be specified, is not capable of meeting the 
requirement. 

DOD regulation 4515.13-R, "Air Transportation Eligibility," dated 
January 1980, prescribes, among other things, policies for 
transportation by DOD-owned and controlled aircraft as well as 
reimbursement for the use of such transportation. The regulation 
states that "Special Air Mission...aircraft (currently assigned 
to the 89th Military Airlift Wing) will not be used except when 
travel is in the national interest and commercial transportation 
is not available or capable of meeting the movement requirement." 
It also states that non-DOD requests to travel on military 
transportation must be screened by the agency head. 

In a memorandum dated November 11, 1989, to various DOD 
officials, the Deputy Secretary of Defense stated that special 
air mission aircraft are assigned to the 89th Military Airlift 
Wing and comprise a very limited inventory to support national 
interest traffic. Nevertheless, the memorandum authorized 
assistant secretaries of defense and the military departments, 
generals and admirals, and officials of equivalent ranks to 
reserve 89th Wing aircraft in their own names. 

On November 5, 1991, the Department of the Army issued a policy 
letter on the use of special air mission aircraft. It stated 
that "special air mission aircraft will be authorized for use 
only in instances where travel is plainly in the national 
interest and for official purposes, and only where commercial 
transportation is clearly incapable of meeting the requirement 
for security or other significant reasons. The operating cost of 
these aircraft will be carefully considered before requesting 
support." This policy letter, which closely parallels guidance 
issued by the Secretary of the Army on May 16, 1990, goes on to 
discuss (1) the Army officials who are eligible to use these 
aircraft, (2) the procedures to be followed in obtaining approval 



to request the use of these aircraft, and (3) record-keeping 
requirements. 

In an April 11, 1989, memorandum to senior White House staff, 
members of the cabinet, and other agency heads, the White House 
Chief of Staff stated the following: 

"Commercial airline accommodations will normally be utilized 
as the most economical means to conduct official White House 
travel. In exceptional cases, military aircraft may be used 
for White House missions. Situations in which commercial 
accommodations are not available, or those in which 
commercial travel is inappropriate for the missions 
involved, fall into this category." 

The memorandum went on to describe the procedures for White House 
approval of requests originating within the White House and other 
requests for travel on military aircraft. 

Although each of the executive branch agencies, other than DOD 
and the White House, that traveled on the 89th Wing aircraft 
during the period of our review have their own travel regulations 
and policies, only the State Department policies specifically 
address the use of military aircraft and the 89th Wing aircraft. 
For example, the Department of State has issued two policy 
memorandums to its officials. One discusses the need to strongly 
consider the cost to the Department of taking military aircraft 
and the second points out that travel on special air mission 
aircraft by assistant secretaries will be considered only under 
exceptional circumstances. 

Travel by Members of Congress and congressional employees on 
military aircraft is addressed in DOD regulation 4515.12, 
"Department of Defense Support for Travel of Members and 
Employees of the Congress," dated December 12, 1964. The 
regulation states that DOD1s policy is to support, on an 
economical basis, approved travel upon request of the Congress 
pursuant to law or where necessary to carry out DOD1s duties and 
responsibilities. Among other things, DOD requires that the 
request be submitted in writing to the Secretary of Defense. 

The committee chairmen of the House and Senate are authorized to 
approve travel by Members of Congress when they are on official 
congressional business. 9CD.also accepts requests from the 
leadership offices4 for travel on military aircraft. The Senate 
Leadership and the House Committee on Standards of Official 

--- - 

'~ccording to an OSD legislative affairs official, the four major 
leadership offices are the Speaker of the House, Minority Leader of 
the House, Majority Leader of the Senate, and Minority Leader of 
the Senate. 



Conduct have issued guidelines on travel to Members of Congress. 
However, the guidelines focus on, among other things, which staff 
members may accompany the travelers and applicable disclosure 
requirements and do not specifically address the use of military 
aircraft. In addition, both the House and Senate Handbooks 
address the authorization for and expenses of travel by Members 
and employees of Congress. However, the handbooks do not address 
the issues surrounding the use or cost of government or military 
aircraft . 
DOD's policy on congressional travel also allows the Secretary of 
Defense or the service secretaries to invite Members of Congress 
to travel on military aircraft, including the 89th Wing, on a 
non-reimbursable basis when the purpose of the travel is of 
primary interest to, and bears a substantial relationship to DOD 
programs or activities. However, DOD regulation 4515.12 states 
that DOD support of congressional travel should not compete with 
commercial transportation when it is available and adequate, and 
its use is not inconsistent with the purpose of the travel. 
According to OSD officials, most congressional trips are directly 
requested by committee chairmen or congressional leadership 
offices, but some are initiated at the invitation of the 
Secretary of Defense or one of the secretaries of the military 
departments. Data were not readily available to determine how 
many congressional trips were made under each situation. 

POLICIES DO NOT DEFINE OR 
SPECIFY WHO MAY TRAVEL 

The intent of most of the policies discussed above is to manage 
or restrict the use of government or military aircraft. For 
example, OMB Circular A-126 states that, in addition to being 
used to meet mission requirements, agency-owned or -operated 
aircraft shall be used only to transport agency employees, 
government-authorized cargo, other official government 
passengers, and others whose transportation on these aircraft is 
permitted by statute or an official agency directive or policy. 
Therefore, except for personal and political trips by those 
officials who have special authorization to travel exclusively on 
government aircraft, all other trips on 89th Wing aircraft must 
be for "official business." 

None of the policy statements, however, define llofficial 
businessw or provide specific guidance on how, when, by whom, and 
for what purposes the 89th Wing aircraft are to be used.5 
Similarly, even though .DOD regulation 4515.13 states that the 
89th Wing aircraft l1..,wil1 not be used except when travel is in 

'~n our June 24, 1983, report Federal Civilian Aaencies Can Better 
Manaae Their- Aircraft and Related Services (GAO/PLRD-83-64), we 
recommended that such guidance be adopted for the civil agencies. 



the national interest ...," "national interest" is not defined. 
Other policy documents and statements also state that the 89th 
Wing or other military aircraft should be used only on an 
exception basis, but none explain those exceptions. Accordingly, 
almost any travel by high-level executive branch officials or 
Members of Congress can be justified, at the traveler's 
discretion, as "officialw and qualify for use of 89th Wing 
aircraft. This is because the policies are subject to a wide 
variety of interpretations and do not, in our view, adequately 
define the types of travel by government officials that may or 
may not be appropriate for use of 89th Wing aircraft. 

In addition, most of the policies do not specify those officials 
who may or may not use 89th Wing aircraft for their travel. 
While most of the other policies are silent on the matter, a 1989 
memorandum from the National Security Council in the White House 
to the Department of State specified that 

"...Requests for Special Air Missions for Assistant 
Secretaries of State are expected to be rare and exceptional 
and clearly justified by special circumstances, since it 
would clearly overtax available aircraft assets to provide 
these Missions to Assistant Secretaries of the State 
Department and other Departments routinely. .." 

The Department of State limits travel on 89th Wing aircraft by 
its assistant secretaries. Only four trips were taken by 
officials at the level of assistant secretary or below during the 
period of our review. On the other hand, the policy memorandum 
issued by the Deputy Secretary of Defense states that 89th Wing 
aircraft can be reserved for official travel by OSD and military 
department officials at or above the assistant secretary or 
general and admiral levels. Accordingly, 360 of DOD1s 790 trips 
on 89th Wing aircraft, or abou: 4 E  percent, were taken by 
officials at or below those levels. 

According to an OSD legislative affairs official, DOD encourages 
Members of Congress, when using the 89th Wing, to travel with as 
many other Members as possible. For most of those congressional 
trips taken from May 1990 through April 1991 and for which a list 
of passengers was available, more than one Member traveled. We 
are not aware of any policy guidance that encourages executive 
branch officials to travel with as many other officials as 
possible. 

POLICIES DO NOT GUIDE OR 
RESTRICT OFFICIALS' TRAVEL 

One of the general policies established by Circular A-126 is that 
the use of government aircraft should be restricted to situations 
where it is cost-effective or where commercial aircraft services 
are not available or capable of meeting the travel requirement. 



However, those restrictions do not have a major impact on 
officials' use of the 89th Wing. If an official or gr.oup of 
officials within either branch of the government wants to travel 
on an 89th Wing aircraft, and an aircraft is availablet6 that 
trip is likely to occur without (1) a comparison of the costs of 
military aircraft with commercial aircraft services or (2) a 
realistic determination of the availability and suitability of 
commercial aircraft services. 

Travelers Can Readilv Assert That Commercial 
Aircraft Services Were "Unavailable" 

~ o s t  of the policies specifically state that, before using 
government aircraft, the traveler is to consider the availability 
and capability of commercial aircraft services to meet the travel 
requirement. The Federal Travel Regulation goes further in 
stating that common carrier (air, rail, or bus) 

"...shall be used whenever it is reasonably available. 
Other methods of transportation may be authorized as 
advantageous only when the use of common carrier 
transportation would seriously interfere with the 
performance of official business or impose an undue hardship 
upon the traveler, or when the total cost by common carrier 
would exceed the cost by some other method of 
transportation. The determination that another method of 
transportation would be more advantageous to the Government 
than common carrier transportation shall not be made on the 
basis of personal preference or minor inconvenience to the 
traveler resulting from common carrier scheduling." 

However, those provisions have little or no impact on travel on 
89th Wing aircraft. For example, although OMB Circular A-126 
requires each use of government aircraft to be justified and 
documented, it only requires a determination that no commercial 
airline or aircraft service was reasonably available to 
effectively fulfill the transportation requirement. The Circular 
and the other policies do not provide criteria to be used in 
evaluating whether commercial service is reasonably available, 
nor do they specify supporting documentation. 

While there could have been extenuating circumstances in some 
cases, it appears that for some of the trips, such as those to 
and from major U.S. and European cities, regular, nonstop 
commercial airline service was available. For example, several 
commercial air carriers offer nonstop service several times a day 
from Washington area airports to New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 

6~lthough OSD and Air Force officials stated that most requests for 
use of 89th Wing aircraft are fulfilled, we could not verify the 
accuracy of these statements. 
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St. Louis, Miami, Dallas, Atlanta, Detroit, Houston, Minneapolis, 
San Francisco, Denver, and other major U.S. cities. Also, 
commercial air carriers offer regular service, similar to that 
available when flying on the 89th Wing aircraft, to many major 
cities in Europe, Asia, and elsewhere. However, because the 
policies do not provide criteria for evaluating its availability, 
commercial airline services could be considered as "unavailablef1 
if a nonstop flight is not available to the desired location at 
the desired time. As a result, travelers can readily cite the 
wunavailability" of commercial aircraft services as their 
justification for requesting use of the 89th Wing aircraft. 

On the other hand, we recognize that regular commercial airline 
service may not typically be available to many military 
installations in the continental United States and to some 
foreign countries. However, the policies are silent on, and no 
one that we spoke to had considered, the availability and cost of 
using commercial charter aircraft services. 

Several travel coordinators who schedule and arrange travel for 
high-level agency officials said that their primary goal was to 
maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of the official's time 
while traveling. Although some generally considered the purpose 
of each trip along with the availability and suitability of 
commercial airline services, the travel coordinators emphasized 
the schedules of the traveler rather than the policy of reliance 
on commercial airline services. In addition, the justifications 
for using the 89th Wing aircraft were not documented. According 
to the travel coordinators for some of the officials, internal 
agency processes for approving travel on the 89th Wing are 
informal and agencies have not provided detailed guidelines. 

Members of Congress are permitted to travel on military aircraft 
without first determining that no commercial aircraft service is 
available or capable of meeting the travel requirement. For 
example, the committee chairmen and leadership offices approve 
official travel of Members at their discretion, provided only 
that the travel falls within their committee's or office's 
jurisdiction. However, that approval does not necessarily 
include a determination (formal or informal) of whether the trip 
should be taken on commercial or military aircraft. Once the 
trip is approved as official business, the traveler and DOD 
decide--without a formal, documented determination--whether to 
use 89th Wing aircraft, other military aircraft, a commercial 
airline, or other means. 

Policies Do Not Require Use of the Most 
Cost-Effective Transportation Alternative 

OMB Circular A-126 states that each use of agency-owned or 
-operated aircraft to transport passengers and/or cargo must be 
justified and documented. One of the ways cited for agencies to 



justify the use of the aircraft is that "the variable cost of 
using a government-operated aircraft is not more than the cost of 
using commercial airline or aircraft service." The variable cost 
of using a government aircraft is defined as either (1) the 
amount the agency will be charged by the organization that 
provides the aircraft or (2) a usage rate based on those costs 
that vary depending on how much the aircraft are used. 

Nevertheless, in determining whether to use the 89th Wing 
aircraft, very little attention is given to comparing commercial 
airline fares to the reimbursement rates charged by the Air Force 
for using the 89th Wing aircraft and even less attention is given 
to documenting the cost comparison. The Air Force charged from 
about $5,300 to $15,000 per flying hour in fiscal year 1991,' 
depending on the type of aircraft. The cost of using the 89th 
Wing aircraft is rarely a consideration because (1) Circular 
A-126 states that the use of government aircraft can be justified 
where commercial aircraft services were not "available" to meet 
the travel needs and, in those cases, a cost comparison is not 
required, and (2) only Members of Congress on non-DOD related 
travel and those executive branch agencies other than DOD and the 
White House are required to reimburse the Treasury for using the 
89th Wing's aircraft. 

In most cases, the use of the 89th Wing aircraft is considerably 
more expensive than commercial aircraft for similar trips. For 
example, round-trip commercial coach tickets to Los Angeles for 
12 government officials (the maximum capacity of a C-20), at the 
October 1991 government contract fare of $396 each, would cost 
$4,752. The total reimbursement required, using the rates in Air 
Force regulation 173-13, to fly up to 12 people to Los An eles on 
a C-20 from the 89th Wing would be approximately $50,626.' or 
over $45,000 more than the commercial rates. With larger 
delegations, the cost differential is even more dramatic. For 
example, round-trip commercial coach tickets to Paris, France, 
for 61 passengers (the maximum capacity of a C-137C aircraft), at 
the October 1991 government contract fare of $680, would cost 
$41,480. The total reimbursement required to fly up to 61 people 

'Wen though few agencies are charged for using the 89th Wing 
aircraft, these are rates applicable to non-DOD agencies of the 
executive and legislative branches. The rates applicable to DOD 
organizations are slightly 'lower. We have not verified the 
accuracy or completeness of these rates. 

  he average round-trip flying time to Los Angeles for 12 trips was 
about 9 hours and 30 minutes. At the Air Force's flying hour rate 
of $5,329, which is the rate charged to executive branch agencies 
in fiscal year 1991 for the C-20B aircraft, the cost of the round- 
trip from ~ndrews Air Force Base to Los Angeles would be $50,626. 



to Paris on a C-137C from the 89th Wing would be about 
$191,630,9 or over $150,000 more than the commercial rates. 

Most Usaae of 89th Wina Aircraft 
Is on a No-cost Basis 

OMB Circular A-126 states that agencies must recover the costs of 
operating all aircraft used to serve other agencies or when 
otherwise appropriate. However, a variety of policy provisions 
and statutes provide exceptions for reimbursement by most users 
of the 89th Wing. For example, the Congress does not reimburse 
the Air Force for travel on 89th Wing or other military aircraft 
justified in the following ways:1° (1) at the invitation of 
either the Secretary of Defense or a service secretary, (2) when 
traveling on behalf of the President, or (3) when the written 
request from the Congress cites 31 U.S.C. 1108(g). This 
provision, cited in most, if not all, congressional request 
letters, authorizes the expenditure of agency (in this case, DOD) 
funds for the actual and necessary expenses and transportation as 
may be required to support congressional field examinations of 
appropriations estimates. When military aircraft are used, that 
provision exempts those congressional trips from reimbursement 
where DOD appropriations estimates are being verified. 

In addition, DOD regulation 4515.13Rt "Air Transportation 
Eligibility," has a provision stating that the cost of missions 
performed in the interest of DOD will be charged to the Air 
Force. Therefore, none of the trips on 89th Wing aircraft by the 
military services, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, or OSD are subject 
to reimbursement at the hourly rates listed in Air Force 
regulation 173-13. Similarly, all travel on 89th Wing aircraft 
approved by the White House--whether done by White House 
officials or officials of other agencies--is performed on a 
nonreimbursable basis. According to Air Force officials, only 
the remaining agency users, such as the Departments of Energy, 
State, Justice, and Treasury, have to reimburse the Air Force at 
the prescribed hourly rates. However, those agencies used the 
89th Wing aircraft for only 52 trips of the 2,047 total trips 
during our 27-month review period. 

 he average round-trip flying time to Paris for six trips was 
about 15 hours and 45 minutes. At the Air Force's hourly rate of 
$12,167, which was the amount charged to executive branch agencies 
in fiscal year 1991 for the C-137C aircraft, the cost of the round- 
trip from Andrews Air Force Base to Paris would be $191,630. 

'ODOD directive 4515.12 provides that requests for travel by members 
and employees of the Congress with reimbursement may be granted 
under certain conditions. 



POLICIES ARE NOT ACTIVELY ENFORCED 

The Air Force limits its role to scheduling and operating the 
89th Wing aircraft. The Air Force does not, nor does any other 
agency or staff, independently verify that the travelers on the 
89th Wing aircraft and their agencies have complied with the 
various DOD policies, OMB Circular A-126, and any other pertinent 
policies. If a travel request is received from an authorized 
source, such as the White House or OSD, officials in the Air 
Force's Special Air Missions office assume it to be fully 
appropriate and the only question is whether an aircraft will be 
available to meet the travel requirement. Similarly, according 
to an OSD legislative affairs official, DOD does not question 
requests for travel from the congressional leadership or 
committee chairmen. Although Circular A-126 states that each use 
of the aircraft must be justified and documented, the Air Force 
assumes that, since the travel requests have been approved by 
high level government officials, they have taken responsibility 
to make the "appropriate" decisions. Neither the Air Force nor 
any other group independently requests, on a regular or special 
test basis, additional information on, reviews, or otherwise 
questions the travel requests of high level government 
executives. 

In addition, OMB Circular A-126 states that agencies are 
responsible for establishing clear accountability for aircraft 
management at a senior management level. Accordingly, DOD 
regulation 4515.13-R "Air Transportation Eligibilityu states that 
the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the Secretaries of the military departments, or their designees 
will approve the travel on 89th Wing aircraft by personnel within 
their organizations. The regulation also states that the 
Secretary of Defense will approve requests for travel by 
officials of other executive branch agencies after those requests 
have been screened and approved by the head of the official's 
agency. In some cases, requests for travel on the 89th Wing 
aircraft are processed through and approved by the head of the 
traveler's organization. For example, any OSD official 
requesting travel on 89th Wing aircraft must process the request 
through the OSD executive secretariat. In May 1990, the 
Department of the Army established procedures to obtain approval 
from the Secretary of the Army or the Chief of Staff, Army for 
each use of 89th Wing aircraft. In addition, travel requests for 
Department of State officials on 89th Wing aircraft are processed 
through the Deputy Secretary. On the other hand, many other DOD 
officials--civilian and military--at or above the level of 
assistant secretary or general and admiral are permitted to 
contact the Air Force directly, rather than seeking approval 
through the head of their organization, to reserve an aircraft 
from the 89th Wing. 



POLICIES UNCLEAR ON SPOUSES 
TRAVELING WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

No single, uniform policy clearly and comprehensively addresses 
reimbursements for spouses and/or dependents of executive and 
legislative branch officials who travel on the 89th Wing 
aircraft. Although not contained in any official DOD policy or 
regulation, spouses and other unofficial passengers are generally 
expected to reimburse the government at a rate equal to the 
appropriate commercial airline "coachw fare plus $1. 

According to DOD regulation 4515.13R, "Air Transportation 
Eligibility," the Secretary of Defense and his designees may 
approve the travel of dependents of executive and legislative 
branch officials when authorized as being (1) in the national 
interest, (2) essential to the proper accomplishment of the 
mission, (3) desirable because of diplomatic or public relations, 
or (4) as necessary for the health and morale of the individuals 
concerned. Although the policies are not explicit on this issue, 
if dependents are approved as part of the official traveling 
party, reimbursement may not be required. 

Spouses of both executive and legislative branch officials were 
approved to travel on at least some of the trips completed during 
our review period, on a nonreimbursable basis, for reasons of 
"official protocol." Because the passenger lists for most trips 
are not readily available, we could not determine how often 
spouses travel with executive branch officials on 89th Wing 
aircraft. Spouses and/or dependents traveled with Members of 
Congress on about 40 percent of their trips on 89th Wing aircraft 
during the May 1990 through April 1991 period, and most of those 
trips were to overseas locations. According to Air Force and OSD 
legislative affairs officials, most, if not all, of these spouses 
were authorized to travel without reimbursement. 

We previously recommended1' that OMB develop clear executive 
branch policy on the transportation of spouses and other 
unofficial passengers aboard government aircraft. However, as of 
January 1992, OMB has not done so. 

We ruled" that it is permissible for spouses to travel on 
government vehicles within the United States when accompanying a 
government official on official business and it is in the 
government's interests for the dependent to accompany the 
official. In addition, the provision of transportation to 

"~overnment Civilian Aircraft: Central Manacrement Reforms Are 
Encourauina but Reuuire Extensive Oversiuht (GAO/GGD-89-86, Sept. 
29, 1989). 

1257 Comptroller General 226 (1978). 
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nonofficial passengers would be permissible only if it is 
incidental to the otherwise authorized use of the aircraft and 
does not result in additional cost to the government. However, 
because spousal travel could give the appearance of impropriety 
or cast doubt on the true purpose of the trip, we continue to 
believe" that a governmentwide policy is needed to clarify the 
circumstances under which spouses may accompany government 
officials to official functions aboard government aircraft. 

Enforcement of Reimbursement Policies 
Left to the Travelers' Aaencies 

A centralized system has not been established to account for and 
manage all reimbursements by travelers on the 89th Wing aircraft. 
The Air Force does not retain information on the names of the 
passengers, their relationship to the government officials, or 
the justification for their travel. In terms of enforcing the 
current policies on reimbursements by unofficial passengers, the 
Air Force leaves it up to the travelers and/or their agencies to 
decide if a reimbursement is necessary and to ensure that the 
reimbursement is collected. According to the Air Force, some 
agencies receive some checks from individuals and groups as 
payment for their travel and forward them to the Air Force's 
Special Air Missions office. However, no one independently 
verifies that (1) all of the reimbursements were made and (2) the 
"proper" reimbursements were made. The Air Force's Special Air 
Missions office simply forwards any checks to its local 
Accounting and Finance Center for deposit to the general fund of 
the Treasury. 

On at least some trips, members of the news media are permitted 
to travel with some executive branch officials. Due to the lack 
of an overall system to account for and manage reimbursements, we 
could neither readily determine whether reimbursements were 
consistently required from the media nor verify that the proper 
payments had been made. Some groups, such as the Public Affairs 
Office within the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
systematically bill for and collect reimbursements from members 
of the news media traveling with the Secretary of Defense. 
However, the billing for and collection of media reimbursements 
is done on the personal initiative of an individual working in 
that office; there does not appear to be any official guidance on 
how it should be done. 

13~overnment Civilian Aircraft: Use of Government Aircraft bv the 
Attorney General and FBI Director (GAO/GGD-90-84, June 15, 1990). 



CONCLUSIONS 

The 89th Wing exists primarily to provide air transportation for 
the President and Vice President and secondarily for other high- 
ranking government officials. Because the estimated annual cost 
to the taxpayers to operate the Wing is at least $150 million and 
lower-cost transportation alternatives are available in many 
cases, we believe that better accountability is needed over its 
use. 

Use of the 89th Wing's airplanes by travelers in the executive 
and legislative branches is governed by a variety of policies, 
including OMB Circular A-126. The current policies are very 
broad, vague, and subject to varying interpretations and have 
little impact in guiding, restricting, or limiting the amount or 
types of travel on 89th Wing aircraft. In addition, we believe 
that the policies and their implementation by the Air Force and 
DOD are inadequate and do not provide (1) assurance that the Wing 
is being used appropriately and consistently, and (2) an adequate 
deterrent to abuse. As long as an aircraft is available, it can 
be used by a wide variety of high-level government officials-- 
most on a nonreirnbursable basis--for a wide-variety of purposes, 
even though commercial airline service may be available and 
generally capable of meeting the travel requirement at less cost. 
Moreover, no one has been assigned to monitor the use of the 89th 
Wing aircraft and to look for, identify, question, or otherwise 
prevent abuse. 

We believe the current policies need to be clarified to provide 
better assurance that the 89th Wing's assets are being used 
appropriately and consistently. We believe that the revised 
policies should (1) clearly state that the 89th Wing should be 
used only on an exception basis, (2) clearly define those 
exceptions, and (3) require that a documented justification be 
available to demonstrate that each use was appropriate. 

We recognize that the critical decisions about the use of the 
89th Wing aircraft are made by the approvers of the travel 
requests, such as chairmen of congressional committees and high- 
level officials of the executive agencies, and not by the Air 
Force or the 89th Wing. To ensure compliance with the revised 
policies, we believe that the documentation on each use of the 
aircraft should be independently reviewed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To provide better assurance that the 89th Wing's assets are being 
used appropriately and consistently, we recommend that the 
Secretary of Defense, appropriate White House officials, and the 
Director, Office of Management and Budget, revise the policies 
that address executive branch officials' use of the 89th Wing 
aircraft, including OMB Circular A-126, as discussed below. We 



also recommend that the Congress adopt similar policies for the 
travel on 89th Wing aircraft by legislative branch officials. 

The revised executive branch policy and the new congressional 
policy should (1) clearly define key terms such as "official 
business" and describe how, when, by whom, and for what purposes 
the 89th Wing aircraft should be used (or alternatively, those 
purposes for which the 89th Wing should not be used); (2) provide 
specific guidance on how travelers should determine whether 
commercial aircraft services are available; (3) provide explicit 
guidance as to when and how travelers are to make cost 
comparisons and when it may be permissible not to use the most 
cost-effective transportation alternative; (4) clearly identify 
the circumstances under which both official and nonofficial 
travelers should reimburse the government for their travel and 
the appropriate amount to be reimbursed; and (5) clearly specify 
the extent to which compliance with each of these policies should 
be documented and controlled, where that documentation should be 
retained, and that it should be retained for at least 2 years 
after the date of the trip. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

As requested, we did not obtain agency comments on a draft of 
this report. On February 27, 1992, a proposed revision of 
Circular A-126 was published in the Federal Register. According 
to OMB, the revision strengthens the guidelines on use of 
government aircraft and imposes stricter approval and reporting 
requirements. On April 8, 1992, OMB officials told us they would 
consider this report's conclusions and recommendation in revising 
the Circular. 
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GAO Report Criticizes Cost, Administration of Government Travel - : 

MECUTWE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT I 
Mfice Employees 
Whlte House offices 401 
Office of Policy Development 51 
Offlce of Sclence & Technology 43 
Specla1 assistant to the pres~dent 26 
Executive restdence at the Wh~te House 97 
Natlonal Crlt~cal Materials Councll 3 
Council of Econorn~c Adv~sers 41 
Offlce of the U.S Trade Representative 160 
Offlce of Management and Budget 563 
Nahonal Securlty Councll 106 
Nat~onal Space Council 7 
Council on Env~ronmental Oual~ty 40 
Offlce of Administration 22 1 
Offlce of Nat~onal D r u g r o l  Pol~cy 130 
Total permanent non-detailed: 1.889 

SOURCE Flsurer D e n i e d  a1 rubmmmtnee heanng 

b i t e  House Review Mired 
n Hill Panel Sqt~abbhng 

By Dana Priest 
W a l h b o n  Pmt SIIH W n l s  

The House subcomm~ttee looking 
I Wh~te House expenses-the 
that was derailed in its efforts 
week when none of the White 

Ise witnesses it called showed 
-tried again yesterday, and for 
most part, failed again. 
dter a five-hour hearing and tes- 
my by two White House offi- 
s, the subcommittee on human 
lurces had in hand only one un- 
tuted detail on the cost of run- 
: the White House: It costs 
350 a year to lease each of its 
burdriven Chrysler cars. 
art of the reason the subcom- 
ee did not get more out of Ron 
mussen and Phil Larsen, the 
witnesses who came with thick 
fing books filled with stat~stics. 
:cause everyone spent most of 
hearing in heated partisan 

~bbles debntlng whether the 

summation of testimony by the 
General Accounting Office's Ber- 
nard Unger drew laughter at least 
once from the audience. 

"I'm serious here." said Moran. 
"There have been crimes com- 

mitted in all branches of govern- 
ment." countered Rep. Dan Burton 
(R-lnd.). 

With the help of Unger, the Dem- 
ocrats offered data from the mid- 
1980s to show that the White House. 
at that time, had undercounted by 
125 in tts staff of 500 the people de- 
tailed from other agencies. 

The subcommittee is interested In 
the figure because for a long tlme it 
has been impossible to accurately 
assess the cost of running the White 
House. Part of the problem is there 
are essentially two types of people 
who work in the White House: the 
permanent staff and employees de- 
talled from other agencies. 

As the squabbling went on, Ras- 
mussen, director of the Financial . . 

By Dana Priest 
w..h",lM PWI Stdf wnfor 

Taxpayers paid at least $150 mil- 
lion in 1991 for members of Con- 
gress, the White House and De- 
fense Department to use the Air 
Force's 89th Military Airlift Wing 
on business, according to a federal 
report released yesterday. 

In the third report in two weeks 
on the cost and misuse of govern- 
ment officials' travel, the General 
Accounting Office reported that 
"most travelers use the 89th with- 
out considering cost" to taxpayers. 

It also said that the Air Force 
destroys the detailed passenger 
records of individual flights 30 days 
after a given trip, making it impos- 
sible to determine who went where 
and why. Nor dws  the Defense De- 
partment or the congressional of- 
fices that approve travel requests 
scrutinize the purpose of a trip or 
ensure that reasonable commercial 
alternatives are not available. 

"The policies that address the 
use of military aircraft are so broad 
and vague as to have little impact 
on the use of the 89th Wing air- 
craft," the report notes. ". . . the 
Air Force does not, nor does any- 
one else, independently verify that 
officials requesting use of the 89th 
Wing aircraft have complied with 
the policies." 

Air Force Capt. Sam Grizzle, a 
Pentagon spokesman, said "we 
don't feel its our place to second- 
guess Congress." He said he could 
not explain why the records were 
destroyed within 30 days. 

The GAO report, which was re- 
leased yesterday by Rep. Frank 
Horton (R-N.Y.) adds data to the 
long-held position of the GAO and 
the General Services Administra- 
tion that air travel by government 
officials is one of the most costly 
and yet poorly administered travel 
expenses of the federal govern- 
ment. 

The recent debate over congres- 
sional and executive branch perks 
has focused largely on chauffeur- 
driven executive cars, excess per- 
sonnel and cut-rate services, as well 
as the abuse of House Bank privi- 
leges by members of Congress. But 
these perks pale in comparison to 
the cost to taxpayers for alr travel, 
...I..-h ,ni.ll!,4,-c .L,X -.%lprii--nre n{ 

USE OF 89th WING AIRCRAFT 
JAN. 1, 1989-MARCH 31, 1991 

SOURCE General lcrounlrng Onice 

craft by all three branches of gov- 
ernment." 

If the "finger-pointing game" over 
perks between the White House 
and Congress does not stop, he 
said, "the mudsl~nging splral will 
continue its downward trend, the 
relations between our branches of 
government will collapse and major 
problems confounding our nation 
will continue unaddressed. The 
American people simply are tired of 
this-all of it." 

There are two categories of gov- 
ernment planes-civilian and mil- 
itary-owned and operated by the 
federal government. 

Most of the military planes used 
by Congress and some executlve 
branch officials are the 22 alrcraft 
of the 89th Wing stationed at An. 
drews Air Force Base in Maryland. 
The $150 mlllion annual cost figure 
covers the 1,600 military and civil- 
ian personnel necessary to malntaln 
and operate the fleet, in add~tion to 
fuel, maintenance and other costs. 
Two of the planes are the presi- 
dent's Alr Force One fleet. 

The 89th Wing, which also in- 
cludes 19 helicopters, used for 
flight In the Washington area, made 
2.047 trips from Jan. 1, 1989, to 
March 31. 1991, the 27-month pe- 
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the Defense Department 790 
times. Congress 337 times, the 
State Department 38 times and oth- 
e r  agencies accounted for 14 trips. 
Most of Congress's trips were over- 
seas. 

Last week the GAO released a 
report on the political and personal 
trips by executlve branch officials 
uslng military craft. The president. 
vice president, the secretaries of 
defense and state, the attorney gen- 
eral and the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff are authorized to fly 
military planes at all times without 
prior approval for security reasons 
and to have immediate access to the 
White House through the special 
communications equipment on mil- 
itary planes. 

The government also owns and 
operates a fleet of at least 1.315 
aircraft. Evlost of these planes are 
used to carry out the mission of in- 
dividual agencies. But an estimated 
111 jets are used primarily to fly 
government executives on trips, 
according to the GSA. 

Last week GSA's inspector gen- 
eral found that the agency's inven- 
tory of the federal aircraft fleet and 
its operations "is not current, ac- 
curate or complete." In its review, 
the inspector general found 237 
,-ivilw? ?ircm? *!]at Irere tot even 

In yesterday's report, the GAO 
found that members traveled ivith 
their spouses and/or children on 40 
percent of the trips between May 
1990 and April 1991, mostly to 
overseas locations. 

In an undisclosed number of trips 
spouses of executive and legislative 
branch officials were allowed to 
travel on the 89th Wing without 
reimbursing the government. 

"Reimbursement situations in- 
volving official and nonofficial trav- 
elers are left to the travelers' agen- 
cies to account for and collect," the 
report said. 

Members of Congress are al- 
lowed to travel on military planes- 
without re~mbursing the Defense 
Department-after receivmg per. 
mission from a committee chairman' 
or the leadership as long as the purr 
pose of the travel falls within.the 
committee's or office's jurisdiction:, 

Under Defense Department reg- 
ulations, members of Congress and 
others are supposed to use military 
planes only "when travel is in the 
natlonal interest and commercial 
transportation is not available 01 
capable of meetlng the movement 
requirements." 

Because the policy does not ex- 
plicit~ define official business or 
national interest. "almost any travel 
by high-level executive branch of- 
ficials or members of Congress can 
be justified, at the traveler's discre- 
tion." 

The GAO was disturbed by the 
apparent lack of comparison shop- 
ping by Congress as well. The Air 
Force. it said. is charged $5,300 td 
$15,000 per flying hour, depending 
on the craft used. Longdistance, 
nverseas flights can be especially - - 
expensive. 

For example, the cost for a 61-- 
member congressional delegat~on 
to fly round-tnp to the Pans k r  
Show-wh~ch 101 members, the11 
spouses and staff d ~ d  cn 1989- 
would be about $41,480 on a com- 
merclal plane But ~f those passen- 
gers took a 61-seater C-137A rml- 
ltary plane, the cost would be 
$191,630 

The GAO also sa~d 'the lack of an 
overall system to account for and 
manage re~mbursements" for md- 
ltary fllghts by nongovernmental 
emoloyees made lt ~mposs~ble to 
tell whether news organizations 
that flv nn rnilit:!ri. planes prooerlv 



disputed detail on the cost of run- ' 
nrng the Wh~te  House: It costs 
$1,350 a year to lease each of its 
chaffeurdriven Chrysler cars. 

Part of the reason the subcom- 
mittee did not get more out of Ron 
Rasmussen and Phil Larsen. the 
two witnesses who came with thick 
briefing books filled with statistics, 
is because everyone spent most of 
the hear~ng in heated partisan 
squabbles debating whether the 
hearing was political or not. 

They argued over whether they 
could talk about waste and fraud at 
the White House and on the Hill. 
They argued over whether they 
could ask the witnesses for certaln 
informat~on and whether they 
would prov~de it. 

'The only reason we're holdrng 
these hearlngs now," offered Rep. 
Paul E. Kanjorskr (D-Pa.), chalrman 
of the Post Office and Civil Service 
subcommittee on human resources. 
1s because it is time t o  mark up the 
authorization bill. 

Committee members tried. with 
varying d e ~ r e r s  uf per.l.Ience. to 
s~mplrf) the matter Inlo wrungdulng 
on i h e  part of one branch or the 
other. Rep. James P. Moran (D- 
Va.), a freshman on the committee, 
asked over and over again whether 
the White House's procedures for 
hiring detailees, as they are called. 
amounted to "a lie," or "a crime," o r  
'a wrongdoing." so much so that his 

talled from other agencies. 
The subcommittee IS rnterested in 

the figure because for a long time it 
has been imposs~ble to accurately 
assess the cost of runnlng the White 
House. Part of the problem is there 
are essent~ally two types of people 
who work in the White House: the 
permanent staff and employees de- 
tailed from other agencies. 

As the squabbling went on, Ras- 
mussen, director of the Financial 
Management Divislon and Larsen, 
d~rector of the Personnel Manage- 
ment Divisron, both from the Office 
of Administration, sat listening. 

When they finally were asked to 
move up to the wltness table, Kan- 
jorski made a lengthy plea for an 
overhaul of the government's ac- 
countrng system. 

"The most frustrating thing for 
us," said Kanjorski. "is we know 
we're out of control, we know we've 
been out of control for 10 years, but 
no one's doing anything about it." 

"We're going to get the govern- 
ment in control, we're going to start 
right here," he said. "We're going to 
stop the smoke and mirrors." 

At the end of the hearing, the 
subcommittee had failed or forgot- 
ten to get the detalls it wanted on 
White House expenses. Kanjorski 
remarned undaunted. He asked Ras- 
mussen to produce a record of the 
300.000 White House financial 
transactions that occur each year. 

expenses of the federal govern- 
ment. 

The recent debate over congres- 
sional and executive branch perks 
has focused largely on chauffeur- 
driven executive cars, excess per- 
sonnel and cut-rate services, as well 
as the abuse of House Bank privi- 
leges by members of Congress. But 
these perks pale in comparison to 
the cost to taxpayers for a n  travel, 
which includes the maintenance of 
sophisticated aircraft and the sal- 
aries of highly trained crew mem- 
bers. 

At a politically charged House 
Post Office and Civil Service sub- 
committee hearing yesterday at 
which two White House off~cials 
answered questions about White 
House expenses, Horton tried to 
bring some perspective to the perk 
issue and the Importance of re- 
vamping the government's use of 
its aircraft. 

He said travel on military planes 
by the president, vice president and 
the country's other top officials is 
appropriate and "to pretend and 
suggest otherwise is t o  leave the 
bou'ndaries of reason and enter the 
realm of the absurd." 

Horton said there is a need for 
"clear, precise, comprehensible. 
rational and accountable policies 
governing the use of military air- 

Bush to Embrace Welfare Overhaul 
White House Scrambles to Ready Kiver  for Esconsin Plan 

covers the 1,600 mll~tary and c~vrl- 
ian personnel necessary to malntaln 
and operate the fleet, in addition t o  
fuel, maintenance and other costs. 
Two of the planes are the presl- 
dent's Air Force One fleet. 

The 89th Wing, whlch also in- 
cludes 1 9  helicopters, used for 
flight in the Washington area, made 
2.047 trips from Jan. 1, 1989, to 
March 31, 1991, the 27-month pe- 
riod the GAO studied. The Wh~te  
House used the planes 868 trmes, 

used to carry out the rnlsslon of in- 
dlvidual agencies. But an est~mated 
111 jets are used primarily t o  fly 
government executives on trips, 
according to the GSA. 

Last week GSA's inspector gen- 
eral found that the agency's inven- 
tory of the federal aircraft fleet and 
its operations "is not current, ac- 
curate or complete." In its review, 
the inspector general found 237 
civilian aircraft that were not even 
recorded on the inventory. 

would be about $41,480 on a com- 
mercial plane. But ~f those passen- 
gers took a 61-seater C-137A mil- 
itary plane, the cost would be 
$191.630. 

The CAO also said 'the lack of an 
overall system to account for and 
manage reimbursements" for mil- 
itary flights by nongovernmental 
employees made it impossible to 
tell whether news organizations 
that fly on military planes properly 
paid for the flight. 

Our Daughters Are Found 
In ExtraGdinary Places. 

The leader of the movement that won 
the right to vote for all women, 
pre-eminent suffragist Susan B. Anthony 
became a member of National Society 
Daughters of the American Revolution 
in 1898. 

She joined with many other women 
of courage and spirit, including Francis 
E. Willard, feminist and temperance 
leader who awakened the interest of 
thousands of women in political affairs. 
Dr. Kate Waller Barrett, humanitarian 
and social crusader. Activist and essayist 

< 11 Julia Ward Howe, author of "The Battle ' - 1 
By Ann Devroy Slunner that the event must go for- has one child, but the increase for 

W ~ C ~ . ~   art SWI wnwr ward as scheduled. two children will be halved to $479. 
Although the president has rarely There will be no increase beyond 

President Bush today will grant mentioned welfare policy since he that, no matter how many children. 
Wisconsin a walver from federal took office, reform and change have An AFDC mother with one ch~ld 
welfare regulations in order to high- become a standard reelection who marries wlll see her bas~c 
h h t  Republican Gov. Tommy theme. A senior official said Wed- monthly grant increase by $77 a 
Thompson's controversial welfare nesday that Bush would outline his month to $517. To qualify for thls 
overhaul as a model of national wel- welfare principles today but- not additional benefit, the husband (and, 
fare reform, a senior White House propose any new federal welfare if the child is above age 2, the moth- 
official said. overhaul. The  pres~dent's princi- e r  as well) must partictpate in a jobs 

Bush, who has long promised to ples, the official said, are: more program or complete school, and 
speed up walvers for state efforts to flexibility on how states can struc- must participate in sexeducation and 
revise welfare programs will use the ture and carry out their programs: parenting classes. At present, AFDC 
Wisconsin waiver, the first granted, efforts to break dependence on wel- rules allow married couples to collect 
to outline h ~ s  welfare overhaul prin- fare by the poor; efforts to provide welfare only if one spouse has a sub- 
ciples, officials s a d  yesterday. more incentives to people to leave stantial work history. This program 

The Whlte House yesterday welfare rolls; and encouraging pro- allows for two-parent fam~lles to col- 
scrambled to meet today's deadline, grams that provide more "dignity" lect AFDC payments even if there is 
which they did not know they had to welfare recipients. no work history. 
until Wednesday, in another exam- An administration official said the The program will also triple, to 
pie of the chaotic atmosphere that W h ~ t e  House is looking at welfare $300, a bonus the county receives 
has befallen the White House staff proposals that go beyond endorsing from the federal government each 
In recent months. state reform efforts but that the time it establishes patern~ty in an 

A senior White House official an- review is not complete. out-of-wedlock birth. 
nounced to reporters Wednesday In Wisconsin. Gov. Thompson's Thompson introduced his propos- 
Ulat Bush would make the long- Parental and Family Responsibility al in February 1991. It was widely 

welfare announcement to- ~n~t ia t ive  applies to first-tlme teen- by some who said it pro- 
The anouncement came-as a at?e mothers enrolled in the +d to mated "state-sponsored shotgun 

Sttsan B. Anthony U.S. Dollar Coin Hymn of the Republic." Jane Adams, y ' 
In,-, 

social worker and founder of Hull ,~ . ~ 

House. Clare Booth Luce, politician, 
.. ,.;,: 

playwright and journalist. And Mary .. , . 
Baker Eddy, founder of Christian ... 

"I have been and must continue to be busy Science. 
workzng to secrlrr the women ojthis day the Other women of spirit and creativity 
paramo~tnt nglttsfor wh~ch the Revoluttona~ included artist Anna Mary Robertson 
Wdrwas waged "-Susan B. Anthony, 1898 Moses, the beloved "Grandma Moses." 

Sculptor Anna Hyatt Huntington creator 
of the famous statue "Sybil Ludington, 
the female Paul Revere." And Gertrude 
Vanderbilt Whitney, artist and art 

, .- 
patron, sculptor of the Founders' 
Memorial at NSDAR National 
Headquarters. 

Their work exemplifies the spirit of , 1 , '  
the DAR today. In its second century of . . 
service, DAR remains dedicated to the 

NAJXX'IAL SOCIETY men and women who secured American 
T indepmdence. I& objectives remain 
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rlsnt lo l ~ ~ h . ~ ~ .  " r ~ ~  a p e c ~ a l  11ttlc cocoon." dilierent or by Health and H ~ : ~ ~ ~  . j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  $180 a )L,ir, ' 8,c dcpnrtment has purchdsed pro,. cut1 imks, key .Y~arn,a L~Fmniere, Fru11k Smobda, illzrkaei Wcts.simpf 
separate froi:~ the public. Heclo says. And if the ques- ~ 1 , ~  secretary used the $7,500 represenrat,an filn,i r:nC" ~aperwelghts and other gifts for visitors from 11s undfion Pl~~Nipsa~rds&flres~u~cher L~tcysja:ick~~ord 
tlon 1s framed from the "internal bureaucracy" polnt of last year to host a numbrr ofluncheons and recrptlons, """J1 reprchentatlon fund. corllnbnlrd to Niis report. 
mew. he says, perks oiten create a morale problem for 
employees who don't enjoy then?. 

Heclo says that whatever the context, most people 
probably grve hlgh-ranking officials in the executive 
branch, like the secretarm of defense, state and ener- 
gy, niore slack than elected of11cials"who we expect to. 
by nature, stay close to us." 

"U'hat's one person's perk is another's cost of doing 
business." said Mark Abramson. president of the Coun- 
c ~ l  for Excellence in Government, an organizatwn of 
former federal executives. 

Most perks are reserved for the highest rankrng ex- 
ecutlves, usually heads of departments or agencies and 
their senior aides. 

The perks include Labor Secretary Lyrin hlart~n's 
chauffeurdriven car, dnvers in uniform at Jack Kemp's 
Housing and Urban Development Department and cut- 
rate golf courses available to top brass at Defense. 

The Washegton Post surveyed the Washington head- 
quarters of the 14 federal Cabinet departments, plus the 
Env~ronmental Protection Agency. The cost data are 
from fiscal 1991. which ended Sept. 31. 

In the survey. "portal to portal" servrce means having 
a car and a drwer available round-the-clock. Cfficials 
who enjoy this perk must claim the value of the service 
as "taxable income" for federal tax purposes. Veterans 
Affairs Secretary Edward J. Dennnski, for example. 
11sted taxable Income from his portal-to-portal perk a t  
$3.589.53 last year. 

All departments were asked to provlde the same infor- 
mattan. Same said they could not supply the costs of cer- 
tam perks uithm the time allotted. In the cases in which 
cost of dnvers was not provided. The Post used a 
$25,000 annual salary-an average der~ved from other 
departments-to estlmate that cost. 

Agriculture: Secretary Edward R. Madigan's depart- 
ment spends $311,863 a year to lease nine ears and pay 
drivers' salaries. Madigan and Deputy Secretary Ann M. 
Veneman are entitled to portal-to-portal service. Seven 
other vehicles are avallable to senior staff for official busi- 
ness. 

The department has an executive dining rwm, open to 
all employees. The company that runs the dlning room 
and other department cafeterias under contract pays the 
Treasury 1.4 percent ofrts profit each year. 

A fitness center is open to all employees for $130 
annually and there is a privately operated child-care 
facility for which parents pay a variable fee depending 
on the age of the child. 

.M~dtr(an's dlscrerionary fund a $8.000 and is used 
for brrakfasrs, luncheons and recrptlons for visltmg 
oihcials and news media events. 

ConUn~rta: The department operates 13  vehicles and 
pays $57.310 to lease them and $324,000 to 13  dnvers 

It has a self-supporting fitness center that charges; 
$25 intiabon fee and an annual $180 membership fee. 
It also has a self-supporting chiideare center and an 
executive dining room ava~lable to senior officials. They 
pay $7 for meals. 

The department's entertainment fund is $2.000, 
which covers official receptions and functions. 

Datenu: The Defense Department, which is be- 
lieved to have the most extensive perk system is also 
the least forthcoming about it. Despite repeated re- 
quests over two days last week, officials sald the infor- 
niatlon was not avallable. 

Secretary Richard B. Cheney and senior Pentagon of- 
ficials enjoy a w~de variety of perks that include cars, 
dimng rooms staffed by military chefs and use of mil- 
ltary golf courses. Fourteen officials in Washington are 
w e n  assigned cars and two dnvers for round-the-clock 
use. accord~ng to spokesman Glenn Flood. 

Cheney's dlnlng room on the E-Rmg of the Pentagon 



Officials Air1 borne at $3,840 Per Hour - -- Agnew Finally 
To Get a Bust AIR TRAVEL OF 11 EXECUTIVE BRANCH CHIEFS 

SELECTED EXAMPLES OF USE OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT. IAN. 21. 1989MARCH 31. 1991 

By Dana Priest 
WWunpfon Pmt S l d  wnl" 

Former White House chief of staff lohn I i n  the Capitol 
. - . - - - - 

H. Sununu and Secretary of State  am& A. 
Baker Ill flew militarv aircraft on 35 polit- 

TRIPS 
Traveler O(Rdal Polltlol Penonal Mlxd 
~ . d  qnclal authority to mphrly ure military airuan l ical and personal trips--costing taxpayers 

$774,330-for which they repaid the gov- 
ernment $61,585, the required amount, 
according to a General Accounting Office 
report released yesterday. The report stud- 
ied executive branch officials' travel over a 
26-month period. 

On some of the trips, Sununu was joined 
by one or more of nine different Cabinet 
members who do not have the authority to 
use military aircraft on their own, said the 
report. 

It cost $361,054 for the Air Force to 
staff and operate the military planes Sununu 
used on the 24 political and personal trips 
he took between Jan. 21. 1989, and March 
31. 1991. He personally reimbursed the 
government $13,909 and cihers traveling 
with him paid $30,667. 

It cost $413,276 for the Air Force to fly 
the military planes Baker used on his 11 per- 
sonal trips. Baker reimbursed the govern- 
ment $7,164. Reimbursements from his fam- 
ily and friends came to $9,845. 

The cost, per hour, to operate the C-20 
Gulfstream Air Force jet often used by of- 
ficials on their trips IS $3,840, according to 
the Defense Department. Officials are re- 
quired to reimburse the government the 
cost of a commercial fare, plus $1. 

GAO staff reviewed 222 trips taken by 
11 executive branch officials. including the 

Former anor genera ~iclc nmrnburgh * 12 0 0 0 --.I2 
Former chief7statf John H. Sununu 31 16 
Secreta of State Jamn A Baku Ill 
~ubtot.7 46 0 1; 

"'g 
89 16 19 18 142 

Former vice president Spiro T. 
Agnew is fmally going to get a place of 
honor in the Caoitol. 

Permitted to ws mllltary airudi **' .. .. 

Fonner drug polley director Wlllhm J. Bennett 5 0 
Ener Secretary Jams D. Watklns 

0 3 - - 8  
9 1 

HLIOqecretary Jack Kemp 5 1 0 0...10 
lntenor Secretaiy Man& Lvjan Jr. 

0 0 6  
11 1 0 2 "' 14 

Former labor secretary Ellubdh Hanford Dola 5 0 
Former tnnsportatwn secretary %muel K. Sklnnu 3 2 

0 0 5  

Treasury Secretary Nlcholu F. Brady 
0 5 ..lo 

13 2 
U.S. Trade Representatwe Carla A Hlllr 11 0 1 0 16 
Subtotal 62 7 0 1 10 0 - 8 0  11 

Total 151 23 20 28 222 

Mlxld hvsl  mnwrts of oUwl and cddlcal ham or Mlwl and -MI trawl. . .,, 
ThC f m r  Rtomsy garai was &nad to urc &hr mlbq n dhe gmnvnat d. 
Thas othoak. wiw do nd hm rulhorlly lo obtaln rnllatay anrcnn for -1 or poliiml In- nM. @4tw, 

pml n mlmd lnps wih olhcn *ho had ruch aumonty. 
SOURCE: h a r d  ~ountw Olfm . -. . . 
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The GAO report did not examine travel was required to request and get prior a p  
records of Defense Secretary Rlchard B. proval for official travel. .s- 

Cheney, among others. Baker decided last week to fly commer- 
The president, vice president, Sununu, cial planes on personal business. except 

the secretaries of state and defense and the when his staff believes there is a threat to 
attorney general were authorized to use him or when there is a crisis in the world 
military aircraft at all times during the pe- requiring him to remain in 24-hour coritact, 
riod studied by the GAO. They are author- over a secure phone. wth the president : 
ized to use military planes to protect their In Baker's case, the State Department's 
security and to have immediate access to security division decided that advan& in 
the White House. communications, namely the availability of 

The GAO report shows that other officials portable phones, made short commercial 
often accompanied them on political trips, flightspossible. 
most often when fund-raising was involved. In a news conference !ast week. State . 

In October 1989 Treasury Secretary Department spokesman Margaret Tutwiler 
Nicholas F. Brady joined Sununu and Hous- said Baker had re~mbursed the State De- 
ing and Urban Development Secretary Jack partment $38.453 for trips he has taken 
Kemp to speak at a fund-raiser for guber- since assuming his position in January 1989. 
natorial candidate Jim Courter in New Jer- The figure includes reimbursements for 
sey. They flew on a C-20B, on which family and friends who accompanied him. 
Sununu was authorized to travel. Tutwiler said at the news briefing that 

In Aoril 1990. Interior Secretary Manuel the rate the Defense Department bills the 

George M. k t e ,  architect of the 
Cap~tol, recently began seehng an artlat 
to bea te  a marble-bust of the former 
Maryland governor who resigned from I the Nixon administration in 1973 before 
pleading no contest to a charge of in- 
come tax evasion. 

Of the 43 past vice presidents. 
Agnew's 1973 tie-breaking vote which 
allowed construction of the Trans-Alas- 
ka pipeline. Mitch Rose, a Stevens 
swkesman. said the senator also was I 

Agnew is the only one who does not 
have a bust in the Senate wing. That 
omission irritated a number of conser- 
vative publications, which last year 
launched an effort to secure a bust for 

tioubled by criticism that ignoring 
Agnew was an effort to rewrite history. 

After Amew informed Stevens that 
he would 1;ke to be remembered In the 
corridors of the Senate. Stevens had 
architect Wh~te contact Aanew. The 

. 

' former vice president expressed no 
preference for an artist and the arch]- 
tect's office began the process. 

Publicly Agnew has expressed a dis- 
taste for the issue. "Franklv. I do not 

Agnew. 
The National Review called Agnew "a 

decent man who stumbled" and editors 
of the Richmond Times-Dispatch noted 
that the other vice presidents were "an 
assortment of honorable and dishonor- 
able men' Among them: Aaron Burr. 
who was accused of murder and trea- 
son; John Breckinridge, who deserted 
the Union to serve as the Confederacy's 
secretarv of war: Schuvler Colfax, who 

want to dlscuss the matter," he sa~d m 3 

letter to the Balr~more Sun last June. "It 
seem to me that it should not reauire 

was ~ m ~ i ~ c a t e d  m the ~ i e d ~ t  Mobllier of 
America scandal, and WlU~am Rufus De- 

any ~n~tlatlve on my part. If the ~ m e r -  
]can people feel that my bust should be 

secretaries of energy, interio;, labor, Gans- 
portation, treasury, and housing and urban 

Vane King, who was so ill he remained 
in the office only six weeks. 

Matthew Scully, a speechwriter for 
Vice Resident Quayle whose "Bust 
Watch" editorials in the National Re- 
view helped launch the Agnew effort, 
vesterday described Amew, whom he 

placeh with the others; they should so 
indicate and I will be glad to cooperate." 

Agnew is no longer l~sted in "Who's 
Who in America." A 1989 congressional 
directory describes him as an "interna- 
tional trade executive." 

Under Senate rules. either the Rules 

development. 
The travel of the attorney general, the 

drug policy director and U.S. trade repre- 
sentative were also studied. 

Of those trips, 151 were classified as 
solely official; 28 were mixed official and 
political or personal; and 43 were solely 
political or personal. 

According to White House guidelines, po- 
litical travel expenses are to be reimbursed 
from other than appropriated funds. When 
travel combines official and oolitical duties. 

has never met. as "a f i e  man who de- 
served better than he got. Nobody likes 

and Adm~~stratlon Committee or the 
Cap~tol architect IS supposed to contact 

pettiness and he wis clearly being 
treated with disrespect." 

Agnew's supporters said politics was 
behind the decision to ignore the man 
who was Richard M. Nixon's first vice 
president. 'It was the post-Watergate 
spin . . . an era of political correctness." 
said Victor Gold, a former Agnew press 
secretary, who helped George Bush 
write his biography when he was v~ce  
president 

Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska), a mem- 
ber of the Rules and Administration 
Committee, initiated congressional ac- 
tion by contacting Agnew, who tives in 
Rancho Mirage, Calif.. earlier this year. 
Aides sa~d Stevens was grateful for 

a fbrmer vice president or his family to 
begin the process of selecting an artist 
for a bust after he leaves office. When 
the Agnew bust is completed, the Rules 
and Adnunistration Committee will des- 
imate its location. 

Lulan Jr. joined Sununu and Energy Secre- State Department for use of ~ t s  planes was 
tary James D. Watk~ns on a C-20 to attend a 67 percent hlgher than the rate the Defense 
Reoubllcan Governors Assoc~atio:. fund- Department blued ~tself In 1989 and 65 wr- ihe guidelines say that expenbes be allocated 

based on the time spent at each function. raiser in St. Louis. 
Seven times during 1989 and 1990 then- 

cent higher than in 1990. 
Defense officials yesterday said her 01- 

culat~ons were misleading. The rate the 
Defense Department charges Pentagp~ of- 
flcials does not include personnel costpJ But 
the cost of personnel is paid for-by @at. 
ever military service is operating the' a i ~  
plane, said Air Force Capt Sam G W ,  a 
Pentagon spokesman. 

Nondefense agencies, such as the Stale 
Department, are charged for basic costs- 
fuel, maintenance and supplies-as wen-as 
personnel costs, wh~ch can include ,scrdiem 
for the crew. 

For example, d a t r ~ p  lnvolves two events 
of equal duration-a one-hour offictal func- If the costs of other recent busts are 

typical an official in the architect's office 
Transportal~on ~ecrerary Samuel K. Skinner. 
who replaced Sununu as Wh~te House chief of tion and a one-hour political function, then 

the trip would be divided in half: 50 percent 
official and 50 percent politsal. 

"Ten of the 11 officials whose travel we 

said, the Agnew sculpture will cost be- 
tween $35.000 and $50,000. 

The Senate is not the first govern- 
mental body to snub Amew. He noted 

staff. took political trips or trlps that com- 
bined officbl and polltical business aboard 
military planes. Most often, he accompanied 
President Bush and Vice President Quavle. revkwed generally followed travel pol~s~rs  

re0ulrlnR travel author~zations, juit~ficar~on in his lettei to the Sun that Gov. Harry 
Hughes ordered h ~ s  gubernatorial por- 
trait taken from a wall ~n the Mawland 

The report was requested by members of 
Congress following criticism of Sununu's fo; using military aircraft, and reimburse- 

ments for political and personal trips." the 
GAO report said. "These policies were not 
followed for travel by,, the 11th official 
I,:..?,. . . % I  i" p , q ' i  -,r ., 

use of military and corporate jets and his 
government limousine. An internal inquiry 
by the White House counsel's off~ce re- 
w!ted in tighter rules under W ~ I C I I  Sununu 

Capitol and stored in a basement. it re- 
mains in storage in Annapol~s. 



TALKING POINTS In This Contest, Winner Will Quicldy Lose; a L 1 
- 

Busey Is Leaving 
No. 2 Position 
At Transportation 

The Transportation Depart- 
ment announced yesterday that 
James B. Busey will resign as 
deputy secretary of transporta- 
tion to become head of the 
Armed Forces Communications 
and Electronics Association on 
Sept. 30. Busey, who will remain 
at DOT through the summer, will 
replace former Army Gen. John 
A. Wickham Jr., who is retiring. 

Busey has been at DOT for 
three years, first as head of the 
Federal Aviation Administration 
and later as former secretary 
Samuel K. Skinner's handpicked 
deputy and a candidate to suc- 
ceed Skinner in the top job. 
However, Busey was passed 
over for Andrew H. Card Jr.. a 
long-time White House staffer. 

Busey was expected to be 
Card's "nuts and bolts man," 
running the day-today opera- 
tions of the department while 
Card concentrated on political 
and policy matters. However, 
sources said Card has proved to 
be a surprisingly dogged nuts- 
and-bolts man himself, plunging 
into his job with an enthusiasm 
that has kept his staff busy pro- 
duclng briefing books. 

Busey has a reputation for not 
airing his private opinions in 
public, and the immediate rea- 
sons for his departure were not 
apparent. Sources said there 
was no dispute with Card, and 
they speculated that Busey sim- 
ply had an offer he couldn't 
refuse-an opportunity that 
might not come again to head a 
high-paying worldwide organ- 
ization that deals in an area of 
keen interest to him. 

Card issued a statement 
praising Busey and indicating 
that he had asked him to stay. "I 
only wish I had been as persua- 
sive in urging him to stay at  
DOT as they were in offering 
hi their helm," Card's state- 
ment said. 

The Armed Forces Commu- 
nications and Electronics A s w  
ciation describes itself as  "a 
worldwide ethical forum for the 
exchange of information among 
mlhtary, government and mdus- 

try professionals in the fields of 
communications, intelligence 
and information systems." It 
says it has 40,000 individual 
members and more than 1,000 
corporate members. 

Amity at Public Works 
rn Those who have speculated 
about a possible battle for the 
chairmanship of the House Public 
Works and Transportation Com- 
mittee can relax. Rep. James L. 
Oberstar (D-Min.) says he has 
no intention of challenging Rep. 
Norman Y. Mineta (D-Cali), 
who is first in line in seniority. 

Oberstar said he and Mineta 
are friends, and he fully supports 
Mineta. 

Oberstar said his strong in- 
clination is to  remain chairman 
of the aviation subcommittee, 
and not to switch to the surface 
transportation subcommittee 
post now held by Mineta. 

The Public Works post 
opened when Rep. Robert A. 
Roe (D-NJ.) announced unex- 
pectedly that he would retire at 
the end of this term. He won the 
chairmanship just last year in a 
battle with Mineta. 

New Jersey is the loser and 
California the winner in the ex- 
change. Traditionally, the chair- 
man of the Public Works Com- 
mittee makes certain his state is 
well taken care of. 

Vote on Nominee Delayed 
At the request of Sen. Dennls 

DeConcln~ (D-Anz.), the Senate 
Judlclary Comm~ttee yesterday 
delayed votlng on the nomlna- 
t~on of George J. Terwlll~ger 111 
as deputy -attorney general. 
Committee sources said the 
committee probably will not 
vote until after the Senate's 
two-week recess that begins 
next week. 

Committee Chairman Joseph 
R. Biden Jr. (D-Del.) said the 
delay is not related to allega- 
tions that Terwilliger, a former 
U.S. attorney, demeaned an un- 
married female subordinate at a 
staff meeting by asking her if 
she was pregnant. Terwilliger 
has said he doesn't recall the 
remark. A spokesman for De- 
Concini said the senator was 
still considering the nomination. 

-Don Phillips 
and Sharon LaFraniere 

For V%ite House and Congress, the Pressing Political Aiority Is hrging Perquisites , 

By Dana Priest and Ann Dewoy 
Washagton PoalSfafl Wnter9 

The race is on: Find the perk and 
purge it, fast, before your opponent 
has a chance to wave it in the air. 

The contestants: the White 
House and Office of Management 
and Budget Director Richard G. 
Darman on one side, members of 
Congress and their busy-bee staff 
members on the other. 

Sitting in the bleachers is the 
sometimes cheering, sometimes 
irate public. 

Yesterday's match was played in 
the Appropriations subcommittee 
hearing room of Sen. Dennis De- 
Concini (D-Ariz.). Darman stepped 
up to bat. 

He warmed up: "Mr. Chairman . . . it's a pleasure to appear before 
you once again. I heard this morn- 
ing-as I drove myself to work. . ." 
Darman said, a reference to his 
publicized vow this week to give up 
his portal-to-portal car service. 

But the only real factoids Darman 
offered were these: that his own 
travel bill during his tenure as  di- 
rector "has averaged under $350 a 
year." and that there are 151 gyms 
within buildings operated by the 
General Services Administration, 
which does not include all govern- 
ment buildings. 

But he promised more answers. 
quickly. 

While factoids were traded, De- 
Concini offered his own: There are 
approximately 530,000 govern- 
ment-owned vehicles, which cost 
the government $1.3 billion to o p  
erate each year. They do not in- 
clude, according to GSA, the exec- 
utive fleet of perquisite cars. Oh 
well. 

"I think that we have to have a 
sense of proportion and yet I be- 
lieve you are exactly correct that in 
the current context the public is 
rightly disturbed about some pat- 
terns it observes in the Congress 
and in the executive branch," Dar- 
man said. 

"And so if you or we, in pursuing 
this in greater detail, find some- 
thing which does not properly with- 
stand inspection," be added, "it'll be 
a race between the two of us as  to 
who can propose to eliminate it 
first." 

A senior administration official 

"lfyou or we, in pursuing this in 
greater detail, find something which 
does not properly withstand 
inspection, it 71 be a race between the 
two of us as to who can propose to 
eliminate it first." 

-Richard C. Dannan, director, 
Office of Management and Budget 

said yesterday that the administra- 
tion is compiling its own executive 
departments perk list and is pre- 
pared to announce eliminations with 
something of a flourish, perhaps in a 
second package of spending rescis- 
sions from President Bush to Con- 
gress. 

Last Thursday, Darman sent the 
heads of all departments and agen- 
cies a memo reminding them that 
the White House is looking for fur- 
ther budget savings. The memo 
notes that he is seeking "even rel- 
atively small savings from our own 
operations, particularly if the 
spending in question creates sym- 
bolic problems that could weaken 
public confidence" in the agency or 
department. 

And after at first refusing to have 
officials testify before the House 
Post Office and Civil Service sub- 
committee on human resources. 
which is looking at the costs of 
some White House operations, in- 
cluding Air Force One, the White 
House will send senior officials to  
Capitol Hill today to provide some 
information. 

A senior official said today's tes- 
timony would include details on the 
size and cost of the White House 
staff, including "detailees." the of- 
ficials from other agencies who 
work at  the White House and are 
paid by their parent agencies but 

whose costs do not show up on the 
White House budget. The official 
insisted the details would be a " g d  
news story" for the White House 
because its staff level and costs 
were low compared to prior years. 

Subsequent testimony will be giv- 
en on the cost of Air Force One. 
The actual cost of a presidential trip 
has been shrouded in secrecy in 
Democratic and Republican admin- 
istrations. Tracking the cost is dif- 
ficult because the bills have been 
spread throughout a variety of de- 
partments, such as the Pentagon. 

The cost of operating the plane 
itself has been provided-$25.000 
an hour in fiscal 1992. But the as- 
sociated costs, such as the cost of 
aides who travel with the president, 
the equipment and the setup that 
occurs days before a visit, have nev- 
er been made available by this or  
other administrations. 

A senior official said yesterday 
that whatever information the ad- 
ministration provides to Congress 
on presidential travel "is not likely" 
to include a full breakdown of such 
costs. 

Darman yesterday defended the 
president's use of Air Force One, 
even for political trips. 

The costs of political, personal 
and official trips by the president 
are pa~d for by taxpayers. DeCon- 
cinl and others have suggested that 

- -  - -  . , > a ,  

the president's campaign commit-, 
tee  or  Republican National Commit-,: 
tee  be required to reimbtlrse the 
Treasury for flights for purely po- .. 
litical trips the president takes 
while campaigning. . ,. 

"If you were to adopt the propos- 
al . . . you'd put the incumbent at  a 
very significant financial disadvan- 
tage, given all the other ~ l e s , "  Dar-_ 
man said. ..,.LJ 

Later, Darman elaborated. . 1::. 
'The president of the United: 

States, when he is campaigning for: 
reelection, is not free to say 'I'll 
forget my responsibility as  com- 
mander-in-chief for the next six or 
eight months.' " Darman said. "He 
doesn't have that freedom. He's 
commander-in-chief whether .-he 
likes it or not-24 hours a day, sev- 
en days a week . . . and that is a. 
burden which the other candidates 
don't have." 

A Wh~te House official insisted 
yesterday that Bush had never used 
the perkksue politically against the 
House, although the president has 
quipped about it. But he conceded 
that COP use of the ~ e r k s  issue 
against the ~emocratd had pro- 
duced a "perk war" between the 
executive and legislative branches 
and the administration was now W- 
ing to put itself in the mode of spot- 
ting and publicly Mling perks it is 
willing to forgo. 
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SUBCOY GEN FED 

Z am wrLtlPg t o  thank v u  faz pow Ze%ter a f  ~ c h  31, 
accomgsaied by pour Iateerim Audit of Covezzm=t: Clvif im 
U c r ~ P r .  I apprackrte pour cantInUg ~ f t o e 8  La ppesuit of a 
c~mprrhsaa3,ve audlt o t  the fedetal fleet o f  &craft ,  wUch I 
raqqeetdd lrer N ~ P e m b e r  15. 

t especially apgreciate yo= ~hariag with me the rasulfs of 
yorv audit a t  thZs ratlp phaer. I find t b k  ths L n t e r b  Audit, 
wulo Laoomgleta, c a n f h m  my rrrrpkion that federal c i v i l i a ~  
aircraft an oparatmi w i t h  badapata soar jurtftfcarLcm a d  
central cool=cifnat&on -- &ad at a eubstantfal safety r isk .  

Your n p o a  provide. sufticient gror~nds ta eoacrude that t he  
cuzrenr etata o f  marlagemeat ia uaaccaptable. It fs obvious that 
many fadaza2. .a$enciea axe apcpxating In blatont diaragard ~f 
exis t ing federal reqctiramenW. Just sm irpportant, y o u  report 
diecloess sa ineff&~lent aci wastatul use o f  tarpayer do1Lare. 

, 
For exbmple, tb. Office o f  illanapoment and Budpet'a ~ k l a f  

A-126 repir~~s  that the ap~nei8s ju~tlr]r 8s cuet-effie-nt fh. 
pxocural, ewrrerfihi and cue of each aizcraft ( roquixin 
fulfillment; w&th C Ik cular: A-76)- Y,t +be Lpi;ez % Audft s % clws 
that ageasLee have submitted sbrolurel M aaat LnfezmatLon for f 219 aLrgLanor, and data i s  incomplete a2 a- more. TUs 
aendate f o r  cort-siffclency is Broad, cwlprehansivs and 
fundamental to any mtFan u f  cnn@ciantious mmaqamont -- yet for 
215 rLrcr&ft ferde~al ageacier bas.8 not aztlmpted even to pa Lip 
remice to thLs e x ~ ~ c u t & w  btmeh requirement that bur bean fn 
place in one form cr another rinee October 1983. 

nn n  i n 9 a3 i c .  i c 



lhare  i s  no c ~ e a t  inv:ntorg o f  fed~ra l  civilian akcraft, 
despita thm C&rcular A 4 2 6  requfrrmant t:% GSA aalntafn a 
government-wide hfannatian 8 stem. There i r  aa acctlrat~ sccauat 
of even the number o f  these p duma -- much less any detailed 
descrfptian af the& m e .  

1 
m this regard, I am troubled by dircxspwcies between the 

records of  GSA and F U  as cithd in the Intarin audit. According 
to your audft, the FAA has secorth for 237 government civilictn 
uirceeft that are notmrmpistered with GSA at a l l .  GSA im c h p d  
with fac i l i ta t ing  the eafe and efficient use of tha fecbral 
goverament'rs &craft, and yet there are a~pazentlp 237 such 
aircraft of which M A  is entirely unetwwet. bl-dhesa to ray, 061 
cannot ensure the efficien.t. uae o f  aircraft that, sccardhg to 
L t s  own records, db nat e n n  oxfst, 

It appeazs that agencies elther do not have or do net 
provida GSA with infamation rega~U.ng many -1-s' date og 
procural, routke use, burs logged or mhteneilce sehrdules. 
B~tpnd groblrm o f  Inventory, fhere cauld mt under theae 
circumsumear be MY maaningful attsmpe to coordinate tha maap 
f l f  bts a f  an agency's alreraft to b u r e  t h r h  efficient use -- 
mud 1e.s batwrea agencies or gooarmeat-wide. Clearlr, this 
lack of managanent can only m e a n  a staggering vsate ol taxpa-r 
dallars . 

WAila this wasteful uae af taxpaper dollara i r  unacceptable 
hr frstalf, I find the apparent lack of safety regulatlem f o r  the 
federal civilian $3-t t o  be dawnright alarmin . Your x e g ~ r t  
Lndlcater that thmra i8 no requLtemant that p i  f cts  be madLcalL~ 
fit -- or .van licensed to f l y  aa aircraft. ~ o z e ~ v ~ x ,  thero f r  
no guidance to ea8uxe the rsgu'lar mainttnancs and hspec t ion  o f  
.kcran, eome of which date back to 1945. W p e f u l l ~ ,  the 
agencies hr- developed t h e k  own rrfsty i tanhzdt. Even .a, I 
um unconvincad that w e  can tr=uat agencies ta r igorously  palice 
their OWXI fleet when t h a ~  so f l a g r t l y  snd habitually cUsngaLul 
evea the simple reportlag xequireamts currently in effect. 

I recognize that a f u l l  sudlt $8 a time-ccnrurmlng VBP~UXU, 
and the need far a thorough and precise accounting f o r  tho 
fedmral civilfan 2ltaot i s  obvious. ETowever, your intezim ragart  
h d i c a t e s  to m e  that them m y  be a need tor pufckr~ action as 
well. 1 have decided to rchedula a h.1~tIng as goon ao postiblm 
In the coming veeb. 1 would liko f o r  you to t e r t l i y  to discuaa , 

p u r  audit and haXp me deternine the best fmmediatr couras of 
action to ansure the safest and moat effieiont use a3 the federal 
government's sizcraft. I will be in touch wlth pau i n  the near , 1 rk 

futurs to d o t e d m  a mutually acceptable dare. 
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X n  the maathe, fF q e a f f  Md s may be o f  asaisrance, 
please do nat hesitate to calf. Thank you again far your r c l i d  
work in t h i s  area. 

S u b c d t t m  on General 
$crviees, Federallam and the 
DistrLct af Columbia 



The Honorable Jim Saaeer 
Chairman, Subcommittee on General Services, 
Federalism and t h e  DiotrSct of Columbia , 

Committee on Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 
Washington, bC 20510 

Dear Mr, Chairman: 

I have encloeed an interim report on our continuing audit o f  the 
General Services Administration's ( G S A 1 s )  program for management 
oversight of the Federal Government's civilian aircraft fleet. A 
copy haB also been provided to the Commissioner OP the Federal 
Supply Service, 

Your letter dated November 15, 1991 requesting t h i s  review, 
charged us  with obtaining specific statistical data and 
information pertaining t a  vazious aspects of the management and 
operations o f  the aircraft  fleet. Much of the information you 
seek is not currently available with in  GSA, However, we believe 
that  most of the additional information needed resides within the 
individual agencies passeoofng aircraft. 

As Inepector General for GSA, my legal authorities far examining 
records and reviewing management operations ace confined to 
activities and.functfbn8 o f  this dgency, Accordingly, our audit, 
staff has no dlrect access to the information or personnel of 
other agencies. To overcome this constraint, I have obtained the 
conaent a f  the Vice Chairman of the Presidentfa Council on 
Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE) with respect  t o  making t h i s  
review of t h e  civilian a ircraf t  fleet an audit project o f  the 
PCIE. Upon formal approval, this vehicle will provide us the 
services of the Offices of Inspectors General (OIGB) whose 
agencies control aircraft fleets. 

We will remain t h e  lead o f f i c e  for t h e  project and will continue 
t o  keep you and your staff advised of our progress. We will 
coordinate the data collection process and summarize the 
information to provide you with federal-wide results. We also 
will continue examining issues which influence the success of the 
a i r c r a f t  management program. 



The conversion of Lhfs effort to a PCIE project will require time 
to plan, communicate the scope of work, and marshal the personnel 
to perform the reviews. Every effort will be made to keep thia 
period to a minimum. Only a f t e r  the individual O I G s  have had the 
opportunity t o  survey how their respective agencies maintain 
records on aircraft will we be in poaition to adviae you of when 
you can expect a final report. We will continue to maintain 
contact with your staff to keep the subcommittee current on t h e  
project's ~ t e t u s .  

In the interim, if your staff needs specific information, please 
contact Ma. Karen Shaffer our Congressional Liaison Officer or 
Mr. William E. Whyte, Jr., Assfatant Inspector General for 
Auditing on ( 2 0 2 )  901-0374.  X f  I may be o f  any perabnal service 
to you, please contact me on (202) 501-0450.  

Sincerely, 

M 
William R.  Barton 
Inspector General 

Enclosure 
,... . .I.-...n.-" '..- * --..,...-,....-. ". -,,. -",,..-..,+.. ,-.-.-. . .....,. *-- , . .- . .,,.,," .,..,,~.." ,..... --_l-."l._.-m" ..-..._, ., .-.--. -. .. .  ..,. 
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General Services Administration 
Office of Inspector Qenetal 

Washington, DC 20406 

March 2 6 ,  1992  

MEMORANDUM FOR ROGER D, DANIERO 
COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE (F) 

FROM : WILLIAM Eo WHYTE, JR, [J& s i . ~  
ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR 

SUBJECT r Interim Audit Report 
Review of Government Civilian Aircraft 
Report Number A 2 1 5 2 4 / ~ / 5 / V 9 2 0 1 3  

This report present8 the interim results of tho Office of the 
Inspector General's Audit of  the Management of Government 
Civilian Aircraft. 

This is an information report. It does not contain audit 
recommendations nor doer it require a formal written response. 
The review was initiated at the request of Senator Jim Basser, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on General Services, Federallam and the 
District of Columbia, C ~ r f m i t t ~ e  on ~overnmental Affaira, United 
States Senate. This interim report will be provided to the 
Senator. 

The intent of this document is to report on the state of GSA's 
efforts to meet its responsibilities as prescribed in OMB 
Circular A-126. It contains audit results based on our review to 
date. The audit of Government civilian aircraft is still an 
ongoing project. Future work l i k e l y  w i l l  involve the efforts of 
other offices of Inspectors General. We will advise you of the 
scope of the future effort once i t  is fully developed. 

The contents of the report have been discussed with senior 
Federal ~ u p p l y . O f f i c i a l s .  If you have any questions please  feel 
free t o  contact m e  or Mr. Eugene L. Waszily, Deputy Assistant 
Inspec to r  General for Auditing, a t  ( 2 0 2 )  5 0 1 - 0 3 7 4 .  
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INTERIM AUDIT OF GOVERNMENT 
CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT 

REPORT NUMBER A21524/F/S/V92013 

INTRODUCTION 

Baekqround 

In response to a request, dated November 15, 1991, from Senator 
J i m  Sasser, Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on General Services, 
Fedetalism and the District of Columbia, Committee on 
Governmental Affairs, U.6. Senate, the General Servicea 
Adminiatration (GSA), Office of Inspector General (DIG), 
initiated a review af GSA's management over Government civilian 
a i r c r a f t .  

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-126 
(Revised), dated January 18, 1989, prescribes policiea to be 
followed by executive agencies in acquiring, managing, uoing and 
accounting for the cost of, and diaposal  of aircraft. The 
circular's intended purpose is t o  require actions t o  improve t h e  
management of Government aviation resources.  The Administrator 
of GSA was directed to establish a ~ i n g l e  office responsible for; 

1, Establishing an interagency aviation policy working group t o  
advise him in developing ar changing a i r c r a f t  po l ic ies  and 
information requirements; 

2 ,  Coordinating and providing guidance for the procurement, 
operation, safe ty ,  and disposal of civilian agency aircraft; 

3 .  Identifying and advising agencies and OMB o f  opportunities 
to improve aircraft management (e .g . ,  disposing of under- 
utilized aircraft); 

4 .  Providing technical assistance to agencies in establishing 
their awn automated aircraft information systems; and 

5 .  Operating a Government-wide aircraft management information 
system. 

GSA asalgned the responsibility for aircraft management to the 
Aircraft Policy Branch within the Transportation Management 
Division of the Federal Supply Service ( F S S ) ,  The Aircraft 
Policy Branch currently has a staff of five employees plus two 
contract personnel. 

The c u r r e n t  GSA inventory (which is draft information as of 
September 30, 1990) l ists  a total of 1,315 aircraft i n  the 
Federal fleet, These are cantrolled by 12 dspartments/agsncies. 
The inventory includes many types of aircraft, such as 
helicopters, special purpose aircraft for firefighting and 
meteorological research, and jet fighters used by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) f o r  research and 
development and program support .  

2 
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Objectivea, Scope, and Methodoloqy 

Our audit objectives were to determine: - The current state of management of civilian aircraft; - Whether opportunities exist  for GSA and the Interagency 
Committee for Aviation Policy (ICAP) to improve management; - GSA/ICAPVa progresa towards implementing a system of f l i g h t  
coordination, such as the Naval Air Logistics Infarmation 
System (NALTS); - The degree to which various agenciee and departmente of 
Govetnment are cooperating with the  GSA/ICAP; and - The accuracy and completeness of GSA'a inventory of Federal 
aircraft to include verificatians of the specific data 
elements relating to aircraft characteristics, operating 
costa, mission and efficiency of use. 

This interim report addreasss each of the etated objectives 
solely in terms of GSA/ICAP'S role in the Federal aircraft  
program. We are planning a second phase of the audit in which we 
intend to work with other Offices of Inspectors General to assess 
the state of agencies' complLance w i t h  requirements for  
operationo and management of aircraft, 

To accomplish our audit objectives within GSA, we performed the 
tollowing steps: 

- Examined applicable regulations, policiea and guidelines; - Reviewed prior audit reports on aircraft management prepared 
by the General Accounting office (GAO); 

- Reviewed GSA/ICAP recoxds and reports; - Attended demonstrations of an automated flight coordination 
system; - Compared the aircraft registration records of the Federal 
Aviation Administration ( F A A )  with GSA's  aircraft inventory 
records, 

The first phase of this audit was performed December 1991 through 
March 1992 in accordance with generally accepted Government 
auditing standards. 



RESULTS OF AUDIT 

GSA has made positive, but limited, ptagrees toward development 
and implementation Of guidance for the safe, efficient, and 
economic operation@ of Federal aircraft. The degree to which GSA 
passeases the legal authority to issue regulation6 or atandarda 
is in queetlon and is viewed as an impediment to fulfLllfng t h i s  
function. 

GSA has established an automated inventory of Federal aircraft. 
However, shortcomings in data submissions from the individual 
agencies produce inventory informatton which is not current, 
accurate az complete. 

G9A has been an advocate for all agencies w i t h  aircraft to 
implement automated systems for flight coordination. Its 
encouragement has yet  to bear tangible results. 

STATE OF AIRCRAFT MANAGEMENT 

OMB Circular A-126 aeaigned key role8 and responsibilities to 
GSA, These include: 

- Establishing an interagency aviation policy working group to 
advise GSA in the development of policy; 

- Coordinating the development of ~ffective measures, 
standards, and guidance for procurement, operations, safety 
and disposal of  aircraft; 

- Identifying and advieing OM0 and the agencies of 
appoktunities to share, transfer or diqpose of underutilized 
aircraft and to identify opportunities to reduce excessive 
operations costs; 

- Providing technical assistance to agencies i n  establishing 
their own automated aircraft information ayatems, and; 

- Operating a government-wide aircraft management informatian 
system. 

These objectives have not been fully met, although GSA/ICAP have 
made subatantfa1 progress in some aspects, GSA has establiehad 
the ICAP body to assist it in implementing t h e  requirements of 
A - 1 2 6 .  



Findinq 1 - Contfibutions by ICAP 
ICAP member agencies have been cooperative and supportive in 
their efforts to improve aircraft management. ICAP has nlsa been 
a positive forum for the exchange of pertinent information on the 
operation, maintenance and safety of aircraft Government-wide. 
Notwithstanding ICAP's contributions, significant shartcomlnga da 
exist in the individual agencies' responses to requests for 
timely and comprehensive filing of aircraft data submissions with  
GSA, Alao,  very little has been accomplished regarding the 
issuance of guidance in the areas of  aircraft procurement and 
diapoaal .  Recent interest expressed Erom same member agencies 
may lead to the formation of an ICAP subcommittee relating to 
aircraft acquisition. 

Finding 2 - Standards and Guidance 
In ~ p x i l  of 1991 GSA/fCAP issued a model guide for aircraft 
operations. Similar guidance for effectiveness measures, 
procurements and diapaanls of aircraft have been diecussed but 
no t  developed. In the criticak area of safety, a recent GSA/ICAP 
project resulted in a draft amendment to the FPMR for aircraft 
accidsnt and incident reporting and investigation. However, 
GSA's Office of General Counoel would not approve t h i s  draft 
amendment because, in its opinion, GSA does not have the 
statutory authority t o  isoue regulations an aircraft safety 
matters, 

Adoption of safe ty  standards is critically important ssinca 
Federal aircraft are not subject to most regulations issued by 
the FAA, Currently, there are no regulations regarding Federal 
aircraft operations to ensure that: 

Pilots ere licensed and medically fit to fly; 

Aircraft are properly maintained and u*dergo inspection; and 

Airfrarne&'are airworthy or aircraft are Operated within 
their physical capabilities. 

Likewise, aircraft accldents are not required to be investigated 
by the National Transportation Safety Board. Some Government 
departrnents/agencfes may have individually Issued internal 
regulations applicable to aircraft safety matters, but with few 
exceptions Federal-wide regulations are non-existent. Since 
aircraft s a f e t y  i s  a primary area of interest to the ICAP 

onn nnn --..-- - - - -  



members, GSA's perceived lack of authority in thir atea is of 
great concern to the ICAP rnembera. Th. lack of clarity regarding 
the nature of GSA/ICAP1e authority t o  implement and enforce 
standards appears ta be an impediment to full adoption of A-126 
requirements. It is dn i 5 s ~ e  which i~ being explored in our 
continuing audit work. 

Finding 3 - Advice to Aqencies 

OSA'8  role a8 advisor to CIMB and agencies regacdlng oppartunitiea 
to share, transfer, or dispose of under utilized aircraft and 
reduce operations costs has been limited. 

The only specLfic action we have idenriffed consistent with thene 
objectives were notifications sent to other agencies, through 
ICAP, that a total o f  99 aircraft appeared to be under-utilized 
during Fiscal Year ( F Y )  1989. Each of t h e ~ e  aircraft reported 
less than 100 hours flight time during that fiscal year. There 
 ha^ been no follow up etctlon by GSA subasquent to issuing the 
notifications. 

Ffndinq 4 - Automated Fliqht Coordination System 

GSA contracted for modification of the automated flight 
c~ordlnntlon system usod by the Navy, the Naval Air Logistics 
Information System (NALIS). T h i s  modified clone o f  NALIS is 
c a l l e d  t h e  Demand Logistics Management System (DLMS). DLM3 ia a 
multi-user demand reeponaive aircraft taaking syatem, which has 
the capability of tracking operations and maintenance coats, and 
provides for scheduling oi aircraft on a demand baaie. 

GSA through the ICAP, has encouraged agencies to fmplement DLMs. 
While some agencies have expressed i n t e r e s t  i n  doing so, no 
civilian agency has actually installed t h i s  or any other 
automated flight ~Oordination system. We do, not know why the  
v & r i o u s  agencies have not i r n p l e m c n t e d a ~ ~ ~ .  GSA does n o t  have 
the authority to require agencies to spend appropriated funds to 
install a f l fgf it  coordination system. The A i r c r a f t  Policy Branch 
estimated that it would c o a t  approximately $100,000 per agency to 
impkernent DLMS. 

Findinq 5 - G S A ' s  Aircraft Inventory 

Although GSA has made significant prOgr.88 i n  developing a 
management information Bystern, which captures data on the Federal 
aircraft f l e ~ t  and its operations, G S A ' s  aircraft inventory is 
not current, accurate or complete. A s  a result, any management 
decisions made by OMB or by the individual owning agencies based 
on this information could be flawed. 

APR 117 ' q ?  1T:PFi  



GSA's  inventory of Federal agencies' aircraft has not  been 
maintained on a current baeie. Aa o f  March 18, 1992, ths  most 
current final inventory represents aircraft as o t  Beptember 3 0 ,  
1989. The aircraft inventory aa of September 3 0 ,  1990, i a  still 
in draft status; however, this inventozy i s  expscted to be issued 
in final form in t h e  near future, 

Ths aircraft inventory has not been maintained an a current basAa 
because: (1) agencies have not always rubmitted aircraft 
inventory data to GSA in a timely manner; and (2) QSA has not 
always promptly processed inventory data submitted by the 
agenciea primarily because the Aircraft Policy Branch: ( a )  made 
aeveral change& to the Federal Aviat ion  Management Xni6rmation 
Sy~tsm (FAMIS) software, which delayed the  processing of  the  
data) and (b) did not always have an employee available to enter 
the data into FAMIS. 

GSA'n inventory o f  Federal agencies' aircraft is not fully 
accurate. Our comparison of F A A ' s  registrations of public 
aircraft  to GSA's  aircraft inventory showed that  there were a 
significant number o f  aircraft registered w i t h  the FAA that were 
not included in G S A f s  inventory, 

We identified 237 Government civilian aircraft registered with 
the FAA that were not included in GSA's inventory of Federal 
agencies aircraft, Among these were 31 aircraft regi~tered to 
four agencies that had not previously reported any aircraft to 
GSA, Furthermore, the  FAA records included 152 aircraft with 
ownership shown as  state or local governments that were carried 
&a Federal ownership in GSA's records, This may indicate that 
ownership of these 152 aircraft has been tranaferred from Federal 
agencies to state or local governments (i.e,, through the 
donation program); howevez, we have not completed aur audit 
analysi~ of t h i s  discrepancy, 

GSA is dependent on the departmentstagencies with aircraft to 
accurately repart their aircraft inventory data, We do not know 
why certain agencies have,not accurately reported their aircraft 
inventory to GSA ( a s  required by FPMR 101 -37 .507 ) .  

GSA's aircraft inventory i s  not complete, Although GSA's  FAMIS 
is designed to capture the specific data elementa o f  information 
sought by Senator Sasser, the agencies' submissions are aften 
incomplete. The c u r r e n t  reporting status for specific data 
elements is summarized below: 

Aircraft assiqned to each aqency - Although FAMfS shows the 
number of aircraft assigned to each agency, in some casea 
agencies (i.e. law enforcement agencies)  do not identify the 



FAA registration numbers or aircraft serial numbera. In 
these cases, the agencies may assign an internal number 
(e,g. ,  FBT 04,  FBI 06 ,  FBI 10, e t c . ) ,  A& noted above, not 
all a i rc ra f t  have been reposted to GSA. 

Model and manufacturer - FAMIS providee the aircraft model 
and manutacturer for all aircraft shown i n  the inventory. 

&cquisition datsl - GSA a~lked agencies for the date of 
acqui8ition in October 1991, Currently, this information 
is not available for moat aircraft in FAMIS, 

Hours losqed - The flight hours logged f o r  FY 1989 and F y  
1990 are available within FAMIS for those aircraft far which 
agencies have submitted coat and utilization data, 
However, the cumulative hours logged for each aircraft since 
the date of acquisition is not available. We were advised 
that this information may not be available at the agency 
Level, especially considering the age af some of the 
aircraft (aircraft acquisition datee go back ae far as 
19451 ,  
GSA, thxough the ICAP, notified six agencies in 
August 1990, that a t o t a l  of 99 aircraft appeared to be 
under-utilized during FY 1989 because each of these a i r c r a f t  
may have had less than 100 hours logged during the fiscal 
year, There has been no foLlaw up action by GSA subsequent 
to issuing the notifications, 

Miasion - The rni~sion for each aircraft i s  captured a t  only 
a very general level, such as law epforcement activities, 
firefighting, etc. Whether aircraft age uaed for other than 
the stated mission i a  unknown at this time, GSA sources 
estimate that only about 10 percent of the total fleet is 
suitable for comfortable passenger travel. Specifics of 
aircraft use can only be obtained through records, if any, 
maintained by individual agencies, 

Acquisition and cost of  oDerations - Although FAMIS includes 
a section ghat provides a detailed breakdown of the cost 
elements f a r  each aircraft, agencies have not always 
provided the required data. For example, the  draft. 
information as o f  September 30, 1990, showed that agencies 
had not submitted cost data for 215 aircraft. 
OMB Circulax A - 1 2 6  requires that agencies must comply wfth 
OMB Circular A-76  and submit copies of their studies to OMB 
and GSA. Circular A-76  requires agencies to (1) 
periodically review the continuing need fox their aircraft 
and the cost effectfveness of their aircraft operations; and 
(2) justify the acquisition of aircraft and related 
services. GSA has only received two of the required c a s t  
studies.  
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,Internal Controla 

Internal control policies and procedures were not fully a88eaaed 
i n  t h e  completion of t h i s  interim audit report. They will be 
reviewed in detail in Phase 11 of t h i s  audit. 
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GAO Ynited States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Accounting and Financial 
Management Division 

April 7, 1992 

Congressional Requesters 

This report responds to requests received from the 
Committees and Members of the Congress listed at the end of 
this letter. As agreed with your offices, we are providing 
data on the use of military aircraft by 11 executive branch 
officials from January 21, 1989, through March 31, 1991. 
Specifically, this report (1) discusses the extent of travel 
by the officials on military aircraft, (2) identifies the 
policies governing that travel, (3) discusses compliance 
with certain travel policies, and (4) identifies the 
operating costs of military aircraft used for political and 
personal travel. 

RESULTS IN BRIEF 

We reviewed 222 trips that 11 executive branch officials 
took on military aircraft from January 21, 1989, through 
March 31, 1991. Agency officials classified 151 of these 
trips as solely official, 28 as mixed official and political 
or personal, and 43 as solely political or personal. 

Because of security concerns and the need for secure 
communications, 3 of the 11 officials in our review had 
special authority which allowed them to regularly use 
government aircraft for political and personal, as well as 
official, travel. White House policy in effect during the 
period we reviewed required that the government be 
reimbursed for political and personal trips at a rate 
equivalent to commercial coach fare plus $1. 

We reviewed compliance with travel policies requiring travel 
authorizations, justifications for using military aircraft, 
and reimbursements for political and personal travel. Ten 
of the 11 officials whose travel we reviewed generally 
followed these policies. The 11th official, the former 
White House Chief of Staff, traveled in many cases without 
obtaining required travel authorizations; in addition, the 
classification of his travel activity was changed for 21 of 
his trips, resulting in net reimbursements made or owed to 
the government of $5,178. The White House has taken several 
actions in response to this problem to strengthen controls 
over travel. 



policy, and a 1-hour political function, such as attending a 
fundraising event--would be allocated 50 percent to official 
purposes and 50 percent to political purposes. 

Personal travel, according to White House guidance, is for 
activities that are neither official nor political by 
nature. When the traveler's activity includes both official 
and personal functions on a given trip, the traveler must 
reimburse the government for additional travel expenses 
incurred for the personal functions. 

Most of the travel by officials we reviewed was on aircraft 
assigned to the 89th Military Airlift Wing, located at 
Andrews Air Force Base outside of Washington, D.C. We did 
not review travel on nonmilitary aircraft owned and operated 
by the government. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

As agreed with your offices, the objectives of this review 
were to (1) determine the extent of travel on military 
aircraft by 11 officials from January 21, 1989, through 
March 31, 1991, (2) identify the policies governing travel 
on military aircraft, (3) determine the extent to which the 
selected officials complied with certain policies, 
particularly with respect to required reimbursements to the 
U.S. government for political and personal travel, and 
(4) identify the military aircraft costs related to the 
political and personal trips. 

We reviewed travel on military aircraft of the following 
11 executive branch officials: Secretary of State James A. 
Baker 111; former National Drug Control Policy Director 
William J. Bennett; Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady; 
former Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole; United States Trade 
Representative Carla A .  Hills; Housing and Urban Development 
Secretary Jack Kemp; Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan, Jr.; 
former Transportation Secretary Samuel K. Skinner; former 
White House Chief of Staff John H. Sununu; former Attorney 
General Dick Thornburgh; and Energy Secretary James D. 
Watkins. See appendix I for further details on the scope 
and methodology of our work. 

We performed our work between May 1991 and February 1992 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. We discussed the results of our work with 
responsible officials of the agencies which provided the 
data contained in this report and have incorporated their 
comments where appropriate. 



We did not review trips by the Chief of Staff when he 
accompanied the President or Vice President. According to 
data from White House staff, the former Chief of Staff 
traveled 46 times with the President or the Vice President 
during this period. 

POLICIES GOVERNING TRAVEL 
ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

As stated above, government travel must be for official 
business. GSA and OMB provide guidance'for official use of 
government aircraft. White House policy requires the 
officials who travel on military aircraft for political or 
personal reasons to reimburse the government. See 
appendix I11 for a list of documents detailing relevant 
travel policies. 

GSA and OMB Provide 
Overall Guidance 

GSA's Federal Travel Reaulation establishes the government's 
travel policy and the agencies' responsibilities for 
authorizing travel. Agencies are required to authorize and 
pay for only (1) that travel which is necessary to 
accomplish the purposes of the government effectively and 
economically and (2) those expenses essential to transacting 
official business. Also, all government travel is 
ordinarily required to be either authorized or approved by 
the agency head or by an official to whom such authority has 
been delegated before expenses are incurred. 

OMB's Circular A-126, "Improving the Management and Use of 
Government Aircraft," prescribes specific policies executive 
agencies are to follow in acquiring, managing, using, and 
accounting for the costs of government aircraft configured 
to carry passengers. The Circular establishes criteria for 
justifying the use of government aircraft and the procedures 
agencies must follow to document compliance with those 
criteria. Basically, government aircraft are to be used 
only when their use is more economical than commercial 
airline service or when commercial service is not available 
to effectively meet the agency's transportation needs. 

White House Supplemental 
Travel Guidance 

In addition to GSA's overall travel regulation, the White 
House has issued supplemental travel guidance for its staff. 
This guidance, as contained in a policy memorandum and in 
the White House Staff Manual, requires travel authorizations 



heightened security because of the nature of their official 
duties. 

According to a State Department official, the Department has 
reviewed the Secretary of State's use of military aircraft 
for personal travel. This review indicated that the 
Secretary's communication concerns and security needs can 
now be met for personal domestic travel on commercial 
aircraft except when there is a threat which could endanger 
other American lives or when continuous 24 hour secure 
communication with the President and others in the national 
defense community is required. This new policy went into 
effect on April 3, 1992. 

Reimbursement for Political 
and Personal Travel 

White House policy requires that political and personal 
travel on military aircraft be reimbursed at the equivalent 
cost of commercial coach airfare plus $1.' All 
11 officials in our review were required to follow this 
policy. We traced this policy back to at least 1982 when 
the Counsel to the President issued a memorandum on travel 
by the President and Vice President involving political 
activity. The White House reiterated this policy in 
August 1987 and in May 1991. 

COMPLIANCE WITH TRAVEL 
POLICIES BY 11 OFFICIALS 

Ten of the 11 officials whose travel we reviewed generally 
followed travel policies requiring travel authorizations, 
justifications for using military aircraft, and 
reimbursements for political and personal trips. These 
policies were not followed for travel by the 11th official 
in many cases. 

l~he Federal Election Commission establishes other 
reimbursement requirements for presidential and vice 
presidential campaigns and requires that all mixed official 
and political travel must be allocated on a different 
basis, known as the "hypothetical trip" method. However, 
this was not applicable to any travel included in this 
review. 



12 trips which were with other officials not included in our 
review, such as the President and the Vice President. 

Of the 59 trips for which data were available, 
reimbursements were collected or billed3 for 57 trips. 
These reimbursements totaled $77,507, including $48,626 for 
family and staff members who accompanied the officials we 
reviewed. 

Reimbursement was not billed for 2 of the 59 trips discussed 
above. These were trips by the Secretary of State which 
mixed official and personal business. According to State 
Department officials, reimbursements were not required for 
the two trips because they involved personal stays at the 
locations where official business was conducted and 
therefore involved no additional travel for the personal 
portions of the trips. 

Three additional trips by the Secretary of State--which were 
included in the 57 trips and involved some personal 
activity--were not initially billed for reimbursement. 
State Department officials explained that they believed they 
were following long-standing Department practice in not 
billing for these trips. However, as a result of our 
review, the State Department reevaluated those trips and 
billed and collected reimbursements of $2,232 from the 
Secretary. State Department officials informed us that they 
are adopting a written policy designed to ensure that all 
required reimbursements are billed in the future. 

Not included in the 71 trips involving at least some 
political and/or personal activity were 6 trips that the 
former Chief of Staff classified as official and which also 
included visits to his dentist. (The 6 trips are shown in 
appendix 11.) According to a White House official, 
reimbursement was not required for the six trips because the 
personal activity did not create additional cost to the 
government. The White House considered three other trips 
involving visits to the dentist to be either personal or 
partially personal because travel to the location where 
personal activities were performed increased costs to the 
government. The three trips, for which the former Chief of 

3~ive trips by the former Chief of Staff were reclassified 
as a result of a March 1992 report by the United States 
Office of Government Ethics and were in the process of 
being billed and collected at the time of our review. 



official was the primary traveler. In some instances these 
costs included minimum charges for time spent waiting on the 
ground. The trips for which we estimated costs included 
24 trips by the former Chief of Staff (16 political and 
8 personal) and 11 personal trips by the Secretary of State. 
As shown in table 2, costs associated with these trips 
totaled $774,330 and the related reimbursements, which were 
made in accordance with White House policy, totaled $61,585. 
Appendix IV contains more details on aircraft costs and 
reimbursements. 

Table 2: Estimated Aircraft Costs and Total Reimbursements 
for 35 of the Solely Political and Personal Trips 

a~ased on Air Force rates and flying hours. 

Traveler 

Chief of Staff (former) 
(16 political and 
8 personal trips) 

Secretary of State 
(0 political and 
11 personal trips) 

Total 

b ~ a d e  in accordance with White House policy. 

We are sending copies of this report to the 11 officials we 
reviewed, the agencies which provided information, and other 
interested parties. Copies will also be made available to 
others on request. This report was prepared under the 
direction of David L. Clark, Director, Legislative Reviews 
and Audit Oversight, who may be reached on (202) 275-9489  if 
you or your staffs have any questions. Major contributors 
to this report are listed in appendix V. 
,- - 

( -- ', 

Estimated costsa 

Political Personal Total 

$219,958 $141.096 $361,054 

0 413,276 413,276 

$219,958 $554,372 $774,330 

Donald H. Chapin 
Assistant Comptroller General 

I3eimbursementsb 

Political Personal Total 

$33,716 $10,860 $44,576 

0 17,009 17,009 

$33,716 $27,869 $61,585 
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APPENDIX 1 

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

APPENDIX I 

We conducted our work at the Executive Office of the 
President and at the Departments of Energy, Housing and Urban 
Development, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, the Treasury, 
the Interior, and the Air Force. We also did work at the 89th 
Military Airlift Wing at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland, and 
the Air Force District of Washington Accounting and Finance 
Office at Bolling Air Force Base, Washington D.C. 

To determine the number of trips on military aircraft taken 
by the selected officials, we obtained from the agencies the 
dates and itineraries for all transportation on military aircraft 
for the period of audit. A trip generally consists of a round- 
trip from Washington to one or more destinations and return. 
However, for our review, a trip on military aircraft may include 
only a segment and not a complete round-trip from Washington, 
D.C., because part of the trip was on commercial service or 
involved some other mode of transportation. Also, we obtained 
data from the Air Force on flights by the 89th Wing at Andrews 
Air Force Base because the Wing's mission was to provide airlift 
services for executive branch officials. These data contained 
only the name of the traveler who requested the use of military 
aircraft (primary traveler). We compared the Air Force data to 
the data provided by the agencies and all data were reconciled. 
We excluded local Washington area trips on helicopters. 

Travel on 89th Wing aircraft represented about 90 percent of 
the travel on military aircraft by the selected officials in our 
review. Further, we obtained written statements and other 
assurances from responsible officials at the agencies being 
audited that, to the best of their knowledge, all information on 
travel on military aircraft was provided to us. 

We did not analyze travel by the President's former Chief of 
Staff in instances when he traveled with the President and Vice 
President because their travel was not within the scope of our 
work. However, we have included information on the extent of 
such travel in our letter without additional analysis. 

To identify the policies applicable to travel on military 
aircraft, we obtained the policies, rules, and guidance 
applicable to such travel from January 21, 1989, through 
March 31, 1991, from the organizations included in our review. 
This included criteria for classifying trips as official, 
political, personal, or mixed and rules relating to 
reimbursements of travel costs. We also obtained information on 
the changes in policies that had been made after March 1991. 
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TRIPS REVIEWED FOR OFFICIALS ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT FROM 
JANUARY 1989 THROUGH MARCH 1991 

This appendix provides information on 222 trips the 11 
executive branch officials included in our review took on 
military aircraft between January 21, 1989, and March 31, 1991. 
These officials' organizations provided the dates, itineraries, 
and purposes of the trips, as well as the classifications of 
official, political, personal, or mixed. 

We also reviewed documentation provided by the officials' 
organizations and the Air Force to determine the type of aircraft 
used by these officials. In those instances where documentation 
was not available to determine the type of military aircraft, the 
type of aircraft is indicated as "unknown." Because the scope of 
our review was limited to travel on military aircraft, this 
appendix provides information only on trips or portions of trips 
which were taken using military aircraft. Some trips appear to 
be incomplete because departures or arrivals were on other means 
of transportation. 
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Date - Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 
3/21/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Headed presidential 

McDonnell New York, NY, and delegation to the memorial service 
Douglas return for John J. McCloy. 
C-9 

3/24 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
3-/27/89 Gulfstream Houston, TX, and 

C-20 return 

3/30/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Carter 
McDonnell Atlanta, GA, and Center's Hemispheric Consultation. 
Douglas return 
C-9 

4/29/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
Gulfstream Norwalk, CT, and 
C-20 return 

5/8 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Briefed NATO Allies and 
5/12/89 Boeing Helsinki, attended Shevardnadze Ministerial 

C-137 Finland; Moscow, in Moscow. 
USSR; Brussels, 
Belgium; and 
return 

5/12 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
5/15/89 Gulfstream Houston, TX, and 

C-20 return 

5/19 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Participated with the 
5/21/89 McDonnell Kennebunkport, President in a meeting with French 

Douglas ME, and return President. 
C-9 

5/26 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
6/2/89 Boeing Rome, Italy; President to NATO Summit and to 

C-137C Brussels, consultation with government 
Belgium; Bonn, officials. 
West Germany; 
London, England; 
and return 
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Date - Aircraft Itinerary 

8/13 to Air Force Andrews AFB to 
8/31/89 Gulfstream Pinedale, WY; 

C-20B Houston, TX; and 
return 

APPENDIX I1 

Purpose of trip 

Personal: Private visit. 

9/21 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met with Soviet Foreign 
9/29/89 McDonnell Jackson Hole, WY; Secretary. 

Douglas 
C-9 New York, NY; and Official: Attended United Nations 

return (UN) General Assembly. 

10/7 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
10/9/89 Gulfstream Houston, TX, and 

C-20 return 

10/16/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Foreign Policy 
Gulfstream New York, NY, and Association. 
C-20 return 

10/20 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
10/23/89 Gulfstream Pinedale, WY; 

C-20 
San Francisco, Official: Addressed Commonwealth 
CA; and return Club. 

10/27 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
10/28/89 Boeing San Jose, Costa President to Hemispheric Summit. 

C-137C Rica, and return 

10/31 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Participated in U.S.- 
11/8/89 Boeing Sydney and Australia Bilateral Ministerial 

C-137 Canberra, Meeting; Asia-Pacific Economic 
Australia, and Cooperation Forum. 
return 

11/16/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Houston, TX, and President to a funeral. 
C-137C return 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of t r i ~  

2/15/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Cartagena, President to Drug Summit. 
C-137C Colombia, and 

return 

2/20/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed UN General 
Gulfstream New York, NY, and Assembly Special Session on 
C-20B return Narcotics. 

3/2 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Joined President in 
3/5/90 Gulfstream Palm Springs, CA; meeting with Japanese Foreign 

C-20 Minister. 

Houston, TX; and Personal: Private visit. 
return 

3/18 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Namibian 
3/24/90 Boeing Windhoek, Independence Ceremonies and 

C-137 Namibia; Cape bilateral meetings. 
Town and 
Johannesburg, 
South Africa; 
Kinshasa, Zaire; 
and return 

3/30 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Dallas World 
4/1/90 Gulfstream Dallas, TX, and Affairs Council. 

C-20 return 
Personal: Private visit. 

4/10/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Toronto, Canada, President to bilateral meeting 
VC-25A and return with Canadian Prime Minister and 

to baseball game. 

4/13 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
4/14/90 Boeing Hamilton, President to meeting with British 

VC-25A Bermuda, and Prime Minister, 
return 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

6/15 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met with Japanese 
6/18/90 Gulfstream San Francisco, Foreign Minister. 

C-20 CA; 

Pinedale, WY; Personal: Private visit. 

New Orleans, LA; Official: Changed planes. 

Air Force Antigua and Official: Met with Central 
Boeing Guatemala City, American Presidents. 
C-137 Guatemala; and 

return to Andrews 
AFB 

6/20 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Two-Plus-Four 
6/23/90 Boeing West Berlin, Ministerial meeting, Checkpoint 

C-137 Germany, and Charlie Closing Ceremony, and 
return bilateral meetings. 

7/2/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Briefed the President. 
McDonnell Kennebunkport, 
Douglas ME, and return 
C-9 

7/3 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended ministerial 
7/11/90 Boeing Brussels, meeting. 

C-137B Belgium; 

London, England; Official: Accompanied the 
President to the NATO Summit. 

Houston, TX; and Official: Accompanied the 
return President to the Economic Summit. 

7/16 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Two-Plus-Four 
7/18/90 Boeing Paris, France, Ministerial Meeting. 

C-137B and return 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

9/5 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Held discussions with 
9/15/90 Boeing Jeddah and Ta'if government officials on the 

C-137 Saudi Arabia; Abu situation in the Middle East 
Dhabi , United resulting from the Iraqi invasion 
Arab Emirates; of Kuwait. Attended Two-Plus-Four 
Cairo, Egypt; Ministerial Meeting in Moscow. 
Helsinki, 
Finland; 
Brussels, 
Belgium; Moscow, 
USSR; Damascus, 
Syria; Rome, 
Italy; Bonn, West 
Germany; and 
return 

9/25 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended UN General 
10/3/90 McDonnell New York, NY, and Assembly; United Nations (UN) 

Douglas return International Children's Emergency 
C-9 Fund (UNICEF) World Summit for 

Children; attended CSCE 
Ministerial Meeting, 

10/5/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Conferred with Soviet 
McDonnell New York, NY, and Delegation to the UN at the USSR 
Douglas return Mission; continued arms control 
C-9 negotiations with Soviet Foreign 

Minister. 

10/25 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Private visit. 
10/29/90 Gulfstream Pinedale, WY; 

C-20B 
Los Angeles, CA; Official: Addressed Los Angeles 
and return World Affairs Council. 
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Date - Aircraft 

12/16 to Air Force 
12/18/90 Boeing 

C-137B 

12/21/90 Air Force 
to Gulfstream 
1/1/91 C-20B 

1/6 to Air Force 
1/14/91 Boeing 

C-137C 

3/7 to Air Force 
3/17/91 Boeing 

C-137C 

Itinerary 

Andrews AFB to 
Brussels, 
Belgium, and 
return 

Andrews AFB to 
Houston and San 
Antonio, TX, and 
return 

Andrews AFB to 
London, England; 
Paris, France; 
Bonn, West 
Germany; Milan, 
Italy; Geneva, 
Switzerland; 
Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia; Abu 
Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates; 
Ta'if, Saudi 
Arabia; Cairo, 
Egypt; Damascus, 
Syria; Ankara, 
Turkey; Ottawa, 
Canada; and 
return 

Andrews AFB to 
Riyadh and Ta'if, 
Saudi Arabia; 
Kuwait City, 
Kuwait; Cairo, 
Egypt; Jerusalem, 
Israel; Damascus, 
Syria; Moscow, 
USSR; Ankara, 
Turkey; and 
return 

Purpose of trip 

Official: Attended North Atlantic 
Council Ministerial Meeting. 

Personal: Private visit. 

Official: Consulted with members 
of Allied Coalition and 
discussions on Persian Gulf 
crisis; met with Iraqi Foreign 
Minister. 

Official: Consulted with Middle 
East Coalition on post-war 
situation. 
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Table 11.2: Mr. Bennett's Trips as Director of the Office of National 
Drug Control Policy 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

3/22/89 Marine Washington, D.C., Official: Attended Drug Awareness 
Helicopter to Lancaster, PA; meeting and a presidential 

Wilmington, DE; address. (Mr. Thornburgh was 
and return also on this trip.) 

8/29/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met with the President, 
Gulfstream Kennebunkport, ME, Attorney General, and Deputy 
C-20C and return Secretary of State on drug- 

related issues. 

9/27/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended President's 
McDonnell Charlottesville, Education Summit. 
Douglas VA, and return 
C-9C 

12/7 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official and political: 
12/8/89 Boeing Houston, TX; Accompanied the President to 

C-137C Denver, CO; Des meetings with community leaders 
Moines, IA; and and fundraising events. 
return 

1/23/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Kansas City, MO President. 
C-137C 

2/15/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Cartagena, President to Drug Summit. 
C-137C Colombia, and 

return 

5/20 to Air Force Portland, OR, to Official and political: 
5/21/90 Boeing Los Angeles, CA, Accompanied the President to 

C-137C and Andrews AFB attend official and political 
events. 
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Table 11.3: Mr. Brady's Trips as Secretary of the Treasury 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

6/1 to Unknown Paris, France, to Official: Attended Special 
6/2/89 Bern, Switzerland Meeting of the Ministers and 

Governors of the Group of Ten. 

6/15/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Glynco, GA, and President to the Federal Law 
C-137C return Enforcement Training Center. 

7/12 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Paris Economic 
7/16/89 Gulfstream Paris, France, and Summit. 

C-20 return 

8/6 to Unknown Andrews AFB to Official: Attended the Joint 
8/8/89 Mexico City, U.S.-Mexico Bi-national 

Mexico, and return Commission meeting. 

9/1/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Kennebunkport, ME President. 
C-137C 

10/5/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to New Political: Spoke at fundraiser 
Gulfstream York, NY reception and dinner for Governor 
C-20B Jim Courtner. (Accompanied Mr. 

Sununu on the aircraft.) 

1/7/90 Air Force Newark, NJ, to Personal: Private visit. 
Gulfstream Andrews AFB (Accompanied Mr. Sununu on the 
C-20C aircraft.) 

2/4/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended the signing 
Gulfstream Mexico City, ceremony for Mexico's 1989-1992 
C-20B Mexico, and return Financing Package hosted by the 

Mexican President. 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

12/2 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
12/8/90 Boeing Brasilia, Brazil; President to bilaterals on visit 

VC-25A Montevideo, to Latin America. 
Uruguay; Buenos 
Aires, Argentina; 

Y Santiago, Chile; 
Caracas, 
Venezuela; and 
return 
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Table 11.5: Ms. Hills' Trips as U.S. Trade Representative 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

2/10/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Ottawa, Canada President to meetings with the 
C-137C Canadian Prime Minister and other 

trade officials on U.S.-Canada 
trade issues. 

8/6 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied State 
8/8/89 Boeing Mexico City, Department and other cabinet- 

C-137B Mexico, and return level officials to U.S.-Mexico 
Bi-national Commission meeting as 
member of U.S. Delegation. 

9/12 to Unknown Paris, France, to Official: Participated in 
9/17/89 Geneva, consultations about the Uruguay 

Switzerland; Round and other bilateral issues. 
London, England; 
Cologne, West 
Germany; Brussels, 
Belgium; London, 
England; and Rome, 
Italy 

9/27 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied cabinet- 
9/28/89 McDonnell Charlottesville, level delegation to President's 

Douglas VA Education Summit. 
C-9C 

11/30/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Chaired the U.S.-Canada 
Lear Jet Ottawa, Canada, Bi-national Commission meeting. 
C-21 and return 

3/2 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied Cabinet 
3/3/90 McDonnell Palm Springs, CA, members to the Presidential 

Douglas and return Summit with Japanese Prime 
C-9C Minister. 
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Table 11.6: Mr. Kemp's Trips as Secretary of Housins and Urban Development 

Date Aircraft I tinerarv Purpose of trip 

9/27 to Unknown Andrews AFB to Official: Attended President's 
9/29/89 Charlottesville, Education Summit. 

VA 

11/10/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Dallas, TX President to the National 
C-137C Association of Realtors Annual 

Convention. 

1/19/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Atlanta, GA President to the National 
C-137C Association of Home Builders. 

3/28/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to New Political: Attended and addressed 
Gulfstream York, NY, and fundraising reception for the 
C-20B return Republican Governors Association. 

(Accompanied Mr. Sununu and Mr. 
Brady on this trip.) 

11/7/90 Air Force New York, NY, to Official: Attended and addressed 
Gulfstream Andrews AFB Dedication Ceremony for the 
C-20B Lawrence A. and Mae L. Wien 

House; attended tour of the 
Milstein Building, Columbia 
Presbyterian Hospital. Attended 
and addressed reception and 
dinner for the Jimrnie Heuga 
Center. (Accompanied Mr. Sununu 
on the return trip.) 

2/13/91 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the Vice 
McDonnell Worcester, MA, and President to funeral services for 
Douglas return Congressman Silvio Conte. 
C-9C 
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Date 

6/12 to 
6/13/89 

Aircraft 

Air Force 
Boeing 
C-137C 

Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20 

Air Force 
Boeing 
C-137B 

Air Force 
Boeing 
C-137C 

Unknown 

Itinerary Purpose of trip 

Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
West Yellowstone, President on tour of North Fork 
WY; fire site at Yellowstone National 

Park; introduced the President at 
Teton Science School Meadows for 
environmental address. 

Lincoln, NE; and Official: Accompanied the 
return to Andrews President for speech. 
AFB 

Andrews AFB to Official: Met with state 
Quonset AFB, RI; officials and Coast Guard 

regarding oil spill sites; toured 
oil spill sites. 

Dover AFB, DE; and Official: Toured Delaware oil 
return spill. 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended reception and 
Long Beach, CA dinner in honor of Senator Pete 

Wilson. 

Official: Addressed Western 
Governors Association and met 
individually with governors. 

New Orleans, LA, Official: Accompanied the 
to Andrews AFB President to U.S. Hispanic 

Chamber of Commerce luncheon and 
speech. 

Andrews AFB to San Official: Met with National 
Juan, Puerto Rico; Guard, Federal Emergency 
St. Croix, U.S. Management Agency, and Department 
Virgin Islands; of the Interior officials; 
and-return helicopter tours of hurricane 

Hugo devastation in areas of 
Puerto Rico and St. Croix. 
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Table 

Date - 

Mr. Skinner's Trips as Secretary of Transportation 

Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of t r i ~  

2/9 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Toured O'Hare Airport 
2/10/89 Gulfstream Chicago, IL Tower; met with Federal Aviation 

C-20B Administration Division Managers; 
addressed Railway Supply Group 
luncheon; participated in 
interview by Chicago Sun Times 
newspaper. 

5/24/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to 
Gulfstream Groton, CT, and 
C-20C return 

Official: Accompanied the 
President to Coast Guard Academy 
graduation. 

7/31 to Air Force Chicago, IL, to 
8/1/89 Gulfstream Andrews AFB 

C-20 

Political: Attended the 
Republican Governors Association 
fundraising luncheon. 

Official: Attended Transportation 
System Center hearing and 
addressed the National Governors 
Association Conference. 

9/18/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to 
Boeing Anchorage, AK 
C-137C 

Official: Accompanied the Vice 
President to meet with military, 
Coast Guard, and local officials 
concerning the Alaskan oil spill 
cleanup effort. 

11/20/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to 
Boeing 
C-137C 

Chicago, IL 
Official: Accompanied the 
President on visit to Pickard 
Elementary School. Met with the 
Governor and the Secretary of the 
Illinois Department of 
Transportation. 

Political: Accompanied the 
President to the Lynn Martin for 
U.S. Senate fundraiser. 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

6/24 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Los Political: Accompanied the Vice 
6/28/90 Boeing Angeles, CA; President to fundraiser breakfast 

C-137C for Senator Pete Wilson, 
fundraising golf outing for the 
President's Club and Child Help 
Project, and fundraising dinner 
for California State Party. 

Official: Accompanied the Vice 
President on tour of the Kenneth 
Norris, Jr., Cancer Center. Met 
with Los Angeles Airport 
officials. 

Sacramento, CA; Political: Accompanied the Vice 
Denver, CO; and President to fundraising luncheon 
return for Congressman Hank Brown, 

Colorado State GOP, and 
Representative Hank Brown for 
Senate Golf Outing. 
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Date Aircraft 

6/24/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-2oc 

7/7/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-2oc 

7/29/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20C 

9/17/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-2oc 

9/23/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20C 

9/25/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-2oc 

10/5/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20 

10/16/89 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-2oc 

Itinerary Purpose of trip 

Andrews AFB to San Official: Attended American 
Francisco, CA, and Academy of Achievement Golden 
return Plate Dinner. 

Andrews AFB to Official: Spoke at dedication of 
Manchester, NH, Psychiatric Care Unit at State 
and return Hospital. 

Andrews AFB to Los Official: Addressed Orthodox 
Angeles, CA, and Convention. 
return 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended New Hampshire 
Lawrence, MA; Senate Republican Reception. 

Boston, MA; and Political: Honored guest at New 
return England Lebanese-American Dinner. 

Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Red Mass. 
Boston, MA, and 
return 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Congressman 
Atlanta, GA, and Newt Gingrich fundraiser. 
return 

Andrews AFB to Official: Joined the President in 
Newark, NJ, and New York; met with Jewish 
return leaders; appeared on the Jerry 

Williams Program. 

Andrews AFB to New Official: Addressed Catholic Home 
York, NY, and Bureau and received Child of 
return Peace Award. (Mr. Brady was also 

on the return trip.) 

Andrews AFB to Official: Attended breakfast with 
Boston, MA, and the Cardinal at Boston Diocese. 
return 

Other activity - visited dentist. 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

2/2/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met with American 
Gulfstream Boston, MA, and Electronics Association. 
C-20C return 

Other activity - visited dentist. 

2/5 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Governor 
2/7/90 Gulfstream Newport Beach, CA; Wilson fundraiser. Joined the 

C-20B Omaha, NE; and President in Los Angeles, CA. 
return 

2/8 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Participated in Christa 
2/11/90 Gulfstream Laconia, NH, and McAuliffe Ski Invitational. 

C-20C return 

2/20/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Wake Forest 
Gulfstream Winston Salem, NC; Founder's Day. 
C-2oc 

Wilmington, DE; Official: Addressed University of 
and return Delaware College of Engineering. 

2/22/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Western 
Gulfstream Chicago, IL, and Engineers Society. 
C-20C return 

2/23/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended Congress of 
Gulfstream Princeton, NJ, and Tomorrow Conference sponsored by 
C-20C return the Congressional Institute. 

2/28/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Los Official and political: Joined 
Gulfstream Angeles, CA the President and attended the 
C-20B Republican Governors Association 

luncheon. 

3/10/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Illinois 
Gulfstream Chicago, IL, and State GOP fundraiser and Carney 
C-20B return Reception. 

3/16/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to New Official: Addressed St. Patrick's 
Gulfstream York, NY, and Day Dinner. 
C-20C return 
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Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

6/5/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Spoke at Business and 
Gulfstream Nashua, NH, and Industry Association dinner. 
C-20B return 

6/8/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Political: Addressed New 
Gulfstream Manchester, NH, Hampshire Senate Republican 
C-20B and return Reception. 

6/9 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Suffolk 
6/10/90 Gulfstream Boston, MA, and University Commencement. 

C-20B return 
Political: Attended Massachusetts 
state Republican event. 

6/14/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Governor Kay 
Gulfstream Omaha, NE, and Orr fundraiser. 
C-20B return 

6/15/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Governor John 
Lear Jet Wilmington, DE, McKernan fundraisers. 
C-21A and return 

6/16/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Lawrence 
Gulfstream Lawrence, MA, and Eaqle Tribune Dinner. 
C-20B return 

6/19/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Addressed Westinghouse 
Gulfstream Pittsburgh, PA, Management Council Reception. 
C-20B and return 

Political: Attended Allegheny 
County Republican fundraiser. 

6/21/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Personal: Visited dentist. 
Gulfstream Boston, MA; 
C-20B 

Concord, NH; Official: Addressed McAuliffe 
Planetarium Dedication. 

Boston, MA, and Official: Addressed International 
return Business Center of New England. 
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Date - Aircraft 

10/29/90 Air Force 
Lear Jet 
C-2 1A 

10/31/90 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20B 

11/7/90 'Air Force 
Gulfstream 
.C-20B 

12/6 to Air Force 
12/8/90 Gulfstream 

C-20B 

12/9/90 Air Force 
Gulfstreain 
C-20B 

12/18/90 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20B 

1/6 to Air Force 
1/7/91 Gulfstream 

C-20B 

2/7 to Air Force 
2/10/91 McDonnell 

Douglas 
C-9C 

3/7 to Air Force 
3/10/91 Gulfstream 

C-20B 

3/13/91 Air Force 
Gulfstream 
C-20B 

Itinerary 

Andrews AFB to 
Tinker AFB, OK 

Purpose of trip 

Political: Joined the President. 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Congressman 
Pease AFB, NH, and Robert Smith fundraiser. 
return 

Andrews AFB to New Personal: Addressed Jimmie Heuga 
York, NY, and Center Dinner. (Mr. Kemp was 
return also on the return trip.) 

Andrews AFB to Personal: Addressed 20th Annual 
Aspen, CO, and Ski Magazine Week. 
return 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Republican 
Pinehurst, NC, and Governors' Conference. 
return 

Andrews AFB to Personal: Visited dentist. 
Boston, MA, and 
return 

Andrews AFB to Official and political: Attended 
Sacramento, CA, Governor Wilson Inaugural events 
and return and breakfast with California 

supporters. 

Andrews AFB to Personal: Participated in Christa 
Laconia, NH, and McAuliffe Ski Invitational. 
return 

Andrews AFB to Political: Attended Republican 
Palm Springs, CA, Congressional Leadership 
and return Conference. Met President Ford. 

Ottawa, Canada, to Official: Attended meeting with 
Andrews AFB the Canadian Prime Minister and 

the President. 
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Table 11.10: Mr. Thornburqh's Trips as Attorney General 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

3/6 to Air Force Andrews AFB to La Official: Met with U.S. 
3/9/89 Boeing Paz, Bolivia; government officials and the 

C-135B Lima, Peru; Presidents of Bolivia, Peru, and 
Bogota, Colombia; Colombia. 
and return 

3/22/89 Marine Washington, D.C., Official: Attended Drug Awareness 
Helicopter to Lancaster, PA; meeting and a Presidential 

Wilmington, DE; address. (Mr. Bennett was also 
and return on this trip.) 

5/8 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended International 
5/12/89 Boeing Paris, France; Law Enforcement meeting and met 

C-135B Madrid, Spain; and with foreign justice officials. 
return to 
Washington, D.C., 
via Dulles 
Airport, VA 

6/&5/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to 
Boeing Glynco, GA, and 
C-137C return 

Official: Attended wreath laying 
ceremony for slain law 
enforcement officials and 
briefing on Federal Law 
Enforcement Training Center 
activities. 

10/14 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met with Soviet 
10/20/89 Boeing Moscow, U.S.S.R.; Minister of Justice to discuss 

C-135B and return legal reform. 

12/10 to Air Force New York, NY, to Official: Met with government and 
12/15/89 Gulfstream Dublin, Ireland; law enforcement officials and 

C-20B Luxembourg; attended the Terrorism Radicalism 
London, England; Extremism Violence International 
Paris, France; and (TREVI) conference. 
return 
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Table 11.11: Mr. Watkins' Trips as Secretary of Energy 

Date Aircraft Itinerary Purpose of trip 

4/28/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied by 
Boeing Aiken, SC, and congressional delegation on tour 
.C-135 return and to briefings at the Savannah 

River Site. 

5/26 to Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Participated in the 
5/31/89 Gulfstream Paris, France; International Energy Agency 

C-20 Ministerial Meetings. 

Marcoule, France, Official: Made site visit to a 
and return vitrification facility in 

Marcoule, France. 

6/13/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Met the President in 
McDonnell Lincoln, NE Lincoln and accompanied him to 
Douglas tour of the University of 
C-9C Nebraska, Agriculture Engineering 

Laboratory, and to his Clean Air 
Air Force Lincoln, NE, to speech. 
Boeing Andrews AFB 
C-137C 

9/27 to Unknown New York, NY, to Official: Attended President's 
9/29/89 Charlottesville, Education Summit. 

VA, and return 

12/8/89 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Attended National 
Lear Jet Omaha, NE, and Energy Strategy Hearing and press 
C-21 return conference. 

2/2/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to Official: Accompanied the 
Boeing Raleigh, NC; President on visits to North 
C-137C Knoxville, TN; and Carolina State University and the 

return University of Tennessee. 

4/26/90 Air Force Andrews AFB to St. Political: Attended Republican 
Gulfstream Louis, MO, and Governors Association fundraiser. 
C-20 return (Accompanied Mr. Sununu and Mr. 

Lujan on this trip.) 
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MAJOR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE APPLICABLE 
TO TRAVEL ON MILITARY AIRCRAFT 

Issuing 
aqency Date Citation and title Purpose/Applicability 

GS A 12/3/90, 41 CFR, Chapter 301, Federal regulation applicable 
as Federal Travel to official travel of civilian 
amended Resulation employees of government 

agencies, including civilian 
employees of the Department of 
Defense, but excluding 
employees of the judicial 
branch of the government. 

OMB 1/18/89 OMB Circular A-126, Policies and procedures to be 
"Improving the followed by executive 
Management and Use of departments and agencies for 
Government Aircraft" the management and use of 

government aircraft. 

White 8/4/87 White House Memorandum Memorandum approved by the 
House for the President on President provides that the 

air travel by the Chief of Staff and National 
President's Chief of Security Adviser should travel 
Staff and National on Air Force planes for 
Security Adviser security and communication 

reasons. Also states that when 
travel is private, the Air 
Force charges these officials 
commercial fare plus $1. 

White 4/4/89 Memorandum for the Identified that invited guests 
House Chief of Staff, of the President and Vice 

uClassification of President on board Air Force 
Passengers on Military One or Two, for other than 
Aircraft and Associated political trips, will travel as 
Reimbursement" official guests. Unofficial 

travel aboard military fixed 
wing aircraft will be 
reimbursed at the commercial 
economy class rate, plus tax 
and $1. 
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Issuing 
aaency Date Citation and title 

Justice 6/1/89 Office of Legal Counsel 
Memorandum for Dick 
Thornburgh, Attorney 
General, "Use of 
Government Aircraft by 
the Attorney General" 

Pur~ose/A~~licability 

Reviewed the legal authority 
governing use of government or 
other noncommercial aircraft by 
the Attorney General. 
Concluded that the Attorney 
General's travel on 
noncommercial aircraft furthers 
the mission of the Department 
of Justice because of the 
security risks to his person 
and to classified information 
posed by commercial travel, and 
the fact that the operational 
need for instantaneous, secure 
communication with the Attorney 
General cannot be satisfied 
when commercial aircraft are 
used. 
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Table IV.2: Cost and Reimbursement Schedule for Mr. Sununu's 
Political and Personal Trips as the President's 
Chief of Staff 

Reimbursement 

Total 
cost 

Primary 
traveler 

Other 
travelers Date of trip 

4/24/89 

9/17/89 

10/30/89 

12/15/89 

1/7/90" 

1/19 to 1/20/90a 

2/5 to 2/7/90 

2/8 to 2/11/90" 

3/10/90 

3/28/90 

4/12/90a 

4/26 to 4/27/90 

6/8/90 

6/14/90 

996 

1,452 

(continued) 
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DRAFT & 
TO: REVIEW AND ANALYSIS TEAM 
FROM: MARY ANN HOOK 
DT: JUNE 13, 1993 

ISSUE PAPER ON LEGAL ASPECTS RE: DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

This is a brief synopsis on the legal aspects of depot maintenance. 

A depot maintenance activity is defined as an industrial type 
facility established to perform depot-level maintenance on weapon 
systems, equipment and components. The term includes DoD 
installations and commercial contractors.' 

The current legal authority regarding depot maintenance contracts 
is 10 U.S.C. section 2466 which was amended by the FY93 
~uthorization Act. The statute states that the Secretary of a 
military department and with respect to a Defense Agency, the 
Secretary of Defense, may not contract for more than 40 percent of 
the depot-level maintenance workload for the military department or 
the Defense Agency to be performed by nonfederal personnel. 

The Army is required to provide Army aviation depot work to DOD 
employees of not less than 50 percent in fiscal year 1993, 55 
percent in fiscal year 1994 and 60 percent in fiscal year 1995. 

The departments apply the provision per year, per dollar amount. 
The departments regulate their compliance individually. (The + ), 
Secretary applies the statute for a Defense Agency.) 
department ensures that 40-60 is met for the entire department 
across commodity lines. For example the Navy does not need to meet 
40-60 for shipyards and 40-60 for Naval Depots. It can contract 20- 
80 in shipyards and compensate in NADEP maintenanc.When 
are for five years the contract is prorated per year based on 
performance. i -"x 

-0 " 

The statute permits that the Secretary of Defense may waive the 40- 
6 

60 restriction if the Secretary determines that the waiver is 
necessary for national security reasons and notifies Congress of 
such determinati~n.~ 

Donna M. Heivilin, of GAO testified to the Subcommittee on 
Readiness, Committee on Armed Services, House of ~epresentatives, 

' DoD Directive 4151.1, July 15, 1982. 

10 U.S.C. 2466 (a) (2) A,B,C. 

10 U.S.C. 2466 (c). 



that currently about 33 percent of the depot work is being done by 
the private sector. ' Discussions with other DOD personnel confirm 
this estimate. The not broken down by services. 

The legislative 40-60 division indicates that the 
percentages where in part on the amount of work that must 
remain within the services-otherwise known as the core requirement 
or core logistics functions. Core logistics functions are defined 
as the minimal work that must be maintained by the Department in- 
house in the event of threats to national security. It includes the 
logistics capability (including personnel, equipment and 
facilities) to ensure effective and timely response to a 
mobilization, national defense contingency situations and other 
emergency requirements.= w,.,f- I \  

) +  .;, , t / v L k A L t . L ? @ ,  """"'2 
GAO reported that the military are assessing their core 
logistics requirements. If are assessed at less 
than the 60 percent, Congress amend the 40-60 provision. As of 

developed a draft strateava6 
May 1993, the naval aviation community is the only one to have 

I________ 

GAO stated that any private sector initiative to 2 appreciably 
1 increass its current share of the depot maintenance workload could 

require a change to the statutory limit 7 .  

Interservicinq 

Another issue relating to depot maintenance costs is the 
possibility of increasing interservicing for depot maintenance. 
llInterservicing achieves cost saving by transferring work on 
comparable systems to the depot of another Service to take 
advantage of economics of scale, and to avoid the cost of 
maintaining dual capabilities in a second service.I1 
In FY 1991, interservicing amounted to less than 3 percent of the 
overall Service depot maintenance b~dget.~ 

Depot Maintenance, Management and Restructuring to 
Support a Downsized of Donna M. Heivilin to the 
Subcommittee on Armed Services, House of 
Representative, 

Q. 0" /-- 

15w 
10 U.S.C. 2462(a). 

Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study, December 2, 1993, 
page 11-5. 



r. 
10 U.S.C. 2469 directs that the Secretary of Defense or the < 
Secretary of a military department may not change the performance t - 
of a depot-level maintenance workload that has a threshold value of -; G 
not less than 3 million dollars and is being performed by a depot- s 4 
level activity of the DoD unless, prior to the such change, the 
Secretary uses competitive procedures to make the change. lo The 

;i 

DoD interpretation of this provision is that it is a prohibition to ! $ 
move workload to a private facility and not movement as a result of ! 

a realignment via a Commission recommendation. 
F 1 

.5 lYf$\GiL, > h d \  <,6* 
yw ' 'A !fw 

" 3 'a 
Conclusion b", 

.;r-~"' 15 9 r3 
The studies and reports indicate currently there is still room , . 
within the 40-60 requirement for more private sector contractors to s5 : f# 
perform depot maintenance for the military departments. Estimates 4 
are that about 7 percent more depot maintenance could be contracted g j A 3 
to the private sector. This was not indicated by service or w . iJ 

commodity. 
/ +.'' ' 

At this time, to determine the exact capacity for -+. p . 3 4  6 

depot maintena be contracted to the private sector in ' ' 
-2 

any one group the departments do not determine it 
by commodity. J J . F  ?I  .. % g 

' 3  t 
3 

The amount of core logistics I 6 + functions maintain is currently being 5 
assessed at this time. If and when the core logistics is reviewed 3 f $ 
and DoD states that 60 percent is high, which will likely be the -2 2 2 amend the 40-60 provision to 50-50 or 60-40 and 2 + + 7 

to the private 
sector. 

, L 

- public depots m C b-uc7-2 
the 60 percent 
): 

c o d 6 )  
1) DoD ems reevaluate work that has been categorized as core 
function and seek legislative relief so more functions could be 
competed to the private sector. The provision could be 
legislatively changed to 50-50 or 60-40. 

2) The Secretary could exercise his waiver authority, ; q  ~ e ~ e s ~ L 1  I '- 
h h h o n d i  ~ e c c - d - ~  ,u?-~m , 

3) The departments could increase interservicing agreements d'- 
and/or consolidate work at the DoD depots and 
therefore amend the 40-60 provision to 50-50 or 60-40 the 
core logistics percent does not change$ 

- L 
lo 10 U.S.C. 2469. 



a. The Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) directed that LEAD become the 
consolidated tactical missile maintenance depot for the DOD. This is documented in the 
Joint Service Business Plan, February 1991, and the DDMC Corporate Business Plan, May 
1991. The directed consolidation was also included in the Army's Base Realignment and 
Closure 1991 (BRAC 91) submittal, and therefore, all construction and most Operations 
and Maintenance (O&M) requirements may be funded by the Base Closure Account. (See 
page 14). 

b. The DDMC directed the k m y  at their 12 December 1991 meeting to prepare a single 
plan for the consolidation of tactical missile maintenance at LEAD, and submit this plan to 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics [ASD(P&L)]. Personnel 
from all services and other DOD organizations met in early January 1992 to develop this 
plan. Current programmed workload levels are the basis for the planning process. 
Section 3, Workload Requirements, contains the revised workload levels. These differ 
significantly from the workload data developed for the Tactical Missile Study, January 1990, 
that was the basis for most of the prior planning. The workload planned for transition 
dropped from 2,292,200 direct labor hours to 1,326,400 direct labor hours. This was due to 
errors in earlier data, reductions in support to certain systems, and total elimination of 
depot maintenance for some systems. This workload of 1,326,400 direct labor hours, or 
future revisions will be the baseline for application of the FY92 Defense Appropriation 
Act, Section 8064. 

c. The 1992 Defense Appropriation Act stated: 
_I\ <set. 8064. The Secretarv of Defense shall ensure that at leasG0 percent\of the Joint 

e s i o n  trom LEAD-to Tooele Army Depot (TEAD). 

LErnRKENMARMY DEPOT 

i t  b 11oi ii~t: hieation of the conferees to impede the reaiignrnent or" SlMA and 
HQDESCOM, but to ensure that the Army's plan to establish the Joint Missile Service 
mission at LEAD is implemented. 

d. This plan defines the weapon systems considered part of the Joint Services Tactical 
Missile workload, and to be consolidated to comply with this Act. LEAD will be postured 
as the DOD specialized missile components and missile support equipment center of 
technical excellence and integrated depot-level maintenance facility. This consolidates 
guidance and control section repair for all current and future air, ground, and surface 



launched missiles. The missile support equipment includes Army-only launchers, radars, 
associated ancillary equipment, and subsystem repair of missile platforms mounted on track 
or wheeled vehicles for which system integrity is not impacted by their removal and repair . . . . 
at LEAD. '_Ibis plan shows 50 percent off 
  win^ - the latest requirements for these syitem) bv October 1994 The total missile 
workload includes those systems identified in the Tactical Missile Study, January 1990, with 
workloads revised to account for current programmed levels, and minus the older systems 
planned for elimination with zero workload. The schedule depicted in Table 3-3 was 
developed to meet the "50 percent" constraint specified above. Any changes required to 
this schedule will be forwarded through Service channels for approval by ASD (P&L). 

The LEAD Strategic Business Office is the primary action office responsible for the 
execution of this plan. Mr. Charles H. Fritz, DSN 570-9564, is the Director, Strategic 
Business Office and should be contacted with any questions concerning the plan. 

2. ACTION: 

a The Tactical Missile Study, January 1990, was one of 18 commodity studies completed 
for the Defense Management Review Decision (DMRD) 908 - Consolidation of Depot 
Maintenance. The study proposed a schedule of weapon systems to transition to LEAD by 
year, and the programmed level of workload. From the study recommendations, savings 
estimates were developed. These were b&ed upon the cancellation of associated military 
construction projects and through efficiencies to be gained in the consolidation to a single 
site. This Implementation Plan is the first in a series of documents that will be used to 
provide the framework for implementing this consolidation. The schedule in Table 3-3 has 
been developed to meet the "50 percent" constraint specified above. Any changes required 
in this schedule will be forwarded through service channels for department level approval. 

b. The services have established a formal working group to oversee the tactical missile 
consolidation, and to insure proper approvals and cwrdination are accomplished within 
each service. This group consists of representatives from the January meeting, and includes 
personnel from ASD (P&L), Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and 
Acquisition) (SARDA), U.S. Army Materiel Command (HQAMC), HQDESCOM, U.S. 
Army Missile Command (HQMXCOM), Department of Army, Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Logistics (DA DCSLOG), LEAD, Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group (JDMAG), 
U.S. Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), U.S. Naval Sea Systems Command 
(NAVSEA), U.S. Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC), Warner-Robbins Air Logistics 
Center (WR-ALC), Ogden Air Logistics Center (00-ALC), and Marine Corps Logistics 
Base Albany (MCLB). This group provides primary oversight of the missile consolidation 
and is known as the Tactical Missile Implementation Working Group ('TMIWG). They will 
meet on a recurring basis until completion of the consolidation. The 7 to 9 January 1992 
meeting is considered the activation of the TMIWG. Attachment 1 lists the TMIWG 
membership. 
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DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
1625 K STREET, N.W. SUITE 400 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006-1 604 
202-653-0823 JIM COURTER, CHAIRMAN 

COMMISSIONERS: 
WILLIAM L. BALL. 111 
HOWARD H.  CALLA WAY 
GEN. DUANE H. CASSIDY. USAF (RET) 
ARTHUR LEVlW; JR. 
JAMES SMITH 11, P.E 
ROBERT D. STUART, JR. 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: ROBERT MOORE 
FROM: BARRY RHO ADS^^^. 
DATE: JUNE 30, 1991 
SUBJECT: DEPOT COMPETITION 

The proposed competition for the depot activities currently 
located at Sacramento Army Depot is prohibited by 10 USC Section 
2466. Specifically, the SoA is prohibited from carrying out a 
competition, whether public-public or public-private, when 
"selecting an entity to perform any depot maintenance workload. 

Notwithstanding this prohibition, Section 8072 of the DoD 
Appropriations Act for fiscal year 1991 contains a provision 
permitting DoD to compete between maintenance activities of DoD and 
private firms to acquire the modification, depot maintenance and 
repair of aircraft, vehicles, and vessels as well as the production 
of components and other defense related articles. Consequently, if 
the commission recommends that the SoA conducts a public-public 
c~m~etition, t k o  ScA has the ability to accomplish this 
recommendation through September 30, 1991. ( One caveat exists 
with this analysis. It is unclear whether Section 8072's language 
authorizes both public-public and public-private competition. The 
statutory language states, Ifthrough competition between DoD depot 
maintenance activities and private firms ....I1 After first reading, 
with Paul, we both thought that only public-private competition was 
authorized. Moreover, the prohibiting statute, Section 2466, 
specifically prohibits both types of competition, spelling out 
public-public and public-private. The Commission will be running 
a risk if public-public is recommended, but that risk may be worth 
taking based upon the language.) 

If the same language is not re-enacted, the provisions of 
Section 2466 will become controlling and competition will again be 
prohibited. The Section 8072 language was also contained in the 
1990 appropriations bill. However, as you know, this is no 
guarantee for 1992. 
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INFORMATION PAPER - DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
PURPOSE : To provide background information on the depot 
maintenance consolidation program and to provide the commissioners 
an opportunity to comment on preliminary review and analysis team 
plans. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the foreseeable future, DOD plans to spend about $13 
billion per year to maintain a wide range of equipment types 
including combat and wheeled vehicles, ships, aircraft, missiles, 
and communication systems. About 70 percent of these funds are 
expected to be provided to military owned and operated depots with 
the remaining 30 percent provided to private sector firms under 
contractual arrangements with the military services. The current 
network of 29 military controlled depots1 was sized to meet the 
needs of each military service during a prolonged global war. The 
29 depots employ about 130,000 civilians and 2000 military 
personnel. The recent shift in strategic planning to short 
duration regional conflicts has resulted in a substantial reduction 
in the overall force structure. In comparison however, the 
projected depot maintenance expenditures remain almost level. 
Future depot maintenance expenditures can be reduced through (1) 
consolidation of similar depot maintenance workloads across service 
lines, (2) closure of unneeded facilities, and (3) increased 
competitions between the public depots and private sector firms. 
Our analysis of defense depot activities does not assess the 
workloads of depots involved in the warehousing and distribution of 
supplies. 

PRIOR STUDIES CONCERNING DEPOT MAINTENANCE WORKLOADS 

The potential consolidation of similar depot maintenance 
workloads across service lines has been under review and evaluation 
almost continuously since the early 70's. Numerous reviews and 
studies have been conducted by the DOD, the military services, the 
joint logistics commanders, and the GAO. For example in 1978, GAO 
suggested that a single service manager should be appointed to 
coordinate aeronautical maintenance activities. DODfs efforts to 
streamline depot maintenance operations through interservicing 
agreements have been largely unsuccessful. For example, in fiscal 
year 1991 interservicing arrangements accounted for only 3 percent 
of the total depot maintenance budget. 

In 1980 the joint logistics commanders formed a group that 

A map showing the locations of the 29 depots is included as 
1 

i 
Appendix 1 to this paper. 

I 
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eventually evolved into the Joint Depot Maintenance Analysis Group 
located in Dayton, Ohio. The JDMAG reviews and approves all repair 
depot assignments for new weapon systems being introduced by the 
respective services. They also look for ways to protect and 
preserve workloads for the service-managed depots, often referred 
as the organic tlcoreu workload. By definition, the "coreH workload 
should be the minimum workload assigned to the military services to 
retain necessary skills for contingency requirements. 

In June 1990, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, dissatisfied 
with the progress being made to consolidate depot maintenance 
workloads, formed the Defense Depot Maintenance council and 
directed the services to develop specific plans to maximize repair 
depot efficiency, including the consolidation of similar work to a 
single activity. The DDMC completed 18 different commodity 
studies. The specific commodities showing the greatest potential 
for savings through consolidation and transfer of maintenance 
workloads were: 

fixed wing aircraft ($610 million) 
combat, artillery and tactical vehicles ($189 million) 
tactical missiles ($128 million) 
ground communications $60 million) 
rotary wing aircraft ($53 million) 

Over the years the services have consolidated some redundant 
repair capabilities within the respective services, but little has 
been done to consolidate similar workloads across service lines. 
For example, Defense Management Review Decisions required the 
services to identify FY 91 through 97 depot maintenance savings 
totaling $6.4 billion, but only $134 million was targeted to 
savings from interservicing workloads between the respective 
services. 

The most recent depot consolidation study, sponsored by the 
Joints Chiefs of Staff (JCS), was completed in January 1993 and 
concluded that collectively the current network of 29 service- 
managed maintenance depots have far more capacity to perform 
maintenance activities than is needed for current and future 
peacetime  requirement^.^ The JCS study team estimated that the DOD 
could save between $2 billion and $9 billion over the next ten 
years if unneeded depots are closed and workload is transferred to 
other activities. The study did not consider the feasibility of 
transferring more of the workload to private sector contractors. 
The JCS team suggested that the management of depot maintenance 
activities could be substantially improved through implementation 

Surge for contingency operations are supported by adding an 

i additional shift or having personnel work overtime. 
- 
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DRAFT ' of one of the following options: 

appoint single service managers or executive agents to 
coordinate the maintenance of aircraft, ships, and ground 
equipments, 

consolidate all maintenance activities under a defense 
agency responsible to the Secretary of Defense, 

consolidate all maintenance activities under a joint command 
responsible to the JCS. 

DEFENSE MAINTENANCE DEPOTS HAVE EXCESS CAPACITY 

The JCS study reported that the defense depots collectively 
had between 25 and 50 percent excess capacity. The excess capacity 
estimates would have been even higher if the JCS would have 
analyzed private sector capabilities. 

Capacity for each depot is expressed as the amount of work the 
activity can accomplish on a single shift 40-hour per week basis. 
Capacity is a function of the "brick and mortarg1 facility size and 
not the current staffing level. The available number of work 
stations is the key determining factor. Only work stations that 
are formally I1mothballed can be deleted from capacity 
computations. The utilization rate for a depot is computed by 
dividing the total forecast direct labor hour workload to the total 
capacity. ~ccordingly, the JCS study team compared forecast 
workload for 1995 to the capacity level for 1987. The JCS selected 
the capacity level for 1987 because it was the peak workload year, 
and in their view the defense maintenance depots could easily ramp 
back to that level for optimum efficiency. 

PRIVATE SECTOR CAPABILITIES HAVE NOT BEEN ASSESSED 

No one knows for certain the true capability of private sector 
contractors to assume a greater portion of DOD1s maintenance 
workload. Congress has mandated that at least 60 percent of the 
maintenance workload should be performed in government owned 
depots. Under these provisions, the portion of maintenance 
accomplished under contract with the private sector could be 
increased from 30 to 40 percent. Moreover, in its December 1992 
report to the Secretary of Defense, the Defense conversion 
Commission suggested that DOD may inadvertently be maintaining 
unnecessary duplicate repair capabilities between public and 
private sector facilities. The conversion commission concluded 
that a healthy industrial base is vital to the national security. 
Accordingly the c om mission recommended that DOD should compete more 
of its maintenance workload between the public and private sectors, 
irlcluding overhauls and major equipment modifications. Weapon 
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1 systems were initially designed and produced within the private 
sector; therefore, it follows that industry should have capability 
to repair the equipment. 

MILITARY SERVICES IGNORED GUIDANCE TO INCORPORATE INTERSERVICE 
USE OF DEFENSE DEPOTS 

To streamline future defense maintenance depot activities 
~ssistant Secretary of Defense Atwood on December 3, 1993 directed 
the military departments to develop base closure and realignment 
recommendations reflecting interservice use of defense maintenance 
depots. To accomplish this objective, integrated cross service 
proposals were to be developed by the Army for ground systems; the 
Navy for ship systems; and the Air Force for aviation systems. 
DODts Base Closure and Realignment Report dated March 15, 1993 
states that there was insufficient time to assess the impact of 
interservicing options. In effect, the services1 recommendations 
followed past tradition - they only considered streamlining options 
within the respective military services. In light of these 
shortfalls, the Secretary of Defense suggested that the Base 
Realignment and Closure commission should examine the potential 
impact of additional interservicing arrangements. 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE MAINTENANCE CONSOLIDATIONS 

1. We will develop a LOTUS-based matrix depicting the FY 1992 
workload assignments for each defense depot. The workload hours 
are broken down into broad categories as follows: aircraft, 
missiles, ships, combat vehicles, automotive, construction, 
electronic and communications, ordnance and general purpose 
equipment. The matrix will be developed using back-up data to the 
JCS depot consolidation study. We will compare 1992 workload to 
1987 capacity levels to determine utilization rates for each 
defense depot maintenance facility. In addition, we have obtained 
a computer-generated listing from OSD summarizing the dollar value 
of payments to private sector national maintenance contractors for 
FY 1991, broken down by the same commodity groupings. The matrix 
will provide a very general comparison of repair capabilities for 
each facility. 

2. We will contact representatives from several trade associations 
representing the private sector interest. We will also meet with 
OSD representatives who are in the process of canvassing the 
private sector to determine their capability to complete depot- 
level maintenance, major equipment modifications and upgrades. 

3. We are considerinq development of a number of case studies to 

3 provide (1) inf~rmati~n for the Commissione:rs use in evaluating the 
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) recommended BRAC-93 closure list and (2) a framework for DOD 
analysts to follow in developing the 1995 base closure lists. The 
case studies will summarize (1) prior studies and efforts to 
streamline maintenance workloads including savings, (2) an overview 
of current workloads being handled within the existing depot 
structure, (3) available information concerning private sector 
capabilities, (4) and our suggestions for further consolidations of 
workloads. The issues team will develop a format for the case 
studies, with detailed data analysis conducted by the responsible 
service review team. The issues team suggests that case studies be 
conducted of the following commodities. 

-- Fixed wing aircraft. .DOD has been studying potential 
consolidation of aviation maintenance activities for many years. 
Some interservicing has already taken place, based on previous 
recommendations from the DDMC. In addition, private sector firms 
are interested in competing for a greater portion of the workload. 
(Air Force team lead) 

-- Rotary aircraft. The ~ i r  Force has transferred rotary 
aircraft maintenance to the Army's depot at Corpus ~hristi. The 
Navy plans to retain rotary aircraft maintenance at Cherry Point. 
The Army recently transferred rotary aircraft maintenance from the 

,$@,:!'!) 
private sector to their organic depot (Navy/Army team lead) 

-&f -- Ships. While the responsibility for maintenance and 
overhaul of ships has been managed almost exclusively by the Navy, 
it might be feasible to assign some of this work to private sector 
contractors. In fact, the OSD has recently completed an analysis 
of submarine maintenance. We need to obtain the results. (Navy 
lead) 

-- Combat, artillery and tactical vehicles. The Army has been 
moving toward consolidation of maintenance workloads for these 
items. The Marine Corps has retained most of its vehicle 
capability within the Albany and Barstow depots. The JCS study 
concluded that one or two of the ~arine depots could be eliminated, 
if similar workload was transferred to the Army. Also the 
potential impact from privatization of the recently constructed 
consolidated maintenance facility at Tooele Army Depot should be 
analyzed. (Army team lead) 

-- Tactical missiles. Initially, the services planned to 
consolidate the missile maintenance workload from about 8 different 
locations to a single site at Letterkenny Army Depot. The workload 
transfer never materialized. We will document the problems with 
this failed effort to streamline depot operations. (Issues/Army 
team lead) 

-- Ground, communications and electronics. The Army has been 

- 
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consolidating work from the Sacramento Army Depot through 
competitions between other public depots. Sacramento Army Depot 
was listed for closure from the 1991 BRAC process. The workload 
will be transferred to either the Air Force Logistics Center at 
Sacramento or to other Army depots including Tobyhanna, ~nniston, 
Red River, Corpus ~hristi and Letterkenny. Private sector 
capability was not considered. (Issues team lead) 

Note: To gain an understanding of depot operations and the 
potential for interservicing arrangements, the review team may 
need to visit some of the depots, that are .not currentlv 
scheduled for closure or realignment. THESE ARE STAFF ONL? 
VISITS. 

POTENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS THAT COULD BE MADE BY THE COMMISSIONERS 

-- Freeze all MILCON projects and postpone BRAC-93 closures 
until potential interservicing arrangements and the impact from 
private sector competitions are fully analyzed. 

-- In order to directly promote interservicing, review DBCRC 
staff commodity case studies and in limited areas, with supporting 
documentation, direct depot consolidation plans which may include 

[d";:t 
workload transfers and additional closures. 

'. '- 2 -- Review the services' BRAC-93 recommendations in accordance 
with the 8 criteria and direct OSD to develop its BRAC-95 list 
based on a fully integrated plan providing for maximum use of 
interservicing arrangements and private sector capabilities to 
eliminate excess capacity within the defense depots. 

-- Comment on JCS recommendations. Should depot maintenance 
consolidations be managed by executive service agents, a defense 
agency under OSD, or a joint command under the JCS. 
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1 conducted under an autonomous, fully capable team concept, improve unit costs without 
requiring an initial investment for hardware. No savings have been separately identified 
for process improvement in the CBP. 

b. Competition. Competition is projected to save 1,733.4 million dollars from I 3 9 1  
through FY97, over 27 percent of the,total CBP savings. It is a method of depot cost 
reduction that has been the subject of Congressional interest since at least FY91. It is 
important to understand some of the legislation that has affected competition in depot 
maintenance before examining the Services' efforts to expand competition. 

(1) Legislative Background. Prior to FY91, DOD Directive 415 1.1, Use of Contractor 
and DOD Resources for Maintenance of Materiel, directed the Services to normally 
plan for not more than 70 percent of their total depot maintenance to be conducted in 
Service depots in order to m;intain a private sector industrial base. Navy and Marine 
Corps depots could compete with contractors for work offered on a competitive basis. 
Army and Air Force depots, on the other hand, were not permitted to compete for 
depot maintenance work with private industry. Since FY91, Congress has authorized 
all depots to compete with private industry for portions of the total depot workload 
under varying restrictions described in the following paragraphs. 

(a) The Authorization Act of FY91 authorized the Army and Air Force to 
conduct a competition pilot program with an unspecified portion of the workload 
at one Army and one Air Force depot. 

(b) The FY92 Authorization Act directed that at least 60 percent of the totd 
depot maintenance funds expended by the Army and Air Force be used for 
maintenance performed at Service depots. This is known as the organic "core 
requirement" for depot maintenance. The FY92 Authorization Act also extended 
the competition pilot program through FY92 and FY93, but limited competition- 
eligible funds to not more than 10 percent of the non-core depot funds, or 4 
percent of the total depot funds of these Services. These restrictions severely 
hampered Service efforts to broaden competition of the depots with private 
industry. 

(c) The FY93 Authorization Act modified and broadened the guidelines on depot 
maintenance competition. The Navy was directed to maintain a 60 percent core 
requirement along with the Army and Air Force. For Army aviation depot 
maintenance only, the core requirement was reduced to 50 percent for FY93 but 
then increased to 55 percent for FY94, and returned to 60 percent for FY95. 
Although the 10 percent limitation on the amount of non-core, competition-eligible 
workload was rescinded, the Services were directed to not draw the competition 
workload disproportionately from one or several depots. Competition procedures 
were directed to be used if the Secretary of Defense elected to consolidate tactical 
missile maintenance at a single DOD location. Any depot engaged in tactical 



missile activity when the Authorization Act was enacted was deemed eligible to 
compete. Lastly, the Services were directed to not move any workload worth 

between the depot and other facilities is used in making the selection. 

1 
more than 3 million dollars from a depot to a private facility unless competition 1 

,A 

(2) FY90 Service Competition Efforts. The DDMC Corporate Business Plan FY91-95 
provided data on the amount of depot work awarded on a competitive basis by the 
Services in FY90. This data is listed in Table II-8 below. The data shows the 
percentage and value of depot work awarded on a competitive basis. The Army and 
Air Force were not authorized to compete with private industry in FY90. Navy depots 
were allowed to compete with industry in FY90 and the Navy offered 37 percent of its 
depot work for competitive bid. Other depot work for the h y ,  Navy and Air Force 
was awarded through sole-source contracts or other non-competitive means such as 
vendor maintenance agreements. Marine Corps depots were also authorized to 
compete with private industry for depot work in FY90, but no Marine Corps work was 
offered to contractors through competition or any other means. 

Table 11-8 FY90 Depot Maintenance Competition 

Pct of Depot Maint. Value of Depot Work 
Service Awarded by Competition Awarded by Competition 

20 % $ 422 M 
Navy 37 % $ 2808 M 
Air Force 16 % $ 734 M 
Marine Corps 0 % $ OM 

Source: DDMC CBP for FY91-IT95 and OSD Report 7220.9M for W90. 

c. Interservicing. Interservicing is another major component of projected long-term CBP 
savings. It is projected to generate 134.7 million dollars in savings, 2 percent of total 
CBP savings from FY91 to FY97. Interservicing achieves cost savings by transferring 
work on comparable systems to the depot of another Service to take advantage of 
economies of scale, and to often avoid the cost of maintaining dual capabilities in a 
second Service. As seen in Table II-9, FY91 interservicing amounted to less than 3 
percent of the overall Service depot maintenance budget with the Air Force providing 66 
percent of the total. Some Services appear to do more interservicing than others. The 
Marine Corps and Air Force spent 9.8 and 6.1 percent respectively of their depot 
expenditures on work performed by other Services in FY91. The Army and Navy spent 
1.4 and 1.3 percent respectively of their total FY91 depot expenditures on interservicing. 
The Navy total includes expenditures for ships that is a virtually unique commodity to the 
Navy and is precluded from significant interservicing. When expenditures for ship depot 
maintenance are subtracted from total Navy depot expenditures, the Navy percentage of 
interservicing is 5 percent. The Air Force has workloads comparable to the Navy's ships 
that are exempt from interservicing due to the nature of the work. These are large aircraft 
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rh, (e.g., B-52s, C-Ss, and C-141s) and strategic missiles. NO other Service has the required ' 
~.z.J facilities. 

Table 11-9 Depot Maintenance Interservicing 

Source: JDMAG data from OSD Report 7220.9M 

Fiscal Year FY88 FY89 FY90 FY91 
Depot Maintenance Executed ($DM) (Millions) 13586.2 12753.3 14392.9 12809.3 
Depot Maintenance Interservicing ($DMI) (Millions) 

7.5 13.9 17.5 31.3 
Navy 98.7 93.9 95.2 77.8 
Air Force 249.6 192.1 106.1 235.8 
Marine Corps 5.8 9.8 8 13.6 
Total 361.6 309.7 226.8 358.5 
SDMIBDM (Percent) 2.70% 2.40% 1.60% 2.80% 

d. Capacity/Workload Reductions. Since FY88, and particularly since Base Force 
reductions were approved, depot workload requirements have generally decreased in the 
Services and are expected to continue through FY95. Figures II-1 through II-5 summarize 
requirements and capacity trends for each Service. 

' 



(1) The Army has embraced the "Centers of Excellence" concept in order to reduce 
its requirement for depot facilities. It will downsize its infrastructure in FY95 when 
Sacramento Army Depot closes. As shown in Figure II-1, this will reduce Army 
excess capacity to less than 10 percent of the downsized capacity of the remaining 
depots in FY97. The remaining depots still have the capability, however, to build back 
to higher late- 1980s output levels. 

Figure II-1 Anny Capacity and Workload 

Direct Labor Hours (Millions) 
35 

0 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 

Fiscal Year 

- Depot Capacity Depot Workload Rqmts 

Source: JDMAG data from POS-87, POS-89, POS-90, POS-91 and DDMC CBP for FY92FY97. 



TO: NAVY TEAM 
FROM: MARY ANN HOOK 
DT: MAY 31, 1993 

ISSUE PAPER ON LEGAL ASPECTS RE: DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

This is a brief synopsis on the legal aspects of depot maintenance. 

A depot maintenance activity is defined as an industrial type 
facility established to perform depot-level maintenance on weapon 
systems, equipment and components. The term includes DoD 
installations and commercial contractors.' 

The current legal authority is Title 10 U.S.C. section 2466 which 
was amended by the FY93 Authorization Act. The statute states that 
the Secretary of a military department and with respect to a 
Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defense, may not contract for 
more than 40 percent of the depot-level maintenance workload for 
the military department to the Defense Agency to be performed by 
nonfederal personnel. 

The Army is required to provide Army aviation depot work to DOD 
employees of not less than 50 percent in fiscal year 1993, 55 
percent in fiscal year 1994 and 60 percent in fiscal year 1995. 

The Act also directed the Secretary to use competition procedures 
to consolidate tactical missile maintenance at a single DoD 
location. The Act also provided that if any depot engaged in 
tactical missile activity when the Authorization Act was enacted 
was deemed eligible to ~ompete.~ (cite) 

The Services were directed to not move any workload worth more than 
3 million dollars from a depot to a private facility unless 
competition between the depot and other facilities is used in 
making the selection. 

The statute permits that the Secretary of Defense may waive the 
restriction if the Secretary determines that the waiver is 
necessary for national security reasons and notifies Congress of 

DoD ~irective 4151.1, July 15, 1982. 

10 U.S.C. 2466 (a) (2) A,B,C. 

1993 Defense Authorization Act 

Id at . 



such determinati~n.~ 

GAO noted in its De~ot Maintenance testimony of Donna M. Heivilin, 
before the Subcommittee on Readiness. Committee on Armed Services, 
House of Representatives the current allocation is that about 33 
percent of the depot work is with the private sector. 

The report also said that each of the military departments is 
developing an assessment to identify core logistics requirements in 
order to determine the amount of depot maintenance it could 
contracted out. As of May 1993, the naval aviation community is the 
only one to have developed a draft ~trategy.~ 

The reason it is important to identify the core logistics 
requirements (which include personnel, equipment, and facilities) 
is because there are restrictions on DoDfs contracting out for 
activities it has identified as necessary to maintain a core 
logistics capability. In 10 U.S.C. 2466, the statute provides that 
this restriction can be waived by the Secretary of Defense if the 
Secretary determines that government performance is no longer 
required for national security reasons and submits a report to 
Congress. 

The GAO report further stated that the core work is defined by the 
statutory requirement that no more than 40 percent of the depot- 
level maintenance work load be contracted out for performance by 
the private sector. Thus, any private sector initiative to 
appreciably increase its current share of the depot maintenance 
work load could require a change to the statutory limit '. 
CONCLUSION: The studies and reports indicate currently there is 
still room within the 40-60 requirement for more private sector 
contractors to perform depot maintenance for the military 
departments. Estimates range in the increase of at least 10 
percent going to the private sector. However, the studies also 
indicate that the amount of core logistics functions which each 
services must maintain is difficult to assess. Therefore it is 
difficult to determine the exact capacity for depot maintenance 
that can be contracted to the private sector. From a legal 
viewpoint, the services must comply with the 40-60 requirement 
regardless of the depot capacity that is dealt to them by the 

10 U.S.C. 2466 (c). 

Depot Maintenance, Issues in Management and Restructuring to 
Support a Downsized Military, statement of Donna M. Heivilin to the 
Subcommittee on Readiness, Committee on Armed Services, House of 
Representative, May 6, 1993, page 20. 



Commission's recommendations. DoDfs only flexibility to cope with 
a situation where there are not enough depots in the public sector 
to accomplish the 60 percent requirementf would be for DoD to 
reevaluate and adapt its determination of core functions so that 
more wfunctionsll could be competed, the use of the Secretary's 
waiver, the increase of interservicing and/or lobbying for a 
congressional amendment to the 40-60 requirement. 
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/ Table 5 :  Percentage of Depot Maintenance Budget Contracted 
With the Private Sector 

With the end of the cold war and reduction in new defense 

procurements, commercial contractors would like more of the depot 

maintenance business. Advocates of more private sector involvement 

argue that the private sector can provide depot maintenance at 

lower cost than the public sector and that a shift toward the 

private sector would help keep the production base healthy during a 

period of reduced new weapon procurement. There are, however, 

concerns within the military departments about the long-term 
implications of increasing the private sector's share of depot 

maintenance to support manufacturing skills. Additionally, the 

military believes~that it.rnust continue to maintain a core - 
maintenance capability in government depots to ensure the ability , f  

to'surge quickly to meet immediate contingency requirements and to , 
maintain.long-term'availability of essential repair capability. ./ 

The dorniiant role of the public sector in the conduct of depot 

maintenance stems from the U.S. experience in World War 11, when 

private sector industrial capacity was fully employed for defense 

production purposes. At that time, a multi-level public depot 
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Leaal and Policy Reauirements for 
Core Depot Maintenance Ca~abllity 

Clearly defining core requirements is essential to making key 
7 decisions on the future of the depot maintenance system. Our work 

shows that, despite DOD direction, the services have not yet made 

such a determination. However, there have been numerous 

legislative actions mandating specific criteria relating to the 

allocation of work load between the public and private sectors. Of 

particular importance among these is the requirement that not more 

than 40 percent of the depot-level maintenance work load be 

contracted out to private sector companies. 

An understanding of evolving legal and policy requirements-- 

including the concept that DOD shou'ld maintain a core logistics 

capability, including repair--is essential to understanding the 

roles of the public and private sectors in depot maintenance 

activities. Chapter 146 of title 10 of the U.S. Code limits the 

extent to which DOD can contract for commercial services under 

Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76. It includes 

restrictions on DOD1s contracting out for activities it has 

identified as necessary to maintain a core logistics capability and 

sets forth specific limits on depot-level maintenance activities. 

 h he Defense Depot Maintenance Council Corporate Business Plan 
defines core requirements as an integral part of a depot 
maintenance skill and resource base that shall be maintained 
within depot activities to meet contingency requirements. It 
will comprise only a minimum level of mission-essential 
capability either under the control of an assigned or jointly 
determined DOD component where economic and strategic 
considerations warrant. Only the Navy's logistics core for sea 
systems includes private as well as government facilities and 
people. 



10 U.S.C. 2464 provides that DOD activities maintain a logistics 

capability sufficient to ensure technical competence and resources 

necessary for an effective and timely response to a mobilization or 

other national defense emergency. Althcugh the Secretary of 

Defense is required to identify the logistics activities necessary 

to maintain that capability, this has nct yet been accomplished. 

The section further provides that those activities, as well as the 

depot-level maintenance of mission-essential material performed at 

the Defense depot activities identified in section 1231(b) of 

Public Law 99-145, may not be contracted out under OM9 Circular A- 

76 procedures. The Secretary may, however, waive that prohibition 

when he determines that performance is no longer required for 

national defense reasons. Such a waiver does not take effect until 

20 days after a report has been submitted to the congressional 
defense committees. 

As early as 1974, Congress established legislative requirements 

regarding the allocation of depot work load between the public and 

private sectors. The Defense Appropriations Act of 1974 provjded 

that of the total amount of the appropriation made available for 

the alteration, overhaul, and repair of naval vessels, not less 

than $851,672,000 should be conducted ic naval shipyards and not 

less than $359,919,000 in private shipyards. Prior to 1982, DOD 

Directive 4151.1, "Use of Contractor ane DOD Resources for 

Maintenance of Materiel," directed the services to normally plan 

for not more than 70 percent of their depot maintenance to be 

conducted in service depots in order to maintain a private sector 

industrial base. Revisions to this directive in 1982 continued the 

requirement that in-house work should be kept to the minimum 

necessary to meet military contingencies. It also stated that to 

the extent possible, a competitive commercial depot maintenance 

industrial base should be established. More specifically, it 

provided that prime consideration should be given to use of 

contractor support when such support would (1) improve the 

industrial base, (2) improve peacetime readiness and combat 



sustainability, (3) be cost-effective, or ( 4 )  promote contract 

incentives for reliability and maintainability. To some extent, 

this directive also retained the previously established 70/30 

ratio. 

In effect, this directive was superseded by a 1992 amendment to 

title 10 U.S.C. 2 4 6 6  that prohibited the militan departments from 

contracting out more than 40 percent of their respective depot 

maintenance work for performance by the private sector.' Section 
1 

2 4 6 6  provides that the respective military department secretaries 

and the Secretary of Defense may waive this restriction if the 
, c.+, 

q"'e 
Secretary determines the waiver is necessary for national securityjLe) d 

reasons and notifies the Congress of the reasons for the waiver. 1 6#/( 5tf 

L&./ 4 Wf. 
DOD Efforts to D ~ v ~ ~ o D  Core Ca~acitv Requirements 

The implementation of current DOD and military service policies for 

maintaining a "core" in-service logistics capability will also 

affect the amount of depot maintenance that can be undertaken,by 

the private sector. DOD Directive 4151.18, published August 12, 

1992, establishes policy and assigns responsibilities for the 

performance of DOD materiel maintenance, including: 
. . 
.. . 

 he fiscal year 1993 Defense Authorization Bill amended section 
2 4 6 6  by changing the prior requirement that not less than 60 
percent of the funds available for depot-level maintenance in the 
Army and Air Force shall be used to perform maintenance by DOD 
employees. This was changed to state that no more than 40 
percent of the depot-level maintenance work load could be 
performed by nonfederal personnel and added the Navy to this 
limitation. The 40-percent limitation applies to DOD with the 
following exception: the Secretary of the Army is required to 
provide Army aviation depot work to DOD employees of not less 
than 50 percent in fiscal year 1993, 55 percent in fiscal year 
1994, and 60 percent in fiscal year 1995. 



- 

-- An integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource base 
shall be maintained within depot activities to meet military 

contingency requirements. 

-- A core maintenance capability shall comprise only a minimum 
level of mission-essential capability. 

- -  The head of each military component shculd (1) annually 
determine (using an approved methodolo~y) the core capability 

necessary to perform mission-essential depot maintenance to meet 

the full range of military contingency and statutory 

requirements and ( 2 )  improve efficienclr and effectiveness of 

DOD depot maintenance operations through depot maintenance 
interservicing of similar equipment and competition between 

depot maintenance activities and private entities. 

While the m i l i t a ~  services indicate they are working on this 

issue, none has yet sought approval of a methodology for defining 

its core requirement. Although current statute does not 

specifically refer to a "core' capability, DOD1s core work load is 

defined by the statutory requirement that no more than 40 percent 

of the depot-level maintenance work load be contracted out for 

performance by the private sector. Thus, any private sector 
initiative to appreciably increase its current share of the depot 

maintenance work load could require a change to the statutory - 

limitation. Nonetheless, we noted that based on the current 

allocation of about 33 percent of the depot work to the private 

sector, there are still opportunities to shift work to the private 

sector and still remain within the current legislated guideline. 

Each of the military departments is currently involved in 

developing an assessment methodology and identifying core 

requirements. Only the naval aviation community is far enough 

along in this process to have developed a draft strategy. Based on 

our preliminary analysis, the Navy's evolving strategy appears to 



be a step forward in establishing an overall policy that may lead 

to (1) quantifying "minimum essential" core capability; (2) closing 

excess depots; and (3) sizing the remaining depots to perform core- 

related work. However, this strategy provides no mention of the 

potential to interservice core capability when appropriate as is 

provided for by current DOD guidance. For example, it may be that 

the Navy could achieve its operational objectives even if all 

depot-level engine repair were interserviced to the Air Force. 

Additionally, the naval aviation strategy provides for offering 

non-core work for private-private competition, but does not provide 

for using public-private competition. This strategy is being 

supported by the private' sector, which generally believes that 

corngetition between private industry and government depots is 

unfair. However, it does not appear compatible with current 

legislative direction and DOD policy promoting public-private 

competition. 

DOD PUBLIC-PRIVATE COMPETITION 
PROGRAM HAS HAD LIMITED SUCCESS 

In recent years, DOD has placed increasingly greater reliance on 

the use of public-private competitions as a tool to allocate non- 

core work loads between the public and private sectors and reduce 

depot maintenance costs. However, whiie the military services have 

reported substantial savings from the competitions conducted thus 

far and are projecting even larger savings for the future, our 

preliminary review of their public-private competition programs 

indicates that 

-- the military services have made overly optimistic assumptions 
about.how rapidly they will be able to expand their programs; 

--  these programs have achieved very little actual savings thus 
far and are unlikely to result in the savings that are being 

projected; and 



-- private industry believes public-privare competitions are not, 
and cannot be, conducted on a "level playing field." 

Since we are still reviewing industry's concerns and evaluating the 

military services' competition programs, we have not reached any 

conclusions about whether the competitionj are being conducted 

fairly. However, thus far we have noted that (1) based on 

congressional direction. DOD has taken action to ensure that these 

corr.petitions are conducted on a level playing fiel8; ( 2 )  the 

private sector has won 60 percent of the competitions for which 

there has been both a public and private bidder;g and (3) public- 

private competitions have caused only one work load to shift from 

the private to the public sector, and eight from the public to the 

private sector. 

Orioin and Status of Com~etition Initiative 

The impetus for public-private competitions can be traced back to a 

1984 study of the Navy's industrial activities. This study 

concluded that (1) the Navy1 s industrial activities, which include 

shipyards, aviation depots, and other shcre installations vital to 

supporting the fleet, were not being run as efficiently as their 

counterparts in the private sector and.(2) a lack of competition 

was a major contributor to the industrial activities' historical 

indifference to cost. 

The 1985 DOD Appropriations directed the Navy to test the 
' 

feasibility of using competition between public and private 

shipyards as the basis for awarding a portion of the ship overhaul 

'A total of 223 public-private competitions had been completed as 
of March 31, 1993, but a proposal was received from both the 
public and private sectors for only 107 of these. 

iO~ublic Law 98-473 (98 Stat. 1904, 1907). 
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the performance by employees of the Department of Defense of not 
less than 50 percent in fwa l  year 1993, 55 percent i n  fiscal- year 
1994 and 60 percent in f w a l  year 1995 of Army aviation depot- 
level maintenance. The Secretary concerned ma3- not .cancel,,a 
depot-level maintenance contract in effect-on the date of enactment 
of this act in order to comply with the requirements:of this provi- . .. , ? . ' ;, r-r* sion. Accountability regarding the financit 
Requirement of competition for the performance of w~rkloads.previ- appropriated funds (sec. 362) , 

ously performed by depot-level activities of the Department of ' me-  bill contained a pro\ 
Defense (sec. 3533) quireLthe Secretary of Defense to e: 

the managerqent and-use of nqnapp: 
would also establish penalties for viol 

The Senat6 amendment con,taine 
The Senate recedes with an  amel 

Demnstmtion program for the ope 
stores b nonappropriated fund in 
The H O ~ S ~  bill contained a prov 

tablish a demonstration program to c 
erating commissary stores by nonap] 
ities at selected locations. The period 
would be one year. A report by the ( 
required a t  the end of the 
mendations as to whether similar pr 

Repeal of requirement for competition pilot pragmm for depot-bvet a t  other military installations. 
maintenance of materials (sec. 3546) '- ' The Senate amendment contains 
The House bill contained a pxyvision (iec. 3455) that'%$ The Senate' recedes with an  ame 

amend section 314 of: the National Defense Authorizatron Act for the Secretary of Defense to conduct f 

Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 (Public haw 102-190) to'increase the not less than one but not more t h a  
limit of noncore workload that can' be competed among depots or including at l e s t  one' installation thr 
with private industry from 10 percent to 20 percent. hers of reserve and National Guard pt 

The Senate amendment contained a provision (sec. 358) that 
would amend section 314 of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 by deleting the limitation on 
the amount of depot maintenance workload in the Army and the The J3ouse bill contained a prc 

Air Force above the core level that can be opened to competition 
repeal 10 U.S.C. 2487, which provides 

during f ~ c a l  year 1993. generated by electronic scanners us 

The House recedes. The coliferees direct that' depot mainte- 
may not be released to the public e 

nance workload selected for competition not be drawn dispropor- 
merit that requires payment for the ir 

tionately from one or several depot maintenance activities of the The Senate amendment containec 
military Services. 

The Senate recedes with an  amc 
10 U.S.C. 2487 to provide that the Se 

SUBTITLE F--COMMISSARIES AND MILITARY - .  EXCHANGES 

Standardization of certain programs and activities of military ex- 
changes (sec. 361) 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 351) that would re- 

quire the Secretary of Defense to s t anda rds  gmong' the military 
departments certain programs -and '-activities of the military ex- 
changes of the military departments not later than October 1; 1993. 
The provision would also require the Secretary of Defense to 
submit to the Congress a report on other programs and activities of 
the military exchanges that3the Secretary determinescan be eco- 

cretion, may: (1) authorize such inf& 
written agreements, awarded under 
determines that release of such inf 
ments to be in the best interests of tl 
(2) authorize such information to be 
the procedures that normally apply 1 

information toathe public. 
4 

Use of commissary stores by members ( 
The House bill contained a pro 

extend commissary benefits to membc 



date for standardization : 31, 1994. 

The House bill contairied a provision (sec. 352) that would re- 
quire the,Secretary of Defense to, establish regulations governing 
the magagement and-use. of popappropriated .funds. The provision 
would also establish penalties for viq1ations.of these regulations. 

The Senate' amendment contain+ no similar provjsion.. , , -, . 
The Senate recedes.with an amendment. 

Demonitmtion @rograrn for3 the dpemtion 'of certain com&sary 
'stores by nonappropriated fund instrumentalities (sec. 363) ' 

Release of information regarding sales at commissary stores (seq 
364) 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 354) that would 

repeal 10 U.S.C. 2487, which provides that certain data and reports 
generated by electronic scanners used in military commissaries 
may not be released to %the public except under a written agree- 
ment that requires payment for the information. 

The Senate amendment ,contained no similar provision., 
The Senate recedes with a n  amendment which would amend 

10 U.S.C. 2487 to provide that the Secretary of Defense, in his dis- 
cretion, may: (1) authorize such information to be released under 
written agreements, awarded under competitive procedures, if he 
determines that release *of such information under such agree- 
ments to be'in the best interests of the Department of Defense; or 
(2) authorize such information to be released to the public under 
the procedures that normally apply to the release of government 
iriformatiori to the public. , 

Use of commissary stores by members of the Ready Reserve (sec. 365) 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 355) that would 

extend commissary benefits to members of the Ready Reserve who 





(1) the opening bizland of thesubqccount as of the begin- 
ning'of the fucal year in whicli the kpo+t is submitted;-: _;- 

(2) the estimated amounts to. be crieditqd t o " t h e , s u ~ c o u n t  
in the fiscal year in which" the)-kpor€ Z$?Silbmitted;' " -, , 

(31 the es t in io t i  ahurits?(?P o h t l a ~ o - ,  be piiid -ofit .of the 
subaccount in the fucal year. iri- which t - rikrt3.s submitted; 

(4) the estimated balance of thejsuba&unt-at1 Cv end of 
the fucal year in w h W  the kpo& is subhitl&d;'aitd,'.*;-f - 

(5) a statement of ~ w ' m u c h , ' o ~ t h d t b t i d & d . - b l a d e  at 
the end of the f ical  year iit' whk&'th;e re@rt~is1sribntitt@i bill 
be needed ' to 'pay"ou'tltcys in" thk~imme"dia~ly~~folIoZuing'fuca1 
year that are in excess of the amount to be credite? to the'su- 
baccount in the imrnedkitely following f"&caZj;ea@ - . 
(d) ~ m ~ o ~ I ~ ~ z ~ ~ . - T h e r e  &T herebji'a~th'orize~~fo b& apphpri- 

ated to the Fund subqcmunt' for fwcal. pears :-I493 and?1994 such 
sums as may. be :necessa~ to ipa~  ~du+hg:f1~cabyeanq993 and: until 
April 15, 1994, outlays for'capital=pSset& in excess;~ofithe amount 

- = -  otherwise available in the sub&ccount. --  % * *  . - -? 

(e) D E F ~ N ~ T ~ ~ N ~ . - F o ~  p u v e s  of this section: ' ' 

(1) The term 'kapital assets" means:the following capital 
assets that have a development1or. acquisition cost. of not less 
than $15,000: . \ -  . , , %  l,t=cu, . L $ r . -  

-(A) Minor construction projects financed 6y the Fund 
pursuant to section 2805(cXl) of title JO, . United States 
code. ' * t 

@)  automatic^ ;data pmessing 'equipment, software, 
other equipment, and other capital5 improvements. 
(2) The tern "FuridC' means the.,Lkfense, Business Oper- 

ations Fund. , 
SEC. 343. LIMITATION ON OBLIGATIONS AGAINST DEFENSE BUSINESS O P E R  

ATZONS FUND. 
(a) LIMITATION.--(I) The Secretary Defekeeh.a3,not incur ob- 

ligations against the supply management divisions of the, Defense 
Business Opemtions Fund of the Department of Defense during 
fmcal year 1993 in a total amount in excess pf  65 percent of the total 
amount derived from sales from such divisions, during. that. fucal 
year. 

(2) For pprposes: i f  determining the amount'of o*li&tions in- 
curred against, arid sales from, such divisions duiing fj3cal year 
1993, the Secretary sh'all exclude obligations and'sales fdr fuel, com; 
missary and subsisfehce items, retail operation$ repair of equip- 
ment, and the cost of ojkmtions. , . * $  . % 

@) E x c ~ ~ ~ z o ~ . - - T h e  Secretaiy of +me mayswaive the limitad 
tion described in subsection (a) i f  the Secretary determines- thatsuch 
waiver is critical to the national seczixty of the United-States. The 
Secretary shall immediately notify Congress of any such waiver and 
the reasons for such waiver. . % \ .  

Subtitle E-Depot-Level Activities -, 

SEC. 351. DEPOT-LEVEL TACTICAL MISSILE MAINTENANCE. 
(a) COMPETITIVE BIDDING.-I the Secretary of Defense takes 

action to consolidate at a single f ocation the performance of depot- 
level tactical missile maintenance by employees of the Department 

NAL. -T~~  Secretyy of Defense shall ensure 
. c t i o n  Managen&t .Activity and the Depot 
relocated to Rock. Island Arsenal, Illinois, I 
recommendations dated July 1, 1991, of tht 

*and Realignmentr Commission established ur 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act 
XXIX of  Public Law 101-510; 10 U.S.C. 261 S: shall apply notwithstanding any other prou 

rectly or indirectly affects such relocation. 
'@ SEC 352. LIMITATIONS ON THE PERFORMANCE G 
g NANCE OF MATERIEL 

, (a) L I M I T A T Z ~ N . - ~ ~ C ~ ! ~ O ~  2466(al of title 
&, is amended to read as follows: 
? "(a) PERCENTAGE LIMITATION.-(I) Excel 

graph (2), the Secretary of a military depart 
f to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defens 

the performance by non-Federal Government 
dopercent of the depot-level maintenance wo 

,: , department or the Defense Agency. 
? , ,, "2) The Secretary of the Army shall p 

4% ance by employees* of the Department of Defe 
fi following percentages of Army aviation d 
-iL workZoad: . 

i. "(A) For fucal year 1993, 50 percent. 

bp. 'YB) For fucal year 1994, 55 percent. 
'YC) For fucal year 1995, 60percent. 

r @) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-section 
amended by striking out "The Secretary of th 
the Department of the Army, and the Secn 
with respect to the Department of the Air E 
lieu thereof "The Secretary of the military 
and, wzth respect to a Defense Agency, the Se 

- (c) REPORT.-Section 2466(e) of such title 
(1) by inserting "(1)" after "REPORTS 
(2) by adding at the end the followin 

' , "2) Not later than January 15, 1994, the 
a tary department and the Secretary of Defer 

9 fense  Agencies, shall jointly submit to Con 
, , r@ paragraph (1). ". 

(d) EFFECT OF AMENDMENTS ON EXZS 
Secretary of a military department and th 

-3 with, respect to. the Defense Agencies, may I 

* L maintenance contract in effect on the date o 
Act in order to &omply with the requiremeli 

-&,. -, . title 10, United States Code, as amended by s 



SEC. 352. LlMlTATIONS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTE- 
NANCE OF MATERIEL. 

(a) L I M I T A T I ~ N . - S ~ C ~ ~ O ~  2466(a) of title 10, United States Code, 
is amended to read as follows: 

"(a) PERCENTAGE LIMITATION.-(I) Except as provided in pam- 
graph (Z), the Secretary of a military department and, with respect 
to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defense, may not contract for 
the performance by non-Federal Government personnel of more than 
40 percent of the depot-level maintenance workload for the military 
department or the Defense Agency. 

"(2) The Secretary of the Army shall provide for the perform- 
ance by employees of the Department of Defense of not less than the 
following percentages of Army aviation depot-level maintenance 1 workload: . 

! "(A) For f ~ c a l  year 1993, 50 percent. 
1 "(B) For fscal year 1994, 55 percent. 

"(C) For fiscal year 1995, 60 percent. ". 
(b) P ON FORMING A M E N D M E N T . - ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~  2466(c) of such title is 

amended by striking out "The Secretary of the Army, with respect to 
the Department of the Army, and the Secretary of the Air Force, 
with respect to the Department of the Air Force," and inserting in 
lieu thereof "The Secretary of the military department concerned 
and, with respect to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defense': 

(c) R~Po~~. -Sec t ion  2466() of such title is amended- 
(1) by inserting '71)" after "REPORTS.-':' and 

I (2) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) Not later than January 15, 1994, the Secretary of each mili- 

tary department and the Secretary of Defense, with respect to the 
Defense Agencies, shall jointly submit to Congress a report described 
in paragraph (1). '! 

(d) EFFECT OF AMENDMENTS ON EXISTING CONTRACTS.-The 
Secretary of a military department and the Secretary of Defense, 
with respect to the Defense Agencies, may not cancel a depot-level 
maintenance contract in effect on the date of the enactment of  this 
Act in order to comply with the requirements of section 2466(a) of 
title 10, United States Code, as amended by subsection (a). 

, 



SEC. 353. RE 

new section: 
-;' I 

"(b) PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS.-(~) A 
Lkmrtment of  Defense who is paid from 
and who commits a substantial. violation 

new item: s~ribed under subsection (a) shall be subject 
are provided by law for misuse of a p p r o p ~  
ployee of the Department of Defense paid f i  
The Secrets y of Defense shall prescribe m s  

SEC. 361. STANDARDIZATION OF CERTAIN PROGRAlWS AND ACTIVITIES OF 
MILZTAR Y EXCHANGES. 

(a) STANDARDIZATION OF EXCHANGES.-T~~ Secretary of Defense 
shall standardize among the military'departments the following 
program and activities of the military ejcchanges of the military de- 
partments: 

(1) Accounting (including account titles and item descrip- 

exchanges. 
(b) TIME AND MANNER.-The standardization of programs and 

activities required by subsection (a) shall be completeda not later 
than March 31, 1994, and shall be carried out i n  the most efficient' 
manner practicable. 

(c) REPORT.-Not later than March 31, 1993, the Secretary of 
Defense shall submit to the Congress a report on other programs 
and activities of the military exchanges, if any, that the Secretary 
determines can be economically and efficiently managed through 
standardization or consolidation under a )  single nonappropriated 
fund instrumentality. 
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p. 6413. See, also, Pub.L. 100-180. 1987 100-374 1988 U.S.Code Cong and MllLN 
-h 01 cootc.Eb h $md &€. 5, 1991 "(d) Rqwt 

U.S.Code Cow. and Adm.Newq p. 1018; Pub.L. 1077. sation 3lqaX3) of L 102-190 provided I h t :  
LIBRARY REFERENCES "(1) amtc ''0) The Seaetuy of the Anny and the Seas 

United Stated -59 et q. of the Air knee m y  not crnal a depot-kvel ad- for 
CJS.  United Stated 8 81 et weq. ~ ~ ~ ~ l l t n c t i n e f f c c t ~ ~ t h e & t ~ d t b e  depot,,,& 

~ t o f t h i r A c t [ D e c S 1 9 9 1 ] i n a d e r t o  wdaa 
comply with the 9-b d rcctioll -8) 

8 2466. Limitations on the performance of depotlevel maintenance of of title, unmw by suwm (a) h u e h  the - (a) ofu &I." mProqrr 
dtlw Pilot * -M coapr(ttb. 

& h b . L  101- 
5.1994 lo4 S 

~314@Hd)ofPobLlM-19O,rmmded mainmmce~ 
Pub.L lwa, Div. A, Title III, 8 3% <)rr D, d a  

(2) The Secretary of the 1992, 106 Stat. 2379, ppovided tbt: 102-190, Div 
[(I,). w e d .  pub.L ,,, TEtle 1991, 10s ~ t a  
Ia 8 3% 23, 1992, 106 Stat. 23791 WW H 

J ~ V J O W  bl QlDptrolkr -Not la- For legbht 
(B) For fiscal year 1994, 55 percent. t a  pebnury 1,1991, the ComptroUa Om- 100456, 

(C) For fiscal year 1995, 60 percent. dWwbmittoConenrranevdlut imofd N C I V S , ~ . ~  
depot ~ ~ C e  Worklordr of the w t  U.S.Code & 
of Def- M* Navy depot m a h t ~ ~ ~ ~ e  102-190, uc 
workloodq that am pcrfmed by an entity eelelst- NCWS, p. 911 

P*-t " mpetitive procedurrs. Code Cong. a 

LIBRARY REFERENCES 
Unitcd Statg 6-64.10. 
W@STLAW Topic No. 393. 
C.J.S. unitai sah 5 87. 

1 2467. Cost c O m H m m  rc ldnmenk  with re01 

of Defense and the contractor. 
system costs of the ~~~~~b~~ 

(2) Not later than January 15, 1994, the secretary of each military (A) The cost of the Federal Employeesy Retire 
and the Secretary of Defense, with respect to the Defense Agencies, the normal-cost percentage (as defined by secti 
submit to Coneress a remrt described in paragraph (1). states Code). - ---- - 
( ~ d d e d  h b . ~ .  100-466, Div. A, Title 111, g 926(a), Sept. 29, 1988, 102 Stat. 1955, (B) The cost of the (%I &mice Retirement 8 
hb.L. 101-189, Div. A, Title 111, 8 313, Nov. 29, 1989, 103 Stat. 1412; h b : L  chapter 83 of such title 5. 
Title 111, 5 314(aK1), Dec. 5, 1991, 105 Stat. 1336; h b - L  102-484 Dlv. A, ntle (C) The cost of the thrift savings plan under 
Oct. 23, 1992, 106 Stat. 2378.) such title 5. 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NUl'ES (D) The cost of the old age, survivors, and disc 
1991 Awadment under section 3111(a) of the Internal Revenue 0 
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I the performance of depotlevel maintenance of mat&q 
tion.41) Except an, prodded in paragraph (21, the Secre. 
nent and, kith respect to a Defense Agency, the &we% 
~ntract for3 the pjrforiimnce by non-Federal 'Government 
to percent of the depot-level maintenance workload for the 
he Defense Agency. 
le Anhy ahail pmkde for the ~ o r m a n c e  by employees of 
!me of not less than the following percentages of Anq 
@mnce workload: . ' .  
r ' 1993, 60 percent. 
r 1994, 56 percent. 
r 1995, 60 percent 
lnagement by end stm@h-The civilian employees of the 
nvolved in the depoblevel maintenance of materiel may not 
of any end-strength constraint or limitation on the number 
may be employed on the last day of a fiscal year.. Such 
rged solely on the basis .of the a d a b l e  workloadf a@ the 
such depobleyel mamtqmc+ ,, I 

* *  

ion.-The EkreWj if- th .military de&e6t~con&rneheh 
Iefense Agenq, the Secretary of Defense may wake the. 
~n (a) for a fmcal year, to a particular workload, or to a 
ivity if the !3eamuy:determines that the waiver is necw 
nal aecurity and notifies Congress regarding the reasons for 

d o n  (a) shall not .apply with,resp& to the Sackmen@, 
0 , w o r n i a - _ -  . . . -  ...I.... 

later than January 15, 1992; and January 15, 1993, the 
and the Secretary of the Air Force shall jointly submit-to 
d i n g  the progreq dm& the.preceding fiscirl year to 
he percentage of. 'de&Me'irel.qa&tkahce mq&d to be 
..of the ?i*~&.of Defimi.pnisbant sii@&$iotf (a). 
aasrg 16; 19!M,, G t h e = i 6 f  :eirch'rnilitar~i.d&mt 
:few, with respect to:& Defense ~Agenciea, shall.pintly 
port described in paragraph (11.. -. , . !. + - r, ,, 

. A, Title IIU 8 &(aLSep~~;1%8;Bo2 Stat'asss, and imended 
e m, 4 ~ ~ , < N O V .  a, 1sss;~os.strt~ir~~m~ao2.2i9o,~~)io. A, 
1WL 106 stat 1836. - LOZl$f, m. + "8&pI, idvl(y);; 3.) % , . . <; 3,!*<~, <-, t2 s k i  ,r , 

, , .=I'+-:T .,' i j . A  '-2Z.J p : :  {\'I ",&$ h< y:& 
mbC15L. m~&,,&kycg-m -< , : s t ;  iu;r-~~'+",p? 

* . I )  / , I  .. . . L:~YY.: &. re* %WJNC~F 4 -,C kJ=tiy - 
:.ldintmtrabrti-- -my-.  ' -d[. 

h pfm- M to culy out. ,xnnp&h=+&t 
+& of&-for tioP--" h, ' ' ' prccscliry prr. (l).yc;? -*% ~ C . C . .  ,.--. O ^ h i  J.,)T: . 

- ,.. .. d - .50e+'-f' 4- 
- secrips~~?ia).&& 1wm ** - : - of a & t q ,  &@~@~%t,qd,#ic 

6tihned"ThGSecrs- SsactuydDcf*withnrpecttothcWa 
the d the A* miy ;lot -a l aepdf-le~.~l 
tbt Air Potre, in D I I ~ ~  ~mtnd'm'dfeci on tik date of the eaact- 

I m y  depot mrintb ment of thh Ad [qCt. 23, 19921 -in orda to 
s-.- WW~Y** .  of&2406(.) 
he kcrrruy d-& d title .IO.-UW-- [tht pa&]. u 
rduy of the Army , .ymadcd by aheuion (a)." 
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' W a n  314(a)(3) of h b . L  lU2-190 p d d c d  
that: 

y 3 , ~ h e ~ o f t h c h r m y m d t h e ~ a r r -  
t u y d t h c A i r P o n x u u y w t ~ a d q m t - M  
~ t a l u l c c ~ t n c t h c a c d 0 1 t h e & ~ d t h c  
aucmlaltofthlrAd[Dec5,1991]hordato 
canply with thc rcqubnatr of d o n  246qa) 
of& tit& cdmeadal by mbsdou (a) [sub 
reel (a) of thin don]." 

Cbpphltloa mot Rosrrm for or-- 
ltmmMwolM.tclla. 

314(b)-(d) of h b . L  102-194 mended 
p o b . ~  i w ,  D~V. A Title m, 4 3% Oct. 23. 
1992.106 SF-2379, provided that: 
' [& -03.  pub.^ llV.484, Div. A, *k 
m, 4 354, od w.1992 106 S a  23791 

Y@RcpatbGeactrr).ol-ala- 
ta than Dannba 1. 1993, thc k r ~ a q  of De- 
femerhrllmbmittoCmgmsarrport- 

''0 CmtainiUg . fiveyear rtrUqy of the 
Department of Wa to ruc compdtiw pro- 
cedlmdforthc*ofaltitiatopaform 
d q m t a l d J l e n u r e ~ ~  

Uo d a c n i  the cat saving autidptcd 
~ & h t h c ~ o f t h a e ~ w u . "  

W o t ~ f O r O C ~ W W O C L l O d  - 
- PuaL 101~510, Div. A, TtUe M. 4 9.22, Nw. 
5, 1990, 104 St& 1627, which authorid a d m  
main- workload canptition pilot prognm 

'. d w  K f d  -par 1991, wu npaled by hb .L .  
laZ194 Div. A,' Title III, 4 314@)(zA Dec 5, 
,1991, 105 Stat. 1337. 

*k~ttal 
mh -ot 1.- ' ~ P o r ' ~ t v e  hbtoy and p.lrrpae of Pub.L. 

& Febrruy 1, 1994, the Com- + 1 W %  rec 1988 Uscode Cone. and h. 
to m evaluation of d Ncwa, p. 2503. S& h, h b . L  101-189, 1989 

depot m J n m  workloads of the Dep.rtment US..Codc Omg. and Adm. N m ,  p. 838; Pub.L. 
of W- &dud& Navy depot maintauna 102-194 ate 1991 US.code Omg. md Adm. 
wu th.t a paf- by an at i ty  &- Ncwa, p. 918; Pub.L 10244,  re^ 1992 U.S. 
e d ~ t t o ~ t i v c p r o a d ~  Code Cons. and Adm. News, p. 1636. 

LIBaARY .pm'qmCE8 
United smta M.10. 
W S l L A W  Topic No. 393. 
CIS. Unitqthtca 0 87. 

(i 2467. that comparisom: requiremenb with respect to retirement eoste and 
eonoultation with employcce 

(a) Rcquhment to include retirement cda.41) In any comparison conducted 
by the Department of Defense under Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-16 (or any stmeasor administrative regulation or $ow) of the cost of performing 
commercial admities by Department of Defense'pemomkl and the cost of perform- 
ing such activities by contractor persolinel, the Secrem of Defense shall include 
retirement. system costs (an deacrii  -,in pniparpb (2) and, (3)) of both the 
Department of M- and the contractor.' 
. (9 isp , ~ l ~ m e n t . s p t e x n  yb,. of the, d p u s " t , o f  .. . . ~ e f e y e  shall include (to 

the &t app~aible) the £o)loiving:, ,, -*, . . ..> , - . . 
,&tiremat ss;s$&4 valued by using 

~&$oii~840l(!23)"ofi title 5. United 
. . 

(B) The cost of the Civb ~e&ment System und& supchapter III of 
~~&ip&,'g.&,~~~& Me 5. > >. 5 -, v:s-, 7 , : .  - <. 1 - , a -  3 

- r  ' ;"& *6"d;;f *d thiift la* i;j&&nder.s;bcgP&T i;f'cha* of 
such title 6. 2 - " P  s t .  d .  

. <D).-lgbstbf a e  old age;~suivivom;&d&bilitjr biswmce7W im-ed 
. . u&derbcti6n 3 l l l ( a )o f - tb lh tehd  Gkydiii~Code ofd9@: 

(3) The retirement sptem cm& of th8 & w r  adall inciii%th= &st & the old 
age, swvhof~, and-disability insurance taxes:.imposed -mder pxtion Blll(a) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986,-the cost of ,thrift or other retiremept savings phns, 
and othy~~levant ,  retirement Costs. . 

.C. ' 

,. . ~ 1 %  ~ep-e~t  ,G' w m s i  DOD- enip~iiWl 1' ~ r ' e -  officer di-hp1oyee of 
the,Department of Defense responsible for aeterrnining under Office of Manage 
bent and Budget"&da? A-76 whether to' +nveit' tpbontract~r performance any 
commercial activity of the Department 

(A) shall, a t  least molithly during the development and preparation of the 
.. perfo'mce work s t aempt  a d  themimagemeat efficiency study used in 
' making that deternibtion, consult " withwith civiliaxi employees who win be affected 

541 ! 

r. 



106 STAT. 2332 

for the rema 

SEC. 112. PRC 

SEC. 104. DEFENSE A G E N C m  . 
are hereby authorized to be mpriated for fiscal year 

1993 for procurement for the Defe- h e n d e s  in the amount 
of $1,950,704,000. SEC. 11s. AH- 
SEC. 106. DEFENSE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Fbnds are hereby authorized to be a propriated for fiscal year 
1993 for procurement for the Inspector &nerd of the Department 
of Defense in the amount of $800,000. 
SEC. 106. RESERVE C O M P O ~ .  

SEC. 107. CHEMICAL DEMILITARI!ZATION PROGRAM. 8EC. 116. CHE 
Funds are hereby authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 

1993 for the destruction of lethal chemical agents and munitions 
in accordance with section 1412 of the Department of Defense 
Authorization Act, 1986 (50 U.S.C. 15211, in the amount of 
$515,300,000. 
SEC. 108. MULTIYEAR PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION. 

Subtitle B-Army Programs 

SEC. 111. M-1 ABRAMS TANK PROGRAM. 

(b) REVISION IN FISCAL YEAR 1992 PROVISIONS.-T~~ text of 
section 111 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 

For . 
Years 1992 and 1993 (Public Law 102-190; 105 Stat. 1303) is 
amended to read as follows: 



106 STAT. 2378 PUBLIC LAW 102-484-OCT. 23, 1992 

'$ 2469. Contrac 
forme 
of Def 

"2469. Contra- to per1 
(a) LI~TA~ON.--Section 2466(a) of title 10, United States Code, of the Depa 

SEC. 364. REPEAL C 
GRAM F 

Subsection (b) 
tion Act for Fisca 
105 Stat. 1337; 10 1 

Subtitle F- 

TIES OF 

"(A) For fiscal year 1993,50 percent. 
"(B) For fiscal year 1994,55 percent. 
"(C) For fiscal year 1995,60 percent.". 

(b) CONFORMING ~MENDMENT.-&?C~~O~ 246qc) of such title 
is amended by striking out 'The Secretary of the Army, with respect 
to the Department of the Army, and the Secretary of the Air 
Force, with respect to the Department of the Air Force," and insert- 
ing in lieu thereof 'The Secretary of the military department con- (3) Automa 
cerned and, with respect to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of in order to facil 

SEC. 382. ACCOUNTP 
MENT AN 

(a) REGULATIO~ 
147 of title 10, UI 

SEC. 365. REQUIREMENT OF COMPETITION FOR THE PERFORMANCE the end the followin1 
OF W0RKU)ADS PREVIOUSLY PERFORMED BY DEPOT- "$ 2490a. Nonappr 
LEVEL ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. manag 

"(a) REGULAT 

new section: scribe regulations go 
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p. 6413. Sec, also, Pub.L. 103-180, 1987 100-370, 1988 U.S.Ccde Cong. and Adm.Newr, p 
U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.Newh p. 1018; h8b.L. 1077. 

LIBRARY REFERENCES 

United Sta ta  @59 et Kq. 

C.J.S. Uni~ed Sta ta  1 81 et q. 

f 2466. Limitatlone on  the performance of depot-level maintenance of materlel 
(a) Percentage limitation.-41) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the Secre 

tary of a military department and, with respect to a Defense Agency, the Secretary 
of Defense, may not contract for the performance by non-Federal Government 
personnel of more than 40 percent of the depot-level maintenance workload for the 
military department or the Defense Agency. 

(2) The Secretary of the Army shall provide for the performance by employees of 
the Department of Defense of not less than the following percentages of Army 
aviation depotlevel maintenance workload: 

(A) For fiscal year 1993, 50 percent. 
(n) For fiscal year 1994, 56 percent. 
(C) For fiscal year 1995, 60 percent. 

(b) Prohibition on management by end etrength.-The civilian emplnpees of the 
Department of Defense involved in the depot-level maintenance of materiel may not 
be managed on the basis of any end-strength constraint or limitation on the number 
of such employees who may be employed on the last day of a fiscal year. Such 
employees shall be managed solely on the basis of the available wor~load and the 
funds made available for such depot-level maintenance. 

(c) Waiver of limitation.-The Secretary of the military department concerned 
and, with respect to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defense may waive the 
applicability of subsection (a) for a fiscal year, to a particlllar workload, or to a 
particular depot-level activity if the Secretary determines that the weiver is neces- 
sary for reasons of national security and notifies Congress regarding the reasons for 
the waiver. 

(d) Exception.Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to the Sacramento 
Army Depot, Sacramento, California. 

(e) Reports.--41) Not later than January 15, 1992, and January 16, 1993, the 
Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Air Force shall jointly submit to 
Congress a report describing the progress during the preceding fiscal year to 
achieve and maintain the percentage of depot-level maintenance required to be 
performed by employees of the Department of Defense pursuant to subsection (a). 

(2) Not later than January 15, 1994, the Secretary of each military department 
and the Secretary of Defense, with respect to the Defense Agencies, shall jointly 
subnit to Congress a report described in paragraph (1). 

(Added Pub.L. 100-466, Div. A, Title 111, 5 326(a), Sept. 29, 1988, 102 Stat. 1955, and amended 
Pub.L. 101-189, Div. A, Title Ill ,  1 313, Nov. 29, 1989, 103 Stat. 1412; Puh.L. 102-190, Div. A, 
Title 111, 8 314(a)(l), Dec. 6, 1991, 106 Stat. 1336; Pub.L. 102-484, Div. A, Title 111, 6 352(aHc), 
Oct. 23, 1992, 106 Stat. 2378.) 

HlSTORlCAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 

1991 Amendment or the Secretary of the Air Force, in selwting an 

 pub.^. 102-190 in catchline k.d in tent tubti- entity to perform mY d e p t  maintenance work- 

tuted provisions relating to limitations on perfor. load, to carry out a competition for such sel* 

rnnncc of deoot-level maintenance of materiel, for tion-" in ~rovilions ~refeding Par. (1). . . . - . . - - - . - 
provisions prohibiting certain depot maintenance Enect of Amendmenu on ~ ~ b ~ l ~ ~  anhactr 
workload competitions. Section 352(d) of Pub.L. 102484 provided that: 
1989 Amendment S~re t a ry  of r military department and the 

pub,,,. 101-189, g 31). substituted "The k r e .  Secretary of Defense, with respect to the D e f e n ~  
r ,. r I . , I ,  I Agencies, may not cancel a depot-level maintc- 

.- , .> I , ,  f , I ,?  ,.,,,,,, 
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C.lledrtloa of Contncb In End Dse. 5, 1991 Yd) Report by Sccrrtu). of kt-.-Not I.- 
Section 314(r)(3) of  pub.^. 102-190 provided than h x a k r  1. 1993, the of ~ e -  

lhai, ~ C N C  rhall submit to Congress r repon- 
7 1 )  ant l in ing r f ivcya r  atntegy of the '73) The Secmtlry of the A m y  m d  the !kcre D~~~~ of ~~f~ to urc campe(itive pr* W of the For= not m c e l  a de~ot-level 

cedum for the lclcction of cntitia to pedorm maintenance mntnct  io effect on the date of the 
depot m&taunce woruorb; enactment of thb Act [Dec. 5, 19911 in order to 

comply the rcqu-en(r of -tion 2466(,) W2) desfribia~ the cat m v i n ~  mtici~red 
of auch titie, u unended bv rutsection (a) Irub- hu8h the Of pracdura'" .,. 
KC. (a) of thu section]." Pllot R o p m  for Depot M d o t e w a  Workload 

Competltloa PUol Program for Depot-hiel 
M l l n t e w c a  of Materiel 

Section 314@Hd) of h8b.L. 102-190, unmded 
Pub.L. 102484, Div. A, Title 111, 1 3S4, Oct. 23, 
1992, 106 Stat. 2379. provided that: 

[(b). Repuled. Pub.L. 102-484, Div. A, Tille 
111, 1 354, Ocl. 23, 1992, 106 Stat. 23791 

'Yc) Review by CompboUer Gcned.-Not Ia- 
ter than February 1, 1994, the Comptroller Om-  
era1 ahall submit to Congraa an evaluation of all 
depot maintenance worWoads of the Department 
of Deferue, including Navy depot maintenance 
workloads, that are performed by m entity   cleft- 
ed pununnt to competitive procedura. 

Competldoa 
Pub.L. 101-510, Div. A, Title IX, 1 922, Nov. 

5, 1990, 104 Stat. 1627, which authorized a dcpot 
m&terunce w o r W d  competition pilot program 
during Fuul year 1991, w u  repuled by Pub.L. 
102-190, Div. A, Title 111, 1 314@)(2), Dec. 5, 
1991, 105 St.1. 1337. 

LeQIatlre -tory 
For legislative history and purpore of Pub.L. 

100456, rec 1988 U.S.Cnde Cong. and Adm. I 
News, p. 2503. Sa also, Pub.L. 101-189. 1989 
U.S.Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 838; Pub.L. 
102-190, rec 1991 U.S.Code Cong. and Adm. 
News, p. 918; Pub.L. 102484, see 1992 U.S. 
Code Cong. and Adm. News, p. 1636. 

LIBRARY REFERENCES 
United Sla ta  -64.10. 
WESTLAW Topic No. 393. 
C.J.S. United State5 Q 87. 

8 2467. Coet comparirrone: requirement8 with respect to retirement costs and 
consultation with employeee 

(a)  Requirement to include retirement c o e b . 4 1 )  In any comparison conducted 
by the Department of Defense under Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-76 (or any successor administrative regulation or policy) of the cost of performing 
commercial activities by Department of Defense personnel and the cost of perform- 
ing such activities by contractor personnel, the Secretary of Defense shall include 
retirement system costs (as described in paragraphs (2) and (3)) of both the 
Department of Defense and the contractor. 

(2) The retirement system costs of the Department of Defense shall include (to 
the extent applicable) the following: 

(A) The cost of the Federal Employees' Retirement System, valued by using 
the nomalcost percentage (as defined by section 8401(23) of title 5, United 
States Code). 
(R) The cost of the Civil Sewice Retirement System under subchapter I11 of 

chapter 83 of such title 5. 
(C) The cost of the thrift savings plan under subchapter 111 of chapter 84 of 

such title 5. 
(D) The cost of the old age, suwivors, and disability insurance taxes imposed 

under section 3111(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 
(3) The retirement system costs of the contractor shall include the cost of the old 

age, survivors, and disability insurance taxes imposed under section 3111(a) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the cost of thrift or other retirement savings plans, 
and other relevant retirement costs. 

(b) Requirement to coneult DOD employeee.41) Each officer or employee of 
the Department of Defense responsible for determining under Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget Circular A-76 whether to convert to contractor performance any 
commercial activity of tllc Department- 
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(B) requiring the appropriate authority of the country to advance 
amounts reciprocally to members of the armed forces of the United 
States; and 

(0 containing any other provision the President considers net 9. to carry out this subsection and to safeguard the interests of the Uniw 
States. 

(Added Pub.L. 97-258, 5 2(b)(4)(B), Sept. 13, 1982, 96 Stat. 1053, 4 2395, renu- 
bered 3 2396 and amended Pub.L. 97-295, 5 1(28)(B), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 Stat. 1291.) 

Historical and Revision Notes 

Revised section Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) - 
Sept. 13. 1982, Pub.L. 97-258,O Z(bX4m 

96 Stat. 1053. 

Explanatory Notes 

Legislative History. For legislative hism 
and purpose of Pub.L. 97-258. see 1982 US. 
Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 3. See, abq 

"any other" for "an- Pub.L. 97-295, 1982 U.S.Code Cong. ad 
Adm.News, p. 2598. 

1982 Amendment. Subsec. (b)(2)(C). 
a Pub.L. 97-295, 8 1(28)(B), substituted "any 

otherv for "another". 

$ 2397. Employees or former employees of defense contractors: 
reports 

(a) In this section: 
4 

(1) "Contract" means a contract awarded by negotiation (includh 
the net amount of modifications to, and the exercise of options underl 

7 . the contract) that involves at least $10,000. 
I 

(2) "Defense contractor" means a person that provides services, sup 
plies, or both (including construction) to the Department of Defem 
under a contract directly with the Department. 

e e i i -  
tion of a defense contractor- 

(A) at a hearing, trial, appeal, or other action in which the Unit- 

1, 
- ed States was a party and that involved services, supplies, or both 

7 (including construction) that were provided to, or to be prO"ded-- _ 
to, the Department by the contractor; and 

(B) in a transaction with the Department that involved sedca 
supplies, or both (including construction) that were provided to, 01 
to be provided to, the Department by the contractor. & -  . ;-. . *.- - - -- - - -- - .p-J 

y (b)(l) This subsection applies 3cG 
I 

(A) a former or retired officer of the Army, Navy, Air Force, of 
Marine Cops  who (i) has at least 10 years of active service, md Cu7 

546 
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held for any period during that service a grade 
Navy, above lieutenant; and 

(B) a former civilian official or employee (in 
part-time employee) of the Department of Def; 
any time during the 3-year period before the el 
the person with the Department) was at least 
rate at the time for GS-13. 

(2) A person to whom this subsection applies whc 
or served as a consultant or otherwise to, a defense 
during a fiscal year at an annual pay rate of at leas 
tractor was awarded contracts by the Department 
that total at least $10,000,000, and (El) within the 3 
beginning of that fiscal year served on active duty or 
vice for the Department, shall file a report with th 
(before February 16 of the next succeeding fiscal yea] 
by the Secretary. 

(3) The report shall contain the following inform; 

(A) The name and address of the person repo 

(B) The name and address of the defense con 
the person or for whom the person served as a cc 

(0 The title of the position of the person whi 
contractor. 

(Dl A brief description of the duties and work 
son for the defense contractor. 

(El The military grade of the person while ( 

gross pay rate while performing civilian service t 

(F9 A brief description of the duties and the u 
person while on active duty or performing civilii 
partment during the 3-year period before that dl 

(G) The date the active duty or civilian service 
Department ended and the date the service with 

- 
(H) Other pertinent information the Secretary 

(c)(l) A person who (A) holds civilian office or el 
employment as a consultant or part-time employee) 
3 Y  time during a fiscal year at a pay rate at least e 
rate for GS-13, and (B) within the 3-year period befol 
Qployment with the Department was employed by, c 
a t  or otherwise to, a defense contractor at any time I 

annual pay rate of at least $15,000 and the contrac 
tracts by the Department during that fiscal yea] 

~ l ~ , ~ k ~ ~ l l  fire iie.re^fiOi Gith the Secretary in th 
Prescribed by the Secretary. 

(2) The report shall contain the following informat 
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: appropriate authority of the country to advrsa 
ly to members of the armed forces of the u~~ 

- ---~- iy other provision the President considers n 
ecessary 'section and to safeguard the interests of the u ~ w  

!@)(4)@), Sept. 13. 1982, 96 Stat. 1053, $ 2395, renume 
Pub.L. 97-295, 4 1(28)@), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 S ~ L  12914 

Iistorical and Revision Notes 

Explanatory Notes 

redesignates Legislative History. For legislative &- 
he redesigns- and purpose of Pub.L. 97-258, see 1982 U.S. 
L. 97-258) as Code Cong. and Adrn.News, p. 3. Sa, % 
her" for "an- Pub.L. 97-295, 1982 U.S.Code Cong. a d  

Adm.News, p. 2598. 

. (b)(2)(C). 
itituted "any 

or former employees of defense contractors: 

ns a contract awarded by negotiation (including 
jifications to, and the exercise of options under, 
lves at least $10,000. 

:tor" means a person that provides services, sup- 
~g construction) to the Department of Defense 
ly with the Department. 

lsed with "otherwise", includes the representa- 
~ctor- 

trial, appeal, or other action in which the Unit- 
,ty and that involved services, supplies, or both 
tion) that were provided to, or to be provided 
by the contractor; and 

on with the Department that involved services, 
cluding construction) that were provided to, or 
he Department by the contractor. 

ies to- 

m~ officer of the Army, Navy, Air Force, or 
at least 10 years of active service, and (i) 
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held for any period during that service a grade above captain or, if the 
Navy, above lieutenant; and 

-. - - O _ a f o ~ ~ r c i y i l i a n  official or employee (including a consultant or . 

part-time employee) of the Department of Defense whose pay rate (at 
any time during the 3-year period before the end of the last service of 
the person with the Department) was at least equal to the minimum 
rate at the time for GS-13. 

_ (2) A person to whom this subsection applies who (A) was employed by, 
or served as a consultant or otherwise to, a defense contractor at any time 
during a fiscal year at an annual pay rate of at least $15,000 and the con- 
tractor was awarded contracts by the Department during that fiscal year 
that total at least $10,000,000, and (B) within the 3-year period before the 

x-iredut- ser- 
. . .  

vice for the Department, shall file a report with the Secretary of Defense 
(before February 16 of the next succeeding fiscal year) in the way prescribed 
by the Secretary. 

(3) The report shall contain the following information: 

(A) The name and address of the person reporting. 

(B) The name and address of the defense contractor that employed 
the person or for whom the person served as a consultant or otherwise. 

(C) The title of the position of the person when serving the defense. 
contractor. 

(D) A brief description of the duties and work performed by the per- 
son for the defense contractor. 

(E) The military grade of the person while on active duty or the 
gross pay rate while performing civilian service for the Department. 

(F) A brief description of the duties and the work performed by the 
person while on active duty or performing civilian service for the De- 
partment during the 3-year period before that duty or service ended. 

(G) The date the active duty or civilian service by the person for the 
Department ended and the date the service with the defense contractor 
began and, if applicable, ended. 

(HI Other pertinent information the Secretary requires. 

(c)(l) A person who (A) holds civilian office or employment (including 
employment as a consultant or part-time employee) in the Department at 
any time during a fiscal year at a pay rate at least equal to the minimum 
rate for GS-13, and (B) within the 3-year period before the effective date of 
employment with the Department was employed by, or served as a consult- 
ant or otherwise to, a defense contractor at any time during a fiscal year at 
an annual pay rate of at least $15,000 and the contractor was awarded con- 
tracts by the Department during that fiscal year that total at least 
$10,000,000, shall file a report with the Secretary in the way and at the time 
prescribed by the Secretary. 

(2) The report shall contain the following information: 
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(A) The name and address of the person reporting. 1 
(B) The title of the position of the person with the Department. 1 
(O A brief description of the duties with the Department. 3 
(D) The name and address of the defense contractor that employed 

the person or for whom the person served as a consultant or otherwise. 

(E) The title of the position of the person when serving the defense 
contractor. 

(D A brief description of the duties and the work performed by the 
person for the defense contractor. 

(GI The date the service of the person with the defense contractor 
ended and the date the service with the Department began. 

(H) Other pertinent information the Secretary requires. I 
(d) The Secretary shall maintain a file containing the information filed 

under this section. The file may be inspected by members of the public at 
any time during regular work hours. 

(el Before April 1 of each year, the Secretary shall report to Congress the 
names of persons who have filed reports for the preceding fiscal year under 
this section. The names shall be listed, by groups, under the names of the 
appropriate defense contractors. The Secretary may include for each name 
appropriate additional information. 

(0 A person not complying with the filing requirements of this section 
shall be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned not more than 6 months, 
or both. 
(Added Pub.L. 97-295, 8 1(29)(A), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 Stat. 1291.) I 

Historical and Revision Notes 
Revised section Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Lame) 

2397(a) ................ 50:1436(a)(3)-(7), (b)(l)(B), (C), Nov. 19, 1969, Pub.L. 91-121, 5 410. 83 
0. Stat. 210; Apr. 21, 1976, Pub.L. 94-273. 

2397@) ................ 50:1436(a)(l), (2), (b)(l) (less (B), $5 q4), 5(6), 14, 90 Stat. 377, 378. 
(C)), (c)(l) (words before semico- 
lon), (c)(2) (words before semico- 

lon). (e) (words before 
semicolon). 

2397(c) ................ 50:1436(b)(2), (c)(l) (less words be- 
fore semicolon), (c)(2) (less words 
before semicolon), (c)(3) (less 
words before semicolon), (e) (less 
words before semicolon). 

2397(d) ................ 50:1436(f). 
2397(e) ................ 50:1436(d). 
2397(f) ................. 50:1436(g). 

Explanatory Notes 
- In the section, the words "services; sup- - witk "9&, supplies, or both!' to dm-*!-. -- 
plies, or both" are substituted for "services definition of "services and materials" In 
and materials" because "supplies" is defined 50:1436(a)(4) to be omitted. The text of 
in 10:101(26) to include material. However, 50:1436(b) (words before (1)) is omitted 
the word "construction" is retained and used unnecessary because of the restatement. 
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In subsection (a), the definition of "Depart- 
ment of Defense" in 50:1436(a)(5) is omitted 
because of 10:101(5). The text of 50:1436(h) 
is omitted as executed. The text of 
50:1436(n)(7) is omitted as unnecessary. 

In subsection (a)(2). the word "person" is 
substituted for "individual, firm, corporation, 
partnership, association, or other legal entity" 
because of 1: 1. 

In subsection (a)(3), the source provisions 
are restated to include the conduct described 
therein within the definition of "served" when 
used with "otherwise". Although 50:1436@) 
(l)(A)-(C) appear to be co-equal clauses, the 
use in other parts of the source provision only 
of the language used in clause (A), coupled 
with the legislative history of the source pro- 
vision, indicates that clauses (B) and (C) are 
only descriptions of conduct that is within the 
scope of clause (A) as service "otherwise" 
than that described in that clause. 

In subsection (b), the word "commission- 
ed" is omitted as unnecessary because of 
10:101(14). The words "Amy, Navy, Air 
Force, or Marine Corps" are substituted for 
"Armed Forces of the United States" for <ar- 
ity. In ordinary context, "Armed Forces of 

the Unitec 
Guard (10 
50:1436 ir 
tended to 
tion elsew 
of Defensc 
portation 
cated. TI 
stituted fc 
appropria 

In sub, 
(less wor 
covered 1 
time dun 

In sub 
substitutt 
and the ! 
tives" fol 
er titles ' 

In sub 
of a mist 
ry beE-4 
tion the1 

Legis1 
and pur 
Code Cl 

8 2398. Procurement of gasohol as 

To the maximum extent feasible and consis 
and vehicle management practices prescribe( 
the Secretary shall make contracts, by compe 
priations, to purchase domestically product 

Prcent domest blends containing at least 10 p,; 
in motor vehicles owned or operated by the 

(Added Pub.L. 97-295, 4 1(29)(A), Oct. 12, 198 

1 Revised section Source (U.S. Code) 

................. 2398.. 10:2388 (note) 

I Explanatory Not 

The word "prescribed" is substituted for Lei 
"determined" because it is more 

. -& word."~etarytary~'lis. substituted for 
partment of Defense" because the 
ity is in the head of the agency. The word 
"shall" is substituted for "is authorized and 
directed" for clarity. 
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lress of the person reporting. 
,sition of the person with the Department. \ 

I of the duties with (hgepartment. 
- - - - - -- -- +- .----- - 

j r s s  of th; defense Iontractor that employ* ~ 

he person served as a consultant or otherwise 
Isition of the person when serving the defense 

1 I 
I of the duties and the w o r p r m e d  by tbc 
~ntractor. - 

ice of the person with the defense contractor 
;ervice with the Department began. 

t 

iintain a file containing the information filed 
may be inspected by members of the public at 
c hours. t 
year, the Secretary shall report to Congress the 
iled reports for the preceding fiscal year under 
11 be listed, py groups, under the names of the 
Irs. The Secretary may include for each name 
lation. 

~g with the filing requirements of this section 
E1,000, or imprisoned not more than 6 months, 

[A), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 Stat. 1291.) 
3 

rical and Revision Notes 
@i 

Source (Statutes at Large) - 
& 

Nov. 19, 1969, Pub.L. 91-121, 5 410, 83 
Stat. 210; Apr. 21, 1976, Pub.L. 94-273, 

(2), @)(I) (less (B), $5 4(4), 5(6), 14, 90 Stat. 377, 378. 
words before semlco- 
words before semico- 
words before semico- 

(words before 

:c)(l) (less words be- 
~n), (c)(2) Oess words 
colon), (c)(3) (less 
semicolon), (e) (less 

: semicolon). 

Explanatory Notes 

,ices, sup- with "services, supplies, or both" to allow the 
"services definition of "services and materials" in 

is defined 50:1436(a)(4) to be omitted. The text of 
However, 50:1436@) (words before (1)) is omitted 8s 

I and used unnecessary because of the restatement. 
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In subsection (a), the definition of "Depart- the United States" would include the Coast 

merit of Defense" in 50:1436(a)(5) is omitted Guard (10:101(4)). However, the context of 
because of 10:101(5). The text of 50:1436(h) 50:1436 indicates that the term was not in- 
;C omitted as executed. The text of tended to include the Coast Guard; the sec- 

-2:1436(%)(7) is omitted-as unnecessary. - - _- _ tion elsewhere refers only to the Department 
of -Defense, no1 to ihe Departmeiit of Trans- 

In subsection the word "person" is portation under which the Coast Guard is 10- 
substituted for "individual, firm, corporation, cated. l-he words oficial~ are sub- 
partnership, association, or other legal entity" stituted for officerw to use the more 

appropriate terminology. 
In subsection (a)(3), the source provisions In subsection (c), the text of 50:1436(e) 

are rntated to include the conduct described Oess words before semicolon) is omitted as 
therein within the definition of "sewed" when 
used with Although 50:1436@) covered by the words "holds . . . at any 

[I)(AHC) appear to be co-equal clauses, the time during a fiscal year". 

&in other parts of the source provision only 
of the language used in clause (A), coupled 

vision, indicates that clauses (B) and (C) are 
only descriptions of conduct that is within the 
scope of clause (A) as service "otherwise" 
than that described in that clause. 

In subsection @), the word "commission- 
ed" is omitted as unnecessary because of 
10:101(14). The words "Army, Navy, Air 
Force, or Marine Corps" are substituted for 
"Armed Forces of the United States" for clar- 
ity. In ordinary context, "Armed Forces of 

In subsection (e), the word "Congress" is 
substituted for "the President of the Senate 

tives" for consistency in title 10 and with oth- 
er titles of the United States Code. 

In subsection (f), the words "shall be guilty 
of a misdemeanor" are omitted as unnecessa- 
ry because of 18:l. The words "upon convic- 
tion thereof' are omitted as surplus. 

Legislative History. For legislative history 
and purpose of Pub.L. 97-295, see 1982 U.S. 
Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 2598. 

8 2398. Procurement of gasohol as motor vehicle fuel 
To the maximum extent feasible and consistent with overall defense needs 

and vehicle management practices prescribed by the Secretary of Defense, 
the Secretary shall make contracts, by competitive bid and subject to appro- 
priations, to purchase domestically produced alcohol or alcohol-gasoline 
blends containing at least 10 percent domestically produced alcohol for use 
in motor vehicles owned or operated by the Department of Defense. 

(Added Pub.L. 97-295, 5 1(29)(A), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 Stat. 1293.) 

Historical and Revision Notes 

Revised section Source (U.S. Code) Source (Statutes at Large) 

2398 ......... ...... .... 10:2388 (note) Nov. 9, 1979. Pub.L. 96-107, 5 815, 93 
Stat. 817. 

Explanatory Notes 

The word "prescribed" is substituted for Legislative History. For legislative history 
"determined" because it is more appropriate. and purpose of Pub.L. 97-295, see 1982 U.S. 
The word "Secretary" is substituted for "De- Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 2598. 
partment of Defense" because the responsibil- 
ity is in the head of the agency. The word 
"shall" is substituted for "is authorized and 
directed" for clarity. 



I Section 323(b) of Pub.L. 101-510 provided that: [$ 2455. Repealed. Yub.L. 101610, Div. A, Title Xlfl, Q 1322(a)(9), Nov. 6, 
policy required by 2458(a) of 1990, 104 Stat. 16711 

lu bUbU&tlOU \U) uU brrurrry W 111c wlr UI  rrrw u-crrb  a y u c  y a w .  r.r ru...rer- .,... .,..... , . ... 
tubmiasion of the report under l h ~  t u h d o n .  and p r o d u r u ,  the Sccreluy r h d  w d d e r  the 
to be rccompu~ied by a copy of dl current folluwing rcc~uimadrtium: 
reguhtiom or propmed def- re@lioru re- Pa wmpedlivcly 
'"8 t ~ e c w l ~  lo the w~~~~~ Or whenevu f&ble pruticablc. 
merit of ,pare or repknirbrnent putr. 
"B ~n rnalyru of the frsaibity daira- "(2) P a  ehould be acquired through Peder- 

bility of establishing a aututory or contracturl 4 Supply SEhedula and the hplr tment  of 
time limit on the protstion from dirloswe Defense supply tY*tem. 
oulridc the Department of D e f w  given tech- "(3) P a  thould be acquired in economic 
niul  &tr delivered by contracton to the Dc- ordu  qruntitia and on. multiyear when- 
p.rtment of Defense with limited rights (8s ever frsaiblc and pncticable. 
defined in the Defense Acquisition Regula- "(4) On dl mnjor syatem acquisitions, con- tions). tracton rhould be required to identify in their 

''(8) An andysia of the feasibility and daira- wntrut the cost to the Govcrr~,ncnt 
bility of withholding D e p ~ m e n t  of Defense of dghu in technial 
contrncu from contrncton who have obtained to which usa 
unrepconable profits On w'ltrncu Or t u n d u d  commercial producu in order to allow 
have rold items to the Departn~ent of Defense Government to - the of 
at unjurtifuble prices, until my such excess lcquiring thacc unlimited and to cwble unounu have been repoid. the Government to .ss*ls properly the total 
"(?do() Not later than December 1. 1983, the lifecycle u u t  of I hc  system. 

Secrelnry shall submit to the committees named in 
subsection (a) an interim report sbting briefly the "(I) be iden- 
ulions being (Pken by the of DeCrnx tify the manufncturer of a pnrt and the manu- 
lo improve the rcguisition and management of fYctu'er" port nunrbcr' 
spare putr by the Deportment. Such interim "(6) Consideration should be given early in 
report r h d  include the identity of any working the acquisition pr- lo determinations of 
groups m d  a description of my studies being whether wuidt ion of unlimited rights in tech- 
done. n i a l  &u ia dcrirable, taking into consideration 

"(2) ~h~ a r e a r y  may provide in such re8ula. that the -1 of acquiring reprocurement d a b  

tions for the waiver of the prohibition in 8ubsec- may in rome Ihc bellefits 
lion (a)(I) and compliance with the requiremenu be derived lrom quisition. 

of subecction (aX2) in the case of a purchase of "(I) When unlimited d a u  rights in technical 
m y  apnrc pnrt or replacement equipment made or &In are acquired from a contractor, the con- 
to k made through competitive procedures. tractor should be required to provide to the 

"(c) nc ~ ~ c r ~ a ~  of s m l  put into Govemment data necessary to inwryorate 
effect at the earliest practicable date policies and ~ ~ ~ 8 "  in design Or lechnolo8y. 
procedurca to achieve a long-term solution to &fore any W1 Ihe 
problem relating to exccs~ivc costs of. and long trscting officer thould review the acquisition 
lead limea in the acquisition of, initial and replcn- history of that put." 

HIS1Y)RICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
Scction, Aug. 10, 1956, c. 1041, 70A Strt. 140; 96 Stnt. 1h23, related to repom on cataloging 

Jon. 2, 1975, Pub.L. 93-608, ( 2(2), 88 Sbt. 1971; supplies for the Departmat of Defem. 
Dcc. 21, 1982, Pub.L. 97-375, Title 11, Q 203(c), 

W u  and National EucrgencY @42. 
C.J.S. W u  and Na t iod  Deftme 1 49- 

1 2458. Inventory management ~0l lcie8 
(,,) policy regulred.-The Secretary of Defense shall issue a single, uniform 

policy on the management of inventory items of the Department of Defense. Such 
policy shall- 

(1) establish maximum levels for inventory iterne sufficient to achieve and 
maintain only those levels for inventory items necessary for the national 
defense; 

(2)  provide guidance to item managers and other appropriate officials on how 
effectively to eliminate wasteful practices in the acquisition and management of 
inventory items; and 

(3) set forth a uniform system for the valuation of inventory items by the 
military departments and Defense Agencies. 

(b)  Personnel evaluations.-The Secretary of Defense shall establish procedures 
to ensure that, with regard to item managere and other personnel responsible for the 
rcquieition and management of inventory items or' the Department of Defense, 
pemonnel appraisal systems for such personnel give appropriate consideration to 
efforts made by such personnel to eliminate wasteful practices and achieve cost 
eavinps in the acquisition and management of inventory items. 
(Added Pub.L 101-610, Div. A, Title 111, Q 829(a)(l), Nov. 6, 1990, 104 Stat. 1630, and amended 
Pub.L 102-190, Div. A, Title 111, Q 847(a), Dec. 6, 1991, 106 S t a t  1347.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
1991 Amendment United S u b  Code (u added by subeection (a) 

S u b .  (a)(3). Pub.L. 102-190 ndded par. (3). [~ubsec. (a) of thh rection] ), shall be issued not 
l a w  thnn 180 dnyr alter the daic of the enactment 

Enoctlre Date of 1991 Amendment of thia Act [Nov. 5, 19901." 
Secretary of Dcferuc to establish uniform tyc- 

tun of valuation dacribcd in r u b .  (aX3) of thii mlory 
wction, ro ndded by section 347(a) of Pub.L. 
102-190, not later than 180 days h e r  Dec. 5, For legislative bitory and purpose of Pub.L. 
1991, a section 347(c) of Pub.L. 102-190, Kt Out 101-510, 1990 U . S . m e  Con& and Adm. 

under 2721 of this title. News, p. 2931. See, also, Pub.L. 102-190, 1991 
Date of Issuance of Pollcv U.S. Code Cong. and Adm.Ncws, p. 918. 

4 2457. Standardization of equipment with North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
member8 

[See main volume for text of (a) to (c)] 

(d) Before February 1, 1989, and biennially thereafter, the Secretary shall submit 
a report to Congress that includea- 

[See main volume for text of (1) to (8); (e) and a] 
(As amended Pub.L. 101-510, Div. A, Title XIII, 1 1811(6), Nov. 5, 1990, 104 Stat. 1670.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
1990 Amendment LegIdatlrr HLtory 

Sub. (d). Pub.L. 101-510, fi 1311(S), 8ukli- F~~ legirhtive hhtory pucposc of  pub,^. luted provisionr requiring tubmission of report 
before Feb. 1, 1989, and bieaniJly t h e r h ,  for 101-5101 U.S.Code and 
proviriom requiring rubmi~ion of report before Newb P- 2931. 

CHAPTER 146-4ONTRACl'ING FOR PERFORMANCE 
OF CIVILIAN COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL 

TYPE FUNCTIONS 

Scc. 
2461. Commercial or indurtrinl t y p  functions: 

required rtudies and repom before wn- 
version lo contractor perfornunce. 

2462. Contrncling for c e d n  supplia and rer- 
vica required when cost u lower. 

2463. Repom on uvings or  c a b  from increased 
use of DOD civilian personnel. 

2464. Core logiatiu funclionr. 
2465. Prohibition on contrncb for perfonnnnce 

of firefighting or  security-guud fun* 
tionr. 

Scc. 
2466. Limitrdonr on the performance of depot- 

lcvcl mnintennnce of materiel. 
2467. C a t  compuionr: requiremenu with rc- 

$pal to retirement c a t s  and wnrultn- 
tion with anploym. 

2468. Military insrollations: authority of bosc 
conmandm over conuacting for com- 
mercial utividu. 

2469. Coa t rub  to perform worklordr previow- 
ly performed by depot-level activities of 

' the Dcpvrtment of Defen.~: requc-  
m a t  of compctitlon. 

IIISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
1991 Amcndmeut nance cf materiel" for "Prohibition on d n  

Pub.L. 102-190, Div. A. Title 111, Q 314(a)(2), depot d t c n a n c e  worUou.l @Jmpetitiomw in 
Dcc. 5, 1991, 105 Strt. 1337, tub t i tu td  "Lun*ta- item 2466. 
tiom on the performance of depot-lcvcl maink- 
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FAX #: (703)693-9322 
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Arlington, Virginia 22209 
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FROM: ED BROWN, ARMY TEAM LEADER m - &P- "GkL-4- 
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COMMENTS: WOULD APPRECIATE THE ARMY'S COMMENTS ON THE A U A C H E D  
LETTER. SPECIFICALLY: 

IF A N  A-76 STUDY IS REQUIRED, WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF SUCH A STUDY ON 
THE REQUIREMENT TO INITATE BRAC ACTIONS WITHIN TWO YEARS? 

BASED O N  EXPERIENCE, HOW LONG HAS IT TAKEN THE ARMY TO COMPLETE 
PREVIOUS A-76 STUDIES? 

DOES OT)AC HAVE ANY CONCERNS ABOUT PROCEEDING WlTH 
CONSlOERATlON OF THE RECOMMENDATION PRIOR TO COMPLETING AN A-76 
STUDY? 

DOES OTJAG HAVE A POSITION ON THE FEASIBILITY OF OBTAINING 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF FROM ANY RECOMMENDATION PRIOR TO COMPLETING A N  
A-76 STUDY? 

AS 1 MENTIONED,  OUR CC IS REQUESTING A COPY OF THE GRIEVANCE. I WILL 
SEND YOU A COPY WHEN WE RECEIVE IT. 

IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE RECEIVING THIS FAX 
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  am a o e ~ ~ a v  July 15, 1982 
E R Y  ZT,Gfl f I f iAX~i?f l f l - " -~ 1quc8@ OFffO@E NUMBER 4151 1 

Department of Defense Directive 
1 1 1  SUBJECT: Use of Contractor and DoD Resources fo r  Maintenance of 

C. DEFINITIONS 

Terms used i n  t h i s  Directive a r e  defined i n  enclosure-2. 

D. POLICY 

Materiel 

References: (a) DoD Directive 4151.1, "Use of Contractor and 
Government Resources f o r  Maintenance of Materiel," 
June 20, 1970 (hereby canceled) 

(b) DoD Directive 4151.16, "DoD Equipment Maintenance 
Program," August 30, 1972 

(c) DoD Directive 1130.2, "Management and Control of 
Engineering and Techpical Services, " June 18, 1979 

(d) DoD Directive 4100.15, 'tComercial and Industr ia l -  
Type Act iv i t i es ,  " February 4,  1980 

( e )  DoD Directive 4000.19, "Interservice,  Interdepart- 
mental, - and Interagency Support," October 14, 1980 

i f )  through (p); see enclosure 1 
j 1 

A. REISSUANCE AND PURPOSE 
r '1 w . t 

4 

This Directive reissues reference (a) t o  update po l ic ies  and 
respons ib i l i t i e s  concerning the use of contractor and DoD resources 
f o r  DoD materiel  maintenance, consis tent  with references (b) through 
(el 

B. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE 

1. This Directive applies t o  t he  Off ice  of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD), the Mil i tary  Departments, t h e  Organization of the  
J o i n t  Chiefs of S ta f f ,  the:Unified and Specified Commands, and the  
Defense Agencies (hereafter  referred t o  co l lec t ive ly  as  "DoD Com- 
ponents"). The term "Military Service," a s  used herein, re fe r s  t o  
the  Army, Navy, A i r  Force, and Marine Corps. 

ff ' 

2 .  This Directive w i l l  not be applied when t o  do so would be 
contrary t o  law o r  would be inconsistent  with the  terms of any 
t r ea ty  or  in ternat ional  agreement,. 

I t  is  DoD policy t ha t  maintenance support of DoD materiel i s  
e s sen t i a l  t o  the  rapid and sustained app l ica t ion  of mil i tary  power. 
DoD Components sha l l  provide an adequate program for  maintenance 
of assigned materiel to:  



1. Provide for mobilization and surge requirements as specified in the 
most current Defense Guidance. 

2. Meet efficiently and effectively peacetime readiness and combat sustain- 
ability objectives. 

E. PROCEDURES 

1. DoD Component combat and direct combat support activities shall pro- 
vide, to the maximum extent possible, direct (intermediate and organizational) 
maintenance support for assigned materiel. Engineering technical service 
activities shall comply with DoD Directive 1130.2 (reference (c)). During the 
introduction of new weapon systems, contract maintenance shall be used for 
those items for which a capability does not exist and cannot be developed at 
minimal costs. This contract maintenance shall be used until system design, 
reliability and maintainability characteristics, maintenance procedures, and 
maintenance training requirements are stabilized. Contractor personnel shall 
be used throughout system operating life if there are shortages in Military 
Service skilled maintenance personnel and if such contractor personnel shall 
*provide wartime support in a combat zone. (See DoD ~nstruction 4151.11 and 
DoD Directive 5000.39 (references (f) and (g)). 

2. The source (DoD military or civilian personnel, contractors, or host 
nation support) of direct maintenance support for other than combat and direct 
combat support activities shall be based on: 

. - a. The need to maintain a training and rotational base for military 
technical personnel. 

a . .  
, - 

. b. The security implications involved. 

c. The timely availability of private, commercial sources or host 
nation support. 

d. Cost and effectiveness. 

3. Initial plans for contractor and organic support of new systems shall 
be established as part of the integrated logistic support pla~ing process, 
prior to the item production decision. (See reference (g).) 

4. When applicable, use of mainrename and repair contracts for common-use 
items, such as office machines, materiel handling equipment, and furniture, 
shall be in accordance with Section 5-205 of the Defense Acquisition Regulation 
(reference (h)). DoD Components shall prescribe iqstructions on the calculation 
and use of one-time repair limits and on replacement criteria for these items. 
The data and methods applied in determining repair limits and replacement 
criteria shall be reviewed periodically for currency. 

5. To the extent possible, a competitive commercial depot maintenance 
industrial base shall be established and, as required, shall be capable of 
expanding during mobilization. 
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6. Indirect  (depot) maintenance support of DoD mater ie l  s h a l l  be planned 
and accomplished by contractual  sources and organic capab i l i ty .  (See DoD 
Direct ive  4005.1 (reference ( i )  ) . ) 

7 .  Normally, each DoD Component s h a l l  provide f o r  the  ind i rec t  mainte- 
nance support of DoD mission-essential  mater ie l .  In te r se rv ice  maintenance 
support arrangements s h a l l  be es tabl ished and executed wherever such actions 
w i l l  prove more e f f i c i e n t .  (See DoD Direct ive  4000.19 (reference (e))  .) 

8. Pursuant t o  DoD Direct ive  4100.15 (reference ( d ) ) ,  prime consideration 
s h a l l  be given t o  use of contractor  support f o r  i n d i r e c t  maintenance when such 
support would: 

a .  Improve the  i n d u s t r i a l  base f o r  maintenance o r  f o r  equipment, 
spares ,  and p a r t s  manufacture. 

b. Improve peacetime readiness and combat s u s t a i n a b i l i t y  through 
planning f o r  postproduction support of weapon systems and equipment. 

c. Be cost -effect ive .  

d. Enable program managers t o  implement con t rac t  incentives f o r  r e l i -  
a b i l i t y  and mainta inabi l i ty  ( f o r  example,. r e l i a b i l i t y  improvement warranty 
con t rac t s  and fa i lu re - f ree  contracts) .  - r 

.. : . 
9. Organic depot maintenance c a p a b i l i t i e s -  and .capacit ies estab: 

l i shed  o r  retained within t h e  DoD Components,fbr support  of !OD mater ie l  s h a l l  
be kept t o  the  minimum required t o  .ensure a &$-ady, con t ro l l ed  source,. of ,tech- 
n i c a l  competence and resources necessary to oie* t: m i l i t a r y  contiqgen,cies. . . - ,...-., - . -..- i s q r  -- - -- - :-%X $ 

a.  Peacetime and time-phased mobilization depot maintenance;ljorkload 
p lans  f o r  DoD Components s h a l l  be quantifi4ed in"  terms of required resources 
cons i s ten t  with DoD Direct ive  3005.6 ( refe ' renceqj  j ) ]  a d  projecte'a 3 ~ u a l l y  as  
an  i n t e g r a l  p a r t  of t h e  DoD P l a ~ i n g ,  Pmgraming j: and 3udgetingA:(PPB)- process. 
Mobilization workloads s h a l l  be based upon'scenariog con ta ined . in ' the  most 
cur ren t  annual Defense Guidance. DoD Component depot maintenance-workload 1 

plans  s h a l l  address t o t a l  requirements -and shal l  b e ' i d e n t i f i e d  by work break- 
down s t ruc tu re ,  customer, and fund sources supported by respect ive  customers. 
Workloads s h a l l  be displayed according t o  monthly requirements f o r  a t  l e a s t  a 
12-month period. Organic c a p a b i l i t i e s  and physical  capac i t i e s  t o  be estab- 
l i s h e d  and retained a s  a DoD Component's minimum organic peacetime base s h a l l  
be determined by use of a "decision t ree"  f o r  ass igning source of repa i r  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  (organic, in te r se rv ice ,  and con t rac t )  and f o r  determining the 
minimum (organic) resources required i n  support of t h e  mobilization scenario.  
The "decision t ree"  used s h a l l  consider mobilization depot maintenance materiel  
resources t h a t  must be ava i l ab le  i n  the  organic depot maintenance establishment 
a t  t h e  ou t se t  of mobilization.  The "decision t ree"  a l s o ,  as a minimum, s h a l l -  
consider the  required f a c i l i t i e s ,  p lan t  equipment, and labor (by s k i l l )  re la ted 
t o  t h e i r  planned appl icat ion during the  mobilization period.  Each DoD Com- 
ponent 's  "decision t ree"  s h a l l  be approved by the  Ass i s tan t  Secretary of 
Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affai rs ,  and Logis t ics)  (ASD(MRA&L)) . 



,- 
I .  

b. The appropriate Secretary of a Mi l i t a ry  Department o r  Director  of a 
Defense Agency, except a s  delegated i n  paragraph E.2.c of DoD Direct ive 4100.15 
(reference ( d ) ) ,  annually s h a l l  approve the  organic physical  capacity and capa- 
b i l i t y  and the  peacetima.workload d i s t r i b u t i o n  plan .  Major changes t o  the  d i s -  1 t r ibu t ion  of peacetime workloads during the  program execution year a l s o  s h a l l  
be approved by the  appropriate Mili tary Department Secre tary  o r  Defense Agency 
Director. 

c .  Unless otherwise j u s t i f i e d  under paragraphs E.9.a. and E.9.b.,  above, 
each DoD Component's organic depot maintenance peacetime physical capacity s h a l l  
be p l a ~ e d  t o  accomplish no more than 70 percent  of i ts  gross mission-essential  
depot maintenance workload requirements. A t  l e a s t  30 percent  of the  gross m i s -  
s ion-essent ia l  and a l l  of the nonmission e s s e n t i a l  workload requirements s h a l l  be 
decided on the  bas i s  of economy, the timely a v a i l a b i l i t y  of p r iva te ,  commercial 
sources, and the  need t o  maintain a commercial i n d u s t r i a l  mobilization base. 
The 70130 r a t i o  w i l l  not apply t o  each individual  weapon system and subsystem 
workload. However, it s h a l l  apply t o  homogenous commodity groupings within the  
gross mission e s s e n t i a l  requirement. Furthermore, considerat ion s h a l l  be given 
to  contrac t ing f o r  t h e  depot maintenance of an e n t i r e  weapon system o r  subsystem 
when t h e  i n d u s t r i a l  base considerations s t a t e d  he re in  can be achieved. 

d. DoD Component f a c i l i t y  u t i l i z a t i o n  (by depot) i n  peacetime s h a l l  
be p l a ~ e d  t o  accomplish the  equivalent of 100 percent  of peacetime workload 
capacity on a 40-hour week, one-shift bas i s  a s  de f ined , in  DoD Ins t ruc t ion  
4151.15 (reference (k)) with the  equivalent of an organicc f a c i l i t y , ~ u t i l i z a t i o n  
of 185 percent  physical  capacity under mobilization. : I n  ; s iz ing organic- capay 
b i l i t y  and.physica1 capacity of shops suscept ib le  t o  high surge, o r  c o s t  
intensive f a c i l i t i z a t i o n ;  consideration s h a l l  be'given t o  l imi t ing  individual  
shop u t i l i ~ a t i o ~  t o  a maximum of '250 percent:of Shys ica l  capacity during 
mobilization.:'' When' 258 percent  OF physical capaci ty  'woiiId'be exceeded due t o  
a mobil izat ion surge, a lower shop u t i l i z a t i o n J o f '  pezcetime physical capacity 

. "$, - . -' may be jus t i f i -ed . ,  . .- . < I  - :;-$ $; 
-, - 

,+.* c 

10. A J o i n t  support  Plan, par t ic ipated  i n ' b g a l f  Q~erb ,  s h a l l  be developed 
by the  l ead  DoD Component whenever the same weapon system o r  equipment i s  
being procured f o r  use by two o r  more DoD Components. J o i n t  Support Plans 
also may be required se lec t ive ly  f o r  j o i n t l y  used major end items and com- 
ponents when such plans  a r e  i n  the  bes t  overa l l  i n t e r e s t  of the  Department of 
Defense. The J o i n t  Support Plan s h a l l  include an assessment of ex i s t ing  depot 
maintenance c a p a b i l i t i e s  of the  DoD Components involved and s h a l l  address 
basic considerat ions;  how the  proposed assignment of depot maintenance responsi- C 

b i l i t i e s  makes maximum use of exis t ing  DoD c a p a b i l i t i e s  required t o  s a t i s f y  
mobilization demands while reducing t o  a minimum new investment i n  addi t ional  
resources; and the  planned d i s t r ibu t ion  of depot. maintenance workloads between 
component organic and commercial sources over the  weapon system's planned l i f e  
in  considerat ion oT both peacetime and mobilization demands. Proposed plans 
shal l  be submitted t o  the  ASD(MRA&L) f o r  approval. (See DoD Direct ives 5124.1 
and 5000.39 (references (1) and (g)) .) 

11. Supplemental procedural guidance i s  contained i n  DoD Direct ive 4100.15, 
DoD Ins t ruc t ion  4100.33, and DoD 4100.33-H (references (d) , (m) , and (n ) )  , 
which implement Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular  No. A-76 
(reference (0)) .  
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F. PARTICULAR CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING OMB CIRCULAR NO. A-76 

1. Approval by the  appropr ia te  Secre tary  of a. Mil i t a ry  Department o r  D i -  
r e c t o r  of a Defense Agency, except a s  delegated i n  paragraph E.2.c. of DoD 
Di rec t ive  4100.15 (reference (d ) ) ,  of the  peacetime workload d i s t r i b u t i o n  plan 
c i t e d  i n  paragraph E.9.b., above, s h a l l ,  f o r  in-house depot maintenance a c t i v i -  
t i e s ,  be considered a s  approval f o r  in-house performance of a DoD commercial 
a c t i v i t y  (CA) needed f o r  support of na t iona l  defense. Also see subparagraph 
D.  2.  a .  (4)  of reference (d) . 

2. When new maintenance work, approved a s  p a r t  of t h e  minimum organic 
peacetime base ,  is  being introduced, every e f f o r t  s h a l l  be made t o  r e t a i n  
c u r r e n t  employees on t h i s  new work through t h e  use of r e t ra in ing .  Contracts 
f o r  maintenance-related se rv ices  t h a t  a r e  shown t o  be j u s t i f i e d  f o r  in-house 
performance i n  accordance with DoD I n s t r u c t i o n  4100.33 (reference (m)) s h a l l  
be terminated a s  quickly a s  in-house c a p a b i l i t y  can be es tabl ished.  When the  
add i t iona l  manpower spaces required cannot be accommodated within the  DoD 
Component's p e r s o ~ e l  authorized c e i l i n g ,  a request  f o r  adjustment normally 
s h a l l  be submitted t o  t h e  Secre tary  of Defense i n  conjunction with the  
annual budget review process.  

3.  I f  a p a r t i c u l a r  DoD CA no longer i s  required a s  p a r t  of t h e  minimum 
organic  peacetime base, j u s t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  in-house performance s h a l l - b e  i n  
accordance with reference (d)--that  i s ,  no s a t i s f a c t o r y  p r i v a t e  commercial 
source is  ava i l ab le  o r  in-house performance i s  more economical than contract .  

. .  
G. RESPONSIBILITIES 

, 1. The Assis tant  Secre tary  of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Af fa i r s ,  and 
' 
L o g i s t i c s ) ~ , s h a l l  monitor compliance with t h i s  Directive.  I n  d i s c h a r g h g  t h i s  . 

? - .  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  the  ASD(MRA&L) s h a l l :  

% .  

a .  Concurrently review departmental depot maintenance programs and t h e  
a ~ u a l  Program Objectives Memoranda (POMs) and budgets. , 

b. Review DoD depot maintenance c a p a b i l i t i e s  and physical  capac i t i e s ;  .. 
a s s e s s  a l t e r n a t i v e  plans f o r  depot maintenance support; and review and approve 
proposed plans  f o r  depot maintenance support  of mult iservice-use weapons and 
se lec ted  end items (See a l s o  DoD Di rec t ive  5124.1 (reference ( I ) ) . )  

D '  

c .  Review each major system In tegra ted  Log is t i c  Support plan t o  
determine adequacy of the  maintenance concept and re la ted  plans ,  and recommend 
changes t o  the  acqu i s i t ion  executive when program planning i s  inadequate. 

d. Make f i n a l  determination on a l l  requests  f o r  exceptions t o  t h i s  
Direct ive .  

2 .  The Head of each DoD Component s h a l l :  

I 
a .  Quantify i n  terms of appropr ia te  resources ( f a c i l i t i e s ,  p lan t  

equipment, and personnel by s k i l l ) ,  and annually submit t o  the  OSD a s  a p a r t  
of the  PPB process,  project ions  of peacetime and time-phased mobil ization work- 

@ 
loads f o r  DoD weapon systems and equipment depot maintenance. 
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b. Annually determine minimum organic depot maintenance c a p a b i l i t i e s  
and physical  capac i t i e s  required t o  ensure a ready, cont ro l led  source of 
technica l  competence and resources necessary t o  meet m i l i t a r y  contingencies. --_ _ 

c .  Annually develop a peacetime workload d i s t r i b u t i o n  plan cons i s t en t  
with the  minimum determined i n  paragraph G.2.b., above. 

d. Develop and present  the  annual depot maintenance program as  a p a r t  
of the  PPB cycle.  The program s h a l l  r e f l e c t  t h e  t o t a l  Mil i ta ry  Department o r  
Defense Agency peacetime requirements f o r  accomplishment by organic, con t rac t ,  
o r  i n t e r s e r v i c e  sources,  a s  appropriate.  (See DOD ~ns t ruc t ion-7110 :  1 ( reference  
( P I )  . I  1 I 

e .  Ensure t h a t  e f f i c i e n t  u t i l i z a t i o n  i s  being rea l i zed  from t h a t  
organic c a p a b i l i t y  retained fo r  the  depot maintenance support of mater ie l .  

f .  Maintain the  technical  competence necessary t o  ensure e f f i c i e n t  
management o f t h e  t o t a l  depot maintenance workload program. 

.-. 
g. Fos ter  the  establishment and re ten t ion  of a competitive commercial 

I 
depot maintenance i n d u s t r i a l  base. 

. . 
h. Ensure t h a t  the  same degree of management emphasis and attenti '& 

is  given.to.workloads accomplished by con t rac t  sources a s  t h a t  given t o  work- 
loads performed by organic sources. . (See DoD I n s t r u c t i o n  4151.11 (reference 
(f)).)  ,>~-F*~*3*-z?5 . . "  - 5  . , .  2 -  - - .  < & , - "  - .  

+ .  > . . . A. ... & - ." . ' 7 -a+. : 9  1 . 5: 

i. Request t h a t  t h e  ASD(MRA&L) approve exceptions t o  t h i s  Direc t ive  
t o  accomodate pecu l i a r  circumstances o r  o the r  overr id ing fac to r s .  " . 

j. Determine, by t h e  p r o d u c t i d q d e c i s i ~  milestone f o r  each new weapon 
system o r  Guipmeht, whether s u f f i c i e n t  numbers- o f  s k i l l e d  Mi l i t a ry  Service 
personnel w i l l  be avai lable  fo r  d i r e c t  maintenance support ( for  a l l  systems 
inc luding combat and d i r e c t  -combat support). The Head of each DoD Component 
s h a l l  develop a p lan  t o  use contractors-when an  adequate number of Mi l i t a ry  
Service s k i l l e d  personnel a r e  not avai lable .  (See DoD Directive 5000.39 
(reference (g)).) 

k. Develop cost-accounting systems t h a t  w i l l  provide t o t a l  cos t  of 
organic maintenance support i n  order  to :  

(1) Make cost-effect iveness determinations. 

(2) Assist i n  l i f e  cycle cos t  est imation and v e r i f i c a t i o n .  
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H. EFFECTIVE DATE AKD IHPLEk5NTATION 

This Directive is effective immediately. Forward two copies of implementing 
documents to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and 
Logistics) within 120 days. 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Enclosures - 2 
1. References 
2. Definitions 
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REFERENCES (continued) 

(f) DoD Instruction 4151.11, "Policy Governing Contracting for Equipment 
Maintenance Support," June 11, 1973 

(g) DoD Directive 5000.39, "Acquisition and Management of Integrated Logistic 
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(h) Defense Acquisition Regulation 
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C - 
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.* r 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. Commercial Activity Expansion. The modernization, replacement, upgrade, or 
enlargement of a DoD CA that involves adding a capital investment of $100,000 
or more, or increasing the annual operating costs by $200,000 or more, provided 
the increase exceeds 20 percent of the total investment or annual operating 
cost. A consolidation of two or more activities is not an expansion unless 
the total capital investment or annual operating cost exceeds the total from 
the individual activities by the amount of the threshold. 

2. "Decision Tree". A mobilization and combat support base decision methodology 
that is applied and used by the DoD Components as the basis for determining (a) 
the minimum resources (facilities, plant equipment, and skilled labor) required 
in support of the mobilization scenario and (b) the organic capabilities and 
physical capacities to be established and retained as a DoD Component's minimum 
organic peacetime base. 

* - - .  .i . s 

G 

f . *  

tial to the direct ;upp;rt of 

' ;, % '. . -,. _ .. - 

as to be suitable for performance 
either in-house or-by contract, and shal l  be a regularly needed act iv i ty  of an 
operational nature, not 'a one-time activity of short duration associated with -'- 

support of a particular p=oject. 

7. Engineering and Technical Services. Advice, instruction, and training in 
the installation, operation, and maintenance of weapon systems, equipment, and 
components used by DoD Components. These services are provided by qualified 
DoD military and civilian personnel, or by employees of defense contractors. . 

I 8. Indirect Maintenance Support. Maintenance performed on materiel after its 
withdrawal from the custody of the using military command. 

9. Interservice Maintenance Support. Maintenance either recurring or non- 
recurring, performed by the organic capability of one Military Service or 
element thereof in support of another Military Service or element thereof. 

10. Maintenance capability. Availability of resources, such as facilities, 
skills, tools, test equipment, drawings, technical publications, training, 
maintenance personnel, engineering support, and spare parts, that are required 
to perform maintenance. 

2 



I 11. Maintenance Support. Functions that are not a part of depot, intermedi- 
ate, or organizational maintenance, but that facilitate and perpetuate any or 
all of those levels of maintenance. Categories include programing and planning 
support, maintenance technical and engineering support, technical and engineering 

I data, and technical and administrative training. 

1 12. Major End Item. A final combination of assemblies, components, parts, 
and materials that performs a major, complete operational function and is ready ! 

1 for its intended use. t 
4 

13. Mission-essential Materiel. That Military Service-designated materiel auth- 
orized to combat, combat support, combat service support, and combat readiness 
training forces and activities, including reserve and National Guard activities, 
that is required to support approved emergency or war plans, and that is used to 
destroy the enemy or his capacity to continue war; provide battlefield protection 
of personnel; communicate under war conditions; detect, locate, or maintain sur- 
veillance over the enemy; provide combat transportation and support of men and 

1 materiel; and support training functions, but that is suitable for employment 
under emergency plans to meet purposes enumerated above. 

14. Organic Maintenance. That maintenance performed by a Military Service 
under military control using government-owned or controlled facilities, tools, 
test equipment, spares, repair parts, and military or civilian personnel. 

15. Physical Capacity. A quantitative measure of maintenance capability 
usually expressed as the amount ,of direct labor work hours that can be applied 
within a specific industrial shop, or other entity, during a 40-hour week (one 

.--- 
shift, - 5 days),.. . .. A r . 
16. Weapon System. A final combination of subsystems, components, parts, and 
materialstof an entity used,.@ combat, either offensively.or defensively, to 
destroy,'~inJure, defeat, or threaten the enemy.. Examples.are the F-4 aircraft, 
FBM submarine, frigate, HAWK missile, ahd AH-1 Cobra helicopter. 

* l i  

17. Workload. Total direct actual labor hours represented by the product of 
quantity of items programed multiplied by the direct actual labor hours per 
unit. 
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M E M O R A N D U M  

To: Jeff Cambell 
From: Mary Ann Hook, Deputy General Counsel 
Date: August 4, 1993 
Re: Copyright of Report 

Per our conversation, I have attached the provision in U. S.  C. Title 
17, Copyrights, that applies to government publications and permits 
you to copy the report for your use. I would ask that you make sure 
the copies are correctly marked to attribute the report, i.e. the 
name of the report, date of issuance. If you have any further 
questions, please feel free to call me. 
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17 3 104 COPYRIGHTS ch. 1 
Note 12 

The new proclamations may be retroac- right holder a s  their agent. Khan v. Leo 
tive in terms and effect. Icl. Iq'eint. Inr., C.C.A.N.Y.1947, 165 F.2d 188. 

A British ropyright protects the author 
So long. as  a state of war existed he- in England, hut, he also copy- 

tween Spain and the United States Span- rights the work in the United States, af-  
ish subjects had no right to the privilege him no protection against any one 
of copyright conferred upon Spanish citi- who brings out in this country a pirati- 
zens by proclamation prior to the decla- cal edition of the work, American code 
ration of war. 1808, 22 Op.Atty.Gen. 268. Co, v. C.C,A.N.Y.1922, 282 F. 

829. 

13. Foreign copyright8 Distribution by composer of stencil 
British copyright based on certification copies of his musical composition in Pal- 

by acting Colonial Secretary of Trinidad estine, whrle Palestine was a British pro- 
to receipt of three copies of booklet was tectorate, would not forfeit any rights 
valid and would he protected against in- composer had under the British Copy- 
fringement, though copies were not deliv- right Act of 1911. Mills Music v. Crom- 
ered by printers directly but by copy- well Music, D.C.N.Y.1954, 126 R.Supp. 54. 

5 105. Subject matter of copyright: United States Govern- 
ment works 

Copyright protection under this title is not available for any work 
of the United States Government, but the United States Government 
is not precluded from receiving and holding copyrights transferred 
to it by assignment, bequest, o r  otherwise. 

Pub.L. 94-553, Title I, 3 101, Oct. 19, 1976, 90 Stat. 2546. 

Historiaal Note 

Notes of Committee on the Judiciary, cepts are intended to be construed in the . . .. 

House Report No. 94-1476. Scope of the same way. 
The basic premise Of set- A more difficult and far-reaching prob- 

tion 105 of the bill Ithis section1 is  the lem is whether the should be 
same as that  Of section Of the present broadened to prohibit copyright in works 
law [former section 8 of this title]-that prepared under U.s. Government contract 
works produced for  the U.S. Government 
by its officers and employees should not o r  grant. As the bill is  written. the Gov- 

ernment agency concerned could deter- 
be subject to copyright. The provision mine in each case whether to allolv an 
applies the principle equally to unpub- independent contractor or grantee, to se- 
lished and published works. cure copyright in works prepared in 

whole or  in part  with the use of Govern- 
The general prohibition against copy- ment funds. The argument that  has been 

right in section 105 [this section1 applies made against allowing copyright in this 
to "any work of the United States Gov- situation is  that  the public should not be 
ernnrent," which is defined in section 101 required to pay a "double subsidy," and 
[section 101 of this title] a s  "a work pre- that it is  inconsistent to prohibit copy- 
pared by an officer or employee of the right in works by Government enlployees 
United States Government a s  part of that  while permitting private copyrights in a 
person's official duties." Under this def- growing body of works created by per- 

inition a Government official or employee sons whb are  paid with Government 
would not be prevented from seruring funds. Those arguing in favor of poten- 
copyright in a work written a t  that per- tial copyright protection have stressed 
son's own volition and outside his o r  her the importance of copyright a s  an incen- 
duties, even though the subject matter tive to creation and dissemination in this 
involves the Government work or profes- situation, and the 'basically different poli- 
sional field of the official or employee. cy considerations, applicable to  works 
Although the wording of the definition of writted by Government employees and 
"work of the United States Government" those applicable to works prepared by 
differs somewhat from that  of the defini- private organizations with the use of 
tion of "work made for hire," the con- Federalfunds. 
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Ch. 1 SUBJECT MATTER . 

The 1~111 deliberately avoids making any 
sort of outright, ~rnclnalified l>roliil~itioll 
against copyright in works prepared un- 
der Government contract o r  grant. There 
may well be cases where i t  would he in 
the public interest to deny copyright in 
the writings generated by Government re- 
search contracts and the like; i t  can be 
assumed that, where a Government agen- 
cy commissions a work for i ts  own use 
merely a s  an alternative to having one of 
i ts  own employees prepare the work, the 
right to secure a private copyright would 
be withheld. However, there are almost 
certainly many other cases where the de- 
nial of copyright protection would he un- 
fair or would hamper the production and 
publication of important works. \\'here, 
under the particular circumstances, Con- 
gress or the agency involved finds that 
the need to have a work freely available 
outweighs the need of the private author 
to secure copyright, the problem can be 
dealt with by specific legislation, agency 
regulations, or contractual restrictions. 

The prohibition on copyright protection 
for rni ted States Government works is 
not intended to have any effect on pro- 
tection of these works abroad. Works of 
the governments of most other countries 
are copyrighted. There are no valid poli- 
cy reasons for  denying such protection to 
United States Government works in for- 
eign countries, or for precluding the Gov- 
ernment from making licenses for the use 
of its works abroad. 
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The effect of section 105 [this section] prof 
is  intended to place all works of the fect 
United States Government, published or Gov 
unpublished, in  the public domain. This Our 
means that the individual Government of- am1 
ficial or employee who wrote the work pub 
could not secure copyright in i t  o r  re- men 
strain i ts  dissemination by the Govern- tion 
ment or anyone else, but i t  also means "wo 
that, a s  far  a s  the copyright law is  con- and 
cerned, the Government could not re- vat6 
strain the employee or  official from dis- fro1 
seminating the work if he or she chooses ing 
to do so. The use of the term "work of 
the United States Government" does not 
mean that a work falling within the defi: Urg 
nition of that  term i s  the property of the stat 
U.S. Government. and 

stat 

LIMITED E X m P T I O N  FOR NATIONAL t:: 
TECHXICAL INFORMATION SERVICE 105 

At the House hearings in 1975 the U.S. Go1 
Department of Commerce called attention per 
to i ts  National Technical Information rig1 
Service (NTIS), which has a statutory otlic 
mandate, under Chapter 23 of Title IS of wor 
the U.S. Code [chapter 23 (section 1151 e t  tect 
Seq.) of Title 15, Commerce and Trade], of 
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M E M O R A N D U M  

To: Jeff Cambell 
From: Mary Ann Hook, Deputy General Counsel 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
Date: August 4, 1993 
Re: Copying Report 

Per our conversation, I have attached the provision in U.S.C. Title 
17 that applies to government publications and permits you to copy 
the Commission report for your use. I would ask that you make sure 
the copies are correctly attributed, i.e. the name of the report 
and date of issuance. If you have any further questions, please 
feel free to call me. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR STAFF DIRECTOR, BASE CLOSURE AND RELOCATION COMMISSION 

SUBJECT: Release of Records 

Earlier this month, we discussed a number of issues touching interests 
of the Base Closure and Relocation Commission. In that get-acquainted 
session with the Commission's General Counsel, the matter of release of 
certain categories of information was a topic of particular interest to me. 
As you know, PL101-510 prescribes that ..." all the proceedings, information, 
and deliberations of the Commission shall be open, upon request, to . . . I '  
specified Members of Congress. Similarly, I understand that this "spirit of 
release" will apply to interested members of the Public. Notwithstanding 
these strong and entirely proper biases the Commission must operate under, I 
want to take this opportunity to set down a few principles of nonconsensual 
release concerning personnel records. In some respects these principles 
contravene the general operating bias. 

Although there may be a number of reasons for nonrelease of personnel 
records, the most frequent one is that disclosure would result in a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Records of this sort (the Official 
Personnel Folder (OPF), medical files, employee performance files, and 
similar records) are maintained by the Directorate for Personnel and 
Security. The OPF is maintained custodially for the Office of Personnel 
Management. Release of information about an individual contained in a 
Privacv Svstem of records that would constitute a clearlv unwarranted 
invasion-~~~rivacv is-prohibited, and could_sublect the releaser to civil 
and criminal penalties. Most informal office records of this sort maintained 
at Commission offices are also insulated from outside scrutiny by the same 
privacy considerations. 

Attachment (A) provides a-listing of privacy records maintained by the 
Directorate for Personnel and Security. Attachments (B) and (C) are the 
Directives controlling the DoD Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act 
Programs. Although they do not apply directly to the Commission, much of the 
philosophies of release is appropriate to Commission operations. 



In the event individuals or groups outside the Commission request 
information concerning your employees that may be protected information, 
please consult both your General Counsel and me. I appreciate your 
help. 

Leon Kniaz 
Director 

Attachments 
As Stated 

cc: 
BCC General Counsel 



M E M O R A N D U M  

To: Commission Staff 

From: Mary Ann Hook, General Counsel 

Date: October 11, 1994 

Re : Privacy Act 

The Privacy Act of 1974 protects individuals against unwarranted invasions of privacy 
stemming from federal agencies' collection, maintenance, use and disclosure of 
information about them. The Act applies to the Commission. However, due to our 
payment and personnel arrangements with DoD, we fall under the DoD's regulations. 

We are liable for the release of material protected under the Act. Substantial fines are 
assessed to those who violate the Act by revealing private information about, not only 
government employees, but any person who has contact with the Commission, i.e. a 
mayor who testifies before the Commission. 

We do not have to publish our own regulations to implement the Privacy Act unless we 
create and maintain a system of records that are retrievable by name or another 
personnel information. Therefore, the following must be the practice of the 
Commission: 

1- Our personnel records may be kept by name since DoD is maintaining the official 
and original documents. Any changes must be done on DoD's official forms -- and 
replicated on our documents in our "custodian" files. 

2- The Commission's personnel files - both here and at DoD - should consist of more 
than one file for each person. Subjects should be grouped separately. For example, a 
person's SF 171 form should not be filed with his performance reviews. There should 
be separate files for different information. It should be organized into logical files so if 
a person wants to look for one point of fact, the entire file will not be revealed. 

3- When anyone internally wants to use the file - the official ones are regarded as 
accurate. We technically are holding only copies. 

a. On that note, access to the files should be limited to Administration personnel 
and the Staff Director and the General Counsel - for a limited and specific purpose. 

4- Any requests for information that are of a personal nature, where someone's name is 
used as part of the request, may fall under the Privacy Act and should be directed to 
General Counsel's office. 



5- For maintaining all other files, the Commission, including but not limited to the 
Executive Secretariat, should not keep files organized by peoples' names, social 
security numbers or other similar identifiers. For example, the testimony provided to 
the Commission is located by reading the transcripts or by looking through base 
specific material - not by looking at a list of names of those who testified. Rolodexes 
are exempt - as is the computer card file. The card files should be limited to names, 
addresses and telephone numbers. Records should be kept by date, base or subject 
matter. Any other system of records that has names as a way of indexing information is 
not acceptable. All staff should be made aware of these restrictions now and for the 
1995 cycle. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR STAFF DIRECTOR, BASE CLOSURE AND RELOCATION COMMISSION 

SUBJECT: Release of Records 

Earlier this month, we discussed a number of issues touching interests 
of the Base Closure and Relocation Commission. In that get-acquainted 
session with the Commission's General Counsel, the matter of release of 
certain categories of information was a topic of particular interest to me. 
As you know, PL101-510 prescribes that ..." all the proceedings, information, 
and deliberations of the Commission shall be open, upon request, to.. ." 
specified Members of Congress. Similarly, I understand that this "spirit of 
release1' will apply to interested members of the Public. Notwithstanding 
these strong and entirely proper biases the Commission must operate under, I 
want to take this opportunity to set down a few principles of nonconsensual 
release concerning personnel records. In some respects these principles 
contravene the general operating bias. 

Although there may be a number of reasons for nonrelease of personnel 
records, the most frequent one is that disclosure would result in a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Records of this sort (the Official 
Personnel Folder (OPF), medical files, employee performance files, and 
similar records) are maintained by the Directorate for Personnel and 
Security. The OPF is maintained custodially for the Office of Personnel 
Management. Release of information about an individual contained in a 
Privacv Svstem of records that would constitute a clearlv unwarranted 
invasion of orivacv is orohibited. and could subject the releaser to civil 
and criminal penalties. Most informal office records of this sort maintained 
at Commission offices are also insulated from outside scrutiny by the same 
privacy considerations. 

s a listing of privacy records maintained by the 
nd Security. Attachments (B) and (C) are the 
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In the event individuals or groups outside the Commission request 
information concerning your employees that may be protected information, 
please consult both your General Counsel and me. I appreciate your 
help. 

Leon Kniaz 
Director 

Attachments 
As Stated 

cc: 
BCC General Counsel 
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456 U.S. 595 printed in FULL format. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE ET AL. v. WASHINGTON POST 
CO . 

No. 81-535 

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

456 U.S. 595; 102 S. Ct. 1957; 1982 U.S. LEXIS 106; 72 L. 
Ed. 2d 358; 50 U.S.L.W. 4522; 8 Media L. Rep. 1521 

March 31, 1982, Argued 
May 17, 1982, Decided 

PRIOR HISTORY: 

CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT. 

DISPOSITION: 207 U. S. App. D. C. 372, 647 F.2d 197, reversed and remanded. 

SYLLABUS: Respondent filed a request with petitioner united States Department 
of State under the Freedom of Information Act for documents indicating whether 
certain Iranian nationals held valid United States passports. The State 
Department denied the request on the ground that the requested information was 
exempt from disclosure under Exemption 6 of the Act, which provides that the 
Act's disclosure requirements do not apply to Itpersonnel and medical files and 
similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy." Pending an ultimately unsuccessful administrative 
appeal, respondent brought an action in Federal District Court to enjoin 
petitioners from withholding the requested documents, and the court granted 
summary judgment for respondent. The Court of Appeals affirmed, holding that 
because the citizenship status of the individuals in question was less intimate 
than information normally contained in personnel and medical files, it was not 
contained in Itsimilar filesw within the meaning of Exemption 6, and that 
therefore there was no need to consider whether disclosure of the information 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

Held: The citizenship information sought by respondent satisfies the "similar 
filesw requirement of Exemption 6, and hence the State Department's denial of 
the request should have been sustained upon a showing that release of the 
information would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
Although Exemption 6's language sheds little light on what Congress meant by 
nsimilar filestWt the legislative history indicates that Congress did not mean to 
limit Exemption 6 to a narrow class of files containing only a discrete kind of 
personal information, but that "similar filesw was to have a broad, rather than 
a narrow, meaning. Exemption 6's protection is not determined merely by the 
nature of the file containing the requested information, and its protection is 
not lost merely because an agency stores information about an individual in 
records other than ttpersonnelw or t8medicalt1 files. Pp. 599-603. 

COUNSEL: Deputy Solicitor General Geller argued the cause for petitioners. With 
him on the briefs were Solicitor General Lee, Assistant Attorney General 
McGrath, Elinor Hadley Stillman, Leonard Schaitman, Bruce G. Forrest, and 
Margaret E. Clark. 
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David E. Kendall argued the cause for respondent. With him on the brief were 
Edward Bennett Williams and Lon S. Babby. * 

* Bruce W. Sanford, W. Terry Maguire, Erwin G. Krasnow, and Arthur B. Sackler 
filed a brief for the American Newspaper Publishers Association et al. as amici 
curiae urging affirmance. 

JUDGES: REHNQUIST, J., delivered the opinion of the Court, in which BURGER, C. 
J., and BRENNAN, WHITE, MARSHALL, BLACKMUN, POWELL, and STEVENS, JJ., joined. 
O'CONNOR, J., concurred in the judgment. 

OPINIONBY: REHNQUIST 

OPINION: [*596] JUSTICE REHNQUIST delivered the opinion of the Court. 

In September 1979, respondent Washington Post Co. filed a request under the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U. S. C. @ 552, requesting certain 
documents from petitioner United States Department of State. The subject of the 
request was defined as lldocuments indicating whether Dr. Ali Behzadnia and Dr. 
Ibrahim Yazdi . . . hold valid U.S. passports." App. 8. The request indicated 
that respondent would "accept any record held by the Passport Office indicating 
whether either of these persons is an American citizen." Ibid. At the time of 
the request, both Behzadnia and Yazdi were Iranian nationals living in Iran. 

The State Department denied respondent's request the following month, stating 
that release of the requested information "would be 'a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of [the] personal privacy' of these persons," id., at 14 (quoting 5 U. 
S. C. @ 552(b)(6)), and therefore was exempt from disclosure under Exemption 6 
of the FOIA. nl Denial of respondent's request [*597] was affirmed on appeal 
by the Department's Council on classification Policy, which concluded that "the 
privacy interests to be protected are not incidental ones, but rather are such 
that they clearly outweigh any public interests which might be served by release 
of the requested information." Id., at 22-23. 

nl Exemption 6 provides that the disclosure requirements of the FOIA do not 
apply to llpersonnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U. S. C. 
@ 552 (b) (6). 

While pursuing the administrative appeal, respondent brought an action in the 
United States ~istrict Court for the District of Columbia to enjoin petitioners 
from withholding the requested documents. Both sides filed affidavits and 
motions for summary judgment. Petitioners' affidavit, from the Assistant 
Secretary of State for Near Eastern and South ~sian Affairs, explained that both 
Behzadnia and Yazdi were prominent figures in Iran's Revolutionary Government 
and that compliance with respondent's request would "cause a real threat of 
physical harmm to both men. n2 The District Court nonetheless granted 
respondent's motion for summary judgment. 
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n2 Petitioners' original affidavit stated: 

"There is intense anti-American sentiment in Iran and several Iranian 
revolutionary leaders have been strongly criticized in the press for their 
alleged ties to the United States. Any individual in Iran who is suspected of 
being an American citizen or of having American connections is looked upon with 
mistrust. An official of the Government of Iran who is reputed to be an 
American citizen would, in my opinion, be in physical danger from some of the 
revolutionary groups that are prone to violence. 

"It is the position of the Department of State that any statement at this 
time by the United States Government which could be construed or misconstrued to 
indicate that any Iranian public official is currently a United States citizen 
is likely to cause a real threat of physical harm to that person." Affidavit of 
Harold H. Saunders, Jan. 14, 1980, App. 17. 

The affidavit reported that Yazdi, who had previously held the position of 
Foreign Minister, was currently a member of the Revolutionary Council and was 
responsible for solving problems in various regions of Iran. It also indicated 
that Behzadnia had been a senior official in the Ministry of National Guidance, 
but that the State Department had not received any report of his activities in 
recent weeks. Ibid. A supplemental affidavit, executed three months after the 
first affidavit, stated that Yazdi had been elected to the Iranian National 
Assembly, but that the activities of Behzadnia were still unreported. 
Supplemental Affidavit of Harold H. Saunders, Apr. 22, 1980, App. 41. 

[*598] Petitioners appealed, and the Court of Appeals for the ~istrict of 
Columbia Circuit affirmed. 207 U. S. App. D. C. 372, 647 F.2d 197 (1981). As 
construed by the Court of Appeals, ~xemption 6 permits the withholding of 
information only when two requirements have been met: first, the information 
must be contained in personnel, medical, or "similarN files, and second, the 
information must be of such a nature that its disclosure would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Id., at 373, 647 F.2dt at 
198. Petitioners argued that the first requirement was satisfied because the 
information sought by respondent was contained in @@similar files.I1 The Court of 
Appeals disagreed, holding that the phrase llsimilar filesff applies only to those 
records which contain information "'"of the same magnitude -- as highly personal 
or as intimate in nature -- as that at stake in personnel and medical 

Id., at 373-374, 647 F.2dt at 198-199 (quoting Simpson v. Vance, 208 
U. S. App. D. C. 270, 273, 648 F.2d 10, 13 (1980), in turn quoting Board of 
Trade v. Commodity Futures Trading Comm8n, 200 U. S. App. D. C. 339, 345, 627 
F.2d 392, 398 (1980)). Because it found the citizenship status of Behzadnia and 
Yazdi to be less intimate than information normally contained in personnel and 
medical files, the Court of Appeals held that it was not contained in flsimilar 
files." Therefore, the Court of Appeals reasoned, there was no need to consider 
whether disclosure of the information would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy; having failed to meet the first requirement of 
Exemption 6, the information had to be disclosed under the mandate of the 
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FOIA. We granted certiorari, 454 U.S. 1030 (1981), to review the Court of 
Appeals' construction of the "similar files" language, and we now reverse. 

[*599] The language of Exemption 6 sheds little light on what Congress 
meant by "similar files.@@ Fortunately, the legislative history is somewhat more 
illuminating. The House and Senate Reports, although not defining the phrase 
@@similar filestn suggest that Congressf primary purpose in enacting Exemption 6 
was to protect individuals from the injury and embarrassment that can result 
from the unnecessary disclosure of personal information. After referring to the 
"great quantities of [Federal Government] files containing intimate details 
about millions of citizenstvv the House Report explains that the exemption is 
@@generalw in nature and seeks to protect individuals: 

"A general exemption for [this] category of information is much more practical 
than separate statutes protecting each type of personal record. The limitation 
of a 'clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy' provides a proper 
balance between the protection of an individualts right of privacy and the 
preservation of the public's right to Government information by excluding those 
kinds of files the disclosure of which might harm the individual." H. R. Rep. 
No. 1497, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess., 11 (1966) (emphasis added). 

Similarly, the Senate Judiciary Committee reached a wconsensus that these 
[personal] files should not be opened to the public, and . . . decided upon a 
general exemption rather than a number of specific statutory authorizations for 
various agencies." S. Rep. No. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess., 9 (1965) (emphasis 
added). The Committee concluded that the balancing of private against public 
interests, not the nature of the files in which the information was contained, 
should limit the scope of the exemption: "It is believed that the scope of the 
exemption is held within bounds by the use of the limitation of 'a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.'vv Ibid. Thus, Ifthe primary concern of 
Congress in drafting [*600] Exemption 6 was to provide for the 
confidentiality of personal matters." Department of Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 
352, 375, n. 14 (1976). 

Respondent relies upon passing references in the legislative history to argue 
that the phrase vvsimilar filesw does not include all files which contain 
information about particular individuals, but instead is limited to files 
containing Ivintimate detailsw and "highly personalvv information. See H. R. Rep. 
No. 1497, supra, at 11; S. Rep. No. 813, supra, at 9. We disagree. passing 
references and isolated phrases are not controlling when analyzing a legislative 
history. Congresst statements that it was creating a "general exemptionw for 
information contained in "great quantities of filestW H. R. Rep. No. 1497, 
supra, at 11, suggest that the phrase "similar filesw was to have a broad, 
rather than a narrow, meaning. This impression is confirmed by the frequent 
characterization of the "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy1@ 
language as a "limitationw which holds Exemption 6 Itwithin bounds.@@ S. Rep. No. 
813, supra, at 9. See also, H. R. Rep. No. 1497, supra, at 11; S. Rep. No. 
1219, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 14 (1964). Had the words "similar filesw been 
intended to be only a narrow addition to "personnel and medical files," there 
would seem to be no reason for concern about the exemption's being "held within 
bounds," and there surely would be clear suggestions in the legislative history 
that such a narrow meaning was intended. We have found none. 
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A proper analysis of the exemption must also take into account the fact that 
"personnel and medical files,11 the two benchmarks for measuring the term 
"similar files," are likely to contain much information about a particular 
individual that is not intimate. Information such as place of birth, date of 
birth, date of marriage, employment history, and comparable data is not normally 
regarded as highly personal, and yet respondent does not disagree that such 
information, if contained in a "personnelN or mmedicalv file, would be exempt 
from any disclosure that would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. The passport information [*601] here requested, if it 
exists, presumably would be found in files containing much of the same kind of 
information. Such files would contain at least the information that normally is 
required from a passport applicant. See 22 U. S. C. @ 213. It strains the 
normal meaning of the word to say that such files are not "similarw to personnel 
or medical files. 

We agree with petitioners' argument that adoption of respondentls limited 
view of Exemption 6 would produce anomalous results. Under the plain language 
of the exemption, nonintimate information about a particular individual which 
happens to be contained in a personnel or medical file can be withheld if its 
release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
And yet under respondentts view of the exemption, the very same information, 
being nonintimate and therefore not within the "similar filesw language, would 
be subject to mandatory disclosure if it happened to be contained in records 
other than personnel or medical files. n[The] protection of an individualts 
right of privacyN which Congress sought to achieve by preventing "the disclosure 
of [information] which might harm the indi~idual,~~ H. R. Rep. No. 1497, supra, 
at 11, surely was not intended to turn upon the label of the file which contains 
the damaging information. In Department of Air Force v. Rose, supra, at 372, w e  
recognized that the protection of Exemption 6 is not determined merely by the 
nature of the file in which the requested information is contained: 

nCongressional concern for the protection of the kind of confidential personal 
data usually included in a personnel file is abundantly clear. But Congress 
also made clear that nonconfidential matter was not to be insulated from 
disclosure merely because it was stored by an agency in its 'personnel1 files." 

By the same reasoning, information about an individual should not lose the 
protection of Exemption 6 merely because it is stored by an agency in records 
other than llpersonnelw or "medicalw files. 

[*602] In sum, we do not think that Congress meant to limit Exemption 6 to 
a narrow class of files containing only a discrete kind of personal information. 
Rather, ##[the] exemption [was] intended to cover detailed Government records on 
an individual which can be identified as applying to that individual.I1 H. R. 
Rep. No. 1497, supra, at 11. n3 When disclosure of information which applies 
to a particular individual is sought from Government records, courts must 
determine whether release of the information would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of that person's privacy. n4 
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n3 This view of Exemption 6 was adopted by the Attorney General shortly after 
enactment of the FOIA in a memorandum explaining the meaning of the Act to 
various federal agencies: 

IvIt is apparent that the exemption is intended to exclude from the disclosure 
requirements all personnel and medical files, and all private or personal 
information contained in other files which, if disclosed to the public, would 
amount to a clearly unwarranted invasion of the privacy of any person.Iv Attorney 
General's Memorandum on the Public Information Section of the Administrative 
Procedure Act 36 (June 1967) (emphasis added). 

n4 This construction of ~xemption 6 will not render meaningless the threshold 
requirement that information be contained in personnel, medical, and similar 
files by reducing it to a test which fails to screen out any information that 
will not be screened out by the balancing of private against public interests. 
As petitioners point out, there are undoubtedly many Government files which 
contain information not personal to any particular individual, the disclosure of 
which would nonetheless cause embarrassment to certain persons. Information 
unrelated to any particular person presumably would not satisfy the threshold 
test. 

The citizenship information sought by respondent satisfies the "similar 
filesvv requirement of Exemption 6, and petitionersf denial of the request should 
have been sustained upon a showing by the Government that release of the 
information would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
n5 The Court of Appeals expressly declined to consider [*603] the effect of 
disclosure upon the privacy interests of Behzadnia and Yazdi, and we think that 
such balancing should be left to the Court of Appeals or to the District Court 
on remand. The judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and the case is 
remanded for further proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

n5 In holding that "similar filesM are limited to those containing intimate 
details about individuals such as might also be contained in personnel or 
medical files, the Court of Appeals relied on its decision in Simpson v. Vance, 
208 U. S. App. D. C. 270, 648 F.2d 10 (1980). In Simpson, the Court of Appeals 
held that portions of the State Department's ~iographical ~egister could not be 
considered a nsimilar fileu because such information was currently available to 
the public. Id., at 275, 648 F.2d1 at 15. At the same time, Simpson held that 
release of information pertaining to an individual's marital status and the name 
of the individual's spouse "would not be appropriate." Id., at 277, 648 F.2dt at 
17. Respondent contends that information concerning the citizenship of ~ehzadnia 
and Yazdi likewise cannot be withheld as contained in "similar filesM because 
United States citizenship is a matter of public record. 

Even under the Court of Appealsf holding in simpson, however, the fact that 
citizenship is a matter of public record somewhere in the s at ion cannot be 
decisive, since it would seem almost certain that the information concerning 
marital status that was withheld in Simpson would likewise be contained in 
public records. In addition, "personnelvv files, which expressly come within 
Exemption 6, are likely to contain much information that is equally a matter 
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of public record. Place of birth, date of birth, marital status, past criminal 
convictions, and acquisition of citizenship are some examples. The public 
nature of information may be a reason to conclude, under all the circumstances 
of a given case, that the release of such information would not constitute a 
I1clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy," but it does not militate 
against a conclusion that files are "similarI1 to personnel and medical files. 

It is so ordered. 

JUSTICE O'CONNOR concurs in the judgment. 
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OPINIONBY: ROBINSON 

OPINION: [*394] 

Before ROBINSON and ROBB, Circuit Judges, and RICHEY *, United States 
District Judge for the District of Columbia. 

* Sitting by designation pursuant to 28 U.S.C. @ 292(a) (1976). 

Opinion for the Court filed by circuit Judge ROBINSON. 

ROBINSON, Circuit Judge: This case is the aftermath of the commodity Futures 
Trading Commissionfs refusal to divulge to the Board of Trade of the City of 
Chicago the identities of Ittrade sourcesw who have supplied information to the 
Commission concerning the Board's plywood futures contract. The Commission 
argues that its release of all materials in its possession, but with identifying 
details deleted, is in full compliance with the disclosure requirements of the 
Freedom of Information Act, nl assertedly because these excisions are permitted 
by Exemptions 4 n2 and 6 n3 of the Act. The District Court granted the Board's 
motion for judgment on the pleadings n4 and ordered full disclosure on the 
ground that neither exemption justifies the deletions. We affirm the District 
Courtfs conclusion that the ~ommission~s reliance on Exemption 6 is misplaced, 
n5 but remand for further consideration of the Exemption 4 claim. n6 

nl Pub. L. No. 89-554, 80 Stat. 383 (1966), 5 U.S.C. @ 552 (1976) 
[hereinafter cited as codified]. 

n2 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b)(4), quoted in text infra at note 61. 
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n3 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b)(6), quoted in text infra at note 21. 

n4 Board of Trade v. CFTC, No. 77-560, at 4 (D.D.C. Oct. 28, 1977), App. 136, 
139. The Commission had moved for summary judgment, but the court denied that 
motion and instead awarded judgment on the pleadings in the Board's favor -- 
precisely what the latter had sought. Since, however, the record contains 
matter outside the pleadings highly relevant to the issues, it may be that the 
Board's motion should more properly have been taken as one for summary judgment. 
See Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(c). We so treat the Board's motion in order that we may 
give the record before us its broadest consideration. See text infra at notes 
83-85. 

n5 See Part I1 infra. 

n6 See Part I11 infra. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The information in dispute was acquired by the Commission n7 in the course of 
an investigation undertaken to ensure the continued conformance of the Board's 
plywood futures contract n8 with statutory standards n9 and Commission 
guidelines. Plywood futures were first traded on the Board in 1969, and the 
exchange was designated as the contract market for the commodity in 1974. n10 
Pursuant to its statutory responsibility for overseeing contracts for the sale 
of commodities for future delivery traded or executed on boards of trade or 
[*395] commodity exchanges, nll the Commission has established guidelines for 
approval of such contracts for trading: each must serve a reasonable economic 
purpose, its terms and conditions must be commercially viable, and the contract 
designation must not be contrary to the public interest. n12 The Commission 
periodically conducts investigations to determine whether existing commodities 
futures contracts meet these requirements. 

n7 The Commodity Futures Trading Commission is an independent regulatory 
agency created by the commodity Futures Trading Act of 1974. commodity Exchange 
Act, 42 Stat. 998 (1922), as amended by trhe Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-463, 88 Stat. 1389, 7 U . S . C .  @ @  1 et 
seq. (1976) [hereinafter cited as codified]. 

n8 Initially, the Commission sought reports from the Board on both the 
plywood and stud lumber futures contracts. The request was withdrawn with 
respect to the latter after the Commission was informed that stud lumber futures 
were no longer actively traded on the Board. See Letter from Warren W. Lebeck, 
President of the Chicago Board of Trade, to Stanley S. Ostrowski, Acting 
Director of the Market Analysis Division of the CFTC, July 12, 1976, Appendix 
(App.) 21; Letter from Mark J. Powers, Chief Economist of CFTC, to Warren W. 
Lebeck, President of the Chicago Board of Trade, Sept. 8, 1976, App. 23. 

n9 It is unlawful to offer for sale or to effect the sale of a futures 
contract otherwise than "by or through a member of a board of trade which has 
been designated by the Commission as a contract ,marketf "for that commodity. 7 
U.S.C. @ 6 (1976). 

n10 A board of trade seeking designation as a contract market must 
v[demonstrate] that transactions for future delivery in the commodity for which 
designation as a contract market is sought will not be contrary to the public 
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interest." 7 U.S.C. @ 7(g) (1976). In addition to meeting this statutory 
standard, the board must comply with Commission guidelines. 

nll See 7 U.S.C. @ 2 (1976). 

n12 Commodity Futures Law Reports P20,041, at 20,619 (CCH 1975), App. 58. 

The inquiry into the plywood futures contract focused particularly on its 
delivery provisions, a subject with respect to which the commission had received 
several complaints. n13 criticisms and proposed alternatives were solicited 
from persons utilizing the contract, and at least some of those who responded 
did so with the understanding that their identities would be kept 
confidential.nl4 Subsequent to these consultations, the commission requested a 
report from the Board concerning the contract's shipping certificate 
specification. The Commission received this report, but when it called for a 
more detailed analysis of the certificate -- obliging the Board to respond to 
complaints by "trade sources," to ndiscuss the legitimacy of [enumerated] 
trade-alleged problemsIw and to consider "industry-proposed alternativesm to the 
current shipping certificate n15 -- the Board declined to comply. The basis for 
the Board's refusal was its contention that the vvanalysis could properly be made 
only if the sources of the criticisms and proposed alternatives were identified 
and the data supporting the proposals were made available for review.Iv n16 

n13 For example, in a letter seeking information from the Board, the 
Commission related that "trade sources [had] complained to the CFTC that 
nonconvergence has discouraged hedging activity in plywood.v1 Letter from Stanley 
S. Ostrowski, Acting Director of the Marketing Analysis Division of CFTC, to 
Warren W. Lebeck, President of the Chicago Board of Trade, July 9, 1976, at 1, 
App. 18. The same letter also advised the Board that the commission had 
received allegations to the effect that Itregular warehousemen (particularly 
public warehousemen who do not merchandise plywood in the cash market) incur 
losses on inbound freight when certificate holders elect to keep plywood in 
store for longer than a year." Id. at 2, App. 19. 

n14 @@The interviews were conducted under the express or implied understanding 
that the identities of the interviewees would be held in confidence." Brief for 
Appellants at 15. 

n15 Ostrowski-Lebeck letter, supra note 13, at 1-2, App. 18-19. Complaint at 
6 P11, App. 12. 

n16 Brief for Appellee at 5. 

The Board then engaged in a series of informal attempts to acquire the names 
and supporting facts from the Commission. When these efforts failed, the Board 
made a formal Freedom of Information Act request for any "data or analysis ... 
submitted or developed in connection with the 'industry-proposed alternatives,'" 
as well as the identity of the so-called I1trade sourcesn -- including persons 
who had complained of "trade-alleged problemsN and those who had offered 
nindustry-proposed alternatives." n17 In response, the Commission's Office of 
Public Information decided to release the documents in its possession related to 
the inquiry but with all identifying details excised, n18 a decision affirmed on 
appeal within the agency. n19 The Commission justified these deletions on the 
basis of Exemptions 4 and 6 of the Act. n20 [*396] Following receipt of the 
redacted documents, the Board commenced this litigation in the ~istrict Court. 
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n17 Letter (FOIA request) from Mahlon M. Frankhauser, Attorney for the 
Chicago Board of Trade, to De Van L. Shumway, Director of CFTC Office of Public 
Information, Nov. 8, 1976, at 2, App. 27. 

n18 Letter from Ray K. Schleeter, Deputy Director of CFTC office of public 
Information, to Mahlon M. Frankhauser, Attorney for the chicago Board of Trade, 
Nov. 30, 1976, App. 28. 

n19 Letter from Richard E. Nathan, ~cting General Counsel of CFTC, to Mahlon 
M. Frankhauser, Attorney for the chicago Board of Trade, Jan. 26, 1977, App. 37. 
The Commission upheld the denial by its Office of Public Information of the 
Board's request for identities of the trade sources, but ordered the release, 
with identifying details omitted, of documents from an additional file 
discovered after the initial documents were turned over the the Board. 

n20 5 U.S.C. @ @  552(b)(4), 552(b)(6), quoted in text infra at notes 61 and 
21, respectively. 

11. EXEMPTION 6 

Exemption 6 of the Freedom of Information Act removes from coverage Itmatters 
that are... personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of 
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." n21 
An agency predicating denial of a request for information on Exemption 6 must 
demonstrate that both prongs of this statutory test are satisfied. n22 In the 
instant case, the District Court looked first to the question whether the 
materials sought by the Board constituted wpersonnel,M llmedical,tl or "similar 
files," and found that #@[the] Government [had made] no pretense that they 
[were]." n23 Without reaching the invasion-of-privacy question, the court then 
held that the Commissionls refuseal to supply the identities of the trade 
sources could not be justified by reliance on Exemption 6. n24 

n2l 5 U.S.C. @ 552 (b) (6) (1976). 

n22 See, e.g., Ditlow v. ~hultz, 170 u.~.A~~.D.c. 352, 355, 517 ~ . 2 d  166, 169 
(1975), Rural Housing Alliance v. Department of Agriculture, 162 U.S.App.D.C. 
122, 126, 498 F.2d 73, 77 (1974); Getman v. NLRB, 146 U.S.App.D.C. 209, 213, 450 
F.2d 670, 674, stay denied, 404 U.S. 1204, 92 S.Ct. 7, 30 L.Ed. 2d 8 (1971) 
(Justice Black, as Acting Circuit Justice); Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, 502 
F.2d 133, 135 (3d Cir. 1974); Note, The Freedom of Information Act: A Seven-Year 
Assignment, 74 Colum. L. Rev. 895, 953 (1974). 

n23 Board of Trade v. CFTC, supra note 4, at 4, App. 139. 

The Commission argues that the District Court's ruling is erroneous because 
release of the identities would infringe upon privacy interests similar to those 
protected by the statutory liberation of personnel files from disclosure. In 
support of this contention, the Commission opines that ifthe names of the trade 
sources are made public, these llindividuals may find themselves subject to 
pressure from their colleagues or from persons with whom they do business"; n25 
moreover, in the Commission's view, there is a "strong possibility that [the 
Board] will contact the sources and attempt to pressure themtt as well. n26 
Consequently, the Commission asserts that the interests at stake are of the 
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magnitude of those Congress intended to safeguard by the Imsimilar filesmt 
language of Exemption 6. 

Brief for Appellant 

n26 Reply Brief for Appellant at 17. 

We agree with the ~istrict Court that Exemption 6 does not shield the 
information sought by the Board. The dispositive inquiry with respect to the 
Commissionfs claim is whether the desired information is contained in documents 
that are "similar filesw within the purview of the exemption, n27 since they 
clearly are neither medical nor personnel rerecords. We hold that they are not 
similar files either. 

n27 The ~hird circuit has held that a list of names and addresses is a "filew 
within the meaning of ~xemption 6. Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, supra note 22, 
502 F.2d at 135. Although we have had occasion to assume arguendo that such a 
list would be a mmfile,w Getman v. NLRB, supra note 22, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 213, 
450 F.2d at 674, we have yet to decide that question, and we do not reach it in 
this case. The identities here are not simply a list of names; rather, they are 
linked to specific comments on the functioning of the Board of Trade. In this 
context, names take on a far different character than they do in a compilation 
such as the list of employees in Getman. For the facts of Getman, see note 33 
infra. See also note 69 infra. 

In reaching this conclusion, we have detected some apparent inconsistency in 
our earlier decisions as to the precise manner of approach to the problem. In 
Rural Housing Alliance v. United States Department of Agriculture, n28 we 
indicated that the question whether materials withheld on the basis of Exemption 
6 is a similar file within the meaning thereof must be answered before the court 
will undertake to balance the personal privacy interests involved against the 
public interest in the free availability of [*397] information. n29 
Conversely, in Getman v. NLRB n30 and Ditlow v. Shultz, n31 we engaged almost 
immediately in weighing such competing concerns in situations involving 
relatively minor losses of privacy. n32 Careful analysis, however, reveals that 
Getman looked to the relative importance of public and private interests only 
after assuming arguendo that the data sought n33 could be characterized as 
personnel, medical or similar files; n34 regardless of their status as such, we 
held that their release would not result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
privacy, and that withholding was therefore unsupportable under Exemption 6. 
n35 In Ditlow, where an information-requester sought an injunction, pending his 
appeal from an adverse judgment, to restrain the agency from destroying the 
records concerned, as was customarily done after a given period of time, we 
noted the complex issues presented and recognized the differing approaches of 
Getman and Rural Housing. n36 Without drawing any conclusions or attempting to 
resolve the dissimilarity, we weighed the competing interesets -- despite our 
view that the privacy concerns involved were minimal -- and held that the 
supplicantfs "challenge to the District Court's dismissal of his FOIA action 
[was] sufficiently substantial to warrant an order requiring the [agency] to 
preserve the requested customs forms to avoid mooting the case," n37 pending 
resolution of the merits of the appeal. n38 

n28 Supra note 22. 
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n29 See 162 U.S.App.D.C. at 125-126, 498 F.2d at 76-77. 

n30 Supra note i2. 

n31 Supra note 22. 

n32 See 170 U.S.App.D.C. at 356, 517 F.2d at 170. 

n33 In Getman, supra note 22, a group of law professors engaged in a labor 
voting study sought a number of Excelsior lists -- names and addresses of 
employees eligible to vote in certain representation elections, maintained by 
the National Labor Relations Board pursuant to its decision in Excelsior 
Underwear, Inc., 156 N.L.R.B. 1236 (1966) -- in the Board's possession in order 
to facilitate contact with employees who voted in specific elections. The Board 
denied the request, relying on Exemptions 4, 6 and 7, 5 U.S.C. @ @  552(b)(4), 
552 (b) (6), 552 (b) (7) (1976) . 

n35 Id. at 216, 450 F.2d at 677. 

n36 Ditlow v. Shultz, supra note i2, 170 U.S.App.D.C. at 356, 517 F.2d at 
170. Ditlow had previously initiated an antitrust suit against ten airlines, 
alleging overcharges for transpacific flights to the United States between May 1 
and September 1, 1973.The District Court dismissed that action, and at the time 
Ditlow v. Hsultz was decided the appeal of the dismissal of the antitrust case 
was pending in this court. Ditlow planned to seek certification of the 
antitrust litigation as a class action if he succeeded in obtaining a reversal 
on the appeal therein, and in order to discover the names and addresses of the 
class members, he sought access pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act to 
United States customs declaration forms filled out by travelers returning from 
Asia and Australia during the period in question.The Secretary of the Treasury 
denied Ditlow's request, and he appealed to this court. Because there was a 
substantial likelihood that the customs forms would be destroyed -- as they 
regularly were -- before either appeal was decided, Ditlow moved for an 
injunction to preserve them. We granted the injunction pending further 
developments in the antitrust litigaiton. Id. at 359-360, 517 F.2d at 173-174. 

n37 Id. at 359, 517 F.2d at 173. 

n38 Id. 

The differences between Getman and Rural Housing discerned in Ditlow are more 
apparent than real, however. There is, to a large extent, an essential 
interrelationship between the question whether informaton to which access is 
denied under the aegis of Exemption 6 is "similarw to personnel or medical files 
and the inquiry whether disclosure of the information would result in an 
unwarranted invasion of privacy.In the first instance, both questions turn on 
whether the facts that would be revealed would infringe on some privacy 
interest, for the very purpose of this exemption is l1to protect certain ... 
important rights of privacyw of individuals. n39 Once it is ascertained that 
such an (13981 interest exists, it must be determined whether it is of the 
same magnitude -- as highly personal or as intimate in nature -- as that at 
stake in personnel and medical records. If the personal quality of the 
information rises to this level, then it is to personnel and medical 
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files within the meaning of ~xemption 6. n40 

n39 See note 41 infra. The Commission relies heavily on Wine Hobby USA, Inc. 
v. United States, supra note 22, where a Pennsylvania corporation sought access 
to the names and addresses of all persons registered with the United States 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms as producers of wine for family use in 
the Mid-Atlantic region. The Third Circuit reversed a district court decision 
that the names and addresses were not protected from disclosure under Exemption 
6 because that ruling was rested on the thesis that such a list is not a I1filel1 
within the meaning of the exemption. We find it unnecessary to decide whether 
names constitute nfilesw because the crucial element here is the linkage of the 
names with the information in the documents that contain them. See note 22 
supra. 

n40 See text supra at note 21. 

Once this first prong of the statutory test is met, the court must proceed to 
weigh the privacy concerns against the public interest in general disclosure.If 
the balance favors the privacy element, the agency is justified in withholding 
the data; if the interests of the public in full revelation are stronger, the 
information must be released; and if the weights are approximately equal, the 
court must tilt the balance in favor of disclosure, the overriding policy of the 
Act. n41 

n41 The Senate Report states: 

It is the purpose of the present bill... to establish a general philosophy of 
full agency disclosure unless information is exempted under clearly delineated 
statutory language .... 

At the same time... it is necessary to protect certain equally important 
rights of privacy with respect to certain informaton in Government files.... 

It is not an easy task to balance the opposing interests, but it is not an 
impossible one either. It is not necessary to conclude that to protect one of 
the interests, the other must, of necessity, either be abrogated or 
substantially subordinated. Success lies in providing a workable formula which 
encompasses, balances, and protects all interests, yet places emphias on the 
fullest responsible disclosure. 
S.Rep. No. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1965). 

It is not always necessary to consider the issues in the order above 
discussed, however. In some cases it may be readily apparent to the court that 
the balance required by the second prong of the test calls clearly for 
divulgence because, whatever the precise nature of the privacy interest, it is 
evident that the public benefit gained from making information freely available 
is far greater. In such instances the court may find that the question whether 
release of the information would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy 
is simpler to answer than the question whether it constitutes ttpersonnel and 
medical [or] similar files." n42 If so, the court may well dispose of the matter 
on the basis of the second facet of the test. 
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n42 See text supra at note 21. 

When viewed in this light, any apparent inconsistencies in our earlier 
opinions disappear. In Rural ~ousing, we employed a straight-forward approach: 
the documents sought were determined to be within the scope of the "similar 
filesm language of Exemption 6, and the case was remanded for further 
consideration of the invasion-of-privacy issue. n43 In Getman, discerning 
whether the information fell within the 91similar filesw language proved to be 
more difficult than the question whether its release would result in a plainly 
unreasonable invasion of the rights of the individuals involved; n44 
consequently we found it more expeditious to dispose of the case on the basis of 
the agency's failure to satisfy the second branch of the test. n45 In Ditlow we 
were faced with the need to decide quickly whether to grant an injunction 
prohibiting destruction of the sought-after records, and in those circumstances 
we concluded that it would not be a necessary or appropriate use of judicial 
power to furnish, on the motion for an injunction, answers to the complex 
[*399] questions that would ultimately determine whether the data in dispute 
would be revealed. Accordingly, we granted the injunction pending future 
developments. n46 

n43 Rural Housing Alliance v. united States Dep't of Agriculture, supra note 
22, 162 U.S.App.D.C. at 127, 498 F.2d at 78. 

n44 Getman v. NLRB, supra note 22, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 213, 450 F.2d at 674. 

n45 Id. at 216, 450 F.2d at 677. 

n46 Ditlow v. Shultz, supra note 22, 170 U.S.App.D.C. at 359-360, 517 F.2d at 
173-174. 

In the case at bar, the District Court, following the Rural Housing approach, 
focused on the first prong of the statutory test, and reached its decision with 
respect to the Exemption 6 claim on the ground that the identities of the 
Commission's trade sources are not Itsimilar filesw within the meaning of the 
exemption. n47 We agree. 

n47 Board of Trade v. CFTC, supra note 4, at 4, App. 139. 

In previous cases, we have held that Exemption 6 "was designed to protect 
individuals from public disclosure of intimate details of their lives, whether 
the disclosure be of personnel files, medical files, or other similar files.I1 
n48 Although in Rural Housing we noted that the exemption l1is phrased broadly to 
protect individuals from a wide range of embarrassing disclosures,~ n49 it is 
clear from the context of that statement that the ttembarrassing disclosurest1 of 
which we spoke are those that involve "intimate personal details." Employing 
this formulation, we have held that "information regarding marital status, 
legitimacy of children, identity of fathers of children, medical condition, 
welfare payments, alcoholic consumption, family fights [and] reputationw is 
within the purview of Exemption 6. n50 Similarly, Air Force Academy case 
summaries of honors and ethics hearings fall within the exemption n51 to the 
extent that they may only be released after deletion of identifying details. 
n52 In contrast, names and addresses of employees eligible to vote in labor 
representation elections are not exempt, n53 nor are names and addresses of 
persons whose homes were built on uranium tailings. n54 
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n48 Rural Housing Alliance v. United States Depft of Agriculture, supra note 
22, 162 U.S.App.D.C. at 126, 498 F.2d at 77; see Robles v. EPA, 484 F.2d 843, 
845 (4th Cir. 1973) (the term "similar filest@ applies only to ltinformation which 
relates to a specific person or individual, to 'intimate details1 of a 'highly 
personal naturef in that individual's employment record or health history or the 
likett) . 

n49 Rural Housing Alliance v. United States Depft of Agriculture, supra note 
22, 162 U.S.App.D.C. at 126, 498 F.2d at 77. 

n50 Id. 

n51 Department of Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 376-377, 96 S.Ct. 1592, 
1606-1607, 48 L.Ed.2d 11, 30-31 (1976). 

n52 Id. at 380-382, 96 S.Ct. at 1608-1609, 48 L.Ed.2d at 32-33. 

n53 See Getman v. NLRB, supra note 22, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 213-215, 450 F.2d 
at 674-676 (suggesting that such information is not a similar file, but holding 
that even if it were, release would not be a cclearly unwarranted invasion of 
privacyw) . 

1154 See Robles v. EPA, supra note 48, 484 F.2d at 845-848 (suggesting that 
such records are not similar files, but holding that in any event release would 
not constitute a ttclearly unwarranted invasion of privacyM). 

Applying this test in the instant case, we conclude that the records 
incorporating the data sought by the Board of Trade are not ltsimilar filestt 
within the contemplation of Exemption 6. The information which the Commission 
withheld -- identification of trade sources criticizing the shipping provisions 
of the plywood futures contract or proposing alternatives thereto -- reveals no 
more than how particular persons connected with the Board view its functioning 
with respect to the plywood futures contract. To be sure, there may be some 
slight privacy interest involved here -- insofar as release of identifying 
details would expose the occupations of these sources, their relationship to the 
Board, and how they perceive the workings of the market enterprise from which 
they derive at least part of their livelihood. n55 But the fact remains that 
the withheld information associates these individuals with business of the 
Board, and not [*400] with any aspect of their personal lives. The interest 
in nondisclosure thus asserted is not in continued privacy of personal matters, 
but in anonymity of criticism on purely commercial matters. n56 Certainly no 
fact of an intimate nature is likely to be revealed by providing the Board of 
Trade with access to the names of those who censured the shipping provisions or 
proposed alternatives. n57 Consequently, we agree with the District Court that 
the identities of the trade sources do not constitute "similar filesm within the 
ambit of Exemption 6. 

n55 The Board claims that the Ittrade sourcesw are corporation personnel 
rather than persons acting in their individual capacities. Brief for Appellee 
at 32 n.22. The Commission has not responded to this allegation. 

n56 Whether purely commercial information is protected from disclosure turns 
on the applicability of Exemption 4, 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b)(6) (1976). See Part I11 
inf ra . 
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n57 In support of its argument that the names and details tending to identify 
the trade sources are shielded by Exemption 6, the Commission also cites two 
Third Circuit cases, Committee on Masonic Homes v. NLRB, 556 F.2d 214 (3d ~ i r .  
1977), and Wine Hobby USA, Inc. v. IRS, supra note 22. In Committee on Masonic 
Homes union cards revealing employee names, addresses, union affiliations and 
job descriptions were held to be "similar files,w 556 F.2d at 220, and in Wine 
Hobby USA completed forms in the possession of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms were held to be exempt because, in addition to the name of each 
registrant, the forms divulged his or her address, family status and the fact 
that winemaking activities were being conducted by the household. 502 F.2d at 
137. In the instant case, however, we are not called upon to decide such 
arguably close questions. The disputed identities are linked to financial and 
commercial infomaton regarding the business of the Board of Trade, see text 
supra at notes 54-56, rather than to the types of personal details at issue in 
the above situations. 

Moreover, even were we to reach the stage of balancing in this case, n58 we 
could not say that the privacy interests asserted by the Commission outweigh the 
public interest in complete disclosure of the governmental documents at issue. 
The Commission's allegation that access to the information identifying the trade 
sources would undermine its ability to make independent assessments of the 
functioning of the Board of Trade as a commodity futures exchange is not germane 
to the character of the privacy interests involved. The only remaining interest 
in withholding trade-source identities advanced by the Commission is avoidance 
of possible harassment of those sources by the Board or others with whom they 
work and associate.In support of this apprehension, the Commission cites the 
affidavit of the president of the Board, who professed a concern in finding out 
why these individuals chose to go to the Commission rather than to employ the 
Board's own established grievance and suggestion procedures. n59 Whether or not 
it is within the realm of the Commission's expertise to equate his desire for 
talks with a strong potential for harassment, we find it difficult to believe 
that the Commission could not utilize its broad regulatory powers to prevent any 
improper conduct on the part of Board representatives. At any rate, we are not 
persuaded by the Commission's claim that divulgence of withheld materials 
serving to identify the trade sources llwould constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy." n60 

n58 See text supra at notes 28-42. 

n59 Affidavit of Warren W. Lebeck, at 4-5, App. 104-105. 

n60 See text supra at note 21. 

111. EXEMPTION 4 

Exemption 4 of the Freedom of Information Act relieves from mandatory 
disclosure "trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from 
a person and privileged or confidential." n61 In response to the Commission's 
contention that this exemption authorizes withholding of the trade source 
identities, the District Court ruled that 

n61 5 U.S.C. @ 552 (b) (4) (1976). 
this is not an Exemption 4 case. The legislative history of Exemption 4 
indicates that the provision was intended to shield information "obtained by the 
Government through questionnaires or other inquiries, but which would 
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customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom it was 
obtained.##... In view of the fact that the Commission [*401] has already 
disclosed the financial and commercial portion of the gathered information, it 
cannot now claim that it is the type "not customarily released to the public." 
And since the names and identifying details are not "independently confidential 
within the meaning of Exemption 4,"... they must be disclosed unless protected 
by a different exemption. n62 

n62 Board of Trade v. CFTC, supra note 4, at 3, App. 138, first quoting S. 
Rep. No. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1965) (emphasis added), and then quoting 
Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd., 153 U.S.App.D.C. 398, 402, 473 F.2d 109, 113 (1972) 
(footnotes omitted) . 
We think the District Courtfs reasoning reflects a fundamental misunderstanding 
both of the proper method of analysis to be employed and the appropriate 
standards to be utilized in evaluating a claim that material falls within 
Exemption 4. 

Procedurally, when faced with a question of Exemption 4 coverage, the 
determining body -- agency or court -- must first examine the l1requested 
[documents], with details identifying the [suppliers] not deleted," n68 and 
ascertain whether they contain protected information. If, after applying the 
appropriate tests, n64 the body concludes that all or part of the sought-after 
material is shielded by this exception to the Act, it must then determine 
whether suitable deletions of identifying or exempt matter may be made which 
will enable to it reveal the remaining information. This technique, which we 
have employed in numerous cases, n65 derives from express provisions of the Act 
and its legislative history as well. 

n63 Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd., supra note 62, 153 U.S.App.D.C. at 402, 473 
F.2d at 113. 

n64 See text infra at notes 76-82. 

n65 See Pacific Architects & Engfrs, Inc. v. Renegotiation Bd., 164 
U.S.App.D.C. 276, 278, 505 F.2d 383, 385 (1974) (after applying Exemption 4 
tests, "the agency resisting disclosure mustN consider lwthe extent to which any 
[harm] [to confidentiality interests] could be reduced or eliminated by 
non-disclosure of the identity of the person submitting the information in 
disputew); Rural Housing Alliance v. United States Depft of ~griculture, supra 
note 22, 162 U.S.App.D.C. at 128, 498 F.2d at 79 (case remanded for application 
of Exemption 4 tests; District Court cautioned that although "several of our 
Circuit's cases support the idea of deletions to permit disclosure of the 
remainder of [a] report, we fear thatw1 on the facts of this case wwdeletions are 
ineffective to protect the privacy and confidentiality of the individuals 
involvedw); Fisher v.   en ego ti at ion Bd., supra note 62, 153 U.S.App.D.C. at 402, 
473 F.2d at 113 (case remanded for determination Ifwhether the commercial and 
financial data contained in the requested opinions and orders, with details 
identifying the contractors not deleted, were independently confidential within 
the meaning of Exemption 4.If... any of such information is exempt from 
disclosure, then the deletion of the identifying details which have been made by 
the Board shall not be disturbed, since such informaion has already been 
disclosed in this case.Iw); Soucie v. David, 145 U.S.App.D.C. 144, 155-156, 448 
F.2d 1067, 1078-1079 (1971) ("[if] the [requested] Report contains material 
protected by [Exemption 4 1 ,  then that material should be deleted before 
disclosure of the remainder may be required.'#); Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, 138 
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U.S.App.D.C. 22, 25-26, 424 F.2d 935, 938-939, cert. denied, 400 U.S. 824, 91 
S.Ct. 46, 27 L.Ed.2d 52 (1970) (l1[the] court may well conclude that portions of 
the requested material are protected [by Exemption 41, and it may be that 
identifying details or secret matters can be deleted from a document to render 
it subject to discl~sure.~~). Cf. Department of Air Force v. Rose, supra note 
51, 425 U.S. at 373-375, 378-382, 96 S.Ct. at 1607-1609, 48 L.Ed.2d at 30-31 
(taking same approach in Exemption 6 context). 

The Act has always specified that "[to] the extent required to prevent a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, an agency may delete 
identifying details when it makes available or publishes an opinion, statement 
of policy, interpretation, or staff manual or instruction.@I n66 More broadly, 
the Act, as amended in 1974, mandates that "[any] reasonably segregable portion 
of a record shall be provided to any person requesting such record after 
deletion of the portions which are exempt under this subsection.I1 n67 Beyond 
that, the courts have relied on the Actfs overriding policy in [*402] favor 
of disclosure n68 to require eradication of identifying details -- not exempt in 
themselves n69 -- when such an excision renders otherwise exempt material 
disclosable. n70 The Senate cited this approach with approval in its report 
accompanying the 1974 amendments to the Act, n71 noting that under the new 
"segregable portionI1 provision courts must I1examine the records themselves and 
require the release of portions to which the purposes of the exemption under 
which they are withheld does not apply." n72 The Supreme Court has placed the 
stamp of its approval on this technique by requiring disclosure of information, 
after deletion of identifying details, that otherwise would have been protected 
by Exemption 6. n73 

n66 5 U.S.C. @ 552 (a) (2) (1976). 

n67 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b) (1976). 

n68 See note 41 supra . 
n69 See Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd., supra note 62, 153 U.S.App.D.C. at 402, 

473 F.2d at 113 ("[the] question is one of confidentiality under Exemption 4. 
Identifying details.. . do not so qualify in and of themselves1@); Getman v. NLRB, 
supra note 22, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 212, 450 F.2d at 673 (~[obviously], a bare 
list of names and addresses of employees ... which cannot be fairly characterized 
as "trade secrets' or 'financial' or fcommercialf information is not exempted 
from disclosure by Subsection (b)(4).I1). Thus, in the instant case, had the 
Board clearly sought only a list of trade source interviewees, this information 
would probably have not been immunized by Exemption 4. The Board's demand, 
however, included the following language: 

Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act... we hereby request copies of any 
Commission records or other records in the Commissionfs possession that reflect, 
relate or refer to the complaints from "trade sources," the "trade alleged 
problems11 and the "industry proposed alternatives. ... 11 
Freedom of Information Act Request at 1, App. 26. The Board treated the request 
as one for the underlying records and not just for the trade-source identities. 
See Letter from Ray K. Schleeter, Deputy Director of CFTC Office of Public 
Information, to Mahlon M. Frankhauser, Attorney for the Board of Trade of the 
City of Chicago at 1 (Nov. 30, 1976), Apr. 28. 
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n70 See Pacific Architects & Engfrs, Inc. v. Renegotiation Bd., supra note 
65; Rural Housing Alliance v. United States Depft of Agriculture, supra note 22; 
Bristol-~yers Co. v. FTC, supra note 65. 

n71 S. Rep. No. 854, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 31 (1974) (Ilf[the] court may well 
conclude that portions of the requested material are protected, and it may be 
that identifying details or secret matters can be deleted from a document to 
render it subject to disclosure,f11 quoting Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, supra note 
65, 138 U.S.App.D.C. at 25-26, 424 F.2d at 938-939). 

n72 S. Rep. No. 854, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 32 (1974). 

n73 Department of Air Force v. Rose, supra note 51. 

In the case before us, the Commission attempted to follow this procedure. 
Having concluded -- correctly or incorrectly -- that the requested material was 
exempt, the Commission, while still asserting the right to preserve the 
confidentiality of its sources under Exemption 4, laudibly sought to reveal as 
much information as it could. The District Court, however, made separate 
evaluations of the deleted identities and the released criticisms and 
alternative proposals supplied by the trade sources. Concluding that neither 
type of information, standing along, fell within Exemption 4, the court ordered 
divulgence of the withheld sources. 

The District Courtfs approach failed to recognize that although some 
commercial and financial information remains confidential in nature even after 
the identity of its source has been extirpated, n74 a significant portion of the 
information protected by Exemption 4 derives its exempt status wholly from its 
relationship to a particular person or commercial enterprise, and that, stripped 
of its identifying features, it takes on the character of statistics. The 
District Court was undoubtedly correct in its conclusion that, viewed 
independently, the names of the sources are neither MconfidentialM nor 
[*403] "financial or commercialm information; n75 and the Commissionfs 
disclosure of the redacted survey results may indicate that it deemed the latter 
data, in and of themselves, nonconfidential in nature. This bifurcated 
analysis, however, has no bearing whatever on whether the commission in its 
disclosure can be forced to tie the trade sources to the information they 
supplied. The whole purpose of blotting out identities is to render the 
remaining contents of documents nonexempt, and the Commissionfs success in doing 
just that cannot be turned against it as a reason for requiring reinsertion of 
the identifying details. 

n74 See pacific Architects & Engfrs, Inc. v.  ene ego ti at ion Bd., supra note 
65, 164 U.S.App.D.C. at 278, 505 F.2d at 385 ("the agency resisting disclosurew 
may claim "that the information itself discloses to knowledgeable people the 
identity of the person who supplied it, [but] some factual basis for that 
conclusion must be advanced to support the [agencyfs] non-discl~sure.~~); Rural 
Housing Alliance v. United States Depft of Agriculture, supra note 22, 162 
U.S.App.D.C. at 128, 498 F.2d at 79 (deletions may be wineffective to protect 
the privacy and confidentiality of the individuals involved."). 

n75 See note 69 supra . 
In addition to its procedural error in bifurcating the evaluation of the 

requested records, the District Court either failed to apply, or misapplied, 
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the tests this court has established as appropriate for use in assessing claims 
under Exemption 4. We have held that, aside from trade secrets, the exemption 
applies only to ttfinformation which is (a) commercial or financial, (b) obtained 
from a person, and (c) privileged or ~onfidential.'~~ n76 Lacking any legislative 
hisotry defining the scope of the terms wcommercialw and ttfinancial,tt n77 courts 
have given them their ordinary meanings, n78 and have read the requirement that 
information [*404] be "obtained from a persontt to restrict the exemptionfs 
application to data which have not been generated within the Government.n79 The 
word ttconfidential,w on the other hand, has been the subject of considerable 
interpretation. The legislative history of Exemption 4 tells us that 
information is confidential if it @Iwould customarily not be released to the 
public by the person from whom it was obtained.## n80 We ourselves have further 
held that this 

n76 Getman v. NLRB, supra note 22, 146 U.S.App.D.C. at 212, 450 F.2d at 673, 
quoting Consumers Union v. Veterans Administration, 301 F.Supp. 796, 802 
(S.D.N.Y. 1969), appeal dismissed as moot, 436 F.2d 1363 (2d Cir. 1971); accord, 
National Parks & Conservation Assfn v. Morton, 162 U.S.App.D.C. 223, 224, 498 
F.2d 765, 766 (1974); Brockway v. Department of Air Force, 518 F.2d 1184, 1188 
(8th Cir. 1975); Sears Roebuck & Co. v. GSA, 384 F.Supp. 996, 1005 (D.D.C. 
1974); Tax Analysts & Advocates v. IRS, 362 F.Supp. 1298, 1307 (D.D.C. 1973), 
modified in part on other grounds, 164 U.S.App.D.C. 243, 505 F.2d 350 (1974). 
Although this much of the exemption on its face seemingly applies only to 
commercial and financial non-trade-secret information, language in the House and 
Senate Reports suggesting exempt status for all privileged and confidential 
information led to some initial uncertainty concerning the scope of Exemption 4. 
Professor Davis, however, in an early article on the Act, noted that: 
the discrepancy between the statutory language and the reports turns out to be a 
mere inadvertance. The Senate committee simply failed to alter its earlier 
report, based on [an] earlier bill without the words "commercial or financial," 
to reflect the addition of the words ttcommercial or financial." And the House 
committee seven months later copied most of the Senate committee report. 
Davis, The Information Act: A preliminary ~nalysis, 34 U. of chicago, L. Rev. at 
761, 790 (1967) (footnote omitted). Courts have consistently credited the 
narrow statutory language over the more inclusive congressional reports. See, 
e.g., Brockway v. Department of Air Force, supra, 518 F.2d at 1189 (@@[the] 
tendency has been to grant little weight to these passages from the reports on 
the theory that the passages were taken from previous congressional reports on 
an earlier draft of the Freedom of Information bill which did in fact exempt 
confidential, non-commercial and non-financial matters."). 

n77 Perhaps the most important fact in the legislative history is that no 
explanation appears for the addition to the fourth exemption of the words 
ncommercial or finan~ial.~ The 1964 version of the bill, S. 1666, provided for 
exemption of Ittrade secrets and other information obtained from the public and 
customarily privileged or confidential." That version was adopted by the Senate 
but the House did not act, and when the bill, S. 1160, was reintroduced in the 
next Congress as S. 1160, two changes had been made: the word wcustomarilyM was 
out, and the words wcommercial or financialw were in. 

Not only was no explanation ever offered for the addition of wcommercial or 
financialttt but the Senate and House Committees in their reports both seemed to 
read the words wcommercial or financialn as if they were not there. Davis, 
supra note 76, at 790. 
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n78 See, e.g:, Brockway v. Department of Air Force, supra note 76, 518 F.2d 
at 1188-1189 (witness statements concerning cause of airplane crash not 
commercial or financial in nature); Getman v. NLRB, supra note 22, 146 
U.S.App.D.C. at 212, 450 F.2d at 673 ("a bare list of names and addresses of 
employees ... cannot be fairly characterized as... ,financialt or fcommercialf 
informationw). In another case, we passed on the applicability of the terms to 
research designs created by biomedical scientists, and suggested that @@the reach 
of [Exemption 41 is not necessarily coextensive with the existence of 
competition in any form.I1 Washington Research Project, Inc. v. HEW, 164 
U.S.App.D.C. 169, 175, 504 F.2d 238, 244 (1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 963, 95 
S.Ct. 1951, 44 L.Ed.2d 450 (1975). We went on to say, however, that "[it] is 
clear enough that a non-commercial scientist's research design is not... [an] 
item of commercial information, for it defies common sense to pretend that the 
scientist is engaged in trade or commerce.@@ Id . at 181, 504 F.2d at 244. We 
also noted that @@the Act's recognized mandate to construe exemptions narrowlyw 
precludes us from "[extending] them by analogies that lead... far away from the 
plain meaning of Exemption 4." Id . at 182, 504 F.2d at 245. 

n79 See Soucie v. David, supra note 65, 145 U.S.App.D.C. at 156 n.47, 448 
F.2d at 1079 n.47; Consumers Union v. Veterans ~dministration, supra note 76, 
301 F.Supp. at 802-803; Benson v. GSA, 289 F.Supp. 590, 594 (W.D. Wash. 1968), 
aff Id 415 F.2d 878 (9th Cir. 1969). 

n80 S. Rep. No. 813, 8 .th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1965) ; accord, H.R. Rep. No. 
1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1966) . 
is not the only relevant inquiry in determining whether... information is 
"confidentialw for purposes of [Exemption 41. A court must also be satisfied 
that non-disclosure is justified by the legislative purpose which underlies the 
exemption. n8 1 

n81 National Parks & Conservation Assfn v. Morton, supra note 76, 162 
U.S.App.D.C. at 225, 498 F.2d at 767. 
An examination of that legislative purpose has led us to conclude that 
commercial or financial matter is @Iconfidentiall@ for purposes of the exemption 
if disclosure of the information is likely to have either of the following 
effects: (1) to impair the Government's ability to obtain necessary information 
in the future; or (2) to cause substantial harm to the competitive position of 
the person from whom the information was obtained. n82 

n82 Id . at 228, 498 F.2d at 770 (footnote omitted). 
Unfortunately, the District Courtfs analysis was cut short by its bifurcated 

consideration of the exemption status of the trade-source identities and the 
survey results. The identities were not themselves subjected to the 
confidentiality test because the court decided that they were not @Icommercial or 
financial1@ information. With respect to the trade-source comments, only the 
first step of the confidentiality test was reached; the court concluded that 
because the industry suggestions had already been released, they could not be 
the type of information that is customarily withheld from the public, and 
therefore could not be confidential within the meaning of the exemption. We 
have already noted the error in this reasoning. n83 

m a  
n83 See text supra at notes 61-76. 
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The District Court's misapprehension of controlling law foreclosed the 
determinations essential to proper assessment of the validity of the 
Commission's invocation of Exemption 4. Moreover, those determinations would in 
any event have been inappropriately undertaken on the Board's summary-judgment 
motion because the record before us reveals disputes as to material issues of 
fact n84 -- particularly with respect to whether disclosure of the trade-source 
identities would I1impair the [Commissionhs] ability to obtain necessary 
information in the future." n85 We are unable, therefore, to [*405] resolve 
the controversy with respect to Exemption 4, but rather must remand to the 
District Court for full findings of fact and conclusions of law.On remand, the 
court will examine the information derived from the survey and ascertain whether 
any part of it is *lcommercial or financialM in nature, n86 and whether that 
information -- which was clearly "obtained from a personw within the meaning of 
the Act n87 -- is confidential as defined in our prior cases. n88 

n86 See note 78 supra and accompanying text. 

n87 See note 79 supra and accompanying text. 

n88 See notes 80-82 supra and accompanying text. The District Court's review 
of the Commission's action in withholding the disputed information will, of 
course, be a de novo review. See H.R. Rep. No. 1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 
(1965). 

We are mindful at this juncture of the Board's contention that the 
trade-source comments here involved are not exempt at all. The argument is that 
they refer solely to business affairs of the Board, and that Exemption 4 
safeguards commercial information only insofar as it concerns the source of the 
information, and not commercial and financial data supplied to a third party. 
n89 The Commission counters that this position is without legal basis, asserting 
that, in any case, the disputed documents do reveal trade-source business 
information. n90 

n89 See Brief of Appellee at 19-21.This theory of the inapplicability of 
Exemption 4 was not raised at any stage of the District Court proceedings. 
Though we thus are not required to entertain the question on appeal, we do so in 
the interest of judicial economy to assist the court on remand in its task of 
determining whether the information is wcommercialw or llfinancial.w 

n90 See Reply Brief for Appellant at 7-11. 

We are in agreement with the Commission that the Board's view of the law is 
erroneous. In plain language Exemption 4 refers only to tlcommercialft and 
wfinancialvl information; it does not in any way suggest that this information 
must relate to the affirs of the provider. n91 As we have already noted, the 
legislative history does not elucidate the terms llcommercial~~ and "financial," 
n92 and courts have given them their ordinary meaning, n93 which in no way 
connotes the limitation urged by the Board. On the contrary, the purposes 
revealed by our much earlier examination of the Act's history n94 are 
sufficiently broad to encompass financial and commercial information concerning 
a third party so long as it is privileged or confidential. In this respect our 
view is consonant with that implicit in earlier decisions in which we assumed 
the applicability of the exemption in situations where information obtained from 
one person has concerned the confidential business affairs of a third party. 
n95 
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n91 See text supra at note 61. 

n92 See note 77 supra and accompanying text. 

n93 See note 78 supra and accompanying text. 

n94 National Parks & conservation Assln v. Morton, supra note 76, 192 
U.S.App.D.C. at 224-228, 498 F.2d at 766-770. 

n95 See Rural Housing ~lliance v. U.S. Deplt of ~griculture, supra note 22, 
162 U.S.App.D.C. at 124 n.4, 128, 498 F.2d at 75 n.4, 79 (Exemption 4 held 
applicable to a report which vvincludes... information given by and with respect 
to borrowers and applicants for loansI1) (emphasis added); Soucie v. David, supra 
note 65, 145 U.S.App.D.C. at 147, 156 & n.47, 448 F.2d at 1070, 1079 t n.47 
(confidential views of members of a panel of experts convened to provide an 
independent assessment of a governmental program eligible for protection by 
Exemption 4); see also Benson v. GSA, supra note 79, 289 F.Supp. at 594 (Dunn 
and Bradstreet credit report on a private company constituted "financial 
information obtained from a person and confidentialw). [*406] 

In support of its position, the Board points to the legislative history and 
observes that the specific examples of exempt information enumerated there all 
relate to the data source. n96 While this illustrates the obvious -- that 
first-party information is covered by Exemption 4 -- it does not convincingly 
demonstrate that Congress intended to exclude third-party commercial information 
from the exemption. In short, the history does not present a sufficiently clear 
design to overrule the unambiguous language of the exemption and the 
unmistakable congressional purpose of avoiding impairment of the Governmentts 
ability to obtain necessary information. n97 Thus, on remand, the Commission 
need not establish that the information relates to the business affairs of the 
trade sources, but only that it is commercial or financial in nature. 

n96 See H.R. Rep. No. 1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (May 9, 1966) ("[the] 
exemption would include business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists, 
scientific or manufacturing processes or developments, and negotiation positions 
or requirements in the case of labor-management mediations. It would include 
information customarily subject to the... lender-borrower [privilege] such as 
technical or financial data submitted by an applicant to a Government lending or 
loan guarantee agency."); S. Rep. No. 813, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (Oct. 4, 
1965) (the exemption "would include business sales statistics, inventories, 
customer lists and manufacturing processes. It would also include information 
customarily subject to the... lender-borrower... [privilege]. Specifically, it 
would include any commercial, technical, and financial data, submitted by an 
applicant or a borrower to a lending agency in connection with any loan 
application or loan.Iv) . 

n97 See note 81 supra and accompanying text. 

If the commission satisfies its burden of showing the commercial and 
confidential nature of the disputed records, the deletions of the identities of 
the sources of that information must stand. n98 Ordinarily, it would be 
necessary for the District Court to determine whether the Commission could 
withhold the documents in their entirety because their release might reveal the 
identities of the suppliers of the information contained therein. n99 This 
inquiry need not be pursued in the instant case since the redacted records 
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have already been disclosed. nlOO 

n98 Of course, only the sources actually providing Exemption 4 materials may 
be deleted; that is, the presence in a document of some such material does not 
warrant expunction of identities of all trade sources appearing in the document, 
but only those that actually provided the exempt data. 

n99 See note 74 supra and accompanying text. 

nlOO See Fisher v. Renegotiation Bd., supra note 62, 153 U.S.App.D.C. at 402, 
473 F.2d at 113. 

We affirm the District Court insofar as it determined that the documents and 
identities in question do not fall within Exemption 6 of the Act. We reverse 
and remand the record for further findings of fact and conclusions of law on the 
question of Exemption 4 coverage. 

So ordered . 
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The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), enacted in 1966, presumes that 
records of the executive branch of the U.S. Government are accessible to the 
public. The Privacy Act of 1974 is a companion to the FOIA and regulates 
Government agency record-keeping and disclosure practices. The Freedom of 
Information Act provides that citizens have access to Federal Government files 
with certain restrictions. The Privacy Act provides certain safeguards for 
individuals against invasion of privacy by Federal agencies and permits them to 
see most records pertaining to them maintained by the Federal Government. 

The enclosed report, A Citizen's Guide on Using the Freedom of Information 
Act and Privacy Act of 1974, House Report 102-146, dated July 10, 1991, and 
issued by the House Committee on Government Operations, explains how to use 
the two laws and serves as a guide to obtaining information from Federal 
agencies. This report, revised by the committee in 1993, was reissued on May 
24, 1993, with the same title but a new number, House Report 103-104. The 
changes were technical in nature; therefore we are continuing to use the old 
version until supplies are depleted. 

The complete texts of the Freedom of Information Act, as amended (5 
U.S.C. 552), and the Privacy Act, as amended (5 U.S.C. 552a), are reprinted in 
the back of the enclosed pamphlet. 

The Privacy Act requires each executive agency of the Federal Government 
to publish in the Fedeml Register its regulations for complying with the Act and 
descriptions of all its systems of records maintained on individuals. Each 
cumulative issue of the Fedeml Register Index has a listing in the back of 
citations to these Privacy Act regulations. The Privacy Act citations are 
followed by a "Guide to Freedom of Information Indexes." The Fedeml Register 
is available for use a t  many large libraries, particularly those that are 
depositories of U.S. Government publications. 
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O f f i c e  of the S t a f f  J u d g e  A d v o c a t e  

M r .  Bud B a l e  

D e a r  M r .  Ba le :  

Pursuant t o  y o u r  r e q u e s t ,  I am w r i t i n g  t o  p r o v i d e  y o u  w i t h  
i n f o r - l ~ ~ t l t i o n  c o n c e r n i n g  v a r i o u s  c u l t u r a l  r e s o u r c e  l o w s  w h i c h  w o u l d  i 
a f f e c t  a n  e x c a v a t i o n  f o r  u n e x p l o d e d  o r d n a n c e  a t  Fort M o n r o e .  AG 
you a r e  a w a r e ,  t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  i s  a N a t i o n a l  H i s t o r i c  Landmark 

I  

! 
( N H L ) .  F o r t  Monroe  was o n e  o f  t h e  f i r s t  l a n d i n g  p l a c e e  o f  t h o  ! 

J a m e s t o w n  s e t t l e r s  l n  1 6 0 7 .  A s m a l l  f o r t i f i c a t i o n  w a ~  b u i l t  a t  
t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  i n  1 6 0 9 .  I r ~ i ~ i a l  plans f o r  t h e  p r e s o n t  F o r t  , 
Monroe  were f o r m u l a t e d  a f t e r  t h e  W a r  of 181 7 a n d  t h e  i n v t a l l a t i o n  
has  b e e n  c o n t i n u o u s l y  f o r t i f i e d  s i n c c  1 8 2 3 .  T h e  m o s t  
historically s l g n i f i c a n ~  e v e n t s  t o  o c c u r  h e r e  were d u r i n g  t h e  
C i v i l  War .  Due t o  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  humans  a t  t h i s  l o c a t i u r l  f o r  
centuries, historical a r r l f a c t s  a r e  f r e q u e r ~ t l y  u n e a r t h e d .  I t  i s  
o u r  p o s i t i o n  t h a t  a n y  e x c a v a t i o n  f o r  u n e x p l o d e d  o r d n a n c e  a t  F o r t  
Monroe  w o u l d  be a r ~ c l ~ a e o l o g i c a l l y  impeded.  

T h e  N a t i o n a l  H i s t o r i c  P r e s e r v a t i o n  A c t  of 1 9 G G  ( N H P A ) ,  1 6  
U . S . C .  4 7 0 h - 2 ( a ) ( l ) ,  p r o v i d e s  t h a t  h e a d s  o f  a l l  f e d e ~ . a l  a g e n c i e s  
s h a l l  a s s u m e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  f o r  t h e  p r e s e r v a t i o n  of h i s t o r i c  
p r o p e r t i e s  w h i c h  a r e  owned o r  c o n t r o l l e d  b y  s u c h  a g e n c y .  T h e  
term " h i s t o r i c  p r o p e r t y "  1 s  d e f i n e d  a t  3 2  C . F . R .  8 0 0 . 2  a s  ariy 
p r e h i s t o r i c  o r  h i s t o r i c  d i s t r i c t ,  s i t e ,  b u i l d i n g ,  s ~ r u c t u r e ,  gr 
o b j e c t  i n c l u d e d  i n ,  o r  e l i g i b l e  f o r  i n c l u s i o n  i n ,  t h e  N a t i o n a l  
R e g i s t e r .  T h e  t e r m  i n c l u d e s  a r t i f a c t s ,  r e c o r d s ,  arid 1-ema ins  that 
a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  a n d  l o c a t e d  wit l l i r l  s u c h  p r o p e r t i e s .  

A t  1 6  U . S . C .  4 7 0 h - 2 ( f ) ,  t h e  NHPA p r o v i d e s  t h a t  p r i o r  t o - t h e  
a p p r o v a l  o f  e d e r a l  u n d e r t a k i n g  w h i c h  may d i r e c t l y  a n d  eye@ N H L ,  t11e head o f  t h e  rezpvnvible f e d e r a l  

n  y s h a  o the maximum e x t e n t  possible, u n d e r t a k e  s u c h  
p l a n n i n g  a n d  a c t i o n s  a s  may be n e c e s s a r y  t o  rn in lmize  Ilar.ar ts such 
l a n d m a r k ,  a n d  s h a l l  a f f o r d  t h e  A d v r s o r y  L o u n c i l  o n  His to r ic  



Preservation [ACHP) a reasonable o p p o r t u n i t y  to comment on t h e  
u n d e r t a k i n g .  An unde r t ak i ng  i s  d e f i n e d  a t  3 2  C . F . R .  8 0 0 . 2  a u  any 
project, a c t i v i t y ,  o r  program t h a t  c a n  r e e u l t  i n  c h a n g e s  in t h e  
c h a r a c t e r  o r  use of h i s t o r i c  p r o p e r t i e s .  Pu r suan t  t o  3'2 C . F . R .  
8 0 0 . 9 ( b ) ,  an under taki r iy  1 s  cons ide r ed  t o  11avc a n  adverse e f f e c t  
when t h e  e f f e c t  on a h i s t o r i c  p r o p c r t y  may d imin i ah  the i n t . e g r i t y  
of c h e  p r o p e r t y ' s  l o c a t i o n ,  d e s i g n ,  s e t t i n g ,  ma t . e r i a l e ,  
workmanship, f e e l i n g ,  o r  a s s o c i a t i o n .  Adverve effectu o n  
h i s t o r l c  p r o p e r t i e s  i n c . l u d 2 ,  b u t  a r e  not  l i m i t e d  Lo, p h y s i c a l  
d e s t r ~ l c t l o n ,  damaqe, o r  a l t e r a t l o r 1  u l  a l l  o r  p a r t  of t h c  property - 
and transfer, leatie, V L  s a l e  of t h e  p r o p e r ~ y .   ina ally, i t  ~ h o u l d  
be noced t h a t  32-c.F.R. 8 0 0 . 1 2  s t a t e s  t h a t  t t ~ e  ACHP is t.o q i v e  
s p e c i a l  con side^-ation t o  p r o t e c t i n g  N H L s .  

The Archneo loq l ca l  Hesources P ro t ec t i o r l  A c t  of 1 9 7 9  ( A R P A ) ,  
1 6  U . S . C .  470aa-mrn, was pdusea, Ln p a r t ,  t o  en su ru   he p r o t e c t i o n  
of a r c f ~ a e o l o y i c a l  r e s o u r c e s  and s i t e s  which arw on p u b l i c  lnnde .  
The term " a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  resource" i n c l u d e s ,  b u t  i u  r10t. 1 i m i t e d  
t o ,  p o t t c r y ,  b a s k e t r y ,  b o t t l e s ,  w e d p 0 ~ ~ 8 ,  weapon p r o j e c t i l e s ,  
t o o l s ,  s t r u c t u r e s  o r  p o r t l o n s  of s t r u c ~ u r e s ,  graves, human 
s k e l e t a l  m a t e r i a l s ,  o r  any port lor^ or piece of any  of t h e  
fo r ego inq  ( 1 6  U.S.C. 470bb ) .  N o  i t e m  is t u  Lc Ll-eated as n n  
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  r e s o u r c e ,  howcvcr, u n l e s s  i t  i s  a t  l e a s t  100 years 
o l d .  T h e  ARPA, a t  1 6  U . S . C .  470ee, p r o v i d e s  tha t .  no person may 
e x c a v a t e ,  remove, damage, o r  o t h e r w i s e  a l t e r  o r  d e f a c e ,  any 
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  - r e~ ;o t~ rce  l oca t ed  on p u b l i c  l a  rid u r i l e s s  d per-mi t 
h a s  been  o b t a i n e d .  C r imina l  and c l v i l  perlalLies exist f o r  
v i o l a t i o n s  of thls l d w .  I t  should  b e  nvLed, h o w e v e r ,  that 3 2  
C . F . R .  2 2 9 . 5 ,  p r o v i d e s  t h a t  no pe rmi t  i s  r e q u i r e d  under t h e  ARPA 
f o r  any pe r son  conduc t i ng  a c t i v i t i e s  on p u b l i c  l a n d  when 
a c t i v i t i e s  a r e  e x c l u s l v e l v  f o r  purposes  o t h e r  t h a n  the-excavat ion 
an H d j m o v a l  of a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  r e s o u r c e s ,  even though t h o s e  
a c t l v l t i e s  mighc i n c i d e n t a l l y  r e s u l t  i r ~  Lire d i s t u ~ - b a n c e  of 
a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  r e s o u c c e s .  T h e  excevt ior l  does  n o t ,  however, 
a f f e c t  the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o  comply w i t h  o t h e r  a u t h o r i t i e s  which 
p r o t e c t  a r c h n e o l o q i c a l  r e s o u r c e s  ( e . g .  N H P A ) .  hny excave t i on  
and /o r  removal of a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  r e s o u r c e s  required for 
compl iance  w i t h  t h e  NHPA must be conducted i n  aclcvr-ddriue w i t h  t h e  
p e r m l t  r equ i r emen t s  of t h e  ARPA.  Theue r equ i r emen t s  are l o c a t c a  
a t  1 6  U . S . C .  470cc and 3 2  C.F.R. 2 2 9 . 6 ,  a n d  223.8-9 .  

In a c o n v c r ~ a t i o n  w i t h  M s .  P h y l l i s  Sprock,  Envizonmentcl 
Coordinator, F o r t  Monroe, s h e  indicated t - h e r e  i s  no need f o r  o n  
~ h a e o l o q ~ c a l  exc:avation o r  ~ h e  i n s t a l l a c i o n  a t  ~ l ~ i s  L ~ I I I W  5-te 

w r i t t e n  - r e c o r n s  on what e x i s t s  are su c u ~ n p l r ~ e .  A l l  h i ~ ~ o r i c a l  
sites a re  a l r e a d y  mapped. An Archaeo loq i ca l  re sour^. P r o t e c t i o n  
Plan  does  e x i s t  and i s  complied w i t h  whenever any diy=n%? 
on t h e  i n s t a l l s t i o n .  



1 hope t h i s  has answered t h e  questionn you had. If T can be 

of further assistance, please d o  not h e s i t a t e  to c a l l  me. 

Sincerely, 

J. Joseph Saye 
Ma jor ,  Judge  Advocat-e 
E n v i  ronmental L a w  A t t n r n c y  
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Memorandum to Sheila Cheston, General Counsel 
From: Jeff Patterson, Assistant Counsel 
Date: June 9, 1993 
Re: Environmental Costs as a Consideration in Making 

Recommendations for Closing or Realigning a Military 
Installation 

I. Attached Documents 

(1) Final Selection Criteria as listed in the Federal Register (56 
FR 6374) on February 15, 1991, establishing the criteria to be 
used by the DoD in making its .recommenda.tion for closure or 
realignment of military installations to the 1991 Commission. 

Section B 3(c), "Analysis of Public Comments," discusses the 
issue whether costs for environmental restoration or 
environmental compliance should be used in making 
determinations of closings or realignments. In short, the 
notice explicitly states that  environmental restorations 
costs18 (costs of "clean-up and disposal of environmental 
hazards in order to correct past practices and return the site 
to a safe condition") will not be considered in DoDrs cost and 
return on investment calculations (criteria 5 ) ,  whereas 
I8environmental compliance costsfl (costs of "ensuring existing 
practices are in compliance with . . . environmental acts, in 
order to control current and future poll~tion~~) mav or will be 
considered (SSB 3 (c) and 4 (c) ) . 
Section B 4(c) provides further that in analyzing the 
nenvironmental consequences of a closure or realignment 
actionm (criteria 8 ) ,  DoD will consider at least: (a) 
threatened and endangered species; (b) wetlands; (c) historic 
and archeological sites; (d) pollution control; (e) hazardous 
materials/wastes; (f) land and air uses; and (g) programmed 
environmental costs/cost avoidances. 

(2) Guidance from the off ice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
to DoD Components regarding implementation of the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Act (P.L. 101-510) in making DoD1s 
recommendations to the 1991 Commission, dated February 13, 
1991. 

The discussion on return on investment (l1ROIn) is silent in 
regards to environmental costs, refraining from stating 
whether these costs will or will not be considered. 
Environmental impact considerations are addressed in 
Attachment 4, repeating that in evaluating such impact the 
attributes of at least (a) threatened and endangered species; 
(b) wetlands; (c) historic and archeological sites; (d) 
pollution control; (e) hazardous materials/wastes; (f) land 
and air uses; and (g) programmed environmental costs/cost 
avoidances must be appraised. 



(3) Notice of Final Selection Criteria as listed in the Federal 
Register (57 FR 59334) on December 15, 1992. 

This notice states that the criteria used by the DoD in making 
its recommendations on base closings and realignments to the 
1991 Commission will be adopted and utilized in making 
recommendations to the 1993 Commission. 

(4) Guidance from the off ice of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
to DoD Components regarding implementation of the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Act (P.L. 101-510) in making DoD1s 
recommendations to the 1993 Commission, dated December 4, 
1992. 

The ROI discussion repeats that (1) "environmental restoration 
costsff are not considered in calculating ROIs, but will be 
considered as a limitation on reuse if unique contamination 
problems exist; and (2) "environmental compliance costsw may 
be a factor utilized in making a closure or realignment 
decision. Environmental impact considerations are addressed 
on page 5 of the memorandum and in Attachment 3 (identical to 
Attachment 4 in paragraph 2, above). 

11. Leaislative History 

Section 2903(b) of the Act imposes on the Secretary of Defense 
the requirement of establishing criteria to be used by DoD in 
making its recommendations for closure or realignment. The 
statute remains silent as to what the criteria should be. 

In its discussion on environmental restoration, the Report of 
the Committee on Armed Services, House of Representative, on 
H.R. 4739 (Report 101-665), notes that the 1988 Base Closure 
and Realignment Act (P.L. 100-526) stated environmental 
restoration costs are not to be considered in ROI 
calculations. The House report further recommended earmarking 
$100 million in the Base Closure Account for .environmental 
restoration, making this authorization the exclusive source of 
funding for such projects at military installations closed 
under the I88 Act. (This was a direct response to DoD1s not 
permitting funds from the account to be used for environmental 
restoration, pursuant to its authority under the same Act.) 
This language was later agreed to by the Senate in the 
Conference Report (Report 101-923) Itto ensure the return of 
the surplus property to beneficial use of the communities 
affected by the base closure at the earliest possible time," 
and is included in the statute (§2923(a), (b)). Section 
2905(a) (C) of the statute permits the Secretary, in closing or 
realigning a military installation, to perform all activities 
required for the purpose of environmental restoration and 
mitigation, utilizing these funds. 



The Secretary is required by the Act, as part of each annual 
budget request by DoD, to report to Congress DoDfs assessment 
of the environmental effects of carrying out closure, 
realignment, and transfer actions planned for that year 
(S2907). 

The statute states that the National Environmental Policy Act 
(QtNEPAtQ) does not apply to the actions of the President, 
 omm mission or DoD in making their decisions on which military 
installations to close, but is applicable during the process 
of property disposal and relocation of functions from an 
installation. The Act established a task force which was 
required to report within 12 months of the Act's enactment 
regarding ways to improve interagency coordination of 
environmental response actions (such as laws, regulations, 
policies, and procedures) at military installations and ways 
to consolidate and streamline such actions (§2923(c)). It 
also established a model program to improve the base closure 
environmental restoration program which applies to 
environmental restoration activities at installations (S2926). 

(2) 1991 Amendments 

The Conference Report on the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 (Report 102-311) contains 
a provision establishing the Base Closure Account as the 
exclusive source of funds for the environmental restoration of 
military installations to be closed. The Report also requires 
DoD to submit to Congress, together with its annual budget, a 
report detailing projected environmental restoration costs for 
each closing installation during the budget year and the four 
succeeding years. These requirements are included in the 
Amendments passed by Congress at SS 2906(d) and 2907, 
respectively. 

(2) 1988 A c t  

The Report on Closure and Realignment of Military 
Installations, Part 1, Committee on Armed Services, House of 
Representatives, on H.R..4481 (Report 100-735), required the 
Secretary to complete a study on environmental restoration 
requirements at each military installation being closed or 
realigned and to develop a plan to achieve such work within 
five years. The Secretary was to include in the plan a 
statement regarding the funding required to accomplish the 
environmental restoration. Neither of these requirements were 
included in the Act. However, the Act did require the 
Secretary to report to Congress DoD's assessment of the 
environmental effects of carrying out closure, realignment, 
and transfer actions planned for that year, as part of each 
annual budget request by DoD (§206(a)). 



The Report required the Commission to consider the estimated 
costs and feasibility of achieving environmental restoration, 
as well as removal of hazardous and toxic materials and 
ordnance, in recommending a base for closure or realignment. 
This language was not included in the Act. 

The Act allowed (but did not require) the Secretary, in 
closing or realigning an installation, to carry out activities 
for the purpose of environmental restoration, subject to fund 
availability (S204 (a) (3) ) . As mentioned above in the 
Committee on Armed Services Report ("1990 Act," Report 101- 
655), the Secretary determined that no funds in the base 
closure account would be utilized in environmental restoration 
at closed bases because the cost of constructing replacement 
facilities exceed initial estimates and projected income from 
the sale of property from closed bases was less than 
anticipated. 

Furthermore, the actions of the Commission and Secretary while 
making their decision on which military installations to close 
were exempted from NEPA, according to the Act's provisions, 
but was applicable during the process of closing or realigning 
a military installation and relocating functions from an 
installation (SS204 (c) (I), (2) ) . 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Department of Defense @OD). 

February 15, 1991 

Department of Defense Selection Criteria for Closing and Realigning Military 
Installations Inside the United States 

ACTION: Final selection criteria. 

SUMhWRY: The Secretary of Defense, in accordance with section 2903(b), title 
XXIX, part A of the FY 1991 National Defense Authorization Act, is required to 
publish the proposed selection criteria to be used by the Department of Defense 
in making recommendations for the closure or realignment of military 
installations insikde the United States. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: February 15, 1991. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Jim Whittaker or Ms. Patricia Walker, 
Base Closure and Utilization, OASD(P&L), (703) 614-5356. 

TEXT- SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 0 .  

A. Final Selection Criteria 

The final criteria to be used by the Department of Defense to make 
recommendations for the closure or realignment of mZtary installations inside 
the United States under title XXM, part A of the National Defense Authorization 
Act 'for Fiscal Year 1991 as follows: 

I 

In selecting military installations for closure or realignment, the 
Department of Defense, giving priority consideration to military value (the - 

first four criteria below), will consider: 

Military Value 

1. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on operational 
readiness of the Department of Defense's total force. 

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities and associated airspace 
at both the existing and potential receiving locations. 



3. The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and future total 
force requriements at both the existing and potential receiving locations. 

4. The wst and manpower implications. 

Return on Investment 

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and savings, including the number 
of years, beginning with the date of completion of the closure or realignment, 
for the savings to exceed the costs. 

Impacts 

6. The economic impact on communities. 

7. The abiity of both the existing and potential receiving communities' 
infrastructure to support forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

B. Analvsis of Public Comments 

The Department of Defense @OD) received 169 public comments in response to 
the proposed DoD selection criteria for closing and realigning military 
installations inside the United States. The public's comments can be grouped 
into four topics: General, military value, costs and "payback", and impacts. The 
following is an analysis of these comments. 

(1) General Comments 

(a) A substantial number of commentors expressed concern over the proposed 
criteria's broad nature and similiarity to the 1988 Defense Secretary's Base 
Realignment and Closure Commission criteria. Many of the comments noted a need 
for objective measures or factors for the criteria. Some commentors also - 

suggested various standard measures or factors for the criteria. The inherent 
mission diversity of the Md&ry Departments and Defense Agencies @OD 
Components) makes it impossible for DoD to specify detailed criteria, or 
objective measures or factors that could be applied to all bases within a 
Military Department or Defense Agency. We have provided the commentors' letters 
to each Military Department for their consideration. The similarity to the 1988 
Base Closure Commission criteria is acknowledged. After reviewing the public 
comments we concluded that using similar criteria is appropriate. 



(b) Many commentors noted that a correlation between force structure and the 
criteria was not present. The base closure and realignment procedures mandated 
by title XXM, part A, of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
1991 (the Act) require that the Secretary of Defense's recommendations for 
closure and realignment be founded on the force structure plan and the final 
criteria required by the Act. DoD's analytical and decision processes for 
applying the final criteria will be based on the force structure plan. The 
military value criteria provide the connection to the force structure plan. 

(c) Many commentors noted the need for more detailed information on how DoD 
would implement the base closure procedures required by the Act. A recurrent 
suggestion was to group like bases into categories for analysis. In response to 
this comment and suggestion, and to respond to the general comments (a) and (b) 
above, we have issued policy guidance to the Military Departments and Defense 
Agencies on the base closure process. This guidance requires them to: 

- Treat al l  bases equally: They must consider all bases equally in 
selecting bases for closure or realignment under the Act, without regard to 
whether the installation has been previously considered or proposed for closure 
or realignment by the Department. This policy does not appply to closures or 
realignments that fall below the thresholds established by the Act or to the 86 
bases closed under Public Law 100-526; 

- Categorize bases: They must categorize bases with like missions, 
capabiities andlor attributes for analysis and review, to ensure that like 
bases are fairly compared with each other; and 

- Perform a capacity analysis: They must link force structure changes 
described in the force structure plan with the existing force and bases 
structure, to determine if a potentiai for closure or realignment exists. In the 

, . 
event detenninaton is made that no excess capacity exists in a category, then 
there will be no need to continue the analysis of that category, unless there is 
a military-vdue or other reason to continue the analysis; 

- Develop and Use Objective M d F a c t o r s :  They must develop and use 
objective measures or factors within categories for each criterion, whenever 
feasible. We recognize that it will not always be possible to develop 
appropriate objective measures or factors, and that measuresJfactors (whether 
they be objective or suEij&tive]~may v a j  for-different categories of bases. 

(d) A number of commentors recommended assigning specific weights to 
individual criteria. It would be impossible for DoD to specify weights for each 
criterion that could be applied across the board to all bases, again due to the 
mission diversity of the Military Departments and Defense Agencies. It appears 
from the comments that numbering the criteria may have been mistaken as an order 
of precedence associated with individual criteria. We do not intend to assign an 



order of precedence to an individual criterion, other than to give priority to 
the first four. 

(e) Several commentors gave various reasons why a particular installation 
should be eliminated from any closure or realignment evaluation. Public Law 
101-510 diects DoD to evaluate all installations equally, exclusive of those 
covered under Public Law 100-526 or those falling below the threshold of section 
2687, title 10, U.S. Code. Public Law 100-526 implemented the recommendations of 
the 1988 Defense Secretary's Commission on Base Realignment and Closure. We have 
issued guidance to the DoD Components instructing them to consider all bases 
equally, this includes those previously nominated for study in the Defense 
Secretary's January 29, 1990, base realignment and closure announcement that are 
above the thresholds established in the Act. Conversely, we did not receive any 
requests that a particular installation be closed or realigned pursuant to 
section 2924 of Public Law 101-510. 

( f )  A number of commentors noted a need for more management controls over 
data collection to ensure accuracy of data. We agree with this recommendation 
and have issued guidance that requires the DoD Components to develop and 
implement internal controls, consistent with their organizational and program 
structure, to ensure the accuracy of data collection and analyses being 
performed. This guidance incorporates the lessons learned from the General 
Accounting Office's review of the 1988 Base Closure Commission's work. 

(g) After detailed consideration of all comments, we have determined that 
some of the criteria may have been unclear. We have revised the criteria for 
additional clarity. 

(h) Some of the early comments we received recommended extending the original 
December 31, 1990, public comment deadline. We agreed and extended the public 
comment period to January 24, 1991. In addition, we accepted for consideration 
19 public comments received after the January 24, 1991, deadline. 

, 
(2) Miitarv Value Comments 

- - 
(a) A majority of comments received supported DoD's decision to give priority 

consideration to the military value criteria. In the aggregate, military value - . 
- 

refers to the collection of attributes that describe how well a base supports 
its assigned force structure and missions. 

(b) Several commentors recommended that National Guard and Reserve Component 
forces be included as part of DoD's base closure analysis. The Department's 
total force concept includes National Guard and Reserve Component forces, and 
these forces will be reflected in the force structure plan required by the Act 
for this base closure process. To clarify that point, criteria number one and 



three were amended. 

(c) Some commentors recommended DoD apply the military value criteria without 
regard to the DoD component currently operating or receiving the services of the 
base. The commentors noted that this would maximize utilization of Defense 
assets and therefore improve the national security. We agree with this comment. 
DoD must retain its best bases and where there is a potential to consolidate, 
share or exchange assets, that potential will be pursued. We also recognize that 
this potential does not exist among all categories of bases and that the initial 
determination of the military value of bases must be made by the DoD Component 
currently operating the base. Consequently, we have left the military value 
criteria general in nature and therefore applicable DoD-wide, where appropriate. 
We have also issued guidance to the DoD Components that encourages inter-service 
and multi-service asset sharing and exchange. Finally, we will institute 
procedures to ensure each DoD Component has the opportunity to improve the 
military value of its base structure through analysis of potential exchanges of 
bases with other DoD Components. 

(d) Some commentors recommended we include the availability of airspace in 
our considerations of military value. We agree and have revised criterion number 
two accordingly. 

(e) Several commentors requested a geographic balance be maintained when 
considering installations for realignment or closure. DoD is r e q d  by Public 
Law 101-510 to evaluate all installations equally, exclusive of those covered 
under Public Law 100-526 or those falling below the thresholds of section 2687, 
title 10, U.S. Code. However, some measures of military value do have a 
geographic component and therefore military mission requirements can drive 
geographic location considerations. 

I -.I - * 

support or perform military missions. DoD's civil service employees are an . 

integral part of successful accomplishment of defense missions, as are defense 

- -- 

one and four. 

(g) Several commentors recommended that mobilization potential of bases be 
considered and that those bases required for mobilization be retained. 
Contingency and mobilization requirements are an important military value 

consideration and were already included in criterion number three. The potential 
to accommodate contingency and mobilization requirements is a factor at both 
existing and potential receiving locations, and we have amended criterion number 



three accordingly. 

(h) One commentor recommended retaining all bases supporting operation Desert 
Shield/Storm and another recommended including overseas bases. DoD must balance 
its future base structure with the forces described in the force structure plan, 
and not on the current basing situation. Some forces currently supporting 
Operation Desert Storm are scheduled for drawdown between 1991 and 1997. DoD 
must adjust its base structure accordingly. Overseas bases will also be closed 
in the future as we drawdown DoD's overseas forces. However, Congress 
specifically left overseas base closures out of the base closure procedures 
established by the Act. 

(3) Cost and "PaybackN Comments 

(a) Some commentors recommended calculating total federal government costs in 
DoD's cost and "payback" calculations. A number of such comments gave as 
examples of federal government costs, health care and unemployment costs. The 
DoD Components annually budget for health care and unemployment costs. We have 
instructed the DoD Components to include DoD costs for health care and 
unemployment, associated with closures or realignments, in the cost 
calculations. 

@) Several commentors noted the absence of a "payback" period and some felt 
that perhaps eight or ten years should be specified. We decided not to do this; 
we did not want to rule out making changes that were beneficial to the national 
security that would have longer returns on investment. The 1988 Base Closure 
Commission felt that a six-year "payback" unnecessarily constrained their 
choices. The D ~ r n p o n e n t e s h ~ ~ c u l a t e r e ~  on 
investment for~losureor-realignment reconim&dationJ to consider it in 
their deliberations, a n d ~ ~ t j , . . t h e i j u s t i f i c a t i o ~ .  Criterion number 
five has been amended accordingly. 

(c) Some commentors recommended including environmental clean-up costs in 
base closure cost and payback calculations. Some also noted that the cost of 
environmental clean-up at a particular base could be so great fhat the 
Department should remove the base from further closure consideration. 

The DoD is required by law to address two distinctly different types of 
environmental costs. 

Thexfirst-cost involves the clean-upand~sposal..of~gn~nrnen~~h~ds in 
order to correct past pr$ctices and-return .thensite &-a-safeandition. This is 
commonly referred to as environmental restoration. DoD has a legal obligation 
under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program and tht: Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act for environmental 



restoration at sites, regardless of a decision to close a base. Therefore, 
the+e x. costs . ., will .. . .rt%2 not . be considered in DoD's cost calculations. Where 
installations have unique contamination problems requiring environmental 
restoration, these will be identified as a potential limitation on near-term 
w m m u n i t y ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ r ~ f  the installation. 

T h e ~ n d ~ , ~ s ~ v o l v e s  ensuring existing practices are in compliance with 
the Clean Air, Clean Water, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and other 
environmental acts, in order to control-cuqent-and future pollution. This is 
commonly referred to as environqentgl,cc,plpliance. Environmental compliance costs 
.;caa-pqtentiallyi,~aavoided by ceasingqthe existing practice through the closure 
o r ~ ~ ~ m ~ t ~ o f . a  baseson the other hand, environmental compliance costs may 
be a factor in determining appropriate closure, realignment, or receiving 
location options. In either case, the environmental compliance costs or cost 
avoidances may be a Eacbr;w)ns&xedd, & $ h ~ ~ ~ s t a n d  ifetum-anwinvestment. 
dculations.Jhe Department has issued guidance to the DoD Components on this 
issue. 

(d) Some commenton recommended DoD change the cost and "payback" criteria to 
include uniform guidelines for calculating costs and savings. We agree that 
costs and savings must be calculated uniformly. We have improved the Cost of 
Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model used by the 1988 Base Closure Commission 
and have provided it to the DoD Components for calculations of costs, savings, 
and return on investment. 

(4) Impacts Comments 

(a) Many ammentors were concerned about social and economic impacts on 
communities and how they would be factored into the decision process. We have . . 
issued instructions to the DoD Componen& to calculaternno,-y 
measuring the effects o r M E R % % @ ~ ~ ~ p l o ~  
oi-mat. These effects will be determined by using statisid 
information obtained from the Departments of Labor and Commerce. This is 
consistent kith the methodology used by the 1988 Base Closure Commission to 
measure economic impact. We incorporated the General Accounting Office's 
suggested improvements for calculation of economic impact. IIoD will also 
determine the direct and indirect employment impacts on receiving bases. We have 
amended criterion-nunikf Sk to reflect a s  decision. 

(b) The meaning of criterion number seven, "the community support at the 
receiving locations" was not clear to several commentors. Some wondered if that 
meant popular support. Others recognized that this criterion referred to a 
community's infrastructure such as roads, water and sewer treatment plans, 
schools and the like. To clarify this criterion, we have completely re-written 
it, while also recognizing that a comparison must be made for both the existing 



and potential receiving communities. 

(c) Many commentors asked how environmental impacts would be considered. As 
we stated in topic 3(c), DoD will consider certain environmental costs. In 
addition, we have instructed the DoD Components to consider-, at a minimum, the 
following elements when analyzing environmental consequences of a closure or 
realignment action: 

-- Threatened and endangered species 

- Wetlands 

- Historic and Archeological sites 

-- Pollution Control 

- Hazardous MaterialdWastes 

-- Land and Air uses 

-- Programmed environmental costslcost avoidances 

(d) A number of commenters questioned the meaning of criterion number nine. 
"The implementation process involvedw. The intent of this criterion was to 
describe the implementation plan, its milestones, and the Don military and 
civilian employee adjustments (Increases and decreases) at each base, that would 
result through implementation of the closure or realignment. After further 
consideration, we have determined that developing the implementation plan is a 
necessary requirement and conclusion of applying the other eight criteria. A 
description of the implementation plan, while important to the understanding the 
recommended closure or realignment, is not in itself a specific criterion for 
decisionmaking. Consequently, we have deleted criterion number nine. We have 
instructed the Military Departments and Defense Agencies to include a 
description of their implementation plans for each rpcommended closure or 
realignment, as part of the justification to be submitted to the Commission. 

C. Previous Federal Re~ister References 

(1) 55 FR49679, November 30, 1990: Proposed selection criteria and request 
for comments. 

(2) 55 FR53586, December 31, 1990: Extend comment period on proposed 
selection criteria. 



D. Paperwork Reduction Act 

The Paperwork Reduction Act (Pub. L. 96-51 1) does not apply. 

Dated: February 11, 1991. 

L.M. Bynum, 

Alternate OSD Federal Register, Liaison Officer, Department of Defense. 
p R  Doc. 91-3645 Filed 2-14-91; 8:45 am] 



ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

- 
WASHINGTON. 0.C 203018000 

I .- 

February 13, 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMPTROLLER 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION . 

-f a .  . . 
-*ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETN~Y --OF-D'EFENSE- - ..- - - - 

DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTORS QF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Base Closure Policy Memorandum Two -- Review 
Requirements, Responsibilities and Controls 

Backaround 

Title XXIX, Part A of the National Defense Authorization Act 
for Fiscal Year 1991 (the Act) establishes procedures for closing 
and- realigning bases.. - The - Deputy ,Sqre+ary: g- mempra.n$-y:. .of .:. . . - - , - . . . . , . 
hcember 10, 1990, established ptocedures for implementing the 
provisions of the Act. This memorandpm is the second in-a series 
of additional policy guidance for implementation of the Act. The 
first policy memorandum was dated-January 7 ,  1991. 

.;- >-. - The Deputy Secretary has approved the final critega for 
rkc-ending. the closure or realignment- of- military installations 
inside-the United States under the Act. The final criteria are 
at attachment (1). - 

. . 

Cateuor - - ies of Bases 

The first step in the process of evaluating your base 
structure for potential closures and realignments must involve 
grouping bases with like missions or capabilities/attributes int 
categories, and when applicable, subcategories. Categorizing 
bases is the necessary link between the forces described in the 
BorceSkructure Plan and the base structure. Determining 
appropriate categories of bases is a Service and Defense Agency 
responsibili-iy . 



Should you determine there is no excess capacitFin a 
catego'iry/subcategory, you do not need to continue analyzing that 
portion of your base structure, unless there is a military value 
or other reason to continue the analysis. 

Conversely, if you recommend a base.far closure or 
realignment, your analysis must have considered all bases within 
that category/subcategory, as well as cross-category 
opportunities. If in applying the military value criteria, you 
find bases that are militarily/geographically unique or mission- 
essential (such that no other base could stlbstifute for them) you 
may justify that fact and exclude these bases from further 
analysis.. - - 

,. . ;-3 -- .. . . -:. -*-..x 8 - 1  -- 
Criteria Measures/Factors 

You must develop and use one or more measures/factors for 
analyzing each of the final criteria. We-recognize that it will 
not always be possible to develop appropriate objective and 
quantifiable measures or factors, and that they may vary for 
different categories of bases (whether they be pbjective or 

-, =. . - * subjective) . - 

Cross-Catesorv/Multi-Service Opportunities 

As you analyze your base structure, .you should continually 
look for cross-category opportunities.,~and~coordinate- and 
cooperate with your sister ~ervices.and-'-~efense Agencies-to - - -  -- 
pursue multi-service asset sharing or . exchange. ,. 

Jn te rna l  Controls . ' ' - - . , * - I  . ,. * . : A  

*- * .L,. , _ _ .  . . -  . - . - 
Serjices and Defense Agencies must ' develop and implement an 

internal-- cont~ol plan for these base .structure reviews.. .to ensure . 
the accuracy-of data collection and analyses. At a minimum, your 
plan should -include:-- - -- - .- 

- - - -  - - -  

o Uniform guidance defining data requirements and 
sources for each category of base, 

o Systems--far verifying accuracy - -. - of data, 

o Documentation justifying any changes made to data 
submissions, and 

o Procedures to check the accuracy of the analyses 
made from the data provided. 



costs and Savinas - 

specific instructions follow for the calculation of health 
care costs, unemplopent costs, and environmental costs and 
savings. 

o W S  Costs. Base closures and realignments can 
impact CHAHrmS costs Dokwide. These net cost impacts must be 
included in your analysis, regardless of which Hilitary 
Department may eventually have to budget for such costs. 

o ~ e m w ~ s v m e n t  r 7-. 4L -. The services and Defense 
~gencies annually budget unemployment contributions to the 
Federal Employees Compensation Account for DoD military and 

- civilian employees.- You, should include the contributions- - 
attributable to closures .and . . '. realigments in your cost 
calculations. .- , 

.. , ." - .  

0 Environmental Costs and Savinqs,. Environmental 
&es$~qg&&r3n~~~osts at closing bases ar-not t.o be considered in 
your cost calculations. DoD has a legal obligation for 
environmental restoration, regardless of- whether a base is closed 
or realigned. Where installations have unique contamination 
problems requiring environmental restoration, these will be . 

considered as a potential limitation on near-term community reuse 
of the installation. ' 1  

-, . . x- , - - -r-..*:. - a  -I 

On-- the :other.-hand,- an m l$-ance,. cosf sdzsor. .savings 
can be factors in -a base c m & e n t  decision. 
Envifohental compliance c&ts :can potentially be avoided by 
ceasing the existing:pracEf&e" a -ry33.-e - --.&- pf+gh jtlie'rclosure or realignment 

- of a .-base. : : * ~onver$~e2y , ~ , $ ~ y ~ r , c ! r y e ~ t a l ~ t s  may be a 
consideratian in determ'~riiaig:appropr~ate~ - .  closure, realignment or 
receiving location options. . 

Return on- Investmenf, .. , 

- -  - - .--- A -  .. , - 
- .  - - - - .  - - - -  

Return on investment - .must be calculated, considered and 
reported with your justif~cations for each recommended closure or 
realignment package. All costs aiid savings attributable over 
time.--_a closure or realignment package-should be calculated, 
including costs or- savings at-.receiving locations. costs o r  
savings elements that are identified, but determined to be 
insignificant, need not be calculated, However, your records 
should indicate that determination. 

We have been working to improve the Cost of Base Realignment 
Actions (COBRA) model uged by the .I988 Base - Closure Commission. 
It shall be-med for your return on investment calculations. 
Attachment two provides additional guidance on the model and 
return on investment calculations. .& 



.- -'!+ -*a 

xl!ssG& 
- ,, 

Attachment three provides guidance on the =alculationc-bf 
economic impact on closing, realigning and receiving communities. 
Attachment four provides guidance on environmental impact 
considerations at closing, realigning and receiving locations, in 
addition to the environmental costs and savings considerations 

Attachments 

. CoJ.in,McMillan,. , -At,---- 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(production and Logistics) 

1. Final Criteria 
2 .  Return on Investment Calculations 
3 Economic Impact Calculations 
4 .  Environmental Impact Considerations 



The final criteria to be used by the Department of Defense 
in making recommendations for the closure or realignment of 
military installations inside the United States under Title XXIX. 
Part A of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
1991 are as follows: 

In selecting nilitary installations for closure or 
realignment. the Department of Defense, giving priority 
consideration to military value (the first four criteria below), 
will consider: 

Xilitarp Value 

1. The ,curxen< and fyku&q&si'igl, requirements and 
the &st on, gpgr-enal readiness of the 
Department of Defense's total force. 

2 .  The availability and condition of land, facilities 
and associated airspace at both the existing and 
potential receiving locations. 

3 .  The ability to accommodate contingency, 
mobilization, and f u + l y t a l - r E a ~ c e ; r e q u i - r e m e n t s  
at both-the existing and potential receiving 
locations. 

4 .  The- cost 'and manpower impli'qations. 

Return bn ~nvestment 

5 .  The e x t e ~ t  grid timing of potential costs and 
savings, including the number of years, beginning 
with the date of completion of the closure or 
realigrpent. for the savings to exceed the costs. 

6 .  The economic impact on communities. 
- 

7-. The-ability of b~th the -exist-ing and-potential 
receiving communities8 infrastructure to support 
forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

Attachment (1) 



~ e t u r n  on. Investment C u & U i % b ~  

The Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model (used by 
the 1988 Base Closure Commission) is a useful tool to75alculate 
return on investment for closure and realignment options. .The 
model does not produce budget quality data. The model uses 
standard cost factors and algorithms to estimate costs and 
savings over time. It then calculates return on investment years 
and the 20-year net present value of a closure or realignment 
package, 

In order to ensure consistency in methodology, Services and 
Defense Agencies shall use the improved-COBRA model developed 
under the sponsorship of the Army's ~otal-Army ~asing'study 
(TABS) office. We recognize that Service and Defense Agency 
planning and accounting mechanisms are sufficiently different to 
warrant se*ide/xgency specific standard cost factors. Your - 
documentation must justify use of such cost factors- 

Return on Investment can be calculated as follows: 

1) Array all the calculated costs and savings by 
fiscal year- for the closure or realignment option. 
Costs and savings should be arrayed uninflated for 
20 years'. 

2) Discount each year of the net costs or savings 
using a 10 percent discount rate. 

3) Determine the fiscal year the closure or 
realignment is completed.* - 

4) Count the number of years, after the year of 
completion, it takes for the net present value to 
reach zeroz.or .become negative. -<This number is the 
return- on- investment years. 

- -  . 

5 )  Slim the discbunted net costs/savings for the 20- 
year period-. m i s  sum is-the 20-year net present 
value 

OMB Circular A-94 applies to these calculations, in general, 
.b=specifying a 10 percent discount rate and zero percent 
inflation; - F i ~ l -  er-iterion number five specifically appl-ies to 
return on investment.- If you have any questions, please call Mr. 
Don Miglionico on (703) 697-8048 (AV 227-8048). 

* The year of the closure is defined as the year in which the 
majority of personnel have left, and the mission and 
functions cease to be performed at the installation. For 
these calculations,- a closure or realignment can be 
considered complete even if the installation is in caretaker 
status. 

155 Attachment (2) 



The 1988 Base Closure Commission calculated economic impact 
by measuring the decrease or increase in direct employment in a 
community, county, or standard metropolitan district that would 
result at closing or realigning bases or at receiving locations. 
The General Accounting Office, in their review of the 
Commission's work, recommended that indirect .. - employment impacts 
also be considered. 

Economic impact on communities will be measured by the 
direct and indirect effect on employment at closing and 
realigning bases, as well as at receiving locations. 

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) will develop 
- -, - - 

computerized spreadsheets based on We formulae and rationale 
used in 1988, with the addition of appropriate multipliers to 
measure indirect economic impacts. OEA will provide a 
description of how they developed the formulae, rationale and 
multipliers, and how they are used in the calculations. 

The Services and Defense Agencies will be responsible for 
determining changes in military, civilian and contract^dr'~(loca1 
on-base contracts- only) employment at each base. This is the 
direct employment impact. The OEA spreadsheets have a place for 
entry of this data which will be a Service and Defense Agency 
responsibility. Once entered, the computerized spreadsheet will 
calculate the economic impact (the direct and indirect effect on 
.employment) of the closure  EX^ realignment for each affected 
?nstallation. 

- * *.- 

Attachment (3) 



Environmental Impact Considerations 

./- 

' SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

RESULTING FROM CLOSURE/REALIGNMENT ACTION AT: 

Installation Name Location 

(Provide a ~ u m a r v  statement and status for the following 
environmental attri-butes-at- each instal1,ation affected by the 
closure/realignment action, including receiving installations. 
These key environmental attributes are not meant to be all 
inclusive. Others may be - . . - .  added - as appropriate.) 

o Threatened or Endangered Species 

o Wetlands 

a- Historic or archeological 'sites 

o Pollution Control 

o Hazardous Materials/Wastes 

o Land and Air Uses 

o programmed Environmental Costs/Cost Avoidances 

Attachment ( 4  j 



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
Office of the Secretary 

AGENCY: Department of Defense @OD). 

December 15, 1992 

Department of Defense Selection Criteria for Closing and Realigning Military 
Installations Inside the United States 

ACTION: Notice of Final Selection Criteria. 

SUMMARY: The Secretary of Defense, in accordance with Section 2903(b), Public 
Law 101-510, as amended, published in the February 15, 1991, Federal Register 
the Final Selection Criteria to be used in making recommendations for the 
closure and realignment of military installations inside the United States. 
These final criteria became effective on February 15, 1991. The final criteria 
published at that time will be used again, unchanged, by the Department of 
Defense to make recommendations that will be reviewed by the 1993 Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission. This notice republishes those criteria. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. Peter Potmchny or Colonel Kirby Allen, 
OASD (P&L), (703) 697-8048. 

TEXT. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: -* 

A. Final Selection Criteria 

The final criteria to be used by the Department of Defense to make 
recommendations for the closure or realignment of military installations in 

. accordance with Public Law 101-5 10, as amended, follow: 

In selecting military installations for closure or realignment, the 
Department of Defense, giving priority consideration to military value (the 
first four criteria below), will consider: 

Military Value 

1. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on operational 
readiness of the Department of Defense's total force. 

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities and associated airspace 
at both the existing and potential receiving locations. 



3. The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and future total 
force requirements at both the existing and potential receiving locations. 

4. The cost and manpower implications. 

Return on Investment 

5. The extent and timing of potential costs and savings, including the number 
of years, beginning with the date of completion of the closure or realignment, 
for the savings to exceed the costs. 

6. The economic impact on communities. 

7. The ability of both the existing and potential receiving communities' 
hfhstmcture to support forces, missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

B. Backmound Information 

The February 15, 1991 Federal Register notice contained an analysis of public 
comments received and a d d p t i o n  of the changes DoD made to the proposed 
criteria published in a November 30, 1990 Federal Register Notice. DoD received 
169 public comments in response to the proposed criteria and request for 
comments. The proposed criteria were appropriately amended based on these 
comments. The final criteria were accepted by Congress in 1991 and served well 
in the 1991 effort. They will therefore be used again, unchanged, by the 
Department of Defense to make recommendations to the 1993 Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission. 

C. Previous Federal Register References 

(1) 55 FR 49679, November 30, 1990: Proposed selection criteria and request 
for drnmrnents. 

(2) 55 FR 53536, December 31, 1990: Extend comment period on proposed 
selection criteria. 

(3) 56 FR 6374, February 15, 1991: Publish selection criteria and analysis 
of comments. 



Dated: December 11, 1992. 

L.M. Bynum, 

Alternate OSD Federal Register, Liaison Officer, Departmalt of Defense. 
VR Doc. 92-30523 Filed 12-11-92; 2:35 pm] 



DN AND 

ASStSTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 2 0 3 0 1 6 0 0 0  

COMPTROLLER - 
GENERAL, COUNSEL 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

- - -. >-- , DIRECTORl OPERATIONAL .%EST AND -EVALUATION 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

I 

1 SUBJECT: Base Closure Policy Memorandum Two 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 

p a c k q r o a  
-.- - ---* - . - ,. - 

This  memorandum is the second i n  a series of addi t ional  
ASD(P&L) po l i cy  guidance implementing the Defgnse.Base Closure 
and Realignment A c t  of 1990 .(Public Law, lOl-=Sf 0) , as amended, and 
t h e  Deputy S e c r e t a r y f s  1993 Base R e a l - i w e i i t  and-Closure 
(BRAC 93) guidance of May 5, 1992.' ~ D ~ P ~ ; L ) ' . ' P O I ~ C ~  Memorandum 
One w a s  dated~,A;ugust, 4, -1982-; -----'- - - - - - - '  A , . 

< . > - - >  f l i l i t a r v  Treatment  Facil~tv . --.- - (MTFI Anslvsef 
: .-., .:., s.; 2 - - - . .x>>-~,- $ . : .< 7, . -- 4 .  . 

2,.+.*. 
- .:-,..$ - . * 

< I. ,;, 2 . =- 
a . z  7 ' < : a -  ,.<.- , . I. .--*. 

TKE! .~e'c*tx.e& -5- - - df;5the?:~i l$tarp:;~*~~&kn't s will be 
respons ib le  for incluiuding l i l i t a r y  Treatment Facilities (MTFs) i n  
t h e i r  BRAC 9 3 a n a l y s e s .  Nominations of me M i l i t a r y  Departments 
of ,MTF.-closures o r  realignments w i l l  *be reviewed by t h e  Assis tant  
S e c r e t a r y  of -Dqfense- f o r  Health Affairs (ASD (HA) ) and returned tp 
t h e  secretaries of -the-MXitafjf Departments. The f i n a l  
recommendations of t h e  Sec re ta r i e s  of t h e  M i l i t a r y  Departments t o  
t h e  Sec re ta ry  of Defense w i l l  include t h e  views of the ASD(HA), 
=f -different from those of t h e  Sec re ta r i e s  of t h e  Mil i ta ry  

- - - -  - -  - - - - 

Departments. - 
- 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEF-ENSE 



The- S e c r e t a r i e s  of t he  Mi l i t a ry  Departments and ASD (HA) , 
working t o g e t h e r  through t h e  Health A f f a i r s  Base Closure Jo in t  
Service Working Group, may a l s o  i d e n t i f y  MTFs as candida tes  f o r  
c l o s u r e  o r  reduct ion,  such a s  when mu1tipl.e DoD h e a l t h  c a r e  
d e l i v e r y  a c t i v i t i e s  c r e a t e  overlapping cat.chment areas o r  when 
small b e n e f i c i a r y  populations r e s i d e  within areas uhere more c o s t  
e f f e c t i v e  a l t e r n a t i v e s  should be  considered, Working group 
recommendations w i l l  be forwarded t o  the S e c r e t a r i e s  of t h e  
M i l i t a r y  Departments f o r  inc lus ion  in their f i n a l  recommendations 
as appropr ia t e .  If t h e  Secre tary  of a Military Department 
d i s a g r e e s  with a closure recommendation fonrarded by t h e  Heal th 
Affairs Base Closure J o i n t  Service Working Group, t h e  Secre tary  
s h a l l  forward the.Groupts recommendation w i t h  t h e  Secre tary ' s  

,--. . reason f o r  . disagreeing, . =.==.a - t o  t h e  Secre tary  of Defense. 

-.- . 

Return on investment must be ca lcula ted ,  considered and 
r e p o r t e d  with DoD Componentst j u s t i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  each recommended 
c l o s u r e  o r  realignment package. A l l  c o s t s  and savings  
a t t r i b u t a b l e  over time t o  a c losure  o r  realignment package, 
s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  '&low guidance, should be ca lcu la ted , '  inc luding  
c o s t s  o r  savings  a t  receiving loca t ions .  Costs  o r  savings  
elements t h a t  are i d e n t i f i e d ,  but  determined t o  i n s i g n i f i c a n t ,  
need n o t  be ca lcu la ted ,  However, DoD Component records  should , 
i n d i c a t e  t h a t  determination. 

- - 
The Cost  '%f Basi -  Reali-gnment Actions (COBFL?k3-.mode2---, - - 

c a l c u l a t e s  r e t - p  on investment. ASD(P&L) Policy Memorandum One 
required -the .vi&tary Departments and Defense Agencies t o  use  t h e  
c u r r e n t  ~~~p%%?r&ion : ,$ ..& i -:-. (4.0) , , order to ensure, consistency in 

methodology. .+~'ehobgh the model does not produce budget q u a l i t y  
data, it .uses -sf.andard cost -Sactors and a lgor i thms t o  estimate 
c o s t s  and savings' over time. 

- - 
- - - - . --ir-.reco&iie t h a t  Mlitary Departnent &d ~$xJse Agency ' 

planning  and a ~ ~ u n t i n g  mechanisms are suf  f i c i e n t a y  - d i f  f e r e n f  t o  
warrant  Department/Agency specific s tandard  c o s t  f a c t o r s  i n  t h e  
COBRA model. DoD Component documentation must justify the ube of 

- - - - -  such cost_ f a c t o r s  ._ 
- -  - -  - - -  - 

Attachment 1 provides a d d i t i o n a l  guidance on t h e  COBRA mpdel 
and r e t u r n  on investment c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h o s e  r a r e  ins t ances  
when it is impossible t o  use t he  COBRA model f o r  ca lcu la t ions .  

S p e c i f i c  i n s t r u c t i o n s  fol low f o r  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of h e a l t h  
Care c o s t s ,  unemployment c o s t s ,  Homeowners Ass is tance  Program and 
envir0IImental costs,  and savings f o r  input t o  the COBRA model. 

-/- 



o Health Care C o s u  
. - /-- 

oo CHAMPUS Cost Base closures and realignments can 
have an impact on CHAMPUS zosts DoD-wide. These net cost impacts 
must be included in analyses of closures or realignments 
involving Military Treatment Facilities. 

oo Me&- Medicare costs will not be included 
in DoD Component cost analyses. The Medicare program consists of 
Part A (hospital and related costs) and Part B (supplemental 
costs), Part A is financed by Medicare payroll taxes. The only 
appropriated funds used to support Medicare are those portions of 
the Part B costs that exceed the monthly premiums paid by the 
members/beneficiaries. Therefore, total Medicare appropriations 
will not significantly- change, return on investment a calculations. 

o ynem~lovment Costs The Military Departments and Defense 
Agencies annually budget unemployment contributions to the 
Federal Employees Compensation Account for DoD military and 
civilian employees, DoD Components should include the 
contributions attributable to closures and realignments in their 
cost calculations, , - -- . *  - - . .- 

o Bomeomers Assistance Prosram (HAP) The ~ecretaijt of the 
Army will provide each Military Department and Defense Agency 
with a list of installations that have a reason.able probability 
of having a HAP program approved, should the..installatios;&. 
selected for closure or realignment. - HAk. costs -will bk ;included 
for each of the installations so identifie& by:the Secretary-of 
the Army. 

o JCnvironmental R e s t ~ r a t i o n  CQ EnvAronment a1 
Restoration costs at. closing: bases a z n o t  to be' considered ;in 
cost of closure calculations. DoD has a - 1P'g'ai &ligatio$"f or 
environmental restoration regardless of whether.a base is close 

* , or zealigned. Where closing, &~r,?&alf gning instal' - .  
uniaue contaminagign _problems re ---2'----,. 

IaLaons nave - - 
.-- - - !quiring 'envzrorunriltal 

resioration, these will be- conszdered--as a .potential -limitation 
of the installation, on near-term community reuse 

o Fnvironmental Compliance Cosm Environmental compliance 
costs can he a factor in-a base closure or realignment decision. 
Costs associated with bringing existing pra-ctices into compliance 
with environmental rules and regulations cab potentially be 
avoided when the base closes. Environmental compliance costs may 
be incurred at receiving locations also, and therefore will be 
estimated. 



o >and Valve  Given e x i s t i n g  - s t a t u t e  and - p r a c t i c e  
r e g a r d i n g - t h e  disposal of r e a l  property,  e s p e c i a l l y  p u b l i c  
b e n e f i t  transfers, land and f a c i l i t i e s  value may not  always be 
r e a l i z e d .  I n  cases  where some proceeds can be expected, M i l i t a r y  
Departments and Defense Agencies must e s t ima te  t h e  amount t o  be 
rece ived  f o r  such r e a l  property.  Estimated l a n d  and f a c i l i t y  
va lue  w i l l  genera l ly  be based on t h e  a n t i c i p a t e d ' h i g h e s t  and best 
use f o r  the l and  and f a c i l i t i e s .  assuming'appropriate  zoning, 
u n l e s s  r e a d i l y  ava i l ab le  informir ion  i n d i c a t e s  that zoning is 
l i k e l y  t o  be more r e s t r i c t i v e .  Where i n s t a l l a t i o n s  have unique 
contamination problems, a p o r t i o n  of  t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  may have t o  
be segregated from disposa l  s o  t h a t  community r euse  may proceed 
on the balance.  Estimated value should be adjus ted:  f o r  any 
such pa rce l ing ,  i n c l u d i n g , d i s c o q t i n g  proceeds when s a l e  of 
contaminated property is p o s s i b l e  only a f t e r  cleanup is complete; 
f o r  reduced p r i c e s  where p roper ty  is l i k e l y  t o  be s o l d  f o r  
r e s t r i c t e d  uses; or,  when s i g n i f i c a n t  pub1 ic .benef i t  discount  
t r a n s f e r s  are ant ic ipa ted .  

o F o r c e ~ c t u r e  S a v i n a  The savings a s soc ia ted  with 
f o r c e  structure drawdouns shal l -no:  be included i n  the r e t u r n  on 
investment ca lcu la t ions .  While decreased f o r c e  ' s t ruc tu re  w i l l  
o f t e n  be t h e  untierlying reason f o r  recommending base c losures  o r  
real ignments ,  t h e  savings a s soc ia ted  with c l o s i n g  -bases should be 
founded on t h e  el iminat ion of base opera t ing  supp0~': . (30~) ,  .,- - 
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  and r e l a t e d  c o s t s .  . . - .= 

.+ - . - .. 
.,<- 

p.-- - --=- ., * ....... -.,..:.<-- -.&- * 

.- ... - - -,. :-- -' ., 

0 llitar~ Con ~i l~fx~pgp'~-&~~fi<S~&d-d~efen 
Agencies'will describ-pated c o n s t r u c t i o 6  reqdrements 
(barracks square feet, .etc. 1 to: impk-ent.. a' ~hc:;re$ommendation 
and n o t  a c t u a l  - , p r o j ~ c ~ s .  - T~hese~r~e~~&~ents;~.on1~~t31ecome -‘ rT.-r.- 4+4i-- .; projects 
during the imp3;iiaeri6ation' hasemf @er ~ ~ h t - t t ~ o ~ S s 5 ~ n ~  meets and 
a f t e r  i n s t a l l a t i o n  3itc s u ~ y s . : a r e ~ ~ c o n d u ~ e d -  and formal p r o j e c t  
documents (DD 1391s) are -pr4pared,' 

1 z-. I - - -- 
o Conscruction- --~voidances C l n s h g  r6-d- re 'al igning . - ! rJ - - 

b a s e s  can result i n  - c ~ ~ ~ ~ r u c t i o n  c o s t  avoidances. Cost  
avoidances should include FY94-99-programmed m i l i t a r y  and family - 
housing cons t ruc t ion  t h a t  can be avoided a t  the c los ing  o r  

- 
i; 

r e a l i g n i n g  base, other  than  new-mission cons t ruc t ion .  
2 

- -  i 



I COBRA Model Ass~mptions 

The fol lowing statements c l a r i f y  c e r t a i n  c o s t  assumptions 
w r i t t e n  i n t o  t h e  COBRA model: 

o JIocal Moves. Moves of less than 5 0  miles w i l l  not incur  
PCS moving cos t s .  

i t v  p l a c e m a  S v s m  CO-. FortY-one Percent of 
a l l  employees placed i n  o ther  jobs through t h e  DoD P r i o r i t y  
Placement Program w i l l  be re loca ted  a t  government - expense (based 
on h i s t o r i c a l  d a t a ) ,  

o z..dtudents. ..F_or - th -wuqmses  of .-return on investment 
c a l c u l a t i o n s ,  se lqca t ion:  b;f .s tudents u i l l  0n1y~'impact the COBRA 
model's c a l c u l a t i o n  of-overhead costs, and as appropriate ,  

1 estimates of military const ivct ion requirements. 

v 
Attachment 2 provides guidance on t h e  ca lcu la t ion  of 

economic impact-on closing, r e a l i g n i n g  and rece iv ing  communities.. 

Attachment 3 provides guidance on documenting environmental 
impact cons idera t ions  a t  closing, rea l igning  and receiving 
l o c a t i o n s .  a ,+. - -- - % 

For environmental-iqpactconsiderations, B , . L . c  t h e r e  i s  no need t o  
undertake new e n v i r o n m e n t a l f ~ ~ d ~ ~ e s .  p Kg-zs-3 ,+,l.+w~ ..,.%-,-* . DoD - Co-*orients may use a l l  
available ,envi-r~~ent&E~@~~t~on - ,  . ,  ..-i+,i,*dA4---'ee=h.-. % .  ~-regardX<ss~;of, when, how o r  
f o r  what purpose if - uasy*coYj3Gcted. If- a DoDf -Component should 
choose t o  undertake - a ~~ii6w'&ZnvLSonmental s tudy,  the study must 
c o l l e c t  the-same in-forwzition from a l l  bases i n  the DoD 

-Component'+ base s t ruc tu re ,  un less  t h e  s tudy is designed t o  fill 
gaps i n  i n f  ormation-smXaf al l  -bases can be t r e a t e d  equally.  
Attachment -3 provides-a:-s-sample of t h e  r epor t ing  format used t o  
sununarize the environmental consequences of c losure  o r  
realignment of an i n s t a l l a t i o n .  



peceivin~ Bases 

DoD Cqmponents must identify receiving bases for large units 
or activifies, including tenants which are to be relocated from 
closing or realigning bases. The COBRA model will calculate the 
costs for relocating such units or activities. DoD Components do 
not need to identify specific receiving bases for units or 
tenants with less than 100 civilian/military employees. Finding 
homes for these activities can be left to execution. However, 
DoD Components should establish a generic -base xu within the 
COBRA model to act as the surrogate receiving base for the 
aggregation of these smaller units or activities, in order to 
ensure completeness of cost and savings calculations. 

On each base designated for closure or realignment the 
future of guard and reserve units of all Military Departments 
residing on or receiving suppofl from that base must be 
considered. Once a decision has been made to include an enclave 
or relocate guard and reserve units, the effected unit 
identifications must be included in the DoD Component's 
recommendations to the Secretary of Defense, Military 
construction and repair costs of fitting out an enclave for 
reserve component or guard use uill be estimated. 

Military Departments and Defense Agencies must document the 
receipt of valid -requests received. under section 2924 of P .L. 
7X01-510 and. .document :the steps taken'. to give them special 
consideration. Such documentation. is subject to re-view by the 
General Accounting-Office, - ..-< the Commission A and the Congress. 

I- 

Release of Znformation ___ r 
- - - .- . - - - - -- 

PUbli~ Law 101-510, as amended, established the Defense Ba 
Closure and Realignmet Commission to review the Secretary of 
Defense's recommendarions for the closure or realignment of 
mi-titary-installations and- t o  conduct public hearings on the 
recommendations. Unless specifical~y required by Jaw, data use 
by the DoD Components to analyze and evaluate military 
installations will not be released until the Secretaryto 
recommendations have been forwarded to the Commission. 



The General Accounting Off ice (GAO) , however, ha3.a special 
role in assisting the Commission in its review and analysis of 
the secretaryt s recommendations and -must also prepare -a -report 
detailing the Secretary's selection process. As such, the GAO 
will be provided, upon request, with as much information as 
possible without compromising the deliberative process. The 
Military Departments and Defense Agencies must keep records of 
all data provided to the GAO. 

~ c t  i ons  wi th  ~ ~ l t d p l e ~  lnstaJ1at On TmpactS - - . _ %  _.- 
This expands the policy guidance on-emulative impacts on ' 

installations previously provided in ASD(PLL) Policy Memorandum 
One. . . . .  , . - . < 

- -  - 
,?& the DoD Components review their base structure or conduct 

i functional studies with base closure or realig~lent impacts, a- 
determination must be made as to whether a review or study 

J impacting more than one installation should be considered a 
single action under P.L. 101-510. To be considered a single 

1 action, the review or study must: 
1 

11) ~esult in the closure or realignment- of at' least one ' I 

4 installation which would trigger the numerical 
thresholds of P.L. 101-510; and 

(2)  Involve inextricably linked elements, in that failure 
to proceed with any one element of the action would - require reevaluation of the entire action. 

peportinu F ~ m a u  

-~ttdchknt 4 describes the reporting f orniaps, -f.or: (1). the 
anticipated DoD report to the Comission, and - ( 2 )  Militan 
Department and Defense Agency justifications for their Marsh 15, 
1993, closure--ad realignment recommendations. 

Attachments 
1. Return on Investment Calculations 

. 2. Economic Impact Calculations 
3. Environmental ~mpact Considerations 



peturn on Tnvestment Calculations (COBRA Alternative) . .< , * - L , 

I n  t h o s e  r a r e  ins tances  when u s e  of t h e  COBRA model i s  no t  
poss ib le ,  Return on Investment can be c a l c u l a t e d  as follows: 

1 
1) Array a l l  t h e  c a l c u l a t e d  c o s t s  and savings by A 

fiscal .year f o r  the c l o s u r e  o r  realignment option. i Costs and savings should b;e arrayed u n i n i l a t e d  f o r  . 
i 20 years.  
t 
1 

2 )  Discount each year  of  the n e t  c o s t s  o r  savings 
using a 10 percat  discount  rate. 

. 3)- Determine .the fiscal year  t h e  closufe o r  f 
' realignment is completed. The year 'of t h e  closure ; 

is defined as t h e  year in which the major i ty  of i 
personnel have left ,  and the mission and funct ions . 
cease t o  be performed a t  the i n s t a l l a t i o n .  For 
t h e s e  ca lcu la t ions ,  a c losure  o r  realignment can 

t 

be considered complete even if t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n  i s  
i n  care taker  s t a t u s .  * 

4 )  -Count t h e  number of years,  after t h e  year  of 
completion, it t a k e s  for.. the net. p r e s e n t  value t o  
reach: zero -or- becohe: negaqi.ve. T h i s  njmber is the 
r e t u r n  .on invesp*Urt?  yea$... . i 

i ;- ? .5- . -- .y- ---. <?< \. ? 
1 , . -  -- & =-., ;- A .--a - . . .- -- -.*- L .* . -.. -. .x -,--A. ,..* .L.'?~L-* +.L2 * z-k4e,p>;--, .--... 

5) sum &e diiico3nted-.net 7*cos ts / sav~&T"sfor  t h e  2 0 -  ?. I .  

year  period. ~ - -  is z ' s ~  ..+- - 5s- _ .- - 20-year n e t  present  
value. - "  - .  ,,. f 

- L a .  .., -., e ' _ " .  .:.:: -8 .--+-- 3;,:--;-:, p,-.; - . - : - . .  i 
om c i r c u l a r  ~ - 9 4 i  applies- t o  these; ca~~ulations, i n  general ,  i 

by spec i fy ing  a 1 0  percknt discount rate:dnd zero percen t  r 
i n f l a t i o n .  i 4 

- . - *=', . 
- - - 'E*cEpt&m; 0 -&e &&G guid&cc aB- be ~ c n s i G 2 e d  -on a 

case  by case  b a s i s  by ASD(P&L) if warranted. 
i 
i! 

- * 

5 
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Lconomic I m p a d  Calculations 

Economic impact on communities will be measured by the 
direct and indirect effect on employment at closing and-- 
realigning bases, as well as at receiving locations. 

The office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) will design and 
update computer spreadsheets with the appropriate multipliers to 
measure indirect economic impacts. 

The Military Departments and Defense Agencies will be 
responsible for determining changes in military, civilian and 
contractor employment at each base. Only c:ontractor personnel 
employed on the base, or in the immediate-vicinity, which support 
on-base activities will be considered. This-is the direct 
employment impae .  The OCR spreadsheets have a place for entry - 
of th%% data -whi:& -%;i:lL.be a. .Mlitary. Department qnd Defense 
Agency respons,&ility. Once entered, the computerized 
spreadsheet kill calculate the economic impact (the direct and 
indirect effect on employment) of the closure or realignment for 
each affected installation. The military -and DoD civilian data 
used for calculating the economic impact must be the same as used 
in the COBRA model. 

. . 
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2 .- - 1.. . . . S m Y  -- OF ENVIRONMENTAL ., a CONSEQUENCES 

RESULTING FROM.~CLOSURE/~IGNMENT ACTION AT : 

Installation Name Location 

(Provide a ~ u m ~  statement and status for the following 
environmental attributes at each installation affected by the 
closurelrealignment action, including receiving installations. 
These -key environmental attribut&% are not meant to be all I 

inclusive. Others may be added as appropriate.) ? 
I 

i 

0 Threatened or Endangered Species 

Historic or archeological sites 

o Pollution Control 

o Hazardous Materials/Wastes 

o. - Land Use4 and Alrspace Implications - - * .  . .- - 

o Programmed Environmental Costs/Cost Avoidances 



7 m p a r t m a n t  of Defense 

1 Base Closure and Realignment 
Report t o  t h e    on mission 

I C I e ~ ~ t i v ~  Sununary (Voluma I) 
1 r -  

1. 1 9 9 3  Base Closure Procedures 
2.  Force S t ruc tu re  Summary - Unclassif ied 
3. F i n a l  C r i t e r i a  
4 .  Compilation of Recommendations ! 5 Lmplemntation 

PLL 
Joint . - Staff  

A L  
PCL 
PCL 

Appendices 

i. pub l i c  Law 101-510 (as amended) PLL 

ii. Section 2687, T i t l e  10 ,  US Code PLL 
PLL 

i v .  Base S t ruc tu re  S-ry PLL I v. History of Base Closures PLL 

v i .  Indax of Affected Bases & personnel -cts . 
PLL 

! - - 
I 
j ~ o r c o  S t ruc tu re  ~ l m  ( c l a s s i f i e d )  (~01- 11) 

- Join t  S taf f  
4 

! w p . m n t  of t h e  hnalyms and ~~~ndAti0ns ( V o l m  1x1) Army 
't 

1. Exed\itiw Suxmary 
I 2. Statement of Purpose 

3. Sersrice Projected Force S t r u c t a r s  
I 4 Seroice  Process 
1: 5 Descript ion of Analyses 

6 -  Racoarmsndstions ( s e a  attached fo-t) 
7. Budgat Impacts 
8. C l a s s i f i e d  Appendices (FF required) 

kpartmenc of t h e  Navy ~ a l ~ s e s '  *nd F t a c ~ n d a t i o o .  (Velum N) H a 4  L Uarine 
2 

, 

1. Executive Sumnary 
2.  Statement of Purpose 
3- Service projec ted  Force St ructure  - - 
4 Service Process 
5 Descript ion of Analyses 
6 .  ~acoxnnendations (see 'a t tached format) - - 
7 .  Budget lmpacts 
8 .  C l a s s i f i e d  Appendices ( i f  r squi r rd l  

hpa-nt of t h e  Mr Force )rrulyses and Rs~cUm=nd.tions (Vol- V) Air Force 
-. 

1. Executive S m r y  
2. Statement of Purpose 

- 3. S e n i c e  Projqcted Force S t r u c t u m  
4. Service Process 
5 .--scription of Analyses 
L . ~ccamrmndations (see at tached f 0-t) - -  - 

7. Budget Impacts 
a .  c l a s s i f i e d  Appendices ( i f  requimd) 

DefCn j e  xgencies Analyses Uld ~ac-dations ( V O ~ W  V1) 
- 

Defense Agencies 

1. ~ x e c u t i v e  SlmPaary 
2 .  Statement of Purpose 
3 .  Agency Projected Force St ructure  
4 .  Agency Process 
5 .  ~ e s c r i p t i o n  of Analyses 
6. ~ecomsendations (see at tached f o m t )  
7 .  Budget Impacts 
8. c l a s s i f i e d  Appendices ( i f  requimd)  
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# m a  of Recommendation 
e g .  John Q. Public Naval Air Facility, [State] 

%ac&m.hation: Describe Ghat is td be closed andlor realigned; 
units, functions or organizations that will. be eliminated or 
moved; identify the receiving installations, if applicable; and 
describe units functions or organizations that will remain on the 
base, if applicable. 

J u s t i f i u t i o n :  Explain the reasons for the recommendation: i.e., 
force structure reductions, mission transfer, consolidation or 
elimination, excess capacity, etc., as applicable. 

Impact: Describe the impact the recommendation will have on the 
local community's economy in terms of direct and indirect 
employment loss. Also include an estimate of the cost of 
implementing the recommendation and expected annual savings after 
implementation. 
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UNITED STATES CODE SERVICE 
Copyright (c) 1993 Lawyers Cooperative Publishing 

*** THIS SECTION IS CURRENT THROUGH P.L. 103-23, APPROVED 4/16/93 *** 

TITLE 42. THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE 
CHAPTER 103. COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND 

LIABILITY 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES RELEASES, LIABILITY, COMPENSATION 

42 USCS @ 9620 (1993) 

@ 9620. Federal facilities 

(a) Application of Act to Federal Government. 

(1) In general. Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the United 
States (including the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of 
government) shall be subject to, and comply with, this Act in the same manner 
and to the same extent, both procedurally and substantively, as any 
nongovernmental entity, including liability under section 107 of this Act 142 
USCS @ 96071. Nothing in this section shall be construed to affect the liability 
of any person or entity under sections 106 and 107 [42 USCS @@ 9606 and 96071. 

(2) Application of requirements to federal facilities. All guidelines, rules, 
regulations, and criteria which are applicable to preliminary assessments 
carried out under this Act for facilities at which hazardous substances are 
located, applicable to evaluations of such facilities under the National 
Contingency Plan, applicable to inclusion on the National Priorities List, or 
applicable to remedial actions at such facilities shall also be applicable to 
facilities which are owned or operated by a department, agency, or 
instrumentality of the United States in the same manner and to the extent as 
such guidelines, rules, regulations, and criteria are applicable to other 
facilities. No department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States may 
adopt or utilize any such guidelines, rules, regulations, or criteria which are 
inconsistent with the guidelines, rules, regulations, and criteria established 
by the Administrator under this Act. 

(3) Exceptions. This subsection shall not apply to the extent otherwise 
provided in this section with respect to applicable time periods. This 
subsection shall also not apply to any requirements relating to bonding, 
insurance, or financial responsibility. Nothing in this Act shall be construed 
to require a State to comply with section 104(c)(3) [42 USCS @ 9604(c)(3)] in 
the case of a facility which is owned or operated by any department, agency, or 
instrumentality of the United States. 

(4) State laws. State laws concerning removal and remedial action, including 
State laws regarding enforcement, shall apply to removal and remedial action at 
f acilities owned or operated by a department, agency, or instrumentality of the 
United States when such facilities are not included on the National Priorities 
List. The preceding sentence shall not apply to the extent a State law would 
apply any standard or requirement to such facilities which is more stringent 
than the standards and requirements applicableto facilities which are not owned 
or operated by any such department, agency, or instrumentality. 

(b) Notice. Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the United 
States shall add to the inventory of Federal agency hazardous waste facilities 
required to be submitted under section 3016 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act [42 
USCS @ 6937) (in addition to the information required under section 3016(a)(3) 
of such Act [42 USCS @ 6937(a)(3)]) information on contamination from each 
facility owned or operated by the department, agency, or instrumentality if such 
contamination affects contiguous or adjacent property owned by the department, 
agency, or instrumentality or by any other person, including a description of 
the monitoring data obtained. 



(c) Federal Agency Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket. The Administrator 
shall establish a special Federal Agency Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket 
(hereinafter in this section referred to as the "docket") which shall contain 
each of the following: 

(1) All information submitted under section 3016 of the Solid Waste Disposal 
Act [42 USCS @ 69371 and subsection (b) of this section regarding any Federal 
facility and notice of each subsequent action taken under this Act with respect 
to the facility. 

(2) Information submitted by each department, agency, or instrumentality of 
the United States under section 3005 or 3010 of such Act [42 USCS @ 6925 or 
69301. 

(3) Information submitted by the department, agency, or instrumentality under 
section 103 of this Act [42 USCS @ 96031. 

The docket shall be available for public inspection at reasonable times. Six 
months after establishment of the docket and every 6 months thereafter, the 
Administrator shall publish in the Federal Register a list of the Federal 
facilities which have been included in the docket during the immediately 
preceding 6-month period. Such publication shall also indicate where in the 
appropriate regional office of the Environmental Prot~ection Agency additional 
information may be obtained with respect to any facility on the docket. The 
Administrator shall establish a program to provide information to the public 
with respect to facilities which are included in the docket under this 
subsect ion. 

(d) Assessment and evaluation. Not later than 18 months after the enactment 
of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 [enacted Oct. 17, 
19861, the Administrator shall take steps to assure that a preliminary 
assessment is conducted for each facility on the docket. Following such 
preliminary assessment, the Administrator shall, where appropriate-- 

(1) evaluate such facilities in accordance with the criteria established in 
accordance with section 105 [42 USCS @ 96051 under the National Contingency Plan 
for determining priorities among releases; and 

(2 ) include such facilities on the National Priorities List maintained under 
such plan if the facility meets such criteria. 

Such criteria shall be applied in the same manner as the criteria are applied 
to facilities which are owned or operated by other persons. Evaluation and 
listing under this subsection shall be completed not later than 30 months after 
such date of enactment [enacted Oct. 17, 19861. Upon the receipt of a petition 
from the Governor of any State, the Administrator shall make such an evaluation 
of any facility included in the docket. 

(e) Required action by department. 

(1) RI/FS. Not later than 6 months after the inclusion of any facility on the 
National Priorities List, the department, agency, or instrumentality which owns 
or operates such facility shall, in consultation with the Administrator and 
appropriate State authorities, commence a remedial investigation and feasibility 
study for such facility. In the case of any facility which is listed on such 
agency, or instrumentality which owns or operates such facility shall, in 
consultation with the Administrator and appropriate State authorities, commence 
such an investigation and study for such facility within one year after such 
date of enactment. The Administrator and appropriate State authorities shall 
publish a timetable and deadlines for expeditious completion of such 
investigation and study. 

(2) Commencement of remedial action; interagency agreement. The Administrator 
shall review the results of each investigation and study conducted as provided 



in paragraph (1). Within 180 days thereafter, the head of the department, 
agency, or instrumentality concerned shall enter into an interagency agreement 
with the Administrator for the expeditious completion by such department, 
agency, or instrumentality of all necessary remedial action at such facility. 
Substantial continuous physical onsite remedial action shall be commenced at 
each facility not later than 15 months after completion of the investigation and 
study. All such interagency agreements, including review of alternative remedial 
action plans and selection of remedial action, shall comply with the public 
participation requirements of section 117 [42 USCS @ 96171. 

(3) Completion of remedial actions. Remedial actions at facilities subject to 
interagency agreements under this section shall be completed as expeditiously as 
practicable. Each agency shall include in its annual budget submissions to the 
Congress a review of alternative agency funding which could be used to provide 
for the costs of remedial action. The budget submission shall also include a 
statement of the hazard posed by the facility to human health, welfare, and the 
environment and identify the specific consequences of failure to begin and 
complete remedial action. 

(4) Contents of agreement. Each interagency agreement under this subsection 
shall include, but shall not be limited to, each of the following: 

(A) A review of alternative remedial actions and selection of a remedial 
action by the head of the relevant department, agency, or instrumentality and 
the Administrator or, if unable to reach agreement on selection of a remedial 
action, selection by the Administrator. 

(B) A schedule for the completion of each such remedial action. 

(C) Arrangements for long-term operation and maintenance of the facility. 

(5) Annual report. Each department, agency, or instrumentality responsible 
for compliance with this section shall furnish an annual report to the Congress 
concerning its progress in implementing the requirements of this section. Such 
reports shall include, but shall not be limited to, each of the following items: 

(A) A report on the progress in reaching interagency agreements under this 
section. 

(B) The specific cost estimates and budgetary proposals involved in each 
interagency agreement. 

(C) A brief summary of the public comments regarding each proposed 
interagency agreement. 

(D) A description of the instances in which no agreement was reached. 

(E) A report on progress in conducting investigations and studies under 
paragraph (1). 

(F) A report on progress in conducting remedial actions. 

(G) A report on progress in conducting remedial action at facilities which 
are not listed on the National Priorities List. 

With respect to instances in which no agreement was reached within the 
required time period, the department, agency, or instrumentality filing the 
report under this paragraph shall include in such report an explanation of the 
reasons why no agreement was reached. The annual report required by this 
paragraph shall also contain a detailed description on a State-by-State basis of 
the status of each facility subject to this section, including a description of 
the hazard presented by each facility, plans and schedules for initiating and 
completing response action, enforcement status (where appropriate), and an 
explanation of any postponements or failure to complete response action. Such 



reports shall also be submitted to the affected States. 

(6) Settlements with other parties. If the Administrator, in consultation 
with the head of the relevant department, agency, or instrumentality of the 
United States, determines that remedial investigations and feasibility studies 
or remedial action will be done properly at the Federal facility by another 
potentially responsible party within the deadlines provided in paragraphs (I), 
(2), and (3) of this subsection, the Administrator may enter into an agreement 
with such party under section 122 [42 USCS @ 96221 (relating to settlements). 
Following approval by the Attorney General of any such agreement relating to a 
remedial action, the agreement shall be entered in the appropriate United States 
district court as a consent decree under section 106 of this Act [42 USCS @ 
96061. 

(f) State and local participation. The Administrator and each department, 
agency, or instrumentality responsible for compliance with this section shall 
afford to relevant State and local officials the opportunity to participate in 
the planning and selection of the remedial action, including but not limited to 
the review of all applicable data as it becomes available and the development of 
studies, reports, and action plans. In the case of State officials, the 
opportunityto participate shall be provided in accordance with section 121 [42 
USCS @ 96211. 

(g) Transfer of authorities. Except for authorities which are delegated by 
the Administrator to an officer or employee of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, no authority vested in the Administrator under this section may be 
transferred, by executive order of the President or otherwise, to any other 
officer oqemployee of the United States or to any other person. 
/- 

h) Property transferred by Federal agencies. 3 
(1) Notice. After the last day of the 6-month period beginning on the 

effective date of regulations under paragraph (2) of t.his subsection, whenever 
any department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States enters into any 
contract for the sale or other transfer of real property which is owned by the 
United States and on which any hazardous substance was stored for one year or 
more, known to have been released, or disposed of, the head of such department, 
agency, or instrumentality shall include in such contract notice of the type and 
quantity of such hazardous substance and notice of the time at which such 
storage, release, or disposal took place, to the extent such information is 
available on the basis of a complete search of agency files. 

(2) Form of notice; regulations. Notice under this subsection shall be 
provided in such form and manner as may be provided in regulations promulgated 
by the Administrator. As promptly as practicable after the enactment of this 
subsection [enacted Oct. 17, 19861 but not later than 18 months after the date 
of such enactment, and after consultation with the Administrator of the General 
Services Administration, the Administrator shall promulgate regulations 
regarding the notice required to be provided under this subsection. 

(3) Contents of certain deeds. After the last day of the 6-month period 
beginning on the effective date of regulations under paragraph (2) of this 
subsection, in the case of any real property owned by the United States on which 
any hazardous substance was stored for one year or more, known to have been 
released, or disposed of, each deed entered into for the transfer of such 
property by the United States to any other person or entity shall contain-- 

(A) to the extent such information is available on the basis of a complete 
search of agency files-- 

(i) a notice of the type and quantity of such hazardous substances, 

(ii) notice of the time at which such storage, release, or disposal took 
place, and 



(iii) a description of the remedial action taken, if any; 

(B) a covenant warranting that-- 

(i) all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment 
with respect to any such substance remaining on the property has been taken 
before the date of such transfer, and 

(ii) any additional remedial action found to be necessary after the date of 
such transfer shall be conducted by the United States; and 

(C) a clause granting the United States access to the property in any case in 
which remedial action or corrective action is found to be necessary after the 
date of such transfer. 

The requirements of subparagraph (B) shall not apply in any case in which the 
person or entity to whom the property is transferred is a potentially 
responsible party with respect to such real property. For purposes of 
subparagraph (B)(i), all remedial action described in such subparagraph has been 
taken if the construction and installation of an approved remedial design has 
been completed, and the remedy has been demonstrated to the Administrator to be 
operating properly and successfully. The carrying out of long-term pumping and 
treating, or operation and maintenance, after the remedy has been demonstrated 
tothe Administrator to be operating properly and successfully does not preclude 
the transfer of the Dro~ertv. - - - 

(4) Identification of uncontaminated property. - - 

;I 

(A) In the case of real property to which this paragraph applies (as set 
forth in subparagraph (E)), the head of the department, agency, or 
instrumentality of the United States with jurisdiction, over the property shall 
identify the real property on which no hazardous substances and no petroleum 
products or their derivatives were stored for one year or more, known to have 
been released, or disposed of. Such identification shall be based on an 
investigation of the real property to determine or discover the obviousness of 
the presence or likely presence of a release or threatened release of any 
hazardous substance or any petroleum product or its derivatives, including 
aviation fuel and motor oil, on the real property. The identification shall 
consist, at a minimum, of a review of each of the following sources of 
information concerning the current and previous uses of the real property: 

(i) A detailed search of Federal Government records pertaining to the 
property. 

(ii) Recorded chain of title documents regarding the real property. 

(iii) Aerial photographs that may reflect prior uses of the real property and 
that are reasonably obtainable through State or local government agencies. 

(iv) A visual inspection of the real property and any buildings, structures, 
equipment, pipe, pipeline, or other improvements on the real property, and a 
visual inspection of properties immediately adjacent to the real property. 

(v) A physical inspection of property adjacent to the real property, to the 
extent permitted by owners or operators of such property. 

(vi) Reasonably obtainable Federal, State, and local government records of 
each adjacent facility where there has been a release of any hazardous substance 
or any petroleum product or its derivatives, including aviation fuel and motor 
oil, and which is likely to cause or contribute to a release or threatened 
release of any hazardous substance or any petroleum product or its derivatives, 
including aviation fuel and motor oil, on the real property. 

(vii) Interviews with current or former employees involved in operations on 



the real property. 

Such identification shall also be based on sampling, if appropriate under the 
circumstances. The results of the identification shall be provided immediately 
to the Administrator and State and local government officials and made available 
to the public. 

(B) The identification required under subparagraph (A) is not complete until 
concurrence in the results of the identification is obtained, in the case of 
real property that is part of a facility on the National Priorities List, from 
the Administrator, or, in the case of real property that is not part of a 
facility on the National Priorities List, from the appropriate State official. 
In the case of a concurrence which is required from a State official, the 
concurrence is deemed to be obtained if, within 90 days after receiving a 
request for the concurrence, the State official has not acted (by either 
concurring or declining to concur) on the request for concurrence. 

(C) (i) Except as provided in clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv), the 
identification and concurrence required under subparagraphs (A) and (B), 
respectively, shall be made at least 6 months before the termination of 
operations on the real property. 

(ii) In the case of real property described in subparagraph (E)(i)(II) on 
which operations have been closed or realigned or scheduled for closure or 
realignment pursuant to a base closure law described in subparagraph (E)(ii)(I) 
or (E)(ii)(II) by the date of the enactment of the Community Environmental 
Response Facilitation Act [enacted Oct. 19, 19921 the identification and 
concurrence required under subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively, shall be 
made not later than 18 months after such date of enactment. 

(iii) In the case of real property described in subparagraph (E)(i)(II) on 
which operations are closed or realigned or become scheduled for closure or 
realignment pursuant to the base closure law described in subparagraph 
(E)(ii)(II) after the date of the enactment of the Community Environmental 
Response Facilitation Act [enacted Oct. 19, 19921, the identification and 
concurrence required under subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively, shall be 
made not later than 18 months after the date by which a joint resolution 
disapproving the closure or realignment of the real property under section 
2904(b) of such base closure law must be enacted, and such a joint resolution 
has not been enacted. 

(iv) In the case of real property described in subparagraphs (E)(i)(II) on 
which operations are closed or realigned pursuant to a base closure law 
described in subparagraph (E)(ii)(III) or (E)(ii)(IV), the identification and 
concurrence required under subparagraphs (A) and (B), respectively, shall be 
made not later than 18 months after the date on which the real property is 
selected for closure or realignment pursuant to such a base closure law. 

(D) In the case of the sale or other transfer of any parcel of real property 
identified under subparagraph (A), the deed entered into for the sale or 
transfer of such property by the United States to any other person or entity 
shall contain-- 

(i) a covenant warranting that any response action or corrective action found 
to be necessary after the date of such sale or transfer shall be conducted by 
the United States; and 

(ii) a clause granting the United States access to the property in any case 
in which a response action or corrective action is found to be necessary after 
such date at such property, or such access is necessary to carry out a response 
action or corrective action on adjoining property. 

(E) (i) This paragraph applies to-- 
/ - 



(I) real property owned by the United States and on which the United States 
plans to terminate Federal Government operations, other than real property 
described in subclause (11); and 

(11) real property that is or has been used as a military installation and on 
which the United States plans to close or realign military operations pursuant 
to a base closure law. 3 

(ii) For purposes of this paragraph, the term "base closure law" includes the 
following: 

(I) Title I1 of the Defense Authorization Amendments and Base Closure and 
Realignment Act (Public Law 100-526; 10 U.S.C. 2687 note). 

(11) The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (part A of title 
XXIX of Public Law 101-510; 10 U.S.C. 2687 note). 

(111) Section 2687 of title 10, United States Code. 

(IV) Any provision of law authorizing the closure or realignment of a 
military installation enacted on or after the date of enactment of the Community 
Environmental Response Facilitation Act [enacted Oct. 19, 19921. 

--I 
(F) Nothing in this paragraph shall affect, preclude, or otherwise impair the 

termination of Federal Government operations on real property owned by the 
United States. 

(5) Notification of States regarding certain leases. In the case of real 
property owned by the United States, on which any hazardous substance or any 
petroleum product or its derivatives (including aviation fuel and motor oil) was 
stored for one year or more, known to have been released, or disposed of, and on 
which the United States plans to terminate Federal Government operations, the 
head of the department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States with 
jurisdiction over the property shall notify the State in which the property is 
located of any lease entered into by the United States that will encumber the 
property beyond the date of termination of operations on the property. Such 
notification shall be made before entering into the lease and shall include the 
length of the lease, the name of person to whom the property is leased, and a 
description of the uses that will be allowed under the lease of the property and 
buildings and other structures on the property. 

(i) Obligations under Solid Waste Disposal Act. Nothing in this section 
shall affect or impair the obligation of any department, agency, or 
instrumentality of the United States to comply with any requirement of the Solid 
Waste Disposal Act (including corrective action requirements). 

(j) National security. 

(1) Site specific presidential orders. The President may issue such orders 
regarding response actions at any specified site or facility of the Department 
of Energy or the Department of Defense as may be necessary to protect the 
national security interests of the United States at that site or facility. Such 
orders may include, where necessary to protect such interests, an exemption 
from any requirement contained in this title or under title I11 of the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 with respect to the site or facility 
concerned. The President shall notify the Congress within 30 days of the 
issuance of an order under this paragraph providing for any such exemption. 
Such notification shall include a statement of the reasons for the granting of 
the exemption. An exemption under this paragraph shall be for a specified period 
which may not exceed one year. Additional exemptions may be granted, each upon 
the President's issuance of a new order under this paragraph for the site or 
facility concerned. Each such additional exemption shall be for a specified 
period which may not exceed one year. It is the intention of the Congress that 
whenever an exemption is issued under this paragraph the response action shall 



proceed as expeditiously as practicable. The Congress shall be notified 
periodically of the progress of any response action with respect to which an 
exemption has been issued under this paragraph. No exemption shall be granted 
under this paragraph due to lack of appropriation unless the President shall 
have specifically requested such appropriation as a part of the budgetary 
process and the Congress shall have failed to make available such requested 
appropriation. 

(2) Classified information. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and all Executive orders concerning the 
handling of restricted data and national security information, including "need 
to know" requirements, shall be applicable to any grant of access to classified 
information under the provisions of this Act or under t.itle I11 of the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986. 

HISTORY: (Dec. 11, 1980, P.L. 96-510, Title I @ 120, as added Oct. 17, 1986, 
P.L. 99-499, Title I, @ 120(a), 100 Stat. 1666.) 

(As amended Oct. 19, 1992, P.L. 102-286, @@ 3--5, 106 Stat. 2175.) 

HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 

REFERENCES IN TEXT: 
"This Act", referred to in this section, is Act Dec. 11, 1980, P.L. 96-510, 

94 Stat. 2767, commonly known as the "Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 198OW, which appears generally as 42 USCS @@ 
9601 et seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS Tables volumes. 

"The Solid Waste Disposal Act", referred to in this section, is Act Oct. 20, 
1965, P.L. 89-272, 79 Stat. 997, which appears generally as 42 USCS @ 6901 et 
seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS Tables volumes. 

"Title I11 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986", 
referred to in this section, is probably a reference to Title I11 of Act Oct. 
17, 1986, P.L. 99-499, 100 Stat. 1728, which is popularly known as the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986, andwhich generally appears as 
42 USCS @@ 11001 et seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS 
Tables volumes. 

"The Atomic Energy Act, referred to in this section, is probably a reference 
to Act Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 1073, @ 1, 68 Stat. 921, which generally appears as 42 
USCS @ 2011 et seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS Tables 
volumes. 

"Section 2904(b) of such base closure law", referred to in subsec. (h) (4) of 
this section, is probably a reference to @ 2904(b) of Act Nov. 5, 1990, P.L. 
101-510, which appears as 10 USCS @ 2687 note. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF SECTION: 

Act Oct. 17, 1986, P.L. 99-499, @ 4, 100 Stat. 1614, which appears as 42 USCS 
@ 9601 note, provides that this section is effective on enactment on Oct. 17, 
1986. 

AMENDMENTS: 
1992. Act Oct. 19, 1992, in subsec. (h) , in para. (3), in subpara. (A) (iii) , 

substituted a semicolon for " , and", in subpara. (B) (ii) , substituted " ; and" 
for the concluding period, and added subpara. (C) , and, in the concluding matter 
of para. (3), addedthe sentences beginning "For purposes of subparagraph (B)(i) . . ." and "The carrying out of long-term pumping . . .", and added paras. (4) 
and (5). 

OTHER PROVISIONS: 
Limited applicability of section. Act Oct. 17, 1986, P.L. 99-499, Title I, 

@ 
120(b), 100 Stat. 1671, effective on enactment on Oct. 17, 1986, as provided by 
@ 4 of such Act, which appears as 42 USCS @ 9601 note, provides: 

"Limited grandfather. Section 120 of CERCLA [this section] shall not apply to 
any response action or remedial action for which a plan is under development by 



the Department of Energy on the date of enactment of this Act with respect to 
facilities-- 

"(1) owned or operated by the United States and subject to the jurisdiction 
of such Department; 

"(2) located in St. Charles and St. Louis counties, Missouri, or the city of 
St. Louis, Missouri, and 

"(3) published in the National Priorities List. 
"In preparing such plans, the Secretary of Energy shall consult with the 

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.". 
Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act; congressional findings. 

Act Oct. 19, 1992, P.L. 102-426, @ 2, 106 Stat. 2174, provides: "The Congress 
finds the following: 

"(1) The closure of certain Federal facilities is having adverse effects on 
the economies of local communities by eliminating jobs associated with such 
facilities, and delay in remediation of environmental contamination of real 
property at such facilities is preventing transfer and private development of 
such property. 

"(2) Each department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States, in 
cooperation with local communities, should expeditiously identify real property 
that offers the greatest opportunity for reuse and redevelopment on each 
facility under the jurisdiction of the department, agency, or instrumentality 
where operations are terminating. 

"(3) Remedial actions, including remedial investigations and feasibility 
studies, and corrective actions at such Federal facilities should be expedited 
in a manner to facilitate environmental protection and the sale or transfer of 
such excess real property for the purpose of mitigating adverse economic effects 
on the surrounding community. 

"(4) Each department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States, in 
accordance with applicable law, should make available without delay such excess 
real property. 

"(5) In the case of any real property owned by the United States and 
transferred to another person, the United States Government should remain 
reaponaible for conducting any remedial action or corrective action necessaryto 
protect human health and the environment with respect to any hazardous substance 
or petroleum product or its derivatives, including aviation fuel and motor oil, 
that was present on such real property at the time of transfer.". 

NOTES : 

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

This section is no longer cited as authority for: 
40 CFR Part 300. 

INTERPRETIVE NOTES AND DECISIONS 
Two New England based environmental organizations do not have standing to 

obtain nationwide injunctive relief against EPA Administrator for his failure to 
assess and evaluate hazardous waste problems in each of 840 federal waste sites 
scattered throughout country, as allegedly required under @ 9620. Conservation 
Law Foundation, Inc. v Reilly (1991, CAI Mass) 950 F2d 38, 34 Envt Rep Cas (BNA) 
1089. 

EPA Administrator must conduct preliminary assessments of New England 
facilities on Federal Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket as of October 17, 1986 
and to complete evaluations of such facilities for inclusion on National 
Priorities List within 30 months, where EPA has already missed 1988 and 1989 
deadlines under 42 USCS @ 9620(d), because order is needed to insure agency 
compliance with congressionally imposed nondiscretionary duties since EPA has 
not proven impossibility of compliance with evaluation/assessment deadlines. 
Conservation Law Foundation, Inc. v Reilly (1991, DC Mass) 755 F Supp 475. 

Private party seeking response costs from Air Force for items not covered by 
consent decree may seek prejudgment interest, despite contention that CERCLA (42 
USCS @@ 9601 et seq.) does not contain express waiver of sovereign immunity from 
prejudgment interest, because face of @ 9620 makes quite clear that Congress 
intended government to be treated as any other private defendant under @ 9607, 



which clearly allows recovery of prejudgment interest. Key Tronic Corp. v 
United States (1991, ED Wash) 766 F Supp 865. 

State is entitled to hearing on its objection to United States' shipment of 
contaminated soil there under 42 USCS @ 920, where predetermination notice was 
not provided to state; copies of letters to state do not prove notice for 
summary judgment purposes. Alabama v United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (1988, MD Ala) 711 F Supp 574, revd (CAI1 Ala) 871 F2d 1548, 19 ELR 
20956. 

U.S. is not immune from state environmental resources department's 
jurisdiction over contaminated drainageway at federal facility, where department 
proceeded under state clean streams and solid waste management laws to order 
naval parts center to assess contamination and establ-ish schedule of cleanup, 
because 42 USCS @ 9620(a)(4) waiver of federal government's sovereign immunity 
applies to these "state laws concerning removal and remedial action." United 
States v Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Resources (1991, MD Pa) 778 F Supp 
1328. 



S E N A T E  
June 9 ,  1993 

I The Honorable  Herber t  H. Bateman 
1030 Longworth House Of f l ce  Bul ld lcg  
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Herb: w/,,, p c ~ & ~ (  2 f a 

Re: F o r t  Honroe, Y l r g l n l a  

I sincerely r e g r e t  - I  w l l l  be  ucable  t o  flee: wl:h ycu and o t h e r s  I n  
Norfo lk ,  on F r l d a y ,  June 11, 1993, concernlng b ~ s e  c l o s l n g s  I n  t h e  Hzmpton 
Roads a r e a .  R e g r e t t a b l y ,  I have t o  a t t e n d  c I c n s  schedzled ~ e e t l n g  of tk,e 
Sena te  F inance  C o m l t t e c  In Lynchburg end  t h e  sene can not  be c c n c e l l e d .  I 
have en joyed  worklng w l t h  you on t h l s  For t  Mcnroe c l c s l n g  e n d  comend you f c r  
your  l e a d e r s h i p .  I t  would be g r e a t l y  a p p r e ~ l a t e d  17 you would p r e s e n t  my 
vlews h e r e l n  t o  t he  Defense e a s e  Clcsure end Real lgnnent  C c m l s s l c n  a t  t he  
hea r ing  In  Norfolk.  

You have mads me aware o f  t he  p r o v l s l o c s  of 42  USCA Sec. 9620 ( ~ ) ( 4 )  
of  t h e  Comnunlty Environmental Respcnse F a c l l i t c t l o n  Act cf  1992. Th i s  fed-  
e r a l  s t a t u t e  makes s t a t e  laws concernlng t 3 e  r&r713val 2rL remedlal 8c t :cn  a t  
f a c l l l t l e s  of  t h e  federa l  g o v e r m e n t  applicable when :?,e f e d e r a l  f c c l l l t y  I s  
no t  cn t h e  " t ia t lona l  P r l o r l t l e s  L l s t . "  Fo r t  Mcnroe I s  n o t  on t h a t  l l s t .  

Knowlng of t he  l a r g e  mount of unexploded ordnance s c t t t e r e d  thrcugh-  
o u t  F c r t  Honroe, and t h a t  t h e  t l t l e  t o  m u c h  c f  t h e t  prope r ty  wculd r e v e r t  t o  
t h e  Ccmonwaal t h ,  I am persuaded t h a t  t h e  Cctm,ofiweaI:h should  use 1 t s  1e$21 
a u t h o r . l t y  under  S e c t l c n  9620 ( a )  ( 4 )  t o  p r o t e c t  i t s e l f .  I t h e r e f o r e  ~ n t l  c l p a t e  
I n t r 0 d u r _ . U a l s  l a t l o n  a t  t he  next convening of t h e m X m ! m t r Q  cT 
Y1rgInia. r e q u l r l n g  t h a t  t h e  f ede ra l  goverh.nent, a: I t s  c o s t s ,  remove a1 1 
un_explode4-ce V U m  any m r a i  land o r  f a c l l l t y  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  ' 
Comnonwealth p r i o r  t o  I t s  c l o s u r e  o r ,  c e s s z t l o n  c f  f ede ra l  a c t l v l t l e s ,  j u r l s -  
d l c t l o n  o r  ownership. 

I n  a d d l t l o n ,  t h e  l e g l s l a t l o n  I w i l l  p ropose  w l l l  r e s l s t  t h e  f l n h n c l a l  
r e s p o n s l b l l l t y  o f  t h e . C m o n w e a l t h  f o r  t h e  p r e s e r v c t l o n  and n a l n t e n a n c e  of  t h e  
Nat lona l  H l s t o r l c  Landmarks loca t ed  on For t  Honroe. I t  has been t h e  a c t l o n s  i of t h e  f e d e r a l  government s l r , ce  1838 t h a t  c r e a t e d  t h e s e  priceless h l s t o r i c r l  
landmarks. I t  would be lnconce lvab le  f o r  t h e  f e d e r a l  government, because  of  a  
r e v e r s l o n a r y  c l a u s e  In t h e  deeds  by w h i c h  I t  was g ran ted  t l t l e ,  t o  e scape  I t s  
d u t y  t o  p r e s e r v e  and p r o t e c t  t h e  Natlonal H l s t o r i c  Landtiarks I t  c r e z t e d .  



The h c n e r a b i e  F t r 3 e r t  H. Satenen 
? a s e  Two 
dune 9 ,  1993 

I l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  wo rk l ng  v l t h  you  t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  I n t e r e s t  o f  t h e  
Ccm,onwealth.  Of course,  1 f  these prob lems do fiat cxlst o r  a r e  a v c l d a b l e  
shou ld  F o r t  Honroe be k e p t  open, d l s c h a r g l n g  t h e  n a t l o n a l  de fense  m l s s l o n  I t  
has p e r f o r m e d  so w e l l  f o r  so long.  

I an r e q u t s t l n g  t h e  o p l n l o n  c f  t h e  A t t o r n e y  G e ~ e r a l  o f  V i r g l n l a ,  The 
Hono rab le  Stephen D. Rosen tha l ,  ccncern lng  t h e  r l s h t s  and r e s p o n s l S l l l t i e s  o f  
t h e  Cornonweal t h  I n  t h i s  who le  rnz t te r .  

I l o o k  f o r n a r d  t o  c o n t l n u l n g  t o  work w l t h  you  and a l l  o t h e r s  1n t h i s  
m z t t e r .  

c c :  The Honorab le  L. Douglas W l l d e r  
The Honorab le  John W. Werner 
The Honorab le  Cha r l es  S.  Rcbb 
T h e  Honorab le  Rober t  C. S c o t t  
The Hcnorab le  Stephen D. Rcsentha? 
The Honorab le  Jmes L. Eason 
The Honorab le  Rober t  J. O ' N e l i l  
H r .  Jw;,es W. Peach 
Hr. D a v l d  L e m n  



Tllc :\rniy ortsi~ially irldic;lrcd "crivirorirncn~nI c1c;inup co.\ts" ucrc co r i s td~r~d  111 11s 
analysis of 1-orr >lonroc. 1,111 hns cnlplinsizcd rliis \vns nor ;I deciding l';~cror. I r  notv 
recosni~cs [hilt closing I-ort hlonroc triggers a n  incsc:ij~nl~Ic cn\.irn~irn~.~ir;iI clc;~nup co3r tll;lr 

is nor required or neccssnry . Giiqcri the opcrar ion;il rcquircnicnrs r lie :\rrn\. citcs 
for retaining 'TRIIDOC n t  Fort hlonroc. [tic only factor r l n t  coultl jusrify closing i t  \voulti , clear arid cornpelling cnsc of cosr reductions so sig~lificnnt rtiar rltcy hccnnlc rllc o\,crriditlr! 
factor. 

I \vill discuss rhc prcsu~lieci cosrs savings ;irtril)i~tcci to closrng I-ort hionroc Inter. 
flhere were invalid nsuniprio~ls. incorrect d;it:l n~id o~llirred d:i1:1 1I1:ir C : IS~  dvi~bt upori rllc 
sa\finss idcnrified in the c;irlier cornpurcr-dri\.cn ;ir1;11!.sis. ) I J \  en i f '  rllosc sa\.inss arc ;111 

costs of rcmovinr! - uncsplodcd ordnarlcc t l l ; ~ t  \\.ct.c not considcrcJ in rllc cosr nn;llvsrs 
must come into play ro pro\lide n rruc picrurc o f  rlic cost of clos~ng I'ort >ionroc. 

Tl~cr-c is merit ro rllc position rlliir cn\~ironnlcnra1 cleanup cosrs sh(~uld nor crlrcr inro 
the base closure equntiori 1)ecause hnscs rnust be cleaned up \t,llcthcr rcnl;iin open or arc 
closed. Chnirnian Courter llns nccurarely rouclied i~pon tlic irt.~i!~ rlinr a'oulil acco~np:in!. n 
nolic\* of onl!. closi~i_e clcnrl t>nses. I subscribe to 11lc \.ic\v rhnt \r.c cnnnor provide an 
;ncenti\'e for "din!." hnscs ;IS n rncnns to escnpe from rlic bnsc closure process. I also 

the vie\v thnr I>ep;trr~nc~lr of Dcfcnsc hcilirics r11;lt imperil rhc c~i\~ironnie~ir nnd 
[hrearen public hertlth or s;lfcty should he clc;tncd up ar fcdcr.?l cspcnsc. In f'ncr. \i.~rh n1y 

Con_rrcss has nuthorized ;ind approprinted sirice ilsc;iI 19S-I S0.5 billion ior 
cleanup or  ~iliri_carion of environrncrlrnl prob1e111~ on defense i~~s~nIl;irio~;s. 

:Is Ions ns I-or1 >Ionroc is c~pcrnrcd and conrrolled I>!. [lie :lrni!.. rt~cre is 
1le;ilrh or snicr! f'rorn rhc problenl rhcrc. \i.Iiich esisrs in rlic form o i  

unesplodtd ordnsnce dnring 10 rhc Civil \i';ir.: IJec:~use 111c :Ir111y 11l;iinrni11s firill con r r~ l  
over all acriviries conducted ;ir IZorr l ionroc. ;lnd ior a s  Ion: as  its rnissian rhcre sonri~iucs. 
;here is no risk iron1 this ur~esploded ordn;l~ice n~id. ~ o I I s ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I I I ! ' .  i t  is 1101 11nz;frdous :\.nsii' 
:eauirinp estrcnlely c o s ~ l \ ~  nnd espedi t i~us rc~~~edi:irion, 
1 4 -  

There is 3 clear disrincrion bet\\.cen I'orr l lonroc and 11:c strunrion ;lr Jcifcrcan 
Provins Grounds. 'TIlere rile federal go \*cmme~~t  cvnrinucs ro o\ \ .~i  2nd conrrol [he prc?pcny 
2nd could determine n srratey!' for managin: the uncsplocicd - . .  ord11:lnce problcrn. Cpon rhe 
closure of Fon hionroe, [he tirle ro a major pnrr of [he t n u h y  rc\.cns to [he Comn-&; 
, ~ f  V i g i r i i .  Because of this inescapable fnct. clean up of rhc unexploded mun~tions musr bc 
~ r i o r m e d  before closure as a requirement of federal laiv. 

If F o n  hionroe ceases to be used as a niiliran installation and irs control and the tirle 
ra most of the installation relrens to the Con~monu.ealth of Vi r~ in ia .  there \t.ould be no 
return to the federal government from disposition of the real estate. it also means that the 
costs of cleaning up the unesploded ordnance must-be- incurred before [he C o n m o m y l t h  
xsumes zontrol of the land. The cleanup cosrs become immediate and they are sisnifiE-nr. 
:\ccording to a study conducted by the Naval Explosi\.e Ordnance Facility in 19SO. the cost 

Please see [he Phyllis Sprock memorandum of June 3. 1993 regardin? unssplodrd 
b:dnance at Fort Xionroe. .+I copy is attached. 



df 
up 111e IJ;ISC \\'oul~l :~l~l~~osiiil:~tcl!. S l h l  ~ l l i l l ~ ~ ~ r l .  1 5 1 1  ~~~~~~~~l 

only onc f 0 ~ ~ 1 1 1  ( J f  1 1 1 ~  ~11~~;1~~;1 t~011.  i111d 1 1 1 ~  i 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 ; ~ ~ i l ~ ~ ~ ~  poi.11011 : I [  [11;1[. ]';1~it>rill!! i l l ~ ] ; l ~ i ~ l l l  
1980 to tllc present. i r  is clc;~r tll;ll 

-- 
G d  r11at any ~?oknti:ll s ~ \ ~ i ~ l p s  t'rolir closi~ig 14x-t Alorin~c % . i l l  1.c so b r  ill[(, Ill; f i l t u r c  

Lh31 dl cy canriot be ;~ccurnrcly ticrc~.niincd. 

The federal goilcrnmcnt is not c s c ~ l ~ p l  l'roni tllc Coniprcllc~isi\c I~ll\tiron~nc.lltnI 

R W O  rise, Conipcnsarion ;lnd Liability Act of' 19SO (CIiIICL:\) ;IS ;111icridcd. j'oillld urlder 4: 
I . ~ ~ ~  Sec. 9601 ct S C ~ .  'Silt :kc( is s ~ ~ c ~ i f i ~ ; ~ l l y  III;ILIC ;~pl~lic;ihlc to 111e I'cdcrnl zc,vcrnmcn1 
S u S C A  Scc. 9607(g). In addition. Title 42.  Scctio~i 9620 of tlic Cooi~liurii t~ 
En,,ironmental Response Faci1it:ltion Acr. enacted on 0ctohc.r 19. 1992. c\.cn n i ~ r c  csprcssl!, 
~~l~ \vidl federal Ihcilitics. tllcir closl~rc ;~nd  tmnst.cr arid spcciticall! 1.eLlcr;ll l';Icllities 
-lased under tlic various "b;lsc closurc sr:lrurcs." -1-(7 tl;itc. r1:e 1.cdcrnl go\*crnmcnt 112s not 
amplied with the legal rcquire~llcnrs iil~poscd or1 i t  i~!. rhis X I .  nor can i t  he nladc to 

with them by the Comnlissioll's July I .  1993 dc:idline to suh~nit its list to tllc 
'msidenf or ivithin nliy rcason:~blc. suhsequcrlr lime frnrilc. 

The Corn~nission's ;lrtcntio~l is nlso nddrcsscti to 4 2  I-SC:\ Scc. ')62O(a)(:\. \\llic]l - . . .  -Aes stntc 13it.s C O I I C C ~ I I ~ I ~ ~  rcrnoiq;i1 ;~nd  rcnicdi;ll ;istic* , i ~  i . ,L~ i  . . -pcrarcd 171. 
,I federal _co\~ernrncnr app1ic;lhlc \\,hen such f:!cililics nrc 1;i.1 iriclucfcd on rhc "Sarionnl 

- 

prioriries List." I'ort hlonroc Il;ls 110t I~ccn p1;iccri on r1l;ir lisr. ;lnd thcrcf(~rc u.ou]d 1.c 
c,?vered by state Inu.. From discussions \\.irh crificinls o i  rllc 
.,n be crtpec1l.d 1hal the c ~ I I I m ~ n \ \ . ~ ; l l r h  \{.ill pursue lc$d:;11i,-1i to . - 
- w n o u s  liability that \\,auld ensue upon closure 0 1 '  IZnl-1 >ionroe -. 
:2s not disposed of tllc uncxplddcd c~rdn;~licc Ioc;~tcd rhcre iil 

-,j]jc healfli and safer! aiid \t.iiich corisriruttd ;I flir and lcs:~! 
-:cponsibiliries. 

Be!.or?d rllc stric:urcs or' CIiI:CI-..l. Coligrcss c::nc!cc! i::c 1:cs~~urcc C L J I I S C ~ \ . : I I ~ ~ ~ ~  ;!11c! 
;;t,-o\,ep Act (I?CII:\) in 19'76. 4 2  1 'S(':\ Scc. 000l C I  'ctj. .l*lic <\r ig~r~al  ;is:. d c ; ~ ] i ~ i ~  
..:ner311\. \virh solicf \{.;lsrc r ~ ~ a n ~ ~ ~ t r n c n r .  n.ns ar~ic:ldc.d irl Ic;1;-1 io deal \~:ii!l i~;iz;!rdous \{.;!;re 
1 j . 1 .  95-616. 9s SI':\'r. ? 2 4 ) .  1:CI::I \\.:IS ;inlcnc!cd 3g:iin in 1992 :,I aJJ -12 IDSC..\ Scs. 

-451. \vhicll pro\,idcs l'or applicnrion 01 '  "I=cdcr:ll. S!;i:e ;ind I - L ) ~ ; ~ l  1-1:i. 10 I'c;!cr21 
i-aciliries. " 

As spcciiitd b!. 4 1  I.'SC:\ Sec. 69ll-l(>~?. rlic IIr~virorln:~.nrnl I'rorccrion .-!sc:lc!. \{.as ro 
:z\.e identified \{.hen rnilir:tr! rnunitioris hrcamc iinzardous \{.asre beiore .\lay 1 .  1993. Tilis 
:\zs to be done in consultaric~n \\,it11 the Secrcfar!. of Dcie11se arid "sppropriare stare 
.?iicials." There is no record of ;I consulration or of ;In. prepared rt.~ularions. \ishich sr'rer 
:,?:ice and comment are to be in place 24 n~o~lrlls from October 6, 1992. 

In a repon to the Chairman of the Subcornniittec on >lil i tan Installations and 
I.xilities of the House Anned Se r~~ ices  Conmitree dated February 20. 1979, the G..\.O. 
:t?oned its commenrs and reconmiendations regarding a proposed closure of Fon hionroe. - . nc G.A.O. referred to .Army Regulation 305-90 requiring that, "all land prior ro escessins 
v decontaminated of e sp lo~ i \~ t :  ordnance." I t  also cirss "Federal Propeny >lanazement 



aulations 10 I -47.402-4: :is 1.cqt11ri11; " [ I I : I I  propcrl!. S L ~ C L ! L J ] C L ~  for ,j i y o ~ ; ~ ]  k];:i]] 
ntamin:lt~d 10 prc\*erlt rhc pmpcr-ty fro111 h c i n s : ~  11;lz:lrd 1 0  1 1 1 ~ .  :CIICI.:I] 1,1117110.'' I . j l i s  

d 6 0  

re" 
lation is st i l l  in lilrce [od;iy. :I cop!* 01. r11;it G;I(l srudy is :ir~;~cllcd. 

e e  G . r l . 0 .  in  1979 concludcri [li:tr the uncsplodcd ordn;tnce --;rnti rllc llisroric 
,tion issues-- in\roltlcd \vitll closing I-or1 hlorlroc ~ ~ c c d c d  funhcr sturlj. nnd 
ended rhe "Arlny cstinlate ;ill costs involved, including costs ro dcconrnrninntc the 

I t  also recommended llle "Sccretnry of ilefensc defer a decision on closirlg 
until the ;Zrmy 113s co~nplctcd its 

Tire G.rZ.0. r c c o n ~ n ~ c n d a t i o ~ ~  of 1979 is as npplicnblc rod? to rllc Conlrnission ns i t  
ss hen,  2nd any  ncrion ro close I'ort l lonroc sl~ould he deferred n t  least until ;111 the rules. 
,alarions, cosrs and rllrents of litiynrion nrc knotvn and dispelled. 
r -5 

I t  is more than nppnrcnt rllar fill1 con~pli;lncc \\it11 npplicnblc fcdernl law nnd stnrc In\\$ , condition to ck~sure  t\.ill trigfer m;~ssi\.e costs rll;ir \irould mnkc a decision to close For1 
\!onroe of cstrcrncly qucstionablc \\-isdonl. 

Fon hionroc. ;is a func t ioni~ l~  milirnr)' instnllnrion. is nor n "dirty" 173s~ \\.it11 SOIIIC 

ccnpious en\*iron~nental prohlcnl tll:lt rrli~st be rcctificd. Only if i t  is closed docs i t  hcconlc - - ~f [he fedcml _co\'ernnlcnr forfeits its title to I-ort hloriroc by closing i t .  surely i t  nlusr 
*n address [he latcnr problem of tlic unesplodcd ordrlancc. \i'llen poison sns buried in 
~ o ~ \ ~ c s t  \\:nshingrorl. I1.C. af'rcr \\:orid b'nr I hnd to he clcnncd up. i f  \tens n t  the c.ype:~?;~ 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Staff 

FR: Jamie Gallagher 

RE: Action on Year 1994 DoD Authorization Bill 

The Senate completed Floor action on S-1298, the FY 1994 
Department of Defense Authorization bill on September 14. The bill 
was approved by a vote of 92-7. What follows is a summary of the 
provisions of the Senate bill and any Floor amendments relating to 
base closure. If you need further detail, please let me know. 

SENATE 

*Interservicinq of Depot Maintenance Workload - This provision 
reiterates section 2466 of Title X, United States Code that a 
minimum of 60% of depot maintenance workload in each service 
department must be performed by federal employees at DoD depots. 
Since DoD will be forced to realign workload due to the 
recommendations of the Commission, the SASC expects the Department 
to compete the workload among the remaining DoD depots. 

*Depot-Level Maintenance on Armv Aviation - This provision 
would eliminate the requirement in section 2466 of Title X, United 
States Code that specific percentages of the Army's aviation depot- 
level maintenance workload must be performed at DoD depots. 

*Clarification of Fundina for Environmental Clean-up - This 
provision directs DoD to use Defense Environmental Restoration 
Account (DERA) funds for clean-up at bases recommended for closure 
in 1993. Although the Base Closure Account is normally the source 
of funding for environmental clean-up at closing bases, the 
Committee felt that due to budgetary uncertainties it would be best 
to use DERA funds for clean-up during the fiscal years immediately 
after base closure rounds. 



*Base Closure and Realisnment Accounts - The Committee 
recommended an authorization of $12.830 million for FY 94 for 
Defense Base Closure Account 1988 to support the recommendations of 
the 1988 Defense Secretary's Commission on Realignment and Closure. 
In addition, the Committee recommended an authorization of $1.526 
billion for the-Def ense Base Closure Account 1990. Of this amount, 
all but $300 million is earmarked to support the recommendations of 
the 1991 Commission. The balance is to be used to expedite the 
recommendations of the 1993  omm mission. 

*Army Reserve Command Headquarters at Fort McPherson - This 
provision recommended an authorization of $36.4 million for the 
construction of a permanent headquarters facility for the Army 
Reserve Command at Fort McPherson, Georgia. This activity is 
currently housed in short-term commercial lease in the Atlanta 
area. 

*Selection Criteria Modification - This provision expresses 
the recommendation of the committee that the SECDEF consider, in 
proposing the selection criteria for the 1995 round, the direct 
costs of such closures and realignments upon other federal 
government agencies. The SECDEF would be required to **advisew the 
HASC and SASC if such consideration was undertaken in his proposed 
criteria, or why it was not included. 

i~irnitation on Expenditures from 1990 Base Closure Account - 
This provision would prohibit the SECDEF from using funds in the 
1990 Base Closure Account for the construction of facilities to 
support the relocation of activities from bases recommended for 
closure by the Commission if the intended receivina sites for such 
activities differ from those documented bv the SECDEF as wart of 
his back-up iustification to the Commission. If the SECDEF decides 
to alter the planned relocation, he must inform the Armed Services 
Committees of the House and Senate of the new location and 
rationale and wait 60 days prior to using 1990 Base Closure Account 
funds . 

*Re~ort on Economic and Environmental Impact of the Mine 
Warfare Center Transfer -  his provision would prohibit the Navy 
from going ahead with the establishment of the Mine Warfare Center 
of Excellence at Naval Station Ingleside, Texas until such time the 
SECNAV submits an Environmental Impact Statement and an economic 
analysis of the estimated cost of the move. The Navy would not be 
precluded from moving the mine countermeasures ships to Ingleside, 
but all other activities would be put on hold until 60 days after 
the receipt of these reports by the Armed services Committees of 
the House and Senate. 



*Base Closure Assistance - This provision incorporates the 
five point plan announced by President Clinton on July 2, 1993. In 
brief, the five point plan includes: 

(1) Jobs-centered property disposal 
(2) Easy access to transition and redevelopment help 
(3) Fast-track environmental clean-up 
(4) Transition coordinators 
(5) Larger economic development planning grants 

This provision was replaced during Floor debate by an 
amendment by Senator David Pryor (D-AR). A summary of the Pryor 
Amendment on Assistance to ~ommunities follows on page 4. 

FLOOR AMENDMENTS 

*Boxer Amendment on Economic Conversion Office - Senator 
Barbara Boxer (D-CA) offered an amendment requesting the President 
to work with Congress to create an office of Economic Conversion 
Information. The physical location of the office would located 
within the Commerce Department, but jointly staffed by Commerce and 
DoD. This office is envisioned as a one-stop shop for defense 
conversion for the public and private industry. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 9. 

*Feinstein Amendment on Defense Conversion Funds - Senator 
Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) offered a "Sense of the Senate1# amendment 
that economic conversion funds should be targeted to areas most 
adversely impacted by base closures and reduced defense spending. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 9, 

*Feinstein/~ott Amendment on Post~onement of 1995 Round - 
Senators Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) and Trent Lott (R-PIS) offered an 
amendment which was designed to delay the 1995 round of base 
closures until 1997 to allow for an in-depth examination of the 
impact of the prior rounds. 

Proponents argued that since 1988, 249 military bases have 
been selected for closure by DoD. These closures have had a 
dramatic impact on the economies of many regions of the country. 
They stated that over 300,000 direct and indirect jobs have been 
lost as a result base closures and realignments. The Senators 
claimed that the projected savings to be realized by closing bases 
were just not there. Since 1990, Congress has authorized and 
appropriated $5.1 billion for base closures and another $3.458 
billion for Fiscal Year 1994. They claimed that the savings only 
amount to $1.72 billion through the current fiscal year. 



Opponents to the Feinstein/Lott amendment pointed out that a 
decreasing defense budget is a fact of life and cuts are occurring 
throughout the defense establishment. Jobs and bases will 
inevitably be impacted. Since 1985, about one-third of the force 
structure has been cut and only 15% of the infrastructure. On the 
question of cost to close, opponents of the amendment stated that 
the savings are there once you get beyond the first three or four 
years. 

The amendment was defeated by a vote of 79-18 on September 10. 

*Pryor Amendment on Assistance to communities - Senator David 
Pryor (D-AR) offered an amendment to give communities every 
opportunity to receive benefits from a closed or realigned base. 

To summarize, this amendment would codify various portions of 
President Clinton's July 2, 1993 "Revitalizing Base Closure 
Communitiesft plan. The five basic features are as follows: (1) 
Bases recommended for closure must remain open, in some form, for 
at least two years after the closure is announced. (2) SECDEF is 
allowed to lease or transfer properties to communities much sooner 
and to reach agreement with communities on equipment to be left 
behind. Also, there would be a six month period to review the 
suitability of the base for the homeless to allow communities to 
plan for reuse. (3) Implements fast track clean-up plans announced 
by the President which includes...l8 month deadline to identify and 
make available clean parcels and 9 months to do the same for 
parcels already identified. (4) Codifies transition coordinator 
positions for each closing base and mandates that each government 
agency with a stake in the process designate a contact person. (5) 
Makes planning grants available to communities within 7 days of 
receipt of a completed application and makes sure that Economic 
Development Administration has adequate funds to administer such 
requirements. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 10. 

*Rieale/Heflin Amendment on Fort McClellanlNTC Orlando/& 
NAVALEX - Senators Don Riegle and Howell Heflin offered an 
amendment that would require DoD to explicitly justify 
reconsidering those bases removed from the list by the Commission 
in previous rounds. Proponents of the amendment cited the costs 
and turmoil as a result of repeated appearances on the base closure 
lists. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 13. 



*Fort Sheridan Land Conveyance Amendment - This amendment 
offered by Senators John Warner (R-VA) , Chuck Robb (D-VA) , Paul 
Simon (D-IL) and Carol Moseley-Braun (D-IL) would require DoD to 
report to the Congress on the proposed swap of 250 acres at Fort 
Sheridan, closed by the 1988 Commission, for approximately 7.1 
acres in Arlington, Virginia. The Arlington property is where the 
old Marriott Twin Bridges Hotel was located on the Virginia side of 
the 14th Street Bridge. There are also 11.4 acres of Navy property 
at Fort Sheridan that would likely be included in the swap. The 
Army plans to use the Arlington parcel for the construction of the 
National Museum of the United States Army. It would be constructed 
and operated utilizing only donated funds. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 13. 

*Em~lovment in Environmental ~estoration - Senator Barbara 
Boxer (D-CA) offered this amendment that would provide for civilian 
personnel losing their jobs at closing bases to have priority 
training for work in the environmental assessment, remediation and 
restoration fields. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 13. 

*Idaho Trainina Ranae Amendment - Senator Harry Reid (D-NV) 
offered an amendment to prohibit any funds from being spent on the 
new 150,000 acre Idaho  raining Range. This range will augment the 
existing Saylor Creek Range. A substitute amendment was offered by 
Senator Dirk Kempthorne (R-ID) mandating the Secretary of the Air 
Force study the effects of the proposed range on the region. 

The substitute passed by voice vote on September 13. 

*S~ecter Amendment on Costs to Close -  his amendment, 
sponsored by Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA), would require DoD to 
report to Congress by ~pril 1994 and January 1995 on the costs to 
close and realign installations recommended by the 1991 and 1993 
Commissions. In addition, if the costs to close or realign exceed 
the original estimate of the Secretary of Defense by more than 502,  
the GAO would be required to complete an audit within six months. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 13, 

*Consultation Reauirements -  his amendment, also offered by 
Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) , would require local reuse authorities 
at closing installations to certify to the SECDEF Lb.t khey 
consulted with civilian workers at the closing bases and the local 
chambers of commerce before a reuse plan can be approved by the 
Department of Defense. 

The amendment passed by voice vote on September 13. 
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Authorization Bill 

The House completed Floor action on HR 2601, the FY 1994 DoD 
~uthorization bill, on September 29. The bill was approved by a 
vote of 268-162. What follows is a summary of the bill and any 
Floor amendments relating to the base closure process. 

COMMITTEE MARK 

*Mine Countermeasures Proqram Manaqement Certification - Under 
current law, the SECDEF and the SECNAV are required to provide 
Congress with certification that they have adequate resources to 
execute the updated mine countermeasures program. The new 
provision would delay by one year, or until such certification is 
forkhcoming, the transfer of the mine countermeasures program from 
the Department of the Navy to the Director of Defense Research, 
Development and Engineering that was scheduled to occur on October 
1, 1993. 

*Civilian Personnel Reductions at Closins Depots -   his 
pro-ision urges the SECDEF to closely monitor the closing schedule 
of depots to ensure that the Services do not increase the pace of 
the closing schedules to the detriment of the highly skilled 
workers employed there. 

*DoD Depot Task Force - This section would establish a DoD 
Depot Task Force tc. examine the following issues: (1) identify 
workload that should be conducted at DoD depots; (2) identify 
workload that should be conducted by private contractors; (3) 
evaluate performance of such work; and (4) evaluate how rates, 
prices and core definitions of depot-level work are determined. 

*Rate Stabilization Commission - This provision would 
establish a commission to oversee the pricing of goods and services 
within Defense Business Operating Fund (DBOF). 



*Depot Consolidation into Sinsle Command - This section would 
prohibit the consolidation of depot maintenance into a single 
unified command. 

*Private Sector Depot Maintenance - This provision would 
prohibit the SECDEF from authorizing the purchase of a weapons 
system that would enable long-term depot maintenance to be carried 
out by private contractors. 

*Office of Economic Adiustment - The Committee increased the 
Administration's $29 million request of OEA by $11 million to $40 
million. 

*Naval Shipyard Competition for Non-Naw Government Work - 
This provision asks the Navy to review its policy of limiting 
public shipyardsr ability to compete for other government work such 
as the Coast Guard and Merchant Marines. The Committee believes 
this provision will ease the transition to closure and preserve the 
skilled workforce. 

*Marcus Hook Army Reserve Facility - The Committee would 
prohibit the Army from using any funds to upgrade or make any 
repairs at Marcus ~ o o k  ARF. 

*Defense Reinvestment for Economic Growth Initiatives - This 
all-encompassing provision recommends $3.054 billion to address the 
three basic categories of defense conversion and reinvestment. 
These are: industry and technology conversion; personnel 
transition; and community assistance. 

(1)Technology Reinvestment Project (TRP) - The Committee 
authorized $575 million for this program, a $300 million 
increase over the Administration's request. The TRP project 
is intended to involve the private sector in defense 
conversion efforts. 

(2)Personnel Transition - This provision would continue 
the "troops to teachersff program begun in FY 1993 by adding 
$10 million to the original $65 million authorized in FY 1993. 
The initiative also funds a program to recruit former military 
personnel for the law enforcement and health care professions. 
The Committee also recommended the SECDEF reprogram $10 
million in unobligated funds to support educational grants for 
dislocated defense workers to train in environmental 
restoration and $10 million fsr a demonstration project that 
would employ former DoD personnel in construction and 
hazardous waste remediation. 



(3)Community Assistance - The OEAfs budget is increased 
an additional $69 million providing that not less than 5 
percent is directed to assist states and local governments 
with defense conversion projects. Not less than 50 percent of 
the $69 million would be earmarked to areas that have suffered 
more than one base closure. This provision also mandates that 
the SECDEF provide $500,000 to conduct studies on converting 
Charleston and Mare Island Naval Shipyards to civilian use. 

*Facility Maintenance at Closins Installations - The Committee 
directs the SECDEF to provide cost estimates to ensure the proper 
operation, repair, and maintenance of closing facilities. This 
provision is intended to assist communities in attracting re-use 
opportunities. 

*Community Preference - This provision reiterates current law 
which directs DoD to give priority consideration to local 
communities who have formally requested portions of closing 
facilities. 

*Authority to Contract Functions at Closins Installations - 
This section would allow local base commanders of closing bases to 
contract out firefighting and security guard services. 

*Environmental Restoration Fundinq - The Committee recommends 
that DoD have the authority to transfer funds for environmental 
restoration at closing bases from other than Base Realignment and 
Closure (BRAC) accounts. 

*Testimony Before the Commission - This section would require 
all testimony before the Commission be given under oath. 

*Property Transfer at Closins Bases with Environmental Clean- 
up Needs - This provision would allow DoD to transfer parcels of 
land still needing environmental clean-up at no cost to any party 
who agrees to conduct environmental clean-up to applicable state 
and federal standards. The SECDEF n~usi: certify that the cost of 
clean-up is greater than the fair market value of the property 
proposed for transfer. 

*Leasins Authority - The Committee recommends that service 
secretaries be permitted to lease property at closing installations 
to facilitate local economic adjustment. 

FLOOR AMENDMENTS 
' L 

*Schroeder Amendment on Overseas Bases in 1995 Round - Rep. 
Patricia Schroeder (D-CO) offered an amendment to "expand the Base 
Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 to include consideration of 
military installations outside the United States for closure and 
realignment. It 



The amendment specified that the Commission would have 
separate criteria by which to evaluate overseas bases, but that 
this review would occur simultaneously with the Commissionfs review 
of domestic military installations in 1995. In addition, the 
amendment would require that 25% of the Commissionfs 
recommendations to the president be overseas bases. If the 
commission failed to meet this requirement, the whole base closure 
process would be terminated for 1995. The Schroeder amendment also 
specified that the Commission would have the authority to recommend 
the closure or realignment of facilities not owned by the United 
States. 

Proponents of the amendment argued that it is essential that 
the military's domestic and foreign infrastructure drawdown be 
linked. Furthermore, claims by DoD that they have closed, and 
returned to the host governments, hundreds of bases is somewhat 
inflated. In fact, they claim many of these llbasesw are actually 
gas stations, radar sites, and athletic facilities. 

Opponents of the amendment argued that it is unnecessary to 
include overseas bases in the process. Since January 1990, 840 
locations overseas have been closed or realigned. This represents 
a 42% reduction in overseas infrastructure, along with the 
withdrawal of about 150,000 troops in Europe. By September 1996, 
U.S. troop numbers in Europe are expected to level off at 100,000. 
This is down from upwards of 304,000 prior to 1990. It was also 
noted that in some cases the U.S. has treaty or other bilateral 
obligations that require a U.S. presence. Finally, this amendment 
would infringe on the President's exclusive authority to conduct 
foreign policy. 

The amendment passed by a vote of 286-137 on September 9. This 
amendment was again on September 29 by a vote of 292-138. 

*Hansen/Spence Economic Conversion Amendment - Reps. Jim 
Hansen (R-UT) and Floyd Spence (R-SC) offered and amendment to 
increase funding for the Off ice of Economic Adjustment (OEA) by 
transferring $40 million from the Technology Reinvestment Program 
(TRP) . 

Supporters argued that this amendment would provide a needed 
$40 million to those communities directly impacted by base 
closures. Opponents argued that the HASC had already increased 
OEAf s funding by $40 million in FY 9-4 and that stripping funds from 
the TRP would limit its ability to provide loans to defense 
conversion projects. 

The amendment was defeated by a vote of 171-251 on September 
9. 



*Walker Amendment on TRP - Rep. Bob Walker (R-PA) offered an 
amendment that would cut $300 million from the $575 million the 
HASC authorized for the President's Technology Reinvestment Program 
(TRP) . 

Proponents of the amendment argued that since the President 
only requested $275 million for TRP in his budget, the extra $300 
million was simply a committee add-on that would increase the 
deficit. 

Opponents argued that the President now supports the increased 
funding and that since the Senate has authorized $515 million in 
its bill, the House would be at a severe disadvantage if the 
amendment passed. 

The amendment was defeated by a vote of 151-161 on September 
9. 

*Dellurns Amendment on Depot-Level Maintenance - This provision 
mandates that the SECDEF adhere to the requirement that a minimum 
of 60% of depot maintenance workload in each service department be 
performed by federal employees. This amendment is similar to a 
Senate provision which recognizes that DoD will be forced to 
realign workload due recommendations of the Commission. Therefore, 
the amendment prohibits DoD from contracting with the private 
sector unless the workload is competed fairly and DoD depots 
participate in the competition when possible. 

The amendment was passed by voice vote on September 29. 

*Land Conveyance Pilot Procrram - This amendment also offered 
by HASC Chairman Dellums requires the SECDEF to establish a pilot 
program to develop an economic revitalization criteria to govern 
the transfer of surplus real property to local redevelopment 
authorities. The closing bases eligible to participate in this 
pilot program are: NAS Alameda, NADEP Alameda, Loring Air Force 
Base, Gentile Air Force Station, and those facilities being closed 
in Charleston, South Carolina. To receive property at a closing 
installation, participating communities would have to submit a 
redevelopment plan to DoD within 120 days of closing, and DoD would 
have to respond formally to their submittal within another 120 
days. 

The amendment was passed by v~ice vote on September 29. 

[As of 10/8/93 I@ 10:15 am1 



MEMO 
TO: JIM 
FROM: MATT 
RE : MEETING WITH SEN. NUNN AND OTHER BASE CLOSURE PROCESS 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Jamie informed me of your pending meeting with Sen. Nunn to 
discuss possible areas for improvement in our process. In 
anticipation of your meeting, I got the staff together to discuss 
our greatest challenges and the best ways that those challenges 
could be addressed. We came up with the following list. It is 
broken down into three categories: 1)items requiring Congressional 
action; 2)items requiring greater cooperation with the Department 
of Defense, and; 3)internal Commission action. The list follows 
for your review and input. 

I. ITEMS REQUIRING CO??GRESSIONAL ACTION (FOR POSSIBLE DISCUSSION 
WITH SEN. NUNN.) 

1. MORE TIME: In order to give a fairer balance of time 
to both DoD's recommendations and the r om mission's 
candidates for further study, we believe it would make 
sense to lengthen the process by another 15 days. 

The submission date for DoD recommendations would move to 
March 1 and the deadline for noticing communities of 
their bases further study status would be moved up from 
June 1 to May 15. This would give communities "targetedu 
or llnoticed" late in the process more time to prepare a 
case and interact with Conmission staff. 

2. CERTIFIED DATA: It is now required that DoD submit all 
certified data to the Commission and that the Commission 
transmi: copies of same to both the Congress and the 
General Accounting Off i ce  t : i t h i n  2 4  h o u r s  o f  our r e c e i p t  
of the material. There are t ~ o  problems with this 
statutory framework: 

1. There is no time requirement for delivery 
of all of the certified material used by the 
services. 

and, 

2. The burden of transmitting reams of DoD 
material to the Hill and GAO falls on the 
Conmissio~. 



We recommend the following changes: 
1. Require DoD to submit a copy of all 
certified and backup data to the Commission on 
the deadline date for submitting all 
recommendations. 

and, 

2. ~equire DoD, and not the Commission to 
transmit copies of the certified data to both 
the Hill and the GAO. 

3. ENVIRONMENTAL CLEAN UP COST: we recommend that 
Congress be more explicit in dictating how the DoD deal 
with projected environmental restoration costs of base 
closure candidate installations. Either better, more 
uniform estimates must be developed and used, or 
preferably, the restoration costs should be completely 
ignored. The problem is that on some installations 
services are explicitly and implicitly avoiding closure 
due to a high cost of cleanup. 

4. NO JUDICIAL REVIEW OF BASE CLOSURE DECISIONS: 
presently court precedent seem to be on our side that 
there will be no judicial review of our decisions; 
however, it would be much better for the Commission if 
this position were explicitly spelled out in bill 
language. It is stated in report language accompanying 
our original statute;however, report language is not 
binding and has no real weight in court. 

5. REDIRECTS SHOULD ONLY COME TO COMMISSION FOR 
COMPELLING NATIONAL SECURITY REASONS: We had a rough time 
dealing with all the redirects. DoD should be compelled 
to follow the spirit and intent of our reconmendations 
and to follow through on execution. Only for compelling 
national security reasons should there ever be DoD and 
 omm mission review of past commission recommendations. 

6. BALANCED COMI~TISSIONERS: The Commission should as much 
as is possible have a representative expert as a 
 omm missioner from each of the services: Army, Navy and 
Air Force 

11. ITEMS REOUIRING BETTER COOPERATION WITH DOD (FOR POSSIBLE 
DISCUSSION WITH SEC. ASPIN) 

1. BALANCED COMMISSIONERS: The Commission should as much 
as is possible have a representative expert as a 
commissioner from each of the services: Army, Navy and 
Air Force. 



2. FREE OFF-YEAR EXCHANGE OF DATA: The commission would 
like to work closely with DoD in '94 to ensure a smooth 
flow of updated data dn any and all bases. 

3. TRANSFER TO COMMISSION ALL DATA USED IN BASE CLOSURE: 
This point was mentioned above for possible discussion 
with Senator Nunn, but is worthy of discussion with Aspin 
as well. 

4. MAKE COMPARATIVE LEVEL DATA AVAILABLE ON ALL BASES: 
All comparative level data on bases is important to the 
commission. We want access to relevant cost data not 
only infrastructure and bases ops data. 

5. FIELD REVIEW OF HEADQUARTERS DATA BASES: All field 
offices responding to bases closure exercises should be 
able to review headquarter data bases for transposition 
or translation errors. 

6. ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP COSTS: mentioned above. 

111. INTERNAL COMMISSION IMPROVEMENTS: 

1. NO CONGRESSIONAL HEARING: Members can testify at the 
regional for their allotted 5 minutes. 

2. CONDUCT OPERATIONAL BRIEFS ON EACH SERVICE FOR 
COMMISSIONERS: Early in the process, Commissioners 
questions about how the Army, Navy or Air Force does its 
business can be answered. 

3. TIME LAPSE BETWEEN RECEIPT OF DOD REC. AND SEC DEF 
HEARING: Giving staff and Commissioners a week or ss to 
digest the recommendation package would allow for a 
greater excha~ge during the hearing. 

4. HOLD LESS IITVESTIGATIVE HEARINGS. 

5. BEGIN COI9IISSION BASE VISITS EARLIER IN THE PROCESS. 

6. DEVELOP BETTER STAFF KNOWLEDGE OF COBRA. 

7 .  POSSIBLE COMMISSION OFF YEAR SEMINAR OR VIDEO FOR PUBLIC 
EDUCATION ON OUR PROCESS 
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- -  -.. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Disapproving the recommendstions of t.he 1)ef'en.s~ Bast-b 

Closure and Rcnlignrnent Commission. 

1 Resolved by th S~nute and House qf R~prc.:wntatitlt?.s 

2 of the Uniled States of America in Congress ussembkd, 

3 That Congress discippl-uves the  1-cc~>rnnlc3ndntior1:; of' t.hc: 

4 D e f ~ n s e  RRSP Closure and 1tealigrmc.n t Corn rriission ;is 

5 subnutted by thc F'resiclent on ,July I3! 1 Y 93 



from . . . 

Senator Dianne Feinstein 
of California 

For Immediate Release 
Tucsday, July 20. 1993 

SENATOR 1:EINSTElN C:AL.LS FOR \CITE ACrhlNS r Hd95E C'~OS~lf'\t,I.lS 1 -- - - . _  _ -_ __ --- ------ 

Senator Dianne Fe~nsteln ID-Calif) r ~ l n y  t~rltoduccd a l.esolur~on to rc.tt.c.1 t h ~  1 1 . 1 ~ ~  , 

Closult; Commission's recommendation to close nr realign nine rnaior military t~ascs In 

California Senator Feinstein's resolut~on, co-sponsored by five other Szllators, cffect~~~ely 

forces the United States Senate ro vote on the list that has becn approved bv President 

Clinton. -.. 

Thz Senator's motion will first be referred to thc Senate Armed Selviczs Clotnrniftc:e, 

which has 20 days to act on the resolution. I t '  the committee does not act. the rcsol~it~on is 

in~n~ediately discharged to the f u l l  Senate At that pornt, any  Senaror citrl call fi>r ;I floor vote 

on the resoluhoq w~thin three days 

"I recogize that opposing this round nf hase closure5 IS an rtp-I1111 battlr-, l ) t ~ t  1 br l i c . \~*  

that i t  is unwise to pl-oceed with thrs rhirci round ;n  view of 11s ndvcrsc Irrlpac\ o n  thc 

economy of many of the states impacted. In Iatluary, I asked the Prcsidcrlt to d e f r  l h l z  

round. He chusc not to do so. Howe\,er, I  allno not 1,eprc:sent Cnlit'ornia ;~nd s ~ r n p l  'kt~uckle 

under' to decisions 1 consider unwise," Senaror Feinstzir~ said 

Co-sponsoring the resolution are Serlators Barbara Boxer ( D-(',A ), E.mcsr I-iollir~!;s (TI- 

-mu[ C- 



SC), Strom Thunr~ond ('D-SC), .4lfonsc D'.Am;iro (R-NY ). , ~ n t l  Pntrich hlo\r111l;111 ( I ) - i \ ; ' r ' l  

"California is currently in the dzpths of a rccessiot~ - -  wirl~ ~lc.~rIy I:! r n l l l I o r 1  p~:oplt: 

Out ot work. Closing at. r.eclliglliilg cline niit~nr. rnilitap insr:~ll;ttirrns i r ~  C:tl~l;~t.l~i;l -- o i l t  < ) I '  :\;' 

nntionally -- dispropoflidlrnateIy targels Calitbnlia ancf sirnplqr doesn'r rnirkt. n~ilitaf-y, L - C O ~ I O I I I I ~  

or fiscal sensc. The closure costs of the h e  bascs in the Sar~ F:rar~cisco H;iy ,Arc3 ;tlc~rlr: \vill 

be more than $3 billion. In fact, the federal governnlenr wlll ~ o t  rcalirt: :in); cosr s:~vinlrb 

frorn this round of closures for yeawand years. Why cannot these decisions wait ;it Ics..ist 

until the wxt round in 1995? At least by then the econorny would be on rhc nio\,c." henator 

Feinstein said today. 

"These base closures will caust: c ~ u r ~ u ~ i ~ i c  hardsh~p for thousands ~ n t l  tho~~\andb of 

fan~ilics in California and throughout the nation in all three rounds of bahe 

closures. California will lose a total of 225,000 direct and indirect jobs On top of the . ' 

250,000 jobs lost through defense dowasizing, this will have a strong. adverse effect o n  J 

major economy. 

"Anissue of this importance dcscrves to come before Congrcs.\ 1 w ~ l l  urge 111y 

r -  

colleagues to carefully study the findings -- and I hope they u.111 comc to 1115 .sinlt' 

conclusions I have reached and vote to reject the plan," Scnaru~ Fcinhtcin said 

Artached is a copy i ~ f  thc resolution. 
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ROBERT D. STUART. JR. 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All S aff 

FR: Jamie& 

RE: Final tion on S. J. Res. 114, Feinstein Motion of Disapproval 

On Monday, September 20, 1993, the Senate rejected S.J. Res. 
114, the so-called Feinstein Motion of Disapproval. 

The debate was limited to one hour, evenly divided between 
supporters and opponents of the motion. Speaking in favor of the 
motion were Senators Feinstein, Barbara Boxer, Strom Thurmond and 
Fritz Hollings. Opposing the resolution and supporting the 
Commissionfs and President's recommendations were SASC Chairman Sam 
Nunn, Readiness Subcommittee Chairman John Glenn, and Idaho GOP 
Senator Dirk Kempthorne. 

The vote on the motion was 12 in favor and 83 opposed to S.J. 
Res 114. The motion of disapproval was not passed. 

Since no motion of disapproval was introduced in the House, no 
further action on the recommendations can be expected. Furthermore, 
the 45 legislative day limit before which the recommendations take 
the force of law is expected to be reached on Saturday, September 
25. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Staff 

RE: ~otiohJ of Disapproval Introduction 

On Tuesday, July 20, a formal motion of disapproval of the 
Commissionls recommendations to the President was introduced by 
Cal-ifornia Senator Dianne Feinstein. 

The motion, S. J. Res. 114, was referred to the Senate Armed 
Services Committee (SASC) for consideration. The SASC has 20 
legislative days to take action on the motion from the date the 
recommendations were transmitted by the President to Congress (July 
13). If they do not act before the expiration of the 20 days, the 
bill is automatically discharged from further consideration by the 
SASC. Mark-up of the Feinstein motion is expected on Thursday, 
July 29. 

On or after the third day the bill is either voted out or 
discharged by the SASC, consideration of the motion can begin. 
However, this can happen only after a member has given one day's 
notice that he or she wishes to begin debate. Debate-is limited to 
two hours and the motion considered is highly privileged in the 
House and privileged in the Senate. It also not subject to 
amendment. 

So far, S.J. Res. 114 has six co-sponsors that include: 
Barbara Boxer (CA), Fritz Hollings (SC), Strom Thurmond (SC), 
Alfonse DIArnato (NY), Pat Moynihan (NY) and Orrin Hatch (UT). 

No motion of disapproval was introduced in the House prior to 
the expiration of the 10 day limit to make such an introduction 
(July 23). Therefore, if S.J. Res. 114 passes the Senate, it would 
then be referred to the House for expedited action. 



This section * zation for the ARMS 
initiative througri lrat+al - . 

R~ar~thorization of Department of Defense domestic a n d  secondary 
schools for dependents 

Section 6 of Public Law 81-874, as amended, currently author- 
izes the Secretary of Defense to operate elementary and secondary 
achool~ for DOD dependents under specific circumstances. The Ad- 
ministration hns proposed legislation that  would reauthorize the 
inipact aid program while a t  the same time repealing section 6. 
Section 346 would provide the authority in title 10, United States 
Code, for the Secretary of Defense to  continue operation of the so- 
called "Section 6" schools. 

Assistance to local educational agencies that benefit dependents of 
members of the armed forces and  Department of Defense civil- 
ian employees 

Section 347 would authorize a total of $58.0 million for payments 
to local school districts heavily impacted by DOD dependents in ac- 
cordance with the authority contained in section 386 of the Na- 
tional Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993. 

Disposition of proceeds fiom operation of Naval Academy laundry 
Section 348 would make technical changes to section 6971 of title 

10. United States Code, relating to the disposition of proceeds from 
certain activities a t  the United States Naval Academy. 

Repeal of annual limitation on expenditures for emergency and  ex- 
fraordinary expenses of the Department of Defense Inspector 
General 

Section 349 would remove the statutory ceiling on the Ins ector 

K 8. General, Department of Defense, for ernergenc and extraor inary 
expenses authority provided in section 361 o f t  e National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. The removal of this ceiling 
is consistent with the overall emergency and extraordinary expense 
authority of the Secretary of Defense. Since funds are  made avail- 
able to the Inspector General within the overall operation and 
maintenance appropriations, a ceiling on emer ency and extraor- 
dinary expenses would remain in eKecL but a t  aftigher subdivision, 
thereby providing the Inspector General with greater flexibility. 

Extension of authority for program to commemorate World War I1 
Section 378 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 

Year 1993 authorizes the Secretary of Defense to conduct a pro- 
gram to commemorate the 50th anniversary of World War I1 dur- 
ing fiscal years 1993 through 1995. Section 350 would extend that  
authorization through fiscal year 1996. 

Extension of authority for aviation depots a n d  naval shipyards to 
engage in defense-dated production a n d  services 

Section 351 would extend for one year, until the end of fiscal 
year 1995, the ~ u t h o r i t y  provided by section 1425 of the National 

and Army, Navy, and Air Force aviation depot8 to bid on defenee- 
related production and services. 

Tmnsfer of certain excess Department of Defense property to edu- 
cational institutions and  training schools - 

Industrial property that  was no lon e r  needed by the Defense 
Department was loaned to eligible e ucational institutions and d 
trainin schools under section 453(aX7) of title 50, United States 
Code. ' h i s  property was ty ically large industrial machinery that  
became idle or  obsolete for efense purposes in the years following d" 
World War I1 and the Korean War. 

Current procedures require that  schools ship this property, a t  
their own expense, to a Defense Reutilization and Marketing Of- 
fice. The schogls must also pay for state transfer fees and shipping 
insurance. These costs often exceed the value of the machinery. 

Section 352 would allow DOD to donate certain industrial ma- 
chinery, which is currently on loan t~ educational institutions and 
training schools, directly to those entities when the Secretary of 
Defense determines that  such donation is in the public interest. 

Ships' stores 
The committee recommends a rovision (sec. 353) that  would P amend section 371 of the Nationa Defense Authorization Act for 

Fiscal Year 1994 by repealing the provisions which require the Sec- 
retary of the Na to convert the operation of all ships' etores to 
operation by the  a v  Exchange Service Command. ET 

The committee believes that  the mandated conversion would re- 
sult in unintended negative consequences to ships' stores oper- 
ations and ultimately to sailors and marines who rely on these 
storee. Ships' stores currently o erate a s  a n  appropriated fund ac- 
tivity in a totall a propriated und environment. Conversion to a P 
non-appropriatedl k n d  instrumentality will require parallel 
logistical, financial, and accounting systems. Additionally, it may 
require shi board co-mingling of appropriated and 
priated fun ed items, increasin the cost of goods d 
~ t y  of managing the stores w ile reducing the 
stores' operations. 

f 
Humanitarian program for cleariw landmines 

Section 306 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 1994 authorized not more than $10.0 million in operation and 
maintenance funds for activities to eupport the clearing of land- 
mines for humanitarian purposes. Because the widespread disper- 
sal of landminea creates serious dangera for innocent civilians, the 
committee believes that  the Defense Department should continue 
humanitarian landmine clearing activities. 

Therefore, the  committee recommends a provision (sec. 354) that  
would authorize the Secretary of Defense to carry out a rogram 
for humanitarian purposes to provide for the instruction, e ucation, B 
training, and advising of personnel of other nations in the various 
procedures that  have been determined effective for detecting and 
clearing landmines. The provision would specifically direct the Sec- 
retary of Defense to ensorp t.hnt nn T T  .C m;l;+--- --------I ' * ' --  



later than April 30 each year, until the application process is mm- 
vlete. 

Tmvel, transportation, and  relocation expenses of employees trans- 
ferred to the united States Postal Sewice I 
I - . .  -- - -  

The committee recommends a provision (sec. 335) that would au- 
thorize the Department of Defense to pay the cost of travel, trans- 
portation, and relocation for employees scheduled for separation 
when the employee is selected for a position with the Postal Serv- 
ice. I 
Foreign employees covend by the Foreign National Employees Sew-  I 

d o n  Pay Account 
The committee recommends a provision (sec. 336) that would 

amend section 1581 of title 10, United States Code, to include em- 
ployees of foreign nations who are employed by a foreign nation for 
the benefit of the Department of Defense in the category of employ- 
ees who would be authorized separation pay under that section. 

Increased authority to accept voluntary services 
The committee recommends a provision (see. 337) that would 

amend section 1588 of title 10, United States Code, to expand the 
areas in which volunteers can provide services in military commu- 
nities. Under the provision, volunteers would be considered govem- 
ment employees for the purposes of compensation for work-related 
iniuries. tort liability, access to records, and conflict of interest n- 

Change of source for performance of depot-level workloads 
Section 341 would amend section 2469 of title 10, United States 

Code, to rtquire the Secretary of Defense to ensure that any depot- 
level maintenance workload performed by a depot-level activity of 
the Department of Defense with a value of $3.0 million or greater 
is not changed to performance by a contractor or by another depot- 
level maintenance activity of the Department of Defense unless the 
change is made usin merit-based selection procedures based upon 
competition amon a 1 DOD depot-level maintenance activities, or 
comoetitive proce % ures, including competition among private and 
public sectoientities. I 
Civil Air Patrol 

Section 342 would reor anize the Air Force liaison with the Civil 5 Air Patrol (CAP). Under t is reorganization plan, the Air Force will 
withdraw most of the active duty personnel detailed to CAP na- 
tional headquarters, and reimburse the CAP for the cost of main- 
taining their headquarters staff. This section would also authorize 
the Secretary of the Air Force to detail retired members as liaison 
or administrators to the Civil Air Patrol and would provide that 
these retired members will receive as compensation not more than 
the difference between their retired pay and the active duty pay 
~ n d  nllow~nces thev would receive if ordered to active duty in the 

This reorganization of the Air Force liaison with the CAP will n- 
sult in savings in both funding and personnel. However, the com- 
mittee expect8 the Air Force to continue its funding of the new 
CAP national headquarters stallin and operations as  an essential 
foundation for the Civil Air ~ a t r o l ~ s  eontlnued service to the Air 
Force and the nation. 

Armed Forces Retirement Home 
Section 343, discussed elsewhere in this report, would authorize 

the Secretary of Defense annually to increase the monthly assess- 
ment on active duty enlisted members and warrant omcers to sup- 
port the Armed Forces Retirement Home by fiRy cents, up to a 
total of not more than two dollars per month. This section would 
also authorize the Armed Forces Retirement Home Board to in- 
crease the fee structure for residents of the Home, and direct the 
Board to carry out a study to identify and evaluate alternatives for 
modernization of the facilities of the United States Soldiers' and 
Airmen's Home. 

Clarijhtion o authority to provide medical transportation under 
National d uard pilot program 

Section 344 would clarify the authority contained in section 376 
of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 for 
the National Guard Bureau to cany  out a pilot program to use Na- 
tional Guard personnel in medically underserved communities. 
This provision would make clear that the authority to provide 
health care to residents of medically underserved communities in- 
cludes medical c a n  services, dental care services, and transpor- 
tation by air ambulance and other transportation for medical rea- 
sons. 

Armament retooling and  manufacturing support (ARMS) initiative 
loan guarantee program 

Section 345 would authorize the Secretary of the Army to carry 
out a loan arantee program in connection with the armament re- 
tooling an a? manufacturing support (ARMS) initiative, which was 
authorized in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 1993. This provision would enable the Secretary to enter into 
agreements with the Small Business Administration (SBA), the 
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), and the Rural Develop- 
ment Administration (RDA), to administer the loan guarantee pro- 
gram. - The ARMS loan guarantee program would follow standard com- 

mercial lending ractices. It would require participating companies 
to share any ns  exposure by pmvidin approximately 15 percent E 
of the loan amount, with banks provi ing the remaining 85 per- f cent. The government would place 2 ercent in a reserve pool that 
would be administered by SBA, F ~ $ A  or RDA; these government 
funds would not be expended, but would rather be held in reserve. 
Banks would make progressive ayments of loan amounts as  war- 
ranted by commercial practice. &is loan guarantee program is s e- 
cifically intended to encourage sound companies which emp ov 
large numbers of ~ e o n l c  tn In,--+- :- ------ . . P 
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improvements to  North Rhett Avenue, which provides access to the 
Naval Weapons Station, Charleston, South Carolina. 

Chemical agents a n d  munitions destruction 
The budget request includes $276.0 million for construction of 

two facilities to destroy and dispose of chemical agents and muni- 
tions. Of the funds requested for these two projects, $97.0 million 
is for Pine Bluff Arsenal and $179.0 million is for Umatilla Army 
Depot. The committee recommends that  funding for the  two 
projects be authorized in phases with $3.0 million for Pine Bluff 
Arsenal and $12.0 million for Umatilla Army Depot for phase one. 
The committee expecte tha t  the remainder of the  funds necessary 
to complete the projects will be included in the fiscal year 1996 
budget request. 

The Army submitted its report on alternative technologies to the 
baseline proceRs to Con ess in April 1994. The report endorsed a 
recommendation by the a ational Research Council to add activated 
carbon filter beds to the  pollution abatement systems a t  the  de- 
struction facilities. Because the report was concluded after the 
budget request was submitted, funds were not included for this 
project. The committee recommends $18.0 million for utility up- 
grades, site preparation, and stormwater drainage for adaption of 
carbon filters to the ollution abatement systems. The $18.0 mil- 
lion is allocated as fo f lows: $4.0 million for Tooele, $5.0 million for 
Anniston, $4.0 million for Umatilla and $5.0 million for Pine Bluff. 

Lastly, the committee recommends a provision that  would amend 
section 1412(n of Public Law 99-145 to require funds for the con- 
struction of chemical demilitarization facilities to be provided in 
separate DOD accounts, in keeping with the  funding for other ac- 
tivities in this pro ram. Funds contained in the Army military con- 
struction request f or fiscal year 1995 for the  construction of chemi- 
cal demilitarization facilities are transferred to a separate DOD ac- 
count. The committee directs tha t  all military construction funds, 
previously authorized and which remain unobl~ ated in separate 8 Army accounts, be transferred to this separate D D account. 

Authorization of previorrsly appropriattd military construction 
projects 

The committee recommends a provision that  would amend sec- 
tion 2601 of the Military Construction Authorization Act for Fiscal 
Year 1994 to increase the  authorization for the  Army National 
Guard by $3.21 million for con~truction of a n  aviation support facil- 
ity in Tupelo, Mississippi and for the Navy/Marine Corps Reserve 
by $8.7 million for construction of a Marine Corps Reserve head- 
quarters facility in New Orleans, Louisiana. 

The provision would also amend section 2601 of the Military 
Construction Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 to increase the 
~uthorization for the Air National Guard by $1.2 million for repair 
of a taxiway in Salem, Oregon. 

Clarification of re uirement for notification of Congress of improve- ? merits in fami y housing units 
The committee recommends a provision that  would clarify the no- 

t if ir~tion requirements for improvements to  military fam~ly hous- 

ing unite by requa. ..., I notification for only those 
famil housing improvements exceeumg $50,000 per unit not pre- 
vioue y included in the annual budget justification data. r 
Authority to pay closing costs under the homeowners assistance pro- 

gmm 
The committee recommends a provision that  would amend sec- 

tion 1013(c) of the Demonstration Cities and Metro olitan Develop- 
ment Act of 1966 to authorize the Secretary of t e Army, using E 
available funds, to pay a qualified applicant's closing costs under 
the homeowners assistance rogram. 

The committee supports t e homeowners aesietance program and R 
1 believes that  this provision will provide an  incentive for private 
I home sales rather than costly government purchasee of homes. 
I Advance planning of community adjustment a n d  economic diver- 

sification 
The committee recommends a provision that  would prohibit any 

advance economic redevelo ment and reuse planning or  other con- 
version planning conducte by communities in anticipation of the S 
base closure process from being taken into consideration during 
base closure deliberations. 

Some of the  communities that  depend upon military installations 
for a significant portion of their economic well-being would like to 
proceed with reuse planning in advance of any recommendations by 
the  Secretary of Defense or the President to close basee. These 
communities, although clearly referring tha t  the bases in their 
communities remain open, wou d like to have the opportunity to P 
prepare in advance in the event that  a base is recommended for 
closure. While the communities can undertake this type of plan- 
ning, there is concern that  advance planning might be considered 
by either the Secretary of Defense or the Base Closure Commission 
to be adveree to the communities. The provision recommended by 
the committee would prohibit the Secretary of Defense or  the Base 
Closure Commission from taking into consideration, for any pur- 
pose associated with base closure deliberations, any advance plan- 
nin activities. 

&e committee urges the Secreta to work actively with the var- 
ious state and local groups and ot e r  organizations interested in X 
base closure activities to assure them that  any advance planning 
activities will not be considered in any baae cloeure deliberations. 

Clari@ng and technical amendments to base closure laws 
The committee recommends a provieion that  would amend and 

clarify several sections of the 1988 and 1991 base realignment and 
closure (BRAC) acb ,  title I1 of Public Law 100-526, and part A of 
title XXIX of Public Law 101-510. The provision would: 

(1) clarify that  the authority of the Secretary of Defense to 
conduct environmental cleanup would continue after the 1988 
BRAC basea are  closed a t  the end of 1995 and that  funds in 
the  1988 BRAC account could continue to be used for cleanup; 

(2) clarify that  the Secretary's authority to diapose of per- 
sonal property a t  baaes closine u n d ~ r  hnth +ha 1OQQ *nn * 



BRAC acts is conducted pureuant to General Services Adminie- 
tration (GSA) regulations, as  iu diepoeal of real property; 

(3) clarify that the Secretary will work with the local reuse 
authority to determine the personal property items located a t  
the closing bases that are not needed for a military purpose 
and could be available to the local community to assist with 
reuse and redevelopment; and 

(4) clarify the definition of "redevelopment authority" so that 
it is clear that a single redevelopment authority does not have 
to both prepare the redevelopment plan and implement the 
plan, thereby allowing for the possibility that the implement- 
ing authority could be a different entity from the planning au- 
thority. 

Land transfer, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico 
The committee recommends a provision that would provide for 

the transfer of 1,262 acre8 of land by the Secretary of the Interior 
to the Department of the Air Force for the construction of evapo- 
rntinn ~ o n d s  to support a wastewater treatment plant at  Holloman - - - . - . . 
Air ~o;ce Base, ~ t k  Mexico. 

Under the terms of this transfer agreement, the Secretary of the 
Air Force would be required to: 

(1) Recognize a grazing preference on the land; 
(2) Ensure that the use of the land meets all environmental 

 requirement.^ of the federal, state, and local governments; 
( 3 )  Ensure the continuation of valid, existing rights under 

the mining, mineral leasing, and geot,hermal leasing laws of 
the uni ted states; 

( 4 )  Ensure that the transfer will not interfere with certain 
established rights of way; and 

(5) ensure that the public has access to the land with the 
exception of the immediate area surrounding the wastewater 
treaiment plant. 

Joint use ofproperty, Port Hueneme, California 
The committee recommends a provision that would authorize the 

Secretary of the Navy to enter into an agreement with the Oxnard 
Harbor District, Port Hueneme, California, for the joint use of 
Navy Wharf Number 3 for a period of 15 years. The agreement 
would require the Oxnard Harbor District to pay to the Secretary 
of the Navy fair market rental value for the use of the wharf. 

Lease of propprty. Naval Weapons Radio Receiving Facility, Imp-  
rial Beach, Coronado, California 

The committee recommends a provision that would authorize the 
Secretary of the Navy to lease, a t  less than fair market value and 
for a period of 50 years, to the Young Men's Christian Association 
(YMCA) of San Diego County, California, 45.5 acres of property at 
the Naval Weapons Radio Receiving Facility located in Imperial 
Beach, California. 

Release 0 nvemionay interest, Yorh County, James City County, 4 and ewport News, Virginia . . 
The committee recommends a provision that would authorize the 

of the Navy to release the reversionary interest of the 
United Secret tates in the real property located in James City County, 
Virginia to the Virginia Department of Transportation, provided 
that the property continues to be used for a public urpose. This 
provision would enable the Virginia Department of ?p ransportation 
to deed a portion of the James City County pmperty to the Penin- 
sula Regional Jail Authority for the construction of a 288-bed jail. 

Land transfer, Fori Devens, Massachusetts 
The committee recommends a provision that would authorize the 

Secretary of Defense to transfer approximately 800 acres of land a t  
Fort Devens, Massachusetts to the Secretary of Interior for inclu- 
sion in the Oxbow National Wildlife Refuge, Massachusetts. Trans- 
fer of the land to the Secretary of the Interior must be consistent 
with the base reuse plan. 

Land conveyance, Cornhuder Army Ammunition Plant, Hall Coun- 
ty, Nebraska 

The committee recommends a provision that would authorize the 
of the Army to convey for fair market value the 

Cornhus Secnta? er Army Ammunition Plant to the Hall County, Ne- 
braska, Board of Supervisors. The transfer will allow redevelop- 
ment of the plant pursuant to the Cornhusker Army Ammunition 
Plant reuse committee comprehensive reuse plan. The Hall County 
Board of Supervisors formed the reuse committee to develop a plan 
for non-military use of the plant. It has worked extensively with 
the Army and local business interests to develop this comprehen- 
sive reuse plan while the Army continues the environmental res- 
toration activities a t  the plant. This transfer will not occur until 
the Army has completed all of its legal obligations for environ- 
mental_restoration activities. 

In addition, the provision would require that all of the proceeds 
of the sale shall be de sited in the account established to receive 
the meeds  of the ea e of milita property, pursuant to section R P 
204( ) of the Federal Property an Administrative Services Act of a 
1949 (40 U.S.C.485(h)), and that all of the proceeds would be avail- 
able to the Department of Defense pursuant to section 204(hXZXB). 

Transfer or conveyance of various parcels through General Services 
Administmtion 

The committee recommends a provision that would requin the 
Administrator of the General Services Administration to screen cer- 
tain parcel8 of land, prior to conveyance, to ensure that there is no 
federal, state, local, or other preferential use for the land. The pro- 
vision would establish an expedited screening and approval process 
that would be concluded not later than 125 days after enactment 
of this Act. The Secretary of Defense may transfer the land to the 
Administrator for disposal a t  the end of the screening process. The 
Administrntor shall then transfer the land to any federal agency, 
state or local agency, or other preferential interest as  appropriate. 
Pamela of lnnrl nr nmd:- - -  A L - -  . . - 



resulted in the  need to change the scope of the original project. The 
committee urges the  Department of the  Army to exercise ita 
reprogramming authority to accommodate these unexpected re- 
quirements within the  amount previously authorized for this pur- 
pose. 

Cedar Creek tank range, Fort Knox, Kentucky 
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 au- 

thorized $4.15 million to upgrade the Cedar Creek tank range a t  
Fort Knox, Kentucky. The estimated cost of this project has in- 
creased by $750,000. The committee u r  e s  the  Department of the 
Army to exercise its reprogramming au t  ority to accommodate this 
cost growth. 

K 
National Security Agency supercomputer facility, Fort Meade, Mary- 

land 
The committee recommends a reduction of $12.72 million in the 

Defense Agencies military construction account for phase I1 con- 
struction of a National Security Agency supercomputer facility a t  
Fort Meade, Maryland. 

The committee is aware that  the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1994 authorized the full construction cost of 
$52.72 million for the supercomputer facilit The committee con- 
tinues to support the construction of this facihy. 

Base closure and realignment accounts 
The committee recommends authorization of $87.6 million in fie- 

cal year 1995 for the Defense Base Closure Account 1988 which 
supports the recommendations of the 1985 Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission. I t  also recommends authorization of 
$2.6 billion in fiscal year 1995 for the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Account 1990 that  su orts the recommendations of 
the 1991 and 1993 Defense Base (!%sure and Realignment Corn- 
missions. 

The committee will continue to carefully monitor the justification 
for both the construction projects funded within these accounts, 
and the other cost elements of the accounts. 

Although fundin is not s ecifically limited to projects identified 
in its budget justi f ]cation, 8 OD identified the  following construe- 
tion projects for fiscal year 1995 that  it planned to fund from these 
accounts: 
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lNSTMLAfQNB.L.WA~ON 

CORONA00 W H B l O U S  BAC& 
M)RTMlENEMECBCENlEn 
LEMOORE NAS 
STOCKTON NCS 
MMCI  I N O  
M M C I i  U B  
MARC13 N B  
MARCH NB 
MAACII A m  
MUICII L I B  
MMC1.I N B  
mbve M e  

CLOSWISPEKIGNMENT 

M M E  I S W O  NSY 
POnT HUENEME CE U$ 
M n w  NAS 
M M E  ISLAND NST 
MMCH bV8 
MAACI4 AFB 
MARCH IVB 
MlWCH AFB 
W C H  AFB 
MAflCH AFB 
MUICH IVB 
MMCH NB 

PROJECT -- - C.ON 

WATERFRONT OPERATIONS FACIC 
ENGlNEEnlNG SEnVlCE CTn (pH n) 
FAMILY HoUSlNG (252 UNITS) 
BOAT MAINTENME BUILDING 
NTEn  WING HOIAMOIN NnES 
NTER ME0 TRAINING FACIL NRES 
UTEfl DINING H U  PCnES 
ALTER WEAPONS STORAGE AFRES 
KTER SUPPORT FAClLlTES AFRES 
BCE MNNT BK)PISTORAGE NAES ' 

UTILlTlESPERlMElER FENCE N n E S  
FAMILY HOUSING (384 UNITS) 

m U N D O  NTC 
O R W D O  NTC 

CONNECTICUT NEW LONOON NSB 
NEW LONOON NS8 

TRAINING BUROHG RENOVATION 
TnNNlNQ BUILDING REH*BLITATION 

DlSTflCT O f  COLUMBIA MBnASKA A K W E  NAVY ANNEX 

FLOfllDA JACKSONVILLE NADEP 
JACKSONVILLE NADEP 
PENSACOLA NAS 
PENSAC0l.A NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOIA NAS 
PENSICOLA NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOLA NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACOU NAS 
PENSACQU NAS 
PENSACMA NAS 
PENSAC0I.A NAS 
PWSACOU N U  
MNSACOU NAS 
PENSAC0l-A NAS 

AOMN SPACE nENOVATION 

COMPONENT REWORK FACIL REHM 
STORAGE FACILITY 
MESS SPECIALIST 'A' SCHOOL 
BEQ RENOVATION 
MEDCAL OENTM FACILITY 
UTLITYISITE IMPAOVE~ENTS 
ADMN SUPPCflT FACILITIES 
BE0 
Mwn FACILITIES 
ENUSTEO MESS HNL 
AVIATION SUPPORT EOUIP SCHOOC 
AJ'PUED HSrnUCTION B u m  
AVIONICS TECHNICIN4 SCHOOL 
BASIC HELOIAO S C m  
AE SCHOOL 
AVIATION MECH MATE SCHOOL 
AVIATION SUPPOfll TflAPllNG FACIL 
APPLIED WSTRUCTION BUILDING 
AVAllONS MECH TRAINING FACL 
ARCRnFT FIRE RESCUE TRNG FACIL 
FRE FIGHTEA TRAJNMQ FACL 
MMWE EXTEDITONARY ARFlRD 

NAMED* NUIEP 
ALAMEDA NAOEP 
S I N  DIEGO NTC 
SAN DlEGO NTC 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHiS NnS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
ME WHlS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
YEMPeilS HAS 
MEMPIiIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPt IIS NAS 
MEMPFIIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPHIS NAS 
MEMPIilS N18 
MEMP(I1S NAS 
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STATE - . .  !!G?&@-?.QEo! LOCA!K)N PROJECT 
PENSACMA NAS WslWJBJ CLOmE@C&-@)?LSrg 

FEIE MATS TRAINING MOCKUP 
PENSACOU NAS 1.750 MEMPHISNAS 

EQUIPMENT MAINTENIWCE FACIC 
PENSACOU NAS 1 . W  MEMPHlSNAS 

NATTC ADMH FACILITY 
PENSACOLA NAS 1 . W  MEMPIIS NAS 

FAMILY HQUSING (1 18 UNITS) c I ,000 M E w n s  NAS 

KINGS RAY NSR 
1.700 CHMLESTON NS 

GREAT LAKES NOC 
GnEAT LAKES NH 
GnEAT IAKES NH 
GnEAT LAKES NTC 
GnEAT UKES NTC 
GREAT LAKES NTC 
GREAT LAKES NTC 
GREAT IAKES NTC 
GnEAT LAKES N IC  
GREAr I AKES NTC 
GnEAr LAKES NTC 
GnEAT LAKES NTC 
GnEAT UKES NTC 
GREAT LAKES NTC 
GnEAr UKES N1C 
GnEAT UKES NTC 
GIIEAT LAKES NTC 
GREAT LAKES NTC 
GnEAT LAKES NTC 

DENTAL CLINIC FACLllY 
MEDICAL CLINIC M O W N  
MEDCN CLINIC rrDDITK)N 
DP TnAiN)NG BUILDING UPC~ADE 
MACHINE n E P u n w  TnAINING FACR 
PATTEnN MAMfl  MOLDER TRNC. FAC 
BUILDNG IIENOVAnONS 
NAVAL nEcnulT CMO CENTER 
ELECTnONIC TRAINING BUUING 
ffPPLIED INSmUCTK)N BUILDAM 
COLD s r o n M E  WMEI OUSE 
FCIEMAN TnNNHG 8UILD)NG nEIIhe 
SEAMAN VJFWENTICE SCHOOC 
RADIX CWRANING FACILITY 
TRAINING BUILDING RENOVATONS 
BE0 nENOVAilON 
AIRMIW APPnENTlCE TnNG FACILITY 
BEQ 
MEDICAL CLINIC ADDITION 

OnUNOOw 
O I I U N m N H  
Onl lwDO Mi  
SAN DlEGO N l C  
SIW DIEGO NTC 
SAN DlEGO NTC 
W DIEGO NTC 
DC BunPm 
ORUNDO NTC 
ORWOO NTC 

. O n w m o N r c  
' OIIUWM) NTC 

O R U N W  NTC 
MIUNOO NTC 
O R W O O  NTC 
TREASCnE ISAND CIS 
O n W D 0  M C  
ORUNDO NTC 
O n M O  Nn 

IPIDIM~A C ~ A N E  NSWC BATTmY EVIYUATION rACll.lTY 0.110 M M E  ISLAND NSY 

MAINE ~ 1 n m y  NSY FO~TSMWTIO  MOD^ ADMW BUILDNG 1.700 rOIITSMWTI4 SUgMEPP 

MMWO n GEO~GE MENX OSEG TACUTY 4.050 VlNT t1I.L FMMS STATION 
INDIAN IQA0 NSWC EXPLOSIVE TEST FACILITY 
PATUXENT nlvEn NAWC 10.300 NSWC 

HO ADMIN FACILITIES 69.936 NASC 
WIITE OAK NSYVC RELOCATE NAVSEA HO (PI1 I) 41.000 NAVSEA 

MASSACHUSETTS W S T O V ~  AFB 
msrovm NB 

ADALRASE ENGINEmING rVTIES 
M l E n  MFD TnAlNlNG FACIL ArnES 

PElRdlT MSENN nENOVAlE I.MIN)MIN SPACE 
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IN~TN.U~N-Q. QCAIION PRO JEC! COST lm ,)L!w!!EflEAL-!NMEfl 
MIDWAY ISLAND clnr DEMOCII O N  3 . m  MIDWAY ISNO NN 

MINNESOTA 

MONTANA 

N W m A  

I IF1 EEIA NNCnC 

BE0 
AU3CRWT PMKING AMION 
AwCnwr  nnEcT  FUELING ST 
ACADEMIC INSIRVCTION SLOG 
a m m m  MAIN ENWE H ~ C M  
DOMESlC WATW STORAGE 
IMPROVE WASTE WATER SYSTEM 
BAnlYlON UNIT EOUIPMENT ShOP 
FAMILY 1 IOUSING (C* UNIIS) 

MlllAMNI NAS 
M K I W  NAS 
MAAMNI NAS 
MLRUUn NAS 
M R A W  NAS 
M I R W  NAS 
M Y I W  NAS 
U E O A  N M  
Mlll lIUNI NAS 

rnl I ON NAS 
T N  LON NAS 
FA1 I ON NAS 
F N  LON NAS 
FAll.ON NAS 
FN  LOPI NAS 
rA l  LON NAS 
r A! CON NAS 
rA l  LON NAS 

F I MONMOVTI4 
FT MONMOUTH 
FT MONMOLITM 
FT MONMOUlCI 
Fl MONMOUTH 
MCGI IIIIE M B  
McGumE MB 
MCGlJlRE AFB 
MCGURE AF0 
MCGlJIIlE N B  
MCGllll7E N B  
MCGUlnE N 0  
MCGIJM AFB 
MCGtJInE U--8 
h4CGIJWZ N B  
MCGIJWIE AFB 
MCGtlUIE N B  
MCGURE N0 
MCGUUIE KB 
MCGUUIE AFE 
MCGUIUE N B  
MCGtlmE AFR 

FIENOVA i E LA0IWMIN SPACE 
RENOVATE MAIN POST ADMlN SPACE 
ADMW FAChlTY 
lMMC FACII.1 N 
IEWD FAClLlN 
KC- 10 SOUADnON OPSIAMU 
FUEL SYSTEMS MAINIENANCE DOCK 
Connos loN CoNinoL FACRIIY 
KC - 10 MAINTENNCE I IANGM 

, KC- 10COMBS FACRIN 
KC - 10 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
CONrnOL T o w n  
A D N  VE+lCLE COMPLEX 
AD& CI llLD DNaOPMENT CEN lm 
EXlEND HTHW DlSlfllBUTlON SYS 
ADO 1 0  AEROMEDICN SVC CLINIC 
COMMlJNlCATlONS DUCTS 
ENLISTED DOnMlTOnY 
CONTINGENCY COMM ELEMENT 
UPGnADE ROADS 
KC- I 0  MUADnON OPSlAMU AFnES 
ADO IOBASESUPPLY 

FT MONMOUTli 
n MONMOUTH 
VlNT HILL FMMS STATION 
VIM1 HILL FMMS STATION 
VlNT HILL FMMS STATON 
K.I. SAWYER AFB 
K I. SAWYER AFB 
K.I. SAHNEn AFB 
K.I. SAwMR AFB 
K.I. SAWYER CFB 
KI.SAWMR*FB 
KI.SAWYERKB 
K I. .sAwrEn AFB 
K.I. SAWrER AFB 
K.I SAWWR rFB 
K.I. S A m  IVB 
K I SAWVEn rFB 
K.I S A m  AFB 
K.I. SAWYER N B  
KI. SAwvEn AFB 
K.I. SAWYER N B  
K.I. s h w E n  FSB 

LETTEnW-NNV MMY DEPOT nENOVAlE MAIN IENtWCE PACIL 1.650 LEnEnlQNNY MMY D m  
ioen IANNA MHI DEPOT IMMC FACILITSI 600 VIN? HILL FMMS STATION 
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NEWPORT NETC 
NEWPOn T NETC 

 JOE 1- NEWPORT NETC 
W O n T  NETC 

PIER FlnE PnOTECTON SYSTEM 
DEMOlIBl4 FAM HOUSING (400 UNITS) 

W T H  CAJ'IOLINA FOnT JACKSON 
CHMLESTON NESCC 
Ct lMl ESTON NWS 

CHAPLIN CENTER 6 SCHOOL 
ENGINEEUING CENTBI (PH 11) 
CMGO I IANDMFI MAlNr FACL 

FT MONMOUTH 
NCCOSC 
CI IMI.ESTON NS 

TEXAS RED nNER MHI DEPOT 
FOnT WORTH NAS 
FORT WORTH NAS 
FORT WORTH NAS 
FCRT WORTH NAS 
FORT WORTH NAS 
FOnT WORTH NAS 
FORT WORTH NAS 
FOnT WORTH NAS 
FOnT WORTH NAS 
FORT worm I NAS 
FORT WORTH NAS 
FORT 'WOnTH NAS 
FORT WOn T).l NAS 
FOnT WOnnl  NAS 
FORT WOnTH NAS 
FORT wmn4 N*S 
FOnT WOCITI4 NAS 
INGI.ESIDE NS 
INGI.ESI0E NS 
INGLESDE NS 
INGLESlDE NS 
KELLY APB 
KELLY *FB 
KELLY N B  
L A C W D  N B  

MAINTEtIANCE FACILITY 
ADOIALTEU BURDINGS 
AIRCANT SUPPORT FACILITY 
MEDCAbVENT4. CUNC 
ENGINE TEST CEU 
COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
ALTEn MMINEUPPLY FncnlTlCs 
AVIATION FACILITIES 
RESERVE TRNNlNG BUILDING 
MAINTENWE HPNGM 
ALTER COMMUNITY FACRITIES 
CI lllD DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
F- 14P- t8 HANGMlSUPronT 
lI7AININGNIDMlN FACA N T E M l  IONS 
ALTER ADMIN/SVPP(.Y FACILITIES 
EXPANOmENOVATE I W N I  
MAINTENANCE HANOM 
UPGRADE PERSONNEL SVPPOnT 
MINE n E c w E m  OPERATIONS FACIL 
MINE WMFARE TRAINING SCI.HX)L 
TIlAlNlNG FACILITY 
FIREFIGHTING mNNlNG FACllW 
IAAFA INSlRUCTOR F A C l m  
IAWA SMALL m c n m  HNM 
N.TEn I lMFA NOSE DOCK 
IANA MMORYISTORAGE CP O ~ L I S  

TOOELE MW DEPOT 
O N U S  NAS 
D U S  NAS 
D U U S  NAS 
DAUAS NAS 
DALLAS NAS 
D*I.LAS NAS 
DALLAS rr*s 
D U S  NAS 
D M S  NAS 

' O N U S  NAS 
O N U S  NAS 
O U S  NAS 
D U S  NAS 
DALLAS NAS 
O M S  NAS 
GLENVIEW NAS 
D U S  NAS 
CHIALESTON NS 
CHMCESTON NS 
CHMLESTON NS 
C)-IMIESTON NS 
I40MESTEAD AFB 
HOMESTEAD N B  
HOMESTEAD AFB 
HOMESTEAD MB 

CI4ESAPEIUQ NSGA 
CHESAPEAIQ NSGA 
DAM NECK FCTC 
DAM NECK FClC 
NEWTOIIT NEWS s r n v s n  SI llr+ 
NOnrOLKNSY 

C H U l E S T O N  NS 
C)+*RI.ESTON N9 
M M E  I S I M  NSY 
M M E  ISLlrND NSY 
VMIOUS 
CHMLCSION NSY 

- - 
BE0 
MODlrY TRNNING BUILDNG 
BURDNG RENOVATIONS 
fNfFnMEDIAlE MAINTENANCE FACll 



Tenant commands' operational requirements 
The base closure and realignment process is critical to reducing 

infrastructure-related overhead obligations of the De artment of 
Defense. The committee is concerned that  a s  the 5 epartment 
downsizes o r  realigns its military force structure a t  military bases, 
the validated operational re uirements of some remaining tenant 
commands may not be met, a 9 though the host command has the i n -  
frastructure and operational capability to support those necds. ?'l\is 
problem can be ;trticuliirly acute if the tellant is not a corllpollellt 
of a articular b ervice, a s  in the case of a joint operations com- 
man$ and the  host command may not have a strong commitment 
towards supporting its tenant. 

The committee is aware of several military tenant commands, in- 
cluding unified commands, that  are  facing the  prospect of having 
their validated operational requirements not supported by their 
host facility commands. To ensure the continued operational capa- 
bility of tenant commands and activities, the committee directs the 
Secretary of Defense to ensure that  the operational needs and re- 

uirements of such tenant commands are fully considered during 
%e base closure and realignment process. 

Combined support maintenance facility, Columbia, South Carolina 
The Military Construction Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994 

authorized $8.62 million for the construction of a replacement com- 
bined maintenance facility for the South Carolina National Guard 
in Columbia, South Carolina. Due to new mission requirements, 
the estimated cost of this project has increased by $3.0 million. The 
committee urges the  National Guard Bureau to exercise its 

reprOF amming authority to accommodate the cost growth and obli- 
gate unds for this project in fiscal year 1995. 

New Jersey National Guard headquarters, Fort Dix, New Jersey 
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 in- 

cluded $5.2 million to renovate a facility a t  Fort Dix, New Jersey 
for use as the New Jersey National Guard head 
mittee is aware that  recent base closure and 
regarding Fort Dix and McGuire Air Force 
the need to change the  scope of the original project. The new re- 
quirement includes additions and alteratlone to a substitute facility 
on Fort Dix to serve ae  the headquartere buildin . The committee 
recognizes these changes and urges the National 8 ,nard to continue 
with the  current plans for the  consolidated headquarters facility 
with funda that  were previously authorized and appropriated for 
this purpose. 

Relocation of Arm family housing units from Fort Hunter Liggett, 
California to $ ort Stewart, Georgia 

The committee recommends a provision that  would amend the 
Military Construction Authorization Act for Fiecal Year 1992 (Pub- 
lic Law 102-190) to site a portion of the family housing units that  
had been authorized for construction a t  Fort Hunter LI gett, Cali- 
fornia, to Fort Stewart, Georgia. The provision, whic ! does not 
alter the  amount of the original authorization, reflects baainu 
changes that  have O C C I I ~ ~ ~ ~  -in.*- CL- -- ' ' ' 



LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS 

SECTION 904-FUNDS FOR DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 
WORK 

This section would add $600,000,000 to the budget request for 
the performance of depot-level maintenance and repair work. The 
provision also would limit to 40 percent the amount available for 
the erformance of depot-level maintenance and repair work by 
non- g ederal government employees. 

SECTION 3 O H U P P O R T  FOR THE 1996 OLYMPICS 

This section would allow the Secretary of Defense to provide 
logistical and other related support for the 1996 Summer Olympics 
and would authorize $4,000,000 for that purpose. 

I 

SECTION 311-REPORTS AND LIMITATIONS ON TRANSFER AND USE OF 
CERTAIN OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNDS 

This section would prohibit the Secretary of Defense from trans- 
ferring any amounts authorized and appro riated for operations 
and maintenance o erating forces accounts ( now as budget activ- P i 
ity 1 accounts) unti after a notification to Congress. 

SECTION 312-LIMITATION ON RETENTION OF MORALE, WELFARE, AND 
RECREATION FUNDS BY MILITARY INSTALLATIONS 

This section would prohibit the individual military service 
nonappropriated morale, welfare, and recreation accounts from re- 
taining funds at  the installation level in excess of the amounts nec- 
essary to meet working capital requirements. 

SECTION 313--PROHIBITION ON USE OF APPROPRIATED FUNDS FOR 
OPERATION OF ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER, EUROPE 

This section would prohibit the use of appro riated funds of the 
Department of Defense to operate the h e  i Forces Recreation 
Center, Europe except for the payment of utilities, emergency re- 
pairs, and transportation of United States products. 

SECTION 314-LIMITATION ON USE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSIS~ENCE ITEMS 

This section would prohibit the Secretary of Defense from using 
specifications or restrictions in the procurement of subsistence 
items for use at military installation and shore facilities. 

SECTION 321-FINDINGS 

This section would establish findings of Congress concerning 
! 

depot-level activities of the Department of Defense. 
1 SECTION 322-MODIFICATION OF LIMITATION ON PERFORMANCE OF 

i DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE 

I This section would revise the current ercentage definition codi- 
I fied in section 2466 of Title 10, United &' tates Code, for workloads 

that may be performed by non-Federal government personhe] to 
nnt mnro than An .na- - - -4  - r  ~l ' 
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year to a military department or a Defense Agency for depot-level 
maintenance and repair. 

SECTION 323-LIMITATION ON THE PERFORMANCE O F  DEPOT-LEVEL 
MAINTENANCE O F  MATERIEL FOR NEW WEAPON SYSTEMS 

This section would require that, within five years a n e r  the initial 
delivery of a weapon system to the Department of Defense not less 
than 60 percent of the depot-level maintenance of the  weapon sys- 
tem must be performed by employees of the Department of De- 
fense. 

SECTION 324-AUDITS T O  MONITOR COST GROWTH O F  CONTRACTS TO 
PERFORM DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

This section would require the Secretary of Defense to conduct 
an audit of each contract entered into for the performance of depot- 
level maintenance and repair to monitor the costs incurred by the 
contractor. 

SECTION 325--CONSIDERATION O F  COSTS O F  CLOSING DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE DEPOTS IN CERTAIN COST COMPARISONS 

This section would require that  the cost of closing Department of 
Defense depots be included in any comparison conducted of the cost 
of performing depot-level maintenance and repair work by non-Fed- 
era1 Government personnel with the cost of performing such work 
by employees of the Department of Defense. 

SECTION 3 2 6 A U T H O R I T Y  FOR DEPOT-LEVEL ACTIVITIES O F  THE DE- 
PARTMENT O F  DEFENSE TO COMPETE FOR MAINTENANCE AND RE- 
PAIR WORKLOADS OF OTt1ER FEDERAL AGENCIES 

This section would allow the Department of Defense to compete 
for the depot-level maintenance and repair workload of other Fed- 
eral agencies. 

SECTION 327-AUTtIORlTY OF DEPOTS TO PROVIDE SERVICES OUTSIDE 
OF THE DEPARTMENT O F  DEFENSE 

This section would provide the Department of Defense with the 
authority to lease excess depot-level equipment and facilities on a 
reimbursable and non-interference basis. 

SECTION 3 2 e M A I N T E N A N C E  O F  SUFFICIENT DEPOT FACILITIES, 
A<'TIVITIES AN11 EMPLOYEES OF Tl1E DEPARTMENT O F  DEFENSE 

This section would require the Secretary of Defense to maintain 
suflicient depot-level activities and facilities to carry out all provi- 
sions in title I11 of the bill. 

SECTION 32SREUTILIZATION INITIATIVE FOR ARMY AND NAVY DEPOT- 
LEVEL ACTIVITIES 

This section would provide for a pilot program to encourage com- 
mercial firms to enter into partnerships with depot-level activitier 
of the  nbpnrtment of the Army and the Department of the Navy. 

SECTION 341---OVERSIGHT OF DEFENSE BUSINESS OPERATIONS FUND 

This section would extend the  authority to operate the Defense 
Business Operations Fund and make other changes affecting the 
transfer, billing, use, and accumulation of funds. 

SECTION 342-REVIEW BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL O F  CHARGES 
IMPOSED BY DEFENSE BUSINESS OPERATIONS FUND 

This section would require a review by the Comptroller General 
of the United States of the charges for goods and services provided 
by the Defense Business Operations Fund. 

SECTION 361-REAUTHORIZATION O F  DEPARTMENT O F  DEFENSE DO- 
MESTIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR MILITARY DE- 
PENDENTS 

This section would provide for the continued authority to provide 
for the education of military dependents when local agencies are  
unable to provide appropriate education. 

SECTION 362--SURVEY AND PILOT PROGRAM FOR THE TRANSFER O F  
DEPARTMENT O F  DEFENSE DOMESTIC DEPENDENT ELEMENTARY AND 
SECONDARY SCIIOOLS TO APPROPRIATE LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGEN- 
CIES 

This section would require the Secretary of Defense to conduct a 
survey of the domestic elementary and secondary schools the De- 
partment of Defense operates to determine the requirements to 
transfer these schools to local educational agencies. 

SECTION 363-EVALUATION O F  SCHOOLS O F  THE DEFENSE 
DEPENDENTS' EDUCATION SYSTEM WITH FEWER THAN 150 STUDENTS 

This section would require the Secretary of Defense to examine 
alternatives to operating a Department of Defense overseas de- 
pendent school where less than 150 students a re  enrolled. 

SECTION 354-PRO?IIBlTION ON TUITION CEILINGS FOR SCHOOLS OF 
THE DEFENSE DEPENDENTS EDUCATION SYSTEM 

This section would require the Secretary of Defense to remove all 
reetrictions to the  calculation of actual tuition. 

SECTION 361-MODIFICATION OF FEES PAID BY RESIDENTS O F  ARMED 
FORCES RETIREMENT HOME , 

This section would increase the amount of fees paid by residents, 
of the Armed Forces Retirement Homes and would also include 
consideration of all retirement income. 

SECTION 362-NATIONAL GUARD YOUTH PROGRAM 

This section would allow members or units of the National Guard 
to provide services to various youth organizations on a non-inter- 
fmnce basis if provided a t  no additional cost and does not affect 
my commercial entities. 





- - - -  - - -  - -- - 

i me rnmmittee is hopeful that infrastructure investment will con- 
-tion request for fiscal MUe ap a key component in the implementation of the Bottom-Up 
-pril 26, 1994. Review. AS the De artment invests in new state-of-the-art weapons 

d o l o g y ,  it will %e necessaq to invest in infrastructure to house 
.n,j mantain these important systems. This aspect of military con- 

Should be added to other Bottom-Up Review infrastruc- 
d the budget reque fUR requirements in mobility and personnel readiness facilities. 
)dy those that meet BASE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR zes. 

The committee is determined to reduce the backlog associated 
r PROGRAM r i t h  maintenance and repair of existing facilities. The committee 

antinues to encourage the services to program for the demolition 
,,f facilities that are scheduled to be replaced so the sewices can 
&eve some cost savings. Unfortunately, the Priority Investment 
b g r a m  may cause a demolition backlog because replacement fa- 
dities are being delayed in the military construction programming 
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'ECIC BASING PLAN 

BASE CLOSURE 
COAL OF THIRTY PERCENT REDUCTION IN M)D PHYSICAL PLANT 

The Department of Defense has begun its internal deliberations 
on the f ind base closure round mandated by the National Defense 
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m d  or industrid type activity of the Deparhnent of 
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e by cbihn'employeee of the Department of Defenee, the 
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ontinued p e r f o v  of such activity by private contractor 
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don.-Thb section applies onlp with respect to a fiscal 

(5) The 8ecmtar~ of Mememay waive puwmph (1) in the cw of any mch 
l o ~ t i c a  athi ty  or function and pmiib that performance of'& aetiviq or 
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(2) The Secretary of the Army shall provide for the performanca by employees of 

the Department of Defense of not lese than-the foIlowingpercentaee8 of Army 
aviation depot.leve1 maintenance workload: , , , . , . . 

(A) For f b d  year 1993, 50 percent , .. , ,T?4=Lfy . . ,. 
.. , , b : " . (B) For fiscal year 1994, 55 percent - -  - - - 

(C) For fiscal year 1996, 60 percent. y'rP C- .(J-'L- ' ' 

(b) Prohibition on management by end strength.-The eioilian employees of the 
Department of Defense involved in the depot-Ievel maintenance of materiel may not 
be managed on the basis of any end-strength constraint or limitation on the number 
of such employees who may be employed on the Iaet day of a fiscal year. Such 
employees shall be managed solely on the basis of the available workload and the 

(~dd  PU~.L I-, Div. A, TEU~ rn, 5 ~ a ) ,  sept. 29, 1988,102 stat 19'65, Ad Bmehdd 
hb.L 101-189, Div. A, Title III, 8 313, Nw. 29, 1989, 108 Stat 1412; h b L  102-190, Dm. A, 
Title 111, 4 314(a)(1), Dee 5, 1991, 105 Stat 1886; hbL 10244, Din. A, Titla III, 4 362(aHe), 
Oct. 23,1992,106 Sbt 2511) 
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8 2467. Cort eompuironr reqdmaentr with rapect to mkhmnt costa and 
eonrultation with employes , ..2-,-v - ,:- ; 

(a) Requimmcntto Ladude mthment eortr--(l) In any compariaon conducted 
by the Department of Defense under Office of Maaagement and Budget Circular 
A-76 (or any suecesllor administrative regulation or policy) of the cost of performing 
commercial activities by Department of Defenae personnel and the cost of parform- 
ing such activities by contractor personnel, the Secretary of Defenee shall include 
retirement system costa (as described-in paragrap? (2) and (3)) of- both the 
Department of Defenae and the contractor. --- - Y  ..> L 

(2) The retirement syatem costa of the Department of Defense #half include (to 
the extent applicable) the foIlowing: -. . . - , , :..JIG + I, 

"-1, (A) The eost of ths F e d d  Employees' Retirement System, valued by using 
the normalcoet percentage (aa defined by eection 8401(23) of titla 5, United 
S t a h  Code). -A, - -,A,x; , - :-'. 7 -  1 --LI:--*-Z.::SS Y , > ~ Z + -  - 

... : - (B) m e  cost of tb. ~ r m  saiol *ent spt.m under-pter m of 
chrpter a B U C ~  a a .:, ., .- -, + ._,, ,&AS ,. 

(C) . - -  The - cost of the thrift savings plan under subciuptar of chapter 84 of 
. . . such title 6.. ....,,,. .... . .  . : 11 j ,.,, !,-:>;., : ' . .; ...-:-., .,,-!.:; . 7  -.. . ! -. .e;i&+:, .: 
! .,, -.. (D) -TL obst Of & old age, s&nm- 

under section 3111(a) of the Intern 
-. ---, and,disab&tp insurance taxd hpoeed 
d Revenue Code pi 198r 

, (3) The retirement sptem coats d the contractor shall inelude the &t of the old 
age, survivors, and disability insurance taxes imposed under &on 3Xllta) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the cost of thrift or other retirement savings plans, 
and other relevant mthm~l l t  costa. :i --szx?3.-:n3 mqdqr:; c; .5n&;1~2? 1 .. 
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ment and Budget Cirealu A-76 whether to con* +-~tracbr  p e x 6 o ~ c e  any 
:' of the D-ep*.,: 7i- hn: igo  ~ ; : ~ ( ' r l l ~ 9 )  qrraIkfj: 1 .  

? . - I .  (A) shall, a t  k t  monthly during the development and preparation of the 
I ':- :, .performance work rtatement and the v e n t  efdciency rtudp: used in 
. making that determination, c o d t  with u d m  amplopea who prin be affected 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

I am pleased to be here today to discuss defense depot maintenance 
issues. My testimony today will address several important 
questions, including: 

-- To what extent does the current Department of Defense (DOD) 
depot maintenance system have excess capacity? 

1 

I 
-- What is the basis for current DOD allocations of depot work 

between the public and private sectors? 

-- Is the private sector's role changing in the performance of 
depot maintenance activities? 

-- What is the status of the public-private competition 
initiative? 

I -- What needs to be done to ensure that future defense maintenance 
requirements can be managed more cost-effectively? 

! 
Before I discuss specifics, I'd like to summarize our observations 

I 
with the caveat that the information we are presenting today 
represents the preliminary results of our ongoing review of the 
management of DOD's depot maintenance system. 

First, our work shows that substantial excess capacity exists 
within DODfs depot maintenance system. Although we do not yet have 
a precise estimate, we believe the recent Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(JCS) Depot Consolidation Study's estimate of 25 to 50 percent is 
conservative. Because depot maintenance costs are significantly 
influenced by overhead, elimination of this excess capacity will be 
critical to reducing future depot maintenance costs. 

Given the continued need to reduce additional excess capacity, we 
would caution DOD to closely review its capital equipment 
acquisitions before acquiring new or replacement capability for 
work load that may be allocated to the private sector or to enhance 
/depot capability for facilities that could be identified for 
closure during the next round of base closures. Congress may also 
wish to critically examine the Department's request for fiscal year 
1994 funding for new capital investments at the government depots. 

Second, cost-effective future management of the defense depot 
maintenance system is first dependent on determining what work load 
capability must be retained within DOD--commonly referred to as 
core requirements--and what can or should be contracted out to the 
private sector. While there has been a requirement that the 
services define their minimum essential core requirements for a 
number of years, the services have not yet done so. In effect, 
core requirements are currently defined by statute. 

Third, in the past, the private sector's role in depot maintenance 
remained relatively consistent at about 33 percent of the annual 



depot maintenance budget. With the end of the cold war and 
reduction in new procurements, commercial contractors have been 
increasingly interested in and are aggressi.vely seeking additional 
work load. However, DOD does not have a comprehensive strategy for 
determining what depot maintenance work should be performed by the 
private sector. 

Fourth, while public-private competition initiatives are underway, 
they have been implemented at varying degrees among the services. 
The Navy sea community has been the most active, accounting for 82 
percent of DOD's competitions since the program's inception. The 
Army, Air Force, and Navy air community have done relatively few 
public-private competitions, but plan to increase their 
participation significantly during fiscal year 1993. The private 
sector has raised questions about the fairness of these 
competitions, and DOD has taken steps to address these concerns. 
Further, anticipated savings from public-private competition-- 
projected to be about $1.79 billion--are not being achieved. 

Lastly, the current DOD depot management structure does not appear 
to be conducive to making interservicing decisions that are 
essential to developing a more effective and efficient depot 
maintenance system. The failure to achieve interservicing goals 
during DOD's recent base closure and realignment process 
illustrates this problem. 

BACKGROUND 

With that as a summary, let me turn to my detailed remarks. Depot 
maintenance is a key part of the total DOD logistics effort and is 
a vast undertaking, supporting over 700,000 pieces of equipment, 
36,000 combat vehicles, 660,000 wheeled vehicles, 450 ships, and 
20,200 aircraft of over 100 different models. Depot maintenance 
requires extensive shop facilities, specialized equipment, and 
highly skilled technical and engineering personnel to perform major 
overhaul of parts, to completely rebuild parts and end items, or to 
modify systems and equipment by applying new or improved 
components. 

DOD annually spends about $13 billion--or 5 percent of DOD's 
budget--on depot maintenance activities. About 67 percent of depot 
maintenance funds go to work accomplished in DOD facilities and the 
balance to work done by contractors. Table I provides a breakout 
of the fiscal year 1992 depot maintenance budget by military 
service, showing the estimated value of work within each military 
service that is performed by that service's own depots, the amount 



that is interservicedl to the depots of another service, and the 
amount that is contracted to the private sector. 

work load was interserviced and contracted to the private 
sector, the value of each was less than $1 million. 

Table 1: Fiscal Year 1992 Depot Maintenance Program 

About 47 percent of the budget was for Navy systems and equipment, 
34 percent Air Force, 17 percent Army, and 2 percent Marines. 
About 45 percent is associated with the repair of aircraft, 33 
percent ships, 5 percent combat vehicles, 4 percent missiles, and 
13 percent for other types of equipment. 

Service 

Army 

Navy 
aviation 

Navy 
ships 

Navy 
C31 

Air 
Force 

Marine 
Corps 

Total 

'~nterservicing involves transferring work on comparable systems 
to the depot of another service to take advantage of economies of 
scale and to avoid the cost of maintaining unnecessary 
duplicative capabilities. 

(Dollars in millions) 

Inhouse 

Amount 

$1,332 

1,252 

2,257 

39 

2,848 

206 

$7,934 

Pct. 

63 

64 

62 

98 

68 

91 

65 

Interserviced 

Amount 

$ 7  

74 

0 

a 

125 

19 

$225 

Contracted 

Pct. 

1 

4 

0 

1 

3 

8 

2 

Amount 

$ 769 

626 

1,409 

a 

1,201 

3 

$4,008 

Pct . 
36 

32 

38 

1 

29 

1 

33 



The DOD depot maintenance system, which is actually comprised of 
four systemsr2 employs about 120,000 DOD civilian personnel and 
nearly 2,000 military personnel. This is a 23-percent reduction in 
the number of civilians relative to when the military depot system 
was at its peak in 1987. Currently, there are 30 major DOD depot 
maintenance facilities--Army depots, Air Force logistics centers, 
naval aviation depots, naval shipyards, naval electronic systems 
engineering centers, and Marine Corps logistics bases--that perform 
depot maintenance work.3 Thousands of comme;ccial contractors also 
perform depot maintenance activities, and many intermediate-level 
activities in the military services also have some depot 
maintenance capability. 

Since the early 1960s--long before changed world conditions pointed 
to the huge excesses currently recognized in the defense depot 
maintenance system--the Congress, GAO, DOD, and others have 
documented problems and recommended numerous ways of improving 
depot maintenance effectiveness and economies of operation. 
Appendix I highlights selected management actions and study 
recommendations relating to DOD's depot maintenance activities. 

SUBSTANTIAL EXCESS DEPOT MAINTENANCE 
CAPACITY CONTINUES TO EXIST 

You asked that we address the issue of excess capacity in existing 
DOD depot facilities. The DOD depot system is now sized and 
organized to support a cold war threat. Sizing the depot system to 
accommodate this scenario has created excess capacity and 
unnecessary duplication. For example, this requirement resulted in 
the development of an Air Force depot system sized to support a 
sustained wartime or emergency surge to 160 percent of the 
peacetime work load. The long-standing excess capacity in the DOD 
depot system has been exacerbated by the end of the cold war, 
reduction of defense systems and equipment, retirement of less 
reliable and more maintenance-intensive systems, and the private 
sector's push for a greater share of the depot maintenance work 
load. It is important that the Department reduce excess capacity 
and eliminate duplication to the maximum extent practicable since ' 

'DOD Directive 5100.1, " Functions of the Department of Defense 
and Its Major Components," assigns the Army, Navy, Air Force, and 
Marine Corps, under their respective Secretaries, the 
responsibility for "providing logistic support for Service 
forces, including procurement, distribution, supply, equipment, 
and maintenance, unless otherwise directed by the Secretary of 
Defense." To meet the responsibility to maintain its equipment, 
each service operates a depot maintenance system. 

3~here are also 16 Army and 9 Navy facilities in the continental 
United States for weapons and munitions depot maintenance. 



these excesses significantly increase the cost of the depot 
maintenance program. 

The recently completed JCS depot consolidation study and DOD's 
depot evaluation during the base closure and realignment (BRAC) 
process have independently highlighted the large amounts of excess 
capacity. Table 2 highlights the excess depot capacity identified 
by the JCS study and by the services in the BRAC review. Our 
analysis indicates that with future maintenance work load 
reductions in combination with the availability of more depot 
capacity in the public sector and the private sectors, the JCS 
projections of excess capacity were conservative. We did not 
independently analyze the excess capacity projections identified by 
the services in the BRAC review. 

Table 2: Estimated Excess Depot Capacity Compared to the Capacity 
in the Depots Recommended for Closure During 1993 BRAC Review 

(Direct labor hours in millions) 

"Although the Air Force recommended closing McClellan Air Force 
Base, California, DOD deleted the base from the list transmitted to 
the commission. McClellan has a total capacity of 6.3 million 
direct labor hours. 

Service 

Army depots 

Navy aviation 
depots 

Navy shipyards 

Air Force 
logistics 
centers 

Marine Corps 
logistics 
bases 

Source: JCS data from Depot Consolidation Study Report. BRAC data 
from service BRAC inputs. 

JCS Studv Results 

JCS estimate of 
excess capacity 

FY 87 Capacity 

10.2 

11.7 

25.3 

19.1 

0 

The JCS analysis pointed out that consolidation could only be 
maximized by interservicing maintenance of similar work load and 

Service 
estimates of 
excess capacity 
(BRAC) 

9.4 

17.9 

30.4 

8.7 

0 

Total capacity 
of depots DOD 
proposed for 
closure 

4.8 

15.8 

21.6 - 
1.7" 

0 



eliminating duplicative capability. Principally because the Office 
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) did not provide strong 
leadership, the services were not able to achieve this goal. 
Despite previous initiatives implemented within DOD to address 
recognized excess capacity and inefficiencies in the DOD depot 
system, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Report on Roles, 
Missions, and ~unctions' concluded the following: 

-- The current DOD depot management structure has not substantially 
reduced depot capabilities or capacity. There is currently 25 
to 50 percent more depot capacity than will be needed in the 
future . 

-- Unnecessary duplication exists throughout the individual service 
depots, especially when viewed across service boundaries. 

-- Closure of 7 or 8 of the 30 military depots is the first step in 
reducing long-term costs. 

-- The most effective way to consolidate and close depots is 
through the base realignment and closure :process. 

The Chairman's Depot Maintenance Study Group reviewed past, 
present, and projected DOD maintenance work load requirements by 
nine major commodity groups, such as aircraft, ships, and combat 
vehicles. Excess capacity was identified by subtracting the 
projected fiscal year 1995 work load from the fiscal year 1987 
capacity at each depot. 

The JCS study group examined seven ways in which the maintenance 
depots could be managed. They labeled these alternatives "A" 
through "G." The group viewed the alternatives simply as 
frameworks upon which to base comparative analyses. The following 
is a description of the seven alternative forms of depot 
management: 

'Title 10 U.S.C. requires the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to report to the Secretary of Defense on the roles, 
missions, and functions of the armed forces. The Chairman 
convened a study group to evaluate the depot maintenance system 
and identify the best way to scale down excess capacity and 
reduce costs. 

'DOD defines capacity as "the amount of work expressed in direct 
labor hours that a facility can effectively produce annually on a 
single shift, 40 hour week basis while producing the product mix 
that a facility is designed to accommodate." It is more a 
measure of a level of employment rather than of physical plant 
capacity. 



1. Alternative A: The present system. Each service would retain 
its own depot operations. Some savings would be realized 
through current plans to increase interservicing, reduce 
management staffs, and increase competition. 

2. Alternative B: Each service would retain its own depot 
operations, but repair of certain equipment would be 
consolidated into "Centers of Excellencefl within the using 
service. 

3. Alternative C: One service with "Centers of Excellence" would 
repair common or similar weapon system platforms, such as ships, 
fixed wing aircraft, and rotary wing aircraft. 

4. Alternative D: Each service would retain "Centers of 
Excellence" for repairing weapon systems platforms. The repair 
of similar components and non-weapon system equipment would be 
consolidated in a single service's "Centers of Excellence." 

5 .  Alternative E: A single executive agent would be responsible 
for the maintenance of common platforms and their components. 
For example, the Air Force might be designated the executive 
agent for all fixed wing aircraft. 

6. Alternative F: All depot maintenance would be consolidated 
under a single organization external to the services. This 
could be a defense maintenance agency or a joint depot 
maintenance command. 

7. Alternative G: All depot maintenance wou.ld be contracted to the 
private sector. 

Alternatives C, D, and E provided varying degrees of single-service 
management in which the dominant service for a major weapon system 
would be responsible for depot maintenance for that system. 
Alternatives F and G would remove depot maintenance from direct 
service control and place all depot maintenance responsibilities 
under an organization external to the services, resulting in the 
maximum degree of interservicing and eliminating unnecessary 
duplication. The JCS study found Alternatives E and F to be the 
most cost-effective, but did not do a cost analysis of Alternative 
G. The results of the alternative analyses are shown in table 3. 



Table 3: Alternative Depot Closures, Utilization Rates, and Savinas 

aDoes not include the consolidation of nine Navy ordnance depots 
into three under each alternative. 

Alternative 

B 

C 

D 

E&F 

Source: DeDOt Maintenance Consolidation Studv, January 1993. 

Although the JCS used a different process in determining excess 
depot capacity than was used by the services in identifying their 
recommended closures as a part of the base closure process, the two 
independent processes reached similar conclusions. Table 4 shows 
the number of depots in each military service that were identified 
for closure as a result of the JCS within-service consolidation 
analysis (Alt. B), JCS cross-service analysis (Alt. E), and service 
base closure analyses. 

Number of 
depots 
closeda 

7 

6  

6  

10 

Utilization 
rate 

(Percentage) 

Before 

64  

64  

64  

64 

Total savings after 
10 years 
(Dollars in 
billions) 

After 

82 

88 

87 

95 

Minimum 

$ 1 . 6  

1.3 

1.5 

1.8 

Maximum 

$6.7 

5.1 

8.1 

9.2 j 



Table 4: Depots the JCS Study and the Services Recommended for 
Closure 

These figures do not include the nine naval ordnance centers. 

Service 

Army depots 

Navy aviation depots 

Navy shipyards and 
other facilities 

Air Force logistics 
centers (ALC) and 
other depot 
facilities 

Marine Corps 
logistics bases 

Total 

b~c~lellan Air Logistics Center. 

'The Air Force recommended closing the Aerospace Guidance and 
Metrology Center at Newark Air Force Base, Ohio, a small 
specialized repair facility. 

Total 
number of 
maintenance 
depotsa 

6 

6 

9 

5 ALCs 
and 2 other 
facilities 

2 

30 

The JCS study group concluded that significantly greater savings 
would be possible if work load consolidations were done across 
service boundaries. However, despite the recommendations of the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense that the military services go beyond service boundaries, 
consider opportunities for interservicing, and submit integrated 
base closure proposals, the services prepared separate input that 
did not incorporate interservicing opportunities--foregoing the 
opportunity to garner the additional savings that could have been 
achieved by increased consolidation and further elimination of 
excess capacity and unnecessary duplication. In our recent report 

Number the 
JCS study 
recommended 
for 
consolidation 

A1t.B A1t.E 

1 1 

2 4 

2 2 

1 ALC 1 ALC 

1 2 

7 10 

Number the 
services 
proposed for 
closure or 
realignment 
in the 1993 
BRAC process 

2 

3 

2 

1 ALC~ 
1 otherC 

0 

9 



on the BRAC recommendations and processr6 we noted that while the 
services attempted to include some cross-servicing, these efforts 
ended in disarray. We reported that officials from all services 
stated that consideration of cross-servicing possibilities among 
the depots was impeded by the lack of strong OSD leadership and 
direction. 

JCS Estimates Conservative 

Our review of the JCS study indicates that the underlying analysis 
was limited by the quality and availability of data, which made it 
necessary to make many assumptions. Because of these limitations, 
the study was unable to precisely identify excess capacity or 
determine how much could be saved by depot closures. However, the 
study's conclusions were sound and properly highlighted the excess 
capacity and unnecessary duplication in the defense depot 
maintenance system. 

In fact, the report's projections of excess capacity are 
conservative and understate the opportunity .to consolidate similar 
work load within the military departments. For example, DOD work 
load projections for fiscal year 1995 are now lower than those used 
in the JCS study. In April 1993, A m y  officials told us their 
latest projections for 1995 work load show a reduction of 1.8 
million direct labor hours--an ll-percent reduction from the number 
of projected work load hours used in the JCS analyses. Navy 
officials said they currently project a reduction of 1.7 million 
direct labor hours--12 percent less than the work load factor used 
in the JCS analysis. All services except the Marine Corps 
indicated they anticipate the future depot work load estimates will 
continue to decline. 

The JCS study group's excess capacity projections were also 
conservative since the depot capacity estimates used in the 
analysis greatly understated the Department's ability to more cost- 
effectively use existing facilities and equipment to generate 
maintenance output. For example, the methodology used to define 
capacity (1) considered only the capability t.o conduct a single, 
40-hour-per-week operation; (2) understated the ability of the 
gaining depots to absorb additional work load,, given the movement 
of equipment from losing depots and potential productivity gains 
achievable by increasing available manpower; and (3) did not 
consider existing depot maintenance capacity in the private sector 
or in military units. 

Additionally, after querying the services about increases in depot 
facilities and plant equipment since 1987, we found that overall 

'~ilitarv Bases: Analysis of DOD's Recommendations and Selection 
Process for Closures and Realiqnments (GAO/NSIAD-93-173, Apr. 15, 
1993). 

10 



depot industrial capacity has increased. For example, based on 
information provided by the services, since 1987 DOD has added 
5.6 million square feet in industrial maintenance square footage 
valued at $606 million and 31,563 pieces of equipment valued at 
$1.5 billion. 

PRIVATE SECTOR SEEKS GREATER 
ROLE IN DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

Now let me turn to the private sector's role in the DOD depot 
maintenance program. The private sector currently has about one- 
third of the Department's overall depot maintenance program--with 
the percentages varying among the services. Table 5 provides a 
historical comparison by military service of the depot-level 
maintenance work that is contracted to the private sector. 

Table 5: Percentage of Depot Maintenance Budget Contracted 
With the Private Sector 

With the end of the cold war and reduction in new defense 
procurements, commercial contractors would like more of the depot 
maintenance business. Advocates of more private sector involvement 
argue that the private sector can provide depot maintenance at 
lower cost than the public sector and that a shift toward the 
private sector would help keep the production base healthy during a 
period of reduced new weapon procurement. There are, however, 
concerns within the military departments about the long-term 
implications of increasing the private sector's share of depot 
maintenance to support manufacturing skills. Additionally, the 
military believes that it must continue to maintain a core 
maintenance capability in government depots to ensure the ability 

Service 

Navy 
aviation 

Navy 
ships 

NavyC3I 

Air 
Force 

Marine 
Corps 

DOD 
average 

1985 

N/A 

30.0 

34.1 

N/A 

39.9 

1.5 

34.8 

1986 

39.2 

35.2 

35.9 

1.9 

31.6 

30.7 

34.8 

1987 

42.0 

37.4 

33.0 

2.0 

34.8 

3.2 

35.1 

1988 

42.0 

38.5 

33.6 

1.7 

37.4 

5.7 

36.5 

1989 

41.1 

36.3 

41.9 

1.0 

35.3 

3.5 

38.4 

1990 

38.7 

31.3 

37.3 

1.4 

34.3 

5.7 

34.8 

1991 

41.8 

28.2 

37.0 

1.7 

32.6 

2.4 

34.5 

1992 

36.5 

32.1 

38.0 

1.4 

28.8 

1.2 

32.9 



to surge quickly to meet immediate contingency requirements and to 
maintain long-term availability of essential repair capability. 

The dominant role of the public sector in the conduct of depot 
maintenance stems from the U.S. experience in World War 11, when 
private sector industrial capacity was fully employed for defense 
production purposes. At that time, a multi-level public depot 
maintenance system was created to provide support for a huge volume 
of materiel that was, by modern standards, maintenance-intensive 
and subject to considerable amounts of stress and battle damage. 
The resulting allocation of production work to the private sector 
and maintenance work to the public sector persisted throughout the 
cold war. The private sector showed less interest in depot 
maintenance work as long as there was sufficient demand for new 
production. But as procurement budgets have begun to decline and 
relatively few new systems are predicted in the near future, the 
private sector is now asking for an increased share of the DOD 
depot maintenance program. 

Nonetheless, private sector involvement in depot maintenance 
activities is not new. Equipment manufacturers have traditionally 
performed depot maintenance for a number of years after a new 
weapon system was fielded--generally until the design was 
stabilized, depot plant equipment and technical drawings procured, 
spare and repair parts inventories established, maintenance manuals 
developed, and maintenance personnel trained. While the underlying 
premise of "interim contractor support" is that such contractor 
maintenance is to be temporary, for some systems it has been 
continued for many years. For example, on the B - l B ,  interim 
contractor support is expected to be continued for 17 or more 
years. For some systems such as for the C-9 and KC-10 aircraft, 
contractor maintenance was planned throughout the life of the 
system. Commercial contractors also perform other depot 
maintenance activities such as modifying and upgrading systems and 
equipment and repairing components of very complex systems and 
systems for which the equipment manufacturer owns proprietary 
rights to the technical data. Foreign contractors also perform 
depot maintenance and repair on some U.S. military systems and 
equipment overseas. 

The defense industry points out that there has been a significant 
drop in major procurement programs, production in various industry 
sectors is shutting down, subcontractors are exiting the industry 
or going out of business, and these departures will escalate as 
defense cutbacks further affect production. Concurrently, industry 
groups noted, government maintenance facilities are investing in 
new capabilities even as industry downsizing eliminates these 
capabilities in the private sector, and that by allowing 
duplicative and excess capacity to continue to exist or to be 
expanded, costs are driven up. 



As noted in table 5 ,  in general, DOD has been relatively consistent 
in the amount of their depot maintenance program that has been 
contracted out in recent years. When questioned about their 
rationale for not contracting out more to the private sector, DOD 
officials noted that the Department is limited by law as to the 
amount of depot-level work that can be performed by nonfederal 
government personnel. They also expressed concern about how well 
the private sector can respond to short-notice crises and conflict 
requirements, and whether private contractors can indeed provide 
depot maintenance at a lower cost. These officials noted that 
there is not a significant amount of overlap between maintenance 
and manufacturing skills, and they are skeptical whether performing 
maintenance can support relevant manufacturing skills without 
significantly increasing the cost of repair. DOD officials also 
pointed out that equipment manufacturers who have been successful 
in the past competing with the public sector for depot maintenance 
work have often done so by establishing separate cost centers for 
their repair work to reduce the cost of overhead. They noted that 
contracting out more now when the government has large amounts of 
excess capacity will in-hibit efficient downsizing efforts and 
increase depot maintenance costs. 

Leaal and Policv Reauirements for 
Core Depot Maintenance Capability 

Clearly defining core requirements is essential to making key 
decisions on the future of the depot maintenance system.' Our work 
shows that, despite DOD direction, the services have not yet made 
such a determination. However, there have been numerous 
legislative actions mandating specific criteria relating to the 
allocation of work load between the public and private sectors. Of 
particular importance among these is the requirement that not more 
than 40 percent of the depot-level maintenance work load be 
contracted out to private sector companies. 

Lesislative Reuuirements 

An understanding of evolving legal and policy requirements-- 
including the concept that DOD should maintain a core logistics 
capability, including repair--is essential to understanding the 

 h he Defense Depot Maintenance Council Corporate Business Plan 
defines core requirements as an integral part of a depot 
maintenance skill and resource base that shall be maintained 
within depot activities to meet contingency requirements. It 
will comprise only a minimum level of mission-essential 
capability either under the control of an assigned or jointly 
determined DOD component where economic and strategic 
considerations warrant. Only the Navy's logistics core for sea 
systems includes private as well as government facilities and 
people. 



roles of the public and private sectors in depot maintenance 
activities. Chapter 146 of title 10 of the U.S. Code limits the 
extent to which DOD can contract for commercial services under 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76. It includes 
restrictions on DOD's contracting out for activities it has 
identified as necessary to maintain a core logistics capability and 
sets forth specific limits on depot-level maintenance activities. 

10 U.S.C. 2464 provides that DOD activities maintain a logistics 
capability sufficient to ensure technical competence and resources 
necessary for an effective and timely response to a mobilization or 
other national defense emergency. Although the Secretary of 
Defense is required to identify the logistics activities necessary 
to maintain that capability, this has not yet been accomplished. 
The section further provides that those activities, as well as the 
depot-level maintenance of mission-essential material performed at 
the Defense depot activities identified in section 1231(b) of 
Public Law 99-145, may not be contracted out under OMB Circular A- 
76 procedures. The Secretary may, however, waive that prohibition 
when he determines that performance is, no longer required for 
national defense reasons. Such a waiver does not take effect until 
20 days after a report has been submitted to the congressional 
defense committees. 

As early as 1974, Congress established legislative requirements 
regarding the allocation of depot work load between the public and 
private sectors. The Defense Appropriations Act of 1974 provided 
that of the total amount of the appropriation made available for 
the alteration, overhaul, and repair of naval vessels, not less 
than $851,672,000 should be conducted in naval shipyards and not 
less than $359,919,000 in private shipyards. Prior to 1982, DOD 
Directive 4151.1, "Use of Contractor and DOD Resources for 
Maintenance of Materiel," directed the services to normally plan 
for not more than 70 percent of their depot maintenance to be 
conducted in service depots in order to maintain a private sector 
industrial base. Revisions to this directive in 1982 continued the 
requirement that in-house work should be kept to the minimum 
necessary to meet military contingencies. It also stated that to 
the extent possible, a competitive commercial depot maintenance 
industrial base should be established. More specifically, it 
provided that prime consideration should be given to use of 
contractor support when such support would (1) improve the 
industrial base, (2) improve peacetime readiness and combat 
sustainability, (3) be cost-effective, or (4) promote contract 
incentives for reliability and maintainability. To some extent, 
this directive also retained the previously established 70/30 
ratio. 

In effect, this directive was superseded by a 1992 amendment to 
title 10 U.S.C. 2466 that prohibited the military departments from 
contracting out more than 40 percent of their respective depot 



maintenance work for performance by the private sector.' Section 
2466 provides that the respective military department secretaries 
and the Secretary of Defense may waive this restriction if the 
Secretary determines the waiver is necessary for national security 
reasons and notifies the Congress of the reasons for the waiver. 

DOD Efforts to Develop Core Ca~acitv Reuuirements 

The implementation of current DOD and military service policies for 
maintaining a "core" in-service logistics capability will also 
affect the amount of depot maintenance that can be undertaken by 
the private sector. DOD Directive 4151.18, published August 12, 
1992, establishes policy and assigns responsibilities for the 
performance of DOD materiel maintenance, including: 

-- An integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource base 
shall be maintained within depot activities to meet military 
contingency requirements. 

-- A core maintenance capability shall comprise only a minimum 
level of mission-essential capability. 

-- The head of each military component should (1) annually 
determine (using an approved methodology) the core capability 
necessary to perform mission-essential depot maintenance to meet 
the full range of military contingency and statutory 
requirements and (2) improve efficiency and effectiveness of 
DOD depot maintenance operations through depot maintenance 
interservicing of similar equipment and competition between 
depot maintenance activities and private entities. 

While the military services indicate they are working on this 
issue, none has yet sought approval of a methodology for defining 
its core requirement. Although current statute does not 
specifically refer to a "core" capability, DOD's core work load is 
defined by t h e  s t a t u t o r y  requirement t h a t  no more than 40 percent 
of the depot-level maintenance work load be contracted out for 
performance by the private sector. Thus, any private sector 

 he fiscal year 1993 Defense Authorization Bill amended section 
2466 by changing the prior requirement that not less than 60 
percent of the funds available for depot-level maintenance in the 
Army and Air Force shall be used to perform maintenance by DOD 
employees. This was changed to state that no more than 40 
percent of the depot-level maintenance work load could be 
performed by nonfederal personnel and added the Navy to this 
limitation. The 40-percent limitation applies to DOD with the 
following exception: the Secretary of the Army is required to 
provide Army aviation depot work to DOD employees of not less 
than 50 percent in fiscal year 1993, 55 percent in fiscal year 
1994, and 60 percent in fiscal year 1995. 



initiative to appreciably increase its current share of the depot 
maintenance work load could require a change to the statutory 
limitation. Nonetheless, we noted that based on the current 
allocation of about 33 percent of the depot work to the private. 
sector, there are still opportunities to shift work to the private 
sector and still remain within the current legislated guideline. 

Each of the military departments is currently involved in 
developing an assessment methodology and identifying core 
requirements. Only the naval aviation community is far enough 
along in this process to have developed a draft strategy. Based on 
our preliminary analysis, the Navy's evolving strategy appears to 
be a step forward in establishing an overall policy that may lead 
to (1) quantifying "minimum essential" core capability; (2) closing 
excess depots; and (3) sizing the remaining depots to perform core- 
related work. However, this strategy provides no mention of the 
potential to interservice core capability when appropriate as is 
provided for by current DOD guidance. For example, it may be that 
the Navy could achieve its operational objectives even if all 
depot-level engine repair were interserviced to the Air Force. 
Additionally, the naval aviation strategy provides for offering 
non-core work for private-private competition, but does not provide 
for using public-private competition. This strategy is being 
supported by the private sector, which generally believes that 
competition between private industry and government depots is 
unfair. However, it does not appear compatible with current 
legislative direction and DOD policy promoting public-private 
competition. 

DOD PUBLIC-PRIVATE COMPETITION 
PROGRAM HAS HAD LIMITED SUCCESS 

In recent years, DOD has placed increasingly greater reliance on 
the use of public-private competitions as a tool to allocate non- 
core work loads between the public and private sectors and reduce 
depot maintenance costs. However, while the military services have 
reported substantial savings from the competitions conducted thus 
far and are projecting even larger savings for the future, our 
preliminary review of their public-private competition programs 
indicates that 

-- the military services have made overly optimistic assumptions 
about how rapidly they will be able to expand their programs; 

-- these programs have achieved very little actual savings thus 
far and are unlikely to result in the savings that are being 
projected; and 

-- private industry believes public-private competitions are not, 
and cannot be, conducted on a "level playing field." 



Since we are still reviewing industry's concerns and evaluating the 
military services' competition programs, we have not reached any 
conclusions about whether the competitions are being conducted 
fairly. However, thus far we have noted that (1) based on 
congressional direction, DOD has taken action to ensure that these 
competitions are conducted on a level playing field; (2) the 
private sector has won 60 percent of the competitions for which 
there has been both a public and private bidder;g and (3) public- 
private competitions have caused only one work load to shift from 
the private to the public sector, and eight from the public to the 
private sector. 

Oriuin and Status of Competition Initiative 

The impetus for public-private competitions can be traced back to a 
1984 study of the Navy's industrial activities. This study 
concluded that (1) the Navy's industrial activities, which include 
shipyards, aviation depots, and other shore installations vital to 
supporting the fleet, were not being run as efficiently as their 
counterparts in the private sector and (2) a lack of competition 
was a major contributor to the industrial activities* historical 
indifference to cost. 

The 1985 DOD Appropriations ~ct'' directed the Navy to test the 
feasibility of using competition between public and private 
shipyards as the basis for awarding a portion of the ship overhaul 
and repair work load. Additional competitions were authorized in 
subsequent legislation and, by the end of fiscal year 1987, public 
shipyards had won competitions for about $656.1 million worth of 
work on 16 vessels, while private shipyards had been awarded about 
$166.4 million worth of work on 15 vessels. In testimony before 
the Congress, the Navy indicated that its initial competitions had 
encouraged public shipyards to adopt a more businesslike approach 
to their work, and it reported that the competitions had reduced 
ship repair costs by about $200 million. 

Because of the successes reported by the Navy on its ship 
competitions, the fiscal year 1987 Defense Appropriations ~ctll 
directed the Navy to expand the scope of its public-private 
competition program to include competitions between U.S. Navy 
aviation depots and private aircraft maintenance facilities. The 

'A total of 223 public-private competitions had been completed as 
of March 31, 1993, but a proposal was received from both the 
public and private sectors for only 107 of these. 

''Public Law 98-473 (98 Stat. 1904, 1907). 

"~ublic Law 99-591 (99 Stat. 3341-83, 334-86). 
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Navy's first public-private competition for an aircraft work load 
was completed in 1988. 

The Defense Appropriations Subcommittees attempted to expand the 
public-private competition program to include the Army and Air 
Force as far back as fiscal year 1988, but this expansion was 
initially opposed by the Authorization Committees. However, the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 199112 
authorized the Army and Air Force to conduct a pilot program for 
fiscal year 1991. Section 314 (b) of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal years 1992 and 199313 authorized a new 
pilot program through fiscal year 1993, but this provision was 
subsequently repealed by section 354 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1993.14 

The military services' current competition programs are being 
carried out under the authority and direction of various sections 
of the fiscal year 1993 National Defense Authorization Act, and the 
Defense Appropriations Act for fiscal year 1993. Basic authority 
for conducting the competitions is contained in section 9095 of the 
Appropriations Act. It states that, notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, the Secretary of Defense may use competition 
between DOD depot maintenance activities and private firms to 
acquire the modification, depot maintenance and repair of aircraft, 
vehicles and vessels, as well as the production of components and 
other Defense-related articles. 

The fiscal year 1993 Authorization ~ctl' (1) prohibits the military 
services from contracting out for the performance of more than 40 
percent of the depot-level maintenance work load by nonfederal 
employees and (2) prohibits the services from changing the 
performance of a depot-level work load of $3 million or more that 
is being performed by a depot-level activity unless competitive 
procedures are used to make the change. While the legislative 
history of these provisions indicates that this requirement should 
only be applied in consideration of work load moving to the private 
sector, the statutory language is not so limited. This difference 
between the statute and the legislative history may warrant 
clarification, particularly in light of anticipated work load 
shifts required to implement base closure recommendations. 

''public Law 101-510 (Sec. 922, 104 Stat. 1485, 1627). 

13public Law 102-190, (105 Stat. 1290, 1336). 

14public Law 102-396 (106 Stat. 1922, 1924). 

''public Law 102-484 (Sec. 351 through 354, 106 Stat. 2315, 
2377). 



As of March 31, 1993, the military services had completed 223 
public-private competitions. As shown in table 6, competitions 
between public and private shipyards accounted for 183, or 82 
percent, of the total. 

\ Table 6: Completed Competitions for Fiscal Years 1985 Through 1993 

--aircraft rework 

Note: Through March 31, 1993. 

It should be noted that while the Navy has been authorized to 
conduct public-private competitions for its aircraft work load 
since 1987, as of March 31, 1993, it had completed only four 
competitions. A 1992 Naval Audit Service report1' (1) noted that 
these four competitions accounted for less than 2 percent of the 
funds potentially available for public versus private competition 
during fiscal years 1987-91, (2) concluded that the Naval Air 
System Command (NAVAIR) was not obtaining the full potential 
benefit of the competition program, and (3) attributed this 
condition to several factors, including a lack of NAVAIR guidance. 

NAVAIR has subsequently initiated action that is expected to 
substantially increase the amount of work that is awarded through 
public versus private competitions. For example, NAVAIR initiated 
revised procedures for selecting work for public-private 
competition. Under these procedures, program managers are required 
to justify why their programs should not be considered for public- 
private competition whereas, in the past, NAVAIR relied on program 
managers to recommend their programs for such competitions. 
However, if NAVAIR implements its proposed new industrial strategy, 
public-private competitions may be eliminated. 

"~m~lementation of Competition for Aircraft Rework (044-C-92, 
Mar. 25, 1992). 



Also noteworthy is the fact that, with the exception of Marine 
Corps and shipyard work loads, the number of competitions completed 
during fiscal year 1992 was considerably less than the number the 
services had hoped to complete. As shown in table 7 ,  2 1  of the 85 
competitions initially planned for fiscal year 1992 were 
subsequently canceled, and 17 additional competitions had not been 
completed by the end of the fiscal year. 

Table 7: Comparison of Planned and Actual Public-Private 
Competitions for Fiscal Year 1992 

aIncludes one competition that was deferred. 

'one of the competitions completed in fiscal year 1992 was not 
included in the initial plan. 

Service 

Navy--s hipyards 

Navy--aircraft rework 

Navy--component parts 

Although our analysis of these competitions is not yet complete, 
our preliminary work indicates that ( 1 )  declining work loads are 
one of the primary reasons that competitions have been canceled and 
(2) delays in awarding work loads have been caused by such things 
as bid protests, difficulties in developing statements of work, and 
problems unique to public-private competitions (such as the need to 
ensure that competitions are conducted on a "level playing field"). 

28 l o b  6 13 

Air Force 

Marine Corps 3 4bb - - 
Total 85 50 17 2 1 

Planned 

3 1  

5 

6 

Status as of October 1, 1992 

As shown in table 8, with the exception of Marine Corps and Navy 
shipyard work, the military services plan to substantially expand 
the scope of their public-private competition programs during 
fiscal year 1993; however, we question whether these expansion 
plans are realistic, especially in view of the difficulties the 
services experienced with their competition programs during fiscal 
year 1992 .  

Completed 

31 
- 

2 

Not 
completed 

- 
3 a 

2 

Canceled 
- 
2 

2 



Table 8: Public-Private Competitions Completed During Fiscal Years 
1991 Through 1993 (Dollars in millions) 

aData is actual for fiscal years 1991 and 1992 and planned for 
fiscal year 1993. 

Com~etition Savinas Have 
Been Less Than Ex~ected 

As part of their strategy to achieve the $6.3-billion reduction in 
fiscal year 1991-97 depot maintenance costs that was mandated by 
Defense Management Report Decision 908C, "Consolidating Depot 
Maintenance," the military services have developed plans to save 
about $1.7 billion by implementing a comprehensive public-private 
competition program. However, DOD audit agencies and we have not 
been able to substantiate much of the competition savings reported 
in the past. Furthermore, we question the services' ability to 
achieve future cost reduction goals, in part because actual events 
have not supported DOD1s assumption that competitions between the 
public and private sectors will reduce depot maintenance costs by 
an average of 20 percent for each work load that is competed. 

For example, in March 1987, the Navy estimated that it would save 
about $200 million as a result of its initial public-private 
shipyard competitions; however, in September 1990, we reported1' 
that the Navy had overestimated the actual savings on these 
competitions because (1) the $200-million savings that were 

" ~ a w  Maintenance: Status of the Public and Private Shi~vard 
Com~etition Prouram (GAO/NSIAD-90-161, Sept. 26, 1990). 
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initially reported had subsequently been partially offset by 
$145.5 million in cost increases, (2) some of the savings could 
have been due to other cost reduction efforts the Navy had underway 
at the time, and (3) the Navy's savings estimates improperly 
excluded some of the costs associated with implementing the 
program, such as the cost to develop and evaluate bid proposals. 

Similarly, GAO and the Army Audit Agency have reported that the 
savings the Air Force and Army achieved from their fiscal year 1991 
pilot competition programs were considerably less than the 20 
percent savings that were expected. Fox example, in February 1992, 
the Army Audit Agency reported1' that, instead of saving an average 
of 20 percent, the competitions in the Army's fiscal year 1991 
pilot program were likely to result in a net cost increase of about 
10 percent, or $1.9 million. 

While we are still analyzing the results of the competitions that 
have been conducted to date, our preliminary work indicates that 
the military services' lower-than-expected savings can be 
attributed, to a large extent, to (1) declining work loads that 
have not only caused work loads to be eliminated from the program 
but also limited the amount of savings that were achieved on the 
work loads that remained in the program; (2) unanticipated cost 
increases; and (3) a certain amount of fixed costs that must be 
shifted to noncompeted work loads when a competition results in the 
transfer of a work load from the public to the private sector. 

Private Sector Questions Whether 
the Plavina Field Is Level 

Structuring competition and developing a level playing field agreed 
to by both the private and the public sectors have been very 
contentious. In general, commercial contractors contend that 
because of inherent differences in the structure, processes, 
accounting systems, and regulatory requirements of both sectors, it 
is not possible to achieve cost comparability and make public- 
private competition fair. The private sector asserts that DOD 
should identify minimum essential core requirements and contract 
out the remainder of the depot maintenance work load to private 
industry through private-private competition. 

Section 9095 of the Defense Appropriations Act for 1993'' attempted 
to address the comparability issue by requiring that when DOD 
competes depot maintenance and the production of components between 
DOD activities and private firms, the Defense Contract Audit Agency 

"~eview of Defense Manaaement Re~ort Decision 908 (Consolidation 
of De~ot maintenance) (Information Memorandum Number 92-R3, 
Feb. 7, 1992). 

IgPublic Law 102-396 (106 Stat. 1922, 1924). 



must certify that successful bids include comparable estimates of 
all direct and indirect costs. 

As implemented by the Department, certification is defined as an 
audit opinion that a proposal complies with the Cost Comparability 
Handbook issued by the Defense Depot Maintenance Council. The 
Handbook, which must be used by all depots when preparing 
proposals, requires the inclusion of all costs associated with 
proposed work. The objective of these audits is to detect material 
understatements as a result of noncompliance with the Handbook. 
The Handbook requires compliance with the DOD Accounting Manual, 
the cost accounting standards, and generally accepted accounting 
principles. 

We are currently evaluating DOD's efforts to establish cost 
comparability through these procedures. It is too early in our 
work to have reached any conclusions. However, we have made some 
general observations about work load allocations as a result of the 
completed competitions. First, the private sector has won 64 of 
107 competitions, or 60 percent, where both a public and private 
sector bid were received, The percentage of awards to the private 
sector varied by service--from 20 percent in the Marine Corps, 29 
percent in the Army, and 38 in the Air Force, to 50 percent for 
Navy aircraft, 70 percent for Navy ships, and 100 percent for Navy 
component parts. Second, generally speaking, the public-private 
competitions have not resulted in any significant shift in work 
load from one sector to another. For example, of the 39 completed 
non-ship competitions, the work load moved from one sector to 
another nine times. However, eight of the nine work loads have 
shifted from the public sector to the private sector. 

We have also noted that there is some question by the naval sea 
community as to whether or not public shipyards must prepare their 
bids in accordance with the Cost Comparability Handbook. Our 
analysis of the existing law and implementing procedures by the 
department indicates that since the 1993 Appropriations Act's 
provision on cost comparability applies to vessels as well as other 
equipment and the Department has chosen to use the handbook to 
achieve comparability, the same policies and procedures applied to 
other public-private competitions should be applied to Navy ship 
competitions. 

CHANGES NEEDED IN MANAGING DEPOT MAINTENANCE 

As noted in the JCS Depot Maintenance Consolidation Study, the 
current depot management structure in DOD and the services has not 
resulted in substantial competition, interservicing, or reduction 
of excess capacity and duplication of effort. There is nothing to 
indicate that continuing the current way of doing business will 
result in any significant departure from past performance. 



The study group analyzed three alternative structures that might be 
used for organizing the Department's depot management structure in 
the future. The first is the establishment of executive agents for 
major commodity groups. For example, it might designate the Air 
Force as the executive agent for aircraft, the Navy for ships, and 
the Army for combat vehicles. The other two alternatives would 
remove direct control of depot maintenance from the services and 
place it in an organization external to the services. One 
centralization option is to create a defense maintenance agency, 
reporting to the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and the other 
is to create a joint depot maintenance command, reporting to the 
National Command Authority through the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. 

The JCS Depot Consolidation Study concluded that a joint depot 
maintenance command would produce the greatest opportunities for 
efficiency and matching depot capacity with future requirements. 
However, no decision has yet been made regarding how the 
Department's depot maintenance structure will be organized and 
managed in the future. The JCS Roles and Missions Report noted 
that the concept contained within the study group's 
recommendation--that of having a joint military command providing 
combat support to all military services and warfighting commanders- 
in-chief--would be explored in more depth in the next report to the 
Congress on combat support agencies due in 1993. In a letter 
forwarding this report to the Senate Armed Services Committee, the 
Secretary of Defense noted that the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, assisted by the Joint Staff, will assess the merits of 
establishing an executive agent, joint command or defense agency 
for depot maintenance activities. He noted that the study will 
also examine possible further consolidation of depot activities and 
competitive bidding. 

We are currently analyzing advantages and disadvantages to each of 
the proposed alternative structures. Our preliminary observation 
is that the historical difficulties in achieving cross-service 
cooperation suggest that the executive agency approach may not 
achieve the desired results. The services have had many 
opportunities to work cooperatively over the past 35 years, but 
have failed to do so. Thus, some form of centralized management 
external to the military services appears to be needed if the 
Department is to eliminate additional excess capacity and 
unnecessary duplication and more cost-effectively manage its depot 
maintenance operations. Additionally, strong, effective leadership 
will also be particularly critical as the department goes about 
making decisions on core requirements and work load transfers from 
depots that may be closed as a result of the 1993 base closure 
process. 

0- 



In conclusion, in light of the significant issues facing the DOD 
depot maintenance program over the next few years, there are a 
number of questions you may wish to consider during your 
deliberations on the DOD authorization bill: 

-- Can DOD make sound depot maintenance budget plans without first 
defining its minimum essential core requirements? 

-- Will changes in legislation be required to enable the optimal 
decisions to be made regarding minimum essential core 
requirements and work load allocation between the public and 
private sectors? 

-- What is the most appropriate DOD depot management structure for 
making required capacity, core workload, and work allocation 
decisions to provide required depot maintenance at the least 
cost? 

-- Should DOD postpone depot capital investments until after 
decisions are made on consolidation, closure, and public/private 
work load allocation? 

As we continue our work on depot maintenance, we look forward to 
assisting you on these issues. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. I would be 
pleased to answer questions at this time. 



ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT I 

CHRONOLOGY OF SELECTED KEY DEPOT MAINTENANCE DOD 
ACTIONS AND STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Date 

1958 

1963 

1969 

1970 

I 

Recommended that DOD establish a 
defense maintenance agency or single 
managers for specific commodities to 
increase interservicing. Potential 
for Greater Consolidation of the 
Maintenance Workload in the Militam 
Services (B-178736, July 6, 1973). 

1973 

Organization 

Department 
of Defense 

Joint 
Logistics 
Commanders 

Department 
of Defense 

Blue Ribbon 
Defense 
Panel 

- -- - 

1958 THROUGH 1993 

Actions 

Issued DODD 4000.19, Basic Policies 
and Principles for Interservice, 
Interdepartmental, and Interaaency 
SuDDort, which called on service 
commanders and directors to seek 
increased economies and effectiveness 
by cooperating with other services 
needing support, including maintenance 
and repair. 

Established the General Interservice 
Depot Maintenance Group to review 
depot maintenance work loads to 
ensure the highest possible degree of 
interservicing. 

Published the Standard Intearated 
S u ~ ~ o r t  Manaaement System manual, 
providing policies and procedures to 
standardize support management for 
multi-service aeronautical depot 
maintenance systems. 

Recommended that DOD consolidate 
logistics services under a unified 
logistics command. 

General 
Accounting 
Office 

Reported that each of the services had 
overemphasized developing its depot 
maintenance capability, rather than 
use the capability of the other 
services. 



ATTACHMENT I 

Date 

1974 

1978 

1980 

Organization 

Joint 
Logistics 
Commanders 

General 
Accounting 
Off ice 

Joint 
Logistics 
Commanders 

Actions 

Determined that an organization was 
needed in each service to serve as an 
advocate for interservicing. 

Established a Joint Technical 
Coordinating Group to develop an 
interservicing policy and 
implementation plan. 

Created a Maintenance Interservice 
Support Management Office in each of 
the services. 

Reported that DOD and service efforts 
to improve efficiency and eliminate 
duplication in aircraft depot 
maintenance had not been effective 
because depot maintenance was managed 
by each of the services and not at the 
DOD level. 

Recommended that DOD establish a 
single manager over aircraft depot 
maintenance that would be responsible 
for developing a master plan for 
eliminating unnecessary duplication. 
Aircraft Depot Maintenance: A Sinule 
Manauer is Needed to S t o ~  Waste (LCD- 
78-406, July 12, 1978). 

Established the Joint Aeronautical 
Depot Maintenance Action Group 
(JADMAG) to provide cross-service 
coordination and other advantages of a 
single manager, while retaining 
service control of the depots. 

Directed the JADMAG to resolve 
interservicing problems, analyze 
service work load capacity using 
standard procedures, and develop a DOD 
master plan for aircraft depot 
maintenance patterned after the GAO 
recommendation. - 



ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT I 

Expanded JDMAG's charter to include 
commodities other than aircraft in its 
interservicing studies and master 

Date 

1982 

i 

Organization Actions 

Joint Established the Joint Depot 
Logistics Maintenance Analysis Group (JDMAG) 
Commanders from the merger of JADMAG and the 

Maintenance Interservice Support 
Group. 

1983 
March 

- .  

plan. 

General Testified that DOD had not moved 
Accounting quickly to eliminate duplicate 
Office capability and excess capacity because 

of the (1) parochial interests of the 
services, (2) lack of central 
authority, and (3) absence of DOD wide 
planning. 

! 

1983 
September 

1983 
November 

Recommended that DOD establish a 
single manager over aircraft depot 
maintenance that would be responsible 
for determining resource needs, sizing 
the depot complex, workloading the 
depots efficiently, and developing a 
master plan. Statement of Werner 
Grosshans. Deputy Director. GAO/PLRD, 
before the Subcommittee on Leuislation 
and National Security, House 
Government O~erations Committee (March 
8, 1983). 

Joint Reorganized JDMAG in an attempt to 
Logistics reduce the influence and constraints 
Commanders placed on the organization by the 

services. 

House Recommended that DOD establish a 
Government single manager for aviation depot 
Operations maintenance. 
Committee 
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ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT I 

- 

Date 

1984 

1989 

1990 

1991 

Organization 

DepAstSecDef 
/Logistics 
Sys tems 
Analysis 
Off ice 

Deputy 
Secretary of 
Defense 

Deputy 
Secretary of 
Defense 

Deputy 
Secretary of 
Defense 

Actions 

Concluded that 67 percent of JDMAG's 
interservicing decisions had no cost 
avoidance; more than 50 percent of the 
items considered for interservicing 
were not interserviced; and cost 
avoidance claimed from interservicing 
could not be verified. 

Deferred issuing Defense Management 
Review Decisions (DMRD) 908 and 909, 
which would have (1) established 
single managers for aircraft, ground 
vehicles, and ships; (2) closed 
several depots; and (3) claimed $1.8 
billion in savings over 5 years. 

Directed services to study the DMRDs 
along with other consolidation 
initiatives. 

Directed the services to save $3.9 
billion over the next 5 years through 
streamlining, increased 
interservicing, improved capacity 
utilization, and competition between 
and among DOD depots and private 
firms. These initiatives were 
included in DMRD 908. 

Established the Defense Depot 
Maintenance Council to provide the 
joint service strategy for achieving 
DMRD 908 savings. 

Increased DMRD 908 savings to $6.4 
billion to be achieved in fiscal years 
1991 through 1997. 

I 



ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT I 

Date Organization Actions 

1992 Deputy Directed services to prepare 
Secretary of integrated Base Realignment and 
Defense Closure Commission proposals with 

cross-service inputs that support the 
following service leads for defense- 
wide depot maintenance: Army--ground 
weapon systems, Navy--ships, and Air 
Force--aircraft. 

1993 Joint Chiefs Concluded that DOD had 25 to 50 
of Staff percent excess depot capacity, 

duplication existed throughout the 
services, closure of a significant 
number of depots would be necessary to 
reduce excess capacity, and the 
greatest cost savings would come from 
consolidating depot work load across 
service boundaries. 

Recommended that DOD establish a 
unified command for depot maintenance 
with authority to organize the current 
service depots as determined by the 
command, and as approved by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. 

1993 Services Submitted base closure proposals that 
fell short of the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense's directive by downsizing 
within services boundaries, rather 
than across the services. 

+ 

T h e  Joint Logistics Commanders meet to discuss priorities for 
joint initiatives and efforts to improve depot maintenance. 
Current membership is the Commander, U.S. Army Materiel Command; 
the Commander, Air Force Materiel Command; the Deputy Chief of 
Naval Operations (Logistics); the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Installations and Logistics, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps; and 
the Director, Defense Logistics Agency. 
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DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT P.L. 102-190 

IF SUPPLY 

(2) The item relating to section 2466 of title 10, United States 
Code, in the table of sections at the beginning of chapter 146 of such 
title is amended to read as follows: 
"2466. Limitations on the performance of depot-level maintenance of materiel.". 

(2) Section 922 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-510; 104 Stat. 162'7) is re aled. 

(c) REVIEW BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL.-Not later than ~ e ~ a r y  10 US2 2166 
1,1994, the Comptroller General shall submit to Congress an evalua- note. 
tion of all depot maintenance workloads of the Department of 
Defense, including Navy depot maintenance workloads, that are 
performed by an  entity selected pursuant to competitive procedures. 

(d) REPORT BY SECRETARY OF DETENSE.-NO~ later than December 10 US2 2466 
1,1993, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to Congress a report-- "0". 

(1) containing a fiveyear strategy of the Department of De- 
fense to use competitive procedures for the selection of entities 
to perform depot maintenance workloads; and 

(2) describing the cost savings anticipated through the use of 
those procedures. 

SEC. 315. TWO-YEAR EXTENSION OF AUTHORITY OF BASE COMMANDERS 
OVER CONTRACTING FOR COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES. 

(b) DATE.-T~~ amendment made by subsection (a) shall 10 USC 2468 
take effect as of September 30,1991. nob. 

105 STAT. 1337 







Ms. HEIVILIN. What the mix should be? 
Mr. ORTIZ. Public and private. 
Ms. HEIVILIN. Or what are the results? 
Mr. ORTIZ. I t  says many studies need to be answered. What are 

But this is a very early stage of that. I think we have to get into 

Mr. PICKETT. At the present time there is a limitation in the law 
about how much of the work in the depots has to be competed by 
the Army and Air Force. 

Ms. KINGSBURY. In the public/private program. 
Mr. PICKETT. There is no such limitation as far as the Navy is 

concerned. Do you think there is any need to continue this limita- 
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should be? 
8. 
?e results? 
dies need to be answered. what 

lairman. 
Irtiz. 

Chairman. 
ofthe depot activities, did the ~~1 
Ise concept required to enable 
ce? 

limitation for purposes of ex 
'amanted. We need to unders 

more expe~knce in doing this. 
ack in 1988, and I am not sure 
eeds to be an artificial level that 
link each One ought to be doing 

eiz made earlier, leaping imme- 
ind of process in a whole bunch ' workload and a burden on pea- 
If You look a t  the Navy experi- 
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since the likelihood of an extended conflict seems remote. However, like any "insur- 
anceslky,"  the cost of the Nation's defcnse always seems hi h when it is not need- 
e d  en it  is reyired,  only then do we appreciate the va%ue of our investment.. 

Clear1 , in this c anging cnvironrnent, the Air Force of the future will be dramati- 
cally dilfkrent. As the Air Force r e s t r u c t u ~ s  to meet tomorrow's threat, AFLC is 
changing also. Two years ago, AFLC transitioned from a functionally-oriented man- 
agement a proach to a r d u d  directorate management concept. This change 
strumlincrfmany of our cpot operations and aliened functional expertise with in- 
dividual weapon systems. This restructurin permitted AFLC to provide one face to 
the user as it pertainmi to logistics N port for a fielded system. 

Over the last year, wc have taken t i i s  concept one step further. As we move-clos- 
e r  to the formation of the Air Foroe Materiel Command (AFMC) on 1 July 1992, 
we have begun to implerncnt a n  integrated weapon systems management concept 
which will provide cradle-to-grave support to the operational community. The rod- 

w e n t  below the previous cost for uct directorate which provided a single face to the user for logistics issues is &ein 
ZmS. When I factored in the cost linked to the s stem program onicc responsible for the rcscarch, development, an! 

rigs is 18.3 percent. However, the acquisition of tgc wcapon system. The rcsult is a seamless organization able to inte- 
grate all the processes required to acquire and support an aircraft, missile, o r  muni- 

en t i f~  ways to increase efficiency - tion. - 
believe that  if we compete about The integration of the two commands is facilitated by the increased level of ad- 
rorkload, we can achieve the tar- vanced technolo common to both cultures. Over the last several years, the nature 

Ffecting our operation. of ustaining a n y  maintaining our wcapon systems has changcd. As older systems 
are  retired, there is a decrcasing requirement for traditional aircran maintenance 

maintain that  crucial element of skills such a s  sheet metal and hydraulics. Beginning with the F-15 and F-16 weap- 
- Force Logistics Center. I think on systems and continuing into the future with the B-2, the (2-17 and the F-22, 
ns of Desert Storm and Desert we are  seeing an exponentla1 growth in skills for software develo ment, composites, 

and other hi h tech fields. As we approach the next century, tge use of robotics. 
lity to quickly transition systems artificial inte$igence and automated test equipment reduce our need for manpower 
lntain a weapons system perspec- intensive depot operations. 
:es. Instrumental to our currcnt and future o rations is a commitment to total qual- 

ity management. In 1991, AFLC was awargd  the Presidentls Award for Quality by 
the Federal Quality Institute. Emphasis throughout the Command is placed on em- 
powering our pcrsonncl while making them accountable for their work. This cultural 
change IS instrumental in providing our customers with the best support possible. 
We have found that by r rmi t t ing  our employees to identib areas for improvement 
and by giving thcm t e authority to im lement the changes they have rec- 
ommended, we are increasing enicicncy anBc~~ectiveness. In a period of declining 
resources, this chan e in culture results in cost savings enabling us to sustain great- 

mestic priorities. e r  levels of support &an would othcrwisc be possible. 
Thank YOU. We are also ioneering the practical a plication of the Theory of Constraints 

(TOO in a n  e&rt to resolvc our most zallenging management pmblems. TOC 
leverages our Total Quality initiatives by focusing resources on improvement 
pro'ects with the tential for significant pay back. For exam le, a t  WR- ~ d ,  one technicr%$ gtr ibut ion center made improvements whic! increased 
output by 40 percent, eliminated an &day (and increasing) backlog and started sat- 
isfying customcr requests on a 1-day turnaround. Similarly, a landing gear line a t  

ad Just suCCessfully completed fighting a 00- A X  reduced processin timc for whccl remanufacture from 30 to 10 days. 
ltial indicators signalin These examples are early ingcaton of the potential benefits to be realized from fur- 
r. Since then. sad dam%^^^^^^! ther application of TOC, bcnclits dcrivcd without any additional investment. 
?e Soviet Union has disintegrated. The It i s  critical that  our depots realistically add- the issue of operating eniciently 
nion are now in the process of creating in a fiscally constrained cnvimnment because that is today's--and tomorrow's--re- 
'ear wea ns that once belonged to the ality. One of thc issues aITcctin the hcalth of our depots and impacting our work 
mace t a g  have stalled Weapons p m  force is the continued downwari trend in O&M fundln (Chart 1). The DMR dis- 

'I'hese chan es  in many ways inwage, cussed later has mntinucd to impact our operating bu&et. The DMR savings are 
internationay a rena  . being taken up front in the budgeting process. To achieve these savings, we are tak- 
filled with the unexpected and the un- . in action to reducc costs and increase productivity. 
defense means we will have to addlPea L fiscal ear  1992, funds for depot maintenance comprise 52 percent of my O&M 
In the past. Desert Storm char&fized bud t andlam protected by a congressionally-mandated floor. Another 43 percent 

lonal conflicts requiring rapid response. of tg O M  progam conslsts of asically fixed costs, e.g.. civilian pay, environ- 
-he Air Force's primary challenge. mental compliance, utilities, and ship ing and transportation to our customers. 
 lit^ to mobilize our industrial capability While the remaining 5 percent is flcxi&e to a limited degree, infrastructure costs 

1s not possible without the oganic in- such as r m c e  contracts, travel, supplies and equipment must be supported. This 
pld repair and production response in leaves few funds for discretionary usc to accommodate unexpected requirements 
'r our Air Logistic Centers' (ALCs) mis- 

s to take a hard look a t  how much4de- 
at. Readiness levels a r e  an easy target. 
less of its Size-is a n  even easier mt 
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trend. The Air Force has maintained ade- Based on the fiscal year 1993 President's Bud t. AFMC stock-funded manpower 
kut a t  the expense of infrastructure. will deerrase by over 2.900 positions and direct ~ B M  funded manpower decline 
)n the authorization or appropriation bills ^ by over 8,300 positions between fiscal ear 1992 and fiscal ear 1997. Managing a 
balanceu program. For example, I do not decline of this magnitude solely thmugc attrition will b. ddcul t -  &cause We have 
?nancx by contract. We must not neglect no flexibility in our budget, any significant concssional redudion to our requested 
hners' requirements and to support our O&M budget will result in adverse action. 

In the industrially funded area, our work force has declined by over 7,600 pqei- 
more with less" are also reflected in " tione during the last 3 years. However, we are on track with our 5-year depot mam- 

esseS- Out of the 1989 Defense Manage. tenance workload plan (Chart 4). Unless further cuts to the force s t ~ c t u r e  occur, 
g implemented to improve business prw- we should not need to RIF industrially-funded personnel to stay within customer 
nts. For example, the Defense Buslneae fundin levels. 
"r existing revolvin funds. The imple- 
! next several years. h i s  appmwh Dva 

In aidition to the DBOF, other Department-wide efforts are being implemented 

to meet mission re irements. in an effort to improve elliciency. For example, the Defense Management Report ini- 
force is now ;Ended by the DBoF, tiative on Su ply Depot management directs the consolidation of 30 Department of 

impact on our dail o rations. m i s  is Defense (DO& supply depots under a single manager, the Defense Logistics Agency 
to operate the ~ i 5 0 F a s  were used in 

[the revolving funds. The first Air Force de t to be consolidated under DLA mana ement was Sac- 

e exWd a malor impact on the funding ramento ALC on 21 Aprifi991. Subsequently, Ogden ALC's distribtion operations 
Year 1993, our logistical support ~ t i v i -  were mer ed with the Defense Depot Ogden Utah (DDOU) in October 1991. The re- 

our customers and receive a "feeu for maining &m Air Force sup 1 .depot o rations were scheduled to be consolidated 
'ale" of goode and W M C ~ S  will be used in June, July and Au st o&s year. Eowever, this schedule was changed on 27 

February 1992 when t% Services were directed to consolidate all remaining general 
Bres, to Pay for the repair of depot level distribution functions in the continental U.S. b 16 March 1992. 
r to P ~ Y  for the people who manage our Because DLA now owns the ALCs storage &nctions, there is a need for a direct 
ough mnwssional appropriations but interface between DLA and the Air Force in order to eu rt our supply customers. 
means that the operational amman& 2 To facilitate this interface, we have mmpleted a  aster ~ m o m n d u m  of *cemen t  
aredrepair in their bud ets, AFU: no I ( e O A )  with DLA detailing the responsibilities and working relationships +tween 
[ budget. The operationayuser now has : fartles. The MMOA covers the entire gamut of topics including pewnoel HSues~ 
t previously were sent to the depot. ~f unding, equipment transfers, facility use, joint tenancy, base suppqrt ~qu!rementst 
ervim is t.00 slow, then the user may reimbursement of cervices provided or received by either party, dmtnbution work- 
buyin< a repaired item fmm us. The load breakdown, and an amalgam of other issues essential to a successful mnsolida- 
LO-pemt savings in the total mst to tion a t  the ALC level. 
ies  from repairin more items at base 
ing msharusm, t f e  base is a180 moti- 
iceable, thereby decreasing the depot% 

\ir FORXI and the operating tempo of 
provided by AFLC and the amount of 
n. As You are already aware, force re- 
tuned to continue. Since 1991, the &= 

m semce. I by 21 percent. Durin the same 
*I 000 or 25 rcent. lecause of t g i  
"111: E 5 2 )  which in the past 

In addition to transferring distribution activities fmm the Services to DLA,.we are 

Our &pot workload is also deciin- 
also in the process of turnin over the management responsibility for approximately 
436,000 Air Force items to 8LA. This process began in October 1991 and will take 

will be the "fees" charged to our cue- place over a 3-year period. Because of ~roblems in interfacing the Air Force's supply 
I& will have the authority to -m- 

and procurement data processin systems with DLA's system, the transfer of items 

lnovative alternative, not do the task has slowed. Resolution of these $ificulties is expected this month and continuation 
are not eficient providin the goods/ of the transfer actions should resume in April. This transfer was classified as a 
'awaded" the contract. Aerefon,  it workload transfer rather than a functional transfer which would have moved people 
Ir efficiency improvements and oper- with the work. The result was a reduction of 1,057 manpower authorizations and 

the deletion of $218M from the Air Force's budget. Reducing the authorizations but 
while respondin to lower levels of leaving the people at AFLC exacerbates our ability to manage our manpower with- 
lsilin goals in t% 15- to 3 0 - p m n t  out adverse action. 
We Pfan to reduce the net facility In past years, I've discussed the benefits being realized fmm AFLC's Logistics 
lity disposals, preserve facilities for Management Systems (LMS) modernization program. This erort's primary objective 
1e.r a encies. In addition, we are re- was to reorient AFLC's information systems from a mercantile focus to one of weap- 

for potential closure under the on systems su portability. However, durin the past year, OSD has decided to de- 
on. This is a complex issue which velop standarired logistics data s stems bepartment-wide. In F e b m a r ~  19% the 
'inst the costs to close an AM. ln Joint Logistics Systems Center (J&c) was created with the UP= of mana@ng 
an ALC a t  this time. Additionally, systems development, integration and implementation within %e material mans e- 
1tY for future requirements in c m  ment and depot maintenance arenas. Under the ADP initiative, the series of 8 s -  

crete programs we had been developing in support of these functions will not be in- 
the subsequent downturn in depot corporated into an inte ted logistics data management system as we had Pre- 
0 decrease. Because of the changes viously envisioned. h n E g  for these LMS modernization pmgrams has been >rans- 
lined in the DMR initiatives have ferred to the JLSC and completion of the programs will be contingent on thew sue- 
Dwer levels will decline (Chart 3). cessful competition against other component data processing systems. 





)gistics platforms into eight lat- 
rocessing Centem a t  three oPour 
$113M in Air Force O&M was 

ted from our manpower rolls for 
stment funding needed to realize 
ed due to uncertaint in DOD's 
the savings that coudhave been 
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committee. 

regional processing centers has ?;A .- 
len manpower reductions. We am . . I . 
~tions. 
tional changes in our de 
IMR initiative. This D&titcE 

L to an ALC and three were won 
lized contractual savings of over 

t helps us identify ways to im- 
' we were to achieve the savings 
etitive procedures, it would re- 
d up for bid. This would be ex- 
~petitive packages. Additionally, 
rpact sup ort to our customers. 
lanic wogload and then ineor- . ' - =-- - - -  1.9 into our daily operations, we 

petition, we are developing the 
 ring last year's pilot program, 
mtracts. Additionally, OC-ALC 
nd Supply Agency contract for .. . 
3 and the lessons learned from 
&r position to win future work- 
de ts. 
d c E n  e. Improvements to our 
~ationalf industrial base become 
n rative that as DOD stream- e 6  consideration be given to 
areful consideration is given to 
our organic capabilities to the 
effective when needed. 
be ansidered in this re ard. 
measures are necess . &ow- 
'se initiatives be conxered in 

to future conflicts is not ad- 
mts combined with the sophis- 
lur ability to respond in surge 
solidations, and decreased lev- 
ias already been demonstrated 
erform maintenance activities 
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operations. They will continue to play a significant role in 

supporting our operating forces as they overhaul and repair the 
'munittee. It is a pleasure for 

Desert Stom assets returned froln the theater of operations. It is 
ss the Department of Defense 

this tradition of dedication to the mission and superb responsiveness 
and efficiency initiatives 

to force readiness requirements, that we are c ~ t t e d  to maintain as 
upport of the Defense 

we redefine depot maintenance resources to accommodate diminishing 
orning by Mr. Jim hay, 

.- maintenance workload from force reductions and equipment reliability 
nd Mr. Bob Mason, Director of 

improvement. .Additionally, it is our goaL to judiciously increase 
overview of the Department's 

efficiency and reduce the cost of the department's depot maintenance 
?rOMlaentS to our operations, 

QE€ENSE - 
Over the past year, one of our most challenging assignments in 

rhaul and repair of aircraft, 
depot maintenance has been ta structure and execute a strategy for 

Ies, and exchangeable 
streamlining the operations and reducing the size of the maintenance 

Uagnostic software 
depot infrastructure. It was clear, that substantial opportunities 

. safety and readiness of our 
existed to increase efficiency in depot maintenance and accrue cost 

Port lower categories of , 
savings. As a resulf: of studies performed by my staff and the 

0-1 or intermadiate lewl, 
Services, we jointly agreed upon an ambitious program to enhance 

bility and technical 
depot efficiency and reduce the cost of maintenance by S3.9billion 

dedicated effort of the more 
'during the period of fiscal years 1991-1995. In June of 1990, the 

d at our 36 major organic 
Deputy Secretary of Defense outlined in a memorandum to the Service 

ation Depots, Naval Shipyards, 
<secretaries, several initiati~s to atrengthan and streamline depot 

10 Corps Depots) were- clearly 

Ld and Desert Storm 

. ,  
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Department of Defense 

DIRECTIVE 
August 1 2 ,  1992 
NUMBER 4151 . r 8  

SUBJECT: Maintenance of Military Materiel 

References: (a) _DqD Directive 4151.1, "Use of Contractor and DoD - - 

Ke50urces forMaiTtenGce of MaterleT, Julv l L  
1982 (hereby canceled) 

(b) a o o  rnstruction 413r. 13, "Depot Maintenance Support 
Programming- Polici-es, ".. November 22, 197 6 (hereby 
canceled) 

(c) DoD ~irective 4151.16, "DoD Equipment Maintenance 
Program, " August 23, 1984 (hereby canceled) 

(d) DoD Instruction 4151.17, "Overseas Depot Mainte- 
nance, " July 16, 1985 (hereby canceled) 

(e) through (g) , see enclosure 1 

A. PURPOSE 

This Directive: 

1. Replaces references (a) through (d) . 
2. Establishes policy and assigns responsibilities for the 

performance of DoD materiel maintenance, including maintenance of 
hardware, equipment, software, or any combination thereof, at all 

I levels (organizational, intermediate, and depot) , and for both 
4 organic and contract. 
t 

3. Authorizes the publication of DoD 4151.18-H, "Depot Mainte- 

I nance Capacity and Utilization Measurement Handbook," in accordance 
with DoD 5025.1-M (reference (el ) . 

I B. APPLICABILITY 

This Directive applies to the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense, the Military Departments, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and the Joint Staff, the Unified and Specified Commands, the 
Defense Agencies, and the DoD Field Activities (hereafter referred to 
collectively as "the DoD Componentsw). 

DEFINITIONS 

ferns used in this Dizective are defined in enclosure 2. 



D. POLICY 

It is DoD policy that: 

1. The DoD Components shall provide an adequate program for 
maintenance of assigned materiel (at all maintenance levels) to: 

a. Meet peacetime readiness and combat sustainability 
objectives. 

b. Provide for applicable mobilization and surge require- 
ment s. 

2. Maintenance,of equipment -and.materiel shall be performed at 
the lowest level of maintenance that ensures optimum readi- ,less and 
economic use of resources. 

3 .  Depot maintenance source-of-repair assignments shall be made 
by the acquiring DoD Component logistics head using the depot source- 
of-repair assignment decision logic process. This decision shall be 
made within 90 days of the engineering and manufacturing development 
contract award. Such assignments shall be consistent with the depot 
maintenance policy in DoD Instruction 5000.2 (reference (f)) . 

4 .  Maintenance tooling, equipment, test measurement and diagnos- 
tic equipment, including automatic test systems and their associated 
software programs, and skills for similar-type workloads shall be 
standardized among the DoD Components. 

5. Competition between and among depot level maintenance activi- 
ties of the Department of Defense and private entities shall be used 
as a means to achieve economies and efficiencies in maintenance of 
military materiel. 

6. Inter-Service, intra-Service, and joint contracting mainte- 
nance support arrangements shall be established and executed to 
achieve the most cost-effective depot maintenance possible, consis- 
tent with readiness requirements of the Services. 

7. An integral part of a depot maintenance skill and resource 
base shall be maintained within depot activities to meet military 
contingency requirements. A core maintenance capability shall 
comprise only a minimum level of mission-essential capability and may 
be under the control of the Military Department assigned as the 
weapon system manager. Such core maintenance capability may be 
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A assigned by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and 
~ogisticsto another DoD Component or a consolidated capability under 
the control of a DoD Component when economic and strategic conditions 
warrant. That core capability shall also be used to satisfy a 
portion of peacetime requirements. 

8. Depot maintenance in support of deployed weapon systems and 
equipment may be performed within the theater of deployment when ne- 
cessary to meet peacetime readiness and combat sustainability objec- 
tives. Depot maintenance performed overseas shall be cost-effective, 
and shall not adversely impact the U.S. industrial base including 
organic depot maintenance capability. Performance of workload over- 
seas shall be in compliance with existing statutes. 

9. The use, generation, and storage of hazardous materiel at 
maintenance locations shall be minimized or eliminated. 

10. Contractor maintenance support to equipment and weapon sys- 
tems for deployed forces shall be coordinated with other DoD Compo- 
nents operating the same or similar equipment and weapon systems in 
the same operational area, when practical. 

E. RESPONSIBILITIES 

8 1. The Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) shall monitor 
compliance with this Directive and shall: 

a. Review the adequacy of DoD Component maintenance funding 
and maintenance support programs. 

b. Review and approve the methodologies used by the DoD Com- 
ponents to determine and quantify core capabilities necessary to per- 
form mission-essential depot maintenance to meet the full range of 
military contingencies and statutory requirements. 

c. Review and approve the DoD Components annual organic 
depot maintenance workloads for Service core maintenance capabilities 
to maintain the core capability necessary to perform mission-essen- 
tial depot maintenance to meet the full range of military contingen- 
cies. 

2. The Heads of the DoD Components shall: 



a. Annually determine and quantify (using a USD (A) -approved b 

methodology) the core capability necessary to perform mission-essen- 
tial depot maintenance to meet the full range of military contingen- 
cies and statutory requirements. 

b. Improve efficiency and effectiveness of DoD depot mainte- 
nance operations through depot maintenance interservicing of similar 
equipment and competition between depot maintenance activities and 
private entities. 

F. EFFECTIVE DATE 

This Directive is effective immediately. - 
d J. Atwood 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Enclosures - 2 
1. References 
2. Definitions 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. Ca~acitv. The amount of workload, expressed in actual direct 
labor hours, that a facility can effectively produce annually in a 
single shift, 40-hour week, while producing the product mix that the 
facility is designed to accommodate. 

2. Competition. The process of soliciting, evaluating, and select- 
ing among proposals from maintenance, repair, and manufacturing 
activities, acting independently, to secure the business of the pro- 
curing Agency. In appropriate circumstances, competition may occur 
between depot maintenance activities, between private entities, or 
between depot maintenance activities and private entities. 

3 .  Core Maintenance. An integral part of a depot maintenance skill 
and resource base that shall be maintained within depot activities to 
meet contingency requirements. Core will comprise only a minimum 
level of mission-essential capability and must be under the control 
of an assigned individual DoD Component or may be a consolidated 
capability under the control of an assigned or jointly determined DoD 
Component where economic and strategic considerations warrant. 

4. Decision Losic Process. A mobilization and combat support-based 
decision methodology that is applied and used by the DoD Components 

a as the basis for determining the following: 

- 
a. The minimum resources (facilities, plant equipment, and 

skilled labor) required in support of the mobilization scenario. 

b. The organic capabilities and physical capacities to be 
established and retained as a core organic peacetime base for a DoD 
Component. 

5. DeDot Maintenance. That materiel maintenance requiring major 
overhaul or a complete rebuilding of parts, assemblies, subassem- 
blies, and end items, including the manufacture of parts, modifica- 

' tions, testing, and reclamation as required. Depot maintenance 
serves to support lower categories of maintenance by providing tech- 
nical assistance and performing that maintenance beyond their respon- 
sibility. Depot maintenance provides stocks of serviceable equipment 
because it has available more extensive facilities for repair than 
are available in lower maintenance activities. Depot maintenance 
includes all aspects of software maintenance. 



6. Depot Maintenance Activity. An industrial-type facility desig- 4 

nated by the Department of Defense to perform depot-level maintenance 
on weapon systems, equipment, and components. 

7. Depot Maintenance Recruirements. For budgeting and programming 
purposes, depot maintenance requirements include the following 
subcategories: 

a. Executable Requirements. The total requirement that 
could be executed if funds were available. That does not include 
work that cannot be performed due to operational commitments, capac- 
ity constraints, or any other constraints except funding. 

b. Funded Recruirements.. Requirements for which funding is 
programmed to be available. 

c. Unfunded Deferred Recmirements. Requirements that are 
deferred only because of a lack of funding. That should equal the 
difference between executable requirement and funded requirements. 

d. Unexecutable Deferred Requirements. Requirements that 
are deferred because of operational commitments of assets; lack of 
organic or contractor facilities, equipment, manpower, or parts; or 
other constraints. 

8. Intermediate-Level Maintenance. That materiel maintenance that 
is the responsibility of, and performed by, designated maintenance 
activities in support of using organizations. The intermediate- 

@ 
level maintenance mission is to enhance and sustain the combat readi- 
ness and mission capability of supported activities by providing 
quality and timely materiel support at the nearest location with the 
lowest practical resource expenditure. Intermediate-level mainte- 
nance includes limited repair of commodity-oriented components and 
end items; job shop, bay, and production line operations for special 
mission requirements; repair of printed circuit boards, software 
maintenance, and fabrication or manufacture of repair parts, assem- 
blies, components, jigs and fixtures, when approved by higher levels. 

9. Intero~erabilitv. The ability of systems, units, or forces to 
provide services to, or accept services from, other systems, units, 
or forces and to use the services so exchanged to operate effectively 
together. 

10. Inter-Service Maintenance Support. Maintenance either recurring 
or nonrecurring, performed by the organic capability of one Military 
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Service, or element of it, in support of another Military Service or 
element. 

11. Joint Contractinq. Maintenance performed by a contractor for 
more than one DoD Component under one contract that is administered 
by one Component. 

12. Maintenance Enqineerinq. The application of techniques, engi- 
neering skills, and effort organized to ensure that the design and 
development of weapon systems and equipment provide adequately for 
their effective and economical maintenance. 

13. Materiel. Hardware, equipment, software, or any combinat ion 
thereof, associated with DoD weapon systems (aircraft, spacecraft, 

equipment, combat vehicles, construction equipment, 
electronics, communications systems, missiles, ships, ordnance, 
weapons, munitions, and general purpose equipment) and their related 
spares, repair parts, and support necessary to equip, operate, 
maintain, and support military activities for administrative, sup- 
port, or combat purposes. 

14. Mission-Essential Maintenance. Maintenance of items designated 
by the military branches for combat, combat support, combat service 
support, and combat readiness training forces and activities, includ- 
ing Reserve and National Guard activities. This involves items that 
are required to support approved emergency or war plans, and that are 
used to destroy the enemy or its capacity to continue war; provide 
battlefield protection of personnel; communicate under war condi- 
tions; detect, locate, or maintain surveillance over the enemy; 
provide combat transportation and support of men and materiel; and 
support training functions. 

15. Mobilization. The act of assembling and organizing national 
resources to support national objectives during war or other emergen- 
cies. The process by which the Armed Forces, or part of them, are 
brought to a state of readiness for war or other national emergency. 
That includes activating all or part of the Reserve components as 
well as assembling and organizing personnel, supplies, and materiel. 

16. Oraanizational-Level Maintenance. Maintenance normally per- 
formed by an operating unit on a day-to-day basis in support of its 
own operations. The organizational-level maintenance mission is to 
maintain assigned equipment in a full mission-capable status while 
continually improving the process. Organizational-level maintenance 



can be grouped under the categories of "inspections," "servicing," 
"handling," and "preventive maintenance." 

17. Reliabilitv-Centered Maintenance. A logical discipline for 
developing a scheduled-maintenance program that will realize the 
inherent reliability levels of complex equipment at minimum cost. 

18. Software. A set of computer instructions and data, structured 
into programs and into associated documentation on the design, 
implementation, test, support, and operation of those programs. 

19. Software Maintenance. Those activities necessary to correct 
errors in the software; add system capabilities through software 
changes; delete features; and m~dify software to be compatible with 
hardware changes. 

20. Surse. The act of expanding an existing depot maintenance 
repair capability to meet increased requirements by adjusting shifts; 
adding skilled personnel, equipment, spares, and repair parts to 
increase the flow of repaired or manufactured materiel to the using 
activity; or for serviceable storage. 

21. Test, Measurement, and Diamostic Equipment (TMDE) . Any system 
or device used to evaluate the operating condition of a system or 
equipment to identify or isolate any actual or potential malfunction. 
The TMDE also includes the following: 

a. Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) . Equipment designed to auto- 
matically evaluate the degree of unit under test (WT) performance 
degradation, and may be used to perform fault isolation of UUT mal- 
functions. 

b. Test Procrram Set ( T P S ) .  The combination of interface 
devices, software test programs, operational test program instruc- 
tions, and documentation that allows the ATE and/or TMDE operator to 
perf,orm the testing and/or diagnosis action on the WT. 
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marines. We have inactivated or will begin inactivating 69 addi- I 

tional ships and submarines in fiscal year 1992. We expect more 
'-23 R. LANG, DIRECTOR, inactivations in the future as  we contlnue to downsize our active % 

CE* AND MODERNIZATION DI- 
NAVY fleet. I 

Our inactive fleet maintenance facilities are receiving ships on a 
hairman Bennett, distinguished weekly basis. The ships are either mothballed for firture mobiliza- 
; my pleasure to  provide an up- tion or are prepared for disposal. Combatants not retained for mo- 
enance and modernization pro- bilization usually are sold for scrap through the Defense 
Y ship program. With your per- Reutilization Marketing Region with profits returned to the U.S. 
nY prepared statement for the \ Treasury. Recent sales included the cruiser Chicago, which was 

I 
Y. i sold for $370,000; the aircraft carrier Bonhomme Richard, which 
modernization program main- was sold for $528,726. 

srational availability and incor- Mr. Chairman, the Navy faces many pressures in our ship main- 
d environmental requirements. tenance and modernization programs. However, our fundamental 
nc-rganizational, interme&- oal remains to provide ships to the fleet that are ready to sail in 
\Jav~'s high state of readiness. i t a m p s  way. I appreciate our past strong support for our fleet 
1 statement confirms our mate- maintenance programs, an d I ask for your continued support as we J 
Lr peak in 1987 but well above face the future. t 
e 1970s and early 1980s. I Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you. 
h 'mice with its condition di- I I will be ha  p to reply to your questions. P r I 
ark packages to necessary re- ! I will be 01 owed by Rear Adm. John Claman. I 

aintenance strategies have re- 
sed the shorter more frequent I PREPARED STATEMENT OF ADM. JAMES R. LANG 

1 
~ n t  of Our sudace ship classes i Good afternoon, Chairman Bennett, and distinguished members of the subcommit- 
0 our maintenance policies in- tee, I am Rear Adm. Rich Lang, Director of the Supportability, Maintenance, and 

~adiness, but they also ensure Modernization Division in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (L 's- 
~Ilars. \ tics). I am pleaaed o m  a p i n  for the opportunity to discuss the maintenance of 8 s  

Navy ships. This subject 1s of utmost importance to the Navy's overall strength and 
?pare US for the future. Budg- ability to support our national military strategy. 
ith force structure reduction. My statement will provide an u date of our ship maintenance and modernization 

rograms and policies which are $signed to maintain the material condition of our 
i 

eflected in the current Presi- Eeet and are critical tn sustaining and improving the war-f@ting pipability of our 
ships. I will also discuss the Navy's inactive ship program which is an area of in- 

ks are of increasing concern. masing interest during our current downsizing. 
' labs  to the 20 ships that are 
re Overseas Family Residency f SHIP MAINTENANCE AND MODERNIZ4TION POLICY 

irs are made on these shi s P 
I The two basic objectives of the Navy's ship maintenance and modernization policy 

Lions. The time required or 
, 
t are (1) to maintain the fleet in an adequate material condition, thereby pmviding 

keep these ships from accom- the maximum number of ships available for operations at sea, and (2) to modernize , our existing shi a, not only to keep pace with changing technoloaes but also to ad- 
dress safety anllegislated environmental requirements. 

~ l y  the repairs that maintain 4' Ship maintenance is accom lished at  the lowest practical and effective level 
1 stationed overseas. We per- ! throughout a ship's life cycle. Ifficient execution of our h i p  maintenance and mod- 

b s  either prior to departure . 
ernization policy requires balanced contributions from three levels: organizational, 

1 intermediate, and de t. By a balanced program we mean the implementation of an 
c Region. Examples  include appropriate balance Etween the workload and capacity at  each level. The organiza- 
?turned from Japan last year t tional level consists of the shi and the sailors on board who o erate and maintain 
11s a t  U.S. shipyards. U.S.S. their q ipmen t .  The interme%?+ level coqsists of t e n d e ~  an8 repair shi s, shore 

week a t  a U.S. shipyard. intermediate maintenure actinties, and Trident refit faahties. ~epot-lever mints-  
nance is the hi heat level which requires the industrial capabilities of public and 

? done a t  U.S. naval ship re- private shipyaA. 
)ccasionally a deployed ship 
maintenance, known as vo - r INTERMEDIATE WNTENANCE 

'pairs a t  the nearest suitab e By the end of fiscal year 1992, the Navy's ship intermediate maintenance level 
ship depot repairs on U.S. will consist of 18 shore ~ntermediate maintenance facilities, M) tendere and repair 

irds in accordance with title shi s doa t ,  and two Trident refit facilities. Intermediate maintenance actinties 
work which is beyond the capability or the ca acity of a ship's crew but 

which d m  not require the industrial fadities of a depotevel shipyard. 
significantly over the last Tenders and repair ships are mobile and provide maintenance to deployed forces 

nactlvated 35 ships and sub- in peacetime and wartime, includmg repair and restoration of damaged sh~ps. 





(SIMA.8) located in moat &ips' SHIP DEPOT MA-ANCE BUDGW 
Y for sea-intensive ratings. The pe-- 
self-sufficiency and fleet readiness by The ficlcal year 1993 budget (fi re 1) reflects a rebalancing of the overall ship 

lm of maintenance technicians. SIMA~ maintenance p am. Ship depot%el re air funding dsrrases in fiscal year 1993. 

3s and the Naval Reserve Fom,  which as previously Z r r e d  maintenance and &sert Storm related maintenance is com- 
because of the low manning of these 

pleted during fiscal year 1992. Fiscal year 1993 fundin su ports ten overhauls, in- 
cluding an extensive com l a  overhaul for U S S .  J ~ L  & Kennody (CV 67). the 
overhaul of US.S. Ohio ( ~ B N  726) and the refueling overhaul of two 055 Los Ange- 

INTENMICE les class (SSN 688) submarines. Funding in fiscal year 1993 also reflects the trans- 
fer of nuclear cruiser refueling funds fmm the operation and maintenance account 

ity is essential part of fleet maink- to the shipbuilding and conversion account. 
h public (naval) and private shi yards, 
reliable, responsive industrial gase t, FLEET MODERNIZATION PROGRAM 

to optimize the distribution of wo* The fleet modernization program, provides a structure for the orderly identifica- 
ngresa &I-ected a 7W30 percent public/ tion, ap roval, design, planning, programmin budgeting, procurement, and instal- 
et. Over time the Navy has sought to lation o~impnnnments that increase the capaglity or relubility of a ship to p d o r m  
Y- its assigned mission. 
ng-term scheduled maintenance or mr- During fiscal year 1991 there were 2,682 alterations perfonned on Navy ships and 
is planned well in advance in consider- craft. The $1.18 billion was spent on equipment and $824 million was spent on in- 
ules and m w  maintenance capability. atallations. There were 821 alterations rformed on submarines and submarine 
1 a deployed ship may need the exper- tenders a t  a cost of $219.0 million, 883 aGrations on surface combatants at a cost 
n degrading casualty. of $1.26 billion, 689 alterations were performed on auxiliaries and amphibious ships 

to take full advanta e of mliabil- a t  a cost of $217.3 million, and 261 alterations on camera a t  a cost of $313.3 mil- 
-dbxt.-fd repair philosopfy. l'& . 
ire and essential modernization. 
ligration of many shi t a from con- 
lent, availabilities. If 
rate* which does no;:: 2 En'; 
opriak Bhip classes, the%avy is able 
EdineSa. In addition, it offers advan- 
vo* is performed; we are able to ad- 
)us; and more work can be performed 
51 relocation. 

LEPAIRS 
Safety items. 
Joint operability enhancements. 

7. 20 are homeported in the Western Pollution control. 
consist of depot repaim to &i In fiscal year 1990. FMP funding was transferred fmm operation and mainte- 
Famil Residency Pm- (OF&), nance to the procurement accounts. Full funding of alteration installation was di- 

n the h i t e d  States. We condud ~ g -  rected, so now FMP installation costs are identified and budgeted along with equip- 
overseas-based ships in foreign ports ment rocurement costs in the year of procurement. 
1 not feasible to return &i 8 to the At &is time the 3-year a pmpriation limit is an area of concern. Procurement 
d be unavailable to a c m m p E ~  their fund. e ire altar 3 years. &ere are many instances when the equipment re 
e s s a r ~  for transit to and fmm a U.S. for an zteration has production lead time in excess of 2 years. Since i n s t a E ~ :  

funds are budgeted in the same year as the equipment, under the current con- 
ies of Navy shi s based in the United straints some of those funds will have expired prior to our ability to install already 
~N%c) ,  title l% US. Code, prohibit. procured equipment. 
sing overhauled, repaired, or main- I u q e  your support of section 8076a of the legislative pmvisions of the President's 
Navy fully complies with this mvi- budget to alleviate this constraint. 
n major repairs in the United J t a k s  
n Overseas when ship overseas home- INACI?VE SHIP PROGRAM 

U23.S. Reeves (CG 24) and U S S .  
U-SS. S e ~ e l t  (CG 31) rotated out 

3. Reeves p s t  completed an ovelhaul 
ld S m t t  are currently undergoing 
D U.S.S. Independence (CV 62) a m -  
laVal Shlp ard in 1988 and an add.- 
I the San hego area prior to it. cur- 

is conducted at U.S. Navy Ship Re- 
detachment) Japan and Guam. 

nount of work to rivate corn anies 
mount of private? contr-fowr- 
me in our own S~FS.  For i n m a ,  
and repair in the Westem Pacific 

a t  amount was for private contract 
', - 





e equipment and spare parb for reuae. 
ombatante usually are mld for ecrap 
Region (DRMR), with proceeds revert- 

are turned over to MARAD. 
:%ne which laid out the e n t i  h i p  
nuclear-powered submarine hulls and 
)marine and former nuclear hulls are 
ire mapped through private industry. 
as mid for acrap through DRMR and 
rt, Algd and AuciUa) had title trams- 
.tee are 16 sales and 12 title transfers. 

NESS TRENDS 

ime free of significant material deli- 
SREPS). For surface hip, operating 
had declined in the past few years. 
n in figure 2 and remaim above the 

Y requirements and pr&eures in exe- 
Ion programs: affordability, schedule, 
intain viable ship repair facilities in 
, our fundamental goal is to provide 
's wav. 
ace t6e challenge of maintaining our 
clining budgeta and the changing na- 

SHIP MAINTENANCE 
1 4  

SHIP MATERIAL READINESS 
(OPERATING TIME FREE C3/4 CASREPS) 

90% 

1 

-i ALL FLEETS (2.3.6.7) 1 

SPCC CASREP DATABASE 
AS OF 31 DEC 91 

Mr. BENNETT. Thank you. Admiral. 

STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. JOHN S. CLAMAN, DEPUTY COM- 
MANDER FOR INDUSTRIAL AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
Admiral CIAMAN. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the 

subcommittee, thank you for letting me report to you today on the 
Navy's ship overhaul and modernization program. I will address 
the industrial base which is involved in this work. 

Mr. Chairman, as you pointed out, the Navy is faced with the 
challenge of maintaining a viable depot maintenance infrastructure 
in the face of decreasing workloads driven by reduced defense h d -  
ing and force structure reductions over the coming years. This will 
necessitate judicious downsizing of our repair shipyards, both pub- 
lic and private. At the same time, we must maintain our skills base 
through this downturn. 

Mordability is the major factor and will ultimately drive the size 
of our fleet. We are striving to achieve greater affordability by im- 
proving our processes. We simply must be able to execute the work- 
load durin this decade a t  less cost. For this reason, the Naval Sea 
Systems 8 ommand has developed and implemented the Naval 
Shipyard Corporate Operations Strategy and Plan to reduce naval 
shipyard overhead expense, improve our management and execu- 
tion of work, and thus provide better utilization of the tax dollar 
in Navy ship maintenance. This plan has been incorporated into 
the Defense Management Review process for achieving savings in 
ship depot maintenance. 
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 
HOUSE CONF. REP. NO. 102-31 1 

HOUSE CONFERENCE REPORT NO. 102311 

CONFERENCE . , 
The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the 

conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 2100) to authorize a p p m  
priations for fwal years 1992 and 1993 for military activities of the 
Department of Defense, for military construction, and for defense 
activities of the Department of Energy, to prescribe personnel 
strengths for such fwal years for the Armed Forces, and for other 
purposes, submit the following joint statement to the House and 
the Senate in explanation of the effect of the action agreed upon by 
the managers and recommended in the accompanying conference 

bil1, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in confer- 
ence are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming 
changes made necessary by agreements reached by the conferees, 
and minor drafting and clarifying changes. 

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CONFERENCE ACTION 
The conferees recommend authorization for the Department of 

Defense for procurement, research and development, test and eval- 
uation, operation and maintenance, working capital funds, military 
construction and family housing, weapons programs of the Depart- 
ment of Energy, and civil defense totaling $213.3 billion. This 
figure is $198.5 million above the amount requested by the Presi- 
dent, $449.9 million above the House bill, and $217.3 million,above 
the Senate amendment. 
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[page 5261 
are completed, including the development and im lementation of ?% the required automatic data processing systems. e Defense De- 
partment would have to report to Congress on the results of its 
analysis before it began any further consolidations. 

The Senate amendment contained no similar provision. , 
-The Senate reced" with an  amendment. 

Limitation on depot maintenance workload cornpetitiom (see. 314) 
The House bill cdntained a provision (sec. 322) that would allow 

the Department of Defense to compete annually between $5.0 to 
$15.0 million of depot maintenance workload with the private 
sector. This provision would also limit the competitiori to not more 
than 40 rcent of each depot's workload 

The G a t e  amendment contained a provision (&. i13) that 
would amend section 922(a) of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-510) to extend the depot 
maintenance workload competition pilot program throu h fmcal 
year 1992. This provision would also repeal section 2464 o f title 10, 
United States Code, which currently prohibits the Army and the 
Air Force from competing depot maintenance tasks between the 
Army and the Air Force or between the Army or the Air Force and 
a private contractor. 

The Senate recedes with an amendment. The conference provi- 
sion would provide that not less than 60 percent of the total depot 
maintenance of material in the Army and the Air Force shall be 
performed by emplo ees of the Department of Defense. This per- 
centage limitation s b ould be measured in dollars. The conference 
provision would also provide that the civilian em loyees of the De- 
partment of Defense involved in the depot-leve P maintenance of 
material may not be managed on the basis of any end-strength con- 
straint or limitation on the number of such employees who may be 
employed on the last day of a fucal year. Such employees shall be 
managed solely on the basis of the available workload and the 
funds made available for such depot-level maintenance. . 

The Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the Air ~ o r c e  
may not cancel a de t-level maintenance contract in effect on the 
date of enactment o P" this Act in order to comply with the r uire- 
ments of this provision. The Secretary of the Arm and t h e z r e -  
tary of the Air Force may waive the operation of t K is provision for 
their respective Services if the Secretary concerned determines 
that the waiver is necessary for reasons of national security and 
notifies Congress regarding the reasons for the waiver. Not later 
than January 15 of 1992 and 1993, the Secretary of the Army and 
the Secretary of the Air Force shall jointly submit to-congress a 
re rt describing the pro ess during the preceding fwal year to 
ac R" ieve and maintain t f e percentage limitation of depot-level 
maintenance required to be performed by employees of the Depart- 
ment of Defense pursuant to this provision. 

The conference provision would also authorize a depot mainte- 
nance competition pilot program for the Army and the Air Force. 
During fmcal years 1992 and 1993, the Secretary of Defense shall 
conduct a pilot program under which com titive procedures are 
used to select entities to perform depot-leve P" maintenance of mate- 
rial for the Army and the Air Force. The program may not jnvolve 
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more than 10 percent of all depot-level maintenance of material 
that is not required to be performed by employees of the Depart- 
ment of Defenee ursuant to the limitations in this h i o n .  The E P conferees direct t a t  depot maintenance programs se ected for this 
competition ilot program not be drawn &proportionately from P one or severa Army or Air Force depot maintenance activities. Not 
later than December 1, 1993, the Secretary of Defense shall submit 
a report to Congress containing a fiveyear strategy of the Depart- 
ment of Defense to use competitive procedures for the selection of 
entities to perform depot maintenance workloads and describing 
the cost savings anticipated through the use of these procedures. 
Authority of base com&n&en over contnrcting for commercial ac- 

tivities (sec. 315) 

Lkfede Business Operatiom Fund (see. 316) 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEN. JIMMY D. ROSS 

D MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN AND DISTINGUISHED COMMITTEE 

. TBANK YOU FOR THE o p m m m I m  TO ADDRESS OUR WUTUAL 

ST IN READINESS, SUSTAINABILITY AND SUPPORT TO THE 

EARLIER THIS YEAR. 

REQUESTED, TODAY I WILL DISCUSS THE CURRENT AND 

CTED STATUS OF THE ARMY'S OUA (OPERATION AND 

ENANCE, ARMY) FUNDED INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES, CURRENT AND 

CTED WORKLOADS, CIVILIAN PERSONNEL LEVELS AND WORKLOAD 

Y ARTICULATED TO THE CONGRESS THE ARMY'S CHALLENGE OF 

MATERIEL COMMAND HAS A MAJOR ROLE MEETING THIS 

SIZE INTELLIGENTLY WHILE PROTECTING CRITICAL ACTIVITIES 

T ARE ESSENTIAL FOR THE NATION'S DEFENSE. 

THE AMC NETWORK OF DEPOTS AND RGD FACILITIES, ALL MANNED 

OUR COUNTRY. THIS WAS DEMONSTRATED WITH STARTLING CLARITY 

DURING OPERATION DESERT SHIELD AND DESERT STORM. THE COMMAND 

HAD A MAJOR ROLE IN THE DECISIVE VICTORY OVER SADDAM 

UATERIEL COMMAND FILLED OVER 1.6 MILLION SECONDARY ITEM 

REQUISITIONS, ISSUED OVER 400,000 END ITEMS AND SHIPPED OVER 





-. -. - .-- ---- - 

1 

TO SOUTHWEST ASIA. IN ELEMS IN THE AnC DEPOTS. BUT AS MENTIONED EARLIER, 

RACTORS TO DEPLOY PERSONN~ RITY TO OBLIGATE OPERATION DESWT STORM FUNDS THROUGHOUT 

ER 3,500 OF OUR OWN 

LIAN. THESE WERE TRULY YOUR CONTINUED ASSISTANCE IN THIS AREA. 

THEMSELVES IN REMOTE I: AS YOU ARE AWARE, THERE WERE SOME FUNDING SHORTFALLS IN 

[IPS AS OUR COWBAT TROOPS. 'a DESERT STORM AREAS IN ~ ~ 9 1 ,  BUT MANAGEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN 

nOUT COWPLAINT TO ENSURE } 

MATERIEL REACHED THE FORCES 3 ='TO SUPPORT SOME OF OUR MISSION REQUIREKENTS AND STILL 

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS WITHIN THE REDUCED FUNDING LEVELS.' THESE ACTIONS 

WHICH FACED OUR FORCES 3 cLUDED SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS IN TDY, OVERTIME, SUPPLY AND 

r FORMATIONS ONLY HOURS < (TIP- PURCHASES AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS THROUGH 
LIT. FREEZES AND EARLY OUTS. 

AT SUCCESS, BUT THE WORK 3 ECAUSE OF FORECASTED FUNDING LEVELS, AMC BEGAN PLANNING 

Y IN THE DESERT. MOST OF ST TWO YEARS A M  FOR A SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTION-IN-FORCE. 

ION DESERT STORM REQUIRES 

fNG AN INTENSIVE, m- i OF FY90 AND FIRST MONTH INTO-~~91, WERE ABLE TO DECREASE 
TO A HIGH READINESS PAYROLL BY OVER 6,000 PERSONNEL AND REDUCE THE 
1m OF WORK IS ' 

'E ACCOMPLISHED IN FY93 NOW TURNING TO OUR CURRENT FUNDING (LESS OPERATION 
RE HAS A REQUIR- S W T  STORM FUNDS). THE AHC'OMA FUNDING FOR FY92 IS 

FROM OPERATION DESmT 3,0291. THIS IS A TIGHT FUNDING LEVEL WHICH HAS CAUSED 
ACCO~LISHED IN FY92, LMENT OF REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES AND 

PST YEAR TO EXTEND THE SE OPERATIONS. WE ARE CONTINUING OUR EFFORTS TO DRAWDOWN 

WWl'XfS INTO FY93 WILL 

LOELEM. IT WILL ALSO 

' FORCE FOR A LONGER R A MAJOR FY92 REDUCTION-IN-FORCE. AT THE AGGREGATE LEVEL, 

OR REDUCTION-IN-FORCE UR FY93 OMA FUNDING GUIDANCE OF $2,93OM IS EQUIVALENT TO THE 









. BRAC 91 DICTATED THE 

PNI) THE TRANSFER OF THE 

PION TO F E R K E N N Y  A m  

rY. 

[ENT REVIEW PROCESS, D m  

COUNCIL WAS ESTABLISHED 

R DOD DEPOT MAINTENANCE. 

CIL CORPORATE BUSINESS 

IDENTIFIES THE SERVICES1 

MAINTENANCE MISSION. 

1, TRE ARMY IS DEVELOPING 

NCE WORKLOADS AIMED AT 

ICIENCIES . THESE . 

L REDISTRIBUTION OF WORK 

qS WHERE ONE SERVICE'S 

)ST COST EFFECTIVELY 

OTHER SERVICES. THE 

ARE TARGETED TO 

' SERVICE DEPOTS AND 

DOD FACILITIES. WITHIN 

RVICES WILL RETAIN THE 

[LITIES REQUIRED TO 

CRITICAL 

LJDES THE KIND OF CORE 

;UPPORT OF CONTINGENCY 

ZY DMONSTRATH) BY THE 

b~&l EARLIER, ONE SUCH CONSOLIDATION IS THAT OF TACTICAL m 
287 

.. WHERE WORKLOAD EXISTS ABOVE OUR ESSENTIAL CORE DEPOT 

 AD BETWEEN THE SERVICE DEPOTS AND PRIVATE ~NDUSTRY 

&+&s OF ALL SERVICES TO LETTERKENNY *ARMY DEPOT. 

%*ATION PLANS FOR EACH MISSILE SYSTEM ARE DUE TO THE 

~ ~ ' 3 1  MAY 1992 AND TRANSITION OF "0RKLOAD WILL COMMENCE 
1," , 

k!?yg3 AND CONTINUE THROUGH FY96. 

COMPLIANCE WITH THE NATIONU. DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
k'.?y92/~~93, AMC IS PROJECTING A MINIMUM OF 60 PERCENT OF 
ir' 
,vaLABLE DEPOT MAINTENANCE FUNDS WILL BE SPENT AT 

&&IC'DEPOT MAINTENANCE FACILITIES. 'THIS WORKLOAD CONSISTS 
#! 

*- 

,p p7M PROGRAMS AND DEPOT LEVEL^&ARABLES. ' AS OF 15 JANUARY 
rt: 4 

492. THE ~ i i ~  PROJECTS 61 PERCENT ORGANIC WORKLOAD FOR ~ ~ 9 2  

? <  
LINTENANCE CAPABILITY, AND WITHIN THE 10 PERCENT OF DEPOT 

EN TEN AN^^ WORKLOAD AUTHORIZED FOR COMPETITION BY THE 
,-- 
IATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT, WE WILL COMPETE THAT 

'NCENTIVIZE AND ATTAIN INCREASED COST EFFICIENCIES FOR THE I[ 

'U 

13 ARMY'S MAINTENANCE DEPOTS AND FIVE OF THE SEVEN BIDS WERE 

'ti THIS YEAR, WE PLAN TO COMPETE AND AWARD DEPOT WORKLOAD - F; 
G ;  PROGRAMS VALUED AT $62.7M. CORPUS CHRISTI ARMY DEPOT WILL 

'COMPETE FOR 40 PERCENT OF THE $62.71. TWELE ARMY DEPOT 

f WILL COMPETE FOR 23 PERCENT OF THE DOLLARS AND RED RIVER ARMY 

DEPOT WILL COMPETE FOR NEARLY 22 PERCENT OF THE DOLLARS. 
I m / S m ~ n .  AS ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT AND LETTERKENNY ARMY DEPOT WILL COMPETE 

7 
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7 LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 
HOUSE CONF. REP. NO. 102-966 

[page 6871 
.id . " Capital asset $ubaccount (sec. 342) 

The House bill contained a provision (sec. 332) tha$'*ould limit 
the use of the capital asset subaccount within the Defense Business 
Operations Fund and'would also require a report by the Secretary 
of Defense on this account. : ""  * 

'3, 

The Senate amendment contained no similar provision. . 
The Senate recedes with an amendment. L : . '( .- 

Limitations on obligations against Defense ~usin'kss Operutions 
Fund (sec. 3431 

. . 

The Senate amendment contained a provision (sec."d52f that 
would prohibit the Secretary of Defense from incurring obligations 
against the Defense Business Operations Fund during fiscaf year 
1993, except for obligations for fuel, subsistence- and commissary 
items, retail operations, repair of equipment, and the cost of oper- 
ations, in excess of 65 percent of the sales. from the Defense Busi- 
ness Operations Fund during the fiscal year.. This provision would 
allow the Secretary of Defense to waive this 65 percent limitation 
cap if he determines that such action is essential to the national 
security of the United States. - ,. . ? I  -t.:j;..> .i 

The House bill contained no similar provision.. 
&. x. - - 

The House recedes. - , , -.. .- : - -  . i 
SUBTITLE -DEPOT-LEVEL ACTIVITIES . . . .. . 

Competitive bidding for tactical missile maintenan;? (sec. 351) , , 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 341) that .would re- 

quire the Secretary of Defense to use competitive procedures if the 
Secretary decides to consolidate tactical missile maintenance' 

The Senate amendment contained no similar provision. 
The Senate recedes with an amendment that would, reqt&e.the 

Secretary of Defense to ensure that the Systems Management Ac- 
tivity and the Depot Systems Command are relocated to .Rock 
Island Arsenal, Illinois, in accordance with the recoplmendation of 
the Base Closure and Realignment Commission dated July 1,>991. 

Limitations on the performance of depot-level maintenance of mate- 
rial (sec. 352) 
The Houie bill contained a provision (see. 3421 that wogld is- 

tablish a limit of no more than 40 percent of the depot-level main- 
tenance workload by each type of equipment and materiel that 
may be offered for contract by non-governmental personnel-,,The 
provision would also extend the limitations on the performance-of 
depot-level maintenance by the Army and Air Force in section 2466 

, . < "  .of title 10, United States Code, to the Navy. ,: 2 ,  - - , - 
The Senate amendment contained no ~imilar~provision. ,. ..,:, -. The Senate recedes with an amendment. I -  - ., la4 
The conferees agree to include .the Navy under, the limitations 

on the performance of depot-level maintenance in. section 2466 of 
.,title 10, United States %e. The conferees do not agree @ esfablish 
'a limit of no more than 40 percent of the depot-level m3ntenagce 
workload by each t pe of eqpipment q d  materiel that,:mayi;be of- 
fered for contract y non-governniental personnel. However, the 
conferees agree that the Secretary of the Army shall provide for 
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the performance by employees of the Department of Defense of not 
less than 50 percent in f i i a l  year 1993, 55 percent in fiscal year 
1994 and 60 percent in fmal year 1995 of Army aviation depot- 
level maintenance. The Secretary concerned may not cancel a 
depot-level maintenance contract in effect on the date of enactment 
of this act in order to comply with the requirements of this provi- 
sion. 

Requirement of competition for the performance of workloads previ- 
ously performed by depot-level activities of the Department of 
Defense (sec. 353) 
The House bill contaked a provision (sec.?343) that would re- 

quire the Department of Defense to use competitive procedures for 
awarding any workload curfently being performed in .a military 
demt. 

The Senate amendment contained no similar provision. 
The Senate recedes with an amendment that would provide 

that the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of a military depart- 
ment may not change the performance of a depot-level mainte- 
nance workload that has a threshold value of $3,0 million and that 
is being performed by a depot-level activity of the Department of 
Defense to performance by a private contractor unless, prior to se- 
lection of the private contractor, the Secretary uses competitive 
procedures for the selection. 

Repeal of requirement for competition pilot program for depot-level 
maintenance of materials (sec. 35.4) 
The House bill contained a provision (se; 345) that would 

amend section 314 of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 (Public Law 102-1902 to increase the 
limit of noncore workload that can be competed among depots or 
with private industry from 10 percent to 20 percent. 

The Senate amendment contained a provision (sec.' 358) that 
would amend section 314 of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal *Years 1992 and 1993 by deleting the limitation on 
the amount of depot maintenance workload in the Army and the 
Air Force above the core level that can be opened to.competition 
during fucal year 1993. 

The House recedes, The conferees direct that depot mainte- 
nance workload selected for competition not be drawn dispropor- 
tionately from one or several depot maintenance activities of the 
military Services. , .  - . 

SUBTITLE F--COMMISSARIES AND MILITARY EXCHANGES ' 
- 

- > .  
Standardization of certain progmms and activities of military ex- 

changes (sec. 361) . 
The House bill contained a provision (sec, 35i) that would re- 

quire the Secretary of Defense to standardize among the military 
departments certain programs and activities of the military ex- 
changes of the military departments not later than October 1,1993. 

.>The provision would also require the Secretary -of Defense to 
submit to the Congress a report on other programs and'activities of 
the military exchanges that the Secretary' determines can be eco- 
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Long Beach Naval Shipyard repairs, tests and certifies operation 
of complex electronics and weapons systems; no San Diego private 
sector shipyard is certified to perform combat system repairs as a 
Master Ordinance Repair (MOR) contractor. 

No San Diego private sector shipyard is a full service engineering 
and production facility; problems experienced by these shipyards 
are referred back to the Navy for solutions; Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard's Engineering and Planning Department is the Planning 
Yard (life cycle design agent) for the USS OLIVER HAZARD PERRY 
(FFG-7) Class and has full capabilities for engineering on all ships 
of the fleet ( except submarines). 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE COMPETITION 

The private shipyard's apparent primary interest in closing Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard is to gain relief from comparisons with the 
only public shipyard that operates in the same product market as 
themselves; without Long Beach Naval Shipyard as a benchmark 
for bids and cost performance, they would be able to reach a 
marke t-dominan t position and thus be the con trolling provider 
for Navy surface ship repair work on the West Coast. 

The private shipyards say that Long Beach (Naval shipyard) 
should be closed to strengthen the private sector. In San Diego on 
April 2 7, 1993, Commissioner Bowman stated "it goes beyond the 
Commission's authority. . ." and ,"the Navy needs to address this 
issue with the Congress. . .".Closing public shipyards to help 
support the private shipyards is a government subsidy, which the 
Congress is already on the record for being against. 

3 
Extensive cost growth in private shipyards has been documented 
by the General Accounting Office in Report B-239823 of 24 July 
1990. 
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111 SUBJECT: Use of Cont rac tor  and DoD Resources f o r  Maintenance of 
Ma te r i e l  

References: (a )  DoD Di rec t ive  4151.1, "Use of Contractor  and 
Government Resources f o r  Maintenance of Ma te r i e l , "  
June 20, 1970 (hereby canceled)  

(b) DoD Di rec t ive  415 1.16, "DoD Equipment Maintenance 
Program," August 30, 1972 

(c) DoD Di rec t ive  1130.2, "Management and Control  of  
Engineering and Technical Services ,"  June 18, 1979 

(d) DoD Di rec t ive  4100.15, "Commercial and I n d u s t r i a l -  
Type A c t i v i t i e s , "  February 4 ,  1980 

(e) DoD Di rec t ive  4000.19, " In t e r se rv i ce ,  In t e rdepa r t -  
mental,  and Interagency Support," October 14, 1980 

( f )  through (p), see enc losure  1 

A. REISSUANCll AND PURPOSE 

1 This  D i r e c t i v e  r e i s s u e s  re ference  (a) t o  update p o l i c i e s  and 
1 r e s p o n s i b i 1 i t j . e ~  concerning the  use of c o n t r a c t o r  and DoD resources  
I f o r  DoD mAterj e l  maintenance, c o n s i s t e n t  w i th  re ferences  (b) through 

(el 

B. APPLICABI1,ITY AND SCOPE 

1 .  This Di rec t ive  app l i e s  t o  t h e  Of f i ce  of t he  Sec re t a ry  of  
Defense (OSD) , t h e  M i l i t a r y  Departments, t h e  Organizat ion of t h e  
Jo in t  Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and Specified Commands, and the 
Defense Agencies ( h e r e a f t e r  r e f e r r ed  t o  c o l l e c t i v e l y  a s  "DoD Com- 
ponents"). The term "Mil i tary Service,"  a s  used he re in ,  r e f e r s  t o  
t h e  Army, Navy, A i r  Force, and Marine Corps. 

2.  This  D i rec t ive  w i l l  not  be app l i ed  when t o  do so would be 
con t r a ry  t o  law o r  would be incons i s t en t  wi th  t h e  terms of any 
t r e a t y  o r  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  agreement. 

C. DEFINITIONS 

Terms used i n  t h i s  Di rec t ive  a r e  de f ined  i n  enclosure-2. 

D. POLICY 

I t  i s  DoD po l i cy  t h a t  maintenance suppor t  of DoD ma te r i e l  i s  
e s s e n t i a l  t o  t h e  rap id  and sus ta ined  a p p l i c a t i o n  of m i l i t a r y  power. 
DoD Components s h a l l  provide an adequate program f o r  maintenance 
of assigned ma te r i e l  t o :  



1 .  Provide for mobilization and surge requirements as specified in the 
most current Defense Guidan~ce. 

2 .  Meet efficiently and effectively peacetime readiness and combat sustain- \ 
ability objectives. 

E . PROCEDURES 

1. DoD Component combat and direct combat support activities shall pro- 
vide, to the maximum extent possible, direct (intermediate and organizational) 
maintenance support for assigned materiel. Engineering technical service 
activities shall comply with DoD Directive 1130.2 (reference (c)). During the 
introduction of new weapon systems, contract maintenance shall be used for 
those items for which a capability does not exist and cannot be developed at 
minimal costs. This contract maintenance shall be used until system design, 
reliability and maintainability characteristics, maintenance procedures, and 
maintenance training requirements are stabilized. Contractor personnel shall 
be used throughout system operating life if there are shortages in Military 
Service skilled maintenance personnel and if such contractor personnel shall 
.provide wartime support in a combat zone. (See DoD Instruction 4151.11 and 
DoD Directive 5000.39 (references (f) and (g)). 

2 .  The source (DoD military or civilian personnel, contractors, or host 
nation support) of direct maintenance support for other than combat and direct 
combat support activities shall be based on: 

a. The need to maintain a training and rotational base for military 
technical personnel. 

b. The security imp1:ications involved. 

c .  The timely availability of private, commercial sources or host 
nation support. 

d. Cost and effectiveness. 

3 .  Initial plans for contractor and organic support of new systems shall 
be established as part of the integrated logistic support planning process, 
prior to the item production decision. (See reference ( g ) . )  

4 .  When applicable, use of maintenance and repair contracts for common-use 
items, such as office machines, materiel handling equipment, and furniture, 
shall be in accordance with Section 5-205 of the Defense Acquisition Regulation 
(reference (h)). DoD Components shall prescribe instructions on the calculation 
and use of one-time repair limits and on replacement criteria for these items. 
The data and methods applied in determining repair limits and replacement 
criteria shall be reviewed peri.odically for currency. 

5. To the extent possible, a competitive commercial depot maintenance 
industrial base shall be established and, as required, shall be capable of 
expanding during mobilization. 

b 
a". 
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6 .  Indirect (depot) maintenance support of DoD materiel shall be planned 
and accomplished by contractual sources and organic capability. (See DoD 
Directive 4005.1 (reference (i)) . ) 

/ 7 .  Normally, each DoD Component shall provide for the indirect mainte- 
nance support of DoD mission-essential materiel. Interservice maintenance 
support arrangements shall be established and executed wherever such actions 
will prove more efficient. (See DoD Directive 4000.19 (reference (e)) .) 

8. Pursuant to DoD Directive 4100.15 (reference (d)), prime consideration 
shall be given to L,se of contractor support for indirect maintenance when such 
support would: 

a .  Improve the industrial base for maintenance or for equipment, 
spares, and parts m~anufacture. 

b. Improve peacetime readiness and combat sustainability through 
planning for postproduction support of weapon systems and equipment. 

c. Be cost-effective. 

d. Enable program managers to implement contract incentives for reli- 
ability and maintainability (for example, reliability improvement warranty 
contracts and failure-free contracts). 

9 .  Organic depot maintenance capabilities and physical.capacities estab- 
lished or retained within the DoD Components for support of DoD materiel shall 
be kept to the minirnum required to ensure a ready, controlled source of tech- 
nical competence and resources necessary to meet military contingencies. 

a. Peacetirne and time-phased mobilization depot maintenance workload 
plans for DoD Compo~lents shall be quantified in terms of required resources 
consistent with DoD Directive 3005.6 (reference (j)) and projected annually as 
an integral part of the DoD Planning, Programing, and Budgeting (PPB) process. 
Mobilization workloads shall be based upon scenarios contained in the most 
current annual Deferrse Guidance. DoD Component depot maintenance workload 
plans shall address total requirements and shall be identified by work break- 
down structure, customer, and fund sources supported by respective customers. 
Workloads shall be displayed according to monthly requirements for at least a 
12-month period. Organic capabilities and physical capacities to be estab- 
lished and retained as a DoD Component's minimum organic peacetime base shall 
be determined by use of a "decision tree" for assigning source of repair 
responsibilities (organic, interservice, and contract) and for determining the 
minimum (organic) resources required in support of the mobilization scenario. 
The "decision tree" used shall consider mobilization depot maintenance materiel 
resources that must be available in the organic depot maintenance establishment 
at the outset of mobilization. The "decision tree" also, as a minimum, shall 
consider the required facilities, plant equipment, and labor (by skill) related 
to their planned application during the mobilization period. Each DoD Com- 
ponent's "decision tree" shall be approved by the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) (ASD(MRA&L)) . 



b. The appropriate Secretary of a Military Department or Director of a 
Defense Agency, except as delegated in paragraph E.2.c of DoD Directive 4100.15 
(reference (d)), annually shall approve the organic physical capacity and capa- 
bility and the peacetime workload distribution plan. Major changes to the dis- ) 
tribution of peacetime workloads during the program execution year also shall 
be approved by the appropriate Military Department Secretary or Defense Agency 
Director. 

c. Unless otherwise justified under paragraphs E.9.a. and E.9.b., above, 
each DoD Component's organic depot maintenance peacetime physical capacity shall 
be planned to accomplish 110 more than 70 percent of its gross mission-essential 
depot maintenance workloaci requirements. At least 30 percent of the gross mis- 
sion-essential and all of the nonmission essential workload requirements shall be 
decided on the basis of economy, the timely availability of private, commercial 
sources, and the need to maintain a commercial industrial mobilization base. 
The 70/30 ratio will not apply to each individual weapon system and subsystem 
workload. However, it shall apply to homogenous commodity groupings within the 
gross mission essential remquirement. Furthermore, consideration shall be given 
to contracting for the depot maintenance of an entire weapon system or subsystem 
when the industrial base considerations stated herein can be achieved. 

d. DoD Component facility utilization (by depot) in peacetime shall 
be planned to accomplish the equivalent of 100 percent of peacetime workload 
capacity on a 40-hour week, one-shift basis as defined in DoD Instruction 
4151.15 (reference (k)) with the equivalent of an organic facility utilization 
of 185 percent physical capacity under mobilization. In sizing organic capa- 
bility and physical capacity of shops susceptible to high surge, or cost 
intensive facilitization, consideration shall be given to limiting individual 
shop utilization to a maxi~num of 250 percent of physical capacity during 
mobilization. When 250 percent of physical capacity would be exceeded due to 
a mobilization surge, a lower shop utilization of peacetime physical capacity 
may be justified. 

10. A Joint Support Plan, participated in by all users, shall be developed 
by the lead DoD Component whenever the same weapon system or equipment is 
being procured for use by two or more DoD Components. Joint Support Plans 
also may be required selectively for jointly used major end items and com- 
ponents when such plans are in the best overall interest of the Department of 
Defense. The Joint Support Plan shall include an assessment of existing depot 
maintenance capabilities of the DoD Components involved and shall address 
basic considerations; how the proposed assignment of depot maintenance responsi- 
bilities makes maximum use of existing DoD capabilities required to satisfy 
mobilization demands while reducing to a minimum new investment in additional 
resources; and the planned distribution of depot maintenance workloads between 
component organic and commercial sources over the weapon system's planned life 
in consideration of both peacetime and mobilization demands. Proposed plans 
shall be submitted to the A!;D(MRA&L) for approval. (See DoD Directives 5124.1 
and 5000.39 (references (1) and (g)) . ) 

11. Supplemental procedural guidance is contained in DoD Directive 4100.15, 
DoD Instruction 4100.33, and DoD 4100.33-H (references (d) , (m) , and (n)) , 
which implement Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-76 
(reference (0) ) . 
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F .  PARTICULAR COIJSIDERATIONS CONCERNING OMB CIRCULAR NO. A-76 

1 .  Approval t ~ y  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  S e c r e t a r y  of a  M i l i t a r y  Department o r  D i -  
r e c t o r  of a  Defense Agency, except  a s  de l ega t ed  i n  paragraph E.2 .c .  of DoD 
D i r e c t i v e  4100.15 ( r e f e r ence  ( d ) ) ,  of t h e  peacet ime workload d i s t r i b u t i o n  p lan  
c i t e d  i n  paragraph E.9 .b . ,  above, s h a l l ,  f o r  in-house depot  maintenance a c t i v i -  
t i e s ,  be considered a s  approval  f o r  in-house performance of a  DoD commercial 
a c t i v i t y  (CA) needed f o r  suppor t  o f  n a t i o n a l  defense .  Also s e e  subparagraph 
D .  2 .  a .  (4) of r e f e r ence  (d) . 

. > ' I 
2. When new maintenance work, approved a s  p a r t  of t h e  minimum o rgan ic  

peacet ime base ,  is being in t roduced ,  every  e f f o r t  s h a l l  be made t o  r e t a i n  
c u r r e n t  employees on t h i s  new work through t h e  use of r e t r a i n i n g .  Cont rac ts  
f o r  maintenance-related s e r v i c e s  t h a t  a r e  shown t o  be j u s t i f i e d  f o r  in-house 
performance i n  acc1)rdance wi th  DoD I n s t r u c t i o n  4100.33 ( r e f e r ence  (m)) s h a l l  
be te rmina ted  a s  q ~ ~ i c k l y  a s  in-house c a p a b i l i t y  can be e s t a b l i s h e d .  When t h e  
a d d i t i o n a l  manpowel: spaces requi red  cannot be accommodated wi th in  t h e  DoD 
Component's personriel au thor ized  c e i l i n g ,  a  r eques t  f o r  adjustment  normally 
s h a l l  be submit ted t o  t h e  S e c r e t a r y  of  Defense i n  conjunct ion  wi th  t h e  
annual  budget  review p roces s .  

3 .  I f  a  p a r t i c u l a r  DoD CA no longer  i s  r equ i r ed  a s  p a r t  of t h e  minimum 
o r g a n i c  peacet ime base ,  j u s t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  in-house performance s h a l l  b e  i n  
accordance w i t h  r e f e r ence  (d ) - - t ha t  i s ,  no s a t i s f a c t o r y  p r i v a t e  commercial 
source  i s  a v a i l a b l e  o r  in-house performance is  more economical than  c o n t r a c t .  

G. RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. The A s s i s t a n t  S e c r e t a r y  of  Defense (Manpower, Reserve A f f a i r s ,  and 
L o g i s t i c s )  s h a l l  monitor compliance wi th  t h i s  D i r ec t ive .  I n  d i s cha rg ing  t h i s  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  t h e  ASD(MRA&L) s h a l l :  

a .  Concurrt!ntly review departmental  depot  maintenance programs and t h e  
annual  Program 0bjec: t ives Memoranda (POMs) and budgets .  

b. Review 1)oD depot  maintenance c a p a b i l i t i e s  and phys i ca l  c a p a c i t i e s ;  
a s s e s s  a l t e r n a t i v e  p l ans  f o r  depot  maintenance suppor t ;  and review and approve 
proposed p l a n s  f o r  depot maintenance suppor t  o f  mul t i se rv ice-use  weapons and 
s e l e c t e d  end items (See a l s o  DoD D i r e c t i v e  5124.1 ( r e f e r ence  ( I ) ) . )  

c .  Review each major system I n t e g r a t e d  L o g i s t i c  Support p l a n  t o  
determine adequacy of t h e  maintenance concept and r e l a t e d  p l a n s ,  and recommend 
changes t o  t h e  a c q u i s i t i o n  execut ive  when program planning is  inadequate .  

d .  Make f i n a l  de te rmina t ion  on a l l  r eques t s  f o r  except ions  t o  t h i s  
D i r e c t i v e .  

I 2 .  The Head of each DoD Component s h a l l :  

a .  Quantify i n  terms of a p p r o p r i a t e  resources  ( f a c i l i t i e s ,  p l a n t  
equipment, and pe r so r~ne l  by s k i l l ) ,  and annua l ly  submit t o  t h e  OSD a s  a  p a r t  
o f  t h e  PPB p r o c e s s ,  p r o j e c t i o n s  of peacet ime and time-phased mob i l i za t i on  work- 

(* 
l oads  f o r  DoD weapon systems and equipment depot  maintenance. 



,. 

b. Annually determine minimum organic depot maintenance capabilities 
and physical capacities required to ensure a ready, controlled source of 
technical competence and resources necessary to meet military contingencies. 

. 

c. Annually develop a peacetime workload distribution plan consistent 
with the minimum determined in paragraph G.Z.b., above. 

d .  Develop and present the annual depot maintenance program as a part 
of the PPB cycle. The program shall reflect the total Military Department or 
Defense Agency peacetime requirements for accomplishment by organic, contract, 
or interservice sources, as appropriate. (See DoD Instruction 7110.1 (reference . 
(PI). I 

e. Ensure that efficient utilization is being realized from that , m  1 - 

organic capability retained for the depot maintenance support of materiel. 

f .  Maintain the technical competence necessary to ensure efficient 
management of the total depot maintenance workload program. 

- .. 
g. Foster the establishment and retention of a competitive commercial 

, depot maintenance industrial base. 

h. Ensure that the same degree of management emphasis and attention 
is given to workloads accomplished by contract sources as that given to work- 
loads performed by organic sources. (See DoD Instruction 4151.11 (reference 
( f ) ) . )  

i. Request that the ASD(MRA&L) approve exceptions to this Directive 
to accomodate peculiar circumstances or other overriding factors. 

j. Determine, by the production decision milestone for each new weapon 
system or equipment, whether sufficient numbers of skilled Military Service 
personnel will be available for direct maintenance support (for all systems 
including combat and direct combat support). The Head of each DoD Component 
shall develop a plan to use contractors when an adequate number of Military 
Service skilled personnel are not available. (See DoD Directive 5000.39 
(reference ( g ) ) . )  

k. Develop cost-accounting systems that will provide total cost of 
organic maintenance support in order to: 

(1) Make cost-effectiveness determinations. 

(2) Assist in life cycle cost estimation and verification. 



H. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IHPLEMENTATION 

This Directive is effective imediately. Forward two copies of implementing 
documents to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and 
Logistics) witbin 120 days. 

" Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Enclosures - 2 
1. References 
2. Definitions 

- 

- .. ?- .dr. . - -'%>*$ - . $;?:>: *$? .,%.g+.-$- 
' 4 . S  

Jul 15, 82 
4151.1 

I - 
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Jul 15, 82 
4151.1 (Encl 1) 

REFERENCES (continued) 

(f) DoD Instruction 4llil.11, "Policy Governing Contracting for Equipment 
Maintenance Supporl:," June 11, 1973 

(g) DoD Directive 5000.39, "Acquisition and Management of Integrated Logistic 
Support for System:; and Equipment," January 17, 1980 

(h) Defense Acquisition Regulation 
(i) DoD Directive 4005.1, "DoD Industrial Preparedness Production Planning," 

July 28, 1972 
(j) DoD Directive 3005.6, "Civilian Workforce Mobilization Planning and 

Management," May 8, 1981 
(k) DoD Instruction 4151.15, "Depot Maintenance Programming Policies," 
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(1) DoD Directive 5124.1 "Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve 

Affairs, and Logistics) Charter," April 20, 1977 
, (m) DoD Instruction 4100.33, "Operation of Commercial and Industrial-Type 

Activities," February 25, 1980 
(n) DoD 4100.33-H "DoD In-House vs Contract Commercial and Industrial Activities 

Cost Comparison Handbook," April 1980, authorized by DoD Instruction 
A 4100.33, February 25, 1980 

( 0 )  OMB Circular No. A-76, "Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial 
Products and Services Needed by the Government," March 29, 1979 

(p) DoD Instruction 7110.1, "DoD Budget Guidance," October 30, 1980 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. Commercial Activity Expansion. The modernization, replacement, upgrade, or 

*f enlargement of a DoD CA that involves adding a capital investment of $100,000 
or more, or increasing the annual operating costs by $200,000 or more, provided 
the increase exceeds 20 percent of the total investment or annual operating 
cost. A consolic(ation of two or more activities is not an expansion unless 
the total capital investment or annual operating cost exceeds the total from 
the individual activities by the amount of the threshold. 

2. "Decision Tree". A mobilization and combat support base decision methodology 
that is applied and used by the DoD Components as the basis for determining (a) 
the minimum resources (facilities, plant equipment, and skilled labor) required 
in support of the mobilization scenario and (b) the organic capabilities and 
physical capacities to be established and retained as a DoD Component's minimum 
organic peacetime base. 

3. Depot Maintenance Activity. An industrial-type facility established to 
perform depot-level maintenance on weapon systems, equipment, and components. 
The term includes DoD installations and commercial contractors. 

I 4. Direct Combat Support. Work that is essential to the direct support of 
combat operations, that is, work that if not performed could cause immediate 
impairment of combat capability. 

5. Direct Maintenance Support. Maintenance performed to materiel while it 
remains under the custody of the using military command. 

6 .  DoD Commercial Activity. An activity operated and managed by a DoD Com- 
ponent that provides a product or service obtainable from a private, commer- 
cial source. A DoD CA can be identified with an organization or type of work, 
but shall be separable from other functions so as to be suitable for performance 
either in-house or by contract, and shall be a regularly needed activity of an 
operational nature, not a one-time activity of short duration associated with - 
support of a particular project. 

7. Engineering and Technical Services. Advice, instruction, and training in 
the installation, operation, and maintenance of weapon systems, equipment, and 
components used by DoD Components. These services are provided by qualified 
DoD military and civilian personnel, or by employees of defense contractors. 

8. Indirect Maintenance Support. Maintenance performed on materiel after its 
withdrawal from the custody of the using military command. 

9. Interservice M,aintenance Support. Maintenance either recurring or non- 
recurring, performed by the organic capability of one Military Service or 
element thereof in support of another Military Service or element thereof. 

a 10. Maintenance C,tpability. Availability of resources, such as facilities, 
skills, tools, test equipment, drawings, technical publications, training, 
maintenance persomiel, engineering support, and spare parts, that are required 
to perform maintenitnce. 



1 12. Major End Item. A final combination of assemblies, components, parts, 
and materials that performs a major, complete operat-ional function and is ready ! 
for its intended use. # 

, 

13 ,  Mission-essential Materiel. That Military Service-designated materiel auth- 
orized to combat, combat support, combat service support, and combat readiness 
training forces and activities, including reserve and National Guard activities, 

11. Maintenance Support-. Functions that are not a part of depot, intermedi- 
ate, or organizational maintenance, but that facilitate and perpetuate any or 
all of those levels of maintenance. Categories include programing and planning 
support, maintenance technical and engineering support, technical and engineering 
data, and technical and administrative training. 

that is required to support approved emergency or war plans, and that is used to 
destroy the enemy or his capacity to continue war; provide battlefield protection 

I of personnel; communicate under war conditions; detect, locate, or maintain sur- 
veillance over the enemy:, provide combat transportation and support of men and 

1 materiel; and support training functions, but that is suitable for employment 
under emergency plans to meet purposes enumerated above. 

14. Organic Maintenance. That maintenance performed by a Military Service 
under military control using government-owned or controlled facilities, tools, 
test equipment, spares, repair parts, and military or civilian personnel. 

15. Physical Capacity. A quantitative measure of maintenance capability 
usually expressed as the amount of direct labor work hours that can be applied 
within a specific industrial shop, or other entity, during a 40-hour week (one 
shift - 5 days). 

16. Weapon System. A final combination of subsystems, components, parts, and 
materials of an entity usled in combat, either offensively or defensively, to 
destroy, injure, defeat, or threaten the enemy. Examples are the F-4 aircraft, 
FBM submarine, frigate, HAWK missile, and AH-1 Cobra helicopter. 

17. Workload. Total direct actual labor hours represented by the product of 
quantity of items programttd multiplied by the direct actual labor hours per 
unit. I 
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(202) 342-6767 

HAND DELIVERED 

S h e i l a  Cheston,  Esq. 
Genera l  Counsel  
Defense  Base C l o s u r e  and 

RealigrYment Commission 
1 4 t h  F l o o r  
1700 N. Moore S t r e e t  
A r l i n g t o n ,  VA 22209 

Dear S h e i l a :  

A t t a c h e d  i s  o u r  p o i n t  p a p e r  on t h e  p r i v a t e  s h i p y a r d s  c a p a c i t y  
i s s u e .  

T i m e  i s  s o  s h o r t  t h a t  w e  would c e r t a i n l y  a p p r e c i a t e  mee t ing  
w i t h  you tomorrow morning. That  would g i v e  u s  a n  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  
d i s c u s s  t h e  b a s i c  i s s u e s  w i t h  you and t h e n  e l a b o r a t e  on them w i t h  
you and L a r r y  Jackson  n e x t  Wednesday. 

P l e a s e  l e t  m e  know a t  (202) 342-6767. Thanks. 

Regards,  

E n c l o s u r e  



BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION CAN AND SHOULD CONSIDER PRIVATE CAPACITY 

1. Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 requires 

SECDEF to recommend base closures on the basis of his 

established (i) force-structure plan and (ii) final selection 

criteria for base closures and realignments. S2903 (c) of Act. 

2. Commission may make changes in SECDEF1s recommendations if 

SECDEF deviated substantially from his force-structure plan 

and final criteria. Id. 

3. SECDEFrs final selection criteria were published on 12/15/92 

in Federal Register. See attached copy. 

a. Final criteria do not exclude consideration of private 

capacity -- silent on the issue. 

4. SECDEFrs 12/15/92 issuance of final selection criteria 

specifies that they will be used again, unchansed, as 

published in Federal Register on 2/15/91. 

5. 2/15/91 publication in Federal Register of final selection 

criteria included DODfs position that defense contractors are 

an "integral part of successful accomplishment of defense 

missions" and that to the extent that "the availability of 

. . . contractor work forces influences our ability to 

accomplish the mission, it is already included in criteria 

number one and four." See attached. 



a .  C r i t e r i o n  No. 1: Cur ren t  and f u t u r e  miss ion  r equ i r emen t s  

and impact on o p e r a t i o n a l  r e a d i n e s s .  

b.  C r i t e r i o n  No. 4 :  Cost  and manpower i m p l i c a t i o n s .  

6. Neve r the l e s s ,  DOD f a i l e d  t o  c o n s i d e r  p r i v a t e  s h i p y a r d  c a p a c i t y  

i n  making i t s  BRAC-93 ba se  c l o s u r e s  a n a l y s i s .  

Commission ha s  f u l l  a u t h o r i t y  t o  c o n s i d e r  p r i v a t e  s h i p y a r d  

c a p a c i t y  on two c l e a r ,  s e p a r a t e  b a s e s :  

a .  DOD f a i l e d  t o  app ly  i t s  own p o s i t i o n  t h a t  d e f e n s e  

c o n t r a c t o r  work f o r c e s  a r e  i n c l u d e d i n  s e l e c t i o n  c r i t e r i a  

numbers one and f o u r .  

b. The BRAC-93 f i n a l  s e l e c t i o n  c r i t e r i a  a r e  -- on t h e i r  f a c e  

-- s i l e n t  a s  t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  p r i v a t e  c a p a c i t y ,  

t h e r e b y  p e r m i t t i n g  t h e  Commission t o  c o n s i d e r  it; and it 

o n l y  makes good s ense  t o  c o n s i d e r  it bo th  f o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  

long-term miss ion  accomplishment and f o r  c o s t .  

(1) If LBNSY remains open, much of  Sou thern  

C a l i f o r n i a ' s  p r i v a t e  s h i p  r e p a i r  i n d u s t r i a l  b a s e  

w i l l  be wiped o u t .  
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Anno- of Import R . l tn lM 
Umitr and Gumantoed A c w u  h i s  
for Coftaln Cotton, Wool and Man- 
Mods Abu Textlk Ploduch Produced 
or Manutadwd In Guatemala 

December 9,1992. 

AGENCY: Committee for the 
Implementation of Textile Amments  
(CITA). 
ACTH)N: Issuing a directive to the 
Commissioner of Customs establishing 
limits and guaranteed access levels for 
the new agreement year. 

EFFECTWE DAm January 1,1993. 

KHINFITHER~RLUnONCOHTACT: 
Nicole Bivenr Collinson. International 
Trade Specialist, Office of Textiles and 
Apparel. U.S. De-ent of Commerce, 
(202) 4824212. For information on the 
quota status of these limits, refer to the 
Quota Status Reports posted on the 
bulletin boards of each Customs port or 
call (202) 9274850. For information on 
embargoes andquota re-openingJ, call 
(202) 482-3715. 

SUPPEMENTARY lNFORYATKH(: 
Authoriw Executive order 11651 of March 

3.1972. sr amended, section 204 of the. 
Agricultural Act of 1956, as amended (7 ' 
U.S.C 18%). 

Memoranda ofUnderstanding (MOUs) 
dated June 26,1992 and October 30, 
1992 between the Governments of the 
United States and Guatemala establish - 
import limits and guaranteed access 
levels (GAL) for cotton, wool and man- 
made fiber textile products in Categories 
3401640 and 448 for the period 
beginning on January 1.1993 and 
extending through December 31,1993. 

A description of the textile and 
apparel categories in terms of HTS 
numbers is available in the 
CORRELATION: Textile and Apparel 
Categories with the Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule of the United States (see 
Federal Register notice 57 FR 54976. 
published on November 23,1992). 

Requirements for participation in the 
Special Access Program are available in 
Federal Register notice 51 FR 21208, 
published on June 11.1986; 52 FR 
26057, published on July 10,1987; 54 
FR 50425, published on December 6, 
1989; and 55 FR 3079, published on 
January 30,1990. 

The letter to the Commissioner of 
Customs and the actions taken pursuant 
to it are not designed to implement all 
of the provisions of the MOUs, but are 
designed to assist only in the 

implementation of certain of their 
provisions. 
A"&,, D. TUIW, 

Chairman, ~ommitteefor the hplemen&tion 
ofrextile Agnements. 
~o&i t tea  tor the Implementation of Textile 
AgImmrnbl 
December 9,1992. 
Commissioner of Customs, 
h p a i m e n t  of the Treusury, Washington. DC 

20229. 
Dear Commissioner: Under the tern of 

section 204 of the Agriculhd Ad of 1956. 
as amended (7 U.S.C la%), and the 
Arrangement R e g d i n g  International Trade 
in Textiles done at Geneva on December 20, 
1973, M further extended on July 31.1991; 
p m a n t  to the Memoranda of 
Understanding (MOUs) dated June 26,1992 
and October 30,1992 between the 
Governments of the United States and 
Guatemala; and in accordance with the 
provisions of Executive Order H651 of 
March 3.1972, as amended. you an, directed 
to pmhibit, efLsctive on January 1,1993, 
entry into the United States for consumption 
and withdrawal h m  warehouse for 
consumption of cotton. wool and man-made 
fiber textile producb in the following 
categories. produced or manufactured in 
Guatemala and exported during the twelve- 
month period beginning on January 1.1993 
and extending through December 31.1993, in 
excess of the following levels of restraint: 

c.team I TwelvrmonthH 

Imports charged to these category limits for 
the periods July 1,1992 through December 
31.1992 (Category 448) and September 16, 
1992 through December 31.1992 (Categories 
340/640] shall be charged against those levels 
of restraint to the extent of any unfilled - 
balances. In the event the limits established 
for those periods have been exhausted by 
previous entries, such goods shall be subject 
to the levels set forth in this diractfve. 

The limits set brth above am subiect to 
adjustment in the future pursuant to the 
provisions of the MOU's dated June 26,1992 
and October 30,1992 between the 
Governments of the United States and 
Guatemala 

Additionally, pursuant to the MOUsdated 
June 26,1992 and October 30,1992; and the 
terms of the Special Access Pmgram, as set 
forth in 51 FR 21208 oune 11,1986), 52 FR 
26057 Uuly 10,1987) and 54 FR 50425 
(December 6,1989), effective on January 1, 
1993, guaranteed access levels am Wing 
established for properly certified textile 
products assembled in Guatemala from fabric 
formed and cut in the United States in the 
following categories which are mxported to 
the United States from Guatemala during the 

Any shipment for entry under the Special 
Access P v  which is not accompanied 
by a valid and correct certification and 
Export Declaration in accordance with the 
provisions of the certification requirements 
established in the directive of January 24. 
1990 shall be denied entry unless the 
Government of Guatemala authorizes the 
entry and any chaqes to the appropriate 
specific limit Any shipment which is 
declared for entry under the Special Access 
Program but found not to qualify shall be 
denied entry into the United States. 

In carrying out the above directions, the 
Commissioner of Customs should construe 
entry into the United States for consumption 
to include entry for consumption into the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

The Committee for the Implementation of 
Textile Agreements has determined that 
these actions fall within the foreign affairs 
exception of the rulemaking pmvisions of 5 
U.S.C 553(a)(l). 

Sincerely, 
Auggis D. Tantillo, . 
Chairman, Committee for the Implementation 
of Textile Agreements. 
[FR Doc. 92-30356 Filed 12-14-92; 8:45 am] 
muJNcCOO(E361DQ(W 

Amendment of Export Visa 
Requirements for Certain Cotton, 
Wool, Man-Made Fiber, Silk Blend and 
Other Vegetable Fiber Textiles and 
Textlle Products Produced or 
Manufactured in Romania; Correction 

December 9,1992. 
In a notice published in the Federal 

Register on November 17,1992 (57 FR 
54223). second column, third paragraph, 
line 37, change "December 16,1992" to 
"December 17,1992." 
Ausgie D. T 4 o .  
Chairman, Commiftee fo~the  Impfernentation 
of Textile Agreements. 
@'R Doc. 92-30354 Filed 12-14-92; 8:45 am1 
BILLING cool! Y6lDOR-i 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Office of the Secretary 

Department of Defense Selection 
Crlterla for Closing and Realigning 
Milltary Installations Inside the United 
Stat- 

AGENCY: Department of Defense @oD). 
~ c n ~ f d :  Notice of Final Selection 
Criteria. 
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SUMWRY: The Secretary of Defense, in B. Backpund Information . USAF Sclentlfic Advisory Board; 
Meeting accordanat with Section 2903(b), Public The February 15, 1991 Federa,, in Register notice contained an analysis of The USAF Sdentific ~dviso& Board 

er public comments received and a - (SAB) Ad Hoc Committee on Science 
in' description of thd changes DoD mads to and Technology will meet from 8 a.m. 

the proposed criteria published in a to 5 p.m. on 11 January 1993 at the 
November 30.1990 Federal . Pentapn washin ton. D.C: 

S. Notice. DoD received*69 bblic . n e  purpose of &is meetmg is to .. 
These criteriabecme effedve..m comments in Lo ge propored pwent  to the Principal Dsputy . 

FebmqG 151 ~g9A.*~@a&~@a a? t i p  f l -be~d&;  ' + criteria and requed for mmments. f i e  Assistant Semtary for Acquisition the gy&%h3pB3Gimt .S pmpos.d 
were appropriately "dy find briefW5 The meehg e l l  be 

,ended bed on these c o - e n m e  c l o d  to the public in accordance wit.. '~~~!%~hmm~dati~~-t final wen by an- 552b(c) of title 5, United States 
mewed by the lgg3 id 1991 and served wd l  in the iggl Code, specifically subparapphs (I) and 

Base Closure and Realignment effort They will therefore be used again, (4). Commission. This notice republishes by the Department of For further information, contact the 
those criteria. Defense to make recommendations to SAB S m t d a t  at (703) 597-8404. 
K)R N ~ E R  INFORMAT~N COKTACT: the 1993 Defense Base Closure and Patsy J. Comer,. 
Mr. Peter Potochney or Colonel Kirby ~ ~ d i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~   omm mission^ - ~ i r  For& Fedeml Register Liaison officer. .' 
Allen, OASD (PBL), (703) 697-8048. pmrious FderBl lleg;ster ~~f~~~~~ W Doc. 92-30320 Filed 12-14-92; 8:45 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAWN: BIUINa COM J O 1 M - M  

A. Final Selection Criteria (1) 55 FR 49679, November 30,1990: 
Proposed selection criteria and request 

The final criteria to be used by the for comments. Corps of Engineers, Department of the 
Department of Defense to make 
recommendations for the closure or 

(2) 55 FR 53586. December 31.1990: my 
Ejrtend period On proposed bauthodzation of Water Resources realignment of military installations in selection criteria. accordance with Public Law 101-510, as Projects 

amended. follow: 
- (3) 56 FR 6374, February 15.1991: 

ln reiscling military instal~ations for Publish selection criteria and analysis of r)ecember 2.1992. 

closure or realignment, the Department comments. AGENCY: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
of Defense. giving priority consideration Dated: December 11.1992. DoD. 

to military value (the first four criteria LM. B~u-, ACTKIN: Notice of project 
below), will consider: Alternate OSD Fedeml Register, Liaison deauthorizations. 

Military Value Officer, Department of Defense. SUMMARY: The Corps of Engineers is 
[FR Doc. 92-30523 Filed 12-11-92; 235  pml publishing the lists of water resources , 

1. The currant and future mission MUJNQ COOS s1w1-u projects and separable elements of 
requirements and the impact on projects deauthorized under the 
operational readiness of the Department provisions of section 1001, Public Law 
of Defense's total force. Department of the Air Force . 

2. The availability and condition of 
994362.33 U.S.C. 579a, and projects1 
separable elements not deauthorized 

land, facilities and associated airspace USAF SclentHlc Advisory Board; 
Meeting due to obligations of funds or statutory 

at both the existing and potential continuations of authorization. 
receiving locations. 

3. The ability to accommodate 
contingency, mobilization, and future 
total force requirements at both the 
existing and potential receiving 
locations. 

4. The cost and manpower 
. 

implications. 

Return on Investment . 

5. The extent and timing of potential 
costs and savings, including the number 
of years, beginning with the date of 
completion of the closure or 
realignment,for the savings to exceed 
the costs. 
Impacts 

6. The economic impact on 
communities. - 

7. The ability of both the existing and 
potential receiving communities' 
infrastructure to support forces, 
missions aad personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

The USAF Scientific Advisory 
Board's Committee on IR 
Countermeasures and Self Defense 
Against IR Missiles will meet on 25-26 
January 1993, at The ANSER 
Corporation. Crystal Gateway 3.1215 
Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington. VA 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

The purpose of this meeting is to . 
receive briefings and gather information 
relating to the study. - - 

The meeting will be c10,sed to the 
public in accordance with section 
552b(c) of title 5, United States Code, 
specifically subparagraphs (I) and (4) 
thereof. -- 

For further information. contact the 
Scientific Advisory Board Secretariat . . at 
(703) 6974811. 
Patsy J. Conner. 
Air Force Fedeml Regkter Liaison Offier. 
[FR Doc. 92-30319 Filed 12-14-92; 8:45 am] 
elLUHO COW WlO-414 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mr. John Micik. Headquarters. U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, Attention: 
(=Em-BA, Washington. Dc 20314- 
1000. Tel. (202) 272-0705. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAWN: The Water 
Resources Development Act of 1986, 
Public Law 99-662, as amended, 
contains two provisions for the 
deauthorization of water resource 
projects or separable elements of 
projects. Section 1001(a), 33 U.S.C. 
579a(a), requires the deauthorization of 
projects authorized in 1986, and 
thereafter, when five years have elapsed 
from the date of authorization without 
obligations of funds for planning, design 
or construction. Section 1001(b)(2), 33 
U.S.C. 579a(b)(2), requires the Secretary 
of the Army to submit to the Congress 
a biennial list of unconstructed water 
resources projects, or separable 
elements of projects, which have had no 
obligations of funds for planning, design 
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Federal Government under 41 U.S.C. 4 6  
48c and 41 CFR 51-2.6. 

I certify that the following actions will 
not have a significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. The 
major factors considered for this 
certification were: 

a. The action will not result in any 
additional reporting, recordkeeping or 
other compliance requirements. 

b. The action will not have a serious 
economic impact on any contractors far 
the service listed. 

c. The action will result in authorizing 
small entities to provide the senice 
procured by the Government. 

Accordingly, the following service is 
hereby added to the Procurement List: 
Commissary Shelf Stocking & Custodial, 
Fitzsimmons Army Medical Center, 

-Denver, Colorado. 
This action does not affect contracts 

awarded prior to the effective date of 
this addition or options exercised under 
those contracts. 
ER Alley, Jr, 
Deputy Executive Director. 
[FR Doc. 91-3704 Filed 2-14-91; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6820-33-M 

Procurement Ust Proposed Additions 

AGENCY: Committee for Purchase from 
the Blind and Other Severely 
Handicapped. 
ACTION: h p o s e d  additions to 
procurement list. 

SUY!~IAUY: The Committee has received 
proposals to add to the Procurement List 
commodities to be produced and 
services to be provided by workshops 
for the blind or other severely 
handicapped. 
COMMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE March 18.1991. 
ADDRESSES: Committee for Purchase 
from the Blind and Other Severely 
Handicapped, Crystal Square 5, suite 
1107.1755 Jefferson Davis Highway, 
Arlington. Virgiia 22202-3509. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Beverly Milkman. (703) 557-1145. 
SUPWMENTARV INFORUATION: This 
notice is published pursuant to 41 U.S.C. 
47(a)(2) and 41 CFR 51-2.6. Its purpose is 
to provide interested persons an 
opportunity to submit comments on the 
possible impact of the proposed actions. 

If the Committee approves the 
proposed additions, all entities of the 
Federal Govenunent will be required to 
procure the commodities and services 
listed below from workshops for the 
blind or other severely hazyiicapped. It 
is prcposed to add t!!e following 

commodities and services to the 
Procurement Lisf: 

Commodities 
Case, Ear Plug 
651561-212-9452, 
(Remaining 20 percent of Government's 

Requirement) 
Wash Kit. Personal 
73-134-1063 - . 

Bag, Parts 
8 1 0 ~ B O o d 2 0 8  
8105-fL-BOO4209 
8105-LL-Bo(Ma!l 
8105-U.-BOO-9!374 
8105-GBo0-9975 
(Requirements of Mare Island Naval 

Shipyard, CA) 
Services 
Janitorial/Custodial; Department of the 

Amy, Coralville Reservoir. Coralville 
Lake. Iowa. 

Janitorial/CustodiaL Internal Revenue 
Service Center. 3651 South Interregional 
Highway 35. Austin, Texas 

Sending and Oiling Picnic Tables, Deschutes 
National Forest, Bend Ranger District 
Bend Oregon. 

E.R Alley, Jr., 
Deputy Executive Director. 

DOC. 91-3705 Filed 2-1+91; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6 8 2 Q . M  

- 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Of f ice  of the Secretary 

Department of Defense Selection 
Criteria for CIosing and Realigning 
Military Instaliations Inside the United 
States 

AGENCY: Department of Defense @OD). 
h w o ~ :  Final selection criteria. 

svumnRv: The Secretary of Defense, in 
accordance with section 2903(b), title 
XXIX, part A of the FY 1991 National 
Defense Authorization Act  is required 
to publish the proposed selection 
criteria to be used by the Department of 
Defense in making recommendations for 
the closure or realignment of military 
installations insikde the Umted States. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 15,1991. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mr. Jim Whittaker or Ms. Patricia 
Walker, Base Closure and Utilization, 
OASD(P&L], (703) 614-5356. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

A. Fial Selection Criteria 
The final criteria to be used by the 

Department of Defecse to make 
recommendations for the closure or 
realignment of mili!ary installations 
inside the United States under title 

XXLY, part A of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1091 
as follows: 

In selecting military installations for 
closure or realignment, the Department 
of Defense. giving priority consideration 
to military value (the first four criteria 
below], will consider: 

Military Value 
1. The current and future mission 

requirements and the impact on 
operational readiness of the Departmen: 
of Defense's total force. 

2. The availability and condition of 
land, facilities and associated airspace 
a t  both the existing and potential 
receiving locations. 

3. The ability to accommodate 
contingency. mobilization, and future 
total force requriements at both the 
existing and potential receiving 
locations. 

4. The cost and manpower 
implicaticns. 

Return on Investment 
5. The extent and timing of potential 

costs and savings. including the number 
of years, beginning with t!e date of 
completion of the closure or 
realignment for the savings to exceed 
the costs. 

Impacts 
6. The economic impact on 

.communities. 
7. The ability of both the existing and 

potential receiving communities' 
infrastructure to support forces, 
missions and personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

B. Analysis of Public Comments 

The Department of Defense (DoD) 
received 169 public comments in 
response to the proposed DoD selection 
criteria for closing and realigning 
military installations inside the United 
States. The public's comments can be 
grouped into four topics: General, 
military value, costs and "payback", ar.d 
impacts. The following is an analysis of 
these comments. 

. (1) Ceneml Comments 
(a) A substantial number of 

commentors expressed concern over the 
proposed criteria's broad nature end 
similiarity to the 1988 Defense ' 

Secretary's Base Realignment and 
Closure Commission criteria. hlany of 
the comments noted a need for objective 
measures or factors for the criteria. 
Some cornmentors also suggested 
various standzrd measures or factol.3 Tt>r 
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the criteria. The inherent mission 
diversity of the Military Departments 
and Defense Agencies {DoD 
components) makes it impossible for 
DoD to specify detailed criteria, or 
objective measures or factors that c o d  
be applied to all bases within a Military 
Department or Defense Agenq. We 
have provided the commentors' letters 
to each Military Department for their 
consideration. The similari$ to the 1988 
Base Closure Commission criteria is 
acknowledged. After reviewing the 
public comments we &ded that 
using similar criteria k appropriate. 

(b) Many commentors noted that a 
correlation between force structure and 
the criteria was not present The base 
closure and realignment procedures 
mandated by title XXIX part A, of the 
National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1991 (the Act) require that 
the Secretary of Defense's 
recommendations for closure and 
reahpnent  be founded on the force 
structure plan and the final criteria 
required by the A d  DoD's analytical 
and decision processes for applying the 
final criteria will be based on the force 
structure plan. The military value 
criteria provide the connection to the 
force structure plan. 

(c) Many commentors noted the need 
for more detailed information on how 
DoD would iqlement  the base closure 
procedures required by the A c t  A 
recurrent suggestion was to group like 
bases into categories for analysis. In 
response to this comment and 
suggestion, and to respond to the 
general comments (a] and (b) above. we 
have issued policy guidance to the 
Military Departments and Defense 
Agencies on the base closure process. 
This guidwxe requires them to: 

Treat all bases equaliy: They must 
consider all bases equally in selecting 
bases for closure or realignment under 
the Act, without regard to whether the 
ins!allation has been previously ' 

considered or proposed for closure or 
realignment by the Department. This 
policy does not apppky to dosures or 
reali,ments that fall below the 
thresholds established by the Act or to 
the 86 bases closed under Pub'lic Law 
lC0-526; 

Categorize bases: They must 
categorize bases with like missions, 
capabilities and/or athiutes for 
analysis and review, to ensure that like 
bases are fairly compared wiih each 
other; and 

Perform a capacity analysis They 
most link force structure changes 
described in the fotce strudute plan 
with the existing force and bases 
structure, to determine if a potentiai for 
closure or realignmelt exists. In the 
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event a determination is made that no guidance incorporates the lessons 
excess capacity exists in a category. learned from the General Accounting 
then there will be no need to continue Office's review of the 1988 Base Closure 
the analysis of that category, unless Commission's work. 
there is a military value or other reason (g) After detailed consideration of all 
to continue 'Sle analysis; comments, we have determined that 

Develop and Use Objective 
- 

some of the criteria may have been 
~easures/~actors:  They must develop unclear. We have revised the criteria for 
and use objective measures or factors additiaMl clarity, 
within categories for each criterion. - (h] Some of the early comments we 
whenever feasible. W e  recognize that it  received recommended the 
will not always be possible to develop original December 31, 1990, 
appropriate objective measures or comment deadline. We agreed and 
factors, and that measuresjfactors extended the public comment period to 
(whether they be objective or January 24,1991. In addition, we 
subjective) nay vary for different accepted for consideration 19 public 
categories 01 bases. comments received after the January 24. 

(dl .4 number of commentors 1991. deadline. 
recommended assigning specific weights 
to bdividual criteria. It would be (2) Military Value Comments 
iiipoesibie for DoD to specify weights (a) A ~~~ajor i ty  of comments received 
for each criterion that could be applied supported Dous decision to give 
across the board to all bases, again due priority consideration to fie 
to the mission diversity of the value criteria. ~n he aggregate, military 
Department3 and Dafense Agencies. It value refers to the collection of 
appears from the comments that attributes that describe how weB a base 
numbering the criteria may have been supports its assigned force s h c t m e  and 
mistaken as an order of precedence missions. 
associated with individual criteria. We 
do not mtend to assign an order of [b] Several commentors recommended 

that National Guard and Reserve precedence to an individual criterion. Component forces be included as part of other than to give priority to the first DoD,s base c,osure analysis.The 

J 
four. 

(e) Several cornmentcrs gave various Department's total force concept 

reasons why a particular installation includes Kational Guard and Reserve 

be reflected in the force structure plan 
-7 

should be from any Component forces, and these forces will , 
or mligmnent evaluation. Public Law 
101-510 directs DoD to evaluate all required by the Act for this base dosure 

instauations equally, exclusive of those Process. To clarify that point* criteria 

Public Law or number one and three were amended. 

those falling below the threshold of 1 (c] Some cornmentors 
section 2687, tide 10, U.S. Code. fiblic DoD apply the military value criteria 
Law 100-526 implemented the - without regard to the DoD component 
recommendations of the 1988 Defense cumnt!y operating Or recei-g the 
Secretary's Commission on Base services of the base. The cornmentors > 
ReaBgrunent and Closure. We have noted tiiat this would maximize 
issued *dance to the J J ~ D  c~~~~~~ utilization of Defense assets and 
instructing them to an bases therefore improve the national security. 
equally, this includes those preemsly We agree with this c ~ ~ n t .  Do* must 
nominated for shdy in the Defense -S best bases and where there is' 
Secretary's January 29.1990, base a potential to consolidate, share or 
realignment and closure annuancement exchange assets* that ~ o t a ~ d  be . 
that are above the thresholds pursued We also recognize that this , 
established in the Act. Conversely, we potentiai does not exist all 
did not receive any requests that a categories of bases and that the inifid 
particular installation be closed or determination of the military v a l ~ e  of 
realiqned pursuant to section 2924 of bases must be made by the LIoD 
Public Law 101-510. Component currently operating the base. 

(f) A number of cornmentors noted a Consequently. we have left * mili- 
need for more management c o n h i s  value criteria gmeral in natme and 
over data collection to ensure accuracy therefore applicable DoD-wide. when 
of data. CVe agree with this appropriate. We have also issued 
recommendation and have issued guidance to the DoD Components that 
guidance that requires the Do13 encourages inter-service and multi- 
Components to develop and implement service asset sharing and exchange 
internal controls, consistent with their Finally. we will institute procedures to , 
organizational and program structure. to ensure each DoD Component has the 
ensure the accuracy of data collection opportunity t~ improve the militarg 
and analyses being performed. This value of its base structure through 
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,, analysis of potential exchanges of bases (3) Cost and Tayback" Comments order t- 
with other DoD Components. (a) Some commentors recommended *. This is referred 

(dl Some commen!ors recommended calculating total federal government as enyironmental com liance. 
we include the availability of airspace in costs in D o ~ l S  cost and "payback" Environmental com&e costs can 
our considerations of military value. We calculations. A number of potentially be avoided by ceasing the 
agree and have revised criterion number comments gave as examples of federal existing practice through the closure or 
two accordingly. government costs, health care and realignment of a base. On the other 

(el Several commentors requested a unemployment costs. The DoD hand, environmental compliance costs 
geographic balance be maintained when Components annually budget for health may be a in de@ZQJ.l&g 
considering ir,stallations for realignment care and unemployment costs. We have Or 

or closure. DoD is required by Public instructed the DcD Components to receiving location optio~s. In either 
Law 101-510 to evaluate aU installations include DoD costs for health care and the 
equally, exclusive of those covered unemployment, associated with costs or cost avoidances may be a factor 
under Public Law 100-526 or those or realignments, in the cost considered the and return On 

falling below the thresholds of section (b] Several commentors noted the inv-ent calculations. The 
2687, title 10. U.S. Code. However, some absence of a "payback" period and epartment has issued 'dance to the 
measures of military value do have a some felt that perhaps eight or ten years :OD ~ o r n ~ o n m n i  

C geographic component and therefore should be specified. We decided not to (dl Some commentors recommended 
military mission requirements can &ve do this; we did not want to rule out DoD change the cost and "payback" 
geographic location considerations. making changes &at were beneficial to criteria to include uniform guidelines for 
(Q some cornentors recommended the national security that would have calculating costs and savings. We agree 

that the availability of trained civil longer returfis on investment. The 1988 that costs and savings must be 

service employees be considered as Base Closure Commission felt that a s h -  calculateduniforml~. We have improved 

as  the capacity of the private sector to year "payback" unnecessarily the Cost of Base Realignment Actions 

snpport or perfom military missions. constrained their choices. The DoD (COBRA) model used by the 1988 Ease 
Componentes have been directed to Closure Commission and have provided 
calculate return on investment for each it to the DoD Components for 
c!osure or realignment recommendation, calculations of costs, savings, and return 
to consider it in their deliberations, and cn investment- 
to report it in their justifica*' L I O ~ S .  (4) Impacts Comments 
Criterion number five has been amended 
accordingly. (a) Many commentors were concerned 

(c] Some commentors recomme about social and economic impacts on 
includino envirorienta c ean-u*s communities and how they would be 

m M i W ~ k e a d y & & d e d  a t e r i a  in bas- factored into the decision process. We 
k i ! , s ~ .  *?@.fom calculations. Some also noted that the have issued instructions to the DoD 

(gl Several commentors recommended cost of environmental clean-up at a Components to calculate economic - 
that potential bases be particular base could be so g e a t  h a t  impact by measuring the effects on 
considered and that those bases the Department shou!d remove the base direct and indirest employment for each 
required for mobilization be retained. from further closure consideration. recommended closure or realignment. - 
Contingency and mobilization The DoD is required by law to address 'J3ese effects will be determined by 
requirements are an important military kvo distinctly different of using statisical information obtained 
value consideration and were already envlrcnmental costs. from the depart men!^ of Labor and 
included in criterion number three. The -st cost lnvolves the clean-u Commerce. This is consistent with the 
potential to accommodate contingency a d  dis$osal of envb-ental hazards methodology used by the 1988 Base 
and mobilization requirements is a in order to correct past practices nd Closure Commission to measure 
factor a t  both existing and potential ret e to a safe con&tion."This economic impact. We incorporated the 
receiving locations, and we have . is c ~ ~ h o n ~ ~ r e f e r e f e n e d  to as  - General Accounting Office's suggested 
amended criterion number three . DOD has a improvements for calculation of 
ac'cordingly. economic impact. DoD will also 

(h) One commentor recommended Program and determine the direct and indirect 
retaining all bases supporting operation the Comprehensive Environmental employment impacts on receiving bases. 
Desert ShieldlStom and another Response, Compensation and Liability We have amended criterion number six 
recommended including overseas bases. Act for environmental restoration at . to reflect this decision. 
DoD must balance its futurg base sites, r cision to close a (b) Tie  meaning of criterion number 
structure with the forces described in base. T ' c o s t s  will not be seven. "the community support a t  the 
the force structure plan, and not on the considered in DoD's cost  calculation^. receiving locations" was not clear to 
current basing situation. Some forces Where installations have unique several cornmentors. S- 
currently supporting Operation Desert contamination problems requiring that meant popular suuuort. 0- 
Storm are scheduled for drawdown environmental restoration, these will be to 
between 1991 and 1997. DoD must adjust identified as a potential limitation on 
its base structure accordingly. Overseas nzar-term communitv reuse of the " ns, 
bases will also be closed in the future as  iristauation. 
we drawdown DoD's overseas forces. The second cost i n v o l m n g  criterion, we have completely re-written 
However. Congress specifically left existing' practices are in com liance it, while also recognizing that a 
overseas base closures out of the base with the Clean Air, Clea* comparison must be made for both the 
closure procedures established by the Resource Conservation and Recovery existing and potential receiving 
Act. Act, and other environmental acts, in communities. 
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(c) Many commentors asked how Department of the Army the ARIES booster to launch a 
environmental impacts would be suborbital sensor into space to observe 
considered. As we stated in topic 3(c), Environmental Asse=ment; a target ballistic missile re-entry 
DoD will consider certain environmental E x ~ a t m o s ~ h e r i c  Discrimination complex during the mid-course phase of 
costs. In addition, we have instructed Experiment (EDX) Program its flight. The proposed EDX program 
the DoD Components to consider, a t  a AGENCY: U.S. hy strategic ~~f~~~~ 

would involve nine flights over three 
minimum, the following elements when command (USASDC]; DOD. years from two different launch sites 

after October 1993: The target complex envimnmental cOnseqaences COOPERATlNG AGENCY: Strategy Defense would be released from a of a closure or realignment action: Initiative Organization, DOD U.S. I missile launched from Vandenberg Air Threatened and endangered species Departaent of the Navy, DOD. Force Base, California and the EDX 
Wetlands A ~ I O N :  Notice of Availability of finding booster and sensor vehicle 
Historic and Archeo!ogical sites of co significant impact. would be launched from the Kauai Test 
Pollution Control SU~~MARY: pursuant to the council on Facility (KTF), located on the Pacific 
Hazardous Materials/Wastes Environmental Quality regulations for Missile Range Facility (FMRF], Kauai* 
Land and Air uses implementing the provisions Hawaii. Current launch use activities 
hgrammed environmental costs/ of the National Environmental Policy pubic 

cost avoidances Act (40 CFR parts 1500-1508), Army through these areas would be limited for 
Regulation 200-2, Chief of Naval a total of less than 1 day over a three 

(dl A number of comrnenters 
questioned the meaning of criterion 

Operations Instruction 5090.1. and the Year period. 
Department of Defense (DOD) Directive The EDX program would include a 

number nine. "The implementation 6050.1 on Environmental Effects in the number of activities to be conducted at 
process involved". The intent of this United States of DOD actions. the seven different sites. These activities 
criterion was to describe the USASDC has conducted an  assessment are categorized as design. fabrication1 
implementation plan. its milestones. and of the potential environmental assemblyltesting, construction, flight 
the DoD military and civilian employee consequences of conducting EDX preparation, launch/flight/data 
adjustments (Increases and decreases) propam activities for the Strategic collection, payload recovery, sensor 
at each base, that would result through Defense Initiative Organization. The payload vehicle refurbishment, data 
implementation of the closure or Environmental Assessment considered analysis, and site maintenance1 
realignment. After further consideration, all potential impacts of the proposed disposition. Tha locations and types of 
we have determined that developing the action alone and in conjunction with EDX activities are: Vandenberg Aii 
implementation plan is a necessary ongoing activities. The fifiding of no Force Base. California1 Western Test 
requirement and conclusion of epplying significant impact summarizes the Range. flight preparation, launchlflightl 
the other eight criteria. A description of results of the evaluations of EDX data collection; Pacific Missile Range 
the implementation plan. while activities at the proposed installations. Facility, Kauai, Hawaii, construction. 
important to the understanding the The discussion focuses on those flight preparation, launch/flight/data 
recommended closure or realignment, is locations where there was a potential collection, payload recovery, sensor 
not in itself a specific criterion for for significant impacts and mitigation payload vehicle refurbishment, site 
decisionmakiig. Consequently, we have that would reduce the maintenanceldisposition: Sandia 
deleted criterion number nine. We have potential impact a level no National Laboratories, New Mexico, 
instructed the ~ i l i t ~ ~  Departments and significance. Alternatives to the EDX design, fabrication/assembly/testing; 
Defense Agencies to include a launch facility were examined early in u.S. Army Kwajalein Atoll, Republic of 
description of their implementation the siting process but were eliminated the Marshall Islands, flight preparation, 
plans for each recommended closure or as unreasonable. A no-action alternative lamch/flight/data collection; Hill Air 

was also considered The Environmental Force Base. Utah. fabrication/assembly/ as pa* of the justification Assessment resulted in a fmding of no testbg: space Dynamics Laboratory, to be submitted to the Commission. significant impact. Construction will Utah State University, Logan, Utah 
C. Previous Federal Register References proceed as scheduled, however, due to design, fabrication/assembly/testing, 

budgetary constraints. the flight program data analysis; and Boeing Aerospace 
(1) 55 FR49679. November 30,1990: implementation has been delayed. and Electronics, Kent Space Center, 

Proposed selection criteria and request When the flight schedule becomes f i e  Kent, W a s w t o n ,  design, fabrication1 
for comments. this document will be reviewed and assembly/testing, sensor payload 

(2) 55 FR53538, December 31,1990: revised. as necessary- in light of any vehicle refurbishment, data analysis. 
Extend comment period on proposed changes to the pro@am. To determine the potential for 
selection criteria. DATES: Written comments are required significant environmental impacts as  a 

by March 18,1991. result of the EDX program. the 
D. Paperwork Reduction Act POINT OF CONTACT: Mr. D.R. Gallien. magnitude and frequency of the tests 

Address: U.S. h y  Strategic Defense that would be conducted at the The papemork Reduction Act [Pub. Command, CSSD-EN. Post Office Box proposed locations were compared to 96-511) does not apply. 1500, Huntsville, AL 358074601, Fax the current activities and existing 
Dated: February 11,1991. (205) 955-3958. conditions at those locations. To assess 

LM. Bynum, SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The possible impacts, each activity was 

Alternate OSD Fedeml Register, Llo~son USASDC was assigned the mission of evaluated in the context of the following 

Officer, Deportment of Defense. acquiring critical mid-course data on environmental components: Air quality, 
ballistic missile re-entry vehicles and biological resources, cultural resources, 

[FR Doc. 91-3645 Filed 2-I-: 8:45 am] decoys; EDX would accomplish this hazardous materialslwaste, 
BllllNa CODE 3010-014 mission. The EDX program would use infrastwcture, land use, noise, public 
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Dear Sheila: 
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Regards, 
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STATUTORY 40 PERCENT LIMITATION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With respec t  t o  depot- level  maintenance, 1 0  U . S . C .  § 

2466 ( a )  (1) provides  a s  fol lows:  

( a )  Percentage limitation - (1) Except a s  
provided i n  paragraph (2) ' ,  t h e  Secre tary  of 
a m i l i t a r y  department and, with r e spec t  t o  a 
Defense Agency, t h e  Secre tary  of Defense, may 
not  c o n t r a c t  f o r  t h e  performance by non- 
Federa l  Government personnel of more than  4 0  
percent  of t h e  depot- level  maintenance 
workload f o r  t h e  m i l i t a r y  department o r  t h e  
Defense Agency. - - 

1 0  U . S . C .  § 2466 (1993) . See ~ p p e n d i x  A.  

The i s s u e s  a r e  whether Sect ion 2466 ( a )  (1) a p p l i e s  t o  

sh ipyards ,  and i f  so,  whether t h e  4 0  percent  l i m i t a t i o n  on p r i v a t e  

s e c t o r  work a p p l i e s  t o  shipyards s e p a r a t e l y  o r  t o  a l l  Navy depot- 

l e v e l  maintenance considered a s  a whole. A t  t h e  o u t s e t  it i s  

important t o  no te  t h a t  i f  Long Beach Naval Shipyard i s  c losed ,  - , 
I 

t h e r e  w i l l  almost c e r t a i n l y  be no meaningful e f f e c t  on t h e  

percentage s p l i t  of s h i p s  maintenance work between p u b l i c  and 

p r i v a t e  sh ipyards  because most of Long Beach's workload w i l l  be 

performed by naval  shipyards remaining open. The c a p a c i t i e s  of 

those  naval  sh ipyards  a r e  g r e a t e r  than  t h e  workloads p r e s e n t l y  

scheduled f o r  them, and based on t h e  Navy's BRAC-93 da ta ,  i f  Long 

Beach i s  c losed ,  t h e r e  w i l l  s t i l l  be excess  capaci ty  i n  t h e  naval  

sh ipyards  remaining open. Thus, t h e  above-stated l e g a l  i s s u e s  

Paragraph ( 2 )  provides t h a t  t h e  Secre tary  of t h e  Army must 
adhere t o  set minimums i n  providing depot- level  maintenance 
workload t o  Department of Defense employees, and i s  not  r e l e v a n t  t o  
t h e s e  d i scuss ions .  



conce rn ing  t h e  40 p e r c e n t  l i m i t a t i o n  need n o t  a r i s e .  To t h e  

e x t e n t ,  however, t h a t  it would be  a rgued  t h a t  t h e  c l o s i n g  of Long 

Beach might i n c r e a s e  t h e  amount of  work by p r i v a t e  s h i p y a r d s  s o  a s  

t o  exceed t h e  40 p e r c e n t  l i m i t a t i o n ,  t h i s  memorandum w i l l  a d d r e s s  

t h e  l e g a l  i s s u e s .  

I n i t i a l l y ,  t h e  sponso r s  of  t h e  40 p e r c e n t  l i m i t a t i o n  p r o v i s i o n  

d i d  n o t  i n t e n d  f o r  t h e  l e g i s l a t i o n  t o  cover  s h i p y a r d s .  P e t e r  

S t e f f e s ,  S t a f f ,  House Committee on Armed S e r v i c e s ,  conf i rmed  t h a t  

Congress d i d  n o t  i n t e n d  t o  cover  s h i p y a r d s  i n  t h e  1992 amendment t o  

10 U.S.C. § 2466(a)  (11, which s u b j e c t e d  t h e  Navy t o  a 40 p e r c e n t  

l i m i t a t i o n  on t h e  amount of  depo t  maintenance which c o u l d  be 

performed by t h e  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r ,  a l t hough  Congress d id  i n t e n d  t o  

cove r  Navy depo t  maintenance o t h e r  t h a n  s h i p y a r d  work.* A f t e r  

r ev i ewing  t h e  s t a t u t e ,  however, M r .  S t e f f e s  ag reed  t h a t  t h e  e n a c t e d  

l anguage  and t h e  accompanying con fe r ence  r e p o r t  ref lect  t h a t  

s h i p y a r d s  a r e  covered  under  t h e  s t a t u t e .  

I t  i s  e v i d e n t  t h a t  t h e  s t a t u t e  does  app ly  t o  s h i p y a r d s .  That  

p o s i t i o n  i s  based  on t h e  absence o f  e x c l u s i o n a r y  l anguage  and i s  

b o l s t e r e d  by the  e x t e n s i v e  d i s c u s s i o n s  of  s h i p  depo t  maintenance i n  

h e a r i n g s  on t h e  s t a t u t e .  

A t  t h e  t i m e  t h e  l e g i s l a t i o n  was cons ide red ,  Congress  was 
r ea sonab ly  s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  how t h e  Navy was d i s t r i b u t i n g  i t s  s h i p s  
maintenance work between t h e  p u b l i c  and p r i v a t e  s e c t o r s .  



11. BACKGROUND 

On August 4, 1983, the Office of Management and Budget ("OMB") 

issued Circular A-76 (revised) , 3  which set forth the Federal policy 

with regard to determining whether commercial activities should be 

performed under contract with commercial sources or in-house using 

Government facilities and personnel. In addition, the circular 

sets forth contracting procedures. According to Circular A-76, it 

is the Government's policy to rely on the commercial sector, 

provided it is more economical to do so, for those activities which 

are not so intimately related to the public interest as to mandate 

performance only by Federal employees. Government performance of 

a certain activity is authorized by the circular for instances 

where no satisfactory commercial source is available, where 

government performance is required for the national defense, where 

it would be in the best interests of direct patient care (in 

hospitals, for example), or where it would result in lower costs. 

Thus in order to implement the policy in Circular A-76, decisions 

need to be made within an agency to determine whether an activity 

is inherently governmental in nature and so needs to be performed 

by the public sector. 

The need for this kind of determination is echoed in law: 10 

U.S.C. § 2464 requires the Secretary of Defense to identify the 

logistics activities necessary to maintain a core logistics 

capability which would 

3 Circular A-76 was originally issued by OMB in 1966. 
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ensure a ready and controlled source of 
technical competence and resources necessary 
to ensure effective and timely response to a 
mobilization, national defense contingency 
situations, and other emergency requirements. 

10 U.S.C. 5 2464 (a). See Sections 2464-69 attached as Appendix A. 

The law prevents the Secretary from contracting with the 

private sector for these activities under the procedures of 

Circular A-76, unless he follows certain waiver procedures. Id. at - 
5 2464 (b) . Neither the Secretary nor the individual services have 

yet identified the necessary activities which would form their core 

capabilities. - See Statement of Donna M. Heivilin, Director, 

Defense Management and NASA Issues, National Security and 

International Affairs Division, General Accounting Office, GAO/T- 

NSIAD-93-13 at 1, 13. Appendix B. 

In addition to the requirement to define core capabilities, 

which extends to the area of depot maintenance, Congress has set a 

statutory minimum of depot maintenance workload which the 

Government must perform itself. See 10 U.S.C. 5 2466. This level 

of workload will presumably eventually be driven by the extent of 

the service's core capabilities. For the time being, at least, 

while the core capabilities have not yet been established, the 

Secretary of Navy may not contract more than 40 percent of the 

Navy's depot maintenance workload with the private sector. 

Historically, 10 U.S.C. 5 2466 was originally passed as part 

of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 

1993 (herein, "the 1991 statutev1) Pub. L. No. 102-190, 1991. It 

was later amended by the National Defense Authorization Act for 



Fiscal Year 1993 (herein, "the 1992 statute"). Section 2466 

includes a provision allowing the Secretary of Navy to waive the 

applicability of the 40 percent limitation to a particular workload 

or to a particular depot-level activity if he finds it necessary 

for reasons of national security. See 10 U.S.C. § 2466(c). 

As first enacted in 1991, the statute applied a limitation of 

"not less than 60 percent of the funds available for depot-level 

maintenance" to the amount the Army and Air Force could spend on 

performance by employees of the Department of Defense. See Pub. L. 

No. 102-190 § 314, 1991. See Appendix C. 

The 1992 statute thus made several changes to the percentage 

limitation provision originally enacted in 1991. First, it 

reworded the percent limitation: "no less than sixty percent" of 

funding used for performance by public employees became "no more 

than forty percent" used for performance by private employees. 

This change had no substantive effect. Second, the 1992 amendment 

recast the limitation from "funds available" to "workload." Since 

workload is viewed in terms of dollars, as discussed below, this 

change also appears to be semantic rather than substantive. 

Finally, the amendment broadened the scope of the statute to apply 

to all the services, rather than to just the Army and Air Force. 

As Representative Pickett pointed out in the hearings on the 1992 

legislation, there is little reason why the other services, and the 

Navy in particular, should be subject to a different set of 

limitations than the Army and Air Force. See National Defense 

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993 on H.R. 5006 and Oversight 



of Previously Authorized Programs Before the Subcommittee on 

Readiness of the House Committee on Armed Services, 102nd Cong., 

2nd Sess. 102-45 at 228, (1992) (statement of Representative 

Pickett) . See Appendix D. 

The forty percent limitation has only applied to the Navy 

since October 1992. Thus, this memorandum addresses the Navy's 

prior practices, the statute's application by the Army and Air 

Force, and the intent expressed in Congressional hearings and 

reports . 
The breakdown for Navy depot maintenance performed during 1992 

was not far from the split the statute envisions. In 1992, 62% of 

the funds spent on Navy ship maintenance4 was performed by public 

shipyards, and 38% was performed by private shipyards. See above- , 

referenced Statement of GAOfs Donna M. Heivilin at Table 1. 

Expenditures for ship repair in prior years was similarly 

apportioned: in 1991, 63/37; in 1990, 62.7/37.3; in 1989, 

58.1/41.9; in 1988, 66.4/33.6; in 1987, 67/33; in 1986, 64.1/35.9; 

in 1985 65.9/34.1.= See id. at Table 5. 

About 33% of the Department of Defense's depot maintenance 
budget is spent on the repair of ships. See above-referenced .I / 
Statement of Donna M. Heivilin at 3. 

s The Navyt s implementation of the requirements of Section 
2466 may be affected by its eventual determination of core require- 
ments in accordance with Section 2464. Despite DOD direction (- 
Appendix G), however, the services still have not yet determined 
their core requirements. See id. at 1, 13. Once core capabilities 
are established, if they are small enough, a deviation from the 40 
percent limitation of Section 2466 would be necessary. In that. :? 
case the Secretary of Defense would need to employ the 
provision of Section 2466 ( c )  , or Congress would need to 
the percentage limitation of work for the private sector. 



P e t e r  S t e f f e s ,  S t a f f ,  House Committee on Armed S e r v i c e s ,  

p rov ided  t h e  Committeef s r e c o r d s  on t h e  d o l l a r  amounts and p e r c e n t  

of s h i p  r e p a i r  and maintenance performed by p u b l i c  and p r i v a t e  

1 s h i p y a r d s  f o r  t h e  y e a r s  1985 t h rough  1992. According t o  t h e  

Committee's d a t a ,  t h e  p e r c e n t  of  such  work by p r i v a t e  y a r d s  a r e  

from 3 t o  9 p e r c e n t  less t h a n  i n  t h e  G A O f s  Table  5 .  For  example, 

t h e  Committee's f i g u r e s  show 33.5 p e r c e n t  f o r  p r i v a t e  s h i p y a r d s  i n  

M r .  S t e f  f e s  conf i rmed t h a t  t h e  Navy p rov ided  t h e  Committee 

w i t h  t h e  d a t a .  

111. APPROPRIATIONS FOR DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE 

I n  o r d e r  t o  a l l o c a t e  funds  t o  t h e  Department of  Defense,  

Congress  examines a d e t a i l e d  proposed budget  which sets f o r t h  t h e  

funds  r e q u e s t e d  f o r  each  o f  numerous c a t e g o r i e s  of  e x p e n d i t u r e .  

The b road  c a t e g o r i e s  of  e x p e n d i t u r e  i n c l u d e d  f o r  t h e  Department of 

t h e  Navy have h i s t o r i c a l l y  i n c l u d e d  t h e  fo l l owing :  (1) Procurement,  

which i n c l u d e s  a i r c r a f t ,  weapons, s h i p b u i l d i n g  and conve r s ion ,  and 

o t h e r  procurement;  ( 2 )  Research and Development, T e s t  & E v a l u a t i o n  

(RDTCE) ) ; (3 )  Ope ra t i ons  and Maintenance (0 & M) , which i n c l u d e s  

a u t h o r i z a t i o n s  f o r  n a v a l  s h i p y a r d s  and a v i a t i o n  depo t s ;  ( 4 )  

M i l i t a r y  Pe r sonne l ;  ( 5 )  M i l i t a r y  Cons t ruc t i on ;  and ( 6 )  Family 

Housing. Depot- level  maintenance i s  c o n s i d e r e d  w i t h i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  

of t h e  0 & M budget  c a t e g o r y .  

Each s e r v i c e  b r e a k s  down t h e  c a t e g o r i e s  s t i l l  f u r t h e r  t o  

document their  r e q u e s t e d  fund ing .  For  f i s c a l  y e a r  1992, f o r  

example, t h e  A i r  Force  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  funds  f o r  depo t  maintenance 



comprised 52 percent of their draft 0 & M budget, 43 percent of the 

draft budget consisted of fixed costs such as civilian pay, 

environmental compliance, utilities, shipping and transportation to 

their customers, and 5 percent remained somewhat flexible, although 

it was intended to cover infrastructure costs. See National - 
Defense Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 1993 on H.R. 5006 and 

Oversight of Previously Authorized Programs, Before the 

Subcommittee on Readiness of the House Committee on Armed Services, 

102nd Cong., 2nd Sess. 102-45 at 309 (1992) (statement of Charles 

C. McDonald, General U. S . Air Force, Air Force Logistics Command) . 
See Appendix E. - 

IV. DEFINITION OF DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE 

The term "depot-level maintenancew dates from at least as far 

back as the 1970s. In broad terms, it refers to the overhaul and 

repair of aircraft, missiles, ships, combat vehicles, engines, and 

exchangeable components including software. See National Defense 

Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 on H.R. 2100 and 

Oversight of Previously Authorized Programs Before the Subcommittee 

on Readiness of the House Committee on Armed Services, 102nd Cong., 

1st Sess. 102-10 at 1188 (1991) (statement of Hon. Colin McMillan, 

Assistant Secretary of Defense, Production and Logistics). - See 

Appendix F. 

The Department of Defense has issued the following definition 

of "depot maintenancew: 

That materiel maintenance requiring major 
overhaul or a complete overhaul or a complete 



rebuilding of parts, assemblies, 
subassemblies, and end items, including the 
manufacture of parts, modifications, testing 
and reclamation as required .... 

See DOD Directive 4151.18, dated August 12, 1992. See Appendix G. - 
The Navy has set out a more specific understanding of depot- 

level maintenance in terms of its ships. Ship maintenance and 

modernization policy consists of three levels of maintenance: 

"organizational," which refers to routine maintenance by the 

sailors who operate the ship; "intermediate," which refers to 

mobile repair ships and shore intermediate maintenance activities 

located in home ports; and "depot," which refers to long-term 

scheduled or corrective maintenance requiring the industrial 

capabilities of public or private shipyards. See National Defense 

Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 1993 on H.R. 5006 and Oversight 

of Previous Programs Before the Subcommittee on Readiness of the 

House Committee on Armed Services, 102nd Cong., 2nd Sess. 102-43 at 

285-86 (1992) (statement of Rear Admiral James R. Lang, Director, 

Supportability, Maintenance, and Modernization Division, Department 

of the Navy) . See Appendix H. 

V. MEASUREMENT OF WORKLOAD IS IN DOLLARS 

The depot-level maintenance workload is measured in dollars. 

The Conference Report on the 1991 statute clearly specifies in its 

discussion of depot maintenance that "60% of total depot 

maintenance of material in the Army and the Air Force shall be 

performed by employees of the Department of Defense. This - 
percentase limitation should be measured in dollars." H.R. Conf. 
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Rep. No. 102-311 at 1082, 102nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1991) (emphasis 

added) . See Appendix I. 

Testimony before the Armed Services Committee on the 1992 

statute also supports the conclusion that "workload," a term not 

included in the 1991 version of the statute, is measured in 

dollars. General Ross refers in his testimony to the Army's plan 

to "compete and award depot workload programs valued at $62.7M." 

See National Defense Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 1993 on H.R. - 
5006 and Oversight of Previously Authorized Programs Before the 

Subcommittee on Readiness of the House Committee on Armed Services, 

102nd Cong., 2nd Sess. 102-45 at 287 (1992) (statement of General 

James D. Ross, Commanding General, U.S. Material Command, U.S. 

Army) . - See Appendix J. Similarly, Donna Heivilinf s testimony 

indicates that the GAO measures depot maintenance in terms of 

dollars and the percentages those dollars represent. See above- 

referenced Statement of Donna M. Heivilin at Table 1. 

Moreover, there is an additional provision in Title 10 of the 

United States Code related to contracts to perform workloads that 

refers to workload in terms of its dollar value. The provision 

prohibits the Secretary from shifting from the public to the 

private sector the performance of a depot workload "that has a 

threshold value of not less than $3,000,00011 unless competitive 

procedures are used. See 10 U.S.C. § 2469. 



VI. APPLICATION OF FORTY PERCENT LIMITATION 

The statute currently imposes a limitation of not more than 40 

percent on the amount of workload that can be contracted to the 

private sector for depot-level maintenance. The question then 

arises, to what does the forty percent limitation apply? By the 

terms of the statute, the forty percent does not apply to the 

entire Department of Defense 0 & M budget. The Navyf s 0 & M budget 

appears to consist, as does the Air Force's, of additional 

subcategories besides depot-level maintenance. The forty percent 1 

Y 
limitation applies by the terms of the statute to depot-level 

maintenance workload. Thus, Navy 0 & M budget items which are not 

depot-level maintenance should not be included when measuring the 

forty percent. 

The statute states that "the Secretary of a military 

departmentN may not contract more than 40 percent of the workload 

"for the military department." Clearly, the limitation is to be 

applied to each service. 

The statute on its face does not indicate that the forty 

percent applies to each of the different categories, or 

commodities, of depot maintenance that a service supplies -- for 

example, ship repair, aircraft repair, missile repair, and vehicle 

repair. Moreover, the legislative history demonstrates that 

Congress did not intend this application of the limitati~n.~ 

Peter Steffes confirmed this understanding: the forty i 
percent in the statute is to be measured from the entire depot 
maintenance budget of a given service, and does not apply to each 
commodity. As an example, he cited missiles: 90% of the Army's 
missile maintenance is performed by private contractors. The Army 



According to the Conference Report on the 1992 statute, the House 

made an effort to have the forty percent limitation apply to "each 

type of equipment and materiel." This language did not survive 

passage of the bill. See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 102-966 at 1778, 

102nd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1992). See Appendix K. Thus, we conclude 

that Congress intended the limitation to apply to the broader 

category of all of a servicers depot maintenance work as a whole. 

According to the data in the GAOrs Table 1, when the Navy's 

depot-level maintenance is considered as a whole -- i.e., Navy 

aviation, Navy ships, Navy C31 (Command, Control, Communications 

and Intelligence) and Marine Corps -- the private sector performed 

35% of the total.7 

In addition, it is significant to note that if Long Beach 

Naval Shipyard is closed, there will not be any appreciable 

increase in percent of overall ships maintenance work performed by 

the private sector because most of Long Beach's work would be 

performed by other naval shipyards that have more capacity 

available than they are using. What will occur if Long Beach 

simply does not have the expertise or capability to perform more of 
the work itself. For this reason, it would not be possible for the 
Army to contract out only forty percent or less of its missile 
maintenance work. 

7 As set forth above, the Navy data provided to the House 
Committee on Armed Services include a figure of only 33.5 percent { 
for 1992 private sector ships maintenance work, as compared to 38 
percent in the GAOr s Tables 1 and 5 .  Thus, if the Committee's 
figures are used, the private sector performed only approximately 
30 percent of the Navyf s 1992 depot-level maintenance considered as 
a whole. 



closes is that it will stem the disproportionate erosion of work 

being performed by the private shipyards. 

VII. THE SECRETARY OF NAVY HAS AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE 40 PERCENT 
LIMITATION 

As set forth above, the Secretary of Navy has the authority -- 

under 10 U.S.C. 5 2466(c) -- to waive the 40 percent limitation of , 

depot-level maintenance work contracted to the private sector if he 

determines, on a fiscal year basis, that the waiver is for reasons 

of national security. Thus, even if the closing of naval shipyards 
- 

were to result in the private sector performing over 40 percent of 

the Navy's overall depot-level maintenance -- an unlikely event -- 
', 

there is no statutory violation because the Secretary of the Navy 

has the statutory authority to waive the limitation.' In fact, the 
3' <, 

pi ' Navy's own BRAC-93 data specifies that if Long Beach is closed, 
'R ;\ 

I 
'I there will still be excess capacity in the naval shipyards for 

ships maintenance. That excess capacity provides an even further 

margin to absorb most of Long Beach's workload. Therefore, if the 

closing of Long Beach were to result in the 40 percent limitation 

being exceeded, it would result not from any Base Closure 

Commission faulty assessment, but rather from faulty Navy data. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, depot-level maintenance workload, which 

includes ship repair and overhaul, is measured in dollars. 

8 Because the Navy has not yet determined its core 
requirements, they of course do not affect the 40 percent issue. 



F u r t h e r ,  t h e  f o r t y  p e r c e n t  l i m i t a t i o n  mandated by 1 0  U.S.C. § 2 4 6 6  

a p p l i e s  t o  s h i p  r e p a i r  and overhau l ;  however, it does  n o t  app ly  

s e p a r a t e l y  t o  s h i p  r e p a i r  and ove rhau l ,  b u t  r a t h e r  t o  t h e  Navy's 

e n t i r e  depo t  maintenance workload cons ide red  a s  a  whole. F u r t h e r ,  

it a p p l i e s  t o  each  m i l i t a r y  s e r v i c e  s e p a r a t e l y .  Moreover, t h e  

Navy's c l o s i n g  o f  n a v a l  s h i p y a r d s  i s  n o t  expec t ed  t o  r e s u l t  i n  more 

t h a n  4 0  p e r c e n t  o f  t h e  Navy1 s o v e r a l l  d e p o t - l e v e l  maintenance b e i n g  

performed by t h e  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r .  If it d i d ,  it would occu r  because  

t h e  Navy's d a t a  on e x c e s s  c a p a c i t y  i s  f a u l t y ,  and t h e  S e c r e t a r y  of 

Navy h a s  t h e  a u t h o r i t y  t o  waive t h e  4 0  p e r c e n t  l i m i t a t i o n .  - - 
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GAO United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

National Security and 
International Affairs Division 

December 9, 1992 

The Honorable Dana Rohrabacher 
The Honorable Mervyn M. Dyrnally 
The Honorable Robert K. Dornan 
The Honorable Glenn M. Anderson 
House of Representatives 

This report responds to your request for cost and schedule information on 
ship repairs completed at shipyards in the San Diego and Long Beach 
areas during fiscal years 1989 to 1991. Specifically, we compared (1) the 
contract award prices with the final contract prices for ship repairs 
completed by private shipyards, (2) the govenunent cost estimates at the 
start of repair with the actual costs at completion for ships completed by 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, and (3) the original completion schedules 
with the actual completion dates for both private and public shipyards. We 
also compared the cost and schedule performance of San Diego area 
private shipyards with the performance of Long Beach area private 
shipyards. We did not contrast private and public shipyards because their 
data bases and operations were not comparable. 

Background The Navy repairs ships at both public and private shipyards. Repair work 
is either assigned to a public shipyard, awarded to a private shipyard 
through competition, or assigned to a shipyard through publiclprivate 
competition. During fiscal years 1989 to 1991, repairs were completed on 
150 ships in the San Diego and Long Beach areas. Of these repairs, 23 were 
completed at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, 33 were completed at three 
Long Beach area private shipyards, and 94 were completed at seven San 
Diego area private shipyards. The repairs ranged from regular overhauls to 
shorter, intermittent repairs. Table 1 shows the type of ships repaired at 
each location. 
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Table 1: Type of Ships Repaired 
During Fiscal Years 1989 to 1991 Long Beach Private shipyards 

Type of ship Naval Shipyard Long Beach San Diego 

Aircraft carriers 1 0 3 

Cruisers -- 5 0 11 

Destroyers 3 2 15 

Friaates 6 17 25 

Amphibious ships 3 9 28 

Mine countermeasures ships 0 1 4 

Auxiliarv sh im 1 4 6 

Floating dry docks 2 0 2 

Total 23 33 94 

-- 

Results in Brief Cost growth and schedule overruns at the San Diego and Long Beach area 
private shipyards were quite similar. The cost growth averaged about 
30 percent in both areas. In the San Diego area, cost growth was 
experienced on 84 of 94 ships and schedule overruns occurred on 47 of 94 
ships. In the Long Beach area, cost growth was experienced on 31 of 33 
ships and schedule overruns occurred on 19 of 33 ships. 

At the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, cost growth was experienced on 8 of 
23 ships and schedule overruns occurred on 10 of 23 ships. Overall, there 
was almost no difference bet,ween the government cost estimates at the 
start of repair and the actual costs at completion. Two factors that account 
for this condition are that the government estimate (1) generally includes a 
10-to-15 percent growth factor and (2) is an agreed upon price negotiated 
by the shipyard and the Navy before the start of the work. 

Cost Growth at Cost growth averaged about 3Cl percent at both San Diego and Long Beach 
area private shipyards. Table 2 summarizes our comparison of the contract 

Private Shipyards award prices with the final completion prices for the 127 ships completing 
repairs during fiscal years 1989 to 1991. 
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Table 2: Cost Comparisons for Private 
Shipyards Dollars in millions 

Number of Percent 
Location ships Award amount Final price change 

San Diego 94 $535 $697 30.3 

Long Beach 33 133 174 30.8 

Total 127 $668 $871 30.4 

Both fixed-price and cost reimbursement type contracts were used for the 
repairs. The final prices exceeded the award amounts on 84 of the 94 ships 
repaired at San Diego shipyards and 31 of the 33 ships repaired at Long 
Beach shipyards. The award amounts generally were less than the cost 
estimates the Navy had developed for budget projections and comparative 
purposes before awards. 

Our analysis showed that cost growth was quite similar when like ships 
and type of repairs were compared. Table 3 shows this comparison for 
those frigates completing certain repairs (selected restricted availabilities) 
during fiscal years 1989 to 1991. 

Table 3: Cost Comparisons for 
Frigates San Diego Long Beach 

Number of shios 11 9 

Number of ships with cost growth 11 8 

Average cost of repair $2,380,000 $2,220,000 

Averaae cost arowth $440,000 $460,000 
Range of cost arowth 

High $790,000 $930,000 

Low $90,000 $110,000 

Overall percent of cost growth 22.9 22.7 

Cost growth at private shipyards has been a problem for many years. In 
January 1986, we reported1 that cost growth was about 50 percent on 105 
contracts completed throughout the United States between October 1981 
and May 1985. Similarly, in July 1990, we reported2 that cost growth was 
about 30 percent on 402 contracts completed around the country between 
fiscal years 1985 and 1988. 

'Navy Maintenance: Costs LO Overhaul Navy Ships at Private Shipyards (GAO/NSLAD-86-27, 
Jan. 9, 1986). 

2Navy Maintenance: Cost Growth and Schedule Overrun Problems Continue at the Shipyards 
(GAO/NSIAD-90-144, July 24, 1990). 
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Original schedule completion dates frequently were exceeded at both San Ovems at Diego and Long Beach area private shipyards. Table 4 summarizes our 
Private Shipyards analysis of completion dates for the 127 ships completing repairs during 

fiscal years 1989 to 1991. 

Table 4: Schedule Overruns at Private 
Shipyards Ships with Percent with 

Location Number of ships overruns overruns 
San Dieao 94 47 50.0 

Long Beach 33 19 57.6 

Total 127 66 52.0 

Schedule overruns for the 47 Sarl Diego ships averaged 35 days, with 18 
ships exceeding 30 days. The ovt?rruns ranged from 3 days to 175 days. 
Schedule overruns for the 19 Long Beach ships averaged 33 days, with 8 
ships exceeding 30 days. The ov(:rruns ranged from 6 days to 102 days. 

Our July 1990 report also noted that original schedule completion dates 
frequently were exceeded at private shipyards. During fiscal years 1985 to 
1988, work on 169 of 453 ships, or 37 percent, overran the original 
schedules by an average of 43 days. 

Long Beach Naval The Long Beach shipyard experienced little difference between the 
government cost estimates at the start of repair and the actual costs at 

Shipyard completion. Our comparison for work completed on 23 ships between 
f ~ c a l  years 1989 and 1991 showed that the government cost estimates 
totaled $403.7 million and the actual costs totaled $403.6 million. However, 
8 of the 23 ships did have cost gl-owth, ranging from $132,000 to 
$16.9 million and averaging $4.1 million. 

Some of the ships also had schedule overruns. Our analysis showed that 10 
of the 23 ships had schedule overruns. They ranged from 1 day to 49 days 
and averaged 22 days. 

Our July 1990 report also commented on the performance of public 
shipyards during fiscal years 1985 to 1988. We reported that cost growth 
averaged 3 percent on the 238 ships repaired during that period and 
54 percent of the ships had schedule overruns. 

A major reason for the small overall difference between the government 
estimates and the actual costs is that the government estimate is an agreed 
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upon price negotiated between the shipyard and the customer (the Naval 
Sea Systems Command or the Fleet). The government estimate also 
generally includes a 10-to-15 percent growth factor. 

Factors Contributing Our review of individual ships indicated that the causes of cost growth and 
schedule overruns were generally the same as the causes identified in our 

to Cost and Schedule ~ u l y  1990 report. These reasons included inability to determine exact 

Problems maintenance requirements beforehand, inadequate and late government 
furnished information and materials, government-caused delays and 
disruptions, and work added after start of repair. In commenting on our 
July 1990 report, the Department of Defense stated that the Navy had 
taken a series of initiatives to minimize the cited problems. During our 
current review, Navy officials stated that the benefits of these initiatives 
were not apparent during fiscal years 1989 to 1991 but would be realized 
after that period. 

Agency Comments On November 17,1992, the Department of Defense provided oral 
comments on a draft of this report. The Department agreed with the 
findings except for our methodology of calculating cost growth in the 
private sector. The Department stated that rather than comparing the 
contract award prices with the final contract prices, the award prices 
should be actjusted for work that is subsequently authorized and funded 
through contract change orders before making these comparisons. The 
Department also reemphasized that the private and public shipyards 
cannot be contrasted because the data bases and operational methodology 
for each sector are not comparable. 

With regard to the Department's comment on our methodology of 
calculating cost growth, our intention was not to imply that the contract 
change orders and resultant cost increases were unwarranted. 
Nevertheless, we were asked to compare the contract award amounts with 
the final contract prices and our report does enumerate the reasons for the 
increases. 

Scope and To accomplish our objectives, we held discussions and reviewed pertinent 
documents at Navy headquarters; Surface Force, Pacific; Long Beach 

Methodology Naval Shipyard; and Long Beach and San Diego Supervisor of 
Shipbuilding, Conversion, and Repair offices. We also obtained data from 
the Naval Sea Systems Command on depot-level repairs completed at the 
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San Diego and Long Beach area private shipyards and the Long Beach 
Naval Shipyard between fiscal years 1989 and 1991. 

To verify the provided data and to identify the causes of cost growth and 
schedule overruns, we reviewed Navy contract files, cost records, and 
other historical records. For all private shipyard repairs with cost growth 
of at least one million dollars, we reviewed the six largest contract 
modifications to determine the reasons for the modifications. For all 
private shipyard repairs with slchedule overruns of at least 30 days, we 
reviewed all contract modifications extending the completion date to 
determine the reasons for the extensions. We performed similar cost and 
schedule analyses at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 

Our review was made in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards and was performed between June and October 1992. 

- - 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen and Ranking 
Minority Members, Senate and House Committees on Armed Services and 
on Appropriations; the Chairmen, Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs and House Committee on Government Operations; the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget; and the Secretaries of Defense and the 
Navy. 

Please contact me on (202) 275-6504 if you or your staff have any 
questions. Major contributors to this report are James Murphy, Assistant 
Director, National Security and International Affairs Division, Washington, 
D.C.; and Dennis DeHart, Evaluator-in-Charge, Elinor Yerkes, Site Senior, 
and James Nolan, Evaluator, 1,os Angeles Regional Office. 

Richard Davis 
Director, Navy Issues 
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Good morning. My name is Richard Vortmann and I speak on behalf of privately-owned ship repair facilities in 
California, Oregon and Washington State. Most of the testimony you have heard over the past several weeks and 
most of what you have and will hear today has been aimed at convincing you to remove certain defense facilities 
from the base closure list. My objective today is different, and perhaps less politically popular. 

As these hearings have progressed, it has been exceedingly clear that most of you are wrestling with important 
issues surrounding the disposition of the Services' repair and maintenance depot activities. Repair and 
maintenance pose special complications for the Commission: unlike operational bases and training facilities, it is 
one of the few areas where private sector capability is equal to, and often surpasses, that of the public sector. This 
morning I would like to focus on naval repair and maintenance activities. 

America's private shipyards and ship repair facilities have always been an integral part of the Navy's ship repair and 
overhaul industrial base, and currently account for 37 percent of total Navy repair and overhaul activities. As such, 
private shipyards are an inseparable component of Navy military capability. Private shipyards represent a large 
percentage of naval repair and overhaul capacity, and have "military value" of their own. And, since the 
government has required private yards to improve facilities to support high-technology vessels, there has been 
considerable recent government investment in this private sector capability. 

You can understand our surprise when we discovered, after reviewing the Navy's 1993 BRAC documents, that 
Naw's analysis did not account for private shipbuildin capacitv and cavabilitv. 

For the purposes of our discussions here this morning, we will stipulate that Navy's analytical methodology, on 
which you will base many of your decisions, is reasonable in its approach, and that the individual facilities' 
responses to the BRAC 93 data call also are reasonable. We do commend the Navy on their efforts to clean up many 
of the problems that faced them in 1991 and to employ unbiased analytic methods to aid in their decisionmaking. 
While their analysis still contains certain errors, it is substantially better than 1991. 

The Navy's methodology consisted of four steps. First, the Navy analyzed naval shipyard capacity in order to 
determine whether there was excess capacity in four subcategories: Atlantic nuclear, Pacific nuclear, Atlantic non- 



nuclear and Pacific non-nuclear. Once they determined that excess capacity existed, they then performed an 
extensive analysis of military value for each shipyard. Third, the Navy subjected the resulting data to a 
configuration analysis in order to identify the shipyard combinations that minimize the capacity used to support 
naval forces on each coast. Finally, the Navy applied subjective military judgement in order to make final 
recommendations for base closure and realigment. 

In using data only from naval shipyards, the Navy concluded that they should close Mare Island and Charleston. 
They also concluded that, based on the computer analysis, that the Navy should consider closing Guam, Pearl Harbor 
and Long Beach. After applying subjective, military judgement, however, the Navy decided to keep Guam, Pearl 
Harbor and Long Beach off the recommendation list: Guam because of the uncertainty associated with backfilling 
Subic Bay ship repair role, Pearl Harbor because of its strategic location and Long Beach because it has a single 
drydock capable of handling an aircraft carrier in the event of an emergency. The Navy did not consider other 
alternative approaches to providing emergency docking for Pacific carriers. 

We decided to undertake an analysis, identical to that done by the Navy, but correcting what we view as the two 
critical flaws in the Navy analysis: failure to include private shipyard capacity and failure to consider alternative 
approaches to meeting the West Coast emergency carrier docking need. We tried to emulate the Navy process: data 
calls to the private West Coast shipyards, unbiased auditing of the data by a former senior official in the Supervisor 
of Shipbuilding's office who was thoroughly familiar with the capability of the private shipyards under study, 
double-checking of our comparisons with the Navy criteria by the former Director of Planning and Estimating for 
Puget Sound, and application of the identical models that the Navy used in its analysis. While I cannot assure you 
that the process was identical, I am comfortable that any differences have no practical effect on the ultimate results. 

Our final analysis and recommendations will be available to you and your staff on May 10th. But I can share the 
following preliminary results. In describing these results, I will be referring to the three enclosed charts. Adding 
private shipyard capacity on the West Coast to the Navy's Pacific base more than doubles the amount of capacity 
available for Pacific non-nuclear repair and maintenance and quadruples the amount of excess capacity. In addition, 
an "apples-to-apples" comparison shown in Chart One of military value between the five Naval shipyards and the 
four regional "ports" of grouped private yards shows that the three of the four private groupings, San Diego, San 
Francisco, and PortlandISeattle, score higher in military value than every public yard except Puget Sound. These 
groupings are similar to those used by the Navy to plan for shipyard availabilities. 
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When we ran the configuration analysis, it became clear that the Navy would be better off closing Pearl Harbor, 
Guam, Mare Island and Long Beach as well as avoid using private San Francisco and Long Beach capacity. At this 
point, we applied the same military judgment that the Navy applied in reaching its conclusions, corrected to 
accommodate meeting the carrier emergency docking need. 

We would agree with the Navy's conclusion that strategic location is an overriding consideration with respect to 
Pearl Harbor, and that it would be difficult to identify any scenario that would support, as a final matter, the closing 
of that shipyard. We would also agree that uncertainty over how to backfill Subic Bay's lost capacity would at least 
postpone closing Guam at this time. 

In addition, we agree with the Navy's position that it is important to retain a large West Coast drydock in addition to 
Drydock Number 6 at Puget Sound Naval Shipyard for the emereencv docking of an aircraft carrier. We do not 
agree, however, with the Navy's military judgment that leaving Long Beach Naval Shipyard off the closure list is 
the only, or best way to accommodate that emergency need. 

We suggest that the Commission examine two other alternatives, both of which would fully meet the Navy's clear 
mission need in a cost-effective manner. First, Long Beach Naval Shipyard could be closed, with the exception of 
Drydock # 1, which could be maintained in a certified "ready-for-use" condition for emergency docking of aircraft 
carriers at an annual cost of about $600,000. In the second alternative, the Navy could maintain Drydock Number 4 
at Hunters Point in a certified, ready-for-use condition as they have done in the past. Under either scenario, Puget 
Sound could be organizationally responsible for Long Beach Drydock #1 or Hunters Point Drydock #4, much in the 
same way that Mare Island oversaw Drydock #4 in the past. 

Perhaps the clearest way to demonstrate the effect of our two critical corrections is to look at Charts Two and Three. 
Chart Two is a comparison of West Coast capacity and projected need minus private shipyard capacity. The 
shipyards are ranked by military value after accounting for corrected military judgment calls. Shipyards with higher 
military value or with priority protection such as Pearl Harbor, fall lower on the chart. The ranking assumes that the 
Navy would accommodate the need for an emergency carrier docking facility using one of the two alternatives I 
mentioned earlier, thereby removing the artificial protection given Long Beach by the Navy in its analysis. As you 
can tell, Mare Island would be expendable, but part of Long Beach's capacity would still be needed in the short-term. 
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Chart Three, however, indicates a different story. When the rivate sector capacity is added to the analysis, Mare 
Island and Long Beach (except, perhaps for Drydock #I) quick1 become fullv expendable. I want to emphasize that 
these charts already reflect subjective military judgment. 

Again, our full report will be available on May 10th. In it we will lay out the entire empirical basis for our 
conclusions, and provide data on the economic, environmental and other effects of closing Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard. We understand and fully sympathize with the economic hardship doing so would pose to the supporting 
communities. We believe, however, that diligent application of the intent and spirit of your authorizing Act, as well 
as application of good public policy, dictates that Long Beach be added to the 1993 Base Closure List. 

We believe that closure of Long Beach Naval Shipyard is not only necessary because of your charter, but also 
necessary because doing so is good public policy that will save taxpayers considerable money and result in a minimal 
net loss of jobs in Southern California. It is also important to note that after Long Beach Naval Station closes, Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard will not have its own indigenous work base and will logically seek to capture large segments 
of the private shipyard base elsewhere in California, especially San Diego. Most of Long Beach's workload would be 
cannibalized from vessels homeported in San Diego, heaping even more cost to the taxpayers and degrading crew 
member's quality of life significantly. 

Two last thoughts before I close. First, while the Navy did not consider cost effectiveness in their analysis, we also 
believe that "return on investment" to the taxpayer should be factored into any final decision. Our study will also 
provide you with some insight as to the comparative cost effectiveness of repair and overhaul activities at the 
private shipyards compared to public shipyards. While it is difficult to compare these two dissimilar activities 
precisely, we will provide certain indicators that unquestionably point to the private sector's substantial advantage in 
this area. For example, in 1993, GAO studied the cost structures of private and public U.S. shipyards and concluded 
that labor costs at Long Beach Naval Shipyard were at least 47 percent higher than costs at West Coast private 
shipyards. 



Secondly, I want to emphasize that private shipyards on the West Coast are capable of absorbing everything that 
Long Beach Naval Shipyard has, can and is planning to do, as long as either Long Beach's Drydock #1 or Hunters 
Point Drydock #4 is retained for emergency carrier dockings. I might note here that there have been only six over 
the last 15 years. We have more trained employees, more berthing space, more drydocks, and more technical and 
organizational flexibility than Long Beach. 

I want to assure you that we have taken on this task to provide you with the analysis that we believe is necessary for 
you to make the best decision for the United States soberly and carefully. We look forward to sharing with you the 
full results of that analysis. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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SEC. 104. DEFENSE AGENCIEB , 

F h d s  hereby authorized to be a;' mpriated for fiscal year 
1993 for procurement for the Defense Lenci- in the amount 
of $1,950,704,000. SEC. 113. AH- 

SEC. 105. DEFENSE INSPECTOR - 
Funds are hereby authorized to be a propriated for fiscal year 

1993 for procurement for the Inspector &nerd of the Department 
of Defense in the amount of $800,000. SEC. 114. Am 

SEC. 106. RESERVE C O M P O ~  

Funds are hereby authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 
1993 for rocurement of aircraft, vehicles, communications equip- 
ment, anrfother equipment for the reserve components of the Armed 
Forces as follows: 

(1) For the Army National Guard, $134,000,000. 
(2) For the Air National Guard, $290,100,000. 
(3) For the Army Reserve, $27,500,000. 
(4) For the Naval Reserve, $85 000,000. 
(5)  For the Air Force Fkserve, $60,000,000. 
(6) For the Marine Corps Reserve, $9,000,000. 
(7) For operational support aircraft, $90,000,000. 

SEC. 107. CHEMICAL DEMILITARIZATION PROGRAM. 8EC. 11s. CHI 
Funds are hereby authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 

1993 for the destruction of lethal chemical agents and munitions 
in accordance with section 1412 of the Department of Defense 
Authorization Act, 1986 (50 U.S.C. 1521), in the amount of 
$515,300,000. 
SEC. 108. MULTIYEAR PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION. 

Subtitle B-Army Programs 

SEC. 111. M-1 ABRAMS TANK PROGRAM. 8EC. l2L SHI 

(b) REVISION- IN FISCAL YEAR 1992 PROVISIONS.-The text of 5 section 111 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal . 
Years 1992 and 1993 (Public Law 102-190; 105 Stat. 1303) is 4- 

For 
amended to read as follows: 

"Of the amount authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 
1992 pursuant to section 101(3), $225,000,000 shall be available , 
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(b) RELOCATION OF CERTAIN ACTIVITIES TO ROCK ISLAND "5 2469. Contrac 
ARSENAL.-T~~ Secretary of Defense shall ensure that the Systems form6 
Integration Management Activity and the Depot Systems Command of Del 
are relocated to Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois, in accordance with "The Secretar 

and is being perfc 
of Defense unlesr 
competitive procec 

(b) CLERICAL 
SEC. 352. LIMITATIONS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF DEPOT-LEVEL 

MAINTENANCE OF MATERiEL 

(a) L ~ ~ r l ' A ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ e c t i o n  2466(a) of title 10, United States Code, 
2469. Contracts of the to Dep pe 

is amended to read as follows: 
"(a) PERCENTAGE LIMITATION.---(I) Except as provided in para- SEC. 354. REPEAL 

graph (21, the Secretary of a military department and, with respect GRAM 

to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of Defense, may not contract Subsection (b) 
for the performance by non-Federal Government personnel of more tion Act for Fisc 
than 40 percent of the depot-level maintenance workload for the 105 Stat. 1337; 10 
military department or the Defense Agency. 

''(2) The Secretary of the Army shall provide for the performance Subtitle F- 
by employees of the Department of Defense of not less than the SEC. 361. STANDAI following percentages of Army aviation depot-level maintenance 
workload: TIES 0 1  

"(A) For fiscal year 1993,50 percent. (a) STANDAR 
"(B) For fiscal year 1994,55 percent. Defense shall star 
"(C) For fiscal year 1995,60 percent.". lowing programs 

(b) CONFORMING h i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - - S e c t i o n  2466(c) of such title military departme 
is amended by striking out 'The Secretary of the Army, with respect (1) Accou 
to the Department of the Army, and the Secretary of the Air 
Force, with respect to the Department of the Air Force," and insert- 

s ing in lieu thereof "The Secretary of the military department con- 
cerned and, with respect to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of 
Defense". 

(c) R~~oRT.--Section 2466(e) of such title is amended- 

10 USC 2466 

SEC. 362. ACCOW 
MENT A 

(a) REGULATIC 
147 of title 10, 1 

"5 2490a. Nonap1 
LJWEL ACTZVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. man€ 

(a) COMPETITION R E Q U I R E M E N T . - - C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  146 of title 10, "(a) REGULI 
United States Code, is amended by adding a t  the end the following NONAPPROPRIATED 
new section: scribe regulations I 
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Public Law 102-484 
102d Congress 

An Act 
To authorize appropriatione for f i d  year 1993 for military activities of the Depart- 

ment of Defenee, for military mmtrudion, and for defenee activities of Depart- Oct. 231 lgg2 
ment of Energy, to prescribe pnonnel strength for such fi-1 ye%* the [H.R. 50061 
Armed Forces, to provide for defenee convereion, and for other purposee. 

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. Authorization 
Act for Fiscal This Act may be cited as the "National Defense Authorization Ye,r 1993, 

Act for Fiscal Year 1993". 
SEC. 2. ORGANIZATION OF ACT INTO DMSION8; TABLE OF CONTENTS. 

(a) D M S I O N S . - ~ ' ~ ~ ~  Act is organized into four divisions as 

(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-T~~ table of contents for this Act 
is as follows: 

DIVISION A-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AUTHORIZATIONS 

TITLE I-PROCUREMENT 
Subtitle A-Fun- Authorizations 

Subtitle D-At Force Progrmm,(Nonetrategic) 
Sec. 131. G I 3 5  aircraft program. 
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I 
&. 132. Live-fire survivabilit testin of (2-17 aircraft. 

See. 302. Wor ' 
&. 133. Correction of fuel leata on E l 7  product~on I 303. A.Im2-9 
Sec. 134. G17 aircraR program. Sec. 304. H u h  
Sec. 135. Tactical electronic warfare aircraR upgrade program. set. 306. support fo~ 
Sec. 136. F-16 aircraft program. Sec. 306. Trader a, 

Subtitle E--Defense-Wide P r o m  
Sec 141. Fundin for certain tactical intelli en? programs. See. 311. hhibi t ior  
Sec: 142. ~ ~ - 4 7 f h v l I - I - 6 0 ~  hehcopter mdcahon progr-. 1 8s 312. Rohibitio~ 

Subtitle F--Strategic Programs 
Sec. 151. B-2 bomber aircraft pro am. Sec. 321. Extarnion 
Sec. 152. Modernization of heavy Ember force. 1 1 o w  waetr 

Set. 322. Extarnion 
Subtitle G-Chemical Demilitarization Propram ayment 

Sec. 171. Change in chemical weapons stockpile elimination deadline. Sec. 329. d o t  pmgr 
Sec. 172. Chemrcal demilitarization citizens advisory commissions. Sec. 324. Overneae e 
Sec. 173. Evaluation of alternative technologies. I Set. 325. Evaluation 
Sec. 174. Alternative disposal process for low-volume sites. , Defense. 
Sec. 175. Revised chemical weapons disposal concept plan. Sec. 326. Eliminatiol 
Sec. 176. Report on destruction of nonstock ile chemical material. 
Sec. 177. Physrcal and chemrcal mtegnty ofthe chemcal wea 

- P- See. 327. Prohib~tion 
See. 178. Sew of Congress concerning internationsl cons~nk;$'",.xchange De-f 

P'Qgfam. I Sec. 328. Legacy Res 
See. 179. Technical amendments to section 1412. I Sec. 329. Su plemen 
Sec. 180. Defmition of low-volume site. See. 330.In&*c1 

I Sec. 331. Extenelon 
Subtitle H-Armament Retooling a n d  Manufacturing Support Initiative I P r o w  

Sec. 191. Short title. Sec. 332. Report on 
Sec. 192. Policy. toration. 
Sec. 193. Armament Retooling and Manufacturing Support Initiative. 
Sec. 194. Facilities contracts. Subt  
Sec. 196. Reporting requirement. Sec. 341. Limitationi 

TITLE 11-RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION Sec. 342. Capital am 
Sec. 343. Limitation 

Subtitle A-Authorizatiolu 
1 

I 

Sec. 201. Authorization of appropriations. ! 
Sec. 202. Amount for b m ~ c  research and exploratory development. See. 351. Depot-level 
Sec. 203. Manufacturing technolo develo ment. Sec. 352. Limitations 
Sec. 204. Strategic ~ n v l r o n m e n t a k s e a r d  and Development Program. Sec. 363. Requireme1 
Sec. 205. Endowment for Defense lndustrial Cooperation. performed 

I Sec. 3S4. Repeal of n 
Subtitle B--Program Requirements, Restrictions, and Limitatiom t e w c e  01 

Sec. 211. V-22 Osprey aircraft program. 
Sec 212 S ial operations vanant of the V-22 Osprey aircraft. 

1 Subtitl 

Sec: 213: G n s i o n  of prohibition on testing Mrd-Infrared Advanced Chemical Sec. 361. Standardizr 
Laser aeainst an object in space. 1 Sec. 362. h u n t a b i l  

Sec. 214. Navy tactrcal afiation programs. 
Sec. 215. One-year delay m transfer of management reeponsibility for Navy mine 

mnaPProl 
Sec. 363. D e m o ~ t r a t  

countermeasures program. mnaPPmF 
Sec 216 Li ht Armored Vehlcle 105-millimeter gun (LAV-105) program. Sec. 364. Release of L 
Sec: 217: ~cfvanced research projects. 

' 
Sec. 366. U6e of oorm 

Sec. 218. Revision to Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage Project. I 
Subtitle &Missile Defenae Programcl Sec. 371. Extension c 

Sec. 231. Theater Missile Defense Initiative. p i t i o n e  i 
Sec. 232. Strategic Defense Initiative fundin . 
Sec. 233. Report~ng requirements and trans& authorities for TMDI and SDI. 

Sec. 372. Annual rep 

Sec. 234. Revision of the Missile Defense Act of 1991. 
Sec. 373. Tramportat 

Sec. 235. Development and testing of anti-ballistic missile s stems or com nents. Sec. 374. Subcontract 
Sec. 236. Limitation regarding support services contracts ofYthe Strategic Kfense  See. 376. Consideratic 

Initiative Organization. di vea, 
Sec. 376. Pilot progra 

Subtitle D--OthereMatters ammuniti 
See. 241. Medical countermeasures against biowarfare threats. 

Sec. 377. Authority fc 

Sec. 242. National Aero-Space Plane. 
Armed FOI 

- - 

Sec. 243. LANDSAT remote-sensing satellite program. 
Sec. 378. Program to * 
Sec. 379. Externion o 

TITLE 111--OPERATION AND m N A N C E  of ee* 1 
Sec. 380. Promotion o 

Subtitle A-Authorizatione of Appropriatiom See. 381. E$ension 01 

Sec. 301. Operation and maintenance funding. m defenee- 
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I 
I Sec. 302 Wor capital funds. 

R. 
Sec. 303. A r m s o r c e a  Retirement Home. 

1 Sec 304. Humanitarian assistance. 
Sec. 306. Support for the 1994 World Cup Gamen. 

un. Sec. 306. Transfer authority. 

U 
Subtitle B-Limitationr 

See. 311. Rohibition on the use of certain funds for Pentagon Reeervation. 
me. Sec, 312. Pmhibition on the use of funfunds for certain mMce contracts. 

Subtitle C-Environmental P r o v t i o l u  
Sec. 321. Extension of reimbureement requirement for contractors handling hazard- 

ous wastes from defepe facilities. 
Sec. 322. Extension of rohib~hon on uee of environmental restoration funds for 

'rogram p e n t  of &ws and naltien. 
deadline. 8s 323. X t  p p r ~ ~  for e x d t e d  environmental response actions. 
LUllOns. Sec. 324. Overseae enwonmental restoration. 

Sec. 326. Evaluation of uee of ozone-depleting rubetancea by the Department of 
Defenee. 

Sec. 326. Elimination of use of class I ozorte-depleting eubetance8 in certain mili- 
terial. tary procurement contracts. 
a ns stockpile. Sec 327. Prohib~tion on the urchaae of eurety bonds and other gunrantien for the 
s&tion and exchange ~ e p r t m e n t  of d e n s e .  1 Sec. 328. Legacy Fkmurce Management Fellownhip Pro 

Sec. 329. SU plemental authorization of a p r o p r h t i o n s ~ & c a l  year 1992. 
Sec. 330. 1nLmnitication of tranefereaa o~closmg deferme property. 
Sec. 331. Extension of authority to h u e  surety bonds for certain environmental 

[ Support Initiative Programs. 
Sec. 332. Report on indemnification of contractors performing environmental res- 

toration. 
Initiative. 

Subtitle D--Defense Busineu Operation@ Fund 
1 
I Sec. 341. Limitations on the use of Defenw Bueineee Operations Fund. 

W EVALUATION Sec. 342. Capital aseet subaccount. 
Sec. 343. Limitation on obligations againat Defense Bueinese Operatione Fund. 

Subtitle &Depot-Level Actidtier 

~ment. Sec. 961. Depotlevel tactical mieeile maintenance. 
Sec. 362. Limitations on the performance of depot-level maintenance of materiel. 

a t  Program. Sec. 353. Requirement of competition for the performance of workloads previously 
performed by depotlevel activitien of t$e Department of Defense. 

Sec 354. Repeal of requirement for competition pllot program for depot-level main- 
and L i m i t a t i o ~  tenance of materials. 

raft. Subtitle F - - C o r n m i d a s  and Military Exchanges 
xi Advanced Chemical Sec. 361. Standardization of cert+n program and. activities of military exchnnges. 

Sec. 362. h u n t a b h t y  re ng the fhancd management and use of 
nonappropnated =. 

aeibiity for Navy mine 1 ' Sec. 363. Demonstration pro for the operation of certain commieeary stores by 
nonappropriated =inatrumentalitien. 

106) program. ( ~ e c .  36~. hiease of dormation re sales at mmm' stores 

mgu Project. 
Sec. 365. Uae of commhary stores=mbars of the ~e-rve: 

M 
Subtitle C-Other Matterr 

Sec. 371. Extension of certain guidelinen for reduetione in the number of civilian 
positions in the Department of Defenee. 

+ TMDI and SDI. Sec. 372. Annual r e ~ r t  on security and control of supplies. 
Sec. 373. b p o r t a t l o n  of donated null arbfacta. 

ma or com nenta. See. 371. Subcontracting authority for A i q r  orce and Na de tu. 
?% strategic Kfe, Sec. 376. Consideration of v-1 location for the a w J o f  Cyberth contracts for 

eealiR veeeele. 
Sec. 376. Pilot program to use National Guard pemnnel in medically underserved 

communities. 
ts. Sec. 377. Authority for the ieeue of uniforms wi thu t  charge to members of the 

-- Armed Forcea. 
Sec. 378. Program to commemorate World War II. 
Sec. 379. Extension of demonstration project for the use of proceede h m  the aale 

IANCE of certain lost, abandoned, or unclaimed pemnal  property. 

rtiom 
Sec. 380. Promotion of civilian marbmanflhip. 
Sec. 381. Extension of authority for aviahon depots and naval shipyards to engage 

in defenee-related production and e e ~ c e e .  
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Sec. 382. Optional defense de ndents' summer echo01 pr-. &. 522. Academy preparat 
Sec. 383. Review of military dPght training activities a t  dvllian airfields. a. 523. Compos~tion of fac 
Sec. 384. Preference for procurement of energy efficent electric equipment, Academy. 
Sec. 385. Payment of residents of Armed Forces Retvement Home for s e ~ c e s .  &. 524. Noninstructional s 
Sec. 386. h i s t a n c e  to local educational agended that benefit dependents of mem- &. 525. Authority of Unite 

bers of the Armed Forcecr and Department of Defense icvilian. epr loyeee. ter of arte in leac 
Sec. 387. Treatment of St.@ equalization pmgram~ in detemininhg e b b s t y  for, 

and pmount of, unpact aid. Subtit 

TITLE N-MIUTABY PERSONNEL AUTHORIZATIONS &. 531. Report on. particip 
dot traming pm 

Subtitle A-ht ive FOM &. 532. R ~ T C  acholamhipt 
Sec. 401. End s for active forces. &. 533. Junior Reserve Ofl 
set. a waive=ter authority. 
Sec 403. Limited exclueion of 'oint service requirements from a limitation on the. S 

strengths-for n d  and flag ofIioers on active dutg, Set. 641. Retention on activ 
Sec. 404. Study of dletn%&on of general and flag officer poeitione in joint duty bility for retirem~ 

~a~gnmenb. Sec. 642. Authority. for mill 
Subtitle &Raseme Fo- honorana for cer~ 

&. 543. Pa ent for leave 
Sec. 411. End etrengtha for Selected Resew+ a. bu. ~Ptary n a r v e  tl 
Sec 412. End strength. for Reserves on actrve duty in mpport of the reeerve com- See. 546. Au Reserve technig 

ponenb. Sec. 546. Mental health eval 
Sec. 413. Reserve component f o m  otmchm. See. 547. Report on the Sele 

subt i t le  CMui- Train&g Student Loado TITLE VI-COMPENS 
Sec 421. Authorization of training student I&. i See. 600. Reference to compe 

Subtitle D-Lbitatiom Subt 
Sec 431. R e d d o n  in number of pereonnel canying out recruiting activitiee. 
Sec. 432. Na Craft of porhmty (COOP) program. See. 601. Military pay raise ' 
k a. h ~ r i r a t i o n  ~appmpr ia t iom for miktary petmo-t 

See. 602. Advance payments 

TITLE V-MIUTABY PERSONNEL POLICY Subtitle B-Ba 

Sec. 600. Ref- to pemonnel policy p m v i r i i  in title XLIV. Sec. 611. Clarifiition of au 
care pmders .  

subt i t le  ~ m m  P- palicy I Sec. 612. Exteneiom of autl 
other special pay. Sec. 601. Reports on plane for officer d n e  and t of 'unior ofticem. 

Sec. 602. Evaluation of effecta of of6wr strength d z n  odcer personnel Subtitle &TI 
nt  Eyl3tema 

Set 603. 6 e l z l  retirement. I 
Sec 621. Temporary for temporary increase 104 

Sec. 504. bthynent dm+ limited duty off iqq of the Navy. 
See 606 A pomtment of chmpractom M commueioned officers. Sec. 622. Prohibition on the 
Sec: 606: b o a t i o n  of minimum mrvic8 m p b m e n t s  for ce* flight a e w  po- ported at  Govern 

mtio~ls. Sec. 623. Subsistence reimbl 
Sec 607. One-year extension of authority for temporary promotions of certain Navy inspection teamcr. 

lieutenants. Sec. 624. References for travc 
Sec. 625. Evacuation allowan 

subtitle B--Raseme ComponeJat Mattem 
Sec 611 Pilotp for active component rn port of Reclervee. subt i t le  D- 
~ e e :  512: ~ e p e a l ~ r e ~ u i m m n t  for removal of full-time ~eeem pernunel drom Sec. 641. Requirement for PI 

R(rpc duty. pay and veterans' 
8ee. 613. Raport cmcarniq certain activa Army ambat mpport and combat mrv- See. 642. Increase in recomp 

ice rnpport poeihona with extraordinar 
Sec 614. Prsfsnoa, in Guard and Redem af6liation fbr voluntarily reparated Sec. 643. Modification to Sur 

Sl 

Sec. 661. Provhion of tempo] 
children of memk 

Sec. 652. Reimbursement for 
permanent 

~ e c .  859. Protections J r T p  
Forces. 

TITLE M 
Sec. 700. Reference to health 

Subti1 
Subtitle CkSeavh  Sec. 701. Revieione to depend 

Sec. 702. Program rela 
Sec. 703. Maximum ann3; 

, 
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m. &. 622. Academy preparatory echoole. 
ian airfields. Sec. 623. Compos~tion of faculties a t  United State8 Military Academy and Air Force 
tric equipment. Academy. 
Home for services. &. 624. Noninetructional staff a t  service academies. 
,fit dependents of mem- &. 626. Authority of United S@tes Military Academy to confer the degree of mas- 
'ense avilian em loyes. ter of arts in leadendup development. 
rminhhg eligib&ty for, 

Subtitle &Education and T d d n g  

Iuzm"rONH &. 631. Report on participation of reserve personnel in Air Form undergraduate 
dot training program. &. 532. R&IY: ech olarships for National Guard. 

&. 633. Junior Reserve Officers' Training C o w  program. 

rom a limitation on the Subtitle U t h e r  Matterr 

luty: Sec. 641. Retention on .active duty of enlisted membera within two years of eligi- 
p ~ t i o n e  in p m t  duty bility for retirement. 

Sec. 642. Authority, for military eehool faculty members and students to accept 
honoraria for certain scholar1 and academic activit~es. 

Set. MS. Pa ent for leave a- d lost by Korean Conflict prisonera of war. , W. ?Ptary -me technmans. 
port of the reaerve a m -  Sec. 646. Au Reserve technicia~. 

Sec. 646. Mental health evaluations of membera of Armed Forces. 
Sec. 647. Report on the Selective Semce System. 

Loub TITLE VI-COMPENSATION AND OTHER PERSONNEL BENEFFTEl 
Sec. 600. Reference to compensation and other pereonnel benefita in title XLN. 

Subtitle A-Pay nnd AUowancem 
cruitjng activities. Sec. 601. Military pay raiee for fiscal y + r  lq93. 

d 
Sec. 602. Advance payments m comechon m t h  evacuatione of pereonnel. 

Subtitle E-Bon- and Special nnd Incentive Pap 
lLICY 
LIV. 

Sec. 611. Clarification of authority to provide rpecial pay for nonphyeician health 
care providers. 

w Sec. 612. Extensions of authorities relating to payment of certain bonuses and 
other epecial pay. 

nment of ' d o r  officen. 
ms an deer --l Subtitle C-Travel and Tnuuportotion AUowancea 

Sec. 621. Temporary incream in the number of days a member may be reimbursed 
Navy. for temporary lodging expe-. 
ieerr. Sec. 622. Prohibition on the asearbon of liexu on penonal property being trans- 
r certain flight crew po- ported a t  Government expense. 

Sec. 623. Subeistence reimbursement relating to cwcorta of foreign arms control 
amtior~ of oertain Navy inspection teams. . .. .=. . Sec. 624. References for travel and traneportation benefits. 

Sec. 625. Evacuation allowanwa in connection with Hurricane Andrew. ++, - 
mmm. Subtitle D-Retired Pay and Survivor Beneiitr 
lham~ pemmnd hpm See. 641. Requirement for p r o ~ l  on concurrent payment of retired or retainer 

pay and veterans' dmability compensation. 
apport .nd combat WIV- Sec. 642. Increase in recpmputed retired pay for eertain enlisted membere d t e d  

with extraodmary heromm. 
r dunta r i ly  reparated Sec. 643. Modification to Survivor Benefit Plan open enrollment period. 

ent of baccalaumate de- Subtitle E-Other Matterr 
d6cem to Obove ' Set. 661. Pmvision of temporary foster care rervicea oubide the United Statee for 

disabled while children of members of the Armed Forcae. 
Sec. 652. Reimbursement for adoptions completed during interim between teet and 

7 mrvice perfonmd by permanent ro 
Sec. 869. Protections f!r =;dent victim of abu88.b~ memben of the Armed 

rpomnt medical perroa- Forma. 

==Atbm 
TITLE VII-HEALTH CARE PROVISIONS 

, ., .' ( .. Sec. 700. Reference to health care services in title XLIV. 

L.+ .tJ ;i Subtitle A-Health Cam Servicem . ~ ~ $ 0 7 '  

','F?T'-uui 
Sec. 701. Revisiom to dependents' dental program under CHAMPUS. 

. . - .., Sec. 702. Program rela to the sale of pharmaceuticale. 
Sec. 703. Maximum a n n 3 a m o u n t  for deductibles and copaymnta. 
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Sec 704. Comprehepsiw individual m m y m e n t  p y  under C v S .  &. 837. Defenee Produ 
Sec 705. Conhuatmn of CKAMWS covemge or eertam medram part~~~panta. &. 838. Improved nati~ Sec 706. M d d  and dental oare for certain incapacitated dependenb. 

I 
&. 839. Limitation on I 

Subtitle B-Hdth Care -ent &. 840. Advance notift 
&. 841. Acquisition feL 

Sec 711. National claims p m for CHAMPUS. 
Sec7lacrditio!,on 7;& Set. 842. k h ~  of h 

Set. 713. AlternatIw 
S reform initiative to other locations. &. 843. Au$ority for 1 

damn under 
k 714. brl(b sa rmtwor~r"!$%!,"i"&on o f V i i  
set. 716. htIw mmnhvee under the Comhnated Can, TITLE II[--DEPL 
8L 716. Bu. 1011 F ' e d e r ~ a l  uisition Regulation for -- deli- 

dre.mbmmment 

subtitle C-Otber Matterr &. 901. Re r to f thec  
Sec 721. Correction of omhion in delay of increase of C W S  d e d d l e s  rr orthe ~ r m e d  

latad to Operation Deeert Storm. see. 902. Limitation re 
Sec. 722. Military health care for rsom reliant on M t h  care faciltim a t  beeee chayman OR 

being dosed or Sec. 903. Sense of Cong 
See, 723. Comprehemive study of the military medical m rylrtem. Corps. 
Sec 724. Annual beneficiary rurvey. Sec. 904. National Guarc 
Sec. 725. Study on riskdmrbg contra& for health m. 
Sec. 7% of a m   amkg kg W t h  ca~s policy for the u n i t o d  rnrvice~. 8 

= ~ - 0 N  POLICY, ACQrnITION MANAGEaXENT, AND 
I &X.911.ViceChairman 

RELATQ)IIMTrERS Subtith 
, Subtitle A-Acqui~ition Auttance ProgrpllU &X. 921. A plication of c 

I fknx!8 staff C 
Sec 801. Cdfieation and amendment of twtb U07. Sec. 922. Plan reg 

I 
Sec. 802. RO&M relatiw to am& dhdvpntaged b w  and amall bwi- , name. 

component o 
See. 923. Foreign Langua 

Sec. 803. Funding for defense maear& by hirt~rically black col lqp  and univer- 
ritiea. 

Set. 804. Certi6cate of competency 3u i r ema t s .  Sec. 931. c e f i c a t i o ~  n 
Sec 806. Teat pro$ram for negottatmn of comprehensive d bus- 6 I Opemtaons ant 

806. EZZ~ ~ " t " , ~  of mn+mcting h r  printing-mhted for 
mand 

I Sec. 932. Study of joint d~ + Department of fensa, 
Sec. 807. Pdot Mentor-Pmtege .- Set. 933. Jomt duty ned 
Sec 808. codscation d 

Shield and D ~ E  
provuion dating to rubcontrecting with CB* 

I 
&. 934. CINC Initiative 

I 
nonprofit a g e m y  Set. 935. organhation of 1 

I Subtitle B-hquiaition b h m g a m n t  Improvement 
See. 936. Grade of eew 

I Sec. 937. Report on assign 
1 Sec. 811. Expawion and ertemion of authority under m&r defenee acquisition 

P* program. 
TIT: 

Sec 8U. Aequis1tion work for^^ im rovement. 
9ec 813. Certif+ition of contract &ms. S 

Sec 814. Deadkna for report on righb in technical data ragulatiom. Sec. 1001. Traaafer nutho! 
See. 816. Requirement to establhh e.ingle point of contact for information concern- " &c. 1002. Defense 

ing parsons convicted of def-ntract related felon&. h. 1003. Treatment "'Yb 0 

k 816. Extamion of program for we of mastar w n t a  for prommment of ad- - 1004. Additional- 
vipDcv and assis*. services. See. 1006. Clarification of 1 

Sec 817. Mqpr deferue acqulll~twn program reporb. &c. 1006. Incorporation of 
See, 818. Allowable costa. 1 

k. 819. Adviso'y and aseistance e e ~ c e s  for operational teet and evduation. Subtitle B 

i Sac. 820. Regdataom relating to rubetantial &angee in the participation of a mili- Sec 1011. East k t  born( 
tary department in a joint acqubition &. 1012. Limitation on ow 

9. 821. Competitive pmbtrping requirement tr?%%opmnt of luja & f e w  See. 1013. Navy coun 
I I acquisition pmgrarrm. ~ e c .  1014. M e r  of=- &. 1015. Report on ~ m p l  
I I 8ubtitle C-Other Mottern See. 1016. Repeal of ~ u i r  

Set. 831. Repeal of procurement limitation on typewritem. in Navy yarde. 
See. 832. Procurement limitation on ball b e a r d  and roller bearin@. 
Sec. 833. Reetriction on pureham of mnobw Sub 

Set. 834. -t of parsono con- OEiudulent of %fade in Americaw &. 1021. Procurement of 8 

laheh. ~ e e .  1022. Modification of F 
Set. 836. Prohibition on urchase of United S t a b  defenw wntraetom by entitiw &. 1023. Report on obligai 

oootrolled by &reign gove-ent.. &. 1024. National bfe- 
See. 836. Prohibition on award of esrtain Department of Defeme and Departmsnt 

of Energy mntractr to companies 04 by M entity contmlled by a for- Subtitle D--n 
I eipa government. &. 1031. ~evitalization of 
I 
I 
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!EEE2*Exs. See. 837. Defense Production Act Amendmente. 
ted dependentu. 

See. 838. Improved national defense control of technology divemiom overseas. 
k. 839. Limitation on eale of essete of certain defenee contractor. 

meat &. &U). Advance notification of contract performance outside the United Statee. 
k. 841. Acquisition fellowship pro am. 

'US. h. 842. ~ u r c ~ a s e  of lan pe&um products. 
initiative ta other locatione. a. W. Authority f o x  Department of Defense to ehare equitably the wets of 

chima under international annamenta cooperation program8. 

TITLE IX-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ORGANIZATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

Subtitle A-Roles and Mianiolu 
&. 801. R e  r t  of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on roles and mimione 

opthe b d  PO-. dedu&blb*. 
gf 802. Limitation re d n g  submission of the rdu and mimaiom report of the 

Chairman o h e  Joint Chiefs of Staff. cam at - 
~ e c .  903. of 00-e on cooperation between the h y  and the .vine 

m m .  Corpe. 
Sec. 904. National Guard and renerve component operational support airlift study. 

~ ~ u n i f o r m e d m r v i ~ .  , Subtitle B-Joint C h i e b  of S M  

f AND Sec. 911. Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Subtitle C-Protemional Militorg Education - Set. 921. A plication of definition of principal oourae of inatruetion a t  the Armed 
Forcee s t a n h u e  . 

Sec. 922. Plan reg pm!ssional military education test program for reserve 
and small bumi- , compon%- of the b y .  

Sec. 923. Foreign Language Canter of the Defense Language Institute. 
and univer- Subtitle D-other M a t h  

i~ 4 b m  ab- 1 Sec. 931. Certificatiom relating ta the Aae.iit+t Secre of Defenee for Special 
Operatiom and Low Intamty Conhct and the pecial Operatiom Com- 

in--related re* for 
mad. 

T 
Sec. 932. Study of joint duty requirements. 
Sec. 933. Joint duty credit for certain duty performed during Operatiom Desert 

bM with certain 
Shield and Deaert Storm. 

See. 934. CINC Initiative Fund. 
Sec. 935. Organization of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. 

Proveunent Sec. 936. Grade of certain commandern of epecial operatiom forcee. 
Sec. 937. Report on assignment of special operations forces. 

nnjor defelloe acquisition 
lTIZE X-GENERAL PaOVISIONS 

Subtitle A-Financial MaUem 
gulationa Sec. 1001. Tranefer authority. 
for information a,-- i Sec 1002. Defense buvt ing .  
i f* Sec 1003. Treatment o certain “M" account obli atiom. 
ib far P-nt of ad- & 1004. Additional W i t i o n  authority dosing appropriation nccountu. 

Sec. 1006. Clarification of m p e  of authorizabom. 
Sec. 1006. Incorporation of classified annex. 

and evaluation. Subtitle B--Naval VBUBI. and Related Matterr 
a puticipation of a mili- Sec. 1011. Eaet Coae.t homeport for nuclear-powered aircraft d e m .  

Sec. 1012. Limitation on overeeae ehip repairs. 
P m t  of aqbr defense Sec. 1013. Navy mine countermeasure progam. 

Sec. 1014. Transfer of certain vest+. 
Sec. 1015. Report on compliance w t h  domestic ship repair law. 
Sec. 1016. Repeal of requirement for construction of combatant and escort vessele 

in Navy yards. 
r bevingk Subtitle C-Fpst Sealift Program 
4 of "Made in Am- Sec. 1021. Procurement of ehipe for the Faat Seal% Program. 

See. 1022. Modification of Faet SeaIii Program. ' Qllltmcbm by enti* Sec. 1023. Report on obliiatiom for etrategic d. 
Sec. 1024. National Defense Sealift Fund. e- a d  Department 

mGb Q ) I I ~ ~ I  a fw- Subtitle &Defense Maritime Lopistical Besdineu 
Sec. 1031. Revitalization of United Statee shipbuilding indumtry. 
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subtitle E-COupbr-DNg Actidtiem Sec. 1114. Noncox 
Sec 1041. M+itional rupport for equnter-dq activitiea. Sec. 1116. Initial r 
Set. 1042. Maurtenance and operahon of equpment. Sec. 1116. Minimu 
Sec 1043. Counter detection and momtoring eysterrm Ian. Sec. 1117. Medical 
Sec laU. b m i o 3 a u t h o r i t y  to -fer exma d property. Sec. 1118. Dental 
Sec 1046. Pilot outrescb p,vgmm to redug d e m a n f i o ? ~  drugs Sec. 1119. Combat 

Sec. 1120. Urn of c 
Subtitle F-Technical and Clerical Amendmentr. Subtil 

Sec 1061. Reorganization of section 101 definitions. 
Sec 1052. Miscellaneous amendments to title 10, United Statee Code. Set. 1121. Depl0y~ 
Sec 1053. Amendments to Public Law 102190. Sec. 1122. Inspectl 
Sec 1064. Amendments to other lawe. 
See. 1056. Coordination with other pmvieiom of Act. 

Subtitle C-C~I 
Sec. 1131. Active c 

Subtitle G-hnendmentr to the Uniform Code of Military Justice Sec. 1132. Rain i~ 
Sec 1061. C+f judge of ;the Court of Military A 
Sec. 1062. h t m m e n t  of J U W  of the Court of hfc ~ ~ p e a h  
Sec 1063. Jeediction regarding offennee committed dunng pehode of prior eerv- 

Ice. 
Sec 1064. P~tponement  of confinement. 
Sec 1066. Sentencing a t  rehearings. 
Sec 1068. Amendments to punitive e m .  TITLE XII-sul 
Sec 1067. Effective date. 

Subtitle H-Othsr Matterm Sec. 1201. Extensic 
See. 1202. Authori: 

Sec 1071. Uee of aitcrep +dent inwtigation reports. Sec. 1203. Authori: 
Sec 1072. SUMM~ notdicahon and accees to reporta relating to eervice members Sec. 1204. Relation 

who die. 
Sec 1073. Mmiseion of avilians ae rtudenta at  the United Statee Naval Post- Subti 

graduate S+mL 
Sec 1074. Re@ of certau~ pprting requirement. Sec. 1211. Supplen 
Sec 1075. l h t n c b o n  on obhgabon of funds for new mueeums. TITLE Xm-MA 

Sec 1301. Oversea 
Sec. 1302. Oversea 
Sec. 1303. Reductic 

rope. 
Sec 1301. Reporta 
See. 1305. Burdenu 

Subtitb B-ikmp 

mas. 
See. 1083. Senm of Congrena regarding the time limitatiom for eoneideration of 

military demratiom and a w d .  
Sec 1084 Sense of Con- relating to award of the Navy expeditionary medal to 

DoohttJe h d e m  Subtitle C M s  
See. 1086. Senee of Congmm regarding award of the Purple Heart to members 

killed or wounded in action b Madl fira. Sec. 1321. Nudear 
Sec 1086. Study of effecta of Operatiom 6ese1-t ~ L e l d  and Desert Storm mobiliza- Sec 1322. Voluntee 

tions of reservw and memben of the National Guard who were mlf- 
employed or ownerr of amall busin-. Subtitle %Matt 

Subtitle I-Youth Service Opprtunitiem 
See. 1091. National Guard avilian youth opportamitiea pilot program. Sec 1332. Pmhibiti 
Sec 1092. Civil+ Community Cow. arab In 
Set 1093. Goodmation of p 
Sec 1094. Other programs o ~ $ m m i a a i o n  on National and Community Service. Subti 
Sec 1096. Limitation on obligation of funds. Sec 1341. United h 

TITLE I ( I - 4 R M Y  GUARD COMBAT REF'ORM INITIATIVE * Sec. 1342. Support ' 

Sec 1101. Short title. Subtitle F- 

Subtitle A-Deployability EnhPPcsment. ' Sec. 1351. Prohibiti: Phl 
Sec 1111 bfinimum rcen of prior active-duty m m L  Sec. 1352. Fore~gn r 
~ e c  1112: service in ~ l m A ? L m e  in lieu o f d d u t g  amvice. Sec. 1353. E x t e ~ i o t  
Sec 1113. Re%w of officar promotiom by ~~ of d t e d  active duty 

umt. 
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h a  Sec. 1114. Noncommieeioned officer education uirements. 
Sef. 1116. Initial entry trainin and nondeployze rsonnel account. 
Set. 1116. Minimum physical feployability e t a a d  
Sec. 1117. Medical aseasements. 
See. 1118. Dental readinese of membem of early deploying unite. 
Sec. 1119. Combat unit training. 
Sec. 1120. Urn of combat simulators. 

sndmenta Subtitle -ent of N a t i d  Guard Capability 

3 t a h  Code. 
See. 1121. Deployability rating ryetern. 
Sec. 1122. Inspections. 

Subtitle C--Compatibility of G d  Unit. with Active Component Unit. 
Sec. 1131. Active duty aseociate unit responsibility. 

~f Military Jutica See. 1132. Tmhing compatibility. 
Set. 1133. Syeteme compatibility. 

Q*. 
See. 1134. Equipment compatibility. 

mg periode of prior eerv- g w n t  phnniy3 reforp. Sec. 1135. Deplo 
Sec. 1136. C p l ~  cabon for pnor-mmm enlistment bonus. 
Sec. 1137. tudy of implementation for d reeerve componente. 

TITL& XII--SUPPLEMENTAL AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 
Subtitle &-Operation Storm 

Sec. 1201. Extension of ru plemental a ~ h h t i 0 ~  for @Emition Desert Storm. 
) 8L 1202. Authorization of apPpriatiom for !%cal year 1992. 

Sec. 1203. Authorization of appropriations for fiecal year 1993. 
*ti% to eervim ~ ~ m b e r n  Sec. 1204. Relationship to other authorizations. 

nited Statee Naval Poet- , Subtitle B-Hurricane Andrew md Typhoon Omar 
See. 1211. Supplemental authorization of appropriatiom for fiecal year 1992. 

~~1111. TITLE LDm-MATIERS RELATING TO ALLIES AND OTaEa NATIONS 

ain em loyeen who moved Subtitle A-3- 
and 8epartment of De- 

il 16, 1991. 8s 1301. Ove- basing activities. 
br ormporary Fw em- Sec. 1302. Overeeae military end stre 

Sec. 1303. &duction in the a u t h o z n d  13trength for military pemnnel in Eu- 
M M .civil VM under ropa. 
Mectron mth the Armed Sec. 1304. Reporta on overeeae basing. 

Sec. 1306. Burdensharing contributions by Kuwait. 
data  ) Subtitle E-Cooperative Agreements nnd Other Mattem Co-rning Wr - j Sec. 1311. Cooperative military airla agreements. 

Sec. 1312. Coo rative agreements with alliee. 
h -dsrptiOn of Sec. 1313. AU&&~ for goveme?t  of Oman to receive e s ~ s e  defense articles. 

.:,: >pa-, . Sec. 1314. Report on poeeible revielons to the North Atlant~c Treaty. 
rparpeditionarg ** * ,**.:'? llmdal to i Subtitle C M a t t e m  Relating to the Former Soviet Union and l k t e r n  
Ilapl?-.tollwmbed1(1 j E-pe ' Sec. 1321. Nuclear weapons reduction. 
'hk*&orm eh- k 1311. Volunt rn  hvesting in Peace and Security OIIP8) program. ~ I Q u u d w h o w e r e ~ ~ -  - ,y r l ~ a f r  a' Subtitle D-Mattem Relating to the Middle East nnd Permian Gulf Begion 

dtk- Sec. 1331. Re r t  on the U ~ t e d  Stah  strategic poeture in the Middle Eant and 

$mp. i 
Ernian Gulf regroa 

See. 1332. Prohibition on contracting with entities that comply with the eeeondary 
arab boycott of Israel. 

~dcoamuni ty&rvice .  - Subtitle E-International PeoceLeepiug Activitir 
Sec. 1341. Unitad Nations peacekeeping and enforcament report. 

Uml'I 'IATIVE See. 1342. Support for peacekeeping activities. 

Subtitle F--Overse~. Operation and Maintenancb Activities 
lent8 See. 1351. Prohibition on payment of severance pay to certain foreign national8 in 
tnal. the Philippines. 

Sec. 1352. Foreign severance wets. 
roervim. Sec. 1363. Extension of overeeae workload program. 
f W t e d  active duty 

Subtitle G-Other M a t h  
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~ e c  1361. Study of providing forward presence of naval forcm during peacetime. See. 1809. Restric 
&c. 1362. Permanent authority to pay certain expensee of p e r e o ~ e l  of developing See. 1810. Liabilil 

countriea for attendance a t  bilateral or regional cooperation con- Set 1811. Boolrs I 

ferencee. Sec. 1812. Audit c 
Sec 1369. Report on proliferation of military-based ~teUitse. Set 1813. Annual 
Sec 1364. Report pn international I+ clearing effort. in rn- mtuat io~ .  See. 1814. h r v ~  
Sec 1366. L n n d m ~ ~  a p o r t  moratonum. Sec. 1816. Tax- 

Sec. 1816. Termir 
TITLE XIV--DEBXLlTARlZATION OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION Sec. 1817. Definit 

Subtitle A-Short Title Subtit 
Sec 1401. Short title. Sec. 1821. Recogn 

Subtitle &Finding# and proorOm Authority 
See. 1822. Powerr 
Sec. 1823. Objectr 

See. 1411. Demilitarization of the independent stater, of the former Soviet Union. Sec 1826. service 
Set. 1412. Authority for program8 to facilitate demilitarization. Sec. 1825. Membr 

Sec. 1826. Board 4 

Subtitle CAdminis t ra t ive  and Funding Authoritiem Sec. 1827. Officer 

Sec 1421. Administration of demilitarization programs. 
See. 1828. h h i b  
Set. 1829. Reetric 

Subtitle D-Reporting Requirement. Set. 1830. Liabilil 
Sec 1831. Booke < 

Sec 1431. Prior notice to Congreen of obligation of funds. Sec 1832. Audit c 
Sec 1432. Quarterly reporb on p q m n u .  Sec 1833. Annua 

Subtitle W o i n t  Rewar& and Development P r o m  
Sec 1834. h r v  
8ec. 1835. Tax-ext 

Sec 1441. Programr with states of the former Soviet Union. See. 1836. Exdue 
See. 1837. Termir 

TITLE XV-NONPROLIFERATION Sec 1838. Definit 
Sec 1601. Short title. 
Sec 1602. Senseofco 

DIVISION 
Sec 1603. Report on r & e n t  of Defense and Department of Energy non- See. 2001. Short t 

proliferation activitieu. 
Sec 1504. Nonproliferation technology initiative. 
Sec 1605. International nonproliferation initiative. Sec 2101. Author 

TITL& XVI-IRAN-IRAQ ARMS NON-PROUFERA'IION ACT OF 1998 
Set. 1601. Short title. 
Sec 1602. United Statea licy. 
~ e c  1 6 0 ~  ~pplic8tion of certain mmctiom. 
Sec 1604. Sanctlonn agauwt certain 
Sec 1605. sanctione against certain Klo&counw. 
Sec 1606. Waiver. 
Sec 1607. Re rting requirement. 
Sec 1608. DeKtiOM. 

Sec 2201. Author 
Sec 2202. Family 

'LTFLE X M m  DEMOCRACY ACT OF 1998 See. 2203. Improt 
Sec 2204. Author 

Sec 1701. Short title. Sec 2206. Power 
See. 1702. Findings. Sec 2206. R e v h  
See. 1703. Statement of policy. Sec 2207. Defene 
Sec 1704. International coo ration. Sec. 2208. M i l i b  
Sec 1705. Support for the 8 b a n  people. 
Sae. 1706. sanctions. 
Sec 1707. Policy toward a transitional Cuban government. 
Sec 1708. Policy toward a democratic Cuban government. 

8ec 2301. Author 

See. 1709. Exieting claime not a f f d  
Sec. 2302. Familj 
Sec 2303. Imprm 

See. 1710. Enforcement. Sec 2304.-Author 
Sec 1711. Definition. See. 2305.. Child I 
See. 1712. Earective date. 

TITLE XVIII-FEDERAL CHAaTERS FOR PATRIOTIC ORGANIZATIONS Set. 2306. Autho~ 
Sec 2307. Author 

Subtitle A-MilimOrder of the World Warm See. 2308. Terrnir 

Sec 1801. Recognition ae corporation and grant of Federal charter. 
Sec 1802. Powera 
Sec 1803. Objecb and pupoeee. Sec 2401. Author 

Sec 1804. service of proceee. See. 2402. Energ) 
Sec 1806. Membership. See. 2403. Author 
Sec 1806. Board of dire&Orn. 
Sec 1807. Oflicem of corporatioh . . TITLE3 

Sec 1808. Fkhibition egainet dwnmmation. 



' ACT OF 1998 
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Sec. 2501. Authorized NATO construction and land acquisition projects. 
Sec. 2502. Authornation of appropriations, NATO. 

TITLZ XKVI--GUARD AND RESERVE FORCES FACILITIES 
Sec. 2601. Authorized Guard and Reserve construction and land acquisition 

pro'&. 
Sec. 2602. Air $ational Guard construction, Truax Field, Wisconsin. 
Sec. 2603. Nataonal Guard Armory, Virginia. 
Sec. 2604. Reductions in certain prior year authorizations of appropriations for Air 

F o r e  Reserve military construction projects. 

TITLE XXS'II-EXPIRATION AND EXTENSION OF AUTHORIZATIONS 
Sec. 2701. Expiration of authorizations and amounts required to be specified by 

law. 
Sec. 2702. Extension of authorizations of certain fiscal year 1990 projects. 
Sec. 2703. Effective date. 

TlTLE xxVm4ENERAL PROVISIONS 

Subtitle A-Military Comtruction Program and Military Family Housing 
ChePO- 

Sec. 2801. Promotion of energy sa a t  military installations. 
Sec. 2802. Authority to construct re=ment family housing units. 

Subtitle B--Defenw Base Closure and Realignment 
Sec. 2821. Use of proceeds of the transfer or disposal of commissary store and other 

facilities and property. 
Set. 2822. Demonstration project for the use of a national relocation contractor to 

assist the Department of Defense. 
Sec. 2823. Change in date of report of Comptroller General to Congress and De- 

fense Base Closure and Realignment commission. 
See. 2824. Availability of certain Federal ~ r o w r t y  for aodication for use to assist - -  - - - 

the homeless. 
Sec. 2825. Revision of requirementsrelati to budget data on base closures. 
Sec. 2826. Consideration of community a%ty to comwte for the relocation of fi- 

nance and a m u n  activities. - 
Sec. 2827. Overseas Military ~%ity lnvestment Recovery h u n t ,  

Subtitle C-Land ~ c t i o n s  
Sec. 2831. Modification of land exc San Diego, California. 
Sec. 2832. Land acquisition and s e ,  Myrtle Beach Air Force Base and 

Poinaett Weapons Range. South Carolina. 
Sec. 2833. Land conveyance, Pittsbur h, Pennsylvania. 
Sec. 2834. LYUg of property, Naval &I ply Center, Oakland, California. 
Sec. 2835. Grant of easement a t  Naval R r  Station. Miramar, San Diego, California. 
Sec. 2836. Land conveyance, Naval Reserve Center. Santa Barbara, California. 
Sec. 2837. Land conve ance, Forest Glen Annex, Walter Reed Army Medical Cen- 

ter, ~ a r y L n d .  
Sec. 2838. Land conveyance. Williams Air Force Base. AriEona. 
Sec. 2839. Modification of land exchange. Burlington. Vennont. 
Sec. 2840. Conveyance of waste water treatment lant, Fort Ritchie, Maryland. 
Sec. 2841. Acquisition of interesta in land, ~ a v a f ~ a d i o  Station, Jim Creek, Wash- 

9s 2842. &&y conveyance, Naval Station Fkget Sound. Everett. Wash- 
ington. 

Sec. 2843. Conveyance of Hastings +dar Bomb Scoring Site, Nebraska. 
Sec. 2844. Land conveyance, Abbede,  Alabama 
Sec. 2845. Extension of time in which to enter into lease a t  Hunters Point Naval 

Shipyard. San Francieco, California. 
Sec. 2846. Ternnation of lease and sale of facilities. Naval &serve Center. At- 

lanta. Georgia. 
Sec. 2847. Land conveyance, Fort CMffee, Arkansas. 
Sec. 2848. Modification of land conveyance, Fort A.P. Hill Military Reservation, 

_Virginia. 

Subtitle D--Other Matters 
Sec. 2851. Clarification of authority to lease non-excess property: 
Sec. 2852. Storage of hazardous materials on arsenal property in conjunction with 

third-party contracts. 
Sec. 2853. Report on continued military need for Bellows Air Force Station, Hawaii. 

Sec. 2854. Prohibit] 
Calver 

Sec. 2855. Technics 
Systen 

W. 2856. Homeow 
drew. 

DMSION G 
A m n ~  

TITLE MW- 

Subtitle 
Sec. 3101. Weaponf 
Sec. 3102. New pro 
Sec. 3103. Envirom 
Sec. 3104. Nuclear 
Sec. 3105. Funding 

Sec. 3121. Reprogr~ 
Sec. 3122. Limits o: 
Sec. 3123. Limits 0; 
Sec. 3124. Fund trr: 
Sec. 3125. Authorit 
Sec. 3126. Authorit 
Sec. 3127. Funds a. 

Energ. 
Sec. 3128. Availabi 

Sec. 3131. Use of fi 
menta: 

Sec. 3132. Departm 
Sec. 3133. Nuclear 
Sec. 3134. Reports * 
Sec. 3135. Teehnolc 
Sec. 3136. Expaneic 
Sec. 3137. Study of 

Subtitle D- 
Sec. 3161. Ne tiat 
Sec 3152. ~ u g o r i t  
Sec. 3163. Develop! 
Sec. 3154.  product^, 

Sec. 3161. De artm 
$an. 

Sec. 3162. Program 
-an 

Sec. 3163. Defmho 

Sec. 3201. Authoriz 
Sec. 3202. Nuclear 

mL1 

Sec. 3301. efinitio 
Sec. 3302. D~sposal 

f e w  E 
Sec. 3303. Use of bc 
Sec. 3304. Dewsit 

pile. 



eitinn nrniprtn =&,- 2854. F'rohibition on commercial develooment of Calverton Pine Barrens. 

"' .... Y .Y..U Uq..'~'".".. . 

i 
drew. 

Wisconsin. DMSION &DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY NATIONAL SECURITY 
d appropriations for Air ] AUTHORIZATIONS AND OTHER AUTHORIZATIONS 

TITLE XKKI-DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY NATIONAL SECURITY 
? AUTHORIZATIONS PROCRAMS 
q u i d  to be specified by 1 Subtitle A-National Security Programs Authorizations I 

Subtitle B--Recurring General Provieiom 

Subtitle C--Other Matters 

omia. 
ch Air Force Base and 

tion purposes. 

Subtitle %International F i ~ i l e  Material and Warhead Control 

Keea A m y  Mmcal Gen- I Subtitle E--Defense Nuclear Workers 
'am. Sec. 3161. Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities work force restructuring 

TITLE XXXII-NUCLEAR SAFETY 

Subtitle A-Modernization Pronram 
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rule for 1993 report on dockpile requirements. E ZE: =Ling menciments. 
Sec. 4222. Commerci 

Subtitle B-Programmatic Changea 

ment. 
Sec. 4228. Overseas 

Sec 3 3 s .  Authorized p u r p e a  for expondikuacl i h m  the National D e f m  StocL- nancial 
ile Tmmchon Fund. 

Sec 3314. &ket Impact Committee Subtitle D-Defi 
Sec 3315. Clarification of the s t o c ~ ~ i i e  atatxu of certain materials. Extension, and Defi 

TITLEXXXW-CIVILDEFENSE Sec. 4231. National l Sec. 4232. Defense a1 
Sec. 3401. Authorization of appropriations. Sec. 4233. Manufact1 

TITLE SXXV-PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION 
Sec. 4234. Defense dl 
Sec. 4235. Defense Ir 

Sec. 3601. Short title. Sec. 4236. Defense PI 
Sec. 4237. Small Bur 

Subtitle A-Annual Authoc&tion f e w .  
Sec 3Sll. Authorization of expenditures. Sec. 4238. Defense m 

Sec. 4239. Industrial 

Subtitle E 

Subtitle B-Compoeition and DMution  of Commiuion Subtitle F- 

Sec. 9521. Coeb of diseolution. Sec. 4271. Conformir 
Sec. 9522. Recommendations by M i n t  on changee ta Panama Canal Commis- Sec. 4272. Funding f 

1993. 

DMSION D-DEF'ENSE CONVERSION, -, AND Sec. 4301. Expansion 
TRANSITION ASSISI'ANCE menta fi 

Sec. 4001. Short title. 

TITLE XLI-FINDINCS 
Sec. 4101. Findhgn. 

TITLE --DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTaUL BASE, 
BE-, AND CONVERSION 

Sec. 4305. Communit 
velopme 

Subtitle A--PurpcH and EstabLthment of New Chapter in Title 10 See. 4306. Report re1 
nated ec 

Sec 4201. Pwposea. 
Sec 4202. Establishment of new chapter in title 10. TlTLE --PER' 
Sec. 4203. Definitions. 

Subtitle B-Defense Polidea and P h d n g  Co- National - Subtitle 
Technology and Induetrial Bple. aekrveatment, and C o n ~ i o n  

Sec. 4407. Improved 
Sec. 4408. Continued 

Subtitle 
See; 4411; F d u  
Sec. 4412. Member 01 
Sec. 4413. Reetrictior 

Subtitle C-Programs for Development, Application, and Support of Dual- Sec. 4414. Traneition 
UM Techmlogiea Sec. 4415. Inapphcab 

Sec. 4221. Defense dual-we critical ~ 1 o g y  partnerships. Sec. 4416. Force redu 
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e requirements. 1 See. 4222. Commercial-military integration partnerships. 
Set. 4223. Regional technolop alliances ass~stance program. *. 4224. Encoura ement o technology transfer. 

ia Changes &. 4225. O F e  of%echnology Transit~on. 
&. 4226. Mihtary-Civilian Inte ation and Technolo Transfer Advisory Board. -I)i1e llUBntitiee wtabw Set. 4227. Office of Foreign ~ e g n s e  Critical ~ e c h n & ~  Monitoring and Assess- 

ment. Ilefenw s-e Set. 4228. Overseas Foreign Critical Technology Monitoring and Assessment Fi- 
h m  the National Defaare Stock- nancial Assistance Program. 

Subtitle D-Defense Manufacturing Technology, Dual-Use Assistance 
artah m a t e a .  Extension, and  Defense Supplier Base Enhancement and Support Programs 

IEFENSE Sec. 4231. National Defense Manufacturing Technology Program. ii Sec. 4232. Defense advanced manufacturing technology partnerships. 
Sec. 4233. Manufacturing extension programs, 
Sec. 4234. Defense dual-use ass~stance extens~on program. 

L COMMISSION 1, Set. 4235. Defense Industrial Reserve. 
Sec. 4236. Defense procurement technical assistance program. 
Set. 4237. Small Business Innovation Research Program in the Department of De- 

mrkption fense. 
Sec. 4238. Defense manufacturing e rts in the classroom. 
Sec. 4239. Industrial diversificationranning for defense contractors. 

Subtitle E--De.fenae Advanced Research Projects Agency 
19" and impLementine Sec. 4261. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. 

lution of C o n m i n i o n  Subtitle F 4 o n f o r m i n g  Amendments and  Funding Matters 
Sec. 4271. Conforming amendments. - to panama c d  Sec. 4272. Funding for defense manufacturing education programs for fiscal year 

1993. 
0- to Panama Canal Commis- TITLE XLIII-COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

AND YOUTH SERVICE PROGRAMS 
4 -* AND Sec. 4301. Expansion of adjustment assistance available to States and local govern- 
PANCE ments from the Office of Economic Adjustment. 

Sec. 4302. Pilot project to improve economic adjustment planning. 
&. 4303. Report on alternatives to present priority for transfer of excess defense 

NGS supplies to State and local governments. 
Sec. 4304. Limitation on use of excess construction or fire equipment from Depart- 

ment of Defense stocks in foreign assistance or military sales pro- 
AND INDUS'XWAL BASE, grams, 

INVERSION 
Sec. 4305. Community economic adjustment assistance through the Economic De- 

velopment Adminietrahon. 
of New Chapter  in Title 10 Sec. 4306. Report relating to continuing health benefits coverage of certain termi- 

nated employees of defense contractors. 

LO. TITLE XLN-PERSONNEL ADJUSTMENT, EDUCATION, AND TRAINNC 
PROGRAMS 

4 Concmahg National Subtitle A-Active F o m  Tronaition Enhancementa 
~ t P a P t ( . O d C o a ~  Sec. 4401. Im rovement in preseparation counseling for members of the Armed 

national technology and indue- Rrces. 
lion. Sec. 4402. Authorization of temporary rate of basic pay applicable to certain mem- 
atrial Base Council. bers with over 24 years of service. 

Sec. 4403. Temporary early retirement authority. of the T=hnology and Induetrial Sec. 4404. Opportun~t for certain pereons to enroll in All-Volunteer Force Edu- 
a& Adjustment. cational Leistance Program. 
m defenee capability mmmnentu. , Sec. 4405. Authorized benefits under epecial separation benefits program and vol- 

untary separation incentive. 
le 'Ian and -' dafenee program ~ e c .  4406. Camation of annual payment of voluntary se aration incentive. - Sec. 4407. Improved conversion health policies s s  part oPtransitiona1 medical care. 

and ; h. 4408. Continued health coverage. 
Subtitle B4huu-d a n d  Reserve Transition Initiatives 

he national technology and indue- . Sec. 4411. Force reduction transition period defined. 
; Sec. 4412. Member of Selected Reserve defined. 

Sec. 4413. Restriction on reserve force reduction. 
Haition, and Support  of Dual- Sec. 4414. Transition Ian requirements. 
Y Sec. 4415. lnapplicabifity to certain discharges and transfers. 
Irtnerships. Sec. 4416. Force reduction period retirements. 
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Set. 4417. Retirement with 16 years of mrvice. 
Sec. 4418. Separation pay. 
See. 4419. Waiver of continued oervice requiredent for certain -mints for Mont- 

gomey GI bill benefita 
Sec. 4420. Commissary and e a h n g ~  privilegee. 
Sec. 4421. Appli.eability and tarmination of benefits. 
Sec. 4422. Rea&utment benefits for certain voluntarily mparated membem of the gram. 

reserve componenh. 
*. 4491. Ills-n 
& 4492. (h0dnat11 

Subtitle &Department of Defense Civilian Personnel Transition Set. 4493. Couneeliq 
&c. 4494. Idolmati0 

Initiatives &c. 4495. Authorizat 
Sec. 4431. Government-wide list of vacant p i t i o m .  & 4496. Time perio 
Sec. 4432. Temporary meaeuree to facilitate reemployment of certain displaced Sec. 4497. l're?tment 

vlded uric 
Federal em loyeee. 

Sec. 4433. Reduction-in-force notification requirements. 
Sec. 4434. Restoration of certain leave. 
Sec 4435. Skill training programe in the Department of Defenm. Sec. 4601. Budget det 
Sec. 4436. S e p t i o n  pay. SEC. 3. CONGRESS1 
See. 4437. ThnR aavmga plan benefita of employees mparated by a r e d d o n  in 

force. For purposes 
Sec. 4438. Continued health benefih. committeet3" mf%~ 

Subtitle D--Defense Effort. to Believe Bhortagm of Elementary and Committees on A 
8econdary School TePchen d Teachem' A i h  resentativee. 

Sec. 4441. Teacher and teacher's side placement prugram for mparated membem of SEC. 4. GENERAL Ll 
the Armed Forces. Notwithetand 

amount authorize 
the pmvieiona of 
amount authorize 
the proviaiona of- 

Subtitle &Environmental Education and IELBtraidng ProVi.iop. (1) divisio 
Sec 4451. Environmental scholarship and fellowBhip program for the Department (2) divisio 

of Defense. (3) divisio 
Sec. 4462. Grants to i n s t i t u t i o ~  of higher education to provide training in environ- 

mental restoration and hacafdoua waste management. 

Subtitle F 4 b  T d n h g  and Employment oad Educational Opportunities 
Sec. 4461. Improved coordination of job training and placement prograrrm for mem- 

bem of the Armed Forps. 
See. 4462. Encouragement for cont~nuing public and community service. 
See. 4463. Pmpm of educational leave relating to continuing public and ammu- 

mty d c e .  
Sec. 4464. early retirement retired pay for public or community mrvice. sub 
8k 4466. WT adjptment wbtance, ~d em loyment se- for die.- 

charged mhtary personuel, termmated c&fenee employcxs, and die- 8EC. 101. AIL116Y. 
pla* emplo ees of defense cpntracbm. 

~ e c .  -. Partimpation ofdischarged d t m y  parsomel in up& bound projee*l 

(4) For an 

Sec. 4470. Defense contractor requirement to lint mitable employment ope- 
(6) For otl 

with local employment service office. BEC. 10% NAW AND 
Sec. 4471. Notice requirements upon proposed and actual termination or subetan- 

tial reduction m defense programs. 
Sec 4472. Study to determine the dislocatbn effects of current and t u t m  redue 

tiom in spen&ng for the national defense. 
Sec. 4473. Treatment of certain provisione of law upon transfer of amounts pm- 

vided under this Act. 

Subtitle G--Semce Memben Occupational Convenion and RPiPinq 
See. 4481. Short title. 
Sec 4482. Findinp and purposes. 
k. 4483. Definihona. 
k. 4484. Establishment of program. 
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h. 6185. Eligibilit for program; period of training. 
h. 4486. ~ ~ ~ r o v a ? o f  employer pmgrmu. 

rtab reaerviab for Mont- h. 4.487. Paymenb to employere; overpayment. 
set. 4468. Entry .hto roeam of 
b. m. h v m o n  oFtrunuy ti% =tiPnal i~titytiona. &. 4490. Dimomtinuance of a p p r o 2 o f  prtmpat~on UI certain employer pro- 

eparated membem of the grrunr- &. 4491. kupection of records' investigations. 
See. 4492. coodiqtion with otber pmgrmu. 

mnnd Tmuuition 
Sec. 4493. Couawllng. &. (494. Information and o u m  we of agency reeoureea. &. 4495. Authorization of appropriations. &. 4496. Time periods for application and initiation of t r  
Set. 4497. Trentment of ce- provbiorm of law upon W i r  of amounts pro- 

ent of certain dieplaced * vided under thh Act. 

TFIZE XLV-BUDGET 
&. 4601. Budget determination by the Director of OMB. 

3fk4fenee. 
SEC. 8. CONGRFSSIONAL DEFENSE CO- DEFINED. 

uated by a reduction in For  purpose^ of this Act, the term "congressional defense 
committees" meana the Committees on Armed Services and the 

dElemeatuy.nd Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and House of Rep- 
r J A h a  resentativee. 
'or mparated membem of SEC. 4. GENEBAL LIMlTATION. 

1 for termbated defenm Notwithetanding any other provision of this Act, the total 
amount authorized to be appropriated for fiscal ear 1993 under 

I for dirpkced acientkb the provisions of this Act ie $274,121,787,000, o 1 which the total 
amount authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 1993 under 
the provisions of- 

lkrinqProvid01u (1) division A is $253,654,264,000; 
w for the Department (2) division B is 8,389,833,000; and 

(3) division C is 12,077,690,000. 
vide training in e n k -  
v t .  

f 
ational OppOrtPnlti~ 

DIVISION A-DEPARTMENT OF 
neat pmgramo tor mem- DEFENSE AUTHORIZATIONS 

mlvice. 2 public and commu- TITLE I-PROCUREMENT 

c or community service. Subtitle A--Funding Authorizations 
ment aervicea hr Or- 
we employees, and &- SEC. 101. ARMY. 

1 upward bound pro- Fun& are hereby authorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 
1993 for rocurement for the Army as follows: 

uirtance for dislocated 
CL 

&) For aircraft, $1,563,909,000. 
14 tarminated defenee (2) For missiles, $1,118,652,000. 
con-. (3) For weapons and tracked combat vehicles, $877,754,000. 
1pl-G job trainine, (4) For ammunition, $829,444,000. 
9 employment opanings 

(6) For other procurement, $3,129,462,000. 
8 E C . l o a N A v Y A N D ~ C O a p s .  

tannination or rubetan- (a) NAVY.-Funds are hereby authoriced to be appropriated 
rrent and tuture due- for fiscal year 1993 for procurement for the Navy as follows: 
mufer of amounb pro- 

(1) For aircraft, $6,899,395,000. 
(2) For wea ns $3,700 098,000. 

*ion md R.ipkrg 
(3) For shippuil&g and conversion, $5,958,663,000. 
(4) For other procurement, $5,660,684,000. 

(b) MARINE Co~~s.-Funds are hereby authorized to be a pro- 
priated for fiscal year 1993 for procurement for the Marine orps 
m the amount of $729,727,000. 
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P.O. Box 131 068 San Diego, CA 921 70-1 068 

May 17,1993 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
1700 North Moore Street 
Suite 1425 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 

Dear Chairman Courter: 

The Port of San Diego Ship Repair Assodation and other West Coast ship 
repair companies have a vital interest in the Commission's consideration of 
the Navy's BRAC '93 recommendations on naval shipyards, espeaally 
regarding Long Beach Naval Shipyard. Simply put, our survival hangs in 
the balance. 

America's private shipyards and ship repair facilities have always been an 
integral part of the Navy's ship repair and overhaul industrial base, and 
currently account for 37 percent of total Navy repair and overhaul activities. 
As such, private shipyards are an inseparable part of the Navy industrial 
base, and have a military value of their own. 

There are eight major privately-owned shipyards in the Port of San Diego. 
These eight yards, and their subcontractors, last year performed $363 million 
in ship repair work for the Navy with a workforce of 4,000. Most of that 
work was performed on Navy vessels that are homeported in San Diego. 
The Navy enjoys the benefits of robust competition between our yards, as 
well as our comprehensive range of technical capability. 

With the downsizing of the Navy fleet, the remaining volume of naval ship 
repair work in California will not support both the continued operation of 
Long Beach Naval Shipyard and the private repair yards in San Diego, Long 
Beach, and San Francisco. If you and your fellow Commissioners choose 
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not to put, and keep, Long Beach Naval Shipyard on the closure list, you 
will, in effect, be choosing to put our shipyards on the "off-budget" closure 
list. 

Closing private capacity in order to keep public capacity open would be 
unfortunate. Private ship repair is less costly, more flexible, and of equal or 
better quality when compared to work performed in public shipyards. West 
Coast private shipyards are very valuable militarily: most are more 
valuable militarily than Long Beach Naval Shipyard using the Navy's own 
methodology and criteria. 

We looked at the Navy's recommendations to you for 1993, and the analytic 
basis for those recommendations, and felt that supplemental analysis would 
be helpful to you and your staff. To that end, we commissioned Galland, 
Kharasch, Morse & Garfinkle, P.C. (GKMG) and BDM International, Inc., to 
undertake a comprehensive analysis of the Navy recommendations and to 
provide their findings to you. They only allowed us to determine the scope 
of the study: the rest represents their independent analysis. I am enclosing 
a copy of the study for your consideration. I understand that Sam Fairchild 
(from BDM and GKMG) and his colleagues have already begun to brief 
your staff on the results and their recommendations. 

I do not want to try to encapsulate the study's results here. I do want to 
emphasize two findings, however. 

The study found that the Navy's failure to include private shipbuilding 
capacity in its BRAC '93 analysis had a material effect on the analysis's 
results. Including that capacity makes Long Beach clearly expendable using 
the Navy's own methodology. 

The Navy, however, had recommended against closing Long Beach on the 
basis that keeping it open and fully functioning was the only way to 
accommodate emergent aircraft carrier drydocking needs. The study 
performed by GKMG identified two militarily superior alternatives for 
accommodating that need without resorting to keeping Long Beach open. 
GKMG recommends that the Navy keep Long Beach Naval Shipyard's 
Drydock #I in a certified, ready-for-use state to handle emergency and 
unscheduled repairs to carriers, and close the rest of the Shipyard. 
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We believe that the analysis is a fair representation of the facts before you 
and the other Commissioners. We certainly do not envy your position. In 
our view, however, the Commission has no choice but to place Long Beach 
on the closure list. It is necessary because of your charter. It is militarily 
the right thing to do. It is good policy. It represents a good deal for the 
taxpayer. And, it will keep those Navy families that are homeported in San 
Diego together much more since most of the vessels homeported in San 
Diego would also be repaired there. 

We would be pleased to meet with you to answer any questions you may 
have. GKMG and BDM have told us that they have made the same offer to 
your staff. 

Sincerely, 

Richard L. Grothen 
Resident 
Port of San Diego Ship Repair 

Association 
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)F CERTAIN AGTMTIES TO ROCK I 
ry of Defense shall ensure that the Sy 
~t Activity and the Depot Systems Com 
'sland Arsenal, Illinois, in accordance 
lated July 1, 1991, of the Defense 
!nt Commission established under se 
xse Closure and Realignment Act of 
Public Law 101510; 10 U.S.C. 2687 no 
)ply notwithstanding any other provis 
ndirectly affects such relocation. 

)N THE PERFORMANCE OF DEPOT- 
E OF MATERIEL 

tion 2466(a) of title 10, United States C 
ows: I 

Q IITATION.---(I) Except as provided in p a  
) f a  military department and, with res 
? Secretary of Defense, may not c o n t q  
)n-Federal Government personnel of mo4 
'epot-level maintenance workload for h 
? Defense Agency. 
he Army shall provide for the performance 
artment of Defense of not less than the 
Army aviation depot-level maintenance 

1993, 50 percent. 
1994. 55 percent. 

* 1995, 60 percent.". 
~ ~ ~ E ~ ' r . - - S e c t i o n  2466(~) of such title 
"The Secretary of the Army, with respect 
! Army, and the Secretary of the Air 
)epartment of the Air Force," and insert- 
cretary of the military department con- 
to a Defense Agency, the Secretary of 

66(e) of such title is amended- 
' after "REPORTS.-"; and 
end the following: 
lusry 15, 1994, the Secretary of each 
le  Secretary of Defense, with respect 
all jointly submit to Congress a report 

IEXTS ON EXISTING CONTRACTS.-T~~ 
mment and the Secretary of Defense, 
s -agencies, may not cancel a depot- 
n effect on the date of the enactment 
ply with the requirements of section 
:ates Code, as amended by subsection 

OMPETITION FOR THE PERFOEL%YCE 
'RFVIOUSLY PERFORMED BY DEPOT- 
>F THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. 
~EMENT.-Chapter 146 of title 10, 
?d by adding at the end the following 

.524tjg. Contracts to perform workloads previously per- 
formed by depot-level activities of the Department 
of Defense: requirement of competition 

,The Secretary of Defense or the Secretary of a military depart- 
,,,t may not change the performance of a depot-level maintenance 
.so,&load that has a threshold value of not less than $3,000,000 

is being performed by a depot-level activity of the Department 
,f Defense unless. pnor to any such change, the Secretary uses 
ampetiti~e procedures to make the change.". 

5) :~LERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections at the begin- 
n:ng 7r'such chapter is amended by adding a t  the end the following 
new '.:em: 
y:f9 2~r.traczs to perform workloads previously performed by depot-level activities 

~f :he Department of Defense: reqmrement of competition.". 
-- - . !h. i3EPfU.L OF REQUIREMENT FOR COMPETITION PILOT PRO- 

ZiLAM FOR DEPOT-LEVEL MAEWNANCE OF MATERIALS. 

Su~section fb) of section 314 of the National Defense Authoriza- 
-,Ion Act for Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993 (Public Law 102-190; 
105 Stat. 1337; 10 U.S.C. 2466 note) is repealed. 

Subtitle F--Commissaries and Military Exchanges 

SEC. 351. STANDARDIZATION OF CERTAIN PROGRAMS AND A C T M -  10 USC 2490a 

TIES OF MILITARY EXCHANGES. note. 

2 STANDARDIZATION OF EXCHANGES.-The Secretary of 
>ef?nse shall standardize among the military departments the foi- 
:cu:2g . . programs and activities of the military exchanges of the 
x:;:tary departments: 

(1) Accounting (including account titles and item descrip- 
iions:. 

:2) Financial reporting formats. 
13) Automatic data processing and teiecommunications data 

~n oraer to facilitate the transfer of information among military 
excnanges. 
S i  TIME AND Mmm~.-The standardization of programs and 

ac~lvities required by subsection (a) shall be completed not iater 
:-Tar? March 31, 1994, and shall be camed out in the most eficient 
xanner racticable. 

(c) ki EPORT.-Not later than March 31, 1993, the Secretary 
o i  Defense shall submit to the Congress a report on other orograms 
dnd activities of the military exchan es, if any, that the h c r e t a  d X ietermines can be economically an efficiently managed throug 
standardization or consolidation under a single nonappropriated 
fund instrumentality. 
SEE!. 362. ACCOUNTABILlTY REGARDING THE FINANCLAL MANAGE- 

MENT AND USE OF NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS. 
(a) REGULATION OF EXPENDITURE OF NAFI FUNDS.--Chapter 

L.1.7 of title 10, United States Code, is amended by adding a t  
:he end the following new section: 

"9 2490a. Nonappropriated fund instrumentalities: financial 
management and use of nonappropriated funds 

"(a) REGULATION OF MANAGEMENT AND USE OF 
NONAPPROPRIATED FUM)s.-The Secretary of Defense shall pre- 
scribe regulations governing- 



Discretion of Secretory 1 
Scope of redew 2 

ARMED FORCE8 

NOTES OF DECISIONS 
cost leu; governing otatute requins a measurable, 
objective cornparicon of costa. Diebold v. U.S., 
C.A.6 (Kv.) 1991. 947 F.2d 787. . .. 

1. Mscretion of Secretary 2. Scope of nriew 

Secretary of Defense may not contract out set- Army is not entitled to sweeping deference with 
vices to private company as a matter of discretion, respect to ita determination to privatize certain 
nor may that decision rest on whether the S a r c  operations. Diebold v. U.S., C.A.6 (Ky.) 1991, 
tary deems the contract or the in house =Nice to 947 F.2d 787. 

5 2463. Reports on savings or costa from increased use of DOD civilian person- 
nei 

(a) In general.-Whenever during a fiscal year to which this section applies the 
performance of a commercial or industrial type activity of the Department of 
Defense that is being performed by gQpr more employees of private contractor ie 
changed to performance by civilian employees of the ~ e ~ a r t m e n t  of Defense, the 
Secretary of Defense shall maintain data in which a comparison is made of the 
estimated costs of (1) continued performance of such activity by private contractor 
employees, and (2) performance of such activity by civilian employees of the 

21 J - .1 Department of Defense. 
,'!* ' 
?. . (b) Applicability of section.-This section applies only with respect to 

6, .ear durine which there is no statutory limit_(commonly known as an "end 
:trength") on the number of civilian employees that may be emoloved bv Q e  b: 

o'., Department of Defense as  of theclast day of that fiscal - 
(Added Pub.L. 100-370, g 2(a)(l), July 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 859, and amended Pub.L. 101-189, Div. 
A, Title XVI, g 1622(cX7), Nov. 29, 1989, 103 Stat. 1604; Pub.L 101-510, Div. A, Title XIII, 
g 1301(14), Nov. 5, 1990, 104 Stat. 1668.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES . 
1990 Amendment SubKc. @)(3)(A). Pub.L. 101-189, 

Subsec. @). Pub.L. 101-510, 8 1301(14)(A), 4 1622(c)(7), substituted "Committees on Appre 
struck out former subscc. (b), which required priations" for "Committee on Appropriations". 
semiannual reports showing savings or loss= to 
House and Senate Committees on Armed Services Lcglslatire Hlotory 
and Appropriations. 

 pub.^. 101-510, 8 1301(14)(8), redesignated 
For legislative history and purpose of Pub.L. 

former subsec. (c) as @). 1CO-370, see 1988 U.S.Codc Cong. and Adm. 

(c).  pub.^. 101-~10, g 1301(14)(B), 
News' P. 1077. See, also. Pub.L. 101-189, 1989 

redesignated former subsec. (c) as @). U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 838; Pub.L. 
101-510, 1990 U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 

1989 Amendment 2931. 
Subsec. @). PubL. 101-189, Q 1622(cX7), 

substituted "Committees on Appropriations" for 
"Committee on Appropriations". 

g 2464. Core logistics functions 

(a) Necessity for core logistics capability.-41) I t  is essential for the national 
defense that Department of Defense activities maintain a logistics capability (includ. 
ing personnel, equipment, and facilities) to ensure a ready and controlled source of 
technical competence and resources necessary to ensure effective and timely r e  
sponse to a mobilization, national defense contingency situations, and other emergen- 
cy requirements. 

(2) The Secretary of Defense all identif thos ' ' activities that are 
p&weceasary  to maintain the loj?istics~abIhty Lcribeed =graph (1); 

(b) IAmitation on contracting.-41) Except as provided in paragraph (2), perfor- 
- 

mance of a logistics activity identified by the Secretary under subsection (a)(2), and 
performance of a function of the Department of Defense described in section 1231(b) 

' n-'-.--- A..+hn4--t:nm A r t  l Q R ( i  (Public I,RW 99-145: 99 Stat. 

ARMED FORCES 10 8 2465 

(2) The Secretary of Defense (1) in the case of any such 
logistics activity or function of such activity or 
function shall be CO-em ion to c~ntractor performance in accordance 

d t h  OMB Circular A-76. &y such waiver shall be made under regulations 
p r e % c r e t a r y  and shall be based on a determination by the Secretary 
that Government performance of the activity or function is no longer required for 
national defense reasons. Such regulations shall include criteria for determining 
whether Government performance of any such activity or function is no longer 
required for national defense reasons. 

(3) A waiver under paragraph (2) may not take effect until- 
(A) the Secretary submits a report on the wai3;'er to the Committees on Armed 

Services and the committees on Appropriations of the Senate and House of 
. Representatives; and 

I (B) a period of 20 days of continuous session of Congress or 40 calendar days 
has passed after the receipt of the report by those committees. 1 (4) For purposes of paragraph (S)(B), the continuity of a session of Congress is 

broken only by an adjournment sine die, and the days on which either House is not in 
session because of an adjournment of more than three days to a day certain are 
excluded in the computation of such 2May period. 
(Added Pub.L 1 W 0 , $  2(a)(l), July 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 853, and amended Pub.L. 101-189, Div. . 
A, Title XVI, Q 1622(cX7), Nov. 29, 1989, 103 Stat.1604.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
Referenca La Test Lqhlatlre History 

1231@) of the Departmmt of For legislative history and purpose of Pub.L. Authorization Act, 1986, referred to subsec. 
@)(I), is aection 1231@) of Pub.L. 99-145, Title 1m3701 19" and 
XII, NOV. 8, 1985,99 Stat. 731, and is classifid as N ~ L  P. 1077. See, also, Pub.L. 101-189, 1989 
a note under section 2304 of this title. U.S.Code Cong. and Adm.News, p. 838. 

8 2465. Prohibition on contracts for performance of firefighting or security- 
guard functions 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), funds appropriated to the Department of 
Dofense may not be obligated or expended for the purpose of entering into a 
contract for the performance of firefighting or security-guard functions a t  any 
military installation or facility. 
(b) The prohibition in subsection (a) does not apply- 

(1) to a contract to be carried out a t  a location outside the United State 
(including i,ta commonwealths, temtories, and possessions) a t  which members o 
the srmed forces would have to be used for the performance of a function 
described in subsection (a) a t  the expense of unit readiness; 

(2) to ? contract to be carried out on a Governmentawned but privately 
operated metallation; or 

(3) to a contract (or the renewal of a contract) for the performance of a yepdL 
function under contract or September 24, 1983. / 

(Added Pub.L. 99-661, Div. A, n t l e  XU, Q 1222(aXl), Nov. 14, 1986, 100 Stat. 3976, Q 2693, and 
amended Pub.L 100-180, Div. A, Title XI, Q 1112(a), (bxl), (Z), Dec. 4, 1987, 101 Stat. 1147, and 
renumbered 8 2465, Pub.L 100470, 8 @XI), July 19, 1988, 102 Stat. 854.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
1987 Amendment public law; regulation, rule, or order in effect 

Headink h b . L  100-180.Q 1112(b)(2), i w -  under law so replaced to continue in effect under 
ed rrfmcc to d t y - g u a r d  functions. provision enacted until rrpealed, amended, or su- 

Subset. (a). hb.L. IM)-180, 8 1 I12(a), rubti- p&& and action taken or offmg committed 
tuted "tirefighting or w u r i t y - g m  functionsw for under law replaced treated as taken or committed I ' W i t i n g  functions". under provision enacted, see section 4 of Pub.L. 

Subscc. @)(I). Pub.L. 100-180, f I1 I2@)(1), :hriE: Out as a under Of 
substituted "a finction" for "the function". 
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Introduction and Purpose of Study 

The Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission, established under Public 
Law 101-510, is engaged in the second round of decisions on closing and realigning 
U.S. military bases. The first round, completed in 1991, led to a decision by the 
President and the Congress to close 34 bases and realign 48 others. In that round, 
recommendations from the Secretary of Defense, on which the Commission, the 
President and the Congress based their decisions, were grounded in analysis that 
generally was recognized to be deficient and occasionally flawed. As a result, the 
Commission made significant adjustments to the Secretary's 1991 list. 

This round enjoys a significant improvement in Department of Defense (DoD) 
analysis, especially in analyses performed by the Department of the Navy. The 
Navy based its recommendations on detailed data calls from service activities and 
subjected that data to a three-part analysis designed to determine how best to 
minimize excess capacity without jeopardizing military value. The Navy then 
applied subjective military judgment in interpreting the results of the analysis and 
formulating final recommendations to the Secretary of Defense. 

1991's DoD recommendations, on the other hand, were largely based on subjective 
military judgment with little emphasis on rigorous analysis. 

In spite of the substantial improvement in the analytic basis for the Navy's 
recommendations, however, two significant issues remained unresolved in the 
Navy's analysis and recommendations on the disposition of naval shipyards. 

The naval industrial base on which Navy based its analysis is incomplete: it 
does not include private shipyard capacity. 

In considering how to accommodate emergency and unscheduled aircraft 
carrier dry-dockings for the Pacific Fleet, the Navy considered a single option 
rather than a set of militarily-equivalent alternatives. 

In addition, Navy's analysis included a configuration analysis component that was 
incorrectly based on the assumption that nuclear work for the Pacific Fleet could be 
performed by Atlantic nuclear-capable shipyards. In essence, it regarded nuclear 
work as fungible. 

The purpose of this study is to determine whether resolution of these two issues 
would dictate recommendations different than those submitted by the Navy to the 
1993 Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission, and, if so, what the policy 
implications of those different recommendations would be. 



While this study is commissioned by a group of West Coast private ship repair 
companies that would benefit from a BRAC decision to add Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard to the closure list, it is not beholden to that group. The study's cost has 
been only partially defrayed by the sponsors. Galland, Kharasch, Morse & Garfinkle, 
P.C. and BDM International, Inc. have undertaken this study on an independent 
basis, allowing the sponsors to influence only the scope of inquiry. As a result, the 
study is limited to the non-nuclear, Pacific fleet aspects of the Navy study. Drafts of 
this document were provided to the sponsors only for their concurrence and 
permission to submit the final report to the Commission. The sponsors were not 
provided the opportunity to edit this final report or in any way alter its conclusions 
or recommendations. 

The authors of this study understand the time and resource constraints under 
which the Commission and its staff work, and have attempted to present data, 
analysis and conclusions in a terse, yet complete manner. The authors are available 
to discuss the study with the Commission and its staff at the earliest convenience 
and to provide any additional backup data as needed. 
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Description of Study Approach 

This study does not plow new analytic ground. To do so would guarantee that the 
study results would have no value to the Commission, given the time constraints 
under which the Commission is legally bound to operate. Rather, the authors have 
attempted to preserve the basic analytic framework under which the Navy 
performed its analysis and developed its recommendations, deviating only in the 
two issue areas identified above and correcting for the third item: the fungibility of 
nuclear work. Commission members and staff, who are already well-grounded in 
what the Navy has already done, will find comparisons much easier and less time 
consuming. 

The study tests two hypotheses which define the scope of inquiry: 

1. The addition of Navy-certified, private ship repair capability to the West 
Coast non-nuclear shipyard portion of the Navy BRAC 93 analysis leads to 
the non-marginal conclusion that it is no longer necessary to keep Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard in a fully-operational state. 

2. The consideration of alternative strategies to provide for emergency and 
unscheduled West Coast aircraft carrier dry-dockings leads to the non- 
marginal conclusion that Long Beach Naval Shipyard should not remain in a 
fully-operational state simply to accommodate emergent carrier dry-dockings. 

These two hypotheses were posed by this study's sponsors. 

The study was conducted in six distinct phases, serial in their nature. Each assumes 
that prior phases support one or both hypotheses (see Figure 1): 

1. Analysis of the Commission's legal authority to consider private shipyard 
capacity in the absence of the Navy's consideration of said capacity, and the 
Commission's legal authority to add a facility to the closure (or realignment) 
list on that basis. 

This phase looks at the legal basis of the Commission's authority to change 
SECDEFfs recommendations for base closures and realignments. It includes a 
legal analysis demonstrating that consideration of private shipyard capacity is 
already included within the SECDEF-established final selection criteria. 

2. Replay of the Navy's three-part objective analysis, to include private shipyard 
capacity on the West Coast. 
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Does the Commission have authority 

Do private shipyards provide an 
equal or better taxpayer value? 

Does COBRA, environmental and 
economic effect analysis indicate closure 
of Long Beach? 

YPS 

Add Long Beach to the Base Closure 
List 

I I 
Figure 1. 

Decision Flowchart, Base Closure Study 
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While the Navy's analysis contains certain errors, this report is based on the 
assumption that the Navy's analytical methodology is reasonable in its 
approach, and that the individual facilities' responses to the BRAC 93 data call 
also are reasonably accurate. This study's BRAC 93 analytic framework is 
identical to that done by the Navy. Input to that framework, however, is 
modified to include private shipyard capacity. The analysis emulates the 
Navy process: data calls to the private West Coast shipyards, unbiased 
auditing of the data by a former senior official in the Supervisor of 
Shipbuilding's office who was thoroughly familiar with the capability of the 
private shipyards under study, double-checking of comparisons with the 
Navy criteria by the former Director of Planning and Estimating for both 
Puget Sound and Mare Island, and application of the identical models that the 
Navy used in its analysis. 

The only framework deviation applied in the replay is a correction to the 
Navy's apparant assumptions concerning the fungibility of nuclear repair 
work. In performing its configuration analysis, the Navy failed to segregate 
between West Coast and East/Gulf Coast fleets. As a result, the Navy 
concluded that it would be appropriate to close Mare Island Naval Shipyard 
even though doing so would create a nuclear capability annual shortfall on 
the West Coast of 258,000 mandays. The Navy's analysis essentially assigned 
this shortfall to excess East Coast capacity, even though militarily, the Navy 
would never consciously assign vessels in one fleet to repair facilities on the 
opposite coast except for in an emergency. The replay corrects this 
fundamental error and provides for a Pacific Fleet BRAC analysis only. 

3. Replay of the Navy's subjective military assessment, to include militarily- 
equivalent options for accommodating emergent carrier docking 
requirements. 

The Navy applied subjective assessment techniques in three cases for the 
Pacific fleet: Guam, Pearl Harbor and Long Beach. This study reexamines the 
Navy's assessments in light of additional options for unexpected carrier 
dockings, and determines (1) whether alternatives are feasible and (2) 
whether feasible alternatives are economically and militarily advisable. In 
particular, the replay examines the Navy's assumption that the only way to 
provide for emergency and unscheduled carrier dockings on the West Coast is 
to keep Long Beach Naval Shipyard completely open, and analyzes the 
feasibility and advisability of two alternate strategies. 

The replay also includes a legal analysis of the Navy's ability to close Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard but keep Drydock Number 1 (Parcel R) open, as well as 
the Navy's continued rights to access Drydock Number 1 waterside. 
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4. Examination of private shipyard's capability to handle Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard's workload, including a facility-by-facility comparison and a 
workforce comparison. 

This phase looks at the technical and physical capabilities of the West Coast 
private ship repair yards and, on a shop-by-shop, drydock-by-drydock, and 
workforce-to-workforce basis, identifies any capabilities that Long Beach 
provides that are not duplicated or otherwise subsumed by private capability. 

5. Comparison of cost considerations between Long Beach Naval Shipyard and 
its private West Coast competitors. 

Meaningful comparisons between public and private shipyard costs have 
been pursued by government analysts and the private sector for a number of 
years, mostly without definitive success. This phase looks at cost and 
efficiency measures from a parametric standpoint, avoiding the usual 
disputes over exact figures as well as the likelihood that exact figures are 
misleading. Considerable stock has been placed in Government Accounting 
Office analysis as well as other independent sources. 

This study is useful in ensuring that greater reliance on the private sector will 
not result in a higher repair bill to the taxpayer. 

6. First-cut COBRA, environmental and economic effects analyses. 

This phase represents the first order analysis of the non-military effects of 
closing Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 
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Legal Authority of Commission to Consider Private Shipyard Capacity 

Analysis 1 

The statutory scheme adopted by Congress in the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Act of 1990 (the "Act"), as previously implemented and interpreted by 
the Secretary of Defense ("SECDEF") and this Commission in 1991, provides this 
Commission with the authority, if not the duty, to consider private capacity in its 
review and appraisal of the SECDEF's 1993 Base Closure Recommendations. 

A. Private capacity must be considered if the goals and policy objectives of the 
Act are to be achieved. 

One of the primary purposes of the Act is to avoid wasting money. The 
government cannot do that if SECDEF makes base closure recommendations on the 
premise that Navy shipyards will perform virtually all of the Navy's ship repair and 
overhaul requirements, thereby ignoring that private shipyards perform 
approximately 35% of those requirements. In fact, Department of Defense (DoD) 
Directive No. 4151.1, dated July 15, 1982, specifically includes private sources as part 
of the direct maintenance support and requires that "[alt least 30 percent of the gross 
mission-essential and all of the nonmission essential workload requirements shall 
be decided on the basis of economy, the timely availability of private, commercial 
sources, and the need to maintain a commercial industrial mobilization base." U.S. 
Department of Defense Directive No. 4151.1, Use of Contractor and DoD Resources 
for Maintenance of Materiel at 2,4 (1982), appended hereto as Attachment 1. 

The overall purposes and objectives of the Act must be a primary consideration 
underlying base closure recommendations made pursuant to the statutory 
procedures. It is a general principle of statutory construction that in interpreting 
statutory language, the aims, principles, and policies that underlie the statute are to 
provide guidance. See. e.g, Crandon v. United States, 494 U.S. 152 (1990), citing 
Krnart Corp. v. Cartier. Inc., 486 U.S. 281 (1988), and Pilot Life Insurance Co. v. 
Dedeaux, 481 U.S. 41,51 (1987); Aulston v. U.S., 915 F.2d 584 (10th Cir. 1990), cert. 
denied, 111 S.Ct. 2011 (1991). With respect to the Defense Base Closure Act of 1990, 
the language of the Act itself, and the legislative history, identify the purposes and 
goals to be achieved through the base closure process. 

The purpose of the Act, as set forth in 5 2901 (b), is to "provide a fair process that will 
result in the timely closure and realignment of military installations inside the 
United States." The legislative history of the Act provides useful background as to 
the purpose of the closure and realignment procedures. 



The overall goal of the base closure process was succinctly stated by Congresswoman 
Schroeder during the floor debate on the base closure proposals of the House Armed 
Services Committee, as follows: "[wle need to close bases to save money. We need 
to close bases as the size of the force comes down. We need to close bases because 
the current base structure is inefficient." 126 Cong. Rec. 7462 (daily ed. September 12, 
1990).1 

An examination of the legislative history of the 1988 Defense Authorization 
Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act, P.L. 100-526, which is the 
predecessor to the 1990 Act and which adopted a base closure procedure similar in 
purpose and effect to that adopted in the 1990 Act, also is instructive.2 For example, 

1Congresswoman Schroeder was one of the co-authors of the House Armed 
Services Committee's base closure proposals. Her debate in support of the 
Committee's proposal repeatedly emphasized that "the Committee proposal 
guarantees that bases will be closed and the taxpayers will save money." 126 Cong. 
Rec. 7463 (daily ed. September 12, 1990). The report of this Committee similarly 
"recognizes the need to close bases" because "[tlhe size of the American military will 
likely decline by 25 percent over the next few years. Fewer troops means fewer bases 
will be required." H.R. Rep. No. 665,lOlst Cong., 2nd Sess. 383,341, reprinted in 6 
1990 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News, 2931,3067. The Committee Report also stresses 
that the process for the closure of military installations must be based on "economy 
and utility" pursuant to objective criteria designed to achieve, "effectively and 
efficiently," the military plans of the department as reflected in a force structure 
plan. Id. at 383,6 1990 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 3076. The Senate Armed 
Services Committee also recognized that reductions in military personnel and the 
need for deficit reduction would trigger a significant number of base closures. S. 
Rep. No. 384, lOlst Cong., 2nd Sess. 295. 

2This statute created a base closure process which, like the procedure adopted 
in the 1990 statute, established a Commission on Base Realignment and Closure. 
The 1988 Commission's statutory task was to transmit a report to the SECDEF and 
the Armed Services Committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives 
recommending military installations for closure or realignment; expedited 
procedures for approval or disapproval of the Commission's recommendations by 
the SECDEF and Congress were also established, and closures or realignments 
approved pursuant to the expedited procedures would be implemented by the 
SECDEF according to a timetable. Defense Base Authorization Amendments and 
Base Closure and Realignment Act, Pub. L. No. 100-526, Title 11--Closure and 
Realignment of Military installations (codified at 10 U.S.C. 2697 note), 2 1988 U.S. 
Code Cong. & Ad. News (102 Stat.) 2623,2627. However, as stated by Congressman 
Aspin, Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee when the 1990 Act was 
passed, the procedure adopted in 1988 was "only a one-shot base closing process. 
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the committee report of the House Armed Services Committee on H.R. 4481, on 
which much of the text of the bill that eventually was passed by Congress in 1988 
was based, states that one of the issues that would have to be considered before a 
base could be closed or realigned is the extent and timing of potential cost savings. 
H.R. Rep. No. 735(I), 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. 1,8,11,13, reprinted in 5 1988 U.S. Code 
Cong. & Ad. News 3355,3356,3360,3361. In this regard, the report quotes from 
testimony before the committee by the Secretary of Defense that stated that "savings 
from closing a base are significant and perpetual." H. at 8.3 Similarly, the 
committee report of the Government Operations Committee on the same bill 
expressed its support of the "goal of effecting savings by expediting the closure of 
unneeded military facilities." H.R. Rep. No. 735(II), 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. 10, 
reprinted in 5 1988 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 3369,3372. 

That the overall goals of the base closure statutes are to effect cost savings in an 
efficient and expeditious manner in order the implement defense budgetary and 
troop cuts is echoed in this Commission's 1991 Report to the President. In its 
introductory sections, the 1991 Report notes that because of DoD's plans to decrease 
the military by 25%, there is a need to eliminate unnecessary facilities so that the 
more limited military dollars may go to vital military needs. 1991 Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission Report to the President at vi. The Report 
also stresses the objectives of making DoD more efficient, of streamlining the 
defense infrastructure, and of enhancing national security. Id. 

What [the 1990 Act] would do would be to create the Commission again and do it 
again." 126 Cong. Rec. H7485 (daily ed. September 12, 1990). 

3Examples of cost savings provided to the committee by the SECDEF 
included: 

Military mission disestablished 

Net one-time costs: $12 Million. 
Annual recurring savings upon implementation: $6 million. 
One-time costs would be repaid in 2 years. 

Militarv mission relocated 

Net one-time costs: $240 million. 
Annual recurring savings upon implementation: $40 million. 
One-time costs would be repaid in 6 years. 

Id. - 
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The above-stated objectives and policies underlying the statute must be given great 
weight in an analysis of any closure recommendations made pursuant to the statute. 

To accomplish the statutory goals, the Act established a specific procedure that must 
be followed for making recommendations for base closures and realignments. The 
SECDEF is given the responsibility to develop a force structure plan and final criteria 
to be used in making closure recommendations, and the Commission is given the 
responsibility to review and make changes in the SECDEF1s closure 
recommendations if it is determined that the SECDEF "deviated substantially" from 
the force structure plan and final criteria. 

Significantly, however, the statute does not specifically delineate either the final 
criteria themselves, or the factors that are to be encompassed within the final 
criteria. Rather, the statute is silent as to any of the details of the final criteria. 
Similarly, the legislative history of the Act reveals that Congress made no attempt to 
define the final criteria with any greater precision. 

Given the complexity of the issues underlying base closures and the specialized 
nature of the military departments, this lack of specific statutory detail is hardly 
surprising. To the contrary, by declining to establish specifically the final criteria or 
the issues to be established thereunder, Congress followed the frequently employed 
practice of deliberately casting statutory language in broad terms, and then 
entrusting an administrative agency with great experience in the industry to "fill in 
the gaps" in the legislation by regulation and then to apply such regulations in a 
manner consistent with the legislative intent. See, e .G E.I. duPont de Nemours & 
Co. v. Collins, 432 U.S. 46 (1977). 

Under similar statutory schemes that have been broadly written by Congress in this 
manner, situations frequently arise where a specific issue in contrbversy has not 
been directly addressed by Congress, either in the language of the statute itself or in 
the legislative history. Under general principles of statutory construction and 
administrative law, when Congress has not spoken to the precise question at issue, 
the agency's interpretation of the statute is then consulted. If the agency's 
interpretation is consistent with the statute's intent and is rationally supported, the 
agency's interpretation generally is given great deference and is usually deemed to 
be controlling. See, e.s., Chevron. USA. Inc. v. National Resources Defense Council, 
467 U.S. 837 (1984); Sullivan v. Everhart, 494 U.S. 83 (1990); Illinois E.P.A. v. U.S. 
E.P.A., 947 F.2d 283 (7th Cir. 1991); Difford v. Secretarv of Health and Human 
Services, 910 F.2d 1316 (6th Cir. 1990). 

These principles are appropriately applied to the issue of the consideration of 
private capacity in base closure recommendations. The Act is broadly written, is 
silent on the issue of private capacity as well as on any other factor that is to be 
considered under the final criteria, and the SECDEF is the "expert agency" charged 
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with "filling in the gaps." In its adoption of the Final Criteria in 1991, its published 
1991 policy guidance addressing the adopted criteria, and its reaffirmation of those 
criteria, in their entirety, for use in the 1993 selection process, the SECDEF 
established the "regulations" pursuant to which closure recommendations are to be 
made. Therefore, with respect to any particular issue not specifically addressed in 
the statute, such as whether private capacity must be considered under the final 
criteria, general principles of statutory construction as set forth in the Chevron line 
of cases require that the SECDEF's interpretations are to apply, as long as they are 
consistent with the intent of the statute, because the statute and the legislative 
history do not directly speak to the issue. 

The inquiry as to whether private capacity must be considered in recommending 
base closures therefore must now turn to the final criteria as adopted by the SECDEF. 
Significantly, however, the final criteria themselves also were deliberately left 
somewhat broad and general in nature by the SECDEF. a 56 Fed. Reg. 6374-6375 
(1991), appended hereto as Attachment 2 ("The inherent mission diversity of the 
Military Departments and Defense Agencies makes it impossible for DoD to specify 
detailed criteria, or objective measures or factors that could be applied to all bases 
within a Military Department or Defense Agency."). Therefore, that the express 
language of the final criteria does not explicitly mention private capacity is of little 
import, because clearly the intent of the SECDEF in adopting the final criteria was 
not to specify each and every factor that is to be considered under those criteria. To 
the contrary, such specificity was deliberately avoided. 

However, in response to concerns voiced by commenting parties on the need for 
more detailed information as to how the criteria were to be applied, the SECDEF 

.__C_ 

published in the Federal Register a "policy guidance" that had been issued to the 
~ i l i t a r ~  Departments and Defense Agencies on thdase  closure process. M. at 6375. ., 
In that policy guidance, SECDEF ex$icitly specifies, in response'to comments 
recommending that the capacity of the private sector to support or perform military 
missions be considered, that such availability is "already included" in Final Criteria 
Number One and Four. Id. at 6376. 

Because SECDEF, acting as the expert agency in filling in the gaps of a general statute, 
has previously specified in a formal policy notice that consideration of private 
capacity is included in the final criteria,4 the failure to so consider private capacity 
clearly amounts to a substantial deviation from those final criteria. However, even 
in the absence of this express language in the policy guidance, private capacity still 
must be logically considered by SECDEF under Criteria Number 1, in order for the 

? 

4As stated above, the 1991 final criteria were adopted unchanged by the 
SECDEF for use as the final selection criteria in the 1993 closure process. a 57 Fed. 
Reg. 59335 (1992), attached hereto as Attachment 3. 
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agency's application of the guidelines to be consistent with the overall policies and 
objectives of the Act. The second clause of Criteria No. 1 ("the impact on 
operational readiness of the Department of Defenses's total forc2 i  by its terms, 
requires that SECDEF must consider available private capacity when assessing the 
impact of a base closurecon ___ __ _ - - -  the readiness of the force, or else the goals of saving ' 
mGney, a m a n  efficient military force, eliminating unnecessary facilities, and 
streamlining the defense infrastructuie will not be able To be accomplished. 

In other words, in order for the closure process to be able to further the efficiency of 
the military, save money, and still meet the needs of the force, adequate private 
maintenance facilities available in a particular area -- for example, West Coast or 
Southern California--must be considered. To the extent that adequate private 
maintenance facilities are available in a particular area that can satisfy the military's 
need for operational readiness, the closing of a public facility in that area certainly 
would not have a negative impact on the operational readiness of the force, and that 
particular duplicative public facility can be recommended for closure under this 
criteria. Closing a public facility under such circumstances would further the 
legislative intent of the statute, in that military funds could instead be used more 
efficiently by spending more on operational activities and keeping open public 
maintenance facilities in those areas where adequate private capacity is not already 
present; final criterion number 1 would thereby be satisfied because the Navy's 
overall operational readiness would be maintained through a combination of public 
and private facilities. 

By failing to consider the availability of private facilities in its 1993 
recommendations, the SECDEF substantially deviated from the final criteria as it 
had previously interpreted them, therefore making it appropriate for the 
Commission to consider the private capacity issue at this time. Moreover, by taking 
such action SECDEF also has frustrated the Congressional policy underlying the Act. 
Under standard tenets of administrative law, such action no longer is required to be 
accorded the deference that otherwise is granted to agency action within its area of 
expertise. See, e.g., Peovle v. State of California, 905 F.2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1990); Miller 
v. Bond, 641 F.2d 997 (D.C.Cir. 1981); Shepherd v. Merit Svstems Protection Board, 
652 F.2d 1040 (D.C.Cir. 1981); Ft. Pierce Utilities Authority v. U.S., 606 F.2d 986 
(D.C.Cir.), cert. denied 444 U.S. 842 (1979). 

B. Private capacity was considered by both the SECDEF and the Commission in 
making the 1991 Closure Recommendations. 

That the availability of private capacity is an appropriate and necessary factor to be 
considered in an evaluation of base closure recommendations under the final 
criteria is further underscored by the fact that p-ri-macwas considered by both 
th.ezECDEF and 
recommendations. In fact, a significant factor in the 1991 recommendations 



concerning the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard was the availability of suitable private 
shipyard alternatives on the East Coast. For example, the report of the Navy's Base 
Structure Committee, in evaluating options for Philadelphia, concluded that the 
needed ency capability for carrier drydocking on the East Coast existed at 
N o e S h i P y a r d  (a public facility), and Newport News ~ h i ~ b u f i d X ~ & i d ~ r ~  
Dock Company (a private facility). ~=nded hereto as Attachment 4 is page 12 of 
Tab C of the Base Structure Committee's report, which concludes that facilities at the 
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard are "excess to requirements," in that there are two East 
Coast facilities capable of conducting all repairs (including nuclear repairs) to aircraft 
carriers: Norfolk and Newport News. This report recognizes that this 
recommendation is a departure from past Navy strategic and operational 
requirements which called for two public facilities on each coast, but concludes that 
the Navy, "in view of the reduced force structure, reduced threat, excess capacity, 
and need to shrink the industrial base accepted the risk associated with closure and 
preservation." 

Similarly, a June 5, 1991 letter from the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for 
Installations and Environment to Senator Arlen Specter, appended hereto as 
Attachment 5, which is in response to the Senator's request for additional 
information on the Navy's recommendations for base closures, states in response to 
Question #9 concerning the requirement for two carrier-capable shipyards to 
perform emergent work on each coast, that the private repair drydock at Newport 
News will meet the Navy's requirements. And a June 5, 1991 letter from Rear 
Admiral J.R. Lang, Director, Ship's Maintenance and Modernization Division, 

3 
Department of the Navy, also to Senator Specter, states that closing and preserving 
the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard would provide "suf&&nt-apa~ along with the 
rest of the p@lic and private sector on the East Coast to satisfy any concern." A copy 
of this letter is appended hereto as Attachment 6. 

That the Navy Department, the SECDEF, and the Commission relied upon the 
availability of private capacity in making closure and realignment 
recommendations in 1991 is clearly dispositive to the issue of whether private 
capacity may be considered by the Commission at this time as well. As discussed 
above, the interpretation of the final criteria by the expert entities who are charged 
under the statute with ensuring that the statute's goals are met must be given 
considerable deference. And because SECDEF has explicitly stated that the 1991 final 
criteria are to be applied in toto to the 1993 base closure process,s a failure of the 

5 S e e  Attachment 3. 
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SECDEF to apply the final criteria in the same manner as in 1991 is clearly a 
substantial deviation from the final criteria. The Commission therefore has full 
legal authority under the Act to make changes now to SECDEF's recommendations.6 

C Conclusion 

One of the primary purposes of the Act is to avoid wasting money on public 
facilities that are excess to meeting the military's requirements. That cannot be 
accomplished if SECDEF and the Commission base their selection of Navy shipyards 
for closure or realignment on the false premise that virtually 100% of the Navy's 
ship repair and maintenance requirements will be performed by Navy shipyards 
when, in fact, between 30 percent and 40 percent will be performed by private 
shipyards. 

That the language of the SECDEF's final criteria and the Act is silent as to the specific 
issue of private capacity does not diminish the authority of the Commission to 
consider private capacity at this time. The statutory language of the Act concerning 
the specifics of the criteria to be applied by SECDEF and reviewed by the 
Commission was deliberately left broad and generalized in nature by Congress. 
Similarly, SECDEF, in adopting the language of the final selection criteria, 
deliberately left it broad and general. Therefore, under general principles of 
statutory construction and administrative law, because the language of the statute is 
silent, the issue of private capacity must be analyzed in light of the legislative 
history and legislative purposes of the statute, as well as SECDEF's own 
interpretation of the criteria, both as published as a policy guidance in the Federal 
Register and applied in fact during the 1991 selection process. As an analysis of each 
of these standards reveals that private capacity is properly to be considered by the 
Commission in making closure recommendations, the Commission is empowered 
under the statute to make changes to the SECDEF's recommendations on the 
ground that the failure to consider private capacity is a substantial deviation from 
the final criteria. 

CMoreover, as discussed above, because SECDEF's failure to consider private 
capacity is inconsistent with the statutory purpose of the Act, this interpretation of 
the final criteria should no longer be given the controlling weight that otherwise 
would be due SECDEF's interpretations. See the discussion above. Additionally, as 
SECDEF also failed to articulate a reasoned explanation as to why private capacity 
was not considered at this time even though it was considered in 1991, SECDEF's 
recommendations also frustrate the Congressional policy under the Act to ensure 
that base closure recommendations are made pursuant to objective criteria that are 
applied pursuant to a fair process. 
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Replay: Navy's Objective Analysis 

Analysis 2 

This section first describes deficiencies in the Navy's analysis, and then replays the 
analysis with those deficiencies satisfied. 

Assessment of Navy's Analysis 

The Navy conducted its '93 BRAC Analysis in four parts. The first step in the 
analysis involved a capacity and requirements review for the next five years, 
divided into nuclear and total capacity. If the Navy found excess capacity to exist, 
they then conducted the second part, a military value analysis, consisting of the 
construction of a Multi-Attribute Utility Table (MAUT) that calculated the military 
worth or value of each facility in the matrix. Finally, the Navy ran a configuration 
analysis to ensure that they employed that grouping of shipyards with the 
maximum military value to achieve the minimum requirement, without 
eliminating any essential elements. Once completed, the Navy completed a 
subjective military assessment designed to ensure that they did not overlook some 
strategic or other aspect of base closure, after which they repeated the analysis. 

Generally, this phased approach is a typical methodology for analyses of this kind. It 
combines net worth (military value) with requirements (capacity), cluminating in a 
mini-max analysis that minimizes excess capacity while maximizing value. The 
introduction of subjective military assessment techniques allows the user of the 
methodology to intervene, overriding the mathematics, and influencing the 
outcome in a particular way. 

While the Navy dramatically improved on their analytic methodology this round, 
each phase did present its particular analytic issues. 

Capacity Analysis 

The Navy undertook a capacity analysis designed to ensure that the Navy had 
sufficient capacity to meet its projected needs over the next five years. The capacity 
analysis was broken up into Nuclear and Total mandays required, by year.7 This 
analysis was very straightforward, and no areas of concern were identified. 

7Non-nuclear capacity would simply be Total mandays less Nuclear mandays. 
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Militarv Value 

The military value analysis, using MAUT, enabled the analysis to quantify items of 
military value through the use of a weighted value matrix. In this case, a series of 
questions were prepared regarding naval shipyards. Each set of questions was 
weighted, and its category value determined. These questions (and their 
contribution to the overall score) were categorized as questions pertaining to: 

Drydocks (27.8%) 

Location Factors (8.2%) 

Operating Factors (11.3%) 

Contingency (0.7OlO) 

Production Workload (30.4%) 

Quality of Life (18.2%) 

Crews of Customer Ships (3.5%) 

True or false questions within the categories were weighted, and each question was 
assigned a value of from one to ten. Next, each question was evaluated as 
pertaining to one or more of four criteria of military worth: 

Readiness (40%) 

Facilities (20%) 

Mobilization (10%) 

Cost (30%) 

This cross-weighting gave a 'net value' to each question. If a shipyard could answer 
a question in the affirmative, the shipyard recieved all of the question's points 
toward its own military value, otherwise the shipyard recieved none. The relative 
military value of the installation was thus calculated by summing the values for the 
'yes' questions for the base. 

While there is great value to the general approach, detailed implementation of the 
approach brought a number of difficult-to-explain anomalies. For example, the 
existence of a gymnasium on the base is worth 1.33 points, while the capability to 
drydock three or more SSN-688's simultaneously is worth 1.32 points. The drydock 
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component rated a lower score because it does not include cost as a component 
while the gymnasium does.8 It appears, therefore, that the Navy did not perform a 
cross-category consistency check. The overall impact of this on the results cannot be 
determined without an extensive sensitivity analysis, and such an analysis is 
outside the scope of this study. 

A second area of concern centers around the Navy's consistency in assigning 
questions to criteria. For example, the ability to perform Refueling Overhauls 
(ROH), Docking Selected Restricted Availability (DSRA) and Selected Restricted 
Availability (SRA) on DD's was considered to fall under Facilities and Mobilization, 
while the same ability for DDG-993/DDG-51 was only considered under the Facilities 
criteria. Numerous other examples of inconsistencies in assigning questions to 
criteria exist, resulting in "misweightings" to certain questions. 

Another area of inconsistency is in the "drydock" questions. Generally, shipyards 
were given yes answers only to the highest drydock capability in a class of questions. 
For example, if the shipyard could drydock four or more SSN-688 simultaneously, it 
was not scored as being able to drydock three or more simultaneously. It appears 
that the 'or more' part of the questions was omitted. This was consistent, except that 
both Long Beach and Pearl Harbor were given credit for being able to drydock a 
carrier and at least two SSN-688's as well as a carrier and at least one SSN-688. 
Although the question is valid, it is not consistent with the other drydock questions. 

The Navy's approach to answering the questions, i.e., only assigning points to the 
maximum within a question category, prevents a shipyard from scoring a perfect 
100% in many of the question categories. If a sensitivity is performed in which all of 
the questions are answered correctly, (i.e., 'at least' is not interpreted as 'exactly'), the 
score of each shipyard changes, and Mare Island increases in relative value. If this 
sensitivity is performed, however, the net worth or score of the questions comes 
into doubt. For example, drydocking one or more LHA's is worth 4 points, two or 
more is worth 7 points, and three or more is worth 10 points. In the original 
approach, a shipyard would recieve 0,4,7, or 10 weighted points for drydocking 
LHA's, but 21 points appear in the denominator. If the 'or more' is taken literally, 
the shipyard would receive 0,4, 11, or 21 points enabling a perfect score, but the third 
LHA is worth 10 points while the first is only worth 4. This may have been the 
intent. In any case, although the absolute scores changes, the relative ranking does 
not. What does change, however, is a significant narrowing in the military value 
advantage Long Beach enjoys over Mare Island. 

8Since there were a large number of questions included in the non-cost 
criteria while there were only a few in the cost criteria, each cost-oriented question 
recieved a greater share of the cost criteria's 30 points than was received of the other 
three non-cost criteria's 70 points. 

1 9  
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Configuration Analvsis 

The Navy used a configuration analysis to ensure retention of a maximum military 
value with a minimum excess capacity. For the shipyard analysis, the Navy 
prepared a single table (Table 0) that compared both nuclear and total shipyard 
projected requirement and current capability for 1993. This table shows both the 
current capacity and the capacity remaining after recommended base closures took 
place. Long Beach and Mare Island, as well as Charleston, were listed on this table as 
being above the required capacity, and therefore were candidates for the base closure 
list. 

The configuration analysis was faulty for two reasons. First, it did not include 
the demand or the capacity at Guam - r w  which w e e  Ldq-3 
considered in the other parts of the analysis. Second, the capacity was measured for 
the continental United States as a whole, and not by coast. This treated repair 
capacity on either coast as fungible, which it is not. Thus, no attempt was made to 
ensure that sufficient capacity remained on each coast to meet the projected demand 
in that geographic area. Geographic constraints (fleet segregation) were included in 
the Naval Air Station and Naval Base configuration analyses: it is curious that the 
same was not done here. 

Table 1 shows the results of the Navy's configuration analysis if only Pacific 
requirements and capacities are considered and the analysis is limited to naval 
shipyards.9 Note that although a slight excess is shown for total capacity, a shortfall 
of 258,000 nuclear mandavs would exist in the Pacific if the Navy were to implement 
its recommendations.lo A review of the total capacity measures shows that Mare 
Island has sufficient total capacity to replace Long Beach, and can easily make up the 
shortfall in nuclear capacity. The analysis thus indicates that Mare Island should 
remain open, and Long Beach should be placed on the closure list. 

Subjective Militarv Assessment 

The final step in the analysis was the application of subjective military assessment 
techniques. In the case of the Pacific shipyards, Guam and Pearl Harbor, despite 
their low military value score, both facilities were deemed by the Navy to be of such 
strategic importance that they could not be closed. In addition, Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard was selected by the Navy to remain open, even though the configuration 
analysis indicated that its capacity and capability was not required. The rationale for 

9The same could be done for the Atlantic/Gulf Coast region. 

1oNote that capacity figures are for 1993. 
20 
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TABLE 0. CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS FOR ALL FLEETS, 
NAVY RECOMMENDATION 

100% Req. - All Shipyards 
(NA W METHODOLOGY) 

Military M.V. Minus Capacity Measures 
Vaiue M.Y. Hvg. Nuciear 'Total IYY~ 

PUGET SOUND NAVAL 63.9 16.5 1325 1853 1 
PORSTMOUTH NAVAL 40.1 -7.3 1046 1295 1 
NORFOLK NAVAL 56.4 9.0 1210 206i 1 
CHARLESTON NAVAL 43.5 -3.9 751 1088 1 
LONG BEACH NAVAL 47.8 0.4 0 1058 .1 

A i  ,4 PELA.BL HAREOX NiAA\'AL I n 
-u.u 4s 2% i 

MARE ISLAND NAVAI, 78 6 -9 CI 614 rnss I 

Total Nuclear 6439 
Ni~clear Fxcesl; 2139 
Total Capacity 10743 
'Total Excess 3809 
Avg. Mil. Value 47.4 

Min 
Capacity 

Nuclear Req. 4300 
Total Naval Req. 6934 

TABLE 1. CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS FOR PACIFIC FLEET, 
NAVY RECOMMENDATION 

100% Req. - PACIFIC ONLY 
(NAVY METHODOLOGY) 

Military M.V. Minus Capacity Measures Recom. Min 
Value M.V. Avg. Nuclear Total 1993 Capacity 

PUGET SOUND NAVAL 63.92 20.37 1325 1853 1 1 
LONG BEACH NAVAL 47.80 4.25 0 1058 1 1 
PEARL HARBOR NAVAL 41.43 -2.12 440 8&1 1 1 
MARE ISLAND NAVAL 38.63 -4.92 614 1088 1 0 
GUAM NAVAL 25.98 -17.57 0 2.54 1 1 

Total Nuclear 2379 1765 
Nuclear Excess 356 -258 
Total Capacity 5137 4049 
Total Excess 1236 148 
Avg. Mil. Value 43.55 44.78 

Nuclear Req. 2023 
Total Naval Req. 3901 



this decision was based upon the capacity analysis, which indicated that retention of 
Long Beach's carrier-qualified Drydock No. 1 was required to maintain the 
minimum requirement for emergent carrier drydockings in the Pacific. As noted 
before, the Navy did not consider other alternative strategies to meet the emergent 
carrier requirement. 

Summary of Evaluation of Navv's Avproach 

The general methodology used by tE.e Navy to prioritize base closure is sound, 
except for Navy's failure to segregate between East and West Cost demands. 
However, insufficient effort was spent on reviewig the details of the analysis. Tie 
Navy performed no sensitivity anaiysls to determine the driving forces behind the 
coinpoaents of i la  a~~alysis. In some cases, minor errors and lncons~stenc~es crept 
into the analysis affecting the relative magnitude of the differences between the 
shipyards, but not sufficient to change the decision if onlv vublic sh iwvard .~a~  
considered. Yet the greatest failing of the Navy's approach is in the Hbence of 
private shipyard capacity in the analysis. 

Replaying a Corrected Navy Analysis 

We replayed the analysis using the Navy's methodology, limited to the Pacific 
shipyards, but including the four sets of private shipyards on the Pacific coast: 

San Diego Private11 

Long Beach Private12 

San Francisco Private13 

IlNational Steel and Shipbuilding Corporation, Southwest Marine, 
Continental Maritime and Pacific Ship. 

12Southwest Marine. 

13Southwest Marine, Continental Maritime. 

14Southwest Marine (currently in certified, ready-to-use state), Todd Pacific 
Shipyards. 
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Each set is a grouping of the combined private shipyards in the area, which, for the 
purposes of analysis, were each treated as a single shipyard. 

Militarv Value 

Each of the private shipyards answered a data call similar to the one imposed on the 
naval shipyards. We employed a methodology identical to the Navy's to establish 
the military value of each of the four shipyard groups. The resulting military values 
for all Pacific shipyards, including Guam and Pearl Harbor, are compared in Figure 2. 
Note that one of the private shipyard complexes scores significantly higher than 
Long Beach Naval Shipyard, two are comparable, and the fourth, Long Beach 
Private, scores well below. Thus, using the Navy's own criteria, a collection of 
private shipyards in a geographic area is as valuable, and sometimes significantly 
more valuable, to the nation's security than the public shipyards. 

acity Analysis 

We conducted a capacity analysis which included the private shipyards. For this 
analysis the private shipyards responded to a data call that identified the available 
capacity of each of the shipyards and their predicted requirement. This prediction 
was formulated in two ways. First, a predicted value was derived using booked, 
scheduled work: this is the predicted requirement for the private shipyards. In the 
out-years, this value declines rapidly, since private shipyards generally do not book 
repair work more than a few years in the future. A second value was obtained using 
the maximum booked value across all five years for each of the private shipyards: 
this value represents the 'worst case' requirement since it is unlikely that all private 
shipyards will reach their peak workload simultaneously or in the face of declining 
force structure. In each case, the private shipyard's requirement was added to the 
Navy's public shipyard requirement figures to establish the level of combined 
requirement. It is important to note that this combined requirement in all cases 
overstates demand: it is based on a level that is higher than the Bush-Cheney level 
and likely contains overlap between private and public shipyard demand (i.e., 
double-counting). 

Figures 3 and 4 shows the results of comparing the available capacity for non- 
nuclear, Pacific shipyards and the requirement, measured in thousands of mandays 
of capacity. Figure 3 refers only to public shipyard capacity and demand, Figure 4 
refers to both public and private shipyard capacity and demand. The shipyards are 
ranked, bottom to top, in military value order, with the exception of Pearl Harbor 
and Guam, which were afforded "analytic protection" due to the results of the 
subjective military assessment and thereby provided graphic "protection" on the 
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chart immediately above Puget Sound.15 Superimposed on each graphical ranking 
is the respective predicted requirement and the worst case requirement for shipyard 
capability. On Figure 3, predicted requirement is precisely what the Navy submitted 
in its analysis. On Figure 4, predicted requirement is the Navy submission (naval 
shipyard expected workload) plus private shipyard booked workload. Worst case 
requirement Is naval shipy~rd expected rvcrk!sad plus ccnstan: 1993 !eve! of privais 
shipyard booked work. The worst case level of activity is extremely unlikely, given 
the 1995 Bush/Cheney force level. Note in Figure 4 that with the addition of the 
private shipyards of the Portland/Seattle area and the Szn Diegc area, sufficient non- 
nuclear capacity exists to service even the worst case requirement without relying on 
Long Beach Nava! Shipyard. 

Table 2 shows the results of including the private shipyards in the Pacific 
configuration analysis for 1993. Sufficient capacity exists in the San Diego Private 
shipyards alone to meet the Navy's needs, even if the worst-case civilian 
requirement is included. Note that Mare Island is included in the minimum 
capacity in order to meet the nuclear shortfall noted above. Should Mare Island be 
closed in addition to Long Beach, sufficient non-nuclear capacity exists in 
Portland/Seattle to make up the shortfall. The Navy would be faced with a 
significant shortfall in nuclear capability on the West Coast for 1993, however. 

Tables 3 through 6 show the results of using 1994 through 1997 data, respectively, in 
the same analysis. By 1995, the nuclear utilization of Mare Island, assuming all 
other nuclear capable shipyards are at maximum capacity, has dropped below 50,000 
man days (see Table 4). By 1997, only 5,000 mandays of Mare Island are required to 
meet the Pacific requirement, and Portland/Seattle is sufficient to meet the total 
Navy requirement (see Table 6). This analysis indicates that Mare Island should 
remain open until 1995. Under all scenarios, the analysis indicates that, because of 
substantial excess non-nuclear capacity, Long Beach should be closed immediately, 
since substantial excess capacity exists at the private shipyards to meet the Navy's 
needs. 

Subjective Militarv Assessment 

The final phase in the analysis is to apply subjective military assessment techniques. 
In this more complete analysis, Mare Island should remain open for at least two 

IsLong Beach Naval Shipyard did not receive equivalent protection because 
the amended subjective military assessment indicated that it did not warrant that 
protection: emergent carrier drydocking needs on the West Coast can be met more 
cost effectively using alternative strategies. 
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TABLE 2. CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS FOR PACIFIC FLEET, 

100% Req. - PACIFIC ONLY 
(NAVY METHODOLOGY) 

Military M.V. Minus Capacity Measures 1994 Min 
Vdde M.V. Av5. I4uclear Torai Lapactty 

PUGET SOUND NAVAL 63.92 19.03 
PORTLANDISEATIZE PRIV 55.23 10.35 
SAN DIEGO PRIVATE 49.67 4.79 
LONG BEACH NAVAL 47.80 2.92 
SAN FRAN PRIVATE 47.38 2.49 
PEARL MAR98R NP.?'AL 41. $3 ,3.iC 
MARE ISLAND NAVAL 38.63 -6.25 
LONG BEACH PRIVATE 33.93 -10.95 
GUAM NAVAL 25.98 -18.91 

Total Nuclear 
Nuciear Excess 
Total Capacity 
Total Excess 
Avg. Mil. Value 

Nuclear Req. 2023 
Total Naval Req. 3901 



TABLES 3 - 6 



more years. This appears to be a sound decision, since a significant nuclear 
requirement exists until 1995, and only Mare Island can accommodate it on the West 
Coast. The additional cost and effort of transporting ships from the Pacific to 
shipyards on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts and back again would support such a 
decision, particularly since it lasts only until 1995. 

The second application of subjective military assessment is to identify a persuasive 
reason not to close Long Beach Naval Shipyard. Long Beach is able to drydock a 
carrier in an emergency using Drydock Number 1. LI the absence of any other 
alternatives to providing for an emergent carrier drydocking need on the West 
Coast, this would be a sufficient reason to keep Long Beach open. Militariiy- 
equivaient aiternatives cio exist, however. As outlined below, Long Beach's Drvdock 
Number 1 couid be kept in a certified ready-to-use status, ava~iabie to be reopeied to 
full capability literally overnight. This would allow the rest of Long Beach to be 
closed (with resulting benefits) while retaining access to this strategic asset. 

Summary 

This analysis is based on the Navy's original unchanged methodology, but includes 
consideration of private shipyards on the West Coast. Adding private shipyard 
capacity on the West Coast to the Navy's Pacific base more than doubles the amount 
of capacity available for Pacific non-nuclear repair and maintenance and quadruples 
the arr,sur.t zf excess c~pacity. In addition, an zp~les-;G-apples i~iiipauisu~i shown 
in Figure 2 of military value between the five Naval shipyards and the four regional 
"ports" of grouped private yards shows that three of the four private groupings, -- 
San Diego, San Francisco, and Portland/Seattle -- score higher in military value than 
every public shipyard except Puget Sound.16 

When the analysis is narrowed to consider public and private Pacific capability only, 
a different set of conclusions emerge than those drawn by the Navy. This analysis 
indicates that both Mare Island and Long Beach can be closed with Long Beach 
"closeable," except for Drydock No. 1, immediately and Mare Island "closeable" in 
two to three years. 

l6These groupings are similar to those used by the Navy to plan for shipyard 
availibilities. 
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Replay, Navy's Subjective Assessment 

Analysis 3 

Navy, in its 1993 BRAC objective analysis. concluded that SFCDEF shol~!c! consider 
closing Mare Island, Long Beach and Charieston, and noted that Guam and Pearl 
Harbor scored very low in military value. The Navy then applied a subjective, 
military assessment technique to that candidate list and decided to recommend the 
closing of only two facilities: hlare Isiand and Charleston. Navy reached that 
conclusion based on the following Navy assessments: 

Guam Naval Ship Repair Facility: Following the closine of Subic Bay 
Naval Shipyard in the Philippines, the Navy has relied on -~uam to handle 
certain repairs for naval vessels in the South Pacific and Indian Ocean. To 
date, the Navy has not yet deve!oped a strategy for Dackfillirig Subk Bay's ship 
repair role. Until that strategy emerges, Navy believes that it would be 
premature to close or substantially alter Guam's capabilities. 

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard: In spite of Pearl Harbor's low military 
value ranking, its strategic position in support of forward fleet positions in 
the Pacific remains unmatched. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
identify a scenario that would support, as a final matter, the closing of Pearl 
Harbor. 

Long Beach Naval Shipyard:The Navy continues to have a requirement for 
an emergent (emergency or unscheduled) carrier drydocking capability on 
each coast. There are three public drydocks (Puget Sound No. 6, Long Beach 
No. 1, Hunters Point No. 4) that can handle a Nimitz class carrier (CVN) on 
the West Coast, but no private drydocks. In order to meet this mission need, 
the Navy concluded that it must keep the entire three-dock, Long Beach 
Naval Shipyard open with all of its support facilities, including piers. 

We would agree with the Navy's conclusion that strategic location is an overriding 
consideration with respect to Pearl Harbor, and that it would be difficult to identify 
any scenario that would support, as a final matter, the closing of that shipyard. We 
would also agree that uncertainty over how to backfill Subic Bay's lost capacity 
would, at least, postpone closing Guam at this time. 

In addition, we agree with the Navy's position that it is important to retain a large 
West Coast drydock in addition to Drydock Number 6 at Puget Sound Naval 
Shipyard for the emergency docking of an aircraft carrier. We do not agree, 
however, with the Navy's subjective assessment that leaving Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard off the closure list is the onlv, or even the best way to accommodate that 
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emergency need. There are at least two militarily-equivalent alternatives to keeping 
Long Beach open simply for the purpose of providng emergent carrier drydock 
capacity. 

Alternative 1: Lone Beach Naval Shi~vard Drvdock No. 1. 

Drydock No. 1 of the Long Beach Naval Shipyard could be placed into certified, near- 
ready status under the cognizance of Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, or, if appropriate, 
under the direction of Mare Island if the Commission determines that Mare Island 
should remain open. The oversight naval shipyard would provide a small 
contingent of technicians, on site, who would be responsibie for 
maintaining the drydock in a certified ready-for-use condition for emergency 
drydockings of aircraft carriers, (CVs and CVNs). Under this alternative, the Navy 
would be free to close the remainder of the Long Beach facility, keeping only those 
activities on Land Parcel R as necessary to support Drydock No. 1. 

Alternative 2: Hunters Point Naval Shi~vard Drvdock No. 4. 

Drydock No. 4 of the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard in San Francisco, a large 
CV/CVN capable drydock, was used for many years to drydock emergent fleet 
requirements after the closing of the shipyard in 1974. Mare Island Naval Shipyard 
was assigned the responsibility for operating and maintaining the drydock in a 
reduced operating statwas t~ S U F F G ~ ~  tk~ese eii-~e~gelti duckirtgs. "Yuring a recent ten- - 
year period, only three such dockings were needed. If the Commission concluded 
that it was appropriate to keep Mare Island open, Mare Island could continue to 
exercise responsibility over the Hunters Point drydock. 

Feasibilitv 

Both facilities could provide near real-time drydocking for CV and CVN class 
vessels: both have been used for such drydockings and the Long Beach drydock is 
presently certified for CVN work. The Hunters Point facility is presently laid-up, but 
under the control of the Navy. The Navy has been negotiating with the City of San 
Francisco for the future disposition of the shipyard, and is considering a range of 
options, including long term lease and outright sale. In order to redeploy Hunters 
Point Drydock Number 4 as an emergent carrier drydock, the Navy would have to 
recertify the facility for CVN work. There are no legal, physical, or cost barriers to 
using Drydock No. 4: there may be political barriers, however. 

The Long Beach Drydock No. 1 recently received partial nuclear certification for 
carrier work, although Long Beach employs no nuclear-certified personnel at the 
shipyard. Interestingly enough, partial nuclear certification of Drydock No. 1 was 
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only possible after the Navy removed the large electrical panel from Hunters Point 
and reinstalled it at Long Beach. Any nuclear work would have to be performed by 
certified personnel from Puget Sound. Otherwise, there are no legal, physical or cost 
barriers to performing CV and CVN work on Drydock No. 1.17 

Economically, the Long Beach drydock would require the least capital expenditure: 
it is basically ready to go now. Illunters Point Drydock No. 4 would require 
recertification, a six to twelve month process with uncertain capital improvement. 
At the very least, Hunters Point would require a certified electrical service panei. 

From an operational standpoint, ~eeping eitner of tile two fac~litles in certified, 
ready-for-use condition would cost the same. Maintaining a large graving dock in 
such condition in a commercial shipyard costs about $622,000 annually (See Table 7): 
costs would be approximately 45% higher for a Navy facility. 

Table 7 
GRAVING DRYDOCK 

Annual Maintenance Cost in Accordance with 1625A 

Full time maintenance technician 
6 @ $64,00O/year, including OH 

Materiai 
Overhaul 3 main dewater pumps 

(once every decade) 
Maintenance of caisson 
Major valve repairs 
Annual costs for permitting (CA) 
Maintain certification/maintenance of 95 ton crane 

17The actual emergency drydocking of a CVN at Long Beach Naval Shipyard 
would require the use of nuclear qualified workers and technicians, none of which 
are employed at Long Beach. Repair work of the nuclear and some non-nuclear 
systems would have to be performed by nuclear qualified personnel also. When 
such work is performed and generated, contaminated waste must be disposed of by a 
licensed activity such as nuclear qualified Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. 

In the event that an emergency drydocking of a CVN were required in Southern 
California today, the only role for Long Beach Naval Shipyard would be to provide a 
dockmaster, the drydock cranes, and temporary services. Almost all other work 
would be accomplished under the cognizance of a nuclear qualified shipyard, most 
probably Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, using qualified personnel and support 
equipment from that shipyard. 
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Long Beach would enjoy a slight military advantage because it is located closer to the 
San Diego fleet concentration. In total, we have concluded that Long Beach's 
Drydock No. 1 would offer the preferred solution to the emergent carrier drydocking 
requirement. 

Several parties throughout the years have challenged the notion that the Navy 
could close only a part of Long Beach Naval Shipyard, or argued that there would be 
legal difficulties in providing access to :he large drydock. MTe decided that it could be 
helpful to explore those issues, and provide the Commission with the following 
legal znalysis of the status and restrictions on the property on which Long Beach 
Navai Shipyard resides. 

A. The Navy Has the Legal Right to Keep Open Drydock No. 1 -- and Other 
Portions of Parcel R Land That It Wishes -- and to Close the Remainder of 
Long Beach Naval Shipyard (LBNSY) 

The Government Holds Title to Parcel R Without Restriction upon the 
Government's Use 

LBNSY is comprised of several principal parcels of land, many of which are subject 
to restrictions. Dryclock no. 1, however, is situated in Parcel R -- consisting of 349 
acres -- ~~rhich is held by the Unitcd States in fee simp12 and is theidore ~ w i  subjeci 
to any meaningful restiiction. The Government maJ therefore close all portions of 
LBNSY except for Drydock No. 1 and those other portions of Parcel R land that it 
wishes to retain, without restriction, including without reversion of title of any 
portion of Parcel R to the City of Long Beach, City of Los Angeles or State of 
California. See Judgment Vesting Title in United States v. 1.039 Acres of Land, Civil 
No. 63-1204 HW (S.D. Cal. 1963), appended hereto as Attachment No. 7. 

The Government requires the right of navigation of the waters leading to Drydock 
No. 1. Even though title to the submerged lands underlying those waters -- Parcel U 
-- may well revert to the City of Long Beach and the State of California, they cannot 
interfere with the Federal Government's right of acmss by water to Drydock No. 1. 

a e 5 f  

The Federal Government Would Have a Superior R i ~ h t  to Use the Waters Next to 
the L o n ~  Beach Naval Shi~yard's Drydock No. 1 Necessarv to Accom~lish thg 
Emergencv Pumoses of the Drvdock 

If the Long Beach Naval Shipyard is closed, the Navy can keep open the Drydock 
No. 1 portion of LBNSY -- along with whatever other Parcel R land that it wishes -- 
for use for emergent repairs. By reserving such a use, the Federal Government 
would hold unencumbered, by implication, a right to use of the surrounding water 
area. 
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The United States Supreme Court has held that, under the reserve rights doctrine, 
the Federal Government has a right to use water that is necessary for it to utilize 
neighboring land bodies for federal purposes. In C a ~ ~ a e r t  v. United States, 426 U.S. 
128 (1976), the President reserved a cavern with an underground pool as a national 
monument. Private citizens attempted to obtain a permit tc divert the use of the 
underground water from the cavern. The Supreme Court held that it was 
well-settled that "when the Federal Government withdraws its land from the public 
domain and reserves it for a federal purpose, the Government, by implication, 
reserves appurtenant water then unappropriated to the extent needed to accomplish 
the purpose of the reservation. " 426 U. S . at 138,96 S. Ct. at 2069. The Supreme 
Court contirlueci as follows: 

In so doing the United States acquires a reserved right in 
unappropriated water which vests on the date of the 
reservation and is superior to the rights of future 

ropriators. Reservation of water rights is empowered 
by the Commerce Clause, Art. I, 5 8, which permits federal 
regulation of navigable streams, and the Property Clause, 
Art, IV, 5 3, which permits federal regulation of federal 
lands. 

(emphasis added). The Court held further that thc Fedcra! Goven;rLentrs intent 
to reserve a water right would be inferred if "the previously unappropriated waters 
are necessary to accomplish the purposes for which the reservation was created." 426 
U.S. at 139,96 S. Ct. at 2070 (citing cases).l8 See eenerallv, Tames Stewart & Co. v. 
Sadrakula, 309 U.S 94,103-04,60 S. Ct. 431,436 (1940) ("[Tlhe authority of state laws 
or their administration may not interfere with the carrying out of a national 
purpose. Where enforcement of the state law would handicap efforts to carry out the 
plans of the United States, the state enactment must, of course, give way."); Pacific 
Coast Dairy, Inc. v. Department of Acriculture of Calif. ,318 U.S. 285,293-94,63 S. Ct. 
628, 630 (1943) (same).lg This reserve rights doctrine, although not dependent upon 

18 In United States v. New Mexico, 438 U.S. 696,98 S. Ct. 3012 (1978), the 
Supreme Court modified the Cappaert holding in an insignificant way for the 
purposes here. The Court held that the Federal Government could reserve only so 
much water as was necessary to accomplish the "primary" and "specific" purposes of 
the reservation. 438 U.S. at 705-18,98 S. Ct. at 3016-23. 

19 In turn, the California Supreme Court holds that not only would the 
Federal Government possess such a right under federal law, but it would also 
possess such a right under California law. In State Water Resources Control Board v. 
United States, 749 P.2d 324 (Cal. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 824,109 S. Ct. 71 (1988), 
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a national defense purpose, is certainly underscored by the drydock's purpose of 
ensuring national security by expeditiously making unanticipated repairs to aircraft 
carriers . 

private citizens sought a declaration concerning their use of water on land reserved 
by the federal government for national forest purposes. The California Supreme 
Court found that the implied rights recognized by the United States Supreme Court 
above "constitutes an exception to the plenary authority which the states otherwise 
enjoy over the nornavigable waters within their borders," 749 P.2d at 327 (citing 
case), and thus are enforceable. 
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united States 
General Accounting Office 1 

National Secnrity and 
International Affairs Division 

March 25,1988 

Congressional Requesters 

This report is in response to a r4uest received from the Members of Congress listed at the 
end of this letter. 

This report contains our assessment of the Navy's program to acquire naval vessel overhauls 
and repairs through competition between public and private shipyards. It addresses a 
number of questions involving wbe$her (1) iriherent differences between public and private 
shipyards preclude realistic and fair competition, (2) public shipyard proposals include all 

, .costs, and (3) mechanisms toffnsure the integrity of the process. 
>- . I is * 

Because some of theidata that we obtained is considered by the Department of Defense to be 
. , for official use only, it hai not been included in this rejmrt but is being provided to your 

offices today in a restricted supplement (GAO/NSIADB&IOSS). 

As a;anged with yo&$offi&;&less joy publicly &ounce its contents earlier, we plan no 
further distibution of this re&&until30 days from its issue date. At that time, we will send 
copies to interested congressional committees and subt:ommittees, the Secretaries of Defense 
and the Navy, and other interested parties. We will also make copies available to others upon 
request. 

hank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
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Executive Summary 

Purpose Programs to acquire a portion of naval vessel overhauls and repairs 
through competition between public and private shipyards (the competi- 
tion program) have been includecl in defense appropriation acts since 
fiscal year 1985. 

Several Members of Congress requested GAO to examine a number of 
questions involving whether (1) inherent differences between public and 
private shipyards preclude realistic and fair competition, (2) public 
shipyard proposals include all costs, and (3) mechanisms exist to ensure 
the integrity of the process. 

Background Before fiscal year 1985, naval vessel overhauls and repairs either were 
assigned to public shipyards or were competed, in most cases, among 
private shipyards. Also, some nuclear-powered vessels were allocated to 
private shipyards. At one time, the Congress limited the amount of over- 
haul and repair work done by the public shipyards to no more than 70 
percent of the total funds appropriated for such purposes. Now it is lim- 
ited by specific appropriations, which generally has the same effect. 
Public shipyards are assigned work to maintain the mobilization base or 
because no other facilities are available to accomplish complex work, 

! 

Between fiscal years 1985 and 1987, about 8 15.4 billion was budgeted 
for the alteration, overhaul, and repair of naval vessels. As of the end of 
fiscal year 1987,31 vessels had been competed involving work valued at 
about $823 million. Public shipyards were awarded about 80 percent of 
the amount competed. The Navy expects about 10 percent of all over- 
haul and repair work from fiscal years 1986 through 1989 to be com- 
peted between public and privak shipyards. 

The Naval Sea Systems Command oversees the eight public shipyards, 
implements the competition program, evaluates public and private ship 
yards' proposals and, almg with the Navy Comptroller, provides public 
shipyards guidance on developing competitive price proposals. Separate 
organizations within this Command manage the public shipyards, evalu- 
ate the competitive proposals, and award work competed under the pro- 
gram. Competed work was awarded to responsible shipyards on the 
basis of the lowest priced public or private shipyard proposal, except in 
limited cases where it was awarded to promote national defense or pro- 
tect the mobilization base. 
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realistic cost estimates for work involving surface vessels. 

The program appears to have created a more competitive environment 
and the Navy has taken steps to ensure that public and private ship 
yards are treated as equitably as possible. GAO identified some addi- 
tional steps-that should be taken in the interest of equity, even though 
these steps may not change the relative share of the amount of work 
awarded to public and private shipyards. 

Principal Findings 

Relative Share of 
Competed Work 

- 

' a t  Of the competed work valued at $823 million, public shipyards were 
, - 

- . - " awarded about $656'W~ri  h d  private shipyards were awarded about ' 
$166 'million. Most of the amount awarded to public shipyards (about 

' -$568million) was,for reg@&- overhaul work involving nuclear ballistic 
missile: submarines. 0dy one private shipyard is qualified for such work 
and, ak of .theend $ fiicjll year 1987, it had not won a competition. As 
long as publih , -$ s6ipyar@&$jnue r r f i  to wiqmost of the competitions 

-, ink&%'g~$s type of wGgk,t.hey tkiu bntinue receiving most of the 
'f&ds-dlo&&d toAtfie progrim. (See pp. 11,12, and 18-20.) 

Differences The Shipbuilders Councjl of America and others believe that inherent 
differences betw@ public and private shipyards preclude fair and 
equitable .-- - - comp6tition,%y --.- ..- cite, for example, that private shipyards 
face a greater financial risk than public shipyards. In the long term, pri- 
vate shipyards must generay seek to make a profit, but they must com- 
pete under firm fixed-price and fixed-price incentive contracts for work 
that they believe is not always adequately defined. Although they can 
bid below the expected cost, they face the possibility of losses. In con- 
trast, while public shipyards must base their bids on expected costs, 
they operate under project orders and the govenunent will eventually 
absorb all costs above the fured price. (See pp. 24 and 25.) 
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h 6 t  Proposals 7 Before submitting proposals, publlic shipyard commanders and senior 
management can must the estimates for their assessment of contingen- 
cies, the shipyard's current capability, and the competitive environment. 
They also can add discretionary costs. For work involving submarines, 
GAO found these types of adjustrr~ents increased the cost estimates. 
m e r e  a comparison could be made, however, GAO found that the esti- 
mates were comparable to costs of similar, nonompeted work that had 
been completed. For work involving surface vessels, the adjustments, 
when made, decreased the estim;stes. (See pp. 51-55.) Numerous private 
shipyards also can do this type of work and it is therefore a more com- 
petitive environment than exists f& submarine work. (See pp. 19 and 
20.) 

Comparability Analyses The legislation authorizing the program requires the Navy to certify 
that successful bids include comparable estimates of all direct and indi- 
rect costs for both public and private shipyards. (See p. 11.) In develop 
ing the comparable estimates, the Navy e a t e s  and adds a pro rata , 
share of for'&dpyard military personnel, facility depreciation, 
unemployment hurance, and workmen's compensation and also adds 

'expenses ass&ia$ed .with a new oversight function created for the pro- 
gram to the lowest priced public shipyard proposals. GAO identified and 
believes two other cdst elements-the -. . fdl . costs assodated with civilian 
shipy&d employees*, retirement and a pro rata share of the cads of the 
a ivy ;uppi$ $stem-khould be5addi?d'ib the public shipyards' propos- 
als. (See pp. '27-33.) 

The applicable-cost of the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and 
Repair, which oversees work at private shipyards, is estimated and 
added to the lowest priced priva.te shipyard proposals. The purpose of 
the comparability adjustments i.5 to estimate additional costs to the 
Navy which -'not funded by either public or private shipyards. (See 
pp. 2730.) 

- -- - - - - 

Awards have been based on the shipyards' proposed prices, not on the 
comparability analyses. To date, however, even if the analyses were 
considered in the award process (including the additional cost elements 
identified by GAO), the results would not have changed because of the 
large differences between the lowest priced public and private shipyard 
proposals. Nonetheless, because the differences in some future propos- 
als could be small, GAO believes lprop~sah should be evaluated and 
awards made using the results of the comparability analyses. (See pp. 
30, 32 and 33.) 



Equitable Treatment The Navy has implemented several administrative procedures intended 
to help ensure that competing public and private shipyards are treated 
as equitably as possible. For example, the procurement process is pat- 
terned after Federal Acquisition Regulation principles and procedures. 
(See pp. 25 and 26.) +, measures have been implemented at public 
shipyards to ensure that costs are properly recorded and work is accom- 
plished as required. (See pp. 55-57.) However, inherent differences 
between public and private shipyards preclude complete comparability 
and equity. (See pp. 24 and 25.) 

Cost Savings 
- -- 

GAO could not substantiate the Navy's estimate that competition between 
public and private shipyards has saved $200 million. However, public 
shipyard managers believe that the program has somewhat reduced 
costs. (See pp. 3538.) 

Recommendations GAO recommends that the fkcretary of Defense direct the Secretary of 
the Navy to (1) base the certifications of public and private shipyard 
competitive proposals on the proposed prices and all other costs to the 
federal government t h h  can be reasonably and objectively identifled 
and (2) solicit and evaluate proposals and award competed work on that 
basis. (See p. 33.) 

" .. 
\ 

Agency. (hnments .- - 
The Department of Def& (rjo~) generally agreed with GAO'S findings 
knd rec6miiikndations. DOD stated that the Navy has actions underway 

r to implement the recommendations, beginning with requests for propos- 
als advertised in fiscal year 1989: DOD also noted that the Navy has 

' 

implemented a number of initiatives in recent years to improve the effi- 
ciency of its shipyards, including the competition program. huther, 
while the precise savings are not known, DOD believes that the Navy's 
estimate attributing about $200'millidn of the savings to the competition 
program is reasonable. (Set pp. 59-66.) 
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Introduction 

Naval vessels are overhauled and repaired h both naval (public) and 
commercial (private) shipyards. Since 1974, the Congress, recognizing 
the need to maintain a private shipyard capability, has placed ceilings 
on the amount of work that can he accomplished by public shipyards. 
This ceiling has equated to about 70 percent of all funds appropriated 
for the heration, overhaul, and repair of naval vessels. 

Until fiscal year 1985, all such work was generally either assigned to 
public shipyards or competed, wnth the exception of some nuclear- 
powered vessels, among private shipyards. Beginning in fiscal year 
1985, the Congress initiated a test of competition1 between public and 
private shipyards (the competition program). Now, this type of competi- 
tion is being expanded to include about 10 percent of all overhaul and 
repair work. Between fiscal years 1985 and 1987, about $16.4 biion 
was budgeted for repairs and overhauls of naval vessels. As of the end 
of fiscal year 1987, work valued at about $822.6 million had been com- 
peted between public and private  shipyard^.^ 

In the early 1980s, private shipyards began experiencing declines in 
commercial shipbuilding, overhaul, and repair activity. The number of 
private shipyards declined from 110 shipyards with 112,000 employees 
in 1982 to 74 shipyards with 85,000 employees in 1986. About 30 pri- 
vate shipyards are engaged in work involving naval vessels. Although 
alI new naval-vessel const~ction since 1967 has been performed by pri- 
vate shipyards, the declineih commercial work made these shipyards 
increasingly dependent on other work involving navd vessels. As a 
resulttof tfie &mpetition~prbgram, several Members of Congress and the 
private shipbuilding , - dnd repair industry have become concerned about 

, ;<-s+ . * , _ - -  . 

public s h i p y d  d u n t i n g  practices; 
inherent differences that may put private shipyards at a competitive 
disadvantage; such as requiring private shipyards to compete for work 
which may not be fully defined under futed-price type contracts; and 
the integrity otthe competitive process. 

- 

I- this report the "~~npetitaon" refas to ampetition between public and private 
shipyards,---. 

P ~ o r k  valued at about $178 mllliam invdving thm of the vessels compe!Ud in fisarl year 1987 will 
not start until f d  year 1088. 
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Congressional Beginning in fiscal year 1974, the Congress placed a 70-percent ceiling 
on the appropriations for all alterations, overhauls, and repairs of naval 

Guidance vessels that could be reserved exclusively for public shipyards. 
Although this ceiling was later removed, qx&ic appropriations are now 
provided for such work, which still limit the work that can be done in 
public shipyards to no more than 70 percent. 

In fiscal year 1985, the Congress created a program that tested acquir- 
ing naval vessel overhauls and repairs through competition between 
public and private shipyards. Although the original legislation did not 
specify the amount .to be competed, it made funds available for two or 
more vessels to be placed in the test and stated that: 

"...The Secretary of the Navy shall certify, prior to the award of a contract under 
this test, that the successful bid includes comparable estimates of all direct and indi- 
rect costs for both public and private shipyards. Competition under such test pro- 
gram shall not be subject to section 502 of the Department of Defense Authorization 
Act, 1981, as amended, or Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76."= 

For fiscal yew 1986, legislation authorized competition for work involv- 
ing at least'foiu vesels. The nm-ber of vessels was not spxWed for 
fiscal year 1987. !i%e legislation for fscal years 1986 and 1987 also did 
not specify the amount of the appropriations to be competed. 

. .. 

Implementing Public 
Versus Private 

within the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), which implements the 
program, separate organizations award contracts to private shipyards, 
issue project orders to public shipyards for competed work, and manage 

Shipyard Competition the eight public shipyards. Commanders in Chief, US. Atlantic and 
Pacific Fleets, also issue project orders:The Navy Comptroller also 
issues pricing guidance to the public shipyards for the competition 
Program. - 

- - - - -  A . . 

As of the end of fiscal year 1987, overhaul and repair work, valued at 
$822.5 million, involving 31 vessels had been competed. Public ship 
yards were awarded 4 surface vessels and 12 submarines, totaling 
$656.1 million, while private shipyards were awarded 14 surface vessels 
and 1 submarine, totaling $166.4 million. (See app. I1 for a list of the 
vessels competed, the shipyard awarded the work, and the amount of 

~on602p1acesarta in~str i~ontheanvers ionof  anunerdalandinduJefialtypefunctbm 
to contractor Honnance. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circuh A-76 establishes 
federal policyand procedures for detcnnMng whether comme&d activities should be pafonned 
under amtract with commercial #rurces or in-house using gwemment fPdlities and pwsmml. 
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Campta 1 
Introduction 

the award.) As shown in figure 1.1, competition between public and pri- 
vate shipyards was a relatively snlall portion of all overhaul and repair 
work. 

Figure 1.1: Navy Vessel Overhaul and 
Repair Budget, Fiscal Years 1985-87 
(Millions of dollars) 

' ?  , * 

( .-% 

7% 
PublWriiate Competition ($1,045)b 

Private Allocation (S.138) 

Public Assignment ($9,185) 

G , $ t * z r > p - -  *.. :.. . 1.". 
, <  . , : , , -. . , - 0  . . 

a Fiical year 1985 is actwl. Fiscal years 1986 and 1987 am esf mates. 

. . -- ---- - - b ~ f  this amount, about $805 m i l i  was actually ompetad. * 

v ; . a y . t - ; ~ ~ t $ & & i " :  .\% 1 ' t  : - k t  * -  . 2 

, , "iifh: g j g ~ i y f :  ekk ," ! ' c J - ~ '  : ' L;: v 3 7, ! - _  , 

. . :  - - -The Navy has budgeted an average of 10 percent of all overhaul and 
; cr .. ~.t.~;iir;a .k ' Y .- !" - repair funds for competitionfrorn fiscal years 1986 through 1989. (See 

. f' 'i"* C -r ' . i . 'table 2.2, ch. 2.) 
. . .,* *,- ..-. ~ \ - - . . - - - . "  : . *.&pa --. - L. 

- -- 

Overview of Competitive 
Process' - "" 

. - 

- * -  .. < - .  A 

- 

MVSEA nominates vessels to be competed and sends solicitations to pub- 
lic and private shipyards qualified to perform the work. After evaluat- 
ing offeror proposaIs, WVSEA p e r f o m  a comparability analysis on the 
apparently l o w e s t p n ~ d p ~ s a l s  received from responsible public and 

- private shipyards. Thii analysis is the Navy's basis for later certifying 
to the Congress that the successful bid includes comparable estimates of 
all direct and indirect costs. NAVSEA, in its analyses, adds certain costs, 
such as those for military personnel and Supenisor of Shipbuilding, 
Conversion and Repair (supsap), which are not funded by either public 
or private shipyards. If a public shipyard's proposal is the lowest, MV- 

SEA also performs a cost realism analysis to determine if the proposed 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

amount reflects reasonable and realistic costs. The responsible shipyard 
submitting the lowest priced proposal is awarded or assigned the work. 

Generally, the public shipyard proposals are based on a composite daily 
rate for labor and overhead that is applied to the expected number of 
staffdays needed to do competed work. Material costs are estimated 
separately. This process is further explained in chapter 3 and appendix 
nI. 

Type of Work Varies Regular overhauls (ROB) involve extensive work on both surface vessels 
and submahes. Of the work competed, ROB involving nuclear ballistic 
missile submarixick (SSBNS) are the most costly. Only one private ship- 
yard is qualified by the Navy to perform that complex work. Selected 
restricted availabilities (SRAS) and extended refit periods (ERPS), in con- 
trast, correct specific problems and require less time. Only one other pri- 
vate shipyard b capable of performing SRA- and =-type work involving 

' nuclear subrniijies. 

-:" + s q q  '.. .~>- 

Several Members of,Congress requested us to evaluate if it is possible 
r ; 3 9  Objectives, Scope, and ' for the Navy ,e&bIish a realistic and equitable program to compete 

Methodology the overhaul ahd repair of naval vessels between public and private 
shipyards. (sek app. I.) To accomplish this objective, we assessed if . . 
there are 

.';. * . . I , ,  . 
inherent dffef&n&s; u c h  '. I -  as . finand& risk, that preclude realistic 
competition; ' 

adequate methods 'td ensure public shipyards include all direct and indi- 
rect costs in theirproposals; and a ,- 

a controls to ensure the integrity and equity of the process. 
" - -  ' 

The scope of our work included a &mparison of the size of the competi- 
tion program in the con&& of all work involving naval vessel overhauls 
and repairs and a refriew of the laws, regulations, and policiesthat influ- 
ence the allocation and competition of such work. 

We discussed the competitive process with Navy officials responsible for 
implementing the program, including those at NAVSEA headquarters and 
four public shipyards-Charleston Naval Shipyard, Charleston, South 
Carolina; Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Long Beach, California; Ports- 
mouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire; and Puget Sound 
Naval Shipyard, Bremerton, Washington. We also discussed the program 
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with representatives of the Shipbuilders Council of America and five 
private shipyards that have parkicipated in the program. 

Our review focused on competitions that resulted in four awards to pub- 
lic shipyards and one award to a private shipyard. The awards included 
work involving surface vessels and submarines and east and west coast 
shipyards. 

As part of our examination of the inherent differences between public 
and private shipyards, we reviewed the concerns of the private ship 
yard industry as identified by the Shipbuilders Council of America and 
other industry representatives. 

To determine if public shipyard proposals included all costs, we 
examinkd what types of labor, material, and overhead costs were accu- 
mulated by the shipyards' accounting systems and how those costs were 
reflected in the propod. '  We adw examined the public shipyards* meth- 
ods for estimating the staffdays to accomplish the work. Where possi- 
ble, we compared those estimates with estimates of simjlar work that - 23-* 
was not competed to help assess the reasonabl&ess of the proposals. We 
evaluated each public shipyard's methodology for estimating the staff- 
day ratesikd to estixhate the total cost of the work. To assess the rea- 
sonableness of the proposals, we also compared those rates to rates used 
to estimate"he cost to accomplishsimilar work that was not competed. 

We examined the Navy's methodology for conducting the realism and 
compdht$'&alyses and assessed the role these analyses played in 
the competitive w I process. 

We evaluated 'the basis of the Navy's estimate that competition has 
saved'$200 w o n .  ~&ctured intedews were conducted with a total 
of 16 key public shipyard officials to obtain their opinions about the 
effects of competition at the four public shipyards included in this 
review. The officials were the shipyard Commander (or designee), 

- - Comptro11er, Planning Officer, and Production Officer. 

We did not independently assess private shipyard pricing strategies. 
However, we did discuss this issiie with several representatives of pri- 
vate shipyards that have participated in the program. 

Normally, cost comparison studies, such as those proposed by OMB Circu- 
lar A-76, are used to decide whether it is more economical to have a 
government entity or a private entity perform a function. These types of 



- 

studies consider only those govenunent costs that would change since 
they are considered to be the actual costs to do the work and would be 
eliminated by having a private entity perform the function. However, 
for public shipyards, most personnel and overhead costs are likely to 
continue, at least in the short term, because public shipyards are consid- 
ered to be part of our defense mobilization base and are unlikely to be 
closed without extensive policy debate. - 
Recognizing the above, we allocated attributable costs for (1) operating 
and maintaining the Navy supply system and (2) the full cost of retire- 
ment for public shipyard employees to the lowest priced proposals we 
m%iewed. The p ' b  was to show that additional costs were attributa- 
ble to the federal government to do the work and that these would fur- 
ther narrow the differences between public and private shipyard 
proposals. While we believe that most of these costs are likely to con- 
tinue to be incurred in the short term a ~ d  thus would not be considered 
in a traditional cost comparison ktudy, our approach is basically consis- 
tent with the policy public shipyards now follow to develop their pro- 

, - - posals. They .?epow required to include aproportionate share of all 
*. ' ' relgtkd st;ipyard~funded d t s  in theirtSproposals, even if those costs are 

likely to condue to be i n m e d  if the work is awarded to a private ship- 
yard. In other words, the proposals must fully reflect the m e n t  best 
estimate of costs at completion; reflect the same workload, cost, and eco- 
nomic a s s ~ p t i o s ' k d  to price other work at the activity; and be 

-, * ; -., _f*' -,; ? r -  s. 
based on f@y all&ting and recovering ali practicable direct and indi- 

" I'rst ~hi~i&d'%~8tribbkble'to the work. In addition, most of the 
costs the Navy now incliides in the comparability analyses would con- 

s tinue to be i n ~ e d .  To psregard those costs would permit public ship 
' yar& to incluae only variable costs, such as the cost of material and 

- '  some overhead, in their estimates. We believe this would be inequitable 
and give public shipyards an unf* competitive advantage. 

* ,  . 
Our work was performed in accordance with generally accepted govern- 
ment auditing standards. 

- 

- - 
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Distribution of Work Between Public and 
Private Shipyards ' 

Each year the Navy determines the amount of work to be assigned to 
public shipyards, competed among private shipyards, or competed 
between public and private shipyards. In some cases, work is allocated 
to private shipyards. Although t l~e  process is influenced by several fac- 
tors, we found that the Navy explects private shipyards to increase their 
relative share of all overhaul ancl repair work and funds budgeted for 
overhaul and repair work through f& year 1989 to decline below 
recent levels. 

Public shipyardsyere awarded %ark involving 16 of the 31 vessels com- 
peted between public'hd private shipyards. This work was valued at 
about $656.1 wllionj about 80 srcent  of the value of the work ($822.5 
million) com&ted & of fiscal year 1987. 

The large value of work awarded pbblie shipyards can be attributed 
, . to costly ROHS for SSBNS. Public shipyards were awarded all  such work. 

- - -  

Factors ~ n f l ~ e n ~ i n g  - q d  vate shipykrds and the coinpetitlon,betw dis~ibution~oveihaul;and ?ark those between shipyards and are influ- 
the-Distribution . of a enced by several factors, including +e,; 
Work 

'need to maintain a mobilization base, , 

complexit): of wars and 
I ' >, 

. 2 -  r*; . . .*  
I :,. ., congr&si'dn@ lh$t i~or ik 'o~ && amountof funds to be provided for 

' ," 
' ' . -",  c - "  [I.;. . -J 

work h . , ., 2 > ": i - 
2 ,  - ?$i , : " 3' -? ,;L. Tj< x: j 3 -  4 ,  ..%, * < ,  4 

The Navy snnua$reviews pr~jections of the workload for the public 
shipyards, its vessel maint&ance requirements, and budget estimates 
for the upcoming 6-year period. During the review, vessels are (1) 
assigned to public shipyards, (2) allocated for competition between pri- 
vate shipyards, or (3) nominated for competition between public and 
private shipyards. In sohe cases, work is allocated to private shipyards. 

Mobilization Requirements 
Assure Public Shipyards a 
Minimum Workload 

Both public and private shipyards are essential to the mobilization base. 
In the event of a national emergency, public shipyards will provide an 
immediately available capability and capacity to repair battle-damaged 
vessels. Certain public shipyards perform particular work or accomme 
date certain types of vessels and are assigned work to maintain the 
capabilities shown in table 2.1. 
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Qupt-2 
DisfAbotion of Work Between Public md 
Private Shipyuds 

Table 2.1: Specialized Maintenance 
Capabilities of Public Shipyards Type of maintenance capability 

Electronics/ 
Aircraft Nuclear missile 

Shipyard carriers Surface ships Submarines systems* 
East coast 
Charleston X X 
Norfolk X X X X 
Philadelphia X X 
Portsmouth X 
West coast 
Long Beach X X 
Mare Island X X 
Pearl Harbor" X X 
Puget Sound X X X X 

'Nonnuclear-powered suiam vessels. 

%akes emergency repairs to all ships in the Pacific and overhauls all ships homeported in Hawail Thts 
shipyard did not compete for work as of the end of fiscal year 1987. 

~epartment of Defense (DOD) and Navy guidance on mobilization speci- 
, I - fies that, to the extent possible, a competitive, commercial depot-level 

maintenance idapability be fostered and, as required, be capable of 
expanding during mobilization. According to a 1985 study, about 27 pri- 
vate shipyards would be required early in the mobilization process. 

Vesselg Complgxity Affe6ts Vessels are generally classified for overhaul and repair purposes as 
! a ,  - 

the ~llocation Process complex, moderately complex, and noncomplex. Generally, public ship 
yards have overhauled the more complex combatants. The current capa- - bilit$ of private shipyards b, accommodate these types of vessels is 

1 

Moderately complex vessels such as destroyers and frigates are assigned 
to public shipyards or are competed among qualified private shipyards, 
and noncomplex support-type vessels are competed among private ship 
yards. Work involving ships in all three categories is competed between 

- 

public and private shipyards. 
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DistribotIon of Work Betrr#n Public and 
Private Shipyards 

Fiscal Constraints Limit In 1974 the Navy adopted a policy, which was in line with congressional 
Public Shipyard intent, to allocate no more than 70 percent of the dollar value of all 
Allocations . alteration, overhaul, and repair work to public shipyards. Since then, 

the appropriation acts have dirt?&& a dollar limitation on the amount of 
such work, which generally equates to the prior limitation. 

Selecting Ships for In structuring the fiscal year 1985 competition, the Navy selected the 
Competition Between R O H ~  of two amphibious transport docks (LPDS) because these ships had 

Public and Private comparable work packages and overhaul schedules on which to base a 

Shipyards test of competition. In fiscal year 1986, the Navy decided that all SBN 
overhauls and work involving eight specifically identified vessels would 
be competed. The SSBNS were put into the program to improve cost con- 
trols and the execution of work involving that type of vessel. Two 
classes of guid&l%Gsile -cni'ii.s and certain destroyers are to be added 
to the program +rf February 1,1988. 

/ )  ' 

In,fiscal year 1987, the s e l e o n  process became mom formaIized. NAV- 
&now iio&aks vkssels for mmpetition after considering existing 

> +  , 
. * 'b a * *  ..<&A &A%"\- 

guid&&i ihid.mob&atioi?ba& &"a workload concerns. The Assistant - 
$ t i b e e  of &e --. l k i t s d  @ae(shiPbuildhg e d  Logistics) now approves the 
shipJ tq~e'kompeted 5. - .- from h o *  the nominees. 

Assigned and; %:::;I- " r: :-;:-- - When the competition -&, F t * 2  c.hga prog& .*. L C  kg&, r-. abo* 6@uper&t of the- value of 
9 ov&l iadh i  i l a p ~ . , w o ~ ~ w a s  & b e d  ti5 pUbli= shipyards: Since 

~ o m p e k d  Work . .=  . * . then; howexer,, C C , I I ,  , . *e$ .I iefabve, Bee of work has d&ed, according to 
i 

, .. i 

~ a &  ks'htes;.&@ . , ( L a  ," a &  f&er declines are projected through fiscal year 
1989. Except fof'the f m t  year of thk program, the percentage of all 
work competed between public and private shipyards has remained rel- 
atively$ constant, at about 10 percent. The Navy expects this percentage 
torem&&%t&t; however, it also expects the total value of all such 
work to decline from repnt levels, as shown in table 2.2. 



Table 2.2: Value of Allocated and 
Competed Work, Fiscal Years 1985-89 (Dollars in millions) 

Fiscal year 
1985. 1986b 1987b 1988b l98gb 

Amount: 
Public $3,597.7 $2,722.7 $2,865.0 $2,111.8 $2,209.4 
Private 1,8282 1.585.8 1.724.1 1.596.2 1.808.5 
Competed 29.4 492.6 522.9 460.5 443.7 
Total $5,455.3 $4,801.1 $5,112.0 $4,168.5 $4,461.6 
Percent: 
Public 66 57 56 51 49 
Private '33 33 34 38 41 
Competed 1 , 10 10 11 10 
Total 100 ' 100 100 100 100 

bEstimated. 

According to the Navy, the decline is due to changes in maintenance 
strategies, The current strategygY.quires scheduling shorter and more 
frequent maintenance on some combatants and no further overhauls for 
some older combatants scheduled for deactivation. Consequently, the 
number of R O H ~  decreased from-63 in fscal year 1982 to 41 in f d  year 
1987, while the number of s m  inqeased from 67 to 120. 

Distribution of .Competed As shown in table 2.3; t h h a v ,  had competed work valued at $822.6 

Work . million by the end of fiscal p a r  1987. 
. . . r ,  , 

. % ,  A *  c-+ ' 

Table 2.3: Results of Competition, Fiscal 
Years 1985-87 (Dollars in millions) 

Type of versel/wotk 
Submarines .. Surface ships 

Shipyard ERP SRq . ROH SRA ROH Total Amount 
Public 1 6 5. 2 2 16 $656.1 
Private 0 1 0 5 9 15 166.4 
Total 1 7 .  5 7 11 * 31 $822.5 

.Another competition involving ROH work for anSSBN was canceled. 

Private shipyards were awarded most of the work involving surface 
vessels. Numerous private shipyards can compete for such work. For 
example, for each of the surface vessels competed, at  least two and as 
many as ten private shipyards submitted proposals. In contrast, no more 
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ch.p-2 
Distribution of Wort Betrrrrn PllbUc and 

than 2 public shipyards submitted proposals for 12 of the competitions 
involving this type of work. For the other six competitions, public ship 
yards did not submit proposals or withdrew them before award. 

The higher proportion of funds awarded to public shipyards through the 
program is due to ROH work on SSBNS. Previously, the work was either 
assigned to public shipyards or allocated to the private shipyard capable 
of doing it. Although the assigxur~ents and allocations changed from year 
to year, RoH work on at least three of the five SSBNS was allocated to the 

- private shipyard when the decision was made to compete all work 
involving sss~s. The competed work involving these five vessels was 
estimated to cost about $667.9 million. 

my T ' 

Concl~sions Several factors influence the allocation of work between public and pri- 
vate shipyards, including the need to maintain government-owned 

' ,  
. - * c  :-- 

facilitiei to repEiir complex combatant vessels. However, private ship 
- .  - .  . P 

- , - > l",,' 

yards have been receiving an incseasing share of funds for all overhaul 
- and r e p a  work involving naval vessels. 

, -a 8 4 , ! >  : t r , ,  r r  7 ,  s : ~ Y : x  * a 

,. . - . .. - .I? T; ? r ,  Y ,:!'I - c n 

3 ' '  *-, - - The progrh  to-compete work between public and private shipyards is a 
relatively small portion of all overhaul and repair work. Within the pro- 
gram, public shipyards have been most successful in competing for work 

- .." .. .-- -.- - . - involving nuclear-powered submarines. Because ROH work involving 
7 :: '-: *. r $ el r .hi',' 9 1~ Z' ', , ' - BNS:% &jij&,%i& &f be .funds provided through competition have 

been &ardkd%o"$tblic shipyards:. As Iong as public shipyards continue 
--- -.- --- ---- --. - -  to win most of-the .competitions involving su-ch work, they will continue 

, . T - . , A  J . , . .  . receiving most of the funds allocated to the program. 
-. - -. 

On the other hand, private shipyards have been very successful in com- 
-- -- .- - - - - - peting with public'shipyards for work involving surface vessels, and 

numerous pri;vate shipyards compete for this type of work. 

Agency Comments.- : -s report, DOD agreed that (1) the distribu- 
tion of work between public and private shipyards is influenced by sev- 
eral factors, (2) most of the work awarded to public shipyards involves 

* nuclear-powered submarines, (3) most of the work awarded to private 
shipyards involves surface vessels, (4) in contrast to nuclear-powered 
submarine work, numerous private shipyards compete for work involv- 
ing surface vessels, and (6) overall, private shipyards are being allo- 
cated an increasing share of all overhaul and repair funds. 
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cluptcr2 
MsMbution of Work Be- PIlblic urd 
mvate Shfpyudr 

In the draft report, we stated that the Navy expects the proportion of 
available work to be done in private shipyards to continue to increase. 
In commenting on the draft report, DOD noted that the Navy's expecta- 
tion of increasing the proportion of work in private shipyards depends, 
in part, on mainfaining current congressionally approved maintenance 
funding levels. Further, the proportion of work done at public and pri- 
vate shipyards can change from year to year depending on such factors 
as drydock availability and fleet operational commitments. D ~ D  also 
stated that since the completion of our field work the other private ship 
yard qumied to work on nuclear-powered submarjnes has been 
awarded competed work. , . 
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Chapter 3 
I 
! .  

Public Shipyard Proposals Should Include All 
2 

I 

Government Costs 

Navy Industrial Fund regulations require public shipyards to recover 
the cost of overhaul and repair work. Based on our analyses, we believe 
that the proposals involving SSBN-rr?lated work were prepared in accord- 
ance with applicable guidance and reflected a reasonable estimate of the 
shipyards' costs to do the work. However, the work is still underway, 
and it will not be possible to deternzine the accuracy of the proposals 
until it is completed. 

Inherent differences between public and private shipyards primarily 
involve profit. Private shipyards must accomplish the work under firm 
fmed-price or fad-price incentive contracts, and thus, they face the 
possibility of unexpected losses if the work has not been estimated accu- 
rately. On the other hand, public shipyards accomplish work under p n  
ject orders, which are more analogous to cost-reimbursable type 
contracts because the govement will reimburse these shipyards for all 
costs that exceed the fixed price. While the differences do not prevent 
competition, they do preclude total equity and affect the comparability 
of the proposals. Thus, the objective is to minimize those differences to 
the extent practical so that the highest possible degree of comparability 
can be achieved. 

I 

The Navy has instituted measures that are intended to foster a competi- 
' 

tive environment between public and private shipyards and to enswe 
that public shipyards proposing the lowest costs can accomplish the 
work within those costs. Also, the Navy, in its comparability analyses, 
adds certain costs to the apparent lowest public and private shipyard 
proposals as a basis for certifying to the Congress that the successful 
bids contain comparable estimates of all direct and indirect costs. To 
date, however, the comparability analyses have not had a role in the 
award process. 

Projects orders or contracts are swarded, except where mobilhtion 
base concerns prevail, tathe res.ponsible public or private shipyards, 
respectively, that have submitted the lowest priced proposals in accord- 
ance with the evaluation criteria contained in the solicibtions. The 
results of the competitions we examined would not have changed had 
the proposals been evaluated in terms of the comparable cost estimates 
because the differences between the amounts stated in the lowest priced 
proposals from public and private shipyards were greater than any pos- 
sible cost differentials included in the analyses. 
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chapters 
hblic Shipyard RPpoulr Should Inclnde All 
Government Chta 

In addition to the amounts proposed and the additional costs included in 
the comparability analyses, the government incurs other costs for oper- 
ating public shipyards that are not considered in evaluating the propos- 
als. Including these costs in the analyses would further narrow the 
differences between the lowest priced proposals, but not enough to 
change the results of the competitions we examined. We believe that all 
costs that can be reasonably identified and objectively quantified should 
be included in the comparability analyses and considered in evaluating 
the proposals. 

Public Shipyard Cost .. At the public shipyards visited, we found that the proposals were based 
on NAVSEA and Navy Comptroller guidance in effect at that time and 

Estimates developed from estimates of labor, material, and overhead. 

In some instances, the proposals were adjusted to reflect management's 
judgment of the shipyards' current capability, contingencies, risk, and 
the competitive environment. 

> * i 

..i . &h, ~ O ~ , R O H  work involving vBNs, the proposals were increased to 
include discretionary costs for planned expenditures not directly related 

. . - - - .. to doing the-work. If the fixed-@ce incentive-contracts h .,, , % ,..% used for ROH 
. . . . . .I - work are completed at a cost less than the ceiling price, all & at least 

1: .. , some of the discretionary .costs included in the can be 
A p2 - , . ,expended for such items as employee bonuses or other controllable 

, . I . - + - , :  e.tj;,ipp1.7  expenditure^^ / 

-" . "** 1,s v . ,, , ., :.? f: ..., ., - - 
% "I -1, . . - .I . . :. , ~or.~~bqxqin&related work,w; also found that the staffday rates 

three shipyar:ds used to estimate costs included a proportionate share of 
costs directly attributable to shipyard operations and generally were not 

, - ,2 , . ;. materially different from thoseused for noncompeted work. The man- 
.- agement of the fourth shipykd reasoned that certain fixedaverhead 

-- - - ,.- - - -*..- - -- .-costs were covered by noncompeted work, and thus, its proposal for 
work involving a competed surface vessel included only estimates of the 

. -  - - -  variable (i.e., incremental) costs it needed to recover. 
- - 

Based on our (1) analysis of the guidance provided public shipyards, 
and the methodology used to estimate the number of staffdays to do the 
work and the composite rates for labor and overhead applied to those 
staffdays to estimate the cost of the work and (2) comparisons of those 
estimates with other competed and noncompeted work, we believe the 
public shipyard proposals for submarine-related work are reasonable. 
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Chapter 9 
hblic 6hlp~ud PlPpoUL Ghcmld Inel* Al l  
Covunment Coots 

- 

However, work involving submarines is still underway, and final costs 
for completed work involving surface vessels are still under review. 

In a previous review of overhaul costs at private shipyards, we 
reported' that the total price for 75 fixed-price contracts involving sur- 
face vessels increased from $594 million to $967 million, or 63 percent, 
between the time of award and completion of the work. The increases 
resulted from modifications to the original scope of work. There are two 
types of modifications: growth work and new work. Growth work 
relates to technical shortfalls in the original estimate of work require- 
ments, and new work p6rtains to requirements not -included in the origi- 
nal scope'of work. We also fount5 that 76 p e r k t  of the cost increases on 
sfsed-price contra&s was attributable to growth work. The possibility' 
also exists for the costs of work involving the vessels included in this 
review to increase because of the nature of the work 

Appendix III describes oiir evaluation of the public shipyard proposals 
and the controls to help ensure accountability. It also discusses some 

, additional b& incurred.by private shipyards. 
.? ,' - i. 

" .  , % . : 5 1  = - 

-between public and private shipyards, - 
- + even though they are involved in the same type of work. The differences 

- , ,  basically center 'around the .role,.of profit. Some private shipyard repre- 
sentatives perceive firm fured-j>rice and fixed-price incentive con- 
tracting as unfair because, in their opinion, the work is not always 

- $  , - clearly defhed!.lf the' bsts exceed tKe maximum price, anticipated prof- 
- ? *, ... , . $ +  .. - its become unexpe'kted losses.: ' ' 

. r . .  
. , - Conversely, under fmd-price project orders, which are used to obligate 

appropriated funds in ih;e same manner as contracts, the govemznent 
. . - will reimburse public shipyards for costs that exceed the price. How- 

ever, our recent-bid prdest derision found that both types of shipyards 
develop their proposals under comparable degrees of ~ncerfainty.~ - 

' ~ a v y  Maintenance: Costs to Overhaul ?Cavy Ships at Rivate Shipyards (Jan. 9,1986, GAO/ 
h51ADB6-27). 

2h'ewprt Kews Shipbpildii and Dry Dock Company, B221888, July 2,1986,8&2 CPD q23, affd on 
mnsideration, B221888.2, Oaober 15,1986,86-2 CPD 8428. 
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Public Shipyud Ropods Shoald Inchde All 
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Type of Contract Under firm fixed-price contracts, private shipyards retain all savings if 
the work described in the contract is accomplished at less than the pro- 
posed price and assume all costs for such work exceeding that price. 
Under fixed-price incentive contracts, private shipyards and the Navy 
share savings or losses under or over the target price--within a stated 
limit. The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) expressly leaves to the 
judgment of the procuring agency the type of contract under which 
work will be performed. 

For the competition program, public shipyards work under firm fixed- 
price and fixed-price incentive project orders because the government 
generally cannot contract with itself. The Navy Industrial Fund p r e  
vides the operating capital to perform the work, and it is periodically 
reimbursed as work progresses. Work performed at less than the fixed 
price increases a shipyard's Accumulated Operating Results (an account 
that is similar to a private entity's retained earnings), while work 
accomplished at more than the fixed price decreases the account. If the 
loss exceeds the account's balance, the government must bear the differ- 
en@. Therefore, project orders are analogous to cost-reimbursement 
type contracts because the government is ultimately responsible for , 

costs that exceed the-fixed price. 
t y : <  - . . 

Description of Work The Shipbuilders Council of America and otherindustry representatives 
have stated that for fixed-price competition to take place, the descrip 
tion of work must be comprehensive and clear. Specifically, the Navy's 
use of the-phase "normal-and shilar!' to describe certain work involving 
SSBNS was questioned. We addressed this issue in our July 1986 decision 

. and found no legal requirement that a competition must be based on 
specifications drafted in such detail as to completely eliminate any risk 
or that the Navy must remove every uncertainty. We found that the pro- 
tester had not met its burden of affirmatively proving that the solicit,- 

- tion lacked sufficient clarity to permit competition on an equal basis or 
that there was any information reasonably available to the Navy that 

- -  - 
was not provided to all competitors. 

The Navy has designed its procurement process for the competition pro- Measures to Foster a gram to help ensure that (1) public and private shipyard proposals are 
c~mpktitive based on common statements of work requirements, (2) public shipyards 

Environment can reasonably be expected to accomplish the work as proposed at the 
estimated price, and (3) successful bids include comparable estimates of 
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all direct and indirect costs to the 'Navy for accomplishing work at both 
public and private shipyards. 

The Procurement Process The Navy's procurement process for competed work uses as guidelines 
basic underlying procurement principles, including those that may be 
reflected in the FAR. For example, our analysis of the competitions 
disclosed 

all potential offerors were provided the same information (plans, draw- 
" ( ings, specificationstrand amendments), ' 

i\proposals were evaluated in' accordan& with the solicitation and in 
- I 'sortie &s a source selection plan intended to ensure impartial evalua- 

tion of all proposals;and " 
, , information provided to any competing shipyard was provided to all 

- competingshipyards. 
: / I , . . .  < 

- .  . . . ! A L -  J . 
..Also, N A .  guidance + e ~ &  that all-communications from both pri- 

~ . A < I  . . . .vate and public shipyard be diifdRd only to contracting officers. We 
found no evidence of inappropriate communications between NAVsEA and 
public shipyards, arid some public shipyard requests for information 
that were misdirected to NAVSEA officials were refused. 
.. 7 . - \  d .  

* . -  ,, , - ' A  ' . . * .  - ' d  . . . 

Limitations -dn Awarding - = A'irhing to the  FAR;^^ lowest price or .cost to the government is a 
* ,. .+ prd'per criterion on' whi&%*bb& gwatds. However, selections also can 

rh? kbased on.the'greatest $alueto the:govemment. We found some 
.:,:. instances where selections!cohsidered not only costs but also the need to 

promote national defeke and protect the mobilization base. For 
.- - 'example: " - , . . .  . :  

i - , , . - -  
2 .  . .  . 

- ,. -- - --A solicitation for three SBNS spe&led&at no shipyard could be 
awarded work involving more than one vessel. A public shipyard sub- 
mitted the lowest proposal fpr two vessels. The second vessel was 
awarded to another public shipyard that had submitted the second low- 
est bid because of national defense and mobilization base concerns. 

- .$ The Navy determined that it would promote national interest to have 
more shipyards experienced in overhauling a certain class of vessel. A 
private shipyard that had been awarded work on one such vessel earlier 
also submitted a proposal for another vessel of that class. Therefore, 
that shipyard's proposal was nctt considered during the evaluation 
process. 



Navy Cost Realism The Navy performs a cost realism analysis of the apparently lowest 
priced proposals from public shipyards to help ensure that the work can 

and Comparability be accomplished at the estimated cost. This analysis is not r e q w  for 
Analyses private shipyard proposals. The Navy also performs a comparability 

analysis of the apparently low public and private shipyard proposals as 
a basis for making the ceMication required by the legislation that cre- 
ated the program. However, we found that the comparability analyses 
had played no role in the selection of successful proposals because the 
solicitations usually specified that awards would be based on the pro- 
posed price, except where national defense concerns prevailed. 

&st ~ealism Ahdyses NAVSEA &carnines each apparently successful public shipyard proposal to 
determine 'if the shipyard csin realistically accomplish the work, as pro- 
posed, at the estimated cost. The analysis is intended to determine if the 
proposed direct laborand overhead rates, staffdays, and material costs 
are reasonable. 

, 4 

One organization within NAVSEA evaluates previous, similar work that 
the shipyard has done to gauge the reasonableness and realism of the 
proposed staffdays and material. Another organization evaluates the 

," 
shipyard's budget and year-todate costs to assess if ,the.proposed labor, 
overhezid, and ma$rial.cost esthhhtes are reasonable and redistic. 

. . L .  , . 
, One of the &alYses we examined; which involved work on a surface 

vessel; qu~tioned the suffiaerikfof 'the proposed overhead rate that 
had been dete&ed on an hc&ment&l basis. As discussed earlier and 
in apphndix III, shipyard offid& kasbned that budgeted overhead 
costs would + recovered by noncompeted work and that only the addi- .- . r r  5 r 4, 

. tional (incrembtal) ohrhead costs generated by the competed work 
should be in the proposal: Had the proposal contained a proportionate 
share of all overhead~cb&, it wodd have been higher than the lowest 
Iprivate shipyard's prop6sal ahd the &ard may have gone to the private 
shipyard. Tlie Navy later jssued guidkme that requires public shipyards 
to include a proportionate share of all overhead costs in their propals. 

Cost Comparability When a proposal has been received from at least one public and one 
Analyses private shipyard, N A .  conducts a comparability analysis to determine 

if costs are comparable between the two types of shipyards. It is the 
Navy's basis for certifying to the Congress that the successful bid 
includes comparable estimates of all direct and indirect costs. 



alapter 3 
Public Shipyud Prop046 S h d d  Include All 

- The analyses include some of the costs to the Navy that are not included 
ixi the l o k t  priced proposals from public and shipyards. For 
the pubk shipyard proposal, NAVSEA adds a pro rata share of costs for 
military personnel, facility depreciation, workmen's compensation, and 
unemployment insurance, and aLw adds costs for the Administrative 
Project Officer (APO). The APO was initiated at public shipyards to rule 
on the compensability of changes and is independent of shipyard man- 
agement. The private shipyard's proposal is increased to include a pro ' 

ra&shar'e of SUPSHIP contract administration costs. 
- . -  . - . . r *. Nost miti, such as for mili@q~.~>e~nnel and depreciation, are prorated 

.to pub* shipyard prop6sak on the basis of the ratio of the number of 
-. : . - dired lab& staff-days prokkd  to do the competed work to the total 

. . dir%ct la&rstaffdays expected to be used by the shipyard during the 
4 ir .+. '   ow ever, sm%m costs (including those for military personnel) 

are prorated based on the ratio of the proposed price to the total dollar 
.. . . , 
1 I -  L * , .  

., . + xglgne of business the SUPSHIP office administered in the most recent 
I '. 

.. . - ,-- . f k d  yew. ' " . 2 *,,>I - A#*. 2 , . - " - - A * , -  --. ;-- -, . . . . -. - t - . 5 .  r' L,Yj :' ; , v 
;. 

Ad. - * ,  . . ' ": %?i<tr ,  L>** - r  =-:-, - , . r  , <> -; . 
~ i l i t b y  Pefsoae1"w-.:'.. .. .;r . . &- After , ... -,:j determining *- the kumbe? of military personnel in each pay grade 

employed at the public shipyard supporting its industrial activities, mv- 
,.'? &-  ,- ' '*: 

SEA prorates these cosl$,The prorated costs include basic pay plus a 
: ::k.3:+-,h,,p2;.~ ;.. s r ,  . ,,w $x%iogof ;U A* .': quarf~rs~illo~ances, .-. permanent-change-of-station costs, 

r r  s 1' n , ,  t i , ,  - 
,- . , - -  ... 1 3  .A$ + ~ f , ~ ~ ; ~ + ~ ~ ~  ,mqntipand &,,a s&uapay (sue&, as flying, submarine, and hazardous 

.* - I A* . ::c . . i r k  $uty ,,. + qllowances), <A- ,. r . ~~~~~ement. . I 
I 

b .  
> .  2 . 3 *;.'! f'",' "" . j ' : i ' ) " ~ i q ~ 3 * & - ,  ," . >f *9.* , .> 3 

+ L 
. . JVe goqd @at yv~*s,conip&abilit$ analyses did not include (1) all 

- T * .  . -1: 
. '  . > . 3 ,  . .+ 

pe)-sonhel sup&$,costs for a portion of the quartets, subsistence, medi- 
. + .$;:, . A. -2. . , . 'kil~6$d m e C b s t s  not included in the standard rates (6 percent - . * .  SS.,, # *  e - - - 5  . s r  ,. . ..? . - -- . - . - - .--- - . -. ..-.-. - .-. of ,. $$fbr,offioe+ .:.& :- and ,l8 percent of pay for enlisted personnel) and (2) 

leave and h?iliilay accnials (14 percent of pay). As a result, these analy- 
s& -hdei&ted militafy personnel costs. We recomputed the analyses 

- and esthated that including these factors in the public shipyard pro- 

-- posals would have increased these costs by amounts ranging from about 
' .  , - % 

'$26,200 to about $625,800. 
.. ., . . L : .  

a - 
~ a d i t y  ~e~fec iat ibn ' Eqkpment depreciation is included in public shipyard proposals. How- 

ever, depreciation for facilities obtained with non-Navy Industrial Fund 
resources is not included in the proposals. Therefore, NAVSEA adds a pro- 
portionate share of this depreciation, taken from public shipyards' 
fmancial and operating statements, in the comparability analyses. We 
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found that based on the shipyards' data, the amounts NAVSEA included in 
the analyses were correct. 

Workmen's Compensation 

Unemployment Insurance 

Department of Labor payments to disabled workers are centrally reim- 
bursed by the Navy. NAVSEA determines the amount attributable to a 
public shipyard's proposal and prorates the cost based on the most 
recent annual billing that lists the amounts of compensation attributable 
to each naval installation. In the analyses for the proposals we 
reviewed, NAVSEA used the billing for the period July 1,1984, through 
June 30,: 1985. However, we found that N A V ~  had available and should 

. have used the 'b i ig  for July 1,1985, through June 30,1986-the most 
recent billing-for one comparability analysis. Our recomputation using 
the later billing reduced NAVSEA'S estimate by about $133,000. 

Each state centrally chhrges the'Navy for the total unemployment com- 
pensation paid the previo'us quarter that is attributable to all naval 
activities in the state. mv& prorates the cost to public shipyards based 
on the proportion of the tdtai"peoll for each shipyard and the total 
Navy payroll in the state. The' amount is then prorated to the public 
shipyard.prop'osals on the bas'i of the ratio of the number of direct 
labor staff-days proposed td do kompeted work to the total direct labor 
staff-days expected to be used by the shipyard during the period. The 
amount reviewed Xas been reasonably determined for the proposals that 
we reviewed. .. , :. , T,. ' 1 

Administrative Project Officer 
Costs 

I ) - -. " t  : - L 
I 

Comparability analyses include b o k h t a r y  and civilian personnel i 
costs at the public shipyaidi The costs are based on earlier experience I 
and are prorated over the period of #e proposed work. However, we f 
found that ~ V S E A  did not include APO costs for m o  proposals and that 
amounts for the other vessels were understated because the rates used i 
for military personnel we& understated. Our recomputation of APO costs ! 

for proposals reviewed incri%--thee- by amounts ranging from- 
I 

I 
about $14,700 to about $60,000. 

SUPSHIPcosts These costs include SUPSHIP'S budgeted operating costs plus military per- 
sonnel costs incurred by that office. However, we found that NAVSEA 
used the same methodology to compute military personnel costs; that is, 
it excluded certain personnel support and leave and holiday costs. Our 
recomputation increased the private shipyards' comparability costs by 
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amounts ranging from about $300 to about $110,700 for the proposals 
reviewed. 

Comparability Analyses As the program is now implemented, competed work is awarded to the 
Play No Role in Awarding public or private shipyard primarily on the basis of the lowest amount 

Competed Work proposed, although national deffme and mobiition base concerns can 
ovemde that criterion. The comparability analyses served only as a 
basis for the ertifkation required by the legislation. However, so far, 
the analyses would not have changed any awards because the difference 
b e t e n  costs in the lowest priced proposals from public and private 
shipyards was more than the cost adjustments. 

. I 

Estimates of -hat can be attributed to the federal gov- 
ernment are not considered in the comparabiity analyses. We computed 

Additional Costs two of these &ts for the winning public shipyard proposals reviewed to 
determine if inclusion of such costs would have affected the outcome of 

.. the competitions. (Our analyses, which are based on information that 
, ? - .  

DOD, considers for official use only, are being provided in a restricted 
- . :- 

' 
supplement fo this repox?., G A O / N S ~ ~ O ~ S . )  Our analyses show the dif- 
fererkk &tween the lowest priced public and private shipyard propos- 
als as submitted and the proposals after addm NAVSEA'S comparable 

:> -6 .' cost estimates, , .  as well as . 

a our refinement of NAVSEA'S estimates as discussed above, 
our estimates of potential additional costs of operating and maintaining 
the Navy ~upply~system, and , 
~ur~kstimates of full costs of retirement for public shipyard civilian 
employees. ,. ..,- + 

The ank lyk  show that including the additional cost estimates would 
not have changed the oatcome of the competitions reviewed, but the 

- - -  @won@ costs would have narrowed the differences between the low- 
est priced public and private shipyard proposals. 

Additional Costs to the Public shipyards have access to Navy supply system inventories for 
Navy ahd Federal material. The economies of scale available through such a system could 

Government provide a competitive advantage to public shipyards. The prces 
charged these shipyards for material are comprised of several elements. 
However, there is no prescribed surcharge passed on to the shipyards or 
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customers for operating and maintaining the Navy supply system 
because it is funded through separate appropriations. 

To apply such a surcharge for the purpose of competition would require 
(1) a determination of the cost to operate and maintain the Navy supply 
system and (2) an analysis of the source and cost of the various types of 
material used to accomplish overhaul and repair work We did not make 
such a determination or an analysis during our review. 

OMB'S Circular A-76, however, provides guidance concerning the 
surcharge applicable to material obtainable from other inventory mana- 
gers. According to the drcular, 11 percent should be added to the cost of 
common use, commercidly available items obtained through the General 
Services Administration. The cost of material for which the Defense 
hgistics Agency (DLA) has procurement, receiving, storage, and ship 
ping responsibility should be increased by 24.6 percent. 

We applied the DLA surcharge to the'material costs in the public ship 
yard proposals reviewed,: reboning that the Navy would be more analo- 
gous to DLA than to the General Services Administration. The purpose 
was to obtain an estimate of the potential effect such costs could have 
on public shipyard proposals, assuming the Navy supply system's opera- 
tion and maintendce'its were shiilai to DM'S. Applying D L ~ S  
surcharge to the 'material cost estimates would have increased the public 

. ,. shipyards' proposals by amounts ranging from about $0.4 million to . , 
. .,a!. t~ , about $4.0 million. '- ' ' 

- < ,* . :o -4 r 3 . 2  :" ! < - ; T p . : 4 . s -  , . ' 

. ,< > 

Ir  .. . , Private shipyards also 'are permitted to draw on ~ a v y  inventories in lim- 
I ,. , , ... . , ited circumstan& whenenlead time or lack of a source precludes commer- 

cial acquisitions. For the purpose of equity, their proposals also would 
have to be acljusted for such procurements to the extent they can be 

.. . . . , detennined. None of the private shipyards' proposals related to the 
-. : examples cited indicated theelitent they would use Navy inventories. . 

- --.- Also, public shipyard labor costs include only the Navy's contribution 
for civilian employee retiremi%%. The fd cost to the government 
exceeds that contribution. Under the new Federal Employees' Retire- 
ment System, agency and employee contributions are requirt3 to cover 
full costs. To determine the difference between the cost to the Navy and I 

. the cost to the government for civilian retirement, we calculated addi- 
tional amounts applicable to the proposals we reviewed by using the 1 
21.7 percent composite factor recommended in OMB Circular A-76. 
Applying the composite factor for retirement would have increased the 

I : 
& 
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public shipyards* proposals by amounts ranging from about $0.3 million , 
to about $8.6 million. 

Conclusions Overall, public shipyard competitive proposals for submarine-related 
work appear to be generally based on reasonable estimates of the cost of 
that work. However, consistent private shipyard bidding strate- 
gies, public shipyard managers can accept or a u s t  the original estimate 
based on their ,assessment of shipyard capabilities, contingencies, risk, 
and the competitive environment. Even with these adjustments, the dif- 
ferences b e t w e  the rates used for competed and noncompeted work 
were not materially different. 

*-. Work on the vessels we reviewed is still underway at the public ship 
yards, and final costs for other completed work are still to be deter- 
mined. However, based on our review of the proposals for work 
involving submarines and our analysis of the estimated staff-days and 
rates used * - -  for - - . -  sjqilar-work, the proposals reviewed appeared reason- 

. . .  , able. ,T& p r o p a l  we reviewed for work-hvolving a surface vessel did 
.2 - 

'not include a proportionate share of overhead costs. 
. :. - - r 

\ ' ,- , , , , 1, ,k,r Gk.> : A 
There,are inherent differences between public and private shipyards. 

-. For example, in  thejong term, private shipyards must recover all costs 

- . *  
and s&k tq*alize a profit that is at least commensurate with other 
investkent opportunities, whiie public shipyards can continue to oper- 
ate without making a profit. While the differences do not prevent com- 
petition, they.do h k r  equity, the ability of private shipyards to 

v 

, P -  
* . ,  

*.. .I,e . , comp@e:on a$equU@ footing with public shipyards, and the comparabil- 
ity of me proposals. 

. , W-,?<: ,; jC ' - i-.. t l  , , 
The legislati& authorizing the competition program requires a certifica- 
tion tl;'aisuc&ful proposals include comparable estimates of all direct . 
' - 
and indirect costs for both public and private shipyards. The Navy has 
instituted a process intended to help ekure that public and ship 

- - -  yard proposals are based on comparable information and other meas- 
ures tq promote a competitive environment. However, there are 

II 

attributable costs to the federal government, in addition to those 
incurred by public shipyards to do competed work. These costs are not 
beihg included in the Navy's comparability analyses on which the certi- 
fications are based, nor are they 'being considered in the evaluation of 
proposals. Although the additional costs we identified would not have 
changed the results of the competitions we reviewed, they would have 
narrowed the differences and increased the comparability of the 
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Calaptcr 8 
Public Shipyard Ropouls S W d  Include AU 
Guvenrwnt Costa 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the Secretary of the 
Navy to (1) base the certifications of public and private shipyard com- 

- petitive proposals on all reasonably identifiable and objectively quanti- - 

fiable costs to the federal government and (2) solicit and evaluate 
proposals and award competed work on that basis. 

Agency Comments DOD agreed with our findings and analysis. DOD also agreed that inherent 
differences exist between public and private shipyards, primarily cen- 
tering around the role of profit and while the differences do not pre- 
clude competition, they do preclude total equity and affect the 
comparability of the proposals. 

proposals. As the program is now being implemented, the value of the 
ceMications is limited because awards are generally based on amounts 
proposed by public and private shipyards, not on the comparable cost 
estimates. 

To the extent cost or price is evaluated in awarding work under the com- 
petition program, we believe that the solicitation should state that the 
evaluation criterion is the least cost to the federal government (rather 
than to the ~avy) .  The certifications should be made and the proposals 
should be evaluated on the basis of all reasonably identifiable and objec- 
tively quantifiable costs that can be attributed to the federal govern- 
ment. This would be consistent with the practice public shipyards are 
required to follow in developing competitive proposals. They are 
required to include labor and a proportionate share of overhead costs 
attributable to the work, although these costs may not change signifi- 
cantly in the short term if the work is awaided to a private shipyard. 
For public shipyards, the costs to the government should include the 
amount proposed and (1) those costs now included in the comparability 
analyses (as refined for the additional types of costs we identified), (2) 
the cost to operate and maintain the Navy supply system, and (3) the 
full cost of retirement for civilian shipyard personnel. For private ship 
yards, these costs should include the proposed price, the government's 
cost to administer the contract, and a share of the costs to operate and 
maintain the Navy supply system, to the extent the system is used and 
the cost can be determined during the evaluation process. This approach 
will better ensure that successful proposals for work competed under 
the program include comparable estimates of all direct and indirect 

- costs. 
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DOD also concurred with our recomn~endations, saying that the certifica- 
tions of competitive shdul.d include all reasonably identifiable I 
and objectively quantifiable'costs tc, the government and that competi- 
tive proposals should be evduated on that basis. DoD stated that the 
Navy is investigating allowing both public and private shipyards equal 

I 
access to the Navy supply system, thus yielding no advantage to either 
type of shipyard. Also, the ,~avy will devise a computation method in 
consonance with the OMB .... Cirhlar .-, ... A-76 cost comparison methodology for 
retirement costs. Dad also concurrecl -with our proposed refinement of 

'-4- r: ' the methodology for comput@tg mihtary personnel costs. D ~ D  expects 
' actions we recbmkende'd @,be implemented beginning with requests for 

proposals issu-ki & f~&d&~.b9891. - ? % ,  - 
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Chapter 4 

Assessments of the Expected Benefits 
of Competition 

The Navy perceives competition between public and private shipyards 
as having the potential of producing important benefits to the govern- 
ment, including lower repair costs, improved quality of work performed, 
and better adherence to ship schedules. 

The overall results and impact of the Navy's shipyard competition p m  
gram have not been determined. However, the Navy has made some lim- 
ited assessments of the expected benefits. In March 1987 the Navy 
claimed that it had saved $200 million from competition. We evaluated 
.this estimate and found it does not take into account a number of factors 
that affect its accuracy and claim that the savings are wholly attributa- 
ble to competition. 

Key officials we interviewed at-four public shipyards generally believe 
that the competition program has helped to reduce costs. Most also think 
that competition has not changed adherence to schedule. Also, about 
half believe that 

.. - .  > 3 * . .~,; . . * / -  . %  * t  

-In November 19 tted a congressionally requested 
. -:reportan the results of a fiscal year1985 two-ship test competition. The 

report's overall conclusion was that the public shipyard's costs were 
about 8 percent higher than the private shipyard's costs. Further, qual- 
ity and schedule performance of the two shipyards was about equal. 

- - .- 

Claim of $200 Million ~ - - and Logistics) discussed the Navy's public/private competition policies 

SaVhigs before a joint'hearing of the ~ubcommitt& on Seapower and Strategic 
- -and Critical Materialspnd,the Subcommittee on Readiness, House Com- 

mittee on Armed Services. At that time, he stated that 21 competitions 
had been conducted ahd that these-competitions had yielded an esti- 
mated savings of $200 million compsred'to previous cost experience 

- 

- - 
with both the public and private shipyards. He also stated that bidsfor 
SSBN overhauls had fallen an average of 27 percent from previous over- 
haul costs with the introduction of competition. 

In his fscal year 1986 report to the Congress, the Competition Advocate 
General of the Navy also addressed the program. He stated: 

"The full impact of public/private competition for ship repair has yet to be quanti- 
fied, but an estimated $200 million in initial dollar savings, as well as improved 
quality and better adherence to schedule is expected." 
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a m p f a  4 
dbwamenu of the Erpectrd BeIIe5m 
of Competition 

Basis for Estimated The $200 million savings estimate, which was prepared in the Office of 
Savings the Assistant Secretary, includes $150 million in savings for the over- 

haul of five submarines and $50 million in savings for the overhaul of 
six surface ships. Different methodologies were used for the two types 
of ships because, according to Na.vy officials, submarine work packages 
are better defined and historically have been more consistent than sur- 
face ship work packages. 

Submarine  thodo do logy - . The submarine portion of the estimate was derived from a MVSEA pre- 
,: y! . sentation to the Under Secretary of the Navy in March 1987. The pre- 

e .  
I <  sentation dontrasted the (1) average '&get price or award amount 

($1 13.6 million) of the five SSBN overhauls competed as of February . 

1987 and (2) average price ($163.6 million) reported in February 1987 
' 

. for the last five SSBNS overhauled before the competition program. To 
- I : make the estimate conservative, the difference in price per SSBN of $39.9 , 

' L  
a .< r- - 1  million (about 26 percent) was reduced by the Office of the Assistant 

. -Secretary to $30 million, for a total savings of $150 million. The savings 
per SSBK of $39.9 million was computed y shown in table 4.1. 

L 
. . . * -  

, . _ I , *  -.a?. I "  ' d* ' - , ' I . *  * f '  P .  

Table 4.): Basis for Savings"Estiqateon, 2 i 
SSBN Overhauls . -: '-  .,(Dollars in'millions) - i . ' ' ' . 

, , * .  . . . L . " " 4," ; , f a  f ' . : 4 - -, Target price/ 
. - .  ' 1  

award Average 
2 v " Type 6f"6~erliaiil/~hip ' amount price 

Noncompeted: 
. - .  - . -  - - - - SSBNs629,634;.63la; 641, and. 645 . c - 

? .  $1 53.5 . 
+ .j:{?b -., 9,- +: T . 2  '-< . . corn.fited: c* * - '- - - - 

i . ' . - , - e  ** u . - 2 , - j ~ c Y  j- = ..z . :. , , . .ch - USS Benjamin Franklin (SSBN 640) $111.9 

' ' USS George Bancroft (SSBN 643) 112.2 
* ,  , .. . >. . . ' ' '* USS Kamehbmeha (SSBN 642) 112.1 

7 .  . .- " _ - I -  - 
%r, r ,  - 

3 * 
" ~ S S  ~lex'ahder Hamilton (SSBN 617) 110.7 

. - - - ? - . - - - - - - - . -- - . 
USS Mio;jd?ow Wilson'(SSBN 624) 120.9 
Total/average $567.8 113.6 

- - -L I Diffeience in aveiage price or savings - _ . - _ $39.9 

Surface Ship Methodology , ,.-. Thesurface ship portion of the estimate was calculated in the Office of 
. the-Assistant Secretary. The mc!thodology used was to total, for the last 

six overhauls competed, the differences between the govenunent's cost 
estimates to do the work ($155.6 million) and the award amounts 
($101.6 million). In thit interest of being conservative, the difference of 
$54.1 million (about 35 percent) was reduced to $50 million. 
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Cch.ptu4 
AMesmaents of tbe E x p e e d  Bene5ta 
of Competition 

GAO's Evaluation of We evaluated the Navy's $200 million estimate of savings and found 
Savings that it does not take into account a number of factors that affect its 

accuracy. 

The methodologies for estimating savings do not consider the impact of 
the Navy's other cost reduction efforts that may have created savings in 
public shipyards during this period, thereby enabling the shipyards to 
propose lower prices. For example, the Navy is implementing about 130 
recomrnendatioIk made by Coopers and Lybrand as a result of its inde- 
pendent assesshedto ,hprove public shipyard operations. The corn- , r . : . ,  ' 
pans did not provide g specific estimate of savings that could be realized 
through implementation of the recominendations. These recommenda- 
tions are being implemented through the Naval Industrial Improvement 
Program, which focuses on initiatives to not only improve cost control, 
work scheduling/execution practices, material forecasting and availabil- 
ity, and strategic planning but alsoreduce overhead requirements. 

Other examples bf co& reduction efforts during W period involve a 
budget reductibn aiid proghm changes initiated by public shipyards. 
For fiscal year 1987, the aniount estimated for public shipyard opera- 
* .  

, . .  tions was r e d u d  by $500 ~ o n ' d d g  the annual budget develop 
inent process. ~ e f  officials ke' inkrviewed at four public shipyards 
identified over 15 ~$it.ant,  1 M y  initiated program changes that they 

? 
feel have sighificandy reduced overhaul costs at their shipyards since 
~anu&y 1985,'adut when the comhtition program began. The changes 
involve, for example, work planning, work team organization, labor 
:force composition, Zn@gemeiit Structur.es,'fid management informa- 

1 l ,  . I . . ,  . -" tion systems.' .- , 
- + . r 8 :  

We also noted additi9Kh factors th~t'~h tobe considered in the sub- 
*- . . . . marine savings es&tate; - - . . We . - fouid-that . the Navy's average nonmm- 

pebd $&of $163:~ million was based on cost/price data reported in 
February 1987 and that four of the five SBNS were being overhauled in 
public shipyards. On each of the four, the Navy used either the fixed 
price to the fleet customer, which was established earlier by agreement 
with the shipyard when about 50 p e s t  of the overhaul was com- 
pleted, or a higher amount. Neither of these represented the shipyard's 

I . I  latest actual predicted,ena.& to accompliih the work, which would 
have been more compkble to a competed ship's target price/award 
amount. Had the latest predicted end cost been used on the four SSBNS, 
the average noncompeted price of $163.5 million would have been 
reduced by $8 million (about 6.2 percent) to $145.6 million. This, in 
turn, would have reduced the $39.9 million difference in average price 
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or savings per by $8 million (about 20 percent) to $31.9 million, 
which is only slightly higher than the $30 million conservative estimate 
made by the Office of the Assistant Secretary. 

We believe that the Navy's methodology used to estimate the savings 
from submarine-related work also is subject to question because it com- 
pares mt/price data (1) from significantly different points of comple- 
tion during the overhaul and (2) for different groups of SEWS that vary 
in age, configur$ion, wndition, and time since their last overhaul. Some 
key public shipy& officials we intervigwed, who are familiar with 
SSBNS, d t e d  th& these differences might cause s s ~ ~  overhaul costs 
to vary by as, much as:lO or 16 percent. 

. . I 

We also noted that'the surface ship methodology needed to consider an 
*. 

addition+ fer-award amounts before competition were historically 
signiricantly lower than government estimates. In the January 1986 . 
-port discussed in chapter 3, we noted that on 71 of 76 fixed-price con- 
tracts for surf- ship overhauls performed from fiscal year 1982 
through May 1985,'the average award amount of 11 contrading offices 

* < < ' 
3 " 

4;: .,' ' 8 

was 31 per&nttlower than the average government estimate. With the 
. ,. A . i l  

Navy*s'surface ship.hethodology, the average award amount for com- 
'< 1 . 

peted ships w&about 35 percent lower than the average government 
estimate. These results suggest that the government estimate may not be 

%. ,xi% 2 .  : , *  . 
. . 

;h?2$ r.,T5 .+ i 2 -:,<, ,; ,,f ?. - a repable baseGe for 'measuring cost savings from competition. 
4 A .  v , 9 . - IT . 7 ;&'A %I1. :., * .  , . 

-. 
, . , - . ..A ' . , :: > * .  

. i r l., To providesome ~ & t  into the effects of public/private competition at 
the public shipyard level, we intc?rvi&ed 16 key officials at 4 public 

competition by Public ~ ~ p y a r d g  ~ho.had broad ovwiews of their shipyards' operations. hu- 
shipy-~~a;Of fici& - %* ixig these inteivi*we sought their opinions about the effects of the 

. . *. - ' program & ship ovkhaul costs, schedule adherence, and quality of 
work. Almost all of the officials believed that the competition program 

- had somewhat reduced costs. Most thought that competition had not 
- -- -charged adherence to s*edule. About half believed that work quality 

*'. had improved, but half believed it had not. 

Effect of Jampetition on The officials pmvided their impressions about the impact of the compe- 
Overhaul Costs tition program on overhaul costs at their shipyards. Although the 16 

officials stated that they did not have any studies or analyses on the 
effect of competition, almost all believed that competition resulted in at 
least some net reduction in overhaul costs. Most, however, either could 
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not estimate the amount of savings or provided heavily qualified sav- 
ings estimates, which ranged from as little as 1 percent to as much as 20 
pe-t 

A number of factors made it difficult to estimate the amount of savings. 
One factor is that the competition program is thought to have different 
effects on competed and noncompeted ships. Although the officials gen- 
erally agreed that competition created savings on competed ships and, 
as a result, net savings for the shipyards, they did not agree about sav- 
ings on noncompeted ships. They were about equally divided between 

' klieving that the program had reduced costs for noncompeted ships 
1 and believing that the program had not changed costs on noncompeted 

ships2One official thought that the competition program had increased 
costs by'l to 2 percent for noncompeted ships. 

.? 

Another difficulty in estimating savings from competition concerns the 
- additional costs introduced by the competition program itself. Almost all 
' of the officials mentioned some additional costs and problems associated 

- with%he program at their shipyards. The two most often mentioned 
I .- -: ' ' 'were the (1) cost and time of preparing proposals axid (2) reduced . , - ' advance planning time. Some officials also mentioned problems in 

,. - , "- . f obtaining agreement about the content of work packages, the cost of 
+ I adriiinistering competitive work, and the uncertainties introduced into 

plans' for long-term 'staffing levels. 
. 9 .  :. ' 2  -.. 

A further difficulty.in estimating savings from competition is the poten- 
tial impact of many other management initiatives for reducing costs that 

LL* L I ' ,- 
, . ; J have tieen implemented since the program was introduced in 1985. All 

, -  ." 4 , ;  * * "  offici&&$ortka that costs had'been affected by other Navy-initiated 
- . chairgks,'such'as the Naval Industrial Improvement Program and locally 

i ' -  - initiated program changes. These officials also stated that additional 
* estimahg difficulties arise from the (1) fact that work on competed 

. .   shipsa at their shipyards is not yet complete, (2) small number of ship 
overhauls that can be anafyzed, and (3) uncertainty about the accuracy 

o f  the pmjected savings for the competed ships. 
, , 

. . 4 .  

. )  3 

Effect of Competition on We asked officials for their opinions on whether the competition p m  
Adherence 6 Schedule gram had improved, reduced, or not changed adherence to schedule for 

overhauls in their shipyards. Their opinions were based on their per- 
sonal experiences with competed vessels, not on analyses of the effect of 
competition on adherence to schedule. Most of the officials thought that 
the program had not changed their shipyards' adherence to schedule. A 
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few believed that adherence to schedule had slightly or moderately 
worsened. Almost all reported that adherence to schedule would not be 
more heavily emphasized for competed than for noncompeted ships. 

Effect of Com~etition on The officials also provided us their impressions about whether the com- 
e*alitY of w&k e 

petition program had improved, reduced, or not changed work quality 
- .  on overhauls. Their irppressions were not based on analyses of the effect 

- ,. , . of competition on work quality. About half believed that work quality 
, -  I I_ : had imprpved,.while half believed it had not changed. Some cited figures 

, , on the reduced mount  of rework to suggest that there had been recent 
f r  a . , - improvements in quality and accompanying reductions in costs. Almost 

. .all said that work quality would not be more heavily emphasized for 
competed than for noncompeted ships. 

I 

Report on Test The Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 1985 provided funds 
for a test program to acquire the overhaul of two or more vessels by 

~0m~ebtion'in -Fiscal competition betyeen public and private shipyards. Additional congres- 
Year 1985 - n sional direction requued the Secretary of the Navy to report the test - ; , '  . . qesults to *e e n a t e  ~okmittee pn~ppropriations and to provide an 

- - , assessment of competition on the public and private shipyard industrial 
. base. In r e s p o n s e , - ~ v ~ ~ ~  structured a test program to examine and 

report on the implications and potential benefits of competition between 
, . - .2cm s > ,  ' ,  t . : rrm ,mt .-!j public qd-grivate s&pyards., , A . - ,-, , , , 

3 0 , '  , 1 .$. t;';' - a - . R . Q ?  1 .  - r..r 7 - 
I 6 .L . .i 4 I 

, . , , 1 :  ," 

f . . . -  ., , . , ; :r: , ,: . , ,q,p dew jtsp1a.q for cpnducting the competition so that each see- 
r .. *. . , .tor would overhaul one ship; The Navy's competitive test involved the 

- . ,: ,. regular overhauls of the USS Dulu$ (m 6) and the USS Cleveland (LPD 
. . 7), which were homeported on the west coast and had comparable work 

- - 
= package @nd overhaul .&edules.,Under the plan, NAV~EA issued a solici- 

tation for the USS Duluth to both public and private shipyards on the 
west coast. A fixed-pridincentive contract was awarded August 19, 

- - -  1985, to Northwest Marine Iron,Works of Portland, Oregon, whichwas 
the lowest priced, technically qi~alified private sector offeror, for a tar- 

- - get price of about $12$ million and a @ling price of about $16.0 mil-- 
lion, On April 7,1986, N A .  assigned the USS Cleveland to the lowest . 
priced, tghniqdly quWied public sector offeror-Long Beach Naval 
Shipyard-for a negotiated target price of about $23.8 million and a 
ceiling price of about $31 .O million. 

According to NAVSEA'S plan for the test, a "winner" was to be determined 
after evaluation of final cost data, quality inspection of the ships, and - 
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review of schedules. Each shipyard's performance was reviewed from 
an in-process and post-overhaul material readiness perspective. The 
Navy submitted its report on the test competition on November 16, 
1987. Instead of declaring a winner, the report's overall conclusion was 
that cost of performance showed that the public shipyard's costs were 
slightly higher, by about 8 percent, than the private sector shipyard's. 
Also, quality and schedule performance of the shipyards was approxi- 
mately equal. 

Cosk for both ship were monitored during performance by the Defense 
Contract Audit Agency and the Naval Audit Service (w). According to 
the report, the private shipyard's cost to overhaul the USS Duluth was 
$24.5 million and the public shipyard's cost to overhaul the USS Cleve- 
land was $28.8 million. The two overhauls were not identical in scope 
and the government estimate was used as a normalizing factor. The cost 
of the work at the public shipyard was determined to be about 8 percent 

. higher than the cost of the work at the private shipyard. 

It was further reported that all of the work at both shipyards may not 
be cornpensable. Cost databare .the result of preliminary audit results 
from data available through May 1987. Those data show that the pri- 
vate shipyard's reported costs exceeded the amended contract ceiling 
price by about $4 million, and the private shiIjyard has filed a claim 
against the Navy for $6.4 million. However, the outcome of the claim 
will not be known f o ~ ~  some time. The report shows the revised target 
and ceiling prices for t h e , l J ~ ~  Duluth to be about $15.8 million and 
about $20.5 million, respektively. Similarly, the revised target and ceil- 
ing prices for thedUSS Clevelbd were about $24.7 million and about 
$32.1 million, respectively. 

. .. . - 
The quality of workmanship by the shipyards was reported to be equal. 
However, the report noted that the public shipyard accepted responsi- 
bility for guarantee item cbrrection more liberally than did the private 

. - -  ~ B P Y  ard. 

From a schedule performance viewpoint, the report stated that both 
shipyards performed well. The overhauls of the USS Duluth and the USS 
Cleveland were completed 4 days and 33 days, respectively, ahead of 
schedule, 

Conclusions The Navy expects competition between public and private shipyards to 
result in major cost savings and other benefits to the government. These 
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benefits, however, are difficult a quantify. One reason for this is that 
the impact of the competition program cannot be clearly distinguished 
from the impact of other management initiatives and other variables 
that affect shipyard performance and overhaul and repair costs. Also, 
little final cost/price and other data are available for analysis on com- 
peted ships at this time. 

Almost all of the public shipyanl officials we interviewed, however, 
believe that some savings have czcurred from competition. Their opin- 
ions are divide as  to whether the program also has improved work 

i quality. Most of we'eofficials @dc that adherence to schedule has not 
I n 

3 .  J 4  ,. 
. ., 

changed. 
.I i 

, I 
Although thi! benefits of competition, including cost savings, are not 
clearly mekurable or'~pportah1e. at this t h e ,  reasonably accurate 

. - assessments of the program are necessary to ensure that it is being 
^'effectively carried out and is achieving the benefits intended. Although 
such assessments can be made on an interim basis when contra% and 
project v . .  orders , . are a w e d ,  we,+lieve greater confidence can be placed 

: -'in asseskyer;'tsZ,m9d<&ter &ore b6m'pe'ted work is complete and f& 
' &st/price apd ~ther~data available for analysis. 

? . ,  , .  j ( . ,  ti 
, a -  

,, 4 , . : ? * + ' . 
,* . .  - , * , i  - .  . .  J 

, - 3  - - In commeht$g on a'd;aft of this tt!po&.mr, agreed that other factors, *gen~y . , . * ? *  5 ; - ' '@uticularly~b , 3G A - ~  effihen'cies % I * 7  acll if 've&~ugh the ~ a v a l  ~ndustrial 
, Y  ' " Improvement Rogram; affect the ac'&kcy of the Navy*s $200 million 

" i..'.,!. , ' 
: j claimed s a ~ ' f q $ k ~ & m ~ t i t i o n .  DOD maintained, however, that the 

d .. . . t 4  ' ~ a ; y  @,pa$ng moneys;&td, p an exkPle, it cited the overhaul of the 
2,' I #. C 

! -  - 'US$ &qj& -(SSBN 640) as being over 75 percent complete 
and on target to save in excess of $30 &on over the p e r f o m  public 
shipyard's previous v r i e n c e .  oar, said that competition has been a 

i 0 

"' " 
A -&talyst for efficiencies h a t  have. occurred at public shipyards and that, 

while the precise amouqt is not known, the Navy's estimate attributing 
about $200 million of the savings to competition is reasonable. Finally, 
D ~ D  expressed the view that competition has had a positive effect on 
quality and a neutral effect on schedule. 

< '  " 






